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Hammer, Patterson head to theatre competition
Christina Wootton
Index Staff
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Vice-President of Finance:
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Fall Quarter Retrospective In the news
Ed Murray
Index Staff
Campus politics dominated
the news this past quarter as
the heavily publicized calendar change caused many
heated debates among the faculty and student body.
The Calendar Curriculum
Committee (C3) began the
quarter looking to adopt a
triquarter calendar, setting
aside the summer, primarily,
for internships, research
projects, creative endeavors,
or work. One of the biggest
concerns for the committee
was combining the already existing components of the KPlan within this new system.
The group voted to integrate
the following key features
within the proposed calendar:
on-campus study, Professional
Development Internship,
Study Abroad, and the Senior
Individualized Project.
While the faculty dealt
with the difficulties of implementation, the students expressed concerns of their
own. The uncertainty of
many issues left students
concerned over the future of
certain programs including:
Study Abroad, SIP options
for specialized majors, housing, and summer Career Development options. Also, is-

sues of concern were the
heavy workload that the new
system would demand, and
triquarter burnout. Students
united to form SICC (Student
Input Calendar Committee)
in order to insure that their
voice would be heard. New
developments as the two
sides debate over the issue
are sure to insue later this
quarter.
An outbreak of theft and
vandalism throughout campus
made residents think twice
abou t locking their doors. This
past quarter, more than $2,500
was lost in property and damages to both "K" studen ts' possessions and college facilities.
Extra security patrols were assigned to monitor the area surrounding Crissey Hall when a
break-in occured in a groundfloor suite. Several bulletins
concerning the incident and
describing the thief were
posted throughout campus,
however, the suspect has not
been apprehended.
There was an accident involving an off-duty Marriott
worker and two UK" students.
The driver, Carl Forrest, hit
students Bert Reiheld and
Colin Sheaff on the corner of
Academy and Catherine
streets. Fortuna tel y, neither
Reihold or Sheaff were seri-

ously injured. Reiheld stated,
"This school is so small that
you even know the person
who runs you over."
In sports, "K's" Women's
Volleyball Team grabbed the
headlines. The team rolled up
a 29-7 overall record, taking
their fourth straight Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Assocjation (MIAA) crown and
earning their fourth trip to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) tournament in the past five years.
Leading the ladies' squad was
senior Mary Siwajek who was
named to the American Volleyball Coach's Association
(AVCA) All-America Second
Team. Joining Siwajek with
post-season honors were juniors Anita Grinbergs and Cara
Marker, who were named to
the AVCA Great Lakes Ali-Regional Team.
On the gridiron, junior Seth
Simpson earned his way on the
1994 GTE Academic Ali-District IV Football Team, as well
as being named to the AIIMIA A Second Team. Cross
Country
runner David
Barkley excelled on the course,
as he made his way to the
NCAA Cross Country Championship, coming in 123rd in
Division III schools across the
nation.

Peace activists CaIne to "K":

Discuss resistance, spending
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
The Nonviolent Student
Organization is sponsoring
the visit of Philip Berrigan and
Elizabeth McAlister to
Kalamazoo College's Stetson
Chapel on January 12 at 8:30
p.m.
The couple will be talking
about why and how they continue their resistance against
the militaristic practices and
spending of the United States
government.
According to Peter Gathje,
Religion Department Professor, the peace activists have a
long history as social demonstrators. Philip Berrigan began
his protest as a veteran of
World War II and Josephite
priest, a religious order devoted to serving AfricanAmerican Roman Catholics.
In 1963, he participated in a
march in Washington D.C.
with 200,000 others to urge
support for civil rights legislation.
Alienated from the civil
rights movement, he joined the
anti-war protest using mainstream techniques, such as petitions and letters to the editor.
However, when he realized
these actions weren't working,
he began his dramatic nonviolent protest Gathje said.
In October of 1967, he and
three others were charged

with raiding a Baltimore draft
board office to pour blood on
the draft files Gathje said.
While waiting to be sentenced,
Philip Berrigan, his brother
Daniel, and seven others were
charged with burning files
with homemade napalm at a
Catonsville draft board office
to protest the war. The
Catonsville Nine were sen-

When mainstream
anti-war tactics
failed, Berrigan
began his dramatic
non-violent protest

tenced to six years, but
Berrigan served 39 months.
After his release from jail,
Berrigan left the seminary to
marry Elizabeth McAlister, a
former member of the Sisters
of the Sacred Heart of Mary
and a social protester Gathje
said. They formed the Jonah
House, an international
Christian community devoted to nonviolent resistance.
Since the end of the Vietnam War, the Berrigans have
focused their efforts on protesting excess military spend-

ing and nuclear weapons. In
1980, they found a strategy for
their resistance in the text of
Isaiah, Gathje said. Their first
protest to "beat swords into
plowshares" occurred when
Philip and Daniel Berrigan and
several others allegedly entered a General Electric plant
where nuclear missile
coneheads are constructed.
They were accused of pouring
blood on blueprints and the
conehead, and hammering the
conehead. This incident inspired a movement which by
1989, included over 33 other
"plowshare" acts involving
more than 100 people.
According to Gathje,
Berrigan was released recently
from prison where he was incarcerated for his plowshare
action at Seymour Air Force
Base in North Carolina during
which he poured blood and
hammered on an F-15 jet.
Gathje said, the couple protests what they consider the
United States government's
excess military spending. The
U.S. spends 280 billion dollars
on the military, while the second leading military spender,
Japan, only spends 44 billion.
Berrigan and McAllister believe that Christians are called
to resist militarism that dominates American society as a
crime against God and humanity.

• • •

Bosnian Rivals have deadlock on cease-fire talks
According to United Nations officials on January 7 an impasse had been reached on provisions of a four month ceasefire which went into effect one week ago. Bullets were found
lodged in two UN. military planes which had recently returned from delivering aid to Sarajevo. Negotiation talks
have been held up regarding a demilitarized zone near
Sarajevo, and government troops have refused to withdraw
from the area.
Shooting in Rwandan Camp
A January 7 shooting in a refugee camp in Rwanda killed
12 and wounded 36. This was the worst case of violence in a
refugee camp since last year when hundreds of thousands of
Rwandans fled their homes to escape ethnic kiUings.
The initiator of the attack and the circumstances of the
attack are under investigation. Most violence in the camps is
directed at refugees who want to go home or those suspected
of spying for the government.

Quakes in Northern Japan
T~o strong earthquakes hit northern Japan on Jan.uary 7
injuring 29 people. The first quake registered at 6.9 on the
Richter scale and hit 370 miles Northeast of Tokyo at 7:38
a.m. The second hit four hours later and had a preliminary
magnitude of 6.2 on the Richter scale. The quakes shook
buildings and stopped eight train lines. Injury and death
totals are not available.
Sterilization Surgery for Handicapped Woman
On December 30th "Cindy" underwent sterilization surgery. At 26 she had the mind of a five year old due to severe
mental retardation and epilepsy. Her mother Mrs. Wasiek
went to the U.S. Supreme Court with an emergency appeal
for. the surgery after witnessing sexual advances toward her
daughterin her group home. Mrs. Wasiek feared tha t a pregnancy would be too stressful on her daughter's body. The
case is under review'addressing the rights of the handicapped.

"
D.}. Spends hi$ Time Writing
.
Since last June O. J. Simpson has received over 300,000
pieces of mail. He now has a new book in the works titled, I

Want ta Tell Yau: My Response ta Yqur Letters, Yaur Messages,
Yaur Questians.
by Anne Loesch

College receives Mellon Grant
money involve compensation
Melissa Jenkins
for extra expenses resulting
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College recently from adoption of the new calreceived a $450,000 grant from endar. These expenses include
the Mellon Foundation to aid funding for course and proin funding the new calendar gram development, resources
for extra offerings which might
and curriculum.
Provost Richard Cook an- be necessary, and funds for
nounced the award to faculty communication with College
and staff in early December. constituencies.
Despite the generous gift
Cook expressed enthusiasm on
the part of Mellon officials for from the Foundation, Cook
Kalamawo College and its fu- said further funding is necessary for a smooth transition
tureplans.
Future plans for the grant into the new calendar.
Career Development Center
WINTER 1995
Workshop Schedule
Registration Meeting for Freshman Summer Employment
Program
All students interested in summer employment should plan
on attending. Learn about options for spending your summer investigating a career, earning money, or seeing another part of the country.
Wednesday, January 11
7:00 p.m., Olmsted Room
Finding Community Service Opportunities
Information presented on how to identify voluntary placements that suit your needs of being involved in the community.
Thursday, January 12
4:00 p.m., Olmsted Room
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Philadelphia program a
smash among students
Lisa Walter
Index Staff
This fall, 17 Kalamazoo College sophomores attended the
1994 urban studies program at
the Philadelphia Center.
They were chosen ou t of
thirty some students who applied to the program. Asa part
of this unique program, students find their own apartment in the city, attend a city
seminar once a week, and find
a job.
Students choose one of
about eight seminars and may
attend electives at night if they
wish. The Center also has
about two hundred different
jobs to choose from and will
help place students in a job.
The four month program
counts as a pass or fail credit
for Kalamazoo students.
Also participating in the program are students from other

colleges within the Great Lakes
College Association (GLCA)
and also non-GLCA schools
throughout the United States.
Most students in the program said it was a great learning experience because of its
emphasis on independent living and job experience. In addition, students get to know
and see an exciting city.
Kyla Osborne worked at the
Nationalities Service Center
and completed a variety of
tasks, ranging from translating
to taking photos and fingerprints to helping process immigrants' green cards. "Being
a translator was the best experience," Osborne said.
Qan Lewis worked in a
homeless shelter. He said that
he loved it and the whole experience was just "awesome." Lewis added, "It
hel ped me become more aware

of the problems today through
seeing and dealing with issues
I hadn't [dealt with) before."
According to Lisa Roschke,
"the program was excellent
and I would recommend it to
anyone." Roschke worked at
the International Visitors
Council where she helped arrange the itinerary for highlevel officials, such as political
and business leaders, educators, and a foreign correspondent from the London Times .
She also accompanied them
around the city.
First-year students who are
interested in the program can
learn about it this winter. An
informational meeting will be
announced in the Daily Buzz.
Also, students can contact Professor Kim Cummings in the
Sociology / Anthropology /
Economics Office for more information.

Winter weather's word for the wise: "keys, please"
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
Picture the scene: it was
Friday night and two hours
before a joint birthday party
began. We (for the purposes
of this, the guilty wish to remain anonymous) had just
been to Meijer's and had
bought what seemed like the
entire contents of the store. It
was dark and snowing and
cold, so, much to our delight,
our group of four had just
found a oarkinQ' soace hehind Humphrey House.
Mindful of the cry, "remember to lock your doors," we all
did, including the driver. Unfortunately, the keys were forgotten in our rush from the
vehicle. They still hung swinging from the ignition. Everything was locked tight - the
doors, the windows, and the

trunk with all of the party
supplies ........ and down came
the snow.
Security tried to help us and failed, when they realized
the door was on a slide lock
and- their equipment was really only good for pop-up
locks.
Members of the English department were still in a meeting in Humphrey House. Although it was getting quite
late, these dedicated folks tried
to helo. One fac.ultv member
even tried his hand at the old
coat-hanger trick. Unfortunately, that also failed.
In desperation, having lost
all feeling from the cold everywhere in our collective bodies,
we called the operator who
gave us a number of a towing
company, but they had already
left for the weekend.

As a last resort, the frantic
driver then found the courage
to phone home to get the AAA
number. And 10, there appeared the fourth emergency
service, the knight of the road,
the fowtruck, rolling down
Academy Street quicker 1han
you could say "damsel in distress," yellow lights blinking
through the dark.
Within five minutes this
wonderful man had fixed the
problem and we had access
once more to the trunk with all
the partying supplies. And he
didn't even COMMENT negatively.
Mr. Breakdown man - we
love you. But people - a word
of warning - remember your
keys when you lock your car,
because it's cold out there.
And also an embarrassing dilemma to be in!

Dr. Seuss is out on the loose
Angela Jousma
A &EEditor

Green Eggs and Ham ... The
Cat in theHat .. .one fish, two fish,
red fish, blue fish ... I remember
reading these Dr. Seuss masterpieces when I was little and
loving the rhyme. I knew them
so well that I would yell at my
mom when she deliberately
skipped pages. I remember
thinking that Dr. Seuss must
look like a kind grandpa who
had Wumps that Bump, Yings
that Sing, and Zeds with one
hair upon their heads running
around in his backyard.
As I grew up, I put my Dr.
Seuss books away in the closet
and then sold them at a neighborhood garage sale. I had forgotten about them. Or so J
thought.
Twelve years later, stressed
to the limits about my first set
of finals at "K" College, my

roommate burst into the room
carrying three of the greatest
books ever written: The Cat In
the Hat, Hop On Pop, and, my
favorite, Onefish two fish red fish
blue fish for her satire and
parody class project. In the
middle of ten different French
verb tenses and three pages of
vocabulary, suddenly one of
my friends who had previously been trying to make
sense out of the Chinese language, picked up One fish two
fish and began to read. A few
minutes later we were all smiling and laughing, remembering all of the old characters like
the Zans who opens cans and
the Ish who has an Ish Wish
Dish.
All of these creatures were
given their own voice with
which to boom or growl or cry
or grunt. And when the story
was over, I could look at the

plus -que-parfait again. My
roommate could think of a
new rhyme for cadaver. And
the storyteller could face Chinese characters with fewer
complaints.
So, my advice to all of the
students here at "K" is to sit
back every once in a while and
listen to a good rhyme by
Seuss. For, as the good doctor
said: "From there to here, from
here to there, funny things nre
everywhere."
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New Year's
Resolutions
by Matt Rainson
\ It's a little late, but here's my list of New
\ Year's Resolutions:
\ 1) Take Up Smoking - r feel smoking gets
\ a bad rap these days. Everybody talks
about iI's drawbacks, sure, but nobody
talks abou til's benefits. C'mon, now, let's
be fair. Smoking has plenty of advan. ~'. tages: it boosts the weak economies of
l t l.., Rachel BertllS such states as North Carolina and VirPho 0
'
gIma, It h eI ps control
ourb
urgeonll1g
population and it gives a greater appreciation of the outdoors since nobody's allowed to smoke indoors anymore.
2) Conquer Asia - It's just something I've always wanted to
do. My plan is to fly over the continent in a plane blaring the
"All I Want to Do Is Have Some Fun" song until everybody'S
head explodes, and, if that doesn't work, I'll switch to that
"Zombie" song by The Cranberries, but I'm afraid that would
violate the Geneva Convention.
3) Get Some New Socks - The socks I have now are pretty
worn out, maybe because I go outside in them without any
shoes on sometimes, to get the mail and the paper, go shopping, jog, etc. Also, all my socks are the exact same color; white
on the top and brown on the bottoms. I need to get some of
those heated socks with batteries, except that J am afraid that
my feet might spontaneously burst into flame if J walk through
a puddle or something, and wouldn't that be an uncomfortable moment if r was with somebody that I was trying to impress with my suaveness.
Other Person: "Your shoes seem to have caught fire,
Matt."
Me: (suavely) "Ah... yes. How amusing."
4) Eat More Cheese - This New Year's Resolution has been
brought to you by the National Cheese and Whey-Related
Products Council. Remember their motto: "What the hell is
'whey'?"
5) Become More Violent - I'm too much of a pushover. I need
to assert myself more strongly. Towards that end, I am going
to stop wearing the 'WIMP INSIDE" shirt my mother gave
me, and I will make an effort to swear more often in my conversation with friends and family. J will also begin carrying a
stick with me at all times with which I will hit all the small
children and animals I chance to meet.
6) Stop Recycling - I'm just sick of it. J mean, all that hassle
with separating cans and bottles and paper. Really, you have to
ask yourself, whal's the point? "There's always more where
that came from." That's what I say.
7) Start Writing Really Bad Poetry - I figure, this way, people
will be forced to read my wri ting in college English classes all
over the world forever! A-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha .. Not only
th.at but I will be described with words such as "challenging"
and "wonderfully obtuse." I'll start right now.
I am filled with pain and angst.
My soul is like a bag of really wet sand.
It sits on my heart.
Smooshing it.
Smoosh, smoosh.
Smoosh.
lam so deep.
Women dig me.
8) Switch From Fine to Medium-Point Pens - I've decided
that fine point pens arc too scratchy on the paper. The noise
they make annoys me. Especially when the room is quiet. It
sounds like Someone is sanding a dining-room table. Not only
that, but I keep stabbing myself in the leg as J write, and I
figure that medium-point pens won't penetrate as deeply.
9) Take-Up a Foreign Language - French, perhaps ...
Naaaaaaaah.
10) Throw My Life Away - My family seems so convinced I'm
going to do it anyway tha t I figure, hey, why not? So, I'm changing my major to theater, my minor to philosophy and my concentration to medieval dance. Then, I figure I will drop-out of
college one quarter short of graduation and join the Merchant
Marines. Whaddya' think?
Happy New Year, everybody.
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Martin Luther King Jr.:

beyond nostalgia
There may not be any cake or ice cream celebrations Monday, January 16 for the anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday, but he will be remembered and recognized by
students and faculty alike on the "K" campus and around the country.
But what exactly will people choose to remember and recognize about the great American
man who led the civil rights movement in the 1950's and 1960's? Will they recall King's fame
from receiving the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize, yet without also recalling his message? Will they
recall King's 1968 assassination in Memphis, Tennessee without also remembering the racial
tension and conflicts that led up to it? Or will they leave both the man and the message in the
past as vague, blurry concepts, concentrating instead on whether school was cancelled or the
bank was closed?
If we wish to really recognize King, his message, and his contributions to society, it is important to look beyond the simple textbook facts and analyze the deeper significance of nonviolence as an effective means of conflict resolution.
Observing King's birthday as a holiday or attending lectures, forums and discussion groups
relating to the event are steps in the right direction, but these recognition efforts must extend
beyond basic nostalgia for several reasons.
First, the day will come when no one will be able to recall King and his work from memory.
Already, you must be approximately 27 years-<>ld to have been alive when King was, and
even older to remember his specific actions; this excludes not only our generation, but all
subsequent ones too. So while the knowledge of King and the civil rights movement can be a
wonderful resource, this important information must persevere throughout current and forthcoming generations to be really utilized.
Secondly, when this ~istorical data does stand the test of time and passes on to younger
members of the commuruty, they must take it seriously and consider it as an important foundation upon which to build. Past history is an invaluable tool to analyze current political and
social problems while also adding a fresh perspective to the dilemna.
Finally, it is important that a wide variety of historical figures and events command the
proper attention and recognition they deserve, and not simply because the famous figure is
now. deceased
the event w~s a controversial one. Coincidentally, peace activists Philip
Bemgan and ~!izabeth McAl.hster are speaking on campus several days before MLK Day.
Although Bemgan and McAlhster have used nonviolent means to express their political views
as King did, their protests against excess military spending and nuclear weapons are known
by few ''K'' students.
MLK had a dream, but how long will it last?

been reputable both within the
Harnza Suria
U.S. and the Middle East. His
Index Staff
An important pillar of de- preachings reveal that he has
mocracy is the right to free urged Muslims of the world to
speech. Liberty, as defined in avenge against Western nathe U.S. Constitution, empha- tions that have fought with Issizes this as a right to all lamic nations. In particular, he
people, whether black, white, points to Bosnia, Algeria, Soor purple. However, it is often malia, and Iraq as nations of
the case that individuals devi- Western domination. His couate from the popular, or "po- rageous appeal has made him
litically correct," norms and very unique among other Issuffer due to their irregularity. lamic preachers and has earned
In particular, one's speech can him the title of "fundamentalbe assumed to be an indication ist" within Western nations.
However, as I was sifting
of his/her actions. Thus, indithrough
the details of this
viduals who deviate from ponews
story
last week, I began
litical correctness may often be
accused of actions that their to wonder what portion of the
speech may allege against jury's verdict would actually
them, and not something that be based on the "hard evidence" brought against Abdel
they necessarily have done.
One particularly relevant Rahman, and what influence
issue to this matter are the cur- his religious orientation would
rent allegations against Sheikh have. Although I personally
Omer Abdel Rahman. He, disagree with Abdel Rahman,
among 11 others, have been and all other religious-based
accused of assisting in the 1993 reasons for war, it does not
bombing of New York's World seem to me tha t he will be
Trade Center, in which both given a fair trial. His personal
lives and investments were orientation may already have
lost. The FBI has collaborated created the '1inks" that the FBI
with other National security has found between him and
agencies to infiltrate Abdel the two Egyptians' arrest in
Rahman's activities, and have 1993. In addition, due to his
made "links" between him "political incorrectness,"
and the two Egyptians actually Abdel Rahman certainly will
arrested for the bombings. be eyed as a certain accomplice
Abdel Rahman is currently im- for what happened at the
prisoned and awaits a jury World Trade Center. Once
trial. A conviction carries a again, the right to free speech
will be infringed upon and
lengthy prison term.
Predictions are that Abdel misconstrued for assumptions
Rahman will be prosecuted without the presence of solid
with both the "linksH that the proof. His personal ideology
FBI has discovered, as well as and beliefs may be responsible
his past history.
Abdel for Abdel Rahman's verdict
Rahman is a Muslim preacher rather that the actions that he
in the Manhattan area who has may have committed.

0:

Christian music at Kalamazoo
Andrew Schleicher
Index Staff
Wasn't it great to be home
for Christmas? I enjoyed the
time at home very much. One
reason I like going home for
breaks is that I get to listen to
my favorite radio stations.
Among them is a contemporary Christian music station.
No, this isn't all your Sunday
morning hymn type, nor is it
just gospel. It also plays rock,
rap, and alternative styles.
Moreover, tl-ere is something for
everybody in Christian music.
When I came to "K" College, I looked for a Christian
music station. One day, I
flipped on my 1V to Channel
64 where I saw a program
calledZMusic. ZMusic, which
currently airs on Saturdays
from 11 a.m. to noon, is a pro-

gram full of the most recent
contemporary Christian music. Not only is the music excellent, but the messages are
uplifting as well. On an average show, one can see artists
such as Amy Grant, Steven
Curtis Chapman, the Newsboys, and many others as well.
I have found this show to be a
great way to begin my day.
If you have cable, there is
also another show on the Family Channel. It is called Contemporary Christian Music, or
CCM-TV. CCM Communication, Inc. also puts out a
monthly CCM magazine with
stories and ratings of various
Christian artists and their albums. (Please contact me for
subscription information.)
CCM is a great way to learn the
latest in Christian music.
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Not only can you listen to
Christian music on TV, but
there is now a two hour block
of Christian music on our own
student run radio station from
4-6 p.m. every Friday. This is
the second quarter in a row for
this type of service to our
Christian students. I invite you
to come to Hicks Center during
the show time and listen. Also,
feel free to call the station at 7218
during the show to request your
favorite Christian music hits.
While Christian music is
cu rrently broadcasting for only
two hours a week, I encourage
you to listen to it. Many students on campus have albums
from Christian artists; therefore, if you have never heard
this new Christian style, borrow a friend's album. I am sure
that you will like it.

Mandate to Update
Clift Lampe
Staff Writer
The other day I asked a person at another school what her
e-mail address was, and she
looked at me as if I had grown
a third eye. I was astounded
that she wasn't as avid an email user as I was myself. I
was even more astonished to
find that some professors and
students at Kalamazoo still
aren't hooked up and even
think that technology hinders
communication.
Yeah, it's a bad idea to have
instant access to thousands of
people and places. Sure, I
can take a walk through the
Louvre by computer, but
what does that really mean?
It means I have the edge,
baby.
The facts are that cyberspace
is no longer the domain of
those luminescent computer
jocks in the upstairs lab. The
Net has gone mainstream,
with adherents from all walks
of life.

You can do anything with
the Internet these days, including ordering pizza and having sex. Not that I know the
specifics of the latter of course.
The point is, there is a lot more
going on in the cyberworld
than a nerd convention, and
everybody needs to become
aware of the applica tions of the
technology.
We need to do two things in
order to be ''Nettled.'' First, we
have to buy more computers.
"K" is at the low end for computer allocation in the Great
Lakes College Association. Of
course, no professions are using computers these days, but
they are quaint little oddities.
Next we have to teach people
how to use them.
I don't care spit how to program a computer, what I need
to know is how to use Lotus,
Excel, and especially how to
use the Net to good effect.
It's time ''K'' caught up, and
only the students have the
mandate to demand the update.
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Abortion or guns: either way it's murder
~anF1O~

I

On December 30, 1994,
John C. Salvi, 22, armed with
a semi-automatic weapon, entered two abortion clinics in
Brookline and opened fire on
the patients and staff. The end
result was the death of two
women and five others seriously wounded.
Violence directed at abortion clinics has been prevalent
throughout this decade. But
only recently have I begun to
realize the hypocrisy involved
with administering this violence and death.
Much like Salvi, I too am

pro-life. However, I am not a
member of a secular or organized religious assembly. I am
not a Christian, Muslim,
Hindu, Buddhist, or animist.
In fact, I am an atheist.
Despite my disbelief in an
original creator or higher entity, I do regard one doctrine
as the highest authority over
everything else: human life is
unquestionably superior. This
is the essential foundation
upon which pro-lifers uphold
and use to distinguish themselves from those who accept
the practice of abortion.

However, that is why I find
it contradictory and hypocritical that individuals, particularly devout followers of some

Crowning the King's message

religion such as Salvi, describe
themselves as pro-life but administer violence and threaten
death against those who use
abortion.
Are these individuals who
utilize violence and death not
denying people the same life
they desire for unborn children? Are those individuals
not coordinating and performing the same act of execution
that abortion doctors perform
on unborn children?
It appears these people assume that babies should be
born without question. But it
is all right to exterminate these
human beings after they reach
adulthood. Apparently, it is all
in the timing.
Because I fear for a heated
pro-life versus pro-choice debate within the opinion section

lnions altor
For the majority of people,
this past holiday season was
characterized by the delightful
sounds of Christmas music,
the cheery laughter of relatives
and pristine snow falling from
the sky. Unfortunately, for a
few individuals in Brookline,
Massachusetts, this holiday
season became a nightmare as
the sound of bullets subdued
the music, the screams of two
fatally wounded women repIaced the laughter and crimson
bloo:l stained the white snow.

Letter to the Editor
Last Winter the Index
printed a student's reaction to
the lack of activity ;md recognition of Martin Lu ther King Jr.
Day. The student's essay did
recognize the few professors
who did something to recognize King in their classrooms.
I was pleased to have been one
of those few professors.
For whatever reasons, I
could not understand the lack
of activity and apathy of this
community towards a person
and his message which should
have a place in our curriculum.
It is easy, however, to be critical. I don't recall what that student did for King's day nor
what was suggested. Everyone
can inquire about what is happening, but there are few who
art! wiIIing to put forth the effort to do something, and it
does take a lot of effort. The
amount of work and time can
be minimized in the act of doing something when others
share the responsibilities.
What is the responsibility of

Dr. Benson W. Prigg
Photo by Blake Bunting

"There is a lot
that should be
done, but not
doing anything
should be
deemed
unacceptable. "
-Dr. Benson W. Prigg

the administration to recognize Matrin Luther King Jr.
day? What is the responsibility of the faculty and staff?
What is the responsibility of
the students?
As a facuIty member, I
along with Dr. Ken Reinert
have decided to work together.
(He too was disturbed by the
truth of the student's letter.)
We have been working together since the Winter quarter to coordinate a faculty supported LACC program for
January 16, 1995. The LACC,
titled "Martin Luther King Jr.
and the Liberal Arts," will be a
series of presentations on
King's message and the influence of his message upon education. We ar~ succeeding and
look forward to the fruition of
our effort and those participating as well as those who will
make up the audience.
There is a lot that should be
done, but not doing anything
should be deemed unacceptable.
Dr. Benson W. Prigg

Department of English

"Martin Luther King Jr.
and the Liberal Arts"
LACC
Monday,
January 16, 1995
8:00p.m.
Olmsted Room

(((jenuine
peace is not
tfie a6sence of
tension, 6ut
tfie presence of
"
.'Dr. '.Martin Lut~r 1(jng Jr.

of the Index, it would be relevant for me to say that even
though I am pro-life, I do in
fact abide by a women's choice
of using
abortion.
It is the
I a w .
However,
that does
not mean
that
I
m u s t
agree
with it or
support
it. Butasa
citizen of this country, it is my
duty to abide by that law.
Similarly, I must abide by,
although I disagree with, the
16th Amendment allowing the
United States Government to
collect income tax. Just because I do not support this law
gives me no right to enter an
IRS office and kill off every IRS
official.
Abortion is an issue that
will continue to divide Americans for years to come. While
in a democracy, I believe it is
imperative to have several
opinions about the same issue.
However, I do not believe violence or death should be used
by individuals to justify their
position on a particular issue,
especialIy when those individuals are contradicting
themselves.

"Despite my disbelief in an
original creator or higher
entity, I do regard one doctrine
as the highest authority over
everything else: human life is
unquestionably superior."

Attentive alum questions
calendar change
Letter to the Editur
The "calendar change" details puzzle me as well as the
way the decision was made
and communicated. I'm interested in your readers' reactions.
First, I'm puzzled that the
administration requested
alumni response to the proposed changes without allowing time for alumni to react. I
received an IS-page summary
of the "Calendar Task Force"
report and responded to Pr0vost Cook. However, I later
learned the administration approved the plan only 4 days
after the report was sent to me.
The Kalamazoo College Quarterly containing the proposal
arrived even later.
Second, the plan summary
doesn't reflect the rigorous
thinking taught at "K" College.
Are the proposed changes really what faculty, students, and
prospective students want?
The summary is very light on
supporting data, such as surveys, focus groups, or comparisons with competitors. And the
current plan has withstood the
test of considerable time.
Without such data, I don't
see how one can accurately
forecast how the changes will
affect the College's attractiveness to future students. It
seems to me the changes will
make "K" less differentiated

from the competition. And idle
facilities in summer seem
negative from cash-flow and
revenue viewpoints.
Foreign study was the
single most influential part of
my "K" College time, and the
reason I chose to attend
Kalamazoo College. I believe
the program will be hurt, if indeed the one-quarter option is
eliminated, as the plan proposes.
This, along with the elimination of "K" summers on
campus, seem to make it difficult to participate in a foreign
academic term and still complete "K" requirements in major subjects. There is clearly
more competition to find Career Development slots during
the summer.
"Lack of community" is
cited as a disadvantage of the
current quarter structure. Yet
housing the senior class off
campus is also a disadvantage
in the new plan.
In summary, the process
and content of these changes
surprises me. Your readers are
closer to the situation. I'd welcome communication from
them.
Regards,
James M. Tiefenthal, 'K 66
UK" Alumni Coordinator

Rochester-area
Note: Contact Index office at 7216
for Tiefenthal's address.
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15 albu:ms that :made 1994 a great year for :music
Matt Priest
Backpage Editor
15. Vitalogy - Pearl Jam (Epic)
It doesn't quite have the
groove of VS, and seems to
lack some of the emotion
found on Ten, but it rocks
enough to earn mention. Most
of the tracks have an extremely
raw sound (I doubt Vedder did
any vocal tracks more than
twice). But as always, Pearl
Jam spends the majority of the
album telling us about things
we don't want to know exist
making this disc a perfect place
for such a sound. From song
to song, it's hard to tell where
the band is going next and it
sometimes seems Vedder has
decided to puta little more distance between himself and the
songs. So this album defini tel y
makes one wonder where
Pearl Jam is headed next and
holds surprises for even the
most-seasoned P.J. fan. I think
the uncertainty and coarseness
of Vitalogy is what did it for
me. The album does however,
contain a few experimental
songs that hardly kept my interest the first time and certainly do little more than make
me hate the accordion each
time I listen to the whole thing.

14. Ungod - Stabbing Westward (Columbia)
Much like another great
Chicago group Mind Bomb,
Stabbing Westward is a band
that does a very nice job of
combining synthesizers, industrial percussion, and
samples with loud guitars and
steady rhythm section
grooves. Sounding more like
a rock band than NIN ever
does and lacking Mr. Reznor's
need to shock us, Stabbing
Westward has created a good
collection of angry, noisy songs
that do the trick if that's the
kind of mood you're in. But
along with the noise, Ungod
contains enough melody to
keep the songs spinning in
your head. Don't let the fact
that they've held opening tour
spots for both Depeche Mode
and the Cranberries fool you
into thinking they won't disturb your neighbors. I must
admit though, that I was somewhat disappointed to find out
from a friend that his cousin,
Westward's vocalist, isn't always as bitterly angry as he
sounds and plays Pictionary
with the family on Thanksgiv-

ing like a regular guy.
13. Purple - Stone Temple Pilots (Atlantic)
It's always a chore trying to
defend these guys but I'm
gonna try anyway. Purple is a
relatively short and simplistic
album both musically and
emotion(illy. And I'm not going to tell anyone that STP has
jumped into the world of music with unmatched brilliance
and originality (the influences
of classics like Zeppelin as well
as contemporaries like
Soundgarden are hard to ignore and probably not meant
to be). However, this is a very
solid album that combines an
incredibly thick guitar sound
(call it the "g" word if you
must) with some dynamic vocals and melodies that truly
challenge those who refuse to
sing along. They haven't altered their music much from
that of Core, but they seem to
be very aware of what types of
songs will complement their
style and therefore have given
us another album that simply
serves up about 45 minutes of
good, clean "drivin' with the
windows down" rock n' roll
fun. Also, make sure to let the
disc play after the final track
in order to hear Weiland do his
best Robert Goulet and sing us
a lounge song that tells us
"he's hoped we've enjoyed the
12 gracious melodies." Besides
being hilarious, I think It
track is a perfect ending to t
album and suggests maybe
STP doesn't take themselves
and the whole rock thing as seriously as their countless enemies do.

12. File Under: Easy Listening
- Sugar (Rykodisc)
As much as I have to discourage you from attending a
Sugar show, Bob Mould has
once again put together a great
little package of songs for us.
Each of the album's ten tunes
would be catchy enough to
serve as a single as well as a
perfect example of excellent
noise pop. The songs on this
disc also flow into each other
at least as comfortably as those
on Copper Blue if not more so.
I'll be the first to admit that
Mould's production skills
have quite a bit to do with
F.U.E.L.'s appeal. But that's
O.K.; I'm talking about the album, not the band . Mould has

Centerstage in Kalamazoo
1J12195- "Stepping Out" -comedy about an amateur tap
dance class, 329 5. Park St., $13 Friday and Saturday, $10
Sunday and Thursday. Call: 343-1313
Also: "Oliver" -classic Dickens, Miller Auditorium, WMU,

$26, $21, $16. Call: 387-2300
1J13/95- "LOOT"-dark comedy dealing with government,
money and Catholic Church, API Theatre, 240 W. Michigan.
Call: 343-8090
Also: "Selected Hilarity"-comedy troupe, Dalton Theater, 8
pm. FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
-compiled by Angela /ousma, A & E Editor

mastered the art of making a
simple three chord progression
seem exciting on each new
track. Mould, who had been
performing with Husker Du as
well as solo for most of the 80's,
is one of few artists who's been
around long enough and
earned enough respect to escape Bon-Jovial criticisms for
his every-day-topical lyrics.
This is the kind of album that's
about 90% melody and I've yet
to find a friend (regardless of
musical preference) who
wasn't able to get into the music.
11. God Shuffled His Feet Crash Test Dummies (Arista)
O.K., this album was released in late 1993. But its influence spanned most of '94. If
you've heard them, you're
probably aware that Brad Roberts' voice either intrigues or
nauseates each individual listener. I happen to think his
motor oil vocals are some of
the most entertaining I've
heard in awhile. It drips with
sarcasm and adds a lot to the
already incredibly silly aura
about this record. The cover
features the band's heads
pasted over those of the subjects in a classic oil painting
and the songs feature references to such oddi ties as bronchial infections, David Byrne's
artsy friends, and the definition of "phalanges." This album is also chock full of some
fascinating instrumentation,
unforgettable rhythms, and
ghostly backing vocals. The
ode to old folks "Afternoons
and Coffeespoons" might be
the best single of the year and
the Dummies are joining artists such as the Barenaked Ladies and Jane Siberry in attempting to make a musical
name for our Canadian friends
to the North.

10. Cleansing - Prong (Epic)
Prong has been creating
"cutting-edge" thrash metal
for almost ten years now.
What is it that has made them
"clltting-edge" and kept them
a few steps in front of other
thrashers like Megadeth and
Anthrax? Well, much like
Pantera and Corrosion of Conformity, Prong uses unrelenting and stinging rhythmic intensities to keep the listener
from catching one's breath.
But this is a metal band that
also shows no hesitation in using machines to add to their
already abrasive instrumentals
and vocals. Cleansing is by
far, their most impressive effort
yet. This is partly due to a budget that finally gave them a
studio sound that matches the
energy and force of their performance. This is also in part
because they've managed to
take some incredibly discordant and disturbing guitar
pa rts and add them to chunky,
jackhammer drum parts and

come up with a collection of
surprisingly memorable
songs. One listen to this album will instantly prove
wrong any theories that
"metal is dead."
9. Blowout Comb - Digable
Planets (Pendulum)
Digable Planets are often
credited with leading the socalled "hip hop/ jazz revolution." Whether or not that's a
statement you agree with, their
'92 debut Reachin' (A refutation of time and space) was
hard to ignore. Their very laidback style of poetry recitation
overremastered samples of the
funk and jazz greats grabbed
my attention quicker than
most of the in-your-face stuff I
listen to. On Blowout Comb,
the Planets have taken their
music in an unforeseen direc-

tion. Their delivery has gotten
mellower while their message
has gotten stronger. On their
debut, they gave plenty of
crcdi t to the masters and were
sure to let us know where their
music was coming from. On
Comb, their lyrical goal has
become determination to let us
know where they come from.
The three Planets and their individual styles of poetry
complement each other extremely well. Butterfly provides smooth-rolling vocals,
ladybug'S sweet voice is full
of brilliant subtleties, and
Doodlebug possesses intense
rhythms and dynamics.
Within seconds of the start,
you'll find yourself slipping
into a wonderfully relaxing,
head-nodding groove.
Editor's Note: The top eight will

appear next week.

Two thumbs up for
the Gandharvas, eh?
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
Isn't it one of the worst
things in the world when there
is a really cool song going
through your head and you
don't know who the artist is?
It could annoy you for a day;a
year, or even your whole life.
Then, by some miracle, the artist is revealed. It could be in a
dream, or a revelation, like
Muhammad receiving the Kon from God, or you and a
friend or two are hanging out
and one of them is humming a
catchy tune, then bang!!!
That's it! Your problems are
solved.
Not quite. You troop into
your favorite music store and
dig through bins upon bins of
CD's. The prized CD is nowhere to be found. Oh well.
There are other music stores in
the area. Empty handed and
four stores la ter, the frustra tion
has wiped the smile off of your
face.
That's what happened to
me. I searched for three
months looking for a particular CD, trudging through miles
and miles of Michigan snow (
maybe not that extreme). The
truth is that I knew the artist, I
just couldn't find it anywhere.
What is this CD? Would
you believe Milli Vanilli's
Greatest Hits? I wouldn't either if someone told me something like that. The truth is that
itisa band from Toronto called
The Gandharvas. The Who?
No, not Roger Daltry or Pete
Townshend. Besides, they are
British, The Gandharvas are
Canadian. Because they are
Canadian and no one has really heard of them, their CD is
only available in Canada. Part
of my problem is solved. I can
just drive over to Canada. But
is it really worth it to drive to
another country just to buy a

CD? Besides, in the physical
condition that I have been in
lately, I was even surprised
that my parents let me go back
to school on time. So some
friends made a pseudo-pilgrimage to Windsor for me
and brought me back A Soap
Bubble and Inertia, by the one
and only, The Gandharvas.
Although I am not Siskel or
Ebert, I give the CD two
thumbs up. Musically, I would
categorize it as alternative, but
then again, The Black C,OWes
are considered alternative
these days. The closest thing
it can be compared to is Jane's
Addiction.
"The First Day of Spring,"
the first track, sounds much I
like Perry Farrell singing after
taking a tranquilizer (meaning
it sounds like Jane's Addiction
but slower and more sub·
dued). That's it for sounding
Jane's Addiction-esque. The
other tracks are upbeat, mixing
a variety of instruments like
pianos, acoustic and electric
guitars, and things whic h
could be considered instru·
ments but usually aren't, like
books and cans. The music it·
self is always changing too.
The first few tracks sound
much like your "normal" al ter·
native CD. Halfway through,
the music takes on an ethnic
feel. The seventh track "The
Supreme Personality" has Caribbean undertones. "CircuS
Song," the last track, is an in·
strumental which sounds like
the Salvation Army band on a
trip to Poland. Because of the
gradual change in musical
styles, I think this CD is worth
purchasing. So, if you a re
bored, or just making an effort
to procrastina te, I would sug·
gest that you too should make r
a pseudo-pilgrimage to I
Canada to pick up this gem of
a compact disc.
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Men's swimming remains undefeated
Garth G. Miller
Index Staff
Kalamazoo's men's swim
team is now 5-0 (2-0 in Michi gan Intercollegiate Athletic Association), following last
weekend's 113-86 victory over
Calvin. It was the second time
this season that the Hornets
have downed the Knights, but
this is the first meet that counts
toward MIAA standings.
Adrian, Emory (GA), and
Car:eton (MN) have also fallen
prey to the talented
Kalamazoo squad this year.
Senior captain Paul Blowers
called this year's team, "the
most talented team I've been
on here at K."
Blowers attributed much 6f
the team's talent to the freshman class, particularly National Qualifiers Brett Robbins,
Steve TIsch, and Matt Sheeran.

Other freshmen contributing
to the outstanding depth displayed by this year's squad

Photo by Will Adams
Kalamazoo backslroker Brett
Robbins practicing for a meet
against Alma College. The
Hornets go into the meel with a
record of 5-0.

Winter sports summary
Eric R. Frederick
Sports Editor
While most Kalamazoo College students were on vacation
during winter break, the Hornet sports teams continued to
work hard, have fun, and play
games. A synopSis of each
team's holiday fun:
Men's Basketball
oDecember 13- The Hornets
went up against Lake Forest
College at Lake Forest, III. The
men were only able to shoot 32
percent for the entire game and
lost 77-61. Brian Blattert(K '97)
paced the Hornets with 18
points while Jeremy Cole (K
'96) tossed in ten.
oDecember 17- Kalamazoo
played a tough game against
Grace College, in Indiana, winning in the final seconds 71-70.
The Hornets squandered an
eight point lead in the final
four minutes before Andy
Hobik (K '95) provided the
winning margin with a free
throw. Three Hornets were in
double figures in points as
Blattert had 21, Cole contributed 16, and Hobik scored 13.
oDecember 21-22- The men
split two games at the
Muskingum College Tournament as they lost to eventual
champion Malone College 8875 in the first game and won
their next against Denison University 6048 in the consolation
game. The Malone game was
filled with hard play from both
sides with 44 total fouls called.
The refs ~med to be looking
the other way when Malone
caused them, however, as
Kalamazoo was whistled for
41 of them. The Hornets set a
school record in the loss by
making 12 three-point field
gOals. Steve St. John (K '97) led
the Hornets in scoring with 20
points while Blattert added 15.
In the second game against
Denison, "K" won with outstanding defense. Kalamazoo
jumped out to a 32-13 lead.
Denison could get no closer
than eight points the rest of the

game. Cole led the Hornets
with 24 points while Blattert
again dropped in 15.
oDecember 30-31- The Hornets hosted the Kalamazoo
College/WQSN Holiday Classic, and for the first time in the
tournament's history, the Hornets did not walk away with
the title. In the tourney opener,
"K" soundly defeated Oberlin
College 80-53. Blattert led the
, Hornets With 20 points while
Hobik contributed 13. In the
championship game, the Hornets lost to a talented Aquinas
College team, 86-72. The Hornets played from behind the
entire game, getting no closer
than 68-66. Cole led the Hornets with 27 points while
Blattert added 23.
Women's Basketball
oDecember 13- The Lady Hornets fell to 0-8 on the season
with a loss to Saint Mary's 8647. Forward Sara Musser (K
'96) led the Hornets with 10
points in the contest.
oDecember 17- The women
played a tough game, bu t were
outgunned by Spring Arbor
95-63. Musser had 18 points
while Carrie Gravell and Jill
Wojewuczki each scored 13
points for the Hornets.
Men's and Women's Swimming
oDecember 9- The Hornets
took on Emory College in Atlanta, Georgia. The men won
swimming away with a final
score of 140-97 while the
women dropped a close meet
118-110. Paul Blowers (K '95)
and Garth Miller (K '97) paced
the men as the each took two
events. The women were led
by Juliet Rivera (K '97) who
took first place in the 100
freestyle
and
Deb
Knickerbocker (K '98) who
won the 1,000 meter freestyle.
oDecember 13- The Hornet
swim teams took on Carleton
College in its lone dual meet
of the week. The men crushed
Carleton 112.5-56.5 while the
women were downed by a final of 118-67.

include Jon Sander, who had a
great swim in the IndividuaT
Medley last Saturday versus
Calvin, Mark Hannum, and
Jussi Thomas.
The Hornets have a superstar core in Blowers, Greg
Raczniak, and Brian Miller, all
of whom have achieved AIlAmerican honors. Upperclassmen Aaron Portenga and Dennis Kelly will join several returning seniors in providing
the necessary depth to push
past the tough teams like Hope
and Wabash that linger in
Kalamazoo's schedule.
Several of the team's top
swimmers come from the underclassmen contingent. For
example, Chuck Kemeny, a returning league champion, will
be counted on to follow suit
this year. Scott Jablonski also
had a big meet versus Calvin
last weekend, but will face stiff
competition in the freestyle
events at the MIAA meet.
The divers promise to be a
major factor in both the dual
meets and the league championship meet. The Hornets continue their perennial dominance in the diving events, led
by sophomore Garth Miller,
who went to the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) ChampionShips as a
freshman last year.
Junior Eric CabbIe and
rookie divers Byron Brown
and Matt Evans will prove to
be key ingredients to
Kalamazoo's bid for the league
championship. "We definitely
have the MIAA crown on our
minds, and the diving is definitely a pivotal event," explained junior breaststroker
Brian Miller.
Next up for the Hornets are
the Alma Scots this Saturday at
1:00 p.m. They then travel to
Chicago on the 21st to take on
Wheaton, Lake Forest, and
Hope College in a quad-meet.

Lady
Hornets
drop another
Kelly Pollock
Index Staff
Saturday was an a day of
disappointing defeat for the
Hornet's women's basketball
team. The Lady Knights of
Calvin took an early lead scoring the first two points with
only 40 seconds gone from the
clock. The women gained the
lead for a brief period early in
the first half. However, the
Hornets' time in front was
short-lived and the half ended
with a score of 29-17 Calvin.
Towards the end of the second half, it appeared as though
the Hornets would regain the
lead. Unfortunately for Hornet
boosters, their push came too
late and with too many points
to make up. The game ended
with Calvin coming out on top
with a score of 67-38.

College
Leaders
l'v1E~'S
Points per game:
Rebounds per game:
Assists per game:
Steals:
Blocks:

BASKETBALL
18.1, Jeremy Cole (K '96)
5.8, Cole
5.1, Cole
27, Cole
5, Doug Gordon (K '97)

"WOMEN'S BASKETBAL
Points per game:
Rebounds per game:
Assists per game:
Steals:
Blocks:

12.2, Sara Musser (K '96)
5.2, Mary Helen Diegel (K '97)
2.2, Beth Burgess (K '97)
29, Musser
7, Musser

SVVI~~ING & DIVING
50 Freestyle:
Christine Mungall :25.18
Paul Blowers :21.24
100 Freestyle:
Juliet Rivera :55.18~
Paul Blowers 46.85~
200 Freestyle:
Jennifer Korb 2:06.27
Paul Blowers 1:45.24
500 Freestyle:
Deb Knickerbocker 5:43.79
Aaron Portenga 4:53.59
1000 Freestyle:
Deb Knickerbocker 11 :48.55
Ryan LaBudda 11:01.35
100 Butterfly:
Christine Mungalll:01.12
Brett Robbins :51.33
200 Butterfly:
Jennifer Korb 2:18.91
Brett Robbins 2:02.83
100 Backstroke:
Karrie Huston 1:05.35
Brett Robbins :52.4~
200 Backstroke:
Michelle Michael 2:23.35
Brett Robbinsl:55.77"
100 Breaststroke:
Jennifer Boylan 1:12.85
Chuck Kemeny :58.95
;00 Breaststroke:
Jennifer Boylan 2:38.54
Brian Miller 2:08.30
1 Meter Dive:
Bebe Lloyd 196,20
Garth Miller 228.80
3 Meter Dive:
Katie Rosenfield 225.62
Garth Miller 242.45
* denotes school record

This week in Hornet Sports:
Wednesday, January 11, 1995
oMen's Basketball
vs. Albion College
oWomen's Basketball
at Albion College

7:30 pm@AAC
7:30 pm @Albion

Friday, January 13, 1995
oIntramural Sports Entries due 5:00 pm @AAC
Saturday, January·14, 1995
• Men's Basketball
vs. Olivet College
oWomen's Basketball
at Olivet College
oMen's Swim & Diving
vs. Alma College
oWomen's Swim & Diving
vs. Alma College

3:OOpm@AAC
3:00 pm@Olivet
1:00 pm@Natatorium
1:00 pm@Alma

Intramural sports entries due
Eric R. Frederick
Sports Editor
If you want to play an intramural sport this winter, Friday is the deadline for entries.
All students, staff, and faculty
except those involved in the
varsity or junior varsity of the
respective sport are eligible to
play. Play begins the week of
January 16 for most of the 1M
sports. Basketball is 5 on 5 with

a roster limit of 9, Volleyball is
6 on 6 with roster limit 10, and
Racquetball, Tennis, Badmmton, and Ping Pong are
indivdual player, double elimination tournaments. Registration forms are due in the Athletic Office of Anderson Athletic Center. If additional registration forms are needed,
they may be picked up in the
Athletic Office.

BACKPAGE
Yeah, it's short. But, it's only first week, so shut up.

Peter Sanderson

Circus Boy

Ca ptain Bangaroo

Matt Priest

Top Ten Things We Could Do to Make K-Zoo More '
LikeWMU
10.
9.
8.
7.

Replace Tennis statue with glorious sculpture of Ted Nugent
Hand out chocolate diplomas
All text books upgraded to scratch n' sniff
In the spirit of Jane Goodall, Anthropology majors are sent to Western to live~
amongst them and observe
6. Offer "Sex with Barnyard Animals" as a PE Credit
5. Admissions decides, "Literacy no longer required, though still strongly
encouraged"
4. Sunday! Sunday! Sunday! LAC-C-C! MONSTER TRUCK SHOWDOWN at ~
McKenzie Field ... Featuring Dean La Plante's 4-Wheelin' "REPRIMAND"
(read in scary, metallic announcer voice)
3. End foreign study confusion by simplifying map in library to two land
masses labeled "Us" and "Them"
2. Two words: Aqua-Net!
1. Change the Calendar

Top Ten Great Things that Kalamazoo College Could
Do with a Time Machine
10. Bring back Capone to present an emotional LACC entitled "Big City Crime,
Syphilis, and the Vault"
9. Suddenly, The Era of the Samurai is not only a tempting, but highly
possible foreign study option as well
8. Health Center sends nurses back in time on noble quest to cure the Bubonic
Plague with amoxicillin
7. Students given chance to go back and kick the crap out of hated professors
at age 12
6. 8:00 A.M. - Polish off bottle of wine with DaVinci
9:00 A.M. - Show up for Art History exam completely rocked .
5. Impress your friends by showing up in as many History text book photos
as possible. (i.e. Armstrong is plantin' the flag, you're doing a handstand off
to the left)
4. Go back to senior year of high school and try a little harder at getting the
rest of your applications in on time
3. The wait is over. Socrates, Freud, Schmeichel- the Jeopardy challenge.
2. Double blocks zip right by
1. Drafting the Hawley-Smoot Tariff is the easy part, getting the SIP paper in
on time is what's really tough

r
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Mike Leeuw: Marriott's loss, Damon's gain
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
Mter working at Kalamazoo
College for a year and an half,
Mike Leeuw, Director of Food
Service for Marriott Corporation, took a new position during Winter Break at Damon's
Restaurant on Westnedge.
The upper c1assmen and administration have noticed
more changes at Marriott since
Leeuws arrival at the college.
According to Senior Sara
Frier, "It is like night and day.
He made a lot of changes, like
the quality of the food, the new
chairs, and the video machine."
Said Gare McDonnell, K '95,
"Yes, he definitely made some
good changes. There are more
options now, such as the woks,
the Arctic Blast machine, the
new meal plans, and the hard
ice cream."
The year the College hired
Leeuw, it was dissatisfied with
its service and was considering
hiring another company.
"Because we came so close

to dropping the Marriott contract, the regional officers of
Marriott were very anxious to
retain this account," said
Marilyn LaPlante, Dean'ofStudents. "Many regional managers came from the old Saga Corporation and Kalamazoo College was one of the first or second colleges in Saga's account."
According to laPlante, 'The
main offices were here on campus and many of them were
also Kalamazoo College students. Because they have a historical relationship and fondness for the college the Marriott
group was eager to see this account was a well-run account,"
said LaPlante.
Marriott's directors spent
time on campus enforcing
their new program, a Customer Driven Satisfaction Program. They held focus groups
with students, distributed extra surveys, and met with different people to generate recommendations, said LaPlante.
The two characteristics that

were important to Leeuw's
success at the College, according to LaPlante, were his
warmth in interacting with
people and his dedication to
the job.
"He was a people person so
it was easy for him to sit down
with students or for them to
come into the Student Services
office to find out how things
were going. He checked with
a variety of people to figure out
what was really important to
students in food service,"
laPlante said.
According to laPlante, "He
was also willing to put in all
kinds of hours. He would
come in early in the morning
and would stay through the
dinner hour and then you
would see him up at a catering event. Then he would be
back in and checking the coffee machines in the morning."
"Mike was interested in trying different kinds of things,
like popcorn, the Arctic Blast
machine, and the woks. He

also improved the Vegetarian
Line with new vegetarian
menus and brought the Grill
Line and the food it serves to
our campus," said laPlante.

Photo by Blake Blunting
The new director will be
chosen by a group of people
who have the most interaction
with the position. Pre1iminary
screening by LaPlante and Thomas Ponto, the Director of Business and Finance, will eliminate
two of the four candidates.
Then, a group including a few

students recommended by the .
Student Commission President
Manuel Rupe, LaPlante, Ponto,
Director of Alumni Relations
Dana Hendrix, the Associate
Dean of Campus Life Vaughn
Maatman, and Admissions Director Teresa Lahti will choose
the new director said LaPlante.
"I think we made a lot of
progress in the food service
in the past year. We came
from the brink of being ready
to negotiate a new contract
with a new corporation to
really feeling that Marriott
had gone above and beyond
to try to turn the account
around and make it better,"
laPlante said.
"We want a new director to
capitalize on how far we've
come and to have some vision
about how much further we
can go. We are not satisfied
just to continue what we have
been, bu t to keep growing and
changing all the time as food
interests and needs change,"
laPlante asserted.

Black Student Organization
Casts light on MLK Day
(Civil) disobedience activist style
Melissa Jenkins
lJ\dexStaff
Nonviolent activists Elizabeth McAlister and Philip
Berrigan carried a message of
peace and resistance to campus
January 12. The two protesters
shared their message and hope
with numerous students, faculty and community members
in a lecture entitled "Spiritual
and Political Dimensions of
Nonviolent Resistance."
McAlister spoke first, calling her discussion "The
Trouble Is Civil Obedience."
The problem, she claimed, is
obedience to "the powers that
be," not disobedience to law
and government.
"Human history today," she
said, "can be terminated by
obedience... obedience to
those who give orders to push
fatal buttons."
The fatal buttons are those
connected to nuclear warheads- called the bloody instruments by Berrigan. Much
of their attention focused upon
nuclear weapons, and their
potential use in the future. "I
believe our kids are in danger
and endangered," said
McAlister. She would like "to
see our world disarmed for our

kids' sake, and for the sake of
the world itself. But there will
be no demobilization of the
military until there is a disarming of hearts and minds."
This concentration on heart
and mind dominates Berrigan
and McAlister'S philosophy.
One goal of their political protest is to change consciousness.
Another
according
to
McAlister is, "trying to be human, to stand up against the
power of death."
Berrigan and McAlister's actions range from speaking out
to living simply to pouring
their own blood upon weapons. However, there is one
limitation: all action must be
nonviolent. They do not use
guns, nor hate. "Truth and love
are the tools of nonviolent action," said McAlister in a previous discussion.
"You have to break the law
because the law is unjust," said
Berrigan in a discussion earlier
in the day. Berrigan has spent
a tenth of his life imprisoned
for breaking the law.
Together, they will continue
to resist laws they consider unjust, to speak against injustice,
and to strive for a world of
peace.

eral arts, because he touches on King's birthday began earlier
Karen Carnter
in the evening with the BSO Index Sta
so many areas.
sponsored
vigil held in the
"But people usually just get
Both a candlelight vigil
chapel.
The
program included
conducted by the Black Stu- a snippet of him in terms of the
of
excerpts
of King's
readings
dent Organization (BSO) and civil rights march."
work
and
original
poetry
by
The completed assignment
a facuIty-sponsored LAC
members
of
the
BSO.
The
event entitled "Martin Luther Prigg and Reinert presented
King Jr. and the Liberal Arts" Monday was a series of short capstone of the event was the
marked the celebration Mon- speeches given by facuIty lighting of the candles concurday of King's birthday and the members from seven different rent with music and a slideremembrance of his contribu- academic departments depict- presentation of King's life.
International stutions and his message.
dent
Louise
The idea for the LAC
Dunderdale said, "The
was conceived by Ken
"It's not often that you see this music and the pictures
Reinert of the Economics Department and
interplay between the disci- of him with his family
really brought him to
Benson Prigg of the Enplines, they're coming together life for me. Now I have
glish Department in reto widen personal and intellec- some inclination of
sponse . to a former Inwhat the man was
dex editorial regarding
tual knowledge. "
like."
the college community's
organizers of
apathy toward the holi-William Sutton K'95 the The
LAC closed the
day.
event by inviting evAccording to Reinert,
eryone present to take
he saw the editorial as
part in this celebration
sort of a challenge, an asagain next year. In the
signment for the faculty
to get involved in creating an ing how King's message af- future, they hope to obtain ada wareness on campus of King fected their field of study and ministrative support for bringand his numerous contribu- themselves personally. A call ing more programs to campus
tions to the liberal arts. The and response portion written on this day and involve more
organizers wanted students to by Prigg followed the speeches of the college community in
be aware of King and his mes- to allow the audience to be- the commeration of King's
contributions.
sages beyond the context of the come active in the tribute.
Senior William Sutton said,
civil right's movement or the
"It's not often that you see this
March on Washington.
On the inside....
"He had his hands in every- interplay between the disciRupe's Word
pg. 2
thing," stated Prigg. "He was plines, their coming together
Greyhounds
pg. 3
a minister, he was an educator. to widen personal and intellecOpinions
pgs.
4,5
He was in a real sense a politi- tual knowledge. I was greatly
Meat Puppets
pg. 6
cian. He was an economist, he impressed by the energy and
wrote literature. That's one the thoughtfulness and the
Volleyball
pg. 7
reason why Ken and I decided strength of each presentation."
Backpage
pg. 8
to talk about King and the libThe commemoration of
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Development proposal threatens use of Arcadia Woods
Doug Williams
The development is proposed
rndexStalf
by the nonprofit WMU FounOn November 17, 1994, the dation in collaboration with
Kalamazoo City Planning Altman Development Corpocommission voted 6-3 for pre- ration from florida.
liminary approval of the "ArOppoSition to the developboretum" Planned Urban De- ment from west side neighborvelopment (PUD). According hood residents and students
to plans filed with the commis- stems from the high populasion, this PUD, the largest ever tion density and loss of usable
considered by the City of open space in the plan. City
Kalamazoo, will create over documents as recent as 1992
1,000 apartments, townhouses, show that the west sid~ of
and single-family homes on a Kalamazoo is deficient in pubtract of land that stretches from lic parks and open space.
Drake Road to Solon and
In her dissenting vote on
Kendall
streets
on November 17, Planning ComKalamazoo's west side.
missioner, and "K" economics
The land includes a popular professor, Hannah McKinney
wooded area that has been asked where the needed open
used by Kalamazoo College space would come from after
and Western Michigan Univer- the PUD is approved.
sity cross country teams and
According to the current
by other students for hiking, PUD plan, about half of the 80
biking, sledding, and skiing. acres used by cross country

UPCOMING LAC EVENTS
Today, January 18-Art Hilgart, Recital Hall, 8:00 pm.
Local expert on jazz and American popular song, Hilgart will speak
on "The Rise and Fall of the American Popular Song." Hilgart hosts
"Broadway Revisited" on Michigan Public Radio.
Thursday,Januaryl~FredericWakeman.OImstedRoom.8:00p.m.

Visiting Phi Beta Kappa scholar, Wakeman will speak on "Chaos:
Personal Rebellion and the Fear of Disorder in 20th Century China."
Wakeman is Haas Professor of Asian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley, and the autror of nwrerous books on China.
Friday, January 2O--frederic Wakeman,. Olmsted Room. 4:00 pm.
Professor Wakeman will present a seminar on "Opium and the Empire."
Mooday,January23--MolaraOgundipe-LesIie.OlmstedRoom.8:00
pm.
The Director of Women's Studies at Indiana-Purdue University,
Ogundipe-Leslie will speak on 'The Struggle for Africa's Genuine
Indepenience: Issues of Gender, Culture, and Politics."

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

runners would be spared from
development. However, future access to this property
would be restricted to nearby
neighborhood residents who
pay membership fees to the PUD
assodation.
Access will not be offered to
students or other d ty residen ts
who currently enjoy the use of
this land. The property in

In the news
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Loose Moose Gets It
A female moose that trampled a 71-year-old man to death
on the University of Alaska campus was killed by wildlife
officials after it tried to attack a professor several days later.
The professor was running to class on Friday when the moose
tried to kick him, but it stumbled in the snow.
On Monday the moose killed Myung Chin Ra as he tried
to enter a campus building. Supposedly, students were
throwing snowballs and harassing the moose and her calf
for hours before the attack.
Alaska Department of Fish and Game stated, 'The moose
showed evidence of a bad disposition."
Gold Mine at Yellowstone.
Crown Butte construction company plans on constructing a 70 acre reservoir behind an earthen dam to hold up to
5.5 million tons of toxic wastes and tailings from the mining
process. They are planning on 1,800 tons of ore a day for lOIS years.
Three miles from Yellowstone is a 27 acre reservoir which
holds much of the gold in the area.
Two environment groups say the mine would threaten the
park and nearby rivers.
The government could sell this land for as little as five
dollars an acre.

-compiled by Anne Loesch
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place at 7 p.m. on Monday,
January 23 at City Hall,241 w.
South Street.
"K" students have already
contributed with a petition
drive in December that collected almost 300 signatures in
opposition to the PUD. For
further information contact
Doug Williams, Chemistry
Department, or Pete Gathje,
Religion Department. Ameeting to coordinate student participation at the PUD public
hearing will be held at 9:00
p.m. on Thursday, January 19
in the President's Lounge in
Hicks.

crimebeat
According to Head of
Security, Glenn Nevelle,
someone removed the
black stand designating
lines one, two and three
from in front of the dining
haJI sometime between
7;30 p.m., Friday, January
13 and 9:30 a.m. the IlI!xt
morning.
A 1976 American
Fenderacoustic guitar valued at $250 was taken from
a Harmon resident's room
over break, Nevelle said.
During the weekend
vandals used a black
marker to deface an athletic van parked in the Facilities Management lot,
said Nevelle.
1

Reminder from Glenn;
As Of Monday January
16 any car without a parkingpermit wiil be towed
after two tickets. Towing
fe.e s of $50-60 can be
avoided because more 24
hour permits are available.
Stop in at the Security office for details.
'fw~~~

Rupe heads Commission

. ,~":" ;J'-sT"l" ~ . .".7t:-~r-e_ _ __

As Student Commission
President, Manuel Rupe is
aiming to make Commission
DELIVERED : as financially responsible as
possible, to assure mutual respect between the administration and Commission, and
r.-------------------~ to generate more student interest in the organization.
Rupe sees the main focuses
this quarter as the calendar
and the social life on campus.
According to Rupe there arc
not enough fun, social activities offered on campus that
students are interested in go2 MEDIUM
ing to. "I would like to see
Commission more involved
with the Student Activities
Committee," said Rupe.
Rupe said he feels gcod
about
the people on CommislIf!1ili\1flljlflil.l~.W~@·I(fI1flfl
sion this quarter, but also rec~
Plus Tax' Must Present Coupon
• PIZZA & SUII
1-7/8' Expires 02-01-95
~
ognizes that it is a young
Commission and that many

Lli~t __ ~~~;~=~ J

• • •

Fifteen United Nations staff members were trapped inside their compound today when Somali employees barricaded the entrance in protest over pay.
Negotiations were under way to end the blockade at the
Somali compound, a cluster of buildings near the port of
Mogadishu, the capital.
The workers said they were owed overtime pay; however,
no estimate of their number was available.
Relief workers also suspended much of their work, demanding the Somali's release of a French aid worker who
had been kidnapped. Somali's have seized aid workers a
number of times as the U.N. prepares to leave.

r.-------------------~

:ONE LARGE PIZZA:

question was purchased by
WMU for university use with
donated funds and since that
time has been designated as
tax exempt, public property by
the City of Kalamazoo.
The next step is for the PUD
plan to be given preliminary
approyal by the Kalamazoo
City Commission. A public
hearing on this issue will take

are in learning positions.
"There is not as much experience as I would've liked,"
said Rupe. However, he encourages everyone to ask
when in doubt, "there are no
dumb questions," he said.
"1 hope there will be more
contested positions on Commission for Spring Quarter,"
said Rupe. He also said that
there should be some kind of
recognition or incentive
structure for those that dedicate their time to Commission.
One way Rupe is granting
recognition this quarter is by
giving awards of excellence
to all members at the end of
the quarter. "They can be put
in a scrapbook, on the wall,
or put on a resume. It's
something to work for,"
Rupe said.
Sweatshirts have been ordered as another way of

sparking enthusiasm for the
organization. Rupe says he's
merely "reinstating what has
been the status quo."
In the past Rupe has held
the positions of Vice-President of Finance, Executive
Secretary, and Trowbridge
Hall Representative. He has
also served on the Judicial
Council. As a member of Student Commission the past.
three years, Rupe has helped
initiate the efforts of installing the beach volleyball court
between Crissey and Severn,
and helped to get the outside
basketball court between
Crissey and the pool approved.
This year, along with his
duties as Student Commission president, Rupe is a
member of the Varsity Baseball team, Senior Graduation
Committee, and Club Volleyball.
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Greyhounds run to freedom
Lisa Walter
Index Staff
Bred for thousands of years
to run, greyhounds are at the
heart of the highly lucrative
dog racing industry. Now, it
is the sixth most popular spectator sport in America. In
Florida, dog racing outdraws
pro basketball, hockey, and pro
football combined in the urban
center where these sports all
take place.
Donna Lakin, a secretary for
the English, philosophy, and
African studies departments,
has been aware of the problems of greyhound racing for
several years. These are the
problems that the greyhound
racing industry does not want
you to know.
"The difference between
first and third place for a greyhound can be a matter of a
tenth of a second," Lakin said.
"People aren't aware of the fact
tha t between 50,000 and 55,000
greyhounds are killed each
year just in the U.S. because

they don't run fast enough."
That is 50,000 dead, each
year and every year. Ninetyfive percent of greyhounds
don't live past the age of four.
The various forms of death include shooting, starvation, scientific research, and lethal injection.
Lakin decided to do something. She took the first small
step by adopting a retired
greyhound last June. Her family went to Bonita Springs,
Florida, the home of Helen
Banks, founder of Second
Chance for Greyhounds.
Banks and Second Chance for
Greyhounds place 500 dogs a
year with new owners. The
Lakins picked out the right
dog for themselves and named
her Marley.
"Marley has a sweet and
gentle temperament," Lakin
said that is characteristic of the
greyhound.
Marley's life now is much
different. She had to learn
about stairs and glass doors.

"It's like bringing a newborn
home," according to Lakin.
"They are used to being in a
iron crate with a muzzle on at
all times except for meals."
To increase public awareness, Lakin now serves as editor of the newsletter published
by the Michigan Chapter of
Second Chance for Greyhounds. The chapter assists
Michigan families in adopting
greyhounds by flying the dogs,
through a low-cost agreement,
into the Kent County Airport.
Those who adopt greyhounds must agree to spay or
neuter the dog and pay for
any innoculations the dogs
require. Lakin estimates the
total cost to be $150-200, depending on the mode of
transportation.
According to Lakin, many
greyhounds are currently
available. Anyone interested in
learning more about helping
stop the cruelty or adopting a
greyhound can learn more by
contacting her at 349-5104.

Caldwell and Caliban at Carver
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo Civic
Players are scheduled to perform their rendition of WiJliam Shakespeare's The Tempest, January 27-February 4.
Placed in a post modern setti ng, director M ychelle
Abernathy keeps the theme
universal and timely. Ellen
Caldwell, Kalamazoo College professor of English,
will provide a pre-show insight on Sunday, January 29
at 1:15 at the Carver Center,
329 South Park Street.
The play addresses love's
power to cure the ills of society. Prospero, a politicalleader
was stranded on an island with
his daughter, Miranda. He
was aided by supernatural
powers which sent an enemy
ship crashing to splinters on
the rocks. Prospero's political
enemies lost all of their influence and found themselves
stranded on Prospero's island,

at the mercy of his powers.
Caldwell will speak on
four different themes of the
play. The first theme deals
with Prospero and his use of
magic powers. He really
doesn't know what to do with
these newly acquired powers.
Is he using them for the good
of he and his daughter or is he
abusing them to get back at the
people who previously
wronged him? Furthermore,
are the powers pulling
Prospera away from reality?
Secondly, there is the issue of why Shakespeare
wrote The Tempest. King
James, the King of England at
the time, took particular interest in this play because of
his love for magic. Was
Shakespeare's main intention
when writing the play to become James's best friend?
The third issue is the portraya! of Caliban, a native of
the island and Prospero's
slave. Some scholars believe

Cali ban is portrayed as a minority, an indigenous person in
a society newly formed by an
exiled political leader.. How
does Caliban deal witlt this?
Do the speculations by scholars hold true throughout the
play?
Shakespeare had a tendencyof centering his focus on
the relationship between a father dnd his son. This time, his
focus centered on the relationship between a father and his
daughter. In fact, this trend
started with Pericles, between
1607 and 1609. Why did
Shakespeare shift his focus
from the father and son relationship to the father and
daughter relationShip?
If you are interested in finding the answer to any of these
questions or you want to be
entertained on aSunday afternoon, don't hesitate to go
down to the Carver Center and
check out Caldwell's presentation.

Travolta keeps Kalamazoo
Stayin' Alive at Old Welles
Shannon Coleman
disappointed.
Index Staff
According to Hall Director
John Travolta. Lava lamps. Steve Miller, there will be
Processed food. Polyester. something for everyone at the
DISCO! In preparation for the dance. Awesome music, a
upcoming Saturday Night Fe- raffle, food, even movies like
ver dance, Kalamazoo The Graduate and Polyester.
College's Residential Life staff
The festivities will also inhas fallen into a 70s time-warp. corporate several contests, inReady to commemorate c1udinga:
the years of your early child- • Travolta look alike competihood? Wanna release some of tion
that excess 3rd week energy? • Best non-Travolta costume
Have a sudden urge to dress award
in funky 70s garb?
• Best dance duo competition
Putonyourfavoritepairof • Competition for those
platforms or bell-bottoms on dressed most like a musical
Saturday January 21 and head group of the 70s.
OVer to Old Welles between 10
Winners from each cat. and 1 a.m .. You won't be
will recci ve u

eration-based prizes.
One of the many campuswide activities sponsored by
Res Life, Saturday Night Fever
takes the place of the annual
winter Street Dance.
"We wanted to do something different this year and
the disco dance sounded like
fun," said Resident Assistant
Sadaf Khattak, K '97.
Similar to the Street Dance,
the disco's proceeds will benefit others. Admission cost is
either a dollar or a can of food/
personal hygiene product, to
be donated to a yet-to-be-dctermined charity. Just another
reason to come, have fun and
shake that boo ... catch it?!
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TO ERR IS HUMOR
It's not me, I swear!
by Matt Rainson

Right off the bat, here, I want
to comment on the photo in the
upper left hand corner of this
column.
Everybody go ahead now
and take a look at the photo.
Go on. I won't do anything
while you're looking away.
Nah-nah-nahnah-nah, look
what I'm doooiiingg ...
Are you done? Did you
see it? The photo, I mean.
.. Not what I was doing while you were
looking at the photo. Not that I was doing anything while you were looking at the photo. You didn't miss
a thing. Nope.
What?
I did not. That would have been rude. Not to mention
illegal in LJ states.
Anyway, I wanted you to look at the photo there so that
you would know what I was referring to when I told you
the following Very 1iue Incontestable Fact That You Must
Believe Or I Will Sue You, which is as follows:
That's not me. I swear that's not me. I don't really look
like that. Really. I'm not thatfunny-Iooking. I can't possibly be that funny-looking. Please, please believe me.
I just wanted you all to know that before I went on with
this week's column. I wanted you aU to know that I don't
really look like I do in that picture. Except for certain special occasions. Like, last Friday night, for example. Not that
we want to go into that. No sir, we'd rather not talk about
that. This is a family newspaper, thank you very much.
I realize that most people don't really know who I am
yet because I transferred here and all, and 1understand that
putting my picfure in was a good idea for the Index, because that way, people (the French Department, for example)
could come right to my room to throw rocks through the
window instead of chucking them through the windows of
the newspaper office in Hicks, which injured many innocent bystanders last quarter. It's a safety issue, I know. But I
just wish that people didn't have to see that particular picture every single week for the rest of the quarter.
But, I am not going to spend my entire column complaining about my photo. It was unforfunate that it turned out
the way it did, yes, but there's no use crying over the spilled
lemonade that you should make when life gives you lemons, as my aunt Geraldine used to say, right before they
took her away.
So, in the spirit of Aunt Geraldine, we will press on to
other topics.
As soon as we think of other topics upon which to press.
(To press on with?)
(With which to press upon?)
Well, anyway, let's have some audience participation in
this week's column. Everybody go ahead and yell out what
you want this- week's topic to be.
Go ahead. Yell them out.

WE COULDN'T CARE LESS! WE LOOKED AT YOUR
PHOTO AND YOU'RE SO FUNNY-LOOKING THAT WE
DON'T WANT TO READ YOUR COLUMN!!
Thank you, you in the back. Anybody else?

SEX!
This is a family newspaper. I told you before.

NO IT ISN'T! IT'S A COLLEGE NEWSPAPER! WRITE
ABOUT SEX!!
But...

MIND. 1 JUST LOOKED AT YOUR PICTURE.
YOU'RE TOO FUNNY-LOOKING TO KNOW ANYTHING
ABOUTSEXI!
Maybe this audience-participation thing isn't such a good
idea after all ...
DID YOU SEE HIS PICTURE, FRANK? BOY, IS HE FUNNY-

LOOKING!
Thank you, we're all aware of the quality of the photo ...

I MEAN, REALLY. ..
Thank you.
Ahem ...

COULD YOU GET SOMEBODY ELSE TO WRITE
ABOUT SEX? SOMEBODY WHO ISN'T SO FUNNY-LOOKING?
That's enough.
I think I'm done for this week.
Next
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Just how orienting is
orientation?
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Humble pie: Have a slice
Cliff Lampe
Layout Editor
Boy did I think the Backpage
was funny last week! Especially
the part about the differences
between Western and "K." To
share the laughs I brought the
paper to some friends of mine
who go to Western and their responses worried me a little.
They didn't become angry, or
hurt, they just sort of shrugged
and said "Typical."
What does that mean, I
wondered. Typical of me or of
"K" students in general? I queried them and they said that
many Kalamazoo College students they know are filled to
the brim with that kind of arrogance where we automatically assume because we go to
this academic utopia we are
better off than those poor fools
at Western.
I know many will have a
denial to this allegation ready
at heart. It's not exactly the
most flattering picture of the
"enlightenment" our school
provides, but with casual introspection we can see that for
the most part, many of us do

feel that way. It's pretty natural I think when you consider
that we are being handed external measures of success
from every comer and achieve
them no matter what the cost.
Certainly I did until I left
"K" for a year and worked in
a factory. Being from "the best
school in the state," plus a
nickel would have bought me
a hot cup of jack squat in an
environment where the classes
you took matter a lot less than
your ability to follow orders
and do it quickly at that. I
learned quickly that being
from a good school was more
of a deficit than a benefit.
Of course I think we have a
great program here, but let's be
honest and admit that there are
probably people at Western and
Kalamazoo Valley Communi ty
College who would do as well
here as we are, were they afforded the same opportunities.
We close ourselves into this Ii ttle
patch of heaven and try to ignore the wide world that flashes
around us, but it is very possible
for that world to leave us behind, and pretending we have
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an intellectual edge just won't
help us catch up.
Another thing I think we
tend to over-emphasize is our
connection to the community,
or our importance to it. Realistically, we are a pimple on the
academic butt of this town.
We're smaller than most of the
high schools in this burg, and
we can condescend to WMU
students all we want to, but
really they barely recognize us
as a school.
What I want you to take
home with you today is a little
humility and a lot of awareness that jokes, as harmless as
they may be, can still hurt. Do
you want to be seen as whining, arrogant and sipid co\1ege
brats, or people who have attained true enlightenment and
know that the college you attend does not define the person you are.
Mark Twain said that nothing defines a man better than
the things at which he laughs.

Due to theamount of timely opinions material, the staff editorial
wil not be included in this issue.

Hamza Suria & Laurel Fitzhugh
Index Staff
Undoubtedly, one of the
foremost needs of an entering
student is to become comfortable with his/her surrounding
at "K." Therefore, we would
naturally expect that the extensive orientation program at
the start of Fall Quarter is
readily equipped to fulfill that
purpose. However, there
seems to be an increaSing sense
of "unfamiliarity," especially
among first-year students.
It is only human for a person to expect that somehow
there is a place for him/her at
"K." This feeling of comfort is
accompanied by the need for a
certain amount of companionship. Thus, I dare to say that
most of the entering first-year
students at "K" do need to
"make friends" for their first
few quarters to be comfortable.
Of course, getting to know
people is a two-way street. Both
the administration and the students need to make an effort to
get to know people. However,
we cannot force every entering
student to become friendly and
pledge camaraderie to one or
more of their peers. Butitisgenerally expected that freshmen
will "orient" themSelves to who
and what they feel most comfortable with as they participate
in orientation week.
Accompanied with the patience of first-year students
comes the need for administrativeorganization in providing a harmonious student
body. Hence the creation of the
week-long orientation program with social and recrea tional activities. However, do
these activities necessarily introduce students to the eclectic nature of "K?" In other
words, I speculate on the extent to which Student Services
is conscious of the actual effectiveness of the orientation pro-

gram. Not all of the activities
can be said to promote community among the incoming
students. In addition, there is
no emphasis on individual students reaching out to their
peers in a way that would begin forming lasting bonds of
friendship. Perhaps the KAPs
themselves need to be reminded more of their responsibility to facilitate such inter-

"It is only human for a

person to expect that
somehow there is a
place for him/her at
'K. ~"

-Hamza Suria
Laurel Fitzhugh
action between students in
their groups as well as other
ones. In many cases, orientation seems to have kept individuals silent and unaided in
the creation of "friends."
Alternatively, the administration needs to educate the
orientation leaders and all
other staff as to their aim of
creating greater student interaction. This is much needed in
providing a comfortable atmosphere for first.-year students
to fit into their new surroundings. It is the lack of such substantial interaction which contributes to the continuously
decreasing retention of firstyear students. In fact, it is dangerous to expect students to
spontaneously find a niche at
"K" which will provide them
with a sense of belonging.
Hopefully, it will become clear
to Student Services that a
greater and more careful emphasis needs to be placed on
how much students benefit
from orientation and how well
they can integrate themselves
into "K."

Concerned students react to Chlnese Program
Letter to the Editor
For many years,
Kalamazoo College has maintained a reputation for being
up to date and on the cutting
edge of international studies.
However, Kalamazoo may
lose this edge if it does not acknowledge the growing importance of Chinese studies.
The Chinese Program at "K"
College should be expanded
to meet the needs of students.
At this point in history,
the world has realized that
China is a significant emerging superpower. According
to William Overholt, in his
book The Rise of China (1994),
"Much of the future world
will depend on the U.S.China relationship." This is
true both politically and eco-

nomically. With a fourth of
the world's population,
China is a market difficult to
ignore. Foreign companies
such as Motorola, Merrill
Lynch and AT&T are moving
into China at an astounding
pace. The number of U.S.
workers in China has more
than doubled in the past five
years, and companies are expanding aggressively into
this new market. People with
managerial talent and the
skills to work and function
abroad are in high demand.
For
these
reasons,
Kalamazoo College students
must be prepared.
Fortunately, Kalamazoo is
taking steps in the right direction. Faculty members Dr.
Madeline Chu, Dr. Francis Lee,

and visiting scholar Lucy Chen
are all incredible assets to the
current program. This year
alone, three social science
classes focusing on China have
been introduced: Introduction
to East Asian Studies, Modem
China, and China and the West:
Cultural Encounter. This spring,
China and the West: Cultural
Encounter, Asian Theater, Religions of China, and Non-Western Film Directors (a class featuring a section on Chinese directors), will be offered.
However, Chinese Program students fear that the
new social sciences courses
will be lost. It will be a setback
difficult to overcome as
Kalamazoo students fall further and further behind students at larger universities of-

fering such programs. At its
current size the Chinese Program is too small to meet the
needs of students. Students
want MORE courses in the social sciences, including a
course in Chinese economics.
In addition, Kalamazoo College needs to make Chinese
studies an option for a major.
It is important for the College to realize how much student interest has grown. In the
past year, the number of students taking Chinese language
classes, alone, has tripled;
whereas approximately 7 students were enrolled in Beginning Chinese in 1993, there
were 24 students enrolled in
1994. This is a trend occurring
at universities nationwide.
Here at "K," students have at-

tended numerous Chinese
LACC events and movies, a
Chinese party, are actively involved in organizing a weekly
Chinese "tea time," and are
planning a Chinese New
Year's celebration at the end of
January. Furthermore, there is
a great deal of interest among
students for a living si tuation
(house, section of a dorm,
other) in which both Chinese
language students and other
students can live together
studying, promoting, and celebrating Chinese culture.
It would be unfortunate if
Kalamazoo College does not
recognize these changes and
respond to students' wishes .
for an expanded Chinese Program.
Moniaz Tay & EliZllbeth Veldman
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Don't blame it on Ken; she's your Barbie
Summer Medel
Index Staff
Barbie the Doll is a goddess
in our culture. What, you don't
think so? Then raise your hand
if you have heard a conversation in the past few weeks
similar to the following:
PERSON 1: The way you look
makes me sick. You have such
a flat stomach.
PERSON 2: Are you out of
your mind? Look at my huge
thighs!
PERSON 1: Never mind your
thighs -look at the whoppers
on this Vogue model! She's get-

ting too old anyway.
PERSON 2: Their standards
have totally gone down. But
wait, look at this new model. I
could never be that skinny!
PERSONS 1, 2, 3, 4...: Disgusting! I hate them! Etc.!
Better yet, raise your hand
if you have not heard a variation of this discussion lately.
Yep...I thought you had. I also
bet that you imagined the
conversants to be females. Rating looks, both their own and
those of others, has become so
common that women bond
over it. In general, women in

Western cultures act like maintaining their figure is some
kind of duty that's offered up
to an ill-tempered deity. But
tell me, who is this deity?
What's that you say? It's because of Men that women
want to look like the Barbie
idol?
True, no small number of
women complain that men
shallowly choose dates based
on the way they look. Nonetheless, these same women often put pressure on themselves
to "measure up" to the standards they think these "shal-

low" men want. To compound
the hypocrisy, many women
enthusiastically idolize men
who resemble the face-of-Tom
Cru i se / bod y-o f- Arno Id
Schwarzenegger concept. I
have to wonder if this could
not possibly indicate a desire
to "get back" at men for
"drooling over" the equally
impossible female counterpart
body (which women themselves tend to hold up as an
ideal).
Along these lines, you may
have recently heard a female
artist on the radio chanting drawn by Bethany Shepherd
that she "Don't Want No Short
Short Man" (whatever aspect hearing Barbie complain about
of his size this may refer to). her looks would help girls to
This may sound like an em- realize that a person's actual
Program that would be very around, we turned our applicapowering move on the artist's appearance does not deterinteresting for us to look into. tions in, and kept our fingers
part; but isn't she taking the mine her body image. Our culI thought that attending would crossed. We knew it would be
weapon of appearance fixation ture places so much imporbe a good procrastination ex- an incredible time- living on our
into her own hands and show- tance upon looks that, accordcuse, so I penciled it into my own, doing an internship, only
ing that she can use it against ing to Joni Johnston, Ph.D.,
planner and told some of my taking one class, and getting full
men, the "oppressors?" many Americans equate their
college credi t.
friends to come too.
Wrong. That makes as much self-esteem with their bodyWell, we got accepted, by
The President's Lounge
sense as fighting racism by esteem. Thus, even an objecwas filled with freshman, all process of lottery because so
saying that blacks are better tively attractive person may
with the same sort of mind set many people applied, and
than whites. That female artist blame low self-esteem, no matIIKII
can
as my own. We had a sense for
may not realize that she, and ter what the actual cause, on
advenmost other women in Western an "inferior" body. Thinking
cultures, already own and use this will solve her esteem probthe image weapon against lem, she may then procec'<J to
themselves. For instance, try to improve her looks.
women often spend time wor- Caught in this trap, people can
shipping and worrying about unwittingly blame their bodies
ideals which men, if they have in the place of facing up to real
trouble thinking for them- causes of low self-esteem.
selves, can also only conclude Even Barbie dolls could get
to be superior.
depressed about their looks
If MatteI had wanted to cre- this way; many professional
ate a realistic talking Barbie, models do.
one who mirrors the kind of
It would be only too fitting
young personality she contrib- if Barbie became caught in the
utes to, they would have pro- appearance trap that she has
grammed her tinny electronic helped to perpetuate. But then,
voice to say, "My stomach is so Barbie never can feel badly
bloated." "I think I'm getting about her body because that's
fa t." "I wou Id kill to have all she is: a body, not a person
thighs like Skipper's." "Quick, with feelings, not a soul whose
take me to the Barbie Pump- value will ever fluctuate.
It-Up Gym - I've eaten 1002 That's what we really ought to
calories today!" Why should worship.
she not own up to the attitudes
If this subject interests you,
only that her leering, plastic face si.
read Joni johnston's Appearsend
lently communicates to girls ance Obsession, Health Com1
· 8 already?
drawn by Bethany Shepherd
I
W
munications, Inc., Florida,
peop e.
e
On second thought, maybe 1994.
were lucky. The end
of August came quickly, and
ture. off we went for the streets of
The "K" Philly.
If you want to hear the
students who had
stori
e s of our experiences,
just returned from Philayou
have to come to the
delphia told us about what
meeting
on January 24, 8:00
their 16 weeks in Philly were
Letter to the Editor
p
.m.
in
the President's
like. They were beaming with
I write with regard to the "Top Ten Things We Could Do to
excitement, and had so many Lou nge. It will be an evening
Make
K-zoo More like WMU," found on the "Backpage" of
things to tell they didn't know of stories about crazy landll1ndex . The "Backpage" is, of course, intended
the
January
where to start or end. We all lords, classes where you get
to be humorous in a (1 suppose literally) sophomoric sort of
sat with bedazzled faces, not graded on how much you've
way. This particular effort at humor, however, reflects little
really comprehending what learned, unbelievable internmore
than the worst sort of class-based arrogance. I find it quite
we would be in for but day- ships, working with women,
remarkable
in this time of supposed sensitivity to peoples of
dreaming about what it could the homeless, traumatized
diverse
backgrounds
that some "K" students feel it perfectly
children, environmental
be like.
acceptable
to
stereotype
and lampoon their Western peers,
My friends and I left the laws, immigration, science, many of whom are fully as bright and serious as the best of
meeting, tromping through the and way more. Hope to see "K" students but some of whom may have been less adorned
snow, saying, "Man, we've you there- because I want to
with the veneer of sophistication as our ever-so-witty
COTTA go!" So, we began the come vi sit you in Philly! Oh,
"Backpage" editors. Many Western students already think of
application process, the negoti- and the one bonus of going Kalamazoo College as insufferably elitist; it is not difficult to
atingwith parents to takeoff for on the Philadelphia program
see why.
a semester t:> live on our own is that you get to tell all your
in a big ci ty, and trying to fi t it fri ends at the end of spring
Robert Stauffer
in to our class schedules for next quarter of your freshman
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
year. Spring quarter came year.... .see you next year.

The streets of Philadelphia
Liz Pellegrom
Index Staff
When I was a senior in high
school, the only thing that kept
me going was the thought of
how much fun college would
be. Tons of people, parties, living away from the parents, and
freedom. That would be the
life...or so I thought. Freshman
year at "K" came and went in
a heartbeat. I met my friends
on the first day of freshman
orientation, and stayed
with
them
throughout
the year.
The
course
load
was

\

,.
un like that I had
ever encountered before.
Winter was he\), walking up
Academy Street with the
wind slicing my cheeks, just
for an eight o'clock double
block. Weekends went by
without a thing to do in the
big city of Kalamazoo, except
sit around and get drunk, do
homework, or sleep. College
Was not what I expected. I
feIt so trapped in Kalamazoo,
and needed to just get out
and REALLY explore life.
Then, when I least expected
an escape, it came.
I was sitting in Introduction to Sociology and Dr.
Cummings mentioned a meet~g about some Philadelphia

Stauffer slams
sophomoric style

A&E
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15 albums that made 1994 a great year for music (Part II)
Matt Priest
Backpage Editor
8. Grassroots - 311 (Capricorn)

I would ca11311 the most exciting band to come about in the last
few years. I'm amazed by the low
number of fans they've claimed
considering their music probably
represents the most original fusion
of styles anyone's been able to pull
off since Living Colour. They've
successfully combined funk,
metal, jazz, hip hop, Latin, and
reggae into one solid sound that's
impossible to ca tego rize. If you're
thinking Beastie Boys, think again.
As if'the music wasn't wacky
enough, the band has two lead
vocalists who not only rap, but
sing and harmonize as well. It's
just something you have to hear
for yourself. I would have to recommend their debut album Music even more strongly than their
latest but that's not to say this
record doesn't out-jam most music
put out this year. As a matter of fact,
their on~f-a-kind sound isn't the
only thing they've got going for
them; they also happen to write
songs that are inarguably catchy as
well. Grassroots is a bit more rap
oriented than their first along with
being a bit more experimental too
(xylophones, turntables, dancehall
samples). But do yourself a favor
and check these boys from Omaha
(!?) out. If you can't find their stuff
around here then stop by and I'll
play 'em for you.
7. Out of Range - Ani DiFranco
(Righteous Babes)

1 should start by noting that
Ani's albums don't quite live up
to the energy spewed at her un. stoppable live performances.
However, her songs are still filled
with enough honesty, lyrical p0etry, beautiful guitar work, and
original vocals to make this album
a good one. If you find this album
or others of hers in a record store,
they'll be filed under folk. But if
it weren't for the absence of volume and noise, I think it would be
safe to call her a one-woman punk
band. There's bass guitar and
drums here and there and the occasional help from piano or horns,
but the heart of each song always
comes back to Ani and her guitar.
I recommend seeing her live first.
Then you'll feel the need to have
her music and stories at home to
hold you over until the next time
you have the chance to see her.
I'm going to go out on a limb here
and say that [ believe if Ms.
DiFranco had been blessed without talent for the guitar and voice

and had fewer happy thoughts,
she'd be heading Rollins Band.
Just a thought.
6. Weight - Rollins Band (Imago)

Henry Rollins speaks what everyone thinks but refuses to say
aloud. Track after track, this album is fuJI of truths we all know
exist but wait patiently for the
proper time to face. Rollins
doesn't wait. The in-your-face realism and undeniably clear lyrics
Rollins and his band have made
themselves famous for in the past
are all still here. However, Rollins
has added the sounds of wisdom,
sarcasm, levity, and a great storyteller to his voice since The End of
Silence, thus making his words just
that much more interesting. Also,
the band (perhaps with the help of
new bassist Melvin Gibbs) has
gained a much stronger sense of togetherness that results in unbreakable grooves that often border on
funky; somewhat surprising when
one considers the subject matters
at hand. Congratulations are in
order to Chris Haskett, who magnificently transforms nonsensical
guitar patterns unlike any you've
ever heard and transfonns them
into the base around which many
of the songs build. This is the type
of album that can't be ignored very
easily if being played anywhere
nearby. If playing this record, be
ready to have your attention demanded and then stolen.
5. Too High to Die - Meat Puppets
(London)

The Meat Puppets are a band
that must be heard to be imagined.
The album revolves around Chris
Kirkwood's guitar which attempts
some of the most intriguing yet
screwed-up guitar licks. One moment it's blazing to the point of silliness, the next, enchanting and
lovely. [suppose imagining a
country /folk band that enjoys
heavy drug use and wearing
dresses might give you a slight
sense of what these guys do. As
haphazard as some of the songs
might sound, it's at the same time
quite obvious that all three members know exactly what they're
doing. This becomes especially
apparent in the complicated
rhythms, dynamic chord progressions, and thick vocal harmonies.
So what you end up with is a very
talented band that has a knack for
very catchy tunes, all the while
making you wonder what they're
smokin'. These guys have been
around for almost a decade and in
that time, earned the reverence of

the likes of Sonic Youth and Nirvana. But this is another band that
has only recently taken a big step
forward in the production studio
and suddenly become much
easier to appn.'C iate now that all
of its intricacies can be heard.
Warning: Do not attempt to try
and figure the Meat Puppets out.
Complete album enjoyment will
only occur once the listener can
get past lyrics such as:
Thoughts like a thread through af011111
device
Liquid bread and rubber ice
Make a promise, grow teeth, go to bed
Wake up when you're dead.
4. G Love and Special Sauce - G
Love and Special Sauce (OkehEpic)

This album makes me wanna
get lemonade, a rocking chair, and
find a porch to sit on. I suppose
that doesn't really tell you too
much about the album. Their
name might conjure up visions of
men in matching suits doing
matching dance steps. But in fact,
G Love plays a twangy guitar
(most likely with the ends of the
strings flailing about the tuning
pegs) and docs a rapping/talking/singing thing that needs to be
heard to be appreciated. SpeCial
Sauce consists of an upright string
bass and a very simple drum kit.
The Boston Globe described them
very accurately by saying they
"strip hip-hop down to its funkbased fundamentals and add a
unique bluesy feel." Tunes like
"This Ain't Livin'" and "Baby's
Got Sauce" find the basic groove
that many of today's funky bands
seem to lose somewhere between
the drums and the third guitar
part. Often times, the subject mattl!r is amazingly simple and the
lyrics extremely conversational.
Uut songs such as "Shooting
Hoops," "Cold Beverage," "Blues
Music," and "I Love You" are
great for that very reason. G
Love's not demanding your full
attention, just an ear here and
there when you get the chance bet wecn sips of lemonade.
3. Under the Pink - Tori Amos
(Atlantic)
Ummm ... I believe Tori Amos
appears on this album.
2. Amorica - The Black Crowes
(American)

Funky ... from the syncopated
groove of the opening Latin percussion in "Gone" to the gospel
beauty of the solo piano that closes
"Descending" as wel1 as the album. With each album the
Crowcs come a little closer to de-

fining their own style of rock 'n'
roll. They seem to be finding that
maybe radio-friendly jingles
aren't their thing as much as instrumentally-deep blues jams
with that Southern tinge they're
nailing better than any other major rock artists around. As outstanding (and sing-alongable) as
their last two albums are, on
Amorica, they've reached a level
of sound where members are in
tune with their own instruments
as well as playing off their
band mates. It was reported that
Chris and Rich Robinson weren't
on speaking tenns throughout the
entire making of this record, but
traCk after track, their musical interaction remains a constant.
Chris's voice is as terrific as ever
in the naked melody of tracks like
"Ballad in Urgency" and "Wiser
Time." Rich's newest guitar
stomps on songs such as "High
Head Blues" and "P. 25 London"
easily match the brilliance of earlier Crowes tunes like "Thick N'
Thin" and "Remedy." In "Nonfiction," Chris croons:
The clouds conspire above my head
I heard them
say I wish he were dead.
Oh sure, this self abuse is definitely the blues, but I can't remember the last time the blues were so
much fun.
1. Superunknown - Soundgarden
(A&M)

Certainly the best album of the
year and in my opinion, the best
rock album of all time,
Superunknown defies the categories the critics love to dump upon
Soundgarden and becomes a
record in a category all by itself.
After fouf albums of constant im-

provement, Soundgarden have finally unleashed their full potentia) in this 72 minute beast of an
album. I've been a fan of theirs
for awhile and they've always
rocked, but with this release,
Soundgarden has improved upon
the very powerful element of
melody in their songs, which
seems to have been the only thing
keeping them from completing
the ultimate rock record earlier.
Chris Cornell has gained complete
control of his voice, which was
once considered an indecisive
stew of both wails and moans, and
has now become one of the strongest and most recognizable in
rock. Kim Thayil has turned swirling distortion and feedback into a
true art form where often times
the songs' strongest melodies lie
within the dissonant howls of his
guitar. Bassist Ben Shepherd and
often-underrated drummer Matt
Cameron lay down incredibly solid
rhythms that ironically keep the
band in a tight groove despite the
fact that Soundgarden chooses a
very bottom-heavy sound with syrupy bass lines and booming drums.
You've heard "Spoon man," "Black
Hole Sun," and "Fell on Black
Days," but this isn't an album
where the singles stand above the
rest. Check out the bitterness of
"Mailman," the etherealness of
"Head Down," the harsh words of
"Limo Wreck," the emptiness of
"4th of July," and the crash and
burn of the title track. I can't say
enough about this album. This
might be a little overzealous, but I
can't help but think that rock 'n' roll
has been progressing towards this
point since its beginning.
At this point, I would also like
to add that I've just recently been
listening to Grant Lee Buffalo's
Mighty Joe Moon and Lush's Split
and I have a feeling that with a few
more listens, these too, might have
made this list. I should also state
that I find REM's Monster very listenable. Considering the fact that
if given the choice, I usually prefer silence to REM, I'll bet that outside of Matt's little universe, the
rest of the real world probably
loves the record.

Hilarity relieves "K" stress
Sara Axe
Index Staff
Picture the scene... the Dalton
Theater, an audience of stressed
out students, and five hilarious
men who call themselves Selected
Hilarity.
Selected Hilarity is a troupe of
comedians that travel the country
bringing laughter to every place
they go. And on January 13 they
graced us with their presence, perfonning skits, stand-up comedy,
and a wide range of improvisational pieces.
They began the show with a
mock Jeopardy style game show
with categories such as "Name
That Impression" and "Potpurri."
Next, two of the comedians
did a spoof on the British television show called "Top of the
Pops." This little number
kicked off the audience participation that was a key part of
their show. The troupe asked
the audience to shout out types
of music and some unusual
phrases that would not commonly be heard in passing.
This is where their improvisational skills impressed the audience. In a matter of minutes

they were able to incorporate
our words into some very
amusing skits.
The stand-up comedian was
also very funny. The audience
was able to relate to his material beca use he described his
college life and confessed that
"I ate so much cereal one year,
my butt floated in milk."
The troupe took suggestions from the audience and
came up with a story about a
student hitting a tree with her
car. In the last skit the troupe
turned some strange descriptions of people into a hilarious
guessing game similar to the
game "Party QUirks" on the
popular British comedy show
"Who's Line Is It Anyways?".
The comedian doing the personality guessing was a reaJly
good sport. Imagine trying to
identify a narcissistic stamp
collector or a Turkish
arachnophobiac who puts the
filling in Twinkies!
Overall, Selected Hi!arity
was hilarious. The comedianS
lifted our spirits out of their
January doldrums and gave us
the laughter we needed .
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Men's basketball wins 2, loses
Eric R. Frederick
league champions, the Hornets
The game did not go acSports Editor
played what may be their best cording to plan, and the HorThe Hornets men's basket- gameoftheyear. Kalamazoo's
nets lost 84-75. The Hornets
ball team split a pair of games defense turned its game up a
seemed to come out a little flat,
in Michigan Intercollegiate notch and held the host
and the Britons were intense
Basketball Association action Knights to a season low 53
throughou t. That, coupled
this past week.
points on 28 percent shooting. with Albion's 53 percent shootComing off a disappointing Jeremy Cole led the Hornets in
ing from the field versus the
loss to the Flying Dutchmen of points, returning to his home
Hornets 41 percent, caused the
Hope College, the Hornets town of Grand Rapids to score
unfortunate outcome. Cole led
took to the courts of Calvin a game high 25 points. Andy
the Hornets in scoring and reCollege in one of their tough- Hobik contributed 19 points to
bounding with 23 and 9, reest games of the season. Play- the victorious total.
spectively. Steve St. John and
ing at Calvin is widely recogAfter winning at Calvin, the Brian B1attert each scored in
nized around the MIA A as one Hornets were expected to come
double figures, contributing 13
of the toughest arenas to earn back to Kalamazoo and take
points a piece in the loss.
a win.
their next game against the
After that disappointment,
Against the defending Albion Britons (January 11).
the Hornets took the court
against Olivet College on January 14. After three days of reflecting upon their loss, the Hornets came out with intensity
and shot 55 percent for the
game. On the other side of the
Garth and Brian Miller
Robbins made a big splash ball, Olivet could only muster a
Index Staff
at the EMU invitational, set- 32 percent shooting percentage.
Kalamazoo's men's swim- ting school records in the 100
Hobik was locked onto the
ming team downed the Scots (:52.40) and 200 (1:55.77) yard rim, shooting a perfect 7 for 7
of Alma College last Saturday backstrokes en route to mak- (3 of 3 from three point land)
to remain undefeated. The ing "B" qualifying standards in to score a career high 20 points.
Hornets are now 3'{) in Michi- the both backstrokes and the Cole and B1attert each contribga n Intercollegiate Athletic 100 yard butterfly (:51.33).
uted 18 points in the win. Cole
Association (MIA A) competiAlso making "B" qualifying also finished with nine retion.
standards were Blowers in the bounds and seven assists.
The 122-81 victory was 50 and 1 00 yard freestyle
This week, Kalamazoo
due to consistent swims from (:21.24 and :46.85, respec- takes on the Scots of Alma,
Kalamazoo swimmers, most of tively) and junior Chuck
Wednesday, January 18. Alma
whom were in events that they Kemeny in both the 100 is the owner of a 9-6 record (1.do not usually swim. The Hor- (:58.95) and 200 (2:09 .89) yard 2 MlAA) and is coming off an
ne ts swam with an altered breaststroke. Blowers' time 83-76 win against Adrian.
lineup to make a less-challeng- in the 100 freestyle is a new
The Hornets also take on
ing meet a bit more challeng- Hornet record.
the Bulldogs of Adrian College
ing and fun. This was particuThe Hornets have also this Saturday. Adrian is 7-5 0larly important for the team, qualified two relay teams, wi th 3). Adrian's Jason Boring was
which is in the most intensive Blowers and Robbins teaming this week's MIAA Player of the
training portion of their sea- up with Kemeny and Steven Week, and the Hornets will
son.
Tisch, K '98, in the 200 yard have their hands full trying to
Leading the way for Medley Relay (1:35.11- a new stop him.
Kalamazoo was Tony "Juice" school record),and with Miller
Michaels, K '97, who won the and Matt Sheeran, K '98, in the
200 yard backstroke (2:03), and 400 yard Medley Relay.
had a great swim in the 200
Sophomore diver Garth
yard Individual Medley (2:04). Miller posted a national
Greg Raczniak, K '96, won the qualifying standard, with a
Individual Medley with a time score of 455.10 for 11 dives
of 2:Ol.
against the Scots, but was Index Staff
Also capturing victo- unable to keep up with
Kalamazoo's Club Volleyries for the Hornets were se- Alma's Radu Danca, last
ball team finished ninth in an
nior captain Paul Blowers (100 year's MIAA champion in
18 team tournament last weekyd. freestyle :49.71), juniors both diving events. In order
end at Calvin College. After
Dennis Kelly (SO yd. freestyle to guarantee himself a trip to
six matChes, the team's record
:22.90) and Brian Miller (500 the NCAA Championships,
was 2-4.
yd. freestyle 5:06), and fresh- Miller will have to meet the
In the tournament, which
men John Sander (200 yd . qualifying standard (435.00)
was the season debut for the
freestyle 1:50) and Brett once more this season.
Hornet spikers, the players
Robbins (200 yd. butterfly
This weekend, the Hor- first stood against the Calvin
2:00).
nets will travel to Wheaton, College team and lost two
Kalamazoo's young squad Illinois to take on Lake For- matches, 4-15 and a hearthas already showed promise est, Wheaton, and Hope in a breaker at 13-15.
this season, qualifying six Quad Meet. The Flying
Then the Hornets took on
SWimmers for the National Dutchmen of Hope, a peren- Central Michigan University's
COllegiate Athletic Association nial power in MIAA swimteam and split two games at
(NCAA) championship meet, ming, will once again be the 15-10 and 13-15. It was durwhich will be held March 16- Hornets' toughest in-season
ing these two matches that the
18 at Miami (University in Ox- competition.
team's work at unity and coford, Ohio. All six swimmers
Kalamazoo hosts the hesion was most obvious.
qualified at the Eastern Michi- Little Giants of Wabash ColThe Hornets were elimigan University (EMU) invita- lege (Ind.) the following Sat- nated from the tournament aftional on December 3 and 4.
urday, as the Hornets will try ter they next split two games
Brian Miller posted an "A" to beat Wabash for the first with Michigan State Univerqualifying standard in the 200 time in Kalamazoo history. sity, 16-14 and 4-15. TheeIimiyd. freestyle (2:08.30), guaran- The Little Giants are cur- nation was based on total
teeing himself a place in the rently enjoying an incredible points scored in the tournameet. Miller also made a "B" 5 year dual meet winning ment after the six matches.
qualifying time in the 100 yard streak, which spans over fifty
Tomorrow the team plays
breaststroke (:59.12).
meets.
the Western Michigan Univer-

Men's swimming
improves record to 6-0
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Last week in Hornet Sports:
- Men's Basketball
Lost to Albion College 84-75
Beat Olivet College 79-60
- Women's Basketball
Lost to Albion College 69-58
Lost to Olivet College 66-48
- Men's Swimming
Beat Alma College 122-81
-Women's Swimming
Beat Alma College 130-104
- Men's Volleyball
Lostto Calvin College 4-15, 13-15
Split with Central Michigan University 15-10, 13-15
Split with Michigan State University 16-14,4-15

This week in Hornet Sports:
- Wednesday, January 18
Men's Basketball @ Alma College 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. Alma College AAC 7:30

p.m.
- Thursday, January 19
Men's Volleyball vs. Western Michigan AAC 6:30

p.m.
-Saturday, January 21
Men's Basketball vs. Adrian College AAC 3:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball @ Adrian College 3:00 p.m.
Men's and Women's Swimming @ Wheaton College
Quad
-Sunday, January 22
Men's Volleyball vs. Albion CollegeAAC 6:30 p.m.

Volleyball team. optim.istic
despite poor start

-

sity Broncos at home in a
scrimmage beginning at 6:30
p.m. This is the first dual
match, rather than tournament
play, of the season.
On Sunday the Albion Britons will travel to Kalamazoo to
take on the Hornets in the first

"Even
though our
season has
just begun I
believe the
team
will have a
strong year. "
-John Lively
I

official match of the season.
The Britons bring with them a
reputation for tough play and
hard-hitting.
Twenty students, both men
and women, came out for the
team this quarter. Eleven
members were able to make it
to the tournament in Grand
Rapids.
"The team consists of seven
returning starters which is
complemented by thirteen
new players that show a lot of
promise and capable play,"
said John Lively, "K'95."
"Even though our season has
just begun, I believe the team
will have a strong year."
Many "K" students do not
know Kalamazoo has a men's
volleyball club. Teams have
existed sporadically throughout the past, but Lively and
Justin Crumbaugh, K'95, with
the help of women players
who act as coaches for the
team, have made it an annual
event since 1991. This year's
team coaches are Jenni fer West
and Cara Marker.

THE BACKPAGE
You know you love it.

!Matt Priest

Circus 'Boy

Peter Sanderson

HEY! IT'S THE "WHAT DO THESE THREE THINGS HAVB IN COMMON?" GAME!
Death Valley

dumping someone for their roommate
Things that are lower than the Kalamazoo College student retention rate

a cesarean section

Charlie #Bird" Parker
Things that work better under the influence of drugs

a House of Cards

President Bryan's job
Things that are unstable
The Calendar changes
Things that make you go "hmmm ... "

C+C Music Factory

Uranium 232

Dante's Inferno

a catalyst for calender changes
Things associated with "crack"

the Liberty Bell

HlK' Football Rules!"

Barry White

#Vaughn Maatman is the greatest!"
Three things most often found peed in the snow on the quad

#Meat is Murder"

#Wonderful Tonight" by Clapton
the chicken nuggets
cruisin' Bronco Mall for women
Things that just aren't the same since Mike Leeuw left
Orgo students
Things that jump

Kriss Kross

a Blockbuster card
toenail clippers
The main components of the only three activities in which to participate on a Kalamazoo Saturday Night
Mamott chicken noodle soup .
Things with hair in them

an Angora sweater

WJMD
Things nobody hears

Marcel Marceau

dirty socks

tallymarks
Things found next to Peter Sanderson's bed

non-smoking domestic flights

a 4.0

"bowl-friendly"

the Rare Book Room

soda water

old jeans

2 dust mites having

Dow Science Center
Places you probably won't find any theater majors
cutesy snapshots of squirrels
Things nobody has past freshman winter

#pre-Yanni"
Hyphenated phrases most often heard in the veggie co-op .
the chicken patty sandwich
Things that mean "pride" at Kalamazoo College
the #K" College payroll
Things associated with clowns

Dr. Richard Carp en

really full

Dr. Richard Cook's Calendar Logic
Things with holes in them

the building of the pyramids
the #K" Plan
Sinbad's new motion nll·.... rp
The only things in the universe Dr. Schmeichel can't explain

qfte--------~-----------------
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Land/Sea and ENVORG hit the trails in the spring

Karen Carpenter
Index Staff
Plans are underway for a
Land/Sea and ENVORG
spring back-packing trip, according to Land/Sea Director
Tom Breznau. Students will
leave campus on Thursday,
March 16 for Sheltowee Trace
Trails in Kentucky, hike for
eight to nine days, and return
to campus the weekend before
the beginning of spring quarter.
The trip will cost approximately two hundred dollars.

All food and equipment will be
furnished.
The trip was planned for
spring break to give students
who were not able to attend
the Land/Sea Orientation program before their freshman
year a chance to participate in
a college-sponsored ou tdoor
adventure/challenge activity.
Organizers designed the trip
as a backpacking excursion to
kccp costs at a minimum yet
providing students with an alternative spring break.
According to Breznau, goals

According to Breznau,
goals for the trip include
building a sense of
community in a drugfree environment,
allowing students to
develop their leadership
skills, and having fun
during the springbreak vacation.

for the trip include building a
sense of community in a drugfree environment, allowing
students to develop their leadership skills, and having fun
during the spring-break vacation. A planning session for
the trip was held last Thursday
and students are currently
working along with Breznau to
finalize arrangements and
map the backpacking course.
The Sheltowee Trace Trails offer a number of sights and interest areas for the group to

visit.
The trip can accommodate
17-37 people and is open to all
students. Breznau advises average to good phYSical fitness
because the group will travel
sixty to seventy miles in eight
or nine days carrying forty
pound backpacks.
Further irl-formation will be
available this week. Interested
students should be prepared to
pay
a
fifty
dollar
downpayment to secure their
place in the group.

Weaver leaves Computer Services
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
Due to the growth in computer networking
at
Kalamazoo College and the
resignation of Timothy
Weaver, Microcomputer Coordinator, a new position has
been created in the Computer
Services Departmen t.
The responsibilities of this
position, titled database manager, will include and expand
those of Weaver, ipc1uding the
CARS software, administrative software, microcomputer
databases, and k-info, said Dr.
Janet Price, Director of Computer Services.
After six years at
Kalamazoo College, Tim

Weaver took a job at FelxFab mize its facilities to keep up
Corporation in Hastings for a with the requests for new netcareer advancement. His re- work connections and fixing
sponsibilities will include user network problem, said Price.
support and training, and
The search for a database
some programming, said manager is under the jurisdicWeaver.
tion of the Computer Services
The creation of the position, Department. They have addatabase manager, will enable vertised twice and hope to
Computer Se:-vices to maxi- have the position filled soon.

Look
inside
for"K"
Sports.

Photo by

Disco-mania hits Old Welles

Will

Adams

BeeGee's, Blondie, The Village People, and "Disco Inferno" make Saturday Night Fever theme a success
Christina Wootton
Index Staff
On January 21, the Residential Life staff transformed Old
Welles into a "Disco Inferno"
with a Saturday Night Fever
theme to help stUdents get past
their mid-winter blues.

This year, Residential Ufe
decided to leave behind the
grunge of "Street Party" w hi ch
they sponsored in previous
years.
As Resident Assistant (RA)
Shannon Coleman, K'97, put it,
"we thought it was time for a

change: .. [we wanted to dol
somethmg people could get
into."
Most students did get into
it. The flannel of grunge was
left for leisure suits, Art ·
Garfunkel hair, muumuus and
according to Lena O'Rourke,
K'98, " ... more chest [than] I
ever wanted to see."
The party lasted until 1 a.m. Melissa Jenkins
while Music Unlimited spun Index Staff
the hits of the BeeGee's,
Frederic Wakeman preBlondie, The Village People sented the first in a series of
and many other favorites.
Asian Studies lectures last
RA Alice Delia, K'97, com- Thursday. The annual Phi Beta
men ted, " ... the music selection Kappa Visiting Scholar lecwas really good, everyone turer, Wakeman delivered a
knew and liked it."
presentation titled "Chaos:
Along with raffling off lava Personal Rebellion and the
lamps, records and six packs of Fear of Disorder in 20th CenTab, Juan Dupuy, K'97, and tury China".
Mimi Mogues, K'97, won the
Wakeman's talk focused on
dance contest.
the economic corruption, soDupuy also won the John cial stratification and possibilTravolta look alike contest and ity for massive social upheaval
the best costume was awarded and peasant rebellion in modto Andy Cmra, K'97.
em China. He is the author of
As Lydia Revesz, K'98, said, several bo~ks on China.
"They were stylin'."
Phi Beta Kappa, the nation's
The admission fee of$l, one oldest, most prestigious liberal
canned good, or one personal arts honor society, annually
hygiene product was donated offers the opportunity for
to Loaves and Fishes, a local member schools, such as
food bank.
Kalamazoo College, to invite

-

Asian Studies lecture
series commences with
Phi Beta Kappa scholar
one of twelve distinguished
scholars to speak. This year,
"K" College invited Professor
Wakeman, director of Asian
Studies at University of California at Berkeley.
According to Professor Joe
Fugate, who arranged for the
visit, Wakeman was selected
because no previous Phi Beta
Kappa scholars had spoken on
Asian Studies at "K". Fugate
said the Asian Studies Department requested Wakeman and
the facul ty supported their recommendation.
Next month, the Asian
Studies lecture series continues. On February 7, John
Campbell will deliver a presentation titled "Politics and
Health Care in Japan." On
February 23, Paul Watt will
speak. Both are LACC
events.

News

Page 2
Harassment charges were brought against singer
Courtney Love.
Police say she abused and intimidated the crew and
passengers on a 90-minute flight from Brisbane to Melbourne.
The pilot radioed ahead, and police boarded the plane when
it landed, interviewed Love and charged her with offensive
behavior on an aircraft.
Love was freed on bail and her band Hole performed
in Melbourne on Saturday.
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Beckie Craft, K'98, submitted
the winning design for this
year's Monte Carlo T-shirts.
The shirts will be on sale the
night of the dance.

An insurance company agreed to pay $300,000 to Angel Hawkin's family after a pit bull accident last spring. Angel, 10, was mauled May 22 in her father'sex-wife's home by
the woman's boyfriend's dog. The dog has since been killed .
After court fees are payed, $206,488 will be put in a restricted
interest bearing account for the girl.

In Lansing, MI, Kimmy T. Macklin, 27, is charged with
second degree murder in the death of his six-week old son
Troy Macklin earlier this month.
He has been accused of squeezing the infant's head
causing swelling and his death. Macklin allegedly picked up
the baby by the head when the infant began urinating and
defecating as Macklin changed the child's diaper.
The examining pathologist found bruises which appear to have been caused by fingers gripping the infant's soft
skull.
A murder-for-hire scheme was foiled when the alleged
hitman fell asleep on the couch of his intended victim. When
Sheri Hodges and her boyfriend arrived home Friday moming
at 8 a.m. they found Keith Kreider, 27, asleep on the couch.
After waking he confessed to the alleged conspiracy
between himself and Nathan Hodges, 21. Kreider reportedly
told Sheri that he couldn't kill her and handed over his gun
equipped with a homemade silencer.
-compiled by Anne Loesch

Corrections:
In the article "Hammer,
Patterson head to theatre competition" from week two, Irene
Ryan (not Lyons> did not start
the ACTF, although the Irene
Ryan Acting Scholarship is
awarded at the ACTF.
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McAlister and Philip Berrigan
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No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit

, FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE_ZIP _ __
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SIGNA11JRE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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We listen. We explain.
Welre private.
We're affordable.
WE CARE.

I

• Free options counseli ng
• Free pregnancy testing
• low cost bi rth control,
including emergency
contraception
(the "morning after pill"l

I
I

PLANNED f]
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. MidtigCIII·372·1200

The Index welcomes all
interested in writing,
photography and layout.
Join us in the publications ???
• • •
room in the basement of ?????
Hicks Sunday nights at 8 p.m.

DON'T lET THE BEDBUGS BITE! _~
AIDS isn't the only bug (ondoms proteI!.
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l
. ,
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7216.

BLOCKBUSTER DEAL

lONE LARGE PIZZA

$8 99

I With Cheese & Anlf Two Toppings
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:

RECEIVE A
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PRODUCT FREE!

I

I~~I
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_ _ -":~I~ExrAr~06-O~_

1.------------------TWO FOR YOU
CHOOSE TWO TOPPINGS
PLUS
FREE FLAVORED CRUST
2 MEDIUM

99
$10

lI1!1ilira·ml.lilll~.lq~il~tl(.I'(.lll
Plus Tax • Must Present Coupon
1·7/8· Expires 02-01-95
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Wha's this Burns loon then, my
·
I
? Translation: Who is this Burns
bOnnIe ass. fellow, you pretty girl?
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
Robert Bums (1759-1796)
was one cool guy. On January
25, Scotland will be singing the
man's praises at Bum's Night
events to commemorate his
birthday. They will be listening
to the Address To A Haggis
(that dish of Scottish cuisine
that was traditionally made
from sheep stomach and other
good ingredients). This dish is
bagpiped in to the celebrations
and carried on a silver tray by
men wearing traditional Scottish dress kilts of various clan
tartans, which will be eaten
with neeps (turnip), and tatties
(potato) and even maybe an
oatcake or twa (two).
But ceremony aside, what is
this all about? Bums is one of
Scotland's most noted poets,
famous for writing in the Scottish vernacular at a time in his-

tory when everyone was try- credited with many, the more
ing to ape the English and the famous including, "My Love
Scot's language was not even She's But A Lassie Yet," "I'm
formally taught in the educa- O'er Young To Marry Yet,"
tion system.
"Green Grow The Rashes, 0,"
Burns was different be- and a host of others. Some
cause he wrote about common, even say he wrote "Auld Lang
ordinary, everyday events. He Syne" (now adopted as the
even satirized news affairs of Scottish national anthem and
the day. Hence, such poems as sung at the New Year), but to
"The Twa Herds," '''The Holy a melody which has now been
Fair," and "Holy Willie's changed. Bums never claimed
Prayer," satirizing two minis- nor disputed the rumor in his
ters squabbling over parish lifetime.
boundaries. This didn't exactly
Robbie Bums, as he is affecwin him many friends in the tionately known, is a man of
orthodox church, but it did the people who holds a special
gain him popularity among place in the hearts and minds
the liberals. The poems "Tam of all true Scots - and he is
0' Shanter," "To A Mouse," someone that has never been
and "To a Louse" also rate surpassed by our "friends" the
among his best known and English! Which is why come
loved.
Robbie Bums Night, 1 wiil be
And he didn't just write celebrating the birthday of
poetry. He is also popular for Scotland's favorite man in my
verse, letters and songs. He is own way here in America.

Harlem Renaissance comes to the '90s
Melissa Jenkins
Index Staff
All students are invited
to an evening of "educational entertainment" at
Dalton Theater. This Friday
and Saturday nights at 8
p.m. each evening, the Cultural Awareness Troupe
(CA.T.) will be performing
a celebration of the African
Spirit.
Members of the1995
Black Student Organization (B.S.O.) compose the
CA.T., which promises to
provide dance, music, poetry, artwork, and prose related to this year's theme:

the Harlem Renaissance of
the 1920s. B.S.O. president
Orma Bradford said that
the Troupe will focus their
performance on the lifestyle
and history of this period,
which was important in the
history of the United States,
as well as in the culture of
African Americans.
According to Bradford,
however, spreading the experience and impact of the
Harlem Renaissance is not
the only goal of the organization and the CA.T. in the
two performances.
"We hope to heighten an
awareness of that period,

but also to bring an enlightenment of ourselves 3S
black Americans," Bradford
said. "We hope to ed uca Ie
ourselves as well as the
community."
The Troupe's commitment to the community is
acted upon in several ways.
The Trou pe performs in
area schools. Furthermore,
before the Friday night
showing, Umoja House and
Trowbridge Hall are sponsoring a "theater night" reception for those with advance tickets. Adult tickets
are $6 and children and students' tickets are $3.

Seventies dance a blast
from the past
Lisa Walter
Trowbridge and DeWaters,
Index Staff
who organized the event, said
The Saturday Night Fever after the dance that it "was a
disco dance last weekend great success and brought in a
brought out quite a crowd of good amount of money and
students imitating the fashion canned goods for the shelter
styles of the seventies. Their that they are donating it to.
dress ranged from jumpsuits
to platform shoes. Students
danced to all of the hits.of the
seventies such as "YMCA" by
The Village People and "Staying Alive" by the Bee Gees.
In addition to dancing, students competed for a lava
lamp and other seventies
memorabilia during a raffle, a
couples dance and a best
dressed contest.
Heather Simpson, K'97,
said '1 had a great time dancing and it was neat to see everybodyall dressed up."
According to Bridgette
Sparkman, K'97, the dance
"was amazing, because so
many people participated and
got involved."
Ryan McQuade and Rebecca Avery
Steve Miller, hall director of Photo by Rachel Bemis

The students all seemed to be
really having a good time and
that's what we had hoped to
accomplish. We wanted the
students to have a good time
as well as help out a good
cause."
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TO ERR IS HUMOR
#Fifty-four forty 01: fight!"
by Matt Jl.alnoo.

lrecently gotan inlf:resling email message,
which read something like;

''Dear Matt,
I love your column so very much that
sometimes it almost hurts. The thought
of Wednesday evening, when I can sit
down to dinner and read the gloriously
aaftedprooe you have written, delighting us all OllIE again, makes my whole
body tinglewitb pleasurableantici?\tion. You are myhero,myrole-model,
my raison d'etre and if you everstopped writing
[or thelndex I think I would throw myself on the Women's
Memorial Garden. I would be screaming in distraught tones, "FIftyfour forty or fight!" which wouldn't make any sense, but I would be so
distraught I wouldn'fcare.
By the way, I am from Texas and was wondering if you oould write
a column about the Dallas Cowboys.
Thank you, sir, to whom I owe undying allegiance."
It went something like that, anyway.
Well,ofcourse,givingmypublicwhatitwants is one of my utmoot
concerns, and usually it isn't a problem, bealuse my public, at most
times,numbersaround two,maybethreeifI'mbuying the beer. However, this requestcausesmea bitof a problem because, well,as difficult
as it is forme as an American Male to admit this, the amount I know
about football in general and the Dallas Cowboys in particular could
not fill hoUowed-out Certs. In fact, the sole relevant conunent I oould
possibly make about the Dallas Cowboys in this rolumn is as follows:
\Akll, they're not in the Super Bowl this year. Are they?
So, I'm not sure what to do, here. I'm .not totaJJy sports illiterate,
though. Really, I'm not. (Note here how the sub1-'cttries desperately
to prove that, ycs, his body does actually manufacture testosterone.) I
have a fairly good grasp of 00skettWl, for example. I can watch a
game with a fair to good comprehension ci what's going on. I have
some good friends who play ooskettall and I've been to about 3OO,(XXl
basketOOll games over the yerus. Usually I can follow the action. Every once in a while I get loot, though. Sometimes a referee will blow
thewhistleandcallsomeo~fou1Idon'trecognizethehand-mo
tions for (stick his finger in his ear and ~ it around while hopping

up and down on one foot, for example) and everybody else will start
screaming and saying reallyabusive things like, "Ref listens to the artist fonncrly known as Prince!" Or "Ref went to Hope!" and 111 just sit
there, looking around and wondering what happened. But; usually
l'mokay.
Not that I can playit worth a brass damn. It's not really my height,
although I wouldn't call being 5'10" an adwnlage; it's mainly a pr0blem of coordination, drive, strength, stamina, cardiovascular ca?\city,
finding ·shorfs that don't make me look like the Uniroyal TJre Man,
dribbling, passing, jumping, shooting and general athletic ability. H J
ever attempted to play basketball, the dialogue would prObably go
something like:
"Ooofl" (Me shooting the balL) "Did that rount?"
(No, Matt, it didn't go through the hoop."
l'Yeah, but it hit the hlckboord, didn't it?"
"No, Matt, it went over the hlckboard,hit the wall behind it, rirocheted off, wentlnto the other ream's basket and then knocked your
mother unronsdous over in the stands."
'Well, yeah, but that's better than I usually dO,isn't it?"
No, J will leave it to the experts. It's enough just to be able to sit and
watch. Which reminds me that, in case you weren't aware of it, the
OOsketOOJl ream is playing Hope (boo!hlss! spit-up!) this Saturday. Plan
to rome. The OOsI<efuill teams work incredibly hard,lmean, just mindbogg/ingly hard to win for our school, to crush disgusting enemies like
Hope (boo! hiss! spit-up!) and it should be il point ci pride to everybody on campus that they commit themselves as much as they do to
this school and their sport. Not that I am suggesting that any other
sport on this campus requires less work, it's just that I have personal
exposure to basketball more than any other sport.
Whenlgotowatch the baskethill team play, it makes me proud to
go to Kalamazoo. I used to rome watch the games last year when I
was still at Eastern,and itmade me proud then just to know people on
the team, but this yreT, I sit in the bleachers and watch them play, just
like last year, except that this year, Jgo to Kalamazoo College, and I feel as
if! can finally cheer with everybody else and know that I am cheering
formy school. Jtmakesmeproud. H you weren't planning on going
to the game Saturday, I recommend it It's impossible to say who will
win and who will lose, but you can be sure that Kalamazoo will work
so hard out there that, no matter what the srore is, you will be proud,

too.
That's enough preaching, though. I was remarkably serious there
for a second, but I promise I won't let it happen again. By the way, if
anybody else has an idea for my column, or would perhaps like to
write it some week and then just have me put my name on it, feel free
to e-mail me. My address is k94mr02. The less work for me here, the
better. I'm going to be working on my jump shot. Just as soon as I
learn how to jump.

Opinions
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Acker the slacker
Have you seen Acker the Slacker around lately? He lives in a van down by the river- er,
rather, on a street sign down by the natatorium, on the corner of Academy Street and Acker
Lane.
We know Acker's sudden metamorphosis into Slacker occured a while ago, but hey, we've
been slacking ourselves and haven't gotten around to contemplating the significant message
it conveys to the College community and the statement it makes about the "K" College student body in general.
However, due to our rigorous and constantly increasing (or
so it seems) academic work load, is it really possible to "slack"
as a "K" student, without of course flunking out and reducing
the retention rate even more? It all depends on how you define "slacking."
If you connect this slacking phenomenon with the Generation X sentiment, as college students, we would never even
come close to qualifying as slackers, this title being expressly
reserved for those who apparently spend al\ of their time
waitressing, getting a band together or continuously seeking
employment.
On the other hand, if you equate slacking with procrasti- Photo by Rachel Bemis
nating, you may in fact have a fair reflection of a very prevalent student practice which afflicts "K" students as well as many students on other campuses
too. Unlike slacking, however, a behavior which Generation X attributes to listless and unmotivated lethargy, procrastination often strikes adrenaline-high, hyper and ultra motivated students.
But why?
The fact that perfectionists make up a large percentage of the "K" College student body is
no bizarre or uncanny coincidence; it's all interrelated with the prevalence of procrastination .
The standard student rationale goes something like this: because the finished product must
be a flawless and perfect masterpiece, the student/prodigy waits for inspiration and enlightenment before beginning. This is when the long pause enters the picture, invading and disrupting the work process. This is when the actual procrastination takes place. Time passes.
Then, after getting excruciatingly close to the project's due date, the student/prodigy suddenly kicks into high gear and whips the project together by the skin of his/her teeth, turns it
in, and swears not to repeat this frightening and vicious cycle of procrastination again.
But, this is the scary part... A few days pass and the project is returned. The student does
very well. The saying "nothing creates efficiency like the last minute" comes to mind. Thus,
there is no pressing reason to alter future procrastination habits.
So, the "K" way of slacking seems to be through procrastination. Maybe we're missing out,
though. Maybe we should become slackers, and slack off that nasty habit of procrastination.

Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
While writing a first draft of
the constitution for the International Students Organization OSO) and making tentative plans of what we could do
this quarter with our allotted
budget money, it struck me
that what Professor Prigg said
last week was hitting the proverbial nail on the head: student apathy is a major problem
on this campus. Not particularly with the international students,
but
with
the
American side
of involvement in the organization.
IS
We are just not
getting the in-Louise
volvement we
would like
from our fellow American students. I hadn't consciously
thought about it before and
when I heard it I thought
"Yeah, right," but, no, he does
have a point.
Looking at the broader
spectrum, student apathy is
reflected elsewhere. Michael
Mundahl, K'97, who was sitting at the student commission
polling station in Hfcks Center
two weeks ago said that some
candidates ran unopposed,
places had not been filled, and
few students had actually
taken the time to stop and vote.
Students didn't seem to care
who was doing what on their
campus. Because of this,
Kalamazoo was less like a democracy and more like a dictatorship. And in the case of
finding someone to fill the
place for Severn's hall representative, a position without a
candidate, they had to spend
30 minutes phoning suites to
find a candidate interested and
not someone who was just volunteered by friends as a joke.
What about Project Brave?
Karen Reed says they have 18
members. And while their
members ARE responsible and
show up and participate, it is

18 out of a possible total of
what? - something like 800 students on campus at anyone
time.
What happened to a politically active student body? I'm
not saying that Aberdeen University in Scotland is so much
better than Kalamazoo-active
students on campus, always
running around and burning
bras and such. But at least
when our government was
threatening to cut the grant
and thinking of phasing out
paying the
fees, we all
went out on a
protest. Emergency Gen? " eral Meetings
were held in

"So, what could be
the root of apathy
.
on th campus.
Dunderdale

packed cafeterias. Demonstrations and
marehes were made down the
main streets of the city, complete with banners and television crews. A real noise was
made on a national level, involving every further education establishment from John
O. Groats to Lands End, and
the government was forced to
sit up and take notice that we
would fight them every inch of
the way.
So, what could be the root
of apathy on this campus? The
"K" plan for one thing. How
can there be any kind of continuity when people are off campus doing SIPS or foreign
study? The organizations do
not get automatic funding! If
they so much as miss submitting their budget for two quarters when the members are off
campus, they are in danger of
receiving no funding at all.
Something needs to be done
to get students feeling involved again. We are the
school- without us it wouldn't
be here. So get active, people write for the Index, join the ISO,
whatever. But DO SOMETHING. Because sitting
around complaining that "K"
sucks is pointless: it won't
change if you don't make it.

Creating a perfect child takes perfect planning
Summer Medel
Index Staff
Lately, I've been putting a lot
of thought into parenting. By
my best calculations, I will become a mother in only nine
years, ten months, and some
odd days. While I'm hastily trying to throw together some kind
of acceptable existence for my
future prodigy, I wasarnazed at
the number of things one has to
do in preparation for a child's
arrival. I have space here to inform readers about only a handful of the many issues that
should concern any parent of a
caliber above the barbaric.
Parents can never begin too
early to ensure a child's free-

dom from colds and other
health crises that afflict the children of negligent parents. I generally avoid consuming suspicious, potentially fetus-marring
substances such as NutraSweet
and hormonally "enhanced"
chicken. I buy bottled wa ter because I don't want her/him
coming out with bonus appendages, courtesy of companies
dumping wastes into the water
supply.
To fulfill my parental duty in
preparing him/her for the SAT
- which I should begin to do
while it's stiIl fresh in my mind
- I have consulted expert
sources such as the Developmental Psychology text, which

suggests that, in order to maximize development of verbal
skills, "children must be exposed to language and encouraged to usc it at an earlier age
than puberty" (p. 191). For the
math section, I intend to buy as all other good parents of the
OO's will, mind you - Dr. Spock's
forthcoming bestseller, Teaching

Trigonometry During the Third
Trimester, Made Easy.
Since neither a doctor nor a
corporate executive can go
through her/his whole life as
Him/Her, at least not without
substantial therapy bills, I
should go about selecting an
appropriate name. (You can go
ahead and choose one right

now, too. Give it a few minu tes
of thought.) By "appropriate,"
I mean one that will suit the
personality I have chosen to instill in Her/Him - that is, a name
tha t in itself increases the
bearer's likelihood of going to
somewhere like K College. For
now, I'll settle on the tentative
name of Hunter. But if it's a boy,
I'll call him Damian. (You don't
have to caIl your child either of
these.)
Oh, I almost forgot something. In the bustle of
prepartum preparations, one
must not neglect a significant
detail such as selecting the little
prodigy's other parent. Fortunatel", technology has stream-

lined the task of reproduction to
the point where you do not actually have to meet, much 1e'iS
engage in messy biological
functions with, the aforementioned other parent. But I recommend meeting your accomplice in your child's existence at
least once before conception so
you can check for the traits that
biologists tell us are especially
sexy, such as healthy hair and
symmetrical features. Bring
your own ruler.
I could go on, but I have so
much to do. U I want Hunter /
Damian to get into the best possible postgrad uate school, J had
better get to work now - if it's
not already too late.
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Commemorating tlie man and the movement?
Andrew Schleicher
Index Staff
Within the past two weeks,
the families of two former civil
rights leaders have been making reoccurring headlines. Unfortunately, the reasons have
little to do with a civil rights
movement of any kind. It
seems that the family of Martin Luther King Jr. is arguing
with the National Park Service

over the building of a visitors'
center in the King historic district of Atlanta, Georgia, and
Malcolm X's daughter was accused of hiring a man to kill
Louis Farrakhan.
The ongoing argument over
the King land and who can
best create a memorial of the
civil rights movement and Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. recently
warranted the nation's atten-

tion. A piece of land in the
King historic district was given
by the City of Atlanta to the
National Park Service on
which to build a new visitors'
center. However, the King family wants the center to feature
virtual-reality exhibits teaching people of Kings life.
Reading of these events in
my newspaper, I was troubled
that such episodes occurred

Mailing a letter: lesson one
Tatjana Rabus
Index Staff
One Saturday afternoon, r remembered I should
send a birthday card overseas.
r figured if r mailed it on Saturday, it should arrive on time.
So, after I found out that the
mail at the Mail Hut already
had been picked up, I decided
to go to the post office downto wn. Of course, at three
o'clock in the afternoon, it was
cIosed-I knew it would be. But
what I did not expect was that
the letters in the mailbox outside the post office already had
been picked up at noon. This
was obviously the last mail
pick-up on a Saturday. If it was
a Sunday I would understand,
but on a Saturday?! At the
main post office in town?! As I
was standing in front of this
mailbox, a lady came by to

·

mail some letters. I decided to
ask her if there was another
mailbox in town with a

pick-up time scheduled for
Saturday afternoon. She
told me no and to consider
the fact that we were in a

small town . In California,
however, she knew a place
where pick-up times were
scheduled seven days a
week, 24 hours a day.
Coming from a small
town in Germany, I myself can
relate to the confusion and
misunderstanding of why
regular pick-up times arc only
scheduled for big cities. Do
American postal services consider bigger towns more important? Postal rates have gone
up once again in January, but
the service has not improved.
This should teach me a lesson:
next time, I'll mail a birthday
card two weeks in advance.
Hopefully, it then will arrive
on time. Or do r have to find
somebody who is going to
Chicago or another big city
and ask him to mail my cards
there?

Backpage editors
respond to criticisms
Letter to the Editor
I would like address Dr. Stauffer's and Cliff Lampe's opinions of the Backpage individually:
The Backpage is, as Dr. Stauffer points out, a format for humor which we editors hope
will appeal to as many stud'c!nts as possible. Towards this end, Matt Priest, Circus Boy,
and myself, spend a considerable amount of time attempting to come up with a new and
creative way to make the students laugh every Wednesday. It would seem that Dr. Stauffer
disagrees with humor at the expense of others. However, humor is almost always at
someone's expense. If there is a way in which he, or anyone else, knows how be nice to
everyone and still be funny, we as editors are more than interested in it for submission.
As for Cliff Lampe's request that we have a slice of humble pic, I believe that Mr.
Lampe and myself hold a few philosophical differences which are mutually exclusive. I
make no claims that I am anything but a "whining, arrogant, stupid college brat," for all
those words describe my experience here at "K". I shall eat slice upon slice of humble pic
should my desires and expectations fall short of everything that I hope to succeed with
this flimsy paper diploma as the capstone of my undergraduate education. r fecI that I
am far better off than the average student at Western: I enjoy the minuscule size of'''K''
Over the sprawl across the street, the individuality of my education, the brilliance J see in
those around me and a million other things I'm paying roughly twenty thousand a year
for. I hope that this investment in myself will yield a future where the courses r took do
matter, where the image of Stetson Tower is worth more than a zit on my butt, and that
every joke I make about the college will bring a smile. The Backpage, as a weekly reprieve from the stress of our course load, co-curricular activities and the other general
shit we have to put up with, so long as it makes you laugh, I believe serves its function .
"You have to assume that the act of writing is the most important act of all. If you start
Worrying about people's feelings, then you get nowhere at all." - N. Mailer
Peter Sanderson, K'97
No institution begs to be made fun of as much as Western Michigan University, wellmaybe "K". As a writer of the many things on the backpage, r get tired of constantly
making fun of our flyspeck of a school and enjoy talking about the mall-hair savvy women
and tie-and-baseball hat wearin' guys, both of which still take pleasure in making cootie
catchers during a tiresome lecture.
Circus Boy University of California, Baggypants, K'97
"Yeah."

-

Matt Priest, K'97

around Martin Luther King Jr.
Day. I had though t of this holiday as a time to celebrate
Kings life and his contribution
to the civil rights movement.
Instead, what I saw was bickering and talk of murder attempts. How can we acknowledge the civil rights movement
when the families of some of
its strongest leaders are arguing over their own interests?
King's youngest son,
Dexter Scott King, and new
director of the Martin Luther
King Center for Nonviolent
Social Change, as named by
his mother, Coretta Scott King,
was also involved with the disputes. I cannot help but get
disappointed. This movement
has seemingly become not necessarily violent, but not very
civil either. If other people
want to commemorate the
man and the movement, why
not let them? However, contesting the use of the center is
not going to promote the civil
rights movement. Such arguing is likely to cause most
people to become discouraged
and upset with those on all
sides.
On January 12, Qubilah
Shabazz was arrested in Min-

neapolis on charges of hiring
someone to kill Louis
Farrakhan,a former disciple of
Malcolm X turned rival.
Shabbazz's mother has long
accused Farrakhan of murdering Malcolm X, and authorities
believe that is why Shabazz
attempted to find a hit man.
However, she and many
others are declaring that the
"hit man" had pressured her
into wanting Farrakhan dead.
These people assert that the hit
man who turned Shabazz in to
the authorities is a known
criminal and not to be trusted.
Surprisingly, Farrakhan,
minister of the Nation of Islam,
agrees with this point.
Farrakhan expressed sorrow
for Shabazz and how she was
being manipulated by the
government's informer.
I am encouraged to see that
even while the Shabazz family
believes Farrakhan played a
role in Malcolm X's murder,
the Nation of Islam agrees that
Shabazz was not trying to have
Farrakhan killed. This gives
me hope that we wiII eventually correct these troublesome
disputes. When this is accomplished, we can again focus on
the real fight for our rights.

"Don't fence me in, or
democracy? I think not."
Susan Johnson
Index Staff
Do we really live in a country where opinions matter, or
do passionate appeals to our
elected officials fall on deaf
ears? I'm not sure what to
think after attending Monday
nights G ty Commission meeting/public hearing which approved the proposed Arboretum development project.
The project will pave over
the Arcadia open land used by
runners, skiers, dog-walkers,
and stressed people seeking a
little of nature's peaceful healing.
The mayor cited precedents
of fencing in private lands in
other cities, as if to say this
project isn't so bad, compared
to what they could approve.
Fences, and parking lots, and
fees to see the trees - what are
we seeing happen?
It's ironic that there is a possible Potawatomi burial site on
part of the property. The Native American philosophy towards the earth does not understand the white man's idea of
"owning'land. Land is part of
the community and of the larger
biosphere we call home. What
we own is a responsibility to our
fellow beings, human and non.
We are part of a larger world
than tax revenues and ordinances. Aren't we? Ordoesthe
WMU Foundation own the
land to do with as they wish?
As a woman read tonight
from a poem, "we have forgotten who we are .... we have

abused our power." Power? I
thought we all, each and every
one of us as U.S. citizens, had
the power to effect change.
Maybe this was naive, but our
politicians constantly pride
themselves on the democracy
we all live in. And every his-

"I thought we all,
each and every
one of us as u.s.
citizens, had the
power to effect
change."
-Susan Johnson
tory class I've ever had has
challenged that notion. I saw
for myself tonight what my
professors ha ve been saying all
along - our democracy is not
pure. In truth, it is a powerful
system we have going, a system powerful enough to fertilize a lot of cornfields in Iowa.
Cornfields that are owned by
deeds and zoned by planning
commissions that mayor may
not understand "the whole
picture." The earth is not our
possession; we are simply borrowing it from our children
and each other.
"We have forgotten who we
are," and we are losing our
power.

A&E
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The 'rocky' road to the State Theatre
Lizzie Kostielney
Features Editor
So, I'm sitting between a
guy dressed in a brassiere (at
least, I think that he's a guy)
and a woman who looks
strangely like the bride of
Frankenstein. No, I'm not attending a belated Halloween
party, I'm going to the movies.
And I feel slightly under
dressed. Wait, let me rephrase
that - I'm not going to the movies, I'm doing the Rocky Horror
Experience.
In case you've been living
under a rock for the past 20
years, The Rocky Horrot Picture
Show is the quintessential cult
movie. It goes beyond Hari
Krishna and David Koresh, it
even goes beyond the love that
Trekkies hold for the original
Star Trek. For its fans, the
movie is life itself. And its
coming to Kalamazoo's State

Theatre.
So, grab your rice, toilet paper and squirt guns, we're going to the movies, Annie. If
you're a Rocky Horror "virgin"
have no fear. The induction is
nearly painless. (I went
through it when I was five and
I wasn't scarred. At least nothing permanent, anyways.) The
movie is more of a participatory play rather than a passiveviewer activity. Throughout
the movie, the audience yells
obscenities, screams encouragement and throws various
objects at the screen. The
movie, which is light on plot
and heavy on musical numbers, becomes a free for all by
the end.
The wet, gooey mess that
the theatre becomes after the
lights come up is one of the
reasons that Rocky Horror
showings are hard to come by.

it "12,000 and Then Some" and
categorized it as "photographic explorations of short
writings."
January 21 was four days
ago. Why am I bringing this
to your attention now? There
are two possible explanations.
The first could be that this is
the topic that the editors of the
Index gave me to write. The
other reason could be that I
want to praise G8S for an outstanding job on his display. I
chose both of these explanations.
I am by no means an artist.
My limits of artistry are stick
figures. I, however, am a certified art fan. When I walked
into the gallery I really wasn't
sure what to expect. I had, in
the past, walked by and

peaming LACs
January 3D-Janet Fish, Dalton Theatre, 7 p.m.
Internationally known painter, Janet Fish, will
present an illustrated talk on contemporary
painting.
January 3O-Elizabeth Dalton, Recital Hall, 8
p.m.
Professor of Political Science at Western Michigan University, Elizabeth Dalton will speak on
"Democratization in Latin America at the Local Level."

MOVIES ON TRIAL
ecial Education

It used to be tha tat least one
midnight movie a week would
begin with those beautiful,
flaming lips. Now, a Rocky
Horror junkie has to scrounge
to see the film. Most theatres
don't even allow "props" any
more. Sadly, with the advent
of video technology, Rocky Horror may be dying out. But
nothing can compare with a
Photo By ~chel Bemis
theatre full of wickedly
dressed transvestites and a Brian T. Tallerico
cesspool of soggy toilet paper. Index Staff
For these perfectly repuHigher Learning - starring
table reasons, I suggest that Omar
Epps,
Jennifer
everyone who's anyone (and Connelly, Kristy Swanson,
their brother) go to see this glo- Lawrence
Fishburne,
rious cinematic masterpiece. It Michael Rapaport, Cole
will be appearing for the one Hauser, and Ice Cube. Writbrief night - Saturday, January ten and directed by John
28. But before you smear on Singleton.
some lipstick and jump on
John Singleton's third film
your Hog, grab an umbrella opens with an American flag
and be prepared to have a life and ends with a single word,
altering experience.
unlearn. I have to give John
Singleton credit for trying to
do something most directors
in Hollywood vlouldn't dare
try: make a movie with a
message. But sadly, the characters at Singleton's fictitious
Columbus University become as two-dimensional as
glanced at some of his photo- the thinking Higher Learning
graphs pasted to the ou tside of condemns.
his dorm room door. It seemed
The movie's central
like I was always in a hurry plotlines revolve around
somewhere and never paid three. rad)<;ally different
much attention to them.
freshmen at Columbus DniThe photographs in the gal- versi ty. Kristen .(Kristy
lery were not the first thing Swanson) is the average,
that caught my eye. He sweetheart, innocent white
framed each one of them dif- girl who came to college beferently. Some of them were cause she "just wants to
in frames of various colors and learn." Malik (Omar Epps) is
designs, others were in portfo- the track runner who belios. Not all of the photographs comes convinced he is a slave
were hanging and this caught of the system because of his
my attention too. Many of athletic scholarship. Remy
them were displayed on ped- (Michael Rapaport) is the igestals. The presentation of his norant rural American who
works were differen t from any- becomes dra wn to the camthing I had ever seen before. pus skinhead group.
But like they say in that Arby's
As different as these charcommercial, "different is acters are, Singleton seems
good."
hell-bent on further separatI was also impressed by the ing them throughout the
uniqueness of the photo- film. Kristen is raped, and
graphs. I had ncver seen then drawn into a radical
quotes written on photographs feminist group led by lesbian
before. One example is the Os- Sharon (Jennifer Connelly).
car Wilde quote "Wickedness Malik receives educational
is a myth invented by good advice from his mentor, Dr.
people to account for the curi- Phipps
(Lawrence
ous attractiveness of others." Fishburne) and attitudinal
What kind of photograph does advice from his roommate,
that bring to your mind? I'll Fudge (Ice Cube). Fudge
let you decide.
spouts separatist propaNot only did G8S take some ganda and draws Malik into
really cool pictures, but he a race war at the same time
used some of Ka lamazoo that Remy is hanging on the
College's finest students as words of the leader of the
photographic subjects. I spoke skinheads (Cole Hauser).
with first-year students Sharon The average audience could
Richter, Ann ie Martin and have predicted these events
Nicole Mcilroy. Each of them from the first couple scenes
said they thoroughly enjoyed of the movie.
themse1 ves and were both
As I was leaving the thehappy and more than willing ater, I heard a young man say,
to be a part of C8S' art work. "Wow, that was real deep." I
So, if you ever pass him walk- don't think so. The characing down the quad or if you ters are defined in such simsee him at Marriott, ma~e sure plistic terms that it becomes
to stop him and compliment hard to relate to any of them.
him for a job well done.
Early in the film, Singleton

G8S' photo artistry lights
up the fine arts building
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
No, it's not Superman,
Prince, or any other guy who
goes by one name. It's G8S.
You're ahead of the game if
you can phonetically pronounce that correctly. I will
give you a little hint, it's pronounced "Gates" like the ski
gloves or those things which
close openings in fences. Otherwise, G8S is Gary Otsuji,
K'9S.
Do you remember those
signs posted all over campus
with the picture of the girl who
looks like she just woke up
from an eternal death? That
was an original by G8S advertising his display in the gallery
of the Light Fine Arts building
through January 21. He called
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effectively uses the kind of
subtlety he should have employed throughout the film.
In a wonderful scene, Malik
gets on an elevator with
Kristen. They exchange
glances and then Kristen
slowly grabs her purse. It's
perfectly symbolic of the subversive racism rllmpant in
society. But before you can
blink, Singleton tosses symbolism out the window. Every character acts on their
impulses and heads down
the violent road you know
they're destined for.
There are reasons that this
movie isn't a total failure (like
Singleton's last film, Poetic Justice). Singleton has collected an
incredibly talented group of actorS who rise above the narrowminded screenplay. Fishburne
and Hauser do wonders with
thankless parts. Fishburne also
works well with Singleton. But
like many of the chara<;ters he
disappears halfway through the
film, only to pop up at the end.
The real wonder of the film is
Omar Epps. His eyes and expressions convey more than any
pretentiouslinein the script. He
makes his character believable
and becomes the center of the
film. I'm looking forward to
seeing him work with better
material.
Singleton has ijlttempted
to make a film abou t a campus that is a microcosm of the
world. Life isn't nearly as
predictable as Columbus
University. At CU, no onc
tells each other how they feel
or just hangs out. Singleton
is too young to make a movie
this ambitious. He seems to
think he is exposing some
brilliant underbelly of col·
lege life but he doesn't have
th~ knowledge to say anything about it. He plays on
the fears of the movie audience· instead of commenting
on them. Singleton needs to
stop being a spokesman and
start making movies. Until
then, he needs to go back to
school.

Now Showing
Disclosure
Dumb and Dumber

B

I.Q.

B·

Li ttIe Women
Nell
Pulp Fiction
Ready-to-Wear
The Santa Gause
Tales From the Crypt:
Demon Knight

A

This Week on Video
Airheads
Fear of a Black Hat
The Mask
The Shadow
Trial by Jury
True Lies
Wolf

B-

C
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Men's swimming misses Hope by 2
Hornets eye Little Giants' win streak
as Hope is.
The MlAA Championships,
hosted by Hope this year, wiIl
be another exci ting showdown
between the MlAA rivals, in a
winner-take-al\ situation, provided that neither team suffers
an MIAA loss between now
and then.
The quad-style meet was a
new experience for both the
coaches and the swimmers.
"This was our first quadrangular meet ever," explained Head
Coach Robert Kent, who has
led the Hornets to 17 MIAA
Championships.
"It was hard to keep track
The rankings are in for\.fue of al\ of the variables in a meet
Kalamazoo College Men's Ten- like that, but I really like the
nis team, and the Hornets will format," Kent said. "It matches
officially begin their season up several swimmers at the
ranked third in the nation.
same level - this makes for
The Hornets, who finished great competition and great
third in the nation last year, are results."
currently enjoying the longest
Overall, Kent was pleased
consecutive championship with his team's performances,
string in the history of orga- regardless of the outcome of
nized sports. Beginning in the meet. "In some cases, we
1936, the Hornets have since real\y rose to the occasion of
won 56 consecutive Michigan taking on our league rivals,"
Intercol\egiate Athletic Asso- Kent stated, "and in others, we
ciation championships.
were not physically ready."
Kalamazoo begins its com- Kent added that the team
petitive season February 18 would be "ready to swim fast
indoors at Michigan State Uni- at the MIAA Championships."
versity. The season will end
Greg Raczniak, K '96, said,
with the National CoIlegiate "1 was more excited than I
Athletic Association Division haVE been since my freshman
III Championships which will year." During the 1992-93 seabe held at Kalamazoo's Stowe son, Kalamazoo finished 6th at
Stadium May 15-22.
the National CoIlegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Championships.
"1 have not feIt that type of
Eric R. Frederick
raw,
inten~ emotional energy
Sports Editor
from
our team for quite some
The men's volleyball team
time,"
continued Raczniak. "1
began their dual match season
am
confident
that
wi th a tough match against the
Kalamazoo's
swimming
proAlbion Britons Sunday. The
gram
is
fully
ready
to
break
Hornets pulled out a 15-13, 1512, 12-15, 15-6 victory at the into a new level of competition."
Anderson Athletic Center.
Kent also noticed that his
The match began as if it
team
was pumped up for the
were going to be a cakewalk
with the Hornets jumping out meet. "We had several outto a 9-{) lead. The Brits fought standing swims," noted Kent,
back to lead the game at 13-12 naming Steve Tisch, K '98,
before the Hornets were able Tony "Juice" Michaels, K '97,
to come together and finish out and Matt Sheeran, K '96, all of
whom had their best in-season
the game.
times.
The second game was a
The Hornet's times were
long, drawn out affair. The
remarkable,
considering that
serve went back and forth with
they
are
"in
season."
The end
no team puIling ahead by more
of
the
season,
when
they
are
than three points the entire
more
rested,
is
when
the
times
game. Hornet's coach Cara
Marker made good use of the are drastically faster than the
bench to keep players fresh, intensive training that the
and in the end, it was the dif- regular season usually allows
ference. After being tied at 11, for.
Brett Robbins, K '98, swam
the Hornets won the next three
lifetime
best times in the 200
points to put the game away.
yard
Freestyle
and the 200 yard
The third game, however,
Butterfly,
claiming
Kalamabelonged to Albion. They
zoo's
best
time
of
the
season
in
jumped out to a 7-{) lead and
the
butterfly
event
(1
:57.33)
never lost it. The Hornets tried
to come back, but the deficit while holding off Hope's Dan
Knapp in a key race. "Brett
Was just too large to overcome.
doesn't
really know just how
In the fourth game, the Horgood
he
is," said Ken t.
nets regained the momentum
"He
has terrific potential,
and jumped out to a quick 11and
is
an
outstandingcompetiolead. From there, the Hornets
tor,"
Kent
continued. "Satur'ust cruised to the victo .
Garth Miller and Brian Miller
Index Staff
Kalamazoo's men's swimming team fell just short of
beating Hope at the Wheaton
CoIlege Quad Meet Saturday,
634-632. Wheaton took third
with 3995 points, foIlowed by
Lake Forest with 201.5.
The Hornets are now 6-1
overaIl, with a Michigan IntercoIlegiate Athletic Association
(MIAA) record of 3-1. With
ju st one MIAA
loss,
Kalamazoo is just as much in
the hunt for the MlAA crown

Tennis rankings

Volleyball wins

day was a good indication of
the kind of things that he can
do. Who's to say what he
could do shaved and tapered?"
Brian MiJler, K '%, swam
the fastest 100 yards of
breastroke of his life Saturday,
in what Kent termed "a nuts
swim." Miller's relay split of
:57.9 is equivalent to a deadstart time of :58.6.
Considering that Miller's
seasonal best time from a dead
start is a :59.12 (shaved and
tapered), and his lifetime best
time is a :58.86, this truly was
a "nuts" swim, and carries exciting implications for Miller's
end-of-the-season swims.
This weckend promises to
be challenging for the Hornets
as they take on DePauw on
Friday evening at 6:00 and
Wabash on Saturday afternoon
at 1:00. Both meets are at
home in the Kalamazoo College Natatorium.
The meet versus the Little
Giants of Wabash promises to
be an exciting one, as
Kalamazoo will attempt to
break Wabash's incredible
winning streak, which spans
seven seasons. The Little Giants have not lost a dual meet
since February 4,1988.
Since then, Wabash has
compiled a dual meet record of
53-0, which includes five
straight undefeated seasons.
The Little Giants' record for the
past seven seasons is an incredible 61-1, including humbling the Hornets in both of the
two teams' previous encounters.
This year's contest will indeed be a showdown for the
two teams. "I'm counting on
our upperclassmen to exercise
leadership by stepping up and
swimming fast," said Kent.
"They don't want to lose
their streak," Kent explained.
"They will be rested and ready
to swim fast." Historically,
Wabash has rested for the dual
meet versus Kalamazoo, tapering in the middle of the
season to protect their winning streak, at the expense of
significant end-of-the season
time drops.
The Little Giants' emphasis on the dual meet season
has shone in each of the past
two years, as the Hornets
have cruised past Wabash at
the NCAA Championships
after losing the dual meet.
Last year, the Little Giants
failed to qualify a single
swimmer {or the NCAA
Championships.
The Kalamazoo men are
excited to have the chance to
take on Wabash and their
winning streak, and are
strongly encouraging all students to come and show their
support while watching
what could be the most exciting dual meet of the season.

:

...
:

..

"K" players named All-Americans
Index Staff
The pride of Hornet athle.tics was shown in the form of
individual Fall '94 players.
Women's volleyball's Mary
Siwajek, K '95, and Men's
soccer's Tom Anagnost, K '95,
received All-American honors
for their athletic achievements
during the fall sports season.
Anagnost, a defensive back,
joined two other soccer players in Kalamazoo history
(Marc Tirikian, K '85, and
Derek Bylsma, K '90) in being
named as a first team AIIAmerican. It was his third selection as an All-American. He
received second team honors
in both 1993 and 1992.
Anagnost helped lead the Hornets to an outstanding 11-3-2
record (10-2 in Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
play). For his part in this, he
was awarded the league's
Most Valuable Player award.
Anagnost was also named

to the first team National Soccer Coaches Association of
America All-Mideast team. He
was joined on that team by
mid fielder Mike Arends, K '95.
Earning second team honors
were goalkeeper Jonathon
Lively, K '95 and forward Robin
Wells, K '94.
On the women's side,
Siwajek earned second team
All-American honors for her
part in the Hornets' winning
their fourth league title in five
years. Siwajek led the Hornets
in hitting percentage, knocking
down 375 kills on 809 attempts
for a kill rate of .389 percent.
Siwajek was also named
the MIAA MVP for the second
consecutive season. She was
named to the all MIAA first
team where she was accompanied by fellow Hornets Anita
Grinbergs, K '96, and Cara
Marker, K '96. All three were
named to the Division III AIIGreat Lakes Region Team.

The Backpage Questionnaire
Next time

cost
ackpage", I ••.

A. a good thing to familiarize oneself with on a weekly basis in order to
shine in conversations with one's intellectual peers.
B. on the back of the Index every Wednesday.
e. gives off the enticing aroma of fresh comedy similar to that of a fine Jim
Carrey film.
D. is a good way to shut up my WMU friends when the term "K-Dork" starts
creeping into conversation.
E. funny in a sorta "They haven't made fun of me yet" fashion.
F. haunts me nightly as I pray for the ability to close my eyes and just sleep.
2. After I'm through reading the Backpage, I •..
A. use it to take hot things out of the oven.
B. give Mary Todd a kiss, put on my stove pipe hat, and leave for work with
the determination to be the best 16th president I can be.
e. roll it up real tight and stick it down my throat to induce vomiting.
D. hug just about everyone I run into.
E. realize that although the rest of the paper is probably pretty good too, I
just don't have time to read it.
3. The biggest change in my life since reading the Backpage is ...
A."I now hate this school - thanks a lot.
B. I got married! But, I guess you want things that happened because of the
Backpage, huh? Sorry.
e. I got up the nerve to ask Colin Sheaff on a date.
D. because of the weekly stories of strength and bravery, I myself have
decided to go directly to a fancy restaurant and take one more crack at the
Folgers challenge.
E. I've looked up the word "sophomoric" in the dictionary and now apply it
to anything I can't quite appreciate due to the tightness of my underwear.
4. If I could ask Circus Boy one question it would be •.•
A. "Are most of your ideas based on personal experiences, or simply things
you hear others talking about?"
B. "Okay, here's a two-parter: Can you ever face the people at Circus Vargas
again, and do you still get hate mail concerning the '87 Cotton "Candy"
Incident?"
e. "Where can I get a hold of the uncut British edition of your first record

Smell My Flower?"
D. "Your make-up ... oil or water based?"
E. "Are you free Saturday night?"
5. On the Backpage I'd like to see more ...
A. Colin Sheaff cut-outs!!!
B. references to Dr. Stauffer as "Stove-Top Stauffer."
e. emphasis on the tastiness of our very own chicken patty sandwich.
D. Times Roman 24pt.
E.Skynnrd!
6. On the Backpage I'd like to see less ...
A. words and more of those tricky pictures where it looks like a handsome
man one way, but "Uh oh!" - upside down it's an ugly old witch!
B. frontal nudity.
e. references to Transcendentalism. I mean, sometimes the allusions are jllst
so blatantly obvious.
D. funny stuff. Please oh please, be merciful oh Great Sultans of Comedy, for
we can only laugh so much before it begins to hinder the accomplishment
of every day tasks.
.
E. mud-slinglin', finger-pointin' name-callin', lunch-money-stealin', playground-bullyin' hyphenated-words. I'm just sick-o-rama about 'em
kiddos.
7. I think a good TV movie would be..•
A. The Day Comedy Fell: Bob Saget's Rise to Power.
B. Big Things Come in Small Packages: Gary Coleman's Journey to the Top.
e. "Not Without My Blowfish!" A True Story.
D. We Live and Breathe Physical Maintenance: The Untold Legend of Hal
and Mort.
E. Caught Between Adolescence and Aeronautical Physics: The Incredible
Ashish Patel Story.
8. If I could ask Matt Priest one question it would be ...
A. 'What makes you think it's funny to belittle the good in others, Mr.
Comedy?"
B. "Are you sure $22,273 is the best deal you could get for a place near 4th
Coast?"
e. "How well did Checkhov use his character Trifimov to symbolize the
unrelenting struggle within the Russian class system in his 1903 work The
Cherry Orchard 7"
D. "I've seen you hanging around the lounge at 6am most mornings ... have
you tried tel1ing yourself 'There's no such thing as Trowbridge Closet
Gypsies' and just gone to bed?"
E. "Why do they call you The Werewol[?"

A. think of three guys who'll probably find some difficulty graduating.
B. get pretty angry - angry enough to stomp all over the whole newspaper.
e. imagine that these guys must have leprosy or something, 'cause they really
seem angry at the world.
D. start thinking that these people must have the only set of keys to the
comedy machine.
E. remember flossing with piano wire.
F. get all nostalgic about the Old Backpage, when you could always count on
a clever comment concerning the squirrels on campus - sometimes there
are so many of them, you know?
G. wonder which one of them I have to offend in order to get my own name
tom apart and spat on on a weekly basis.
10. If I could ask Peter Sanderson one question it would be ..•

A. "Do you ever wonder if maybe when you're looking the other way, Matt
and Circus Boy are making faces at you?"
B. "Would you like fries with your History / Religion major?"
e. "Can you name even one prof. here at K who lives without the fantasy of
carrying your severed head in a paper sack?"
D. "If a train leaves Chicago at 2pm heading West at 200 mph ... why aren't
you on it, Mr. Smarty-Pants?"
E. "So ... how's that honors scholarship of yours holding up?"
11. Thanks to the Backpage, my image of Dean LaPlante is ...
A. almost as funny as my image of Dr. Stauffer.
B. of someone who could probably use a nice homemade crumb cake after all

the terrible teasing you boys do.

e. that she's but a figment of the collective imagination of the Kalamazoo
student body, spawned from the instinctive desire to have some god-like
force to look up to.
D. hiding under her desk from what she nervously refers to as "Those
horrible Backpage kids coming to get me."
E. of an unfortunate, misunderstood woman, much like the Gelfling in Dark
Crystal, only older and without any wings.
12. You guys need to make more fun of...

A. individuals too frightened to respond.
B. WMU, followed by the purchase of matching Backpage jerseys and a
casual stroll on over to Bronco Mall.
e. the reputation of K college, which you will one day soon depend on
indirectly for adequate food and shelter.
D. mimes, suicide, Yugos, euthanasia, Gorby's spot, starving natiol)s,and
Chia Pets - you know, the seven basic elements of the comedy spectrum.
E. the rest of the Index staff. They don't seem to like you much anyway.
13. My favorite Backpage anecdote is ...

A. "Once, my friend laughed so hard that milk came out his nose."
B. "One time I didn't quite get a joke - I think it was about the Dean. But
later, when I was in my freshman sem., I just started laughin' - 'cause all
the sudden I got it. My friend said "what are you laughing at" and all I
could say was - "Dean laPlante drives a monster truck!" Then I put my
retainer back in. I guess it was one of those time bomb jokes that goes off
later. That was really funny.
e. I was doing my laundry and reading the Backpage at the same time.
Needless to say, my whites were whiter and my brights brighter. Thanks
Backpage."
D. "One time I didn't think the Backpage was very funny, so I put it down for
my dog to pee on. As I was faIling asleep that night, I swear I heard him
giggling."
14. If the Backpage were'a cereal I'd c.all it:

A. Comedy Fortified Humor Loops.
B. Offensive Flakes.
e. laPlante and Fiber.
D. Sophomoric-toasted Mini-Wheats.
E. A Bowl of Unbridled Egotism Drowned in the Milk of Compassionless
Mockery.
15. When they're not doing the Backpage. I'll bet the editors ...

A. like to kabob things.
B. are really serious guys with no sense of humor who probably get pretty
mad whenever they see some poor fool with a "kick me" sign on their
back.
e. make three-man pyramids to build the trust and support of the Backpage
team.
D. write for the Western Herald, making snide comments about how K
students don't know that they're really part of the first "College Community Enviro-Bubble" experiment.
E. sit around playin' poker with Dr. Stauffer like nothing ever happened.

This Questionnaire compiled by: Matt Priest, Circus Boy, and Pb Sanderson
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Calendar update includes three month study abroad
Christina Wootton
Index Staff
Because of student demand
the International Programs
Committee has recommended
that the three month/one
quarter study abroad option
appear on the final presentation of the calendar change.
The study abroad element
will remain as it currently
stands. Earlier in the quarter
there was talk of offering only

the six and nine month programs.
According to Joe
Brockington of the Center for
International Studies, "essentially what we are proposing is
what we have."
Additionally, he explained
the Center wanted to provide
an environment where the experience was not separate from
campus activities but, "a curricular link."

Brockington said, "We want
it to be an extension. We are
study abroad."
However, Brockington said,
the staff at the Center hasn't
given much thought to the oncampus components of study
abroad.
Included in the on-campus
components is the studyabroad orientation program
students must attend the quarter immediately before they

leave.
Brockington explained that
more effort is going to orientation programs on-site and he
said he expects more print
materials will be available in
the summer for those who will
be attending a school in the fall
and winter.
The programs are reviewed
on a regular basis through the
Center for International Programs, but the calendar change

has probed deeper than simply
a review for all aspects of the
College.
Brockington said the
changes will not be major
structural changes. "For 'K'
programs we will have to
do more on-site intensive
orientation ... more intensive language exposure," he
said.

New newspaper released offers stark alternatives
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
A new underground paper,
currently unnamed, was distributed for the first time on
Thursday, January 26. This
paper was created by
Kalamazoo College students
as an alternative way to voice
thei~ opinions, according to
senior Hannah Wells, one of
the paper's organizers.
While not related to last
year's Flipside, people missed
the controversial discussions
and humor of the alternative
paper, Wells said.
"This paper will have more
journalistic merit than the
Flipside. A lot of people were
annoyed because there were a
lot of personal gripes that
weren't interesting," said Wells.
"It is t.o provide the school

with some constructive criticism," Wells said. "Our voice
has been taken away by the
new changes by the administration. I am skeptical of the
way they ask for students'
opinions. I get the impression
that while they ask for the
students' opinion, it is all
cosmetic and they keep to
their agenda.
"The inspiration for the
paper was that the school
was not adequately asking
for our opinion, so we are
going to give it to them."
Wells said she hopes that
the paper will represent a variety of opinions and serve as
a regular forum for students.
The issues covered in last
week's paper were freshmen
dissatisfaction,Joe Voss'sexperiences with Student Commis-

sion and a news article about
blues guitarist Robert Jones'
visit to campus.
The frequency of future issues will depend on the articles
written. Its rate of circulation
will depend on contributions
from students, Wells said. She
said she is aiming for a biweekly paper but it will
probably come out two or
three times a quarter.
One of the students who
read the paper last week,
first-year student Rachael
Pfennig, said she thought the
paper was interesting and
we!l-written but was upset
by the article about a
professor's leaving.
Joe Matthews, K'98, said,
'" A vote for Joe Voss by Joe
Voss was the pinnacle of twentieth-century literature."

Last week, the first issue of the new alternative newspaper
was released.
Photo by Will Adams

Update:
Commission approves
preliminary proposal for
Arboretum Development
Susan Johnson, fourth from left, interned with the Environmental Protection Agency in conjunction with the Philadelphia Program.

Philly Program supplements 'K' curriculum
the Philadelphia program. In
Melissa Jenkins
Philadelphia,
the students are
Index Staff
to
find
housing, unexpected
Returning sophomores from
derstand
and
appreciate
urban
the Philadelphia Program told
diversity
and
life,
attend
a city
interested first-year students
and
explore
career
seminar,
last week about their experiences during fall quarter. It was options through one of 600 inthe first informational meeting ternships available. Internwhich former participants and ships are available in a variety
interested students came to- of fields, including psychogether to talk about the Great therapy, immigration, and
Lakes Colleges Association homelessness.
And what is gained from
sponsored urban studies prothis program, besides job expegram in Philadelphia.
Eighteen Kalamazoo Col- rience and three credits from
lege students participate in the "K" College? According to
program fall or winter/spring Susan Johnson, K'97, working
quarters of their sophomore for the Environmental Protccyear. Students from other tion Agency, waitressing in a
GLCA colleges participate in deli, cleaning hou5CS and liv-

ing in Philadelphia brought
her "focus, insight, self-confidence, learning how to learn
and have fun. It was the absolute best time I've had so far."
Karin Lystad, K'97, an intern at a marketing and consulting firm, echoed Susan's
enthusiasm, "Besides it being
the most wonderful and interesting experience thus far, it's
given me a sense of independence, confidence and great
friends."
Another informational
meeting is scheduled for early
April. Questions can be directed to Dr. Cummings or any
of the eightccn students who
participated.

Susan Johnson
Index Staff
A crowd of Kalamazoo
citizens showed up to argue
against the proposed Arboretum Development at last
week's meeting of the
Kalamazoo City Commission. Despite the appeals of
the area residents the commission members unanimously approved the preliminary proposal.
The public voiced its concerns about the effects the
large scale housing plan at
Arcadia Park could have on
water quality, landfill space,
class sizes in the schools and
the lack of undeveloped land.
Arcadia is used now by
cross-country skiers, runners,
and walkers. Future access
to the remaining trails and
fields will be limited to
neighborhood residents only.
At the meeting, citizens

wanting to speak before the
commission had four minutes each to present their
cases. Jonathan Edds, K'98,
from the cross-country team
and WMU student government leaders addressed their
particular interests in keeping Arcadia the way it currently stands.
The president of the
Arcadia Neighborhood Association, Thomas Thornburg,
clearly stated that the local
residents do not want this
development to happen.
In six months, the finalized plan will be brought
before both the Planning
and the City commissions
for final approval. Any students interested in getting
involved should contact
Doug Williams of the
Chemistry Department or
Peter Gathje of the Religion
Department.
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crimebeat

Notes from Student Commission

A driver who "appeared to be drag racing on Douglas forgot to tum west on Main" early Saturday mornin~, ~ccordin~
to Head of Security Glenn Nevelle. The Western MIchigan Uruversity graduate student apparently drove his four day new 1986
Honda CRX into a cedar tree, through the chain link fence onto
the Kalamazoo College tennis courts.
City of Kalamazoo Public Safety Department arrested the
unharmed driver whose blood alcohol level was .14, Nevelle
stated. The one passenger sustained minor injuries but refused
medical treatment.
According to Nevelle, "students have developed a nasty habit
that [Campus Drive] is their daytime parking spot." Campus
Drive runs in between Hoben Hall and the Quad. Nevelle would
like to advise students that security will be ticketing those vehicles day and night, and after two tickets cars will be towed.
Sunday morning, at approximately 3:30 a.m. someone pulled
the fire alarm in Trowbridge Hall, Nevelle said. All residents
evacuated the building, KPSD and the fire department arrived
on the scene. However, officials concluded the incident to be a
false alarm.
Anyone with information regarding any of these incidents
should contact security immediately.

photo by Will Adams

The tennis court fence
wasdamaged early last Saturday morning by a driver under the influence.

UPDATE:
On Friday, January 27, security recovered the popcorn machine stolen from Quadstop Tuesday, January 24, between 1 a.m
and 7:30 a.m. The 24 salt shakers are still at large, and according to Nevelle, "that incident is still under investigation by security."
Also on the 27th, two students returned the sign designating
lines one, two and three stolen from Marriott Friday, January
13. Those students have been referred to Marilyn LaPlante, dean
of students, for possible disciplinary action.
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departments.
The Athletic Representatives are working with the Athletic Department to purchase a
treadmill.
Student Commission is
sponsoring "Snowball '95"
Saturday, February 18. Activities include traying and hot
chocolate Saturday afternoon
and a dance from 10 p.m. to 1
a.m. that night. There will also
be a raffle with prizes from
area businesses.
Greg Raczniak, K'96, proposed starting a Water Polo
Club.
Some things Commission is
considering for the future include: establishing a fund for
the Athletic Department to
help maintain the general athletic facilities and making
spirit tee-shirts with K-spirit
for sports events.
If you have any questions or
concerns, talk to a Student
Commission representative or
come to the meetings, Mondays at 9 p.m. in the
President's Lounge.

Dona Bailey
Index Staff
Here's an update of what
has been going on at the Student Commission meetings.
Mike Leeuw, director of
food service at "K" College,
took a new position at
Damon's. Because of the vacant spot, the food service
committee has been searching
for a new food service director.
They have narrowed down the
applicants to two people.
Mike Mundahl, Patty
Frazier, Sage Eastman and
David Lehman were elected to
the Judicial Council.
The calendar organizations
on campus: Student Input Calendar Committee (SICC), Educational Policies Committee
(EPC), Co-curricular Calendar
Committee (C3), and Campus
tife Committee (CLC) are discussing general curriculum
and education policies for the
new calendar. EPC is searching for new faculty to fill the
vacant spots opening in both
the Music and Political Science

•••

A twelve year old boy was convicted January 9 of first degree murder in the August 20 shooting of Emilio Pruneda.
Manuel Sanchez told the police that he shot Pruneda more than
eighteen times because the migrant worker had thrown stones
at and injured "my best and only friend."
...
SanChez has been sentenced to juvenile detention until his
t\yenty-first birthday;
. Kari Haugen, 33, was cross-country skiing near her home'
Vardal, when a moose charged and knocked her down in the
deep snow.
He pinned her down with one hoof on her chest and kicked
her with another. Haugen kicked, stabbed with ski poles and
pounded on the moose to no avail.
She then remembered that horses have sensitive noses and
supposed moose do too.
.
She stuck her thumb in one nostril, a finger in the other and
pinched with all her might The moose leapt away, shaking its
head, and snorting furiously. Haugen escaped with cuts and
bruises.

On the morning of January 4 Marisol Melendez, 18, delivered a six pound baby girl herself in the bathroom of her north
side Chicago home and tossed the child out the window to conceal it from her parents.
The naked baby landed in an alley near a trash bin on a day
when temperatures dipped to three degrees. A woman who
lived in Melendez' building found the child, wrapped her in
towels and called authorities.
Melendez was charged this week with attempted murder and
aggravated battery.
An inch long beetle is the carrier of Chagas, the most deadly
tropical disease in Latin America. The disease develops in its
human victims, attacking the immune system, eventually causing heart failure, sometimes twenty years after the victim was
bitten.
While its victim sleeps, the triatomine beetle bites near the
eye and gorges on human blood. The beetle then defecates in
the wound, leaving protozoa that carry the deadly Chagas disease.
.
When the bite is scratched the protozoa are scratched into
the wound and infect the victim. Protozoa attack the body's
immune system. destroying white blood cells and damaging
the heart and intestines.
Chagas kills 45,000 people per year throughout Latin America
including those who know nothing until they mysteriously collapse with heart failure.
by Anne Loesch

photo by Will Adams
The Quadstop popcorn machine returned after a week
long abscence. The salt and
pepper shakers are still at
large, however.

~
~

Up to $5.00 for your compact discs

4000 CD's priced at

$5.99 to $7.99
~

guaranteed not to skip

~

8 personal listening stations

~

computer reservation system

~

in-store computer inventory search sv~:;te]n

The Original C

ETM

Headquarters

Monday-Saturday: 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
6749 South Westnedge D1
In the Target Plaza on South Westnedge,
across from the Crossroads Mall.
(616) 329-4642
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Do you have a learning problem?

TO ERR IS HUMOR

Don't be so sure you don't

WorklStudiers of the world, UNITE!

Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
One of tre fiISt things I noticed
in my first term here at "K" wasa
sentence among the course
guide/reading lists which said:

"any studenJ with a disability who
needs an accommodation arother assistance in this rourse should make
an apfXJintment to speak with me as
sam as fXJSSible." It stood out be-

mission. It's aim is to heIp those
with problems at the same time
as trying to bringawareress to tre

campus.
'I're group is revolutionary in
that previously there was nothing
in school policy on how to rope
with learning difficulties. Now,
the school has a set policy applying to all students so as to make
everyone get an equal chance, regardless of disability. Previously
on the health forms students were
asked if they needed help. Those
forms were not used in a ronstructive way-often they went to the
student health service and a copy
was supposed to go to the ~n
but this did not always have an

cause I cannot remember in all my
yeaIS of education having ever
seen anything quite like it. Nor
was I sure who it applied to. No
one I had met seemed like a "special case."
Do you have a learning problem? Don't be so sure you don't.
Disability is not always physical. effect.
We all learn in different ways.
'I're mixed group romprises
Some respond best to visual in- faculty, students, administration
formation, some to lectures, some andalwnni. They do not claim to
to handouts of class main points be experts but by to help students
on a given topic. But it was ap- at allleveIs. The professors have
parently only after repeated been learning how to teach in a
voiced concerns from frustrated way that information is turned
professoIS about certain students, over to students in a clearer manand sometimes even from trestu- ner, and students with difficulties
dents themselves, that it has fi- have been able to get specific help
nally been recognized by "K" nea:ssary to keep up with the rest
College that some students actu- ofthedass.
ally do have a harder time learnTodd Wickersham, K '94, a
ing than OtheIS.
member of KDL, said there are
Kalamazoo Learning Disabili- not that many people with
ties, KDL (the '1..." and "D" are physical impairments, but the
placed the wrong way on pur- tools tI,ey need are difficult to
pose) was set up to heIp students obtain. For instili1Ce, books for
with learning disabilities and has the blind are especially rare. A
justceIebrated it's first milestone. solution to this has been atIt has now operated for a year tempted by getting people to
with funding from Student Corn- read to those students and to try

to aequire special equipment for
them to use.
Sometimes learning difficulties
are not physical but they arc able
to be overcome with the right
heIp. One student had problems
in math getting the columns of
numbers straight. The problem
was solved by coloring the columns differently - the columns
stopped becoming just numbers
running into each other on the
page.
People who have difficulty in
finishing work in a set time can
also be helped. Wickersham said
that it was not an unfair advantage to give them more time to
complete exercises or exams-if
you know the work, you know
it, regardless of how long it takes
you to convey it to the professor.
Every student should have the
opportunity to compete on a fair
basis at the same level.
KDL tries to meet every week
and can refer students for a special test for official certification if
requested, however testing is not
a requirement for assistance.
There are no restrictions on who
the group will help and
WickeISham said that everyone is
welcome. The group looks forward to expanding.
If you think you havea learning difficulty the first step is to
talk to your professors so they
can help - many have been
shown how to spot problems.
Learning difficulties are solvable.

'K' ommunity needs volunteers
Melissa Jenkins
Index Staff
"Volunteering," said Dr.
Kim Cummings of the Sociology Department, "is good for
the dty as well as the student."
And in the dty of Kalamazoo,
many "K" College students
volunteer their time, skills and
energy in a variety of ways in
a variety of places.
One such place is the
Kalamazoo Gospel Mission, a
homeless shelter. Once a week
for three hours, a few students
visit the Mission. While there,
they feed the children and then
supervise and play with them.
According to one of the volunteers, Kathy Quinney, K'98,
"It gives me a chance to work
with a variety of children. It is
a growing experience for the
children to have the support of
other people, but it is a growing experience for me, as well."
Another place that relies
heavily upon volunteer support is the Ministry with Community Drop-In Center. Twice,
members of Bringing Action
and Volunteer Excellence
(Project BRAVE) have traveled
to the soup kitchen to serve
meals. Project BRAVE, the volunteer organization on campus, coordinates group
projects and helps to arrange
individual activities.
"It is kind of a reality

check," said member Jessica
Call, K'98, of her experience at
the soup kitchen, "because we
h-ave so much here and are
pretty isolated: ... There are
things you can do, even if it's
small."
Tutoring at an area school is
another program. Angie
Jousma and Ryan Flory, both
first-year students, tutor elementary students in math at
Lincoln International School
twice a week.
"I feel like I'm helping
someone who needs me," said
Jousma. "And it's a good break
from being here, where you
have to deal with all your own
problems. This way I can step
back and help others with their
problems."

Flory's motivation was
slightly different. "I thought
it'd be a different experience,"
he said. "I'd never worked
with children that age. And I
had the time."
Time seems to be a major
factor in lack of involvement in
volunteer activities. However,
there are many opportunities
that do not require a weekly
commitment. For example,
Habitat for Humanity takes
volunteers to various sites
around the city to renovate old
houses or build new on es .
Usually, according to To m
Bourgignon, K'97, a group of
8-10 " K" College students participate. These volunteers do
not need to work e very Sa turday, though.

The following is a partial listing of volunteer opportunities in
Kalamazoo. If interested in volunteering, Jackie Srodes, in the
CD Center, can provide details on these organizations or other
unlisted ones in need of volunteer assistance. Also, Project
BRAVE can assist those interested in volunteering.
Kalamazoo Drop-In Child Care Center ........................... 382-3640
The Humane Society .......................................................... 345-11 81
Legal Aid Bureau of Southwest Michigan ...................... 344-811 3
YMCA ............................................................................... .... 345-9622
YWCA .................................................................................. 345-9412
Kalamazoo Institute of the Arts ........................................ 349-7775
American Red Cross ........................................................... 382-6382
Kalamazoo Nature Center ................................................. 381-1 574
4-H Youth Programs ....................................................... .... 383-8832
Kalamazoo Public Museum .............................................. 345-7092
Center for Developmentally Disabled ....................... ...... 382-7040
Clothes Encounter Non-Profit Retail Store ..................... 382-8350
Passages North ............................................ ................ .......... 337-7331

by Matt Rolnoo.

I work in the Media Center. Ten hours
a week of work study. Work study, in
case you are one of those people who
is so rich you have your pets goldplated when they die and don't have
work-study, is a job where you exchange the opportunity of making
a decent wage for the security of a
job that you need a presidential
order to get fired from. Postal
workers have the same thing going, except they have the added job perk of
pi tching the money out of the envelopes of people stupid enough to mail cash. Yet, they're always going around
shooting ellch other. Go figure.
You never see disgruntled work-study employees mowing
each other down with recentIy-approved-by-the-newlyelected-Repub~icatl-Congress-bccause-we-need-more-modes

of-self-defense-that-have-animal-nicknames-like-The-Exploding-Wombat-Intestine-Scrambler-semi-automatic weapons.
Perhaps we work-studiers should fight for better wages,
more vacation time, a decent dental plan! We work-study indentured should STAND-UP AND FIGHfFDR OUR RIGHTS!
PROTESTS!
PICKETS!
UNION!
BROTHERS AND SISTERS UNITE!
Ha-ha .. • silly me. Got carried-away there for a second. It's
the Marx in me. He's a distant relation. Really. Him and
Anastasia, the lost daughter of the Russian monarchy.
She lives in our basement. She has a cot next to the water
softener. When we need to add SIIit to it, we just yell,
"Anastasia! Throw another bag inJ" down the stairs. Did you
ever think that Karl Marx was one of the Marx Brothers, but
he never had that comic "spark"?
'No Karl, you hit Groucho with the frozen trout after Zeppo
sprays you with the seltzer bottle. And try to put a little more
of yourself into it."
"But don't you see the oppression of the working classes
that is symbolically expressed in the frozen trout?"
"That's it Karl! No more! That's it! You're out of the act!
OUT! Tum in your trout and leave."
My head hurts.
Oh,l did it again, didn't I?
I went off on a taaaangent.
Sorry.
As, I was saying, I work in the Media Center. I am an A.V.
Geek. Remember the people in middle school that always
helped the teachetrun the filmstrip projector that you always
made fun of? I made fun of them, too. WeIl, now I am one of
them.
I have become the object of mine own derision.
We spend our days carrying large, heavy, expensive, breakable items from Point A to Point B. Point A being defined as
"The farthest possible point from Point B:'
These items can vary from a slide projection to about 50
slide projections and maybe an extension cord if you're really
lucky. These iterns vary in weight, but the weight of the items
increases in direct proportion to how you have been carrying
them.
Say, for example, we were carrying a slide projector (Yes!
We have slide projectOIS! Many makes and models! Stop on
by and take a look! We'll meet or beat your best slide projector
offer, guaranteed!) from Dewing (Point A) to somewhere in
Guam (Point B). If we recorded the weight of the slide projector at various intervals, it might look something like this:
after 1 min.- you're carrying a slide projector
after 5 min.- it's a pretty big slide projector
after 10 min.- did they put some bricks in there with the
slide projector?
after 15 min.- you're carrying several slide projcctOIS
after 20 min.- you're carrying a bus
after 25 min.- you're carrying a bus and the Exxon "Valdez"
after 30 min.- you know that "dark matter" stuff they've
been looking for? Well, you know where it is now. All of it.
It's in with the slide projector. Maybe you'll get a Nobel Prize
for discovering this, right after they amputate your arm.
Sure, you may think I'm a wimp. In fact, I am a wimp. I
have thedocurnents to prove it. (Well, I did until this big guy
came and beat me up and took them, anyway.) But I bet you
wouldn't find carrying things back and forth from Point A to
Point B as easy as you think.
So, if you ever see a Media Center worker carrying a slide
projector wi th "Prague" and "Upper Volta" stickeIS on the case
(Point B), give them II little salute and a smile. After they're
out of eaIShot, then you can make fun of them.
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Keeping "K" balanced
"Kalamazoo College. Nationally Recognized, Distinctively Different." Once again a glossy flyer graced
our mailboxes at school and home alike, offering generous "rommendations and endorsements" of the
College from notable sources such as U.S. News and Wlrld Report, Chicugo Tribune and Sassy.
Also acromprnying this praiscful "good news" flyer was its inevitable complement, a letter from President Bryan sporting the "bad news." Like last year, it announced a tuition hike. The 33 percent increase
approved by the Board of Trustees this year will raise the 1995-96 total "romprehensive fee" to $21,975, or
$7,325 per quarter.
The positive-negative dichotomy exhibited between the "rornmendations and endorsements" and the
tuitioo hike is echoed throughout the letter. For example, "progress [on the calendar] is exciting," yet "much
remains to be accomplished between now and June." Also, on one hand, "a substantial portion of the
College's budget depends 00 tuition revenue," but, "some expenditurercductions must be made in order to
maintain the College's financial equilibrium."
Unfortunately, this tactic of rompensating for the "bad" by striking a rompromise with the "good" fails to
do justice to either angle. In this case, instead of achieving an effective balance, the letter falls short of adequatelyexplaining the tuitioo hike while simultaneously diminishing the validity of the flyer's positive
message.
Often, when monetary issues are addressed at '1(," attempts to reconcile polarities aren't always possible. For example, many feel our student body should represent a diverse socio-cconomic background.
However, this profile appears to be increasingly difficult to maintain under conditions of rising tuition.
Bryan's letter noted a rommitment "to keeping Kalamazoo College within the reach of our current students
and accessible to new students," so therefore the College presented a tuition increase? Again, we are faced
with another "balance" that fails to achieve equilibrium.
With the trend in tuitioo increases, as students we can only imagine the ca;tof a rollege education for our
generatioo's children. How we will pay for it is a balance we will have to establish. In response to rising
ca;ts, should we pursue a career to achieve a superficial, bu t seemingly necessary, standard of living? Or, in
response to our 1iberal arts background, should we try to achieve a deeper sense of personal fulfil1rnent?
Again the College sets up a difficult dichotomy for us: a quality education, yet with an increasing price.

Harnza Suria
Index Staff
The Islamic month of
Ramadhan will start again on
February 1. This is a very holy
time in the year for Muslim
societies since it cultures a
sense of belief and togetherness for the whole community.
It is also a time of great patience for Muslims, since they
must spend the whole month
fasting.
It is a duty upon Muslims
to observe a daily fast throughout the month of Ramadhan.
For the fast, Muslims stop the
intake of all food, drinks and
other nutrients between the
hours of sunrise and sunset
each day in the month. Muslims arise prior to sunrise for
"suhoor," the Ramadhan
breakfast. This is their last
meal before starting the fast for
the remainder of the day. The
fast then ends at sundown
with another meal and the offering of prayers. Although
there are exceptions, the
Ramadhan fast is compulsory
for all Muslims capable of enduring it. Young children,
pregnant mothers and people
with illnesses are not required
to fast until they feel themselves capable.
Rarnadhan is welcomed in
all Muslim communities as a
time of blessing and cheerfulness. The Muslims in a community all come together as
one during Ramadhan to collectively rejoice and share its
rewards. The community often

gathers at both the sunrise and
sunset meals. They also take
the time to prepare delicacies
of their own individual cultures, which are then shared
with the rest of the community.
It was also during this
month of the Islamic year that
Prophet Muhammad was told
that he was God's messenger
and the Holy Book, the Quran,
was revealed unto him
through God.
The month of Ramadhan is
also a religiously active period
in the Islamic calendar. Community gatherings are accompanied by prayers, rituals and
altruistic deeds for others in
the community. It is also common for individuals to set personal goals for themselves,
such as reading the Quran each
day of the month. The abandoning of personal comfort for
the sake of one's religious duty
is a very satisfying feeling, and
so Muslims feel a sense of 'accomplishment in having done
so. Undoubtedly, the daily
fasting builds an extraordinary
inner strength and patience. It
also brings the Muslim community together in a cheerful
mood of friendliness.
There will be several students at "K" this quarter who
are observing this month and
its fasts. It is certainly a very
important time of year for us,
and together we all hope to
comfort each other through the
sacrifices and challenges that
shall encounter us in attaining
this goal.

Michigan State Board of Education preaches the Gospel
Sumrrer Medel
Index Staff
Here's a quick fill-in-the blank
testforyou: On January 19, 1995,
who said:

We,
, grateful to
Almighty God for the blessings
offreedom, do tnrnestly desire to
sa:ure these blessings undiminished for our children.
Need a clue? Well, this staterrent
is not a declaration from ore of
those teensy nations that keep
popping up in eastern Europe;
nor did it soar from tre quaking
li P of a televangelist (so far as I
know); nor is it the beginning of
a mission statement 'from a par0chial school. You still don't recognize it?
~n't you recognize the words
that begin this years Statement
of VISion, Philosophy, and Mission of tre Michigan State Board
of Education?
The ore-page document, replete with references to God and
to good rrorality, makes dear that
the good State will require children to "know whatis good" and
to lead "a full and good life,"
which will be easy because the
good teachers will show them
how. However, that happens to
rontradict the law that says teach-

erscannot teach values, much less
values sanctioned by a particular
religiOUS group. It seems that not
too long ago, the goverrunent veherrently banned tre wedding of
church and state. What brought
on tre state's bout of schizophre. ?
rna.

Since tre sixties, tre novel thrill
of rebelling against everything
that Ouistians have held sacred
for thousands of years has somehow worn off. Revved-up with
drugs and the spirit of rebellion,
hippieshopErl theyrould rre1t the
rigidly traditional world around
them into a big mushpot of peace
and love uncensored by limitations. Unfortunately, perhaps
only the "uncensored by limitations" part has stuck.
Now, the oncc-<Jmnipotent
church/morality culture, which
used to be fun to defy, seems to
have lost real power to those who
thumbed their noses at il Maybe,
just maybe, after a generation has
intentionally and successfully ignored long-standing taboos, the
next generation has nothing left
to ignore. That is,maybe if hippie
parents acted "amoral" to defy an
oppressive culture, then thcirchildren have inhcri ted the "arrorals"
without the reason to act that

way-withoutevcn theawarencss
that anything is "wrong," or at
least chaotic, in the way they act.
Thus, the first rebellious generation has found, in its children,
their success in breaking down
the authority of the old structure.
But they face the difficulty that
they did not create a new culture
providing the same inexorable,
clearly defined rules for civilized
behavior as the old culture did.
Whatcverthecause,anyonein
charge of children's well-being today will haplessly find him/herself facing an increasingly chaotic,
dangerous nation in which the taboos that have always held civilization togetheraredisintcgrating.
Encountering heretofore repressed influences, children are
rommonly "growing up" at an
alamling rate, if having easy access to "mature" s tuff such as
"bad" words, lethal weapons, and
illegal drugs can be rountcd as
signs of "growing up." Such stuff
did NOT happen in (our roJlective nostalgic image of) the good
01' days.
Who, then, can blame the
Michigan State &lard of Education for turning back to good old
church-yvalues? And even if they
areovcrstcpping the ban on union

of church and state, tre church is
not the only authority who might
hint to them that doing so is okay.
A phraseology similar to their
Statement mentioning God and
everything, can be found in the
Michigan State Constitution,
which, in tum, is pattemed after...
_ _ _ _ _ (anotrer fill-inthe-b1ank chaI1enge).
Let's not get into the implications of having our State
Board of Education's ideology
based on a religion - IF "TO
TEACH A CHILD CREATED
BY GOD IS A NOBLE CALLING," THEN WHAT ABOUT
CHILDREN WHO DON'T
BELONG TO A RELIGION
THAT
TELLS
THEM
THEY'RE CREATED BY THIS
GOD, DOES THE STATE
FIND IT IGNOBLE TO
TEACH THEM?!?! IF NOT,
WHAT WILL THE STATE
WANT TO TEA~wn, girl! Bad Sense of Moral
Outrage! Readers, ha ha, ahem,
please allow me to introduce my
ill-behaved Sense of Moral Outrage; it's just peeved that I refused
to let it put its two bits into this
column. As I was saying, this article does not attempt to explore
the possible implications of the

state deciding to adopt a sanctioned moral standpoint on education or on anything else. I only
want to point out that certain s0ciological factors may be causing
our nation's people to long for a
return to the security of organized
religion. (And who ever heard of
anything bad roming from a nationally proportioned longing for
a return to security?)
And maybe I'm also saying
that somewhere along the line,
somebody forgot to delete a few
inconsistent phrases in our
nation's top legal docurrcnts, and
at any time these sanctioned
phrases might bickle back down
1D HAUNT US!!
Ssh,girl! Morality is for govemment, not opinion rolumns!
Ha, ha. Obviously my Sense of
Moral Outrage should have been
better tamed. It's a troublesome,
unruly thing to keep in check woe to people whose S.M.O:s
have not been tempered early on
by a responsible Higher Moral
Authority! Yes, it may be too late
for some, but just remember that
in the future, the State of
Michigan's &lard of Education
will "pray for wisdom in all decisions that impact the lives of the
students we serve."
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Monte Carlo, Kalapalooza: Decisions, decisions
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
It's that tiIreofyear again. The
only time of the quarter where
you will see your friends wearing sorrething other than jeans.
FormanypeopleMonteCarlois
the only way to escape the roonotony of homework and
Marriott. For others, it is the only
time t.1)ey are having fun at the
expense of the profes.sors who are
Iaboriouslyworkingtablesforour
entertairurent Yet, there is a third
category of students. 'There are

those students, like myself, who
have a big decision to make.
Monte Cario or Kalapalooza?
What is Kalapalooza? It
sounds kind of like Lollapalooza,
only different. Having been to
both, I can safely say that
Kalapalooza is like Lollapalooza
only with local bands. Even
though Kalapalooza isa three day
event, I heard that all of the good
bands, like Knee Deep Shag and
The Sleestacks, are playing on
Saturday. I don't want to risk going on Friday and being fright-

ened again by the lead singer of
theGodBullies.Sportingonlyan
American flag loin cloth and a
pennanentcrazedappearance,hc
looked more like he should have
been in a mental institution rnther
than on stage.
If I were a freshman, or firstyear student (to be politically correct), I would be running around
(just like that guy from the God
Bullies) asking everyone what
Monte Carlo is really like. ram
here to answer every question on
the subject and more. What does

Vegetarian Co-op:

~~Edpave h~2~~~~ !~~lId~~~;'"g-

I am writing this letter to call
attention to the injustice in our
residence system. 'The incident
which has pushed Ire over my
silenttolerancelevel is oneofblatant harassrrent. The atrocity I
speak of occurred at around 12:20
p.m, yesterday, during a casual
lunch at the Vegetarian Co-op.
Suddenly the doorway was filled
by Vaughn Maa tman, Tessa
SwiftneyandQenNeville. 'They
asked for the residents of suite 9.
Three of the five women were
there. 'Thercsidentsasked politely
who the visitors were, because
they honestly didn't know and
none of the "authorities" had
shown the deceocy to introduce
themselves. They informed the
ladies they had evidence of a stolen HannonLoungechairintheir
suite. Their accusing tone of voice
was supposed to be intimidating.
Without asking first if the ladies
knew anything about it, theyproceeded to intimidate them into
agreeing to a search of their
rooms, a completely unwar!anted, unnecessary and unjust
search. 'They found,of course, no
chair. My fellow students were
completely innocent and would
have told Tessa this over the
phone like the mature young
adults that they are, had Tessa
bothered to show them any resped with a phone call announcing such concerns.
The actions of Tessa and
Vaughn would havebeen reasonable if the suspects of their witch

ers or if they had made any attempt to talk with the ladies. This
was not the case. The victims
have never caused trouble for this
community. They are friendly,
contributing members of the "K"
College community that I am a
part of. Perhaps this is not the
same community the hall directorisa part of. Hind it most interesting that Tessa felt she needed
notonlyanadministrntortocover
her back, but also our head of security as her bodyguard. r wonder if she may be driven to such
harassment by a certain paranoia
of the Vegetarian Co-{)p community. My neighbors are not
violent young ladies. I believe
that Glen Neville's abilities
could be better used. The fact
that a lounge chair took such
precedence in "three of the
College's staff member's business day also raises some questions. Think about it.
Recently, I was accused of not
knowing how to live in a "community" by Tessa Swiftney. Perhaps she is the kettle calling the
pot black. Us versus them is not
a community. Storming into
someone's lunch lime meal and
then going through their living
space (when two of them aren't
even there to defend themselves) and dragging complete
strangers along with you is not
a community action. Community involves communication,
not intimidation. The fact that
the victims didn't even know

Representation please?
Utter to the Editor
The January 18 issue of the Index really flattered the women's
varsity sports at Kalamazoo College. We can only take itas a compliment that you declined to write anything about the women's
Swimming and diving team and the women's basketball team.
The fact that you assurre that no one would miss either team in
action, therefore feeling it unnecessary to report on the team's activities, is quite honorable.
.
Originally, I was going to write and ask for equal representation
of the teams. However, with next week's edition, I am only asking
for representation. All of the Jrembers of both teams are contributing to the spirit and community of Kalamazoo College. It w?~d
be nice to have recognition for all of the hours we spend prnctiang
and performing. I am sure that both team's members and coaches
Would be willing to discuss performances, polcntial and practices
if you would only take time to ask.
-Kate Grrmfield, K '95

-

Ctrcaptain \o\bmen's Swimming and Diving Team

gests that there has been no real
effort to include them in her
community. Senseless persecution of a group of responsible,
innocent members of this Col1
ege "community" seems to me
to be counterproductive in our
untied efforts to have a "community."
I believe a formal apology to
my sisters would help bridge the
gap that has been so carelessly
formed between the students and
those who fear them

Respectfully,
Gail K. Nelson, K '97
Concerned Community Ml!mber

ore wear to this event? In my past
experience, a couple of hours before tb.e event everyorc is going
crazy hying to fiOO the right sOOes
to wear and the best earrings that
would look right with their dress.
ThefinaJproductoftheoutfitusually is comprised of your
suitemate'snylons,thegirldown
the hall's shoes, and your next
doorneighbor'snecklace. Forthe
guys,it'salittlebitdifferent. They
wear all of their own clothes.
What does one do at Monte
Carlo? Uke I said earlier, this is
the only time (with the exception
of Exam Week Extravaganza) that
the professors are at your mercy.
My advice is take advantage of
the situation. Gamble till your
heart's content and make the
profs work hard. And it's cheap
too. One dollar will buy you
$5000 in Monte Carlo money.
'Then, you have two options. 'The
first is to win all of the Monte
Carlo money possible. 'The second, a little less positive, is to lose
all of your green and go hOIre
empty handed. After that is finished,youcaneitherspend what
you won or keep your Monte
Carlo money as a souvenir of the
night.
Redeeming your goods is another exciting adventure. The
most expensive item is this year's
Monte Carlo t-shirt. That, however, is not your only option. For

a range of prices, there are t-shirts
from Monte Carlo and Quadslock
of past years. Uist year, for two
weeks afterwards, the only thing
I saw people wearing were
Quadstock 1989 shirts. An unnamed SOUK'e told Ire that this
year's most popular item will be
Quadstock1994shirts. Ifmyprediction is correct, I will be seeing
many people proudly wearing
those shirts.
Monte Carlo itself lasts from 9
to 11 p.m. So what is there to do
afterwards? There isa dance from
10:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. down in
Quadstop. I really can't tell you
what that is like because I didn't
quite make it that far last year.
Your other option is to run down
toTheStateTheaterinthebelow
freezing weather and try to catch
the last act of Kalapalooza. 1
would not suggest thelatterof the
two because last year, those crazy
people, The God Bullies were last
This tiIre,I can't help you. You're
going to have to make up your
own mind.
That is Monte Carlo. Bu t this is
only my opinion and not the
word of God. If you are having
trouble hying to decide whether
to skip Monte Carlo this year and
head to I<alapalooza or to skip
Kalapalooza and go to Monte
Carlo, I would just risk it and try
Kalapalooza on Friday and
Monte Carlo on Saturday.

"Grow up and get a clu e"
Letter to the Editor
I am writing this letter in response to the Backpage Editors
who, in the last issue of the Index,
responded to theaitidsmsofOiff
Lampe and Dr. Stauffer. They
both obviously missed the point.
I would like to say: "Grow up and
ge t a clue."
FlI'St, I do not agree that humor
has to be at somcone else's expense in order to be fwmy. Also,
there is a big difference between
humor that everyone, including
those who are the subret of it,
knows is intended to be fun and
humorthat is intended to be hurtful. For the Western student that
might have read the Backp(1ge,
your comments would likely
have been construed to be the
latter because it confirms the
stereotypes that both schools
have for each other. We tend to
get upset when they accuse us
of being rich, elitist brains and
they get upset when we call
them drunken, idiotic juveniles
who are only in school to party.
If the majority of us do not fit
the stereotype for the "typical"
K student, why would you assume that they all fit the stereotype of the "typical" Western
student?
Second, all of us have more
advantages than other college students or we would not be hen.'.
Notevcryonccanafford to be hc'rC
or even afford to be in school.
Think about how your commcnts
would have sounded to a person
who could not attend college

because his/ her family could
not go without that person's income. How would someone react who has been trying for ten
years to put themselves through
school and would give anything to have graduated from
college in four years? What
about the student who may
have wanted to COIre to "K" but
the quarter system would not
allow them to care for their children, work and attend night
school? When you said that you
are better off than the average
Western student you were right
but you should appreciate the
advantages that got you here, or
else you should not be here.
That deserving student from
Western (or any of the aforementioned persons) should be
here. I am very vocal about the
fact that I do not necessarily
love it here or think that it is the
greatest school in the world,
BUT I appreciate the fact that I
am here getting a good education.
Third, just being here and
graduating is not enough. K's
reputation alone will not get you
that perfect job after you graduate. Many people out there have
never heard of Kala.m azoo College but they may have heard
about Western. No matter how
good this school is when you
come right down to it, if nobody
knows it then you are out of luck.
After working in the Career 1Rvelopmcnt Center for three years
I have seen plenty of grnduates

who played around while they
were here, did not learn a thing
orgetanyre1evantexperienceand
then they wonder why they cannot get a job. Just because you
paid $8O,(xx) (count it $8O,CXXJ) to
get your diploma does not guarantee a thing.
Fourth, in my four years here
I have seen plenty of drunken,
juvenile, idiotic behavior to last
me a lifetime. For example, pulling the fire alarm in the middle
of the night, stealing property
that we will all pay for, destroying or defadngproperty that we
will all get charged to repair or
replace and being wasted out of
your mind and running down
the halls screaming a t the top of
your lungs in the middle of the
night. All of this sounds like
behavior that your parents
would be proud of any they
would be proud to know that
they raised such mature individuals.
Finally, if you respond to this
critidsm as you did before in
your letter then you are acting
no better than the behavior that
you were making fun of. No one
respects you for it; they just
think it is a shame that educated
people still act that way. If you
want to think that you are better than the average Western
student, that is your business
but when you use your position
atthclndex to promote that you
are wrong.

-Becky Page
K'95
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Star Trek Voyager: "Boldly going"
w here they've gone three times before
Murder in the First starring Christian Slater, Kevin Bacon,

Andy Schleicher
Cary Oldman, Embeth Davidtz, William H. Macy and Brad
Index Staff
Dourif. Directed by Marc Rocco.
On Monday, January 16, the
world was exposed to a brand
The prison drama has been done a million times. We ve seen
it almost as often as the courtroom drama. Murder in the First
new network which hoped to
"boldly go" to the top of therattries something a little bit different. ltcombines the two. lhink
ings when their first show preof it as The Shawshank Redemption meets A Few Good Men. But
miered. Paramount hopes to
something is drastically lost in the combination. The hope and
struggle of the well-done prison drama has disappeared and
St'C their Slar Trek spin-off draw
the glory and challenge of the courtroom battle is gone.
new fans as well as the old ones
Murder in the First is "inspired by a true story." The movie to the United Paramount Network l UPNJ. Of course, here in
opens with (and spends the first half hour detailing) the inhumane, solitary torture of Henry Young (Kevin Bacon), after a
Knlamazoo we can't watch
UrN, but we can watch its newfailed prison escape. After spending three years in solitary hell,
Henry is released to an uncaring, vicious prison system. Havest show, SlarShip Voyager, and
ing been beaten to the point of insanity, Henry kIlls the man
its crew as they meet extraordiaccused of setting him up.
nary aliens on one of our local
James Stamphil1 (Christian Slater) is the cocky, young, rookie chnnncls.
attorney assigned to defend him. A totally impossible case,
·n,ere arc many aspects of
right? Not in Hollywood. According to Stamphill, Alcatraz
S/Ilr Trek: Voyager that arc new
made Henry Young a murderer.
to the Star Trek world which
the Ii1 te Cene Roddenberry creRoughly halfway through the film, Stamphi1l is speakIng to
ilted. Butmany people, includhis girlfriend (Embeth Davidtz) at a Fourth of July celebration.
ing the producers, continue to
With the fireworks blaring in the background, it becomes diffiSilY how this show is the closcult to understand what the actors are saying. This scene is
est to Roddenberry's original
perfectly symbolic of the entire film. Rocco never stops moving his camera. It spins and swoops through the prisons and
vision for Star Trek even
courtroom to the rising blare of melodramatic music. But the
though Roddenberry had no
effect isn't dramatic, it's frustrating. Rocco seems far more condirect influence on it. There
cerned with the aesthetic nature of his film than his characters.
will be new aliens and new
But if the director has no concern for the characters, how can
stilrs as the Voyager truly goes
the audience?
"where no one has gone beMuch of the disenchanting nature of the film can also be
fore." Even in the pilot we
blamed on the writing and acting of the supporting cast. The
were introduced to a few new
warden (Gary Oldman) is typical of Hollywood movies. We've
species, two of which will be
seen this violent caricature before, and we'll see it again. The
regulars on the show.
lawyer, brother and girlfriend parts are equally two-dimen- .
Another change is that the
sional. I was reminded of a far superior prison film, The
Captain of this ship is a
Shawshank Redemption, where much of the supporting cast, eswoman, Capt. Kathryn
pecially the warden, are as interesting as the lead characters.
Janeway, played by Kate
This lack of believability in the cast affects the entire film. If we
can't believe the world Young lives in, we can't force ourselves
to care for him.
Now (or the plot.. Two young men from different sides of the
tracks united fot a common cause, justice. Even the pitch line
sounds melodramatic. And that's exactly what we get from
Christian Slater. His performance is meant to be the center of
M. Dawn Ramos
the fIlm. But Slater lets us know so little about his character
Index Staff
that we don't care what happens to him.
The Kalamazoo SymSlater is a predictable actor. The promise he showed in Heathphony Orchestra concert
ers has given way to disasters like Kuf/s and Mobsters. He lacks
with guest ensemble, Empire
the exdtement necessary for a dramatic role. He keeps the auBrass, turned out to be an
dience at ann's length and never lets his guard down. He fits
exciting experience for the
very neatly into the rookie attorney role but never expands past
audience last Friday at Westit and, consequently, he almost defeats the film. Almost. Luckern Michigan University'S
ily, Kevin Bacon saves it just in time.
Miller Auditorium. ConBaron has been on an incredibJe upswing in his career from
ducted by the dynamic
A Few Good Men to IFK to a Golden Globe nomination for A
Yoshimi Takeda, the concert
River Wild. But this one beats them all. He literally steals the
attracted a sizable number of
film. Whenever hes on screen, every eye in the audience is
people. This is the 73rd seafocused on him. His mannerisms and emotional ou tbursts are
son for the Kalamazoo Symincredible. His understanding for the depths of his character
phony Orchestra.
makes the film worth
The concert opened with
seeing.
Tchaikovsky's first symNow Showing
In the end, Murder
phony, "Symphony No.1 in
Before Sunrise .......................... B+
in the First falls short
G Minor, Op. 13 ("Winter
Dea th and the Maiden ............ A
of its ambitions. It
Dreams"
Symphony},"
Disclosure ................................ B
wants you to cry. It
which lasted an hour. A
Dumb and Dumber ................ Bwants to shock you. It
beautiful composition, it was
Higher Learning ...................... C+
wants to be uplifting.
soothing, pleasing to the car,
Immortal Beloved ................... B
Sadly, it's very forgetmelodious, and relaxing. It
The Last Seduction ................. B+
table. The audience is
was mainly slow and tranLittle Women ........................... A
consistently aware
quil, yet had an added touch
Nell ............................................ B+
that it is watching a
of playful and flirtatious gayNobody's Fool ......................... Amovie and is never
ness.
Pulp Fiction .............................. A
drawn in. The combiAfter intermission, the OrTales From the Crypt .............. C
nation of genres fails.
chestra performed Dmi tri
Almost. You won't
Shostakovich's "Festive OverThis Week on Video
soon forget Bacon's
tUf(', Op. 96," a lively and adClear and Present Danger ...... C+
haunting
perforvenhlrous piece consisting of
Killing Zoe ............................... C+
mance. You11 just
a wonderful performance by
The Shadow ............................. Cwish
everything
the' trumpet, trombone, and
Trial by Jury ............................. D
around him was a lot
frenchhorn players. Following
White ........................................ B+
more interesting. B-.
Shostakovich was a composi-

Mulgrew. Paramount hopes
that Janeway will bring more
people into the world of Star
Trek without losing any of the
current Trekees. However,
Janeway is no token female
captain. She is a strong woman
who has earned her position.
In "Caretaker," the pilot,
Janeway had to make a tough
decision that would affect the
whole crew. It was not an easy
decision, but her crew knew
that their fate was in her hands.
The rest of the crew will fit
this era of political correctness.
There is a Native American, an
Asian, as well as a black Vulcan
and a female half-Klingon/halfhuman. Robert BeItran plays
the Native American first officer, Chakotay. Chakotay was
the Captain of the Maquis ship
until his ship was destroyed
and they were forced to join
Janeway on the Voyager.
For those who missed the
first episode, you missed out
on an excellent show. Even the
opening credits were exciting
as viewers got a chance to see
some terrific computer graphics not to mention the first
glimpse of the new starship.
The Voyager is, supposedly, a
new type of starship which
will not pollute the time-space
continuum. Unfortunately, as
the Voyager was looking for a
renegade Maquis ship, both

ships were knocked by a space
phenomena over 70,000 lightyears away where, even a t
maximum warp, it would take
them over 70 years to get back
into Federation space. Also, the
Maquis ship would soon be
destroyed, and the crews of
both ships must learn to get
along together on the Voyager.
As I was watching the pilot,
I had this feeling that something was wrong. I had become a Trekee on The Next Generation, so I felt strange with a
different crew on a new ship,
a ship which doesn't even
carry the name Enterprise. Of
course, I am sure that I will get
used to it. This show has already found an hour in my
busy schedule. Fortunately,
that hour is on Saturdays from
7-8 p.m. on WOOD TV-8.
One can expect many new
adventures on this show, but
don't expect to see any familiar races of aliens. When you're
over 70,000 light-years from
home, even subspace messages will take many years to
arrive. The Voyager will run
into more new aliens and other
phenomena that we have not
seen on either of the three other
Star Trek shows or eight movies. I invite you to watch it this
and everySaturday.ltis bound
to be a trek through the stars
that you don't want to miss.

Kalamazoo Symphony and Empire
Brass spread music in the veins
tion by Nicolai RimskyKorsakov, "Procession of the
Nobles." This song, taken
from Mlada, also had a lively,
adventurous and a somewhat
heroic/ patriotic overtone. The
presence of the tambourine, an
interesting instrument that
had not yet been played in the
concert, gave the piece a nice
touch.
Excerpts taken from
Alexander
Borodin's
"Polovtsian Dances" in
Prince Igor were also played
in the concert. The music
was an enchanting and
charming piece that appealed to the romantics at
heart. The orchestra also
played another lively and
adventurous piece, Serge
Prokofiev's 'Wedding Dance
and Troika" from Lieutenant
Kije Suite. Personally, I
found this song to be one of
the most interesting pieces
because it was a mixture of
many tunes, an 'undefinable'
piece. While most of the time
the music promoted some
kind of response, it was hard
to define what response this
song elicited within me.
The guest ensemble, Empire Brass, quickly followed
after Prokofiev. Consisting of
a five-man team - two trum-

pets, a trombone, a French
horn and tuba - they created a stir with their magnetic playing. They played
"America," from Westside
Story, and "Cigue" with an
amazing flair for a five-ma n
team.
Finally, the concert ended
with Aaron Copland ' s
"Simple Gifts." To the sur·
prise and pleasure of many,
the Empire Brass members
played an encore, "76 Trombones," as the audience enthusiastically clapped in tune
with the music.
Music/Health Science
double major Sarah Hueni,
K'98, said she really enjoyed
the concert and was glad she
attended it.
Rachel Bemis, K'97, said
the Orchestra played a lot of
her favorite songs, including
"Simple Gifts," "Wedding
Dance and Troika," a nd
"America." "1 knew they
were going to play '76 Trombones' the minute they
played the first chord,"
Bemis added. "1 absolutely
hate that song!"
All in all, despite the mixed
responses received, the Empire
Brass concert proved to be a
huge success to the many whO
attended.

-
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Men's sWImmIng snaps Wabash's win streak
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and tre 400-yard freestyle relay. along with Hannum's key an- K'98, also had outstanding show- by two seconds, while Portenga,
Kalamazoo was also aided by chor-leg performances on the ings on both boards, diving exhi- Jussi Thomas, K'98, Jeremy
Robbins' victories in the200-yard Hornets' B-medley relay two bition for Kalamazoo.
IridexStaff
Kemeny, K'95, and Jablonski took
After 53 straight dual meet vic- freestyle and tre 200-yard butter- weeks in a row indicate the kind
TheHomet breastrokers con- third.
of competitor that he is.
tories, tre Little Giants of Wabash fly.
This was a particuJarly em0tinued their dominance as Brian
The Hornet's clean sweep of Miller won the event, while tional victory for KaIamazoo for
The credit for such great perCollege suffered aderreming loss
at tre hands of tre men's ~ fonnances in so many different the 200-yard backstroke, as Kemeny took second. Wm Lin, several reasons. "This was our
ming team. 'Ire Hornets, now 8- events goes to the entire team, as Sheeran, TISch, and Tony "Juice" K'95, carne up big, touching out senior's last meet here in our
1 overall and 3-1 in Michigan In- there were several standouts. Michaels, K'97, took the top three the Little Giants' Aaron pool," CabbIe pointed out. "That
ten::ollegiate Athletic Association "This was a big meet for us," said places, respectively, pu t Witkowski to claim fourth place made us want to win even more."
(MIAA) meets, flexed their Kelly, "and everyone rose to the Kalamazoo up 109-60. The for KaIamazoo.
In addition to winning the seoccasion."
Hornet's spirited win not only
muscles, winning 157~.
niors'
last home meet, tre Hornets
In Miller and Kemeny, the HorThe sprinting events were a deflated Wabash's traditionally- nets possess as good a breastroke were especially determined to
In a less exciting meet,
Kalamazoo downed DePauw perfect example of the Hornets high spirits, but also set the Uttle duo as any team in the counuy. end Wabash's seven-year winUniversity on Friday night, 150- "stepping up." Senior Paul Blow- Giants up for a knockout blow Miller is currently the national ning streak, which included two
98. Several DePauw swimmers ers took charge, winning both the from Kalamazoo's divers on the leader in tre 200-yard breastroke humiliatinglossesfor KaIamazoo.
showed up tre following day to 5O-and l00-yard freestyle events, three meter board.
rankings, while Kemeny ranks 'This win has been three years in
The Hornets outscored second.
watch their arch rivals' winning while Kelly himseJfhad outstandthe planning," said Blowers, an
ing touch-i>uts in both events to Wabash in tredivingevents by a
streak snapped.
All-American
and the Captain,
In the l00-yard breastroke,
In Satunlay's meet, Kalamazoo cIaim second place for the Hor- 3(}.8margin,asGarthMiller,K'97, Kemeny has the nation's fastest after the meet.
Byron Brown, K'98, and Erik published time, while Miller's
led from the very beginning, nets in each.
"Several of treir swimmers
Hannum, KaIamazoo's third Cabbie, K'96, finished first, sec- owns the second-place time. Al- carne up to me after the meet,"
sweeping tre opening event, the
400-yard medley relay. The star- l00-yard freestyler in this meet, ond, and third, respectively, on the though there are no rankings for Blowers continued. "They were
studded medley of MattSheeran, also had a hand in the Hornets' three meter board. Miller won the relay splits, Kemeny's breastroke all impressed byour team's unity
K'98, Brian Miller, K'96, Brett domination of the event, touch- one meter event, while CabbIe split from the 200-yard medley and spirit." This truly is a comRobbins, K'98, and Scott ing out the Uttle Giants' #2 and and Brown added third and and Miller's split from tre 400- pliment to the Hornets, considerJablonski, K'97, was untouchable, #3 men to cIaim fourth place for fourth place finishes, respecti vely, yard medley relay are among tre ing the Little Giants are a close
and the Hornet's B-team of Den- Kalamazoo. This clutch finish, to the Hornets' cause. MattEvans, nation's best.
team, deep in tradition.
nis Kelly, K'96, GlUck Kemeny,
KaIamazoo will have to keep
Conspicuously tnissing from
K'97, Steven Tisch, K'98, and
the rankings, however, are this level of team unity and spirit
Mark Hannum, K'98, held off
as they attempt to knock off the
loose balls, and being patient breastrokers from Kenyon and
Eric R. Frederick
Wabash'sA-team. Thisaone-two
Hying Dutchmen of Hope at the
California-San
Diego,
last
year's
on offense, the Hornets built a
Sports Editor
MlAA Championships. The
punch provided KaIamazoo with
top
two
teamsat
the
National
ColThe Anderson Athletic Cen- 12 point lead.
league finals will be held februa 15-2 lead after tre first event.
legiate
Athletic
Association
Hope refused to die, howter was rocked Saturday afterary 16, 17, and 18 at Hope. AlOther big events for the Horever,
and came back strong (NCAA) Championships. Renoon as the Kalamazoo Horthough the Hornets have capnets were the 5O-yard freestyle,
gardless,
both
Miller
and
Kemeny
nets took on the undefeated near the end of the first half to
tured
17 MIAA championships
the l00-yard freestyle, the 200are potential national charnpions,
Hope College Flying Dutch- go into the intermission down
under
veteran Head Coach Robyard backstroke, the 200-yard
according to treir coaches.
men in a men's basketball con- by just five, 42-37.
ert
Kent,
the Hying Dutchmen
breaststroke, the diving events,
Aaron Portenga, the anchor of
In the second half, the Hortest. This was a highly anticihave
finished
atop the league
Kalamazoo's B-relay, highlighte:l
pated contest between the first nets carne out flat. The emostandings
in
each
of the past four
the final event, the 400-yard
and sixth ranked teams in the tion that was present in the
years.
first half was not there in the freestyle relay, by touching out
Midwest region.
Before chaIginginto tre MIAA
•
Max Williams, Wabash's B-relay
The Hornets were looking beginning of the second half.
Championships,
Kalamazoo
anchor. Portmga's strong finish
for revenge in this match as The crowd, apparently sevtravels
to
Albion
to
take on the
carne after impressive swims in
Staff Wri ter
they were defeated soundly by enty-five percent of which
Britons
this
weekend.
Albion
the grueIing 500- and l,DOO-yard
The Kalamazoo College the Hying Dutchmen in their were Hope supporters, could
pulled
out
a
victory
here
in
freestyle events. 'Ire Hornet's AWomen's Swimming and Div- first contest January 4. In that not give the Hornets' the lift
relay of Tisch, Greg Raczniak, KaIamazoo last year, so the Horing Team (5-4 overall, 2-2 defeat, the Hornets got behind they needed. Hope took adK'96,
Michaels, and Blowers, nets will be anxious to trounce the
vantage of this and secured an
Michigan Intercollegiate Ath- early and never got on track.
bested
the Little Giants' A-relay Britons.
letic Association) swept a pair
This game was supposed to 11 point lead with a 18-2 run
of dual meet victories over the be different from the first con- to lead the Hornets 55-44.
From then on, the Hornets
weekend. The Hornets de- test as this game was on the
feated DePauw University Fri- Hornets' home court. They and Hope traded baskets. BeEast
Wins Losses
day night 146-% and beat Saint also had had four weeks to pre-- cause of Hopc's lead however,
Feltchers II
40
Mary's (Ind.) College on Sat- pare for Hope and were riding the Hornets were destined to
The
Counting
Blowfish
3
1
suffer
another
loss
to
the
Hyurday, 155.5-84.5.
a four game winning streak.
So, Ya Drinkin The Beast?
3
1
Christine Mungall, K'97, They had been playing superb ing Dutchmen, 95-84.
Johnny and the Hardasses
2
2
In this week's action, the
and Juliet Rivera, K'97, led the defense, their offense was runTeam Huber
1
3
Hornets in the contest against ning well, and with the sup- Hornets have a tough match
The
Hying
Chimchillas
1
3
on
Wednesday
against
Calvin
DePauw. Mungall took first in port of the home crowd, the
Jessica
In
Charge
1
3
in
the
Anderson
Athletic
Centhe 200 individual medley and Hornets were expected to
Cohones Fuegos
0
4
ter at 7:30 p.m. The Hornets
the 100 butterfly, while Rivera dominate.
defeated
the
Knights
in
their
Won the 50 freestyle and the
Kalamazoo started the
West
Wins Losses
HlO freestyle.
game on a high emotional first match up of the year, and
The
Slappers
4
0
the
Hornets
will
be
looking
to
Rivera also helped the plane. They came out and
All Style
3
1
duplicate
the
victory.
Hornets down Saint Mary's jumped to an early 5-0 lead.
Handicapped
Alcoholics
3
1
Kalamazoo
also
goes
up
against
with victories in the 50 The Flying Dutchmen came
Team
Beer
Truck
3
1
the
Albion
Britons
on
Saturday
freestyle and 100 butterfly and back to tie the game at seven,
Dykes
Boys
2
2
at
Albion.
The
Hornets
will
be
also pwimming on the Hor- and then the Hornets went on
HabFive
1
3
nets' winning 200 medley re- a run. Playing excellent de- going for revenge at the 3 p .m.
Yell-OJelI-O
1
3
contest
as
the
Britons
defeated
lay team. Dianna Kent, K'98, fense, boxing out on the
Hardcorps
0
4
"K"
January
11.
also contributed with first boards, hustling after all the
place finishes in the 1 and 3
meter diving events.
Up next for the women's
team is a meet at Albion ColHope College Saturday 6044.
In a tough game against day evening. The game will be
lege Saturday February 4, 1995 Staffwriter
The Kalamazoo College
At Defiance, Anne Brueck, the
co-leading
Flying played on the Lady Knights
at 1 p.m. This will be their last
dual meet of the season. After Women's Basketball Team en- K'98, led the Hornets in scor- Dutchgirls from Hope Col- home court which will be the
this meet, the women will not dured another pair of defeats ing with 12 points. She made lege, Musser again had a women's next-to-Iast road
compete again until February this past weekend against a 3 of 4 shots from outside the game high of eleven re- game of the season.
Kalamazoo also has a Sat16-18 when they will partici- pair of tough opponents. The three point arc. Sara Musser, bounds while leading the
Hornets
lost
to
Defiance
(Ohio)
K'96,
contributed
eight
points
urday
contest at the Anderson
Hornets
in
scoring
with
13.
pa.te in the MIAA championCollege
on
Wednesday
88-52
while
leading
both
teams
in
reAthletic
Center against the
The
Lady
Hornets
have
a
ship meet hosted by the Hying
and
to
Michigan
Intercollebounds
with
cleven
.
She
al
so
Britons
of
Albion. The game
contest
against
another
coDutChmen of Hope College.
giate Athletic Association had six steals.
will
begin
at
3 p.m.
leader Calvin College Wednes-

Garth Miller, Dennis Kelly and
Greg Raczniak

Men's basketbaUloses to Hope

Women's
SWIm sweeps

Intramural basketball standings

Women's basketball remains defeated
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If This Offends You, You Should be Shot

Now that January is over, many toy stores have been publishing lists of board games that
Mommy and Daddy didn't buy for little Lisa and baby Billy. So here's The Beckypage's ...

Least Popular Board Games of Christmas '94
1. Sticks and Stones Will Break My I?ones by Milton Bradley
2. I'm thinking of a number between 1 and 100,000 - Guess it! from PlaySkool
3. Roll the Dice and Move That Number of Spaces by Random House
4. Wheel of Death from Coleco
5. ''Nightline with Ted Koppel" - Based on the Popular TV Show! from Matel
6. Oh My! The Regurgitation Game from Hasbro
7. Mix n' Match Acids from Pressman
8. Where's He Hiding the Marble? by Matel
9. Pass'em Around - The Game of Hot Coals from Worlds of Wonder
10. The Famous Philosophers Pop-Dp Game from Playskool
11. The Infectious Disease Quiz Game by Coleco
12. Cut the Right Wire .. .from Pentagon Playthings
13. Scratch n' Sniff n' Scratch Again, by Ertl
14. Lick It! The Taste Test Game from Tonka
15. The Franklin Mint Presents the Three's Company Chess Set
16. Liars Get Smacked - A Game of Deception from LJN
17. Learning My Swear Words: An Early Start Game from Fischer-Price
18. ''Your Turn" -A Russian Roulette Game of Chance from Milton Bradley
19. Build Your Own Cartel: a Step-by-Step Game from Mr. Phun Inc.
20. You're a Big Boy Now! The Game of Adolescence from Buddy L
- Complete with Inflatable Doll and Malt Liquor
21. What's My Fetish? from ELC
22. I Own You - A Game of Domination and Soul Trading by Parker Brothers
23. "Gotcha!" the Photographic Blackmail Game from Worlds of Wonder
24. "Hey! That's Offensive!" The Backpage Play-At-Home Game from Kenner
25. "How Old Do You Want Me To Be?" The Curbside Adventure Game by Matel
- with Official Pin and Pop-o-matic Bubble!
26. "What the Hell Game Are We Playing" The Alzheimer's Game by LJN
27. Where Not to Touch the Cat, from Coleco
28. Life: A game of Depression and Stress from Stryker Games Inc.
29. Let's Roll Oats! From Hasbro
30. Global-Thermonuclear War, a Lego Game of the Post-Industrial World
This Week's Backpage Alternative, "THE BECKYPAGE" Has Been Brought To You By

Matt "Kooky-Toes" Priest
Circus "Circus Boy" Boy
Peter "Yes Have Some" Sanderson

~he--------~---------------
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College financial strain due to many factors
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
According to several
Kalamazoo College administrators, the financial
strain
plaguing
the
Kalamazoo College community is a result of several
factors.
The reasons for this dilemma, according to President Lawrence Bryan, include stagnation, performance of the stock market,
reduction in federal and
state aid due to the distrust
in Congress, and the increase in tuition which
causes higher tension due
to the increase in financial
aid and attrition rates.
But, the administration
is taking steps to stabiliz.e
the financial condition of
the school through Bryan's
four year plan to cut administrative costs and rethink
excess personnel and programming.
However, the calendar
changes are independent of
the financial situation of the
college because it will have
a neutral effect on the budget according to Director of
Business and Finance Thomas Ponto, Provost Richard
Cook and Bryan.
"Most specifically the
one [factor] that has had the
greatest impact on private
higher education is a stagnation and real redudion in
financial assistance available to students," Bryan
said.
"The federal program in
the 1960s shifted away from

grants and toward loans,"
according to the president.
"A lot of people do not like
taking on large loans. State
programs tended to stagna teo Michigan leads the
nation in the maximum
award provided to a student at a private college
and yet that maximum
award is about $600 less per
student than seven or eight
years ago."
Bryan also said the financial situation has been
building to the point that
the financial aid budgets
have increased five fold
since 1980. Because of the
College's commitment to financial aid, it is less capable of doing other things.
Regarding Wall Street's
impact on the effect of the
higher education Bryan
said, "We had been accustomed here for our endowment to perform at an average level of earning well
over ten percent. Last fiscal year that performance
was a little over two percent. Because of the stock
market and in terms of our
endowment, we have
roughly 56 million dollars
now. This needs to be much
larger, but the income from
it fell below expectations
which hit higher education
hard." An endowment is an
allotment of untouched
money that generates interest which contributes to the
wealth and credibili ty of a
college.
"The third thing that is
affecting all of higher edu-

Civil rights leader to speak
on African liberation
Melissa Jenkins
Index Staff
Stokely Carmichael, a wellknown civil rights leader of the
1960s, will speak in the
Olmsted Room at 7:30 p.m. on
February 14. His discussion is
titled "The African Liberation
Struggle Today."
Carmichael's life of activism
began in 1960, when the racial
unrest in the southern states
increased and concerned individuals picketed with the Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE).
After graduating from
Howard University in 1964
with a degree in philosophy,
Carmichael became involved
with the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee
{SNCC). The group worked
to register and educate
Southern black voters. In
1966, SNCC expelled all
Whites from the organization
and elected Carmichael as

chairman.
The first to use the phrase
"Black Power," Carmichael
was at the forefront of the
Black Power movement. In
1967, he left SNCC to become
prime minister of the Black
Panthers, an ultra-militant
black liberation group which
concentrated on urban areas.
However, Carmichael split
with this group in 1969 and
moved to Guinea, Africa, to
support Pan-Africanism. PanAfricanism is an increase in
awareness of a common Black
heritage which crosses national lines. It was in Africa
that Stokely Carmichael
changed his name to Kwame
Toure in honor of two influential Pan-Africanists.
Now, he is a spokesperson
for the All African Peoples'
Revolutionary Party, and lectures widely on the behalf of
the organization and the PanAfrican ideology.

cation is distrust in Congress for higher education,"
I3ryan said.
The distrust stems from
William Bennett's speeches
in the 1980s about the
abuses of federal dollars by
higher education, Bryan
said. Bennett was the Secretary of Education in the
early year's of the Reagan
ad mi nistration.
The College's financial
instability is also a result of
tuition increases which crea te tension due to increased
financial aid needs and attrition, according to Cook.
Tuition will rise from
$21,273 to $21,975 for
the1995-1996 academic
yea r, an increase of $700,
Ponto said. Increases in the
past have led to a larger
need for financial aid and a
higher attrition rate. The
need for financial aid infringes on the budget and
the higher the attrition rate,
the lower the College's revenue.
I3ecause fees increase or
family incomes go down,
there is need for financial
aid, Cook said, but the budget must also allow for instructional programming,
salaries and non-compensation costs such as postage,
library book and comput-

ers.
The college has experienced a surprisingly hi'gn
rate of attrition, according
to Bryan.
"The difficulty we had
in 1992-1993 was a higher
attrition than expected. We
have recovered from that.
Our retention rate of students from Fall 1993-1994
was much improved but
that created major short
falls in our budget," Bryan
said.
According to the U.S.
News and World Report's statistics on Five Year Graduation Rates, Kalamazoo
College was at 67 percent in
1992, 75 percent in 1993,
and 72 percent in 1994.
These figures are detrimental because 80 percent
of the revenue that can be
controlled is due to tuition,
according to Bryan.
"It is a great temptation
when in financial strain to
jack up the .tuition. If you
keep on increasing the tuition a t high levels, you
have to jack up financial
assistance at the same or
higher levels. We roll
ahead to financial assistance on need based aid at
the same percentage we increase tuition. And increasingly fewer students are

In the news

•••

Japan'S Earthquake
It was the country's worst earthquake in more than 70
years. The jolt that hit Kobe just before dawn on Tuesday
measured 7.2 on the Richter scale. Some 5,000 confirmed
dead, 200 still missing, 25,000 injured and 300,000 homeless.
Survivors wait for hours for a small bottle of water and a
fist-size ball of rice. Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama said
the Kobe tragedy was "a disaster that nobody could even
imagine." The week ended with criticism mounting against
government relief efforts that were deemed too little and
too late.
5-Year Old Charges Mother
Tn Pototoc, Mississippi a five-year-old boy, home sick with
the chicken pox, called 911 five times in a successful effort to
have his mother arrested for smoking marijuana. Sheriff
Randy Roberts reported, "The boy was so proud of himself.
He was tickled to death at what he had done."

going to be able to afford
this kind of educational experience," Bryan said.
In the past three years,
the tuition has been increasing at lower percentages.
According to Ponto, tuition
increased 9.8 percent in
1993-1994, 6.5 percent in
1994-1995, and 3.3 percent
for 1995-1996. Bryan said
that this is the lowest increase in twenty years. This
coincides with the 3 percent
inflation rate of this year,
however Ponto said he
guessed the rate would continue to grow to a ra te of 3.5
percent.
"The revenue of the College is going to be less than
it would have been if the
rate of increase would have
continued to go lengthwise," according to Cook. If
the College faces reduced
revenue something has to
slow down, Cook said.
Slowing down is what
Bryan said he intends to do
to stabilize the financial
situation of the college.
"Over the next four
years what I have recommended to the Board is that
we need to identify budgetary reductions that roughly
equate to maybe 4.2 percent
of the overall operating
budget. That doesn't mean
there is no pain," Bryan
said.
He said he will try to
make the administrative
process more cost-efficient
by modifying paper use
such as the Campus Buzz
and the Kalamazoo College
Quarterly, and by making
fund-raising more efficient.
Bryan also said he hopes
to "reduce expenditures on
personnel and programming in ways that do not
detract from the quality of
the educational experience."
When the attrition rate
increased in 1992-1993,
Bryan said, "We were able
STRAIN continued on page 2

VVolves Are Back
Last week Yellowstone was a very different park than it
had been the week before, and even a decade before. For
the first time in fifty years, the mythic gray wolf-vilified as
a bloodthirsty predator-<:ame home. The arrival of eight
wolves captured in Canada is an "extraordinary moment"
in the history of the park.
Loose Moose
Anchorage is not a city easily shaken by wildlife, but even
Anchorage has its limits. An estimated 1,000 moose are
wandering the streets of the Alaskan city, compared to the
lIsual300. Moose havc.been driven down from the surrounding mountains in search of food and easier trekking. Usually docile, moose have begun charging at passersby recently.
City officials warn residents to use extreme caution.
-compiled by Anne Loesch from The New York TImes

Lyn Raible, assistant psychology
professor, leaves" K" for medical
school. More on page 3.
Photo by Will Adams
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they leave their estates to
the CoIIege after they die.
to keep it from having too These estate gifts illclude
much of a debilitating effect 2.25, 1.2 and 1.6 million dolbecause we had a number lar estates that will lead to
of retirements. We were re- future endowment money
placing people with junior for the College, said Baas.
faculty as opposed to senior
However, according to
members. We deferred Baas, financial difficulties
some maintenance.
have little to do with gift in"More recently, our own come. It weighs more on
financial strain became the admissions and the fimore pronounced when we nancial aid side.
were forced to freeze salaThe calendar change is
ries ... It was a major step also independent of the
to balancing the budget and College's financial difficulproviding a much better fi- ties. According to Cook,
nancial base for the future." Bryan and Ponto, the calenPonto said he estimated dar change will have a neutha t by freezing salaries the tral effect on the state of the
school saved $350,000.
budget. Ponto stipulated
Another way to raise that the anticipated inmoney for the stability of crease in recruitment and
the CoIIege is through gifts retention rates due to the
of endowment. Jacob Baas, calendar change would
Vice President for Planning generate half a million doland Development, said that lars, while the loss of dorm
the CoIIege must try to revenue over the summer
build the endowment be- would cause an equivalent
cause if it has a large gift, it loss.
will produce a larger sum of
Smaller factors, he estiinterest to spend on the op- mated, would include the
eration of the College, revenue made from the
which will take some pres- camps and conferences held
sure off the budget.
in the summer, $15,000 to
The sums include $100,000 over a few years.
).Jresent cash gifts of A small negative factor due
$300,000 each from t ..... o in- . to the calendar change is
dividuals, one alumni and the need for temporary help
one widow of an alumni, in areas such as the bookwhich will be received dur- store and the registrar's ofing the next few years. fice because of the occuThey also include estate pancy of the campus. Cook
gifts, where donors estab- also stipulated savings due
lish trust funds in which to a shorter contract year.
"",.1)
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Baby turtle signals beginning of spring
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
Sophomore roommates Deb
HasfllTther and Shelby Stuntz
are going to have a baby! Or at
least their pet turtle "Miss
Marmelstein" is.
Stunz explained that "we
were Sitting studying one
evening and noticed an egg in
the aquarium." The girls then
consulted
Dr.
Lynn
Zimmerman, from the biology
department. She thinks there
is every chance the egg will
hatch. Therefore it has been
placed in a special container.
But how is it possible for a
single female turtle to lay an
egg when there is no mate on
the horizon or in the
aquarium? Apparently, the female turtle can store sperm up
to one year so Miss
Marmelstein probably found
herself a mate in the pet store.
There is probably no way the

father can be traced so it will
be single parentdom for Miss
Marmelstein - something increasingly fashionable in
today's society.
As to what Stuntz and

Hasfurther will do if a baby
turtle hatches, Stuntz said they
had no plans other than to
keep it - they wouldn't want
to separate the baby from it's
mom.

Miss Mannelstein, the pet turtle of sophomore roommates Deb
Hasfurther and She/by Stuntz, is expecting a baby.

Photo by Will Adams
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CDC notes

Week at a Glance
Thursday, February 9
The acclaimed St. Olaf Choir, under the direction of Anton Armstrong, will present a
program of choral works in its only Michigan appearance this year. This event is cosponsored by the Kalamazoo Bach Festival; 8:00 p.m., Stetson Chapel, LACe.
Monday, February 13
Africa Films Series: "Touki Bouki" (The Journey of the Hyena ), pathbreaking film that
illustrates the search for positive values in a modernizing Africa; 8 p.m., room 232, Dow
Science Center.
This year's Alliance Fran<;aise lecturer is Gilles Antoine Langlois, a social scientist specializing in urban areas. Mr. Langlois, who receieved. his doctorate from the Sorbonne, will give
an illustrated talk in French on "Paris in 2000"; 8:00 p.m., Olmsted Room, LACC

• Student Employment Appreciation Week is being celebrated
the week of February 13-17. This week has been established
to honor all of the efforts our student workforce contributes
to Kalamazoo College.
·Are you interested in working at Walt Disney World? An
information session will be held on Thursday, February 23
at 4:00 p.m. in the Career Development Center.
• Job Pursuit, a senior job fair, will be held on February 17 in
Lansing.

great scores...
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need ~ most.
We'Ullhow you the
proven skills and test·
taking techniques thai
help you get a higher
score.

great skills.••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal 01 test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual

reality practJce tests with computerized analysis to
I1r ealleachers who really care, nobody offers you
more WtIifS to practice.

CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST

get a

higher score

KAPLAN

Stokely Carmichael, head of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee, leads a rally at the University California in 1966.

STUDY IN

JAPAN

No prior J8p!lne.!le 18n8u88e sludy required

ACADEMIC YEAR 1995-96 COURSES
Japanese Language (four levels, from beginner to advanced)
Japanese Culture & Society; Introduction to Japanese Cinema
Japanese Law; Religion in Japanese History
International Marketing; Modern East Asian History
SUMMER 1995 PROGRAM
IntenSive Japanese Language Study (four levels)
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATrONS: MARCH t

Tuesday, February 14
African Studies Lecture:
"The African Liberation
Stl'uggle Today," Kwame
Ture, best known as
Stokely Cannichael, one of
the most important civil
rights leaders of the 1960s
and '70s and a founder of
the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Movement.
7:30 p.m., Olmsted Room,
Mandelle Hall, LACC
(EVENT WAS ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED
FEBRUARY 6)

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

We listen. We explain.
We're private.
We're affordable.
WE CARE.
• Free options counseli ng
• Free pregnancy testing
• Low cost birth control,
including emergency
contraception
(the "morning after pill")

PLANNED

III

PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. Michigan. 372·1200
DON'T LET THE BEDBUGS BITE!:"..

AIDS isn't the only bug condoms proted.
you against: chlomylb. gonorrhe~ .:
syphiUs genital warts, herpes. . ;
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Raible leaves to M.D. TO ERR IS I-IU:N10R.
Kyle Secrist
Index Staff
After you have gone to college, earned a degree and obtained a job in the field of that
degree, would you want to go
back to school to follow a totally different profession? Well,
Lyn Raible, associate professor
of psychology since 1986, recently made that difficult career
decision by deciding to attend
medical school.
If there were no obstacles at
all, I would not go into medicine for research, or to become
an academic physician, Raible
said.
Rather, she said she would
like to be a practicing physician
in a rural area, or on an Indian
rescrva tion. '1 would want to be
a general surgeon, I think," she
stated. She would be covering
things such as gall bladder removals, appendectomies, and
several other operations.
Raible said, "I like to fix
things, and putting things back
the way they should be. One
of the really intriguing things
about medicine is that you get
a wide range of problems,
ranging from the simple to the
complex."
She has been accepted to the
medical schools at the Universi ty of Louisville and Michigan
State University. Raible is still
waiting to hear from several
other schools, as well.
Previously, she attended
San Francisco State University
where she received her B.A.
Raible obtained her M.A. and
Ph.D. from the University of
British Columbia.
Raible is a past recipient of
the Diebold Award. This

award offers students their
only opportunity to recognize
an administrator or faculty
member for their involvement
in campus activities, according
to the public relations office.
Raible contributes the recognition to her involvement
with DeWaters Residence Hall.
Furthermore, she directed a
program to pair faculty
members with residence hall
students. In addition to supporting weekly studying
workshops, she has taught
aerobics and lead students on
canoe, skiing and backpacking outings in northern
Michigan.
But perhaps her most famous endeavor was the Rat
Olympics which she began in
1987 as a way to teach her students about psychology. The
"games" pitted studenttrained rats against one another in a variety of competitions. According to the Spring

1991 On the Quad, USA Today
and The Arsenio Hall Show featured the Rat Olympics. Raible
was even interviewed for a
segment on CBS. The most
media attention came when
the U.s. Olympic Committee
requested that the name of
Kalamazoo's games be
changed. In subsequent years,
the event was called the
Rathletic Event.
Now, Raible is looking towards the future . With the
spring quarter still ahead, she
plans on teaching aerobics, in
addition to her other classes,
one more time. Raible also said
she hopes people interested in
medicine will take advantage
of her experience.

What is this holiday?
Lisa Walter
Index Staff
Next Tuesday, February 14,
as everyone knows, is the most
romantic holiday of all. As tradition has had it for the past
hundreds of years, just about
everyone will be taking some
part in this lover's escapade.
From sending sweet little
anonymous notes to giving big
boxes of chocolates to great romantic evenings for just Valentines, something will happen.
The question is ... docs anyone
really know why they do these
cute little antics to please their
heart throb? Is it just another
one of those Hallmark holidays
created for the profit? Actually
this one is not.
Late in the Second Century
two priests in italy, both named
Valentine, weremartyrcd. Ever
since, there have been traditions
of superstition and giving. The
present day Valentine's Day
evolved from these traditions.
In one of the most common
theories of how the holiday
originated, on the day before
the Roman feast Lupercalia,
Women's names were placed in
a box and then men drew
names. The men acted as these

lucky women's "gallant" for the
next year, or at least until the
feast was over. But this could
only go on for SO long until the
priests objected and made the
names in the boxes those of saints
who the men would then try to
emulate for the following year.
Another tradition done by
superstitious women was to pin
five bay leaves on their pillow,
one at each comer and one in
the middle, and then they
would eat a specially prepared
hard boiled egg. This egg had
to have the yolk removed and
replaced with salt. After eating
this egg, shell and all with nothing to drink, the women would
dream that night of their husband-to-be.
Now, not all of us are quite
as superstitious or would like to
be a women's "gallant" for a
year, but there is always one underlying theme for Valentine's
Day, hoping to find that special
someone.

Rose arc Red, Violets arc BIlle
Sugar is Sweet, and So are YOII
Sources: Holidays and Anniversaries of the World by L. Urdang, An-

niversaries and Holidays by M.
I-Iazelline, and The American 1300k
of Days by J. I-Iatch.

In search of a CD
by Matt Rainson

Well, I am writing this column and I shouldn't be. I shouldn't be
sitting here at the computer and doing this because I should be back in
the room and I should be calling the Corporation X (the name has
been changed for fear that the people in white coats will come and
throw me in a padded room) in Chicago.
Corporation X is an institute for psychologically disturbed people.
No, they are not calling to invite me to come visit, maybe stay a
while, sample a few of the big, white pills they're so famous for,
which is what I thought when I first got the call. They are calling
because r sent them a letter a few weeks ago begging them for an
internship.
Yes, boys and girls, that's right; Matt's looking for a CD.
Well, you might be thinking, people are calling you. That's good, right?
Ha-ha-ha ...of course not. If it was good, I wouldn't be writing a column about it, now would I?
Let's clarify some things right now before you get the misunderstanding that my Career
Development search is going well:
1) Out of the 546 resumes I sent out (it is now going on three weeks since I did this) I have
rccei ved one call back.
2) One call.
3) Uno.
4) Un(e).
5) Mono.
6) Eine.
7) One single, solitary call.
8) 111is call was received by one of my roommates at about 2:30 p.m. la.st Monday. I returned the call at about 2:37 p.m. that same Monday (l had gone to check and see if somebody
had removed my clothes from the dryer while they were still wet and I(!ft them to congeal into
a concrete-like wad like the last time I did laundry. I was hoping to catch whoever had done
this in the act, so I could beat them to death with my towel, which had the texture and plasticity of a two-by-four and was in a permanent clump from last week's thwarted attempt to dry
it in an actual dryer until it was actually dry. What was I thinking? I don't know... ) and nobody
was there. (You may want to back-up to before the parenthesis if you've forgotten what the
original subject of this sentence waSi r know I have.) Seven minutes and they had all left the
office.
.
11 was as if they were playing some game called ''Play With the Poor Internship-DesperateKid's Mind."
"Hey, Bob!"
"WhAt?" ,
"I have a great idea!"
"What?"
"You know that one dorky kid who really wants an internship here?"
"Yeah?"
"Wen, let's call him and then, when he calls back all excited, let's pretend we're not here.
WOUldn't that be fun?"
"Ha-ha. That would be fun. Hold on, let me just finish burning these puppies alive."
"Ha-ha. Puppies."
But wait! There's more!
So, they weren't there. Or they were all on the roof of the building shooting nuns and
orphans in the butt with an air rifle when I called. Whatever they were doing, they didn't
answer the phone. So, 1 left a message.
Tuesday arrived. No call.
Well,l didn't want to harass them. So, I waited all of Tuesday for them to call.
No call. Of course. Why would they call? They knew they had the upper hand. They knew
I was squirming, the proverbial ant under the magnifying glass in the sun.
They waited, biding their time, observing us. Little did we know, just as the scientist with
the microscope scrutinizes the myriad microbes that swarm in a drop of water, that we were
being watched ...
Sorry. A little obscure reference humor there.
Anyway, so no call Tuesday. So I called Wednesday. Nobody. By this point, I was starting to
wonder if the Corporation X was a real organization or a money-laundering operation some
glly wns nmning Ollt of a garage somewhere, because there sure didn't seem to be anybody in
lht: office much .
Thursday, no call.
Friday, no call.
So, here I Am, Monday again, a week since the original call, and I still haven't gotten in
touch with them.
I wouldn't be so desperate, except it's the only glimmer of hope I have yet, and I'm getting
desperate. I mean, this quarter ends in a month, and I still don't know what I'm doing in the
Spring. For all I know, I'll be back living in Hartland and painting the walls just so I can watch
them dry, and planting grass just so I can watch it grow. (This is a popular pastime in Hartland.)
So, here I sit, writing my column because, once again, I have put it off until the last poSSible,
heovy-dement-decaying-period of time. While r should be at home, calling Corporation X and
leaving nasty, false messages on their voice mail like:
"This is Senator Jenkins from the Appropriations Committee, and I'm just calling to let you
know that all your government funding has been cut for the next 600 fiscal years, thank you." or
"This is J.B. Jones, Sr., Attorney-at-Law. I was calling to inform you that the Valu-Eats Beef
11' Spleens Soup you serve in your patient cafeteria has been found to cause the growth of
extra heads. Fifty-seven of your former patients have filed multi-million dollar lawsuits against
you." or
"This is 20-20. We're calling to get a release from you to use the secretly-taped footage we
have of your staff going through the patient's drawers at night and taking their valuables to
sell nt Corporation X garage sales."
Something like that. But, no, I'll probably just call and leave another boring 01' message
and hope that they will, some glorious day, actually return my call. If not, well, I can always
(,amI on going home to Hartland as my foreign study.

a
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Why am I here?
Fifth week midterms may come and go, but the semi-calm from the beginning of the quarter
just never seems to return. Rather, the end of the quarter "crunch" sets in almost immediately
after the quarter's half-way point and lasts all the way through tenth week and into the exam
period.
Stress invariably accompanies this fast-paced crunch and unfortunately, it can be easy to
lose focus and become frustrated with classes and even college overall. With this mind-set, it is
certainly more difficult to muster the determination and dri ve necessary to plow ahead through
all the pending homework assignments, tests, presentations and final projects.
So what are we doing here at the College anyway? What is our purpose? What arc we
striving for? What's the end goal?
Is this where the illusive diploma enters the picture? Yet this leaves about a four year gap.
And if this is our only motivation, then the time spent between now and graduation might
seem sort of hollow. Anyway, it takes some doing, like studying for example, to get a diploma.
It just doesn't happen overnight, or even in four years, without any work.
So is this where grades enter the picture? But think back to high school for a minute. Remember how those grades almost automatically became irrelevant upon entering college?
Granted, they were a big part of getting here, but they quickly lost their importance. Likewise,
as we work ever so hard in college now, we know that eventually, after accepting graduate
school or employment offers, these grades too will no longer retain their current significance. If
grades are behind the diploma, then what's behind the grades?
Is this where our major enters the picture? Moving away from the more superficial or even
arbitrary concept of grades, we're getting closer to the underlying educational tenets of knowledge and learning. Especially at a College that stresses the importance of a liberal arts tradition,
the process of discovering one's interests, essentially of "finding" oneself, is paramount.
Additionally, this process should be viewed against the backdrop of a lifelong continuum.
Like the inscription on Trowbridge Hall says, the end oflearning is gracious living. This learning process is fluid and continually offers opportunities. This is evident for example in psychology professor Lyn Raible's decision to attend medical school.
In addition to learning and becoming enthusiastic about a certain field, college is a time
when many students develop outside political interests and support various causes.
Finally, does fun enter the picture anywhere? Certainly there must be a balance between
academic and social concerns to ensure that students have a variety of experiences and become
well-rounded individuals. If nothing else, we need something to provide a little stress relief.
Although mid-quarter stress may seem to cloud our purpose, there are certainly some very
valid reasons we attend college. The trick in realizing these reasons is to strike a balance between simply attending college for grades and a diploma and attending for admittance to "a
bar with a $20,000 cover charge."

Whip 'em, kick 'em
Hamza Suria
Index Staff
As you enter the basement
of our prestigious Upjohn library, there is an interesting
exhibit about the history of
freshmen here at "K." Although freshman 'hazing' has
long been removed from this
school, it still has a rather
subtle role in the orienting of
first-year students.
The underlying reasoning
for freshman hazing was to
cultivate a sense of discipline,
maturity and self-confidence.
Although this does not mean
freshmen always came in as
dumb idiots, there are large
differences in the attitudes between first-year students. The

disciplinary action was thus
designed to equilibrate these
differences and provide a more
standardized atmosphere.
In the early 19OOs, freshman were commanded in a
very forceful yet disciplinary
way. In fact, there were numerous restrictions pu t on their
activities. For example, there is
an article in the exhibit about
how the freshmen were under
the jurisdiction of the sophomores. There is also a hilarious
picture of a tiny freshman class
in the 1900s in Quadstop
showing them locked up by
the sophomores. In addition,
freshmen were not allowed
representation in Student
Commission until Homecom-
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TV: An American tragedy
Summer Medel
Index Staff
Television is just stuffed
with tragic stories these days.
For example, a current commercial spins the heartfel t yam
of a guy who, at the beginning,
seems to have mounted the
zenith of coolness: his home
swarms with happily gyrating,
young, good-looking guests,
as do all homes of non-losers.
But tragically, his popularity
gurgles down the toilet the instant the compact disc ends,
leaving the room in grave silence. By the time the hapless
host changes the CD, the
guests have vanished along
with his social standing. The
point is that he should have
had a quick-changing CD
player that keeps the party
music flowing continually; the
moral is that without that special CD player, the same thing
could happen to you.
I find that most adult
commercials, in fact, capitalize on, or at least show acute
awareness of, people's insecurities: chiefly, of looking
stupid, "out-of-it," incompetent, or ugly.
Many
children's commercials cater
to little people's ever-increasing esteem of disrespectful
behavior. For these reasons,
I will not own a television
when I am grown up and
therefore will no longer have
to worry about keeping
abreast of what's cool.
Yesterday, the current prospective father of my children
demanded to know what our
kids are supposed to do if we
don't have a TV. If he thinks
that way, I am sure our children can have hours of enjoyment making fun of their father who will be staring at an
empty cardboard box that will
substitute for a TV.
But until that time, I have
TV, hence I have O.J., hence I
should probably say something about his saga. Yes, it's a
tragedy. It's awful. But if the
United States' population
wants to wallow in outrage
and sympathy, why fix our at-

man? Well, that's a silly question. Politically-related mass
tragedy on other continents,
for example, simply does not
have that magically marketable appeal.
Who wants to hear every
night about the deathstruggles of Croatians, a remote and unpleasant disaster
which Americans tend to feel
they have no power over. Or,
who wants to hear about the
O.J. Simpson catastrophe, a familiar
and
beloved
individual's tragic downfall
which one can take immediate
and active interest in by asserting an opinion about the
accused's guilt or innocence.
And we Americans stick to
our scandal opinions like
SuperGlue, for they define,
characterize and polarize us as
a people. Kind of like being
able to confidently identify
yourself as Catholic or Protestant! If you happen to meet
someone who belongs to the
other side and the conversation comes to a lull, you can always argue about who's right.
Besides, when the trial
ends, we will sec with climactic certi tude who was right and
who was wrong. Maybe they'll
give him the chair! It's so cool
to receive affirmation that justice always eventually gets
served. Maybe his hair will
stand straight up like when
they electrocuted that monster
last week on Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers!
Anyway, the O.J. case serves
as the nation's gigantic soap
opera this season. Except it's
better because of the heartrending true story where some
beautiful woman was really
murdered and there was real
blood and stuff. Not ketchup!
Whoooa, cool! Even better
than Natural-Born Killers! No
wonder I get a craving for
warm buttered popcorn during the Eleven O'Clock News.
Speaking of which, I'd better sign off so I can catch the
news. The last thing I want to
do is miss the latest exciting
developments in the O.J. trial

scuminfygl'f;C;sih~is

ing, when they could elect
their own class representatives.
Freshmen "discipliniHy action" was cased somewhat by
the 1960s at UK." Although
freshmen still did not have the
liberties they do today, there
was considerable progress.
Once again, freshmen were
marked until Homecoming by
an obnoxious green beanie
which was required for all of
them. Only then were the
froshes relieved from the
mercy of upperclassmen.
Although freshmen are no
longer officially reglt1ated into
"discipline," some tension still
exists between them and the
upperclassmen. Being a sopho-

more, I cannot even begin to
recall the infinite amounts of
"disciplinary action" which
put me in my place as a freshman. My roommate and I can
tell you very interesting stories
about all the furniture sculptures and fishing line rearrangements in our room. And
I'm sure my freshman friends
this year have also heard my
condescending remarks about
their 'lowliness' relative to
other classes.
I can relate to our freshmen
this year about how annoying
we upperclassmen arc. At the
same time, however, there is a
subtle lesson taught by our disdain. I'm sure this campus
would not be a very stable and

orderly place if young froshes
decided tha t their only purpose at college was to have as
much fun as they possibly
could. Although we arc all
bright and intelligent, there is
still a little bit of slack that most
freshmen need to remove from
their heads. Perhaps RAs and
peer advisors also can function
to "orient" the freshmen. It is
tRe snide, passing remarks I
heard during my freshmen
year that prepared me to become an upperclassman. Life
at "K" changes very rapidly
after one's freshman year. Unfortunately, there isn't anyone
to warn future freshman about
this, except their humble peers:
the upperclassmen.
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Relationships 101: Not a drop/add class
Cliff Lampe
ute about ninety percent to that that part of their lives. I know
Index Staff
happening, yet still I was ne- that some advisors actually
I would like to start this edi- glecting mine in a way that is suggest you not become intorial off with an open apology all too familiar.
volved if you are considering
to my fiancee for almost forgetThe end of learning is gra- grad school, and I don't even
ting what was truly important dous living, but what does that want to go into how the forto me. You see, in the past few mean if you are not being gra- cign study office treats people
weeks as I have been caught cious to your life partner? At who want to go on foreign
up in the hustle and the rumble the end of my life it's not one study together. The "K" Plan is
of college life here I have ne- of my professors who is going dea th for most types of intiglccted my relationship with to hold my hand while I lay mate relationships, yet connecher and have not been there dying. President Bryan is not tion to other people is really
when she really needed me.
going to help me raise chil- the only thing that matters in
Afewdaysagolstoodback dren, and Dean LaPlante isnot the end. Think about how
from my schedule and tried to going to support me when ev- many really close friends you
take stock in what I was doing erybody else deserts me. But have found here at "K," and
here at "K," considering what the person who will do all of whether those friends last beI wanted from my education. these things is being over- yond the "on" quarters.
A job? Absolutely, but more looked in favor ofthose others.
The schedule at "K" makes
importantly r want a happy Ye gods I'm an idiot.
it easy to ignore your relationlife, and a significant other is
r would ask the students on ships. Any type of relationship
the one thing that will contrib- this campus to take stock of takes work, and if you put

Welcome to Monte Carlo

Tanana Rabus
Index Staff
The Monte Carlo Party on
Saturday night was really fun;
in some respects, it reminded
me of the carnival parties that
are common at home this time
of the year.
In Germany, the carnival
season officially starts on November 11, at least in the
Rhineland, the Northwestern
part of the country. It is in midJanuary and February when
we have big parties throughout the country. At a
"Faschingsball," there is music
and dancing, and everybody

gets dressed up. For the children, there are parties in the
afternoon.
The adults, of
course, party at night. Every
weekend, there are parties organized by all kinds of different clubs and organizations,
such as the Red Cross or the local firefighters. The rooms are
colorfully decorated with garlands, Chinese lanterns and
balloons.
Students get two days off
from school: the so-called
"Rosenmontag"
and
"Faschingsdienstag," or the
Monday and Tuesday before
Ash Wednesday. Bu t on the

previous Friday, they come to
school in disguise anyway!
However, if you study at a univerSity, you are not that lucky
anymore; you have to attend
classes on these days. This is
not quite the most just thing in
the world, conSidering that
banks and governmental and
public offices are closed on
"Rosenmontag."
We also have a special pastry
for
this
season:
the
"Faschingskrapfen." It is similar to a donut, but filled with a
special kind of marmalade
made from the berries of dogrose bushes. It's really delicious!

Willkommen in Faschingsball
Ta1jana Rabus

Inaex Staff
Die Monte-Carlo-Party am
Sarnstag abend war wirklich
nett; sie hat mich an
Faschingsballe erinnert, die zu
Hause zu dieser Jahreszeit
stattfinden.
In Deutschland ist der
offizielle
Beginn
der
Faschingszcit der 1.1. November, jedenfalls im Rheinland,
itn Nordwesten Deutschlands.
Die grosen Faschingsballe
finden jedoch ab Mitte Januar
s~att, im ganzen Land .Auf
elJ1em Faschingsball gibt es
MUSik, man tanzt, und aile
kornmen verkleidet. Fur die
!5i.nder
finden
die

Faschingsballe nachmittags
statt, fur die Erwachsenen
selbstverstandlich abends.
Jedes Wochenende werden
von verschiedenen Vereinen
und Organisationen Balle
veranstaltet, zum Beispiel vom
Roten Kreuz, von der ortlichen
Feuerwehr. Die Sale sind mit
Girlanden, Lampions und
Luftballons
fa rbenfroh
dekoriert.
Die Schuler bekommen
zwei Tage frei, namlich den
sogenannten Rosenmontag
und den Faschingsdienstag,
das heist die beiden Tage vor
Aschermittwoch . Aber a m
Fre itag vorh er kommen sie
tro tzd em verklcid e t in die

Schule! Wenn man allerdings
studiert, hat man es nicht mehr
so gut: Man mus an jenen
Tagen die Lehrveranstaltungen
besuchen, was al\erdings nicht
besonders fair ist, wenn man
bedenk~ das Banken und
staatliche sowie stadtiscne
Behorden zumindest am
Rosenmontaggcschlosscn sind.
Es gibt :lUch ein spezielles
Geback fur die Faschingszeit,
die
sogenannte n
Faschingskrapfen. Siesind mit
einem Donut zu vergleichen,
aber mit Hiffenmark- ein er
Marmebde aus den Fruchten
der Heckenrose- gefullt. Die
Krapfen
schmec ke n
hervorragend!

school work ahead of it, you
will suffer for it. However, life
just gets more frantic from
here, with less time for your
partner and more need for
them.
To hell with them all I say, a
good partner is worth his or
her weight in "K" diplomas
and what value is your education really if you spend it in a
life without love? I'm not talking romantic infatuation, but
deep love that involves a
whole person and a wide
range of lesser emotions. A
love I think you can't find here
at "K."

A-
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If you like, ignore this aspect of your life. Get the M.D.
or Ph.D. and be busy and productive your whole life, but at
the end of that life don't be surprised when you look up from
your dinner and realize you
don't know the person sitting
across from you. Don't be
shocked when the divorce papers are left on your pillow or
your spouse runs off with
someone more a ttentive. Don't
be remorseful when you realize that you have lived, and
died, alone.
I just hope I learned my lesson in time. I'm sorry MB.

d?
Je -w-e Still C
1 e Up .

Andrew Schleicher
Index Staff
Last quarter the faculty and
the Board of Trustees voted to
create a "tri-quarter" calendar
plan. This created one of the
biggest stir-ups I have ever
seen on this campus. Unfortunately, the bureaucratic confusion resulting from the formation of many different committees and their many forums,
most of which we couldn't attend, didn't make us feel any
better about our school.
In order to organize the student voice, a group of concerned students formed the
Student Input Calendar Committee (SICC). Their membership was made up of a variety
of students for and against the
calendar change, but they all
shared a common cause. They
alI wanted to be sure tha t those
who make the decisions will
hear student voices.
In the.Fall, SICC was organized under the leadership of
Ashish Patel. They were able
to hold a few forums that were
amongst the best attended of
all the calendar forums. Also,
SICC started work on a survey
that will eventually be distributed during this quarter. SICC
became well respected
throughout the campus,
among faculty as well as students, and Student Commission gave SICC members a
chance to report on the
progress of the calendar
changes each week. .
This quarter, SICC continued their work under the lead-

ership of Sage Eastman and
Mathew Calvert. They have
already distributed their first
survey on study abroad and
plan to have another about
general education this week.
They will also be holding a
joint forum with the Campus
Life Committee (CLC) about
the general education issue.
Please keep an eye out for the
actual date.
Unfortunately, the members of SICC seem to be the
only students concemed about
the calendar issues. Attendance at the first CLC "calendar conversation" about the
SIP was very low. Even the
Index's coverage of calendar
change rela ted issues and
events has been limited.
What happened? Do we
care any more? The facul ty and
administration will write a
proposal only to their desires
if we don't keep speaking out.
I know we feel we've spoken
out enough, but there is still
much work to be done.
The final proposal by the
Calendar Curriculum Committee (C3) will not be out until the end of Spring Quarter.
Therefore, we need to work
now. It doesn't matter whether
you are a first-year student or
a senior, your input is needed.
I urge you to attend the forums, fill out surveys and talk
to people on SICC and C3. If
you are interested in joining
SICC, please contact Eastman
or Calvert. They will be glad
to have your help with the
fight.

""'Index

LETTER P6'EICY
The Index encourages reader response in the form
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and
deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with
sensitive topics wilI be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox, across from the Games
Room in the basement of Hicks, by the Sunday before the issue in which they are to appear.
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Real geniuses hire Sleestacks, not Guns
Before Sunrise starring Ethan Hawke and Julie Delpy.
Written and Directed by Richard Linklater.
There's something very unique about the simple romance movie. With the glut of over-budget, overwritten, over-everything extravaganzas in the past couple
of years, the uncomplicated film has gone by the side.
So when something as uncharacteristic of Hollywood as
Before Sunrise emerges at your local theater, it should be
recognized as a special event.
Before Sunrise is about as simple as movies can get.
Jesse (Ethan Hawke) and Celine (Julie Delpy) meet on a
train traveling across Europe. Jesse talks Celine into
walking the streets of Vienna with him until they must
part the next morning. The catch phrase for the film is,
"Can the greatest romance of your life last only one
night?" And that's it. The whole plot revolves around
these two characters and their conversations in Vienna.
There is no "story" for the audience to follow except what
Jesse and Celine say and do.
Linklater lets his film unfold slowly. There are no
quick cuts or choppy scenes. The relationship unfolds
in long takes as Jesse and Celine walk from the train station to a record store to a ferris wheel to a coffee shop
and on and on.
I think Before Sunrise might be a response to the criticism Linklater's Dazed and Confused received two years
ago. The main criticism of that film was that it was too
conversation-based. Too much talking and not enough
action. "You thought that movie had a lot of dialogue,
get a load of this!" All kidding aside, Linklater loves to
listen to people talk. As I was watching Before Sunrise I
realized why. Sure, I'll admit that parts of it were a little
slow, but more often than not I really cared about what
the characters were saying.
That is what makes this romance better than the rest.
I believed what the characters were talking about. I believe that people like Jesse and Celine exist. In a box
office overrun by the Home Alones and the Santa Clauses
of Hollywood, realistic characters are a rarity. This has
been the flaw of most "Generation X" films. Even the
best of them, Singles and Reality Bites, fell into stereotypical conventions of the media term, Gen X. But
Linklater cares too much about his characters to let that
happen.
I was recently discussing the lack of talent in the
younger generation of actors with a friend. For every
Leonardo DiCaprio there are a hundred Keanu Reeves.
I'll admit that I've criticized Ethan Hawke in the past.
After the promise he showed in Dead Poets Society, I was
disappointed with career choices like Alive and White
Fang. But with this film Hawke proves his ability as a
leading man. He displays the charisma necessary to
carry a film that so many of his peers lack. You can sec
why Celine would get off the train with him.
His co-star, Julie Delpy is a little less familiar to American audiences. She has appeared in numerous French
films and had small parts in some American films (Killing Zoe, The Three Musketeers.) This role defines her as
an American talent to be reckoned with. Delpy is incredibly gorgeous. And this isn't just a hormonal male
thing. She hilS an enchanting, chilrismatic presence that
makes her ten times more interesting than your average
Sports Illustrated model. Oh, she can act too. She brings
a specific identity to Celine that most actresses couldn't
have pulled off.
The only thing 1 couldn't quite believe about Jesse
and Celine was that it was too good to be true. Call me
a cynic, but most people don't open up to each other as
easily as these two lovebirds. At one point, the two run
into a bum who writes them a poem. Come on. r kept
waiting for them to get mugged, or get tired, or sit down
or have a lull in conversation. I believed what they were
saying, even if I was never quite convinced by whM they
were doing.
There are no explosions, car chases, dinosaurs, decapitations, tortures, victorious speeches or other "exciting" events in Before Sunrise. The movie is an hour
and a half conversation. But picture this. The conventions of your dating life arc gone. You don't have to go
through any of the social bullshit that you don't like.
You can just sit with someone you care about and talk.
Tell him/her what is on your mind . There's hope for
the romantic in all of us. B+.

Dennn Evoe
Index Staff
My advice to all of you
out in The Index reader land:
never succumb to peer pressure. Last week, a friend told
me not to go to Kalapalooza
this year. He listed his reasons, which to me, seemed
rlallsible. His big gripe was
that none of the "good"
bands were playing this year.
I-Ie defined "good" as being
Mu~tard Plug and Vatican.
Tltal'~ when I had to make a
big decision. I decided to
keep my head on straight
and not to listen to what he
had to say. Kalapalooza 1995
here I come'
First, before r go any further, r think I shollld make
myself clear to all of the
fre~' I1Tnen (first-year students
to be politically correct).
What is Kalapalooza? Is it a
nell' drug designed to keep
liS awake at all times so we
can get all of our homework
done on time? That's wishful thinking on my part.
K;-tlapalooza is an annual
event which combines music
with art. Oh, so it's kinda
like Woodstock, only with a
funny name. Not quite. It's
kind;-t like Lollapalooza with
a funny name. Yeah that's it.
Kalap<llooza is an amalgam
of loc<ll ba nds playing together over a two or three
day period. Also included
arc booths of local art work
for sale and really long bathroom lines. Simply put, it's
a
local
version
of
Lollapalooza stretched over a
longer period of time.

The State Theater is an excellent place to hold these
events. It's small and the
acoustics are good. Personally, I am into smaller concert
venues. When I was dragged
to Depeche Mode last summer, I was sitting so far back
that I realized Martin Gore
was wearing a dress only after the concert was over and
someone told me. It's also essential for me to be at a place
with good acoustics so I can
actually hear both the music
and the lyrics.
I was only fortunate
enough to sec three of the
seven bands on Friday night.
If they all were as bad as Genius Hired Guns, then I am
glad I only saw three. Genius
Hired Guns was the second
of the three bands I saw.
Right now, I am havinga difficuIt time trying to think of
a way to describe them. The
lead singer looked a lot like
Matthew Sweet, but wasn't
good enough to sound like
him. So, now we can make
the conclusion that indeed,
that was not Matthew Sweet
up there. Sound wise, I can
describe them as loud. Loud
is good when you arc purposely trying to be distracted
from something. But when
you're at a concert having
your eardrums blown out by
someone screaming into a
microphone that is not good.
Even worse, I couldn't understand hardly anything he
was singing. Every now and
then, when I was able to understand, he was singing
cavemanish things like,

"shoot your brother with a
gun." As you can tell, I
didn't like this band.
I am biased towards the
Sleestacks. They arc my favorite Kalamazoo band. Of
course, I ·thought they were
the best of the three. They
were the only band out of the
three who had some semblance of a stage show.
Dressed in pre-Victorian velvet costumes, they looked
more like they belonged
stuffed in a museum rather
than on stage. They even had
a ballerina prancing across
the stage at various times
during the performance. The
Sleestacks arc so good because they can do so many
neat and crazy things. At one
point, the drummer and the
guitarist switched places.
This created a totally different musical style than the
previous song. It seemed to
me, that after every song
played they switched and
someone different ended up
on lead vocals. Every song
hada differentsound,and as
I said before (to quote the
Arby's commercial) "Different is good."
Knee Deep Shag was the
third band. I liked them a lot
too. Funk/jazz based music is
not my favorite, but Matt
Gross' dancing ability and facial expressions stole the show.
Overall, r had a really
good time at (he concert and
I am very glad I went. And
to the person who told me
not to go this year, don't be
bitter, just accept the fact tha t
you made an error.

King's court in Kalamazoo
Angela Jousma
A & E Editor
Winter Holiday. We get one
day to relax and unwind making our usual hectic weekends
a little less stressful. It seems
that any time we get a day or
two off fTom the weekly
drudgery we experience here
at "K," everyone makes a mass
exodus to get out of here and
to do it fast. However, this
long weekend I have a special
reason to stay. In fact 1 am
looking forward to the quiet
halls and bleak, lonely campus
because I am attending a spccial kind of festival: a festival
where the old and the young
dress up in Elizabethan, Renaissance and Pre-Victorian
costumes to dance, drink and
feast. It is a festival for the 50ciety for Creative Anachronism (SCA) and it will be here
at the Kalamazoo County fairgrounds this weekend.
Having gone to one of the
previous festivals, Winter Revel,
I can tell all those interested
whatto expect. First of all, there
is a great feast. The food is
amazing and free if you decide
to work at the festival by serving or cooking. During the
fcas t·II1g th ere IS
. s tory tIl'
e II1g by

men such as Yacobson,who
doubles as a pastor in rca I life.
There are other types of entertainment too like singers, musicians and dancers. The atmosphere is joyous and it is a really great way to meet new and
very interesting people. With
first names such as Raven,
Faustus and Fum how can they
not be interesting?
There are also many ceremonial aspects to these festivals. There is the king's court
where his heralds award
prizes and decrees of
acknowledgement to those
who have earned them. "K's"
own Kara Gibb earned a letter
of recognition for all of her
hard work and dedication to
the forma tion of the SCA
group here. After the king's
court comes the Baron's court
where the same thing occurs.
Finally, there is dancing. Everyone interested in dancing
gathers and they learn the
dances together as they occur.
Thegreatthingaboutitishow
chivalrous the men can act. In
a society where chivalry is often shunned, it is seen as a
prominent factor of a miln's
character in SCA. Therefore
you can expect kl'sses 011 the

hand, long strolls through the
woods (or around the fairgrounds, I suppose) and close
dances. Many of the dances are
rowdy though. You also can
expect to be picked up and
twirled or have to duck
through arms and elbows to
get across the floor. But all of
this is taught prior to the dancing, so don't worry.
For the violent ones, there
is fighting too. Fencing and
heavy combat arc performed
throughout the festival i1nd is
always exciting to watch.
The Saturday February 11
festival is called The Saint Valentines Day Massacre. Therefore, fighting is going to be
very prominent.
Personally, I am glad I am
not going home this weekend.
Even with the lack of students
here on campus, I will have
fun. All of the rest of the stu·
dents stuck here at "K" arc invited to the SCA festival as
long as you mil ke some attempt at wearing medievalstyle clothes. And I can guarantee you will have one of the
strangest and most unique experienccs here in Kalalamazoo
that you will ever have in your
four years at "K."
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Women's basketball records first win of the season
The Kalamazoo College ing eight unanswered points waning seconds. Diegel finwomen's basketball team re- for a 33-28 lead, and assumed ished the game with 10 points
corded its first victory of the their biggest lead of the game, and five rebounds, while Beth
season last week.
39-31, following a basket with Burgess, K'97, chipped in with
Kalamazoo's win over 13:20 remaining by Sara eight pOints and six assists.
Albion came in dramatic fash- Musser, K'96, who contribu ted
The Hornets will try to
ion as sophomore center Mary 20 points and 18 rebounds to make it two in a row today as
Helen Diegel, K'97, grabbed an the team effort. Albion fought they host Olivet Coll ege in a
offensive rebound and scored back with an 8-0 run to take a 7:30 p.m. game at the Anderthe winning basket with just 52-49 advantage with 3:45 left, son Center. Kalamazoo is 1-20
nine seconds remaining.
but Kalamazoo took the lead 0-8 MfAA), while the Comets
After trailing by as many as again (53-52) on a Carrie arc 2-17 0-7 MIAA) heading
five points, Kalamazoo closed Graved, K'96, basket with 40 into today's game.
the first half with a 6-2 run to seconds remaining. The BritKalamazoo will be on the
trail by just one, 26-25, at the ons regained the lead with a road Saturday, playing a 3 p.m.
break. The Hornets came out basket with 26 seconds left, set- game at Alma College.
firing in the second half, scor- ting up Diegel's heroics in the
-Press Release

Britons no match for hungry Hornets
Garth MilIer and Brian MilIer
Index Staff
The men's swimming and
di ving team easily swam past
the Britons of Albion last Saturday, 145-87. The Hornets
thus finished their Michigan
In terscholastic Athletic Association (MIAA) with a 4-1
record, with their only loss
coming from the Hope Flying
Du tchmen. Kalamazoo finished 9-1 the regular season
with a 9-1 overall record.
The Hornets continued
their lethal tradition of sweeping the medley relay, a demoralizing and spirit-deflating
blow to start the meet. The
exciting combination of Dennis Kelly, K'96, Brian Miller,
K'96, Steve Tisch, K'98, and
Paul Blowers, K'95, won the
event handily, while the B-relay of Matt Sheeran, K'98,
Chuck Kemeny, K'97, Brett
Robbins, K'95, and Aaron
Portenga, K'96, also finished
well ahead of Albion's top relay.
Greg Raczniak, K'96,
sho wed why he is an AIIAmerican, coming from behind to win the 200 LM . by a
sca nt :00.03 seconds over
Albion's superstar Ed Weber,
also an All-American . This
typifies
performance
Raczniak's competitive power
and was an indication of the
kind of swims that Kalamazoo
would have throughout the
meet.
In the 100 yard freestyle,
Blowers knocked off Albion's
Ichabod Mullin, the defending
league champion in the50and
100 yard freestyles. Kelly had
yet another great meet, with
strong showings in the sprintingevents, in addition to opening up a considerable lead for
the Hornets in the medley relay.
Aaron Portenga also had
great
sprints,
with an
Untapered seasonal best time
in the 50 yard freestyle, as well
as trouncing Mullin on the lead
off leg of the 400 freestyle relay. Portenga will be counted
on to have solid swims in the
distance events at the MIAA
Championships.
The 200 yard backstoke
again proved to be an arena of
dominance for Kalamazoo, as

Hornet
Scoreboard
MEN'S BASKETBALL
- lost to Calvin College
- lost to Albion College

63-57
80-71

Wednesday, February 1
Saturday, February 4

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
- lost to Calvin College
- beat Albion College

79-52
55-54

Wednesday, February 1
Saturday, February 4

"We felt like we won a championship because it was the first
win of the season. Now that we broke the barrier into the
winning season we can carry on and anticipate our second
win over Olivet."
-Mary Helen Diegel, K'97

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

Tisch and Sheeran, both fresh- and seventeen MfAA Champiman, combined with Tony onships, Hope has claimed the
- beat Albion COllege
145-87
Saturday, February 4
"Juice" Michaels, K'97, for a crown each of the last four seafirst, second and third place sons.
sweep of the event. Michaels,
- lost to Albion College
The Flying Dutchmen nar125-118
Saturday, February 4
also took third in the 200 I.M, rowly defeated the Hornets
his second strong swim of the earlier this season in the
Congratulations to Sara Mussel; K'%, basketball
day.
Wheaton College Quad Meet.
' The Homets completed a Hope's continued dominance
MIAA Player of the Week
season-long sweep of the in the freestyle events will pose
breaststroke events when Win quite a challenge to the strokeLin, K'95, defeated Albion's oriented Kalamazoo squad.
Jeff Hardy by over two secSeveral events will be cruonds. Win Lin, will be counted cial to the Hornets cause. The
- Wednesday, February 8 at Olivet College
7:30p.m.
on to provide depth in both the medley relays, the butterfly,
-Saturday, February 11
ALMA
COLLEGE
3 p.m.
100 and 200 breaststroke and the backstroke are events
events, as well as the 100 but- where Kalamazoo swimmers
terfly at the MfAA Champion- must step up, and defeat the
-Wednesday; February 8
ships.
OLIVET COLLEGE 7:30p.m.
Hope's perennial power-Saturday, February 11
at Alma College
Freshman standout Brett houses.
3p.m.
Robbins completed a spectacuThe Hornets must also conlardual-meet season by defeat- tinue their dominance in the
ing Albion's top freshman breastroke events to keep
Scott Johnson in the 200 yard themselves in the meet.
freestyle, and outlasting We- Events in which Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo came up short stroke with a team seasonber, Albion's senior star, in the could gain unexpected points
against
Albion in dropping a best time of 2:22.22. Huston
grueling 200 yard butterfly.
are the sprinting relays and in- 125-118 decision. Entering
also led off Kalamazoo's winBrian Cosgrove, K'95, dividual sprints, and the I.M.
the
final
two
events,
the
Horning
400 medley relay team.
capped offhisdual meetcarccr events.
nets
held
a
106-101
lead,
but
Th~
Lady Hornets will not
with and impressive anchor
This year's MIAA Champi- the host Britons won it with
sec
action
again until the
leg of the 400 yard freestyle onship could prove to be one
first-place
finishes
in
the
200
MIAA
Championship
Meet,
relay. Teaming up with of the closest and most excitbreaststroke and the 400 to be hosted by Hope College
Portenga, Kelly, and Raczniak, ing league championships
freestyle relay.
February 16-18. With dual
Cosgrove held off Albion's ever. The Hornets have put in
The
Hornet
women,
5-5
meets
counting one-third toWeber for the final victory of the work required to pull off
overall
and
2-3
in
the
MIAA,
ward
the
final league standthe meet.
the upset, but each and every were paced by diver Dianna
ings
and
the league meet
Garth Miller, K'97, a na- team member will ha ve to
Kent, K'98, who had first- making up the other twotional qualifyin g diver, have outstanding swims, as
place showings in I-meter thirds, the Hornets are lookbounced back from a disap- they arrive in Holland ready
and 3-meter diving. Karrie ing for strong performances
pointing 4th place finish to an to bring the Flying Du tchmen
Huston, K'97, also grabbed a in Holland.
win in the three meter event. back down to earth.
first, winning the 200 back-Press Release
Albion's Jason Thompson
demonstrated to Kalamazoo's
Erik CabbIe, K'96, and Byron
Brown, K'98, just how pivotal
The Hornet men's basket- road to Albion College (80-71,
Forward Brian Ellison, K'98,
the diving events could be at ball team will try to snap out a February 4). Kalamazoo had
contributed 13 points and
the MIAA Championships.
losin g skid this week as trouble executing on offense in
Blattert had 12 points.
With Miller, CabbIe, Brown, Kal a ma zoo plays a pa ir of both games, shooting 37 perKalamazoo travels to play
and Matt Evans, K'98, all div- MIAA games.
cent from the field in the loss an Olivet squad which has
ing for the Horn e ts in the
Kalamazoo, 11-10 (4-5 to Calvin and 41 percent at
been hot of late, winning four
leaguefinalsnextweek,diving tvIIA!\), will travel to Olivet Albion. Free throws were a
straight games including three
will prove to be two of Coll ege this Wednesday for a' key factor in both contests as
conferences victories. Last
Kalamazoo's best events. If 7:30 p.m . game. The Hornets well. Against Calvin, the visweek the Comets (6-13 overa II,
each of the four divers over- will return home to the Ander- iting Knights visited the char4-4 MIAA) notched MIAA
comes another diver that has son Center on Saturday for a 3 ity stripe 27 times to just 13 atwins over Alma (99-85) and
beaten him during the regular p.m. contest that marks the tempts for the Hornets. The
Adrian (108-106 in triple overseason, they could propel their team's final home game of the trend continued at Albion as
time). Olivet is led by junior
team to victory in the champi- regu lar season. Both games the Britons attempted 40 free
forward Mike McKinley, who
onships.
will be broadcast on throws compared to 25 for
is the latest MIAA Player of the
At the MIAA Champion- Kalamazoo radio station Kalamazoo.
Week. I n league action,
ships next week, the Hornets WQSN (1470 AM) and will
Brian Blattert, K'97, led UK" McKinley ranks second in the
will play lInderdogs to the F1y- al so be available nationally on versus Calvin, scoring a gameconference in scoring with an
ing Dutchmen, the meet hosts. TEAM LINE>
high 22 points. Jeremy Cole, average of 20 .6 points per
Althoug h Head Coac h Bob
TIlL' Hornets' losing strr aJ.. K'96, added 16 points, along
ga me. Cole has the league's
Kent has led Kalamazoo to has grew to three las t week as they with seven rebounds and five
top scorin g a verage at 20.9
a MIAA du al m ee t winning fell at homr to Ca lvin College assists. Cole paced Kalamazoo
points per game.
percentage of over 90 percent (63-57, FcbnlJ ry 1) and on the at Albion, tallying 18 points.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

This week in Hornet Sports:

MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

WOlllen get lapped

Men's basketball loses to Britons, Knights

-Press
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The Pretentiousness Checklist
With all the malarkey that's been flying around these past few weeks, we'd, thought we'd clear the air on where we (or at least some
of us) stand on a some issues. Please use this checklist at your discretion. If you find some of these hit a little too close to home,
chances are we'll ~ther make fun of you in the near future, or will try, only to be thwarted by our "you guys can't say that" editors.

You Know You're Being Pretentious If/When ...
General Pretentiousness
Pretentiousness and Fashion
The phrase "I feel your pain" ever comes from your lips.
You always assume you've been invited.
You grind your own coffee beans and spit our the phrase "Black,
thank-you. "
You speak to your plants so they know you love them.
"And how is Mr. Daffodil doing today, huh? Looking a little
peaked around the petals, eh? Here's some water for a good
little boy yeah, I love you too schnookums."
You think that anything you laugh at is quotable.
Eating from the Vegan line gives you a sense of purpose.
You only smoke home-grown pot.
You believe complaining about something means you've done
something about it.
You think having girlie pictures on your wall increases your image
among others.
You correct other people's grammar in the middle of conversations.
"No, you're 'finished "Vith your essay' not 'done with it.'"
No conversation's complete without mentioning Star Trek.
''It's a good theory, but the Star Trek episode ''This Time
Data Saves the Crew From Certain Death!" proved that
existentialism, with it's roots in Hegel, is intrinsically flawed,
so I don't think I can pass you SIP in good conscience."
You talk politics like you could actually do something about it.
''Tell me, do you think the country would be better off
withol!tI}}orality laws? 'Cuz if you ask me.....
You're damn proud that your bedroom is the geographical center of
the Bible Belt.
''I'm telling you guys, it really means something!"
You feel, deep down, your choice of third world country gives a
fuck that you donated ten bucks to UNICEF.
You think not cursing makes you better than those who do.
You slip your ACT and/ or SAT scores into a conversation.
"WJDM is 1640AM? What a coincidence: It just so happens
that I got 1540 on my SATs."
You think anyone ever reads the ''Who's Who" series.
Saying ''My Pentium" gives you an orgasm, and the phrase "ergonomically designed keyboard" throws you into aftershocks.
U thnk ne1 gvs a phuc_ u kno kewl ppllk niq Bone_ n Jokah n they
gv u ops on #warezl n #party
You write like the above.
You insist you really are in love this time.
''Honest! I mean it! It's not like the last four quarters ..."

Pretentiousness, Art and Music
Kurt Cobain's suicide signals the end of music as you know it.
You think bands who actually sell albums have sold out to pop
culture and therefore refuse to listen to them.
You write about how life sucks, and your last album grossed over
$60 million, the concert tour twice that.
You think comics are a valid art form.
You feel obligated to sneer at Top 40 music strictly because it is Top
40 music, even catchy songs like "Bad Reputation."
You're glad that Morrissey finally got rid of the Smiths, who were
just pulling him down anyway.
Nine-Inch-Nails makes you cry.
You talk about art as though it effects the all of human existence.
"If someone had stopped Impressionism in its tracks, the
economy of Detroit would be in much better shape today."
You think the break up of Uving Colour actually means something
to the rest of the world.
"Peter, I think it's time we put a little 'RIP' on the Backpage
for Living Colour... "

You wear symbols of faiths you don't hold.
"Like my new Ankh?"
You think Paisley and Argyle is a way of life.
You sneer at white cotton tube socks.
You own a motorcycle jacket, and no motorcycle.
You're never satisfied with your hair color, even after you change it.
You take great pains to look grungy.
"Can you old this sleeve while I yank off these buttons?"
You have two colors in your wardrobe: Black and the other ones.
You always wear silk boxers just so you can tell people you always
wear silk boxers.
You have work boots that have never seen a 40 hour work week.
Your teeth are gold and never had a cavity.
You make sure your underwear matches your accessories every

Pretentiousness and Kalamazoo
You expect to four-point every quarter.
You feel there's no need to meet with student to discuss their
because there is no way you could ever be unfair (read
"wrong") in your grading.
You guess $120,000+ a year is adequate compensation for your
as a college administrator.
You think the students actually follow the rules and regulations
you've set down as Associate Dean of Residential Ufe.
You think your RAs actually follow the rules and regulations you
set down as Associate Dean of Residen tial Life.
You believe your friends love you more than they love your car.
You think you're creative just because you write for the Backpage.
You act like your attending "K" means something in and of itself.
You think that Quebec is a valid foreign study center.
''Well, it's not Michigan, and it's ten hours from my house ... "
You feel you are more intelligent than most our your profs.
"So Schmeichel said that the Bible is the most widely published book in the world, but you know, I just don't trust
and his little 'facts' ...
You think isolating mitochondria from cauliflower heads should
excite everyone, including your SIP advisor.
''What do you mean you don't want a recitation ... ?"
You discuss the aesthetics of Kalamazoo's sculpture outside class.
"And the lines on the Marcia Wood sculpture symbolize
student/ faculty relationship extremely well ..."
You think Student Commission is the first step to the Presidency.
You use terminology specific to your major, such as osmosis,
sforzando, and hubris, in everyday conversation.
"Well someone's having a bit of a denouement this evening ..."
You think the RA's are too stupid to catch you.
''We'll just light some incense ... "
You refer to trustees by their first names.
"I'd like to, Dr. Bryan, but Ralph and I are going out for
lunch, so perhaps some other time ... "
You think Colin Sheaff's outfits are "just adorable!"

"And your little dog, too"
You don't think the Backpage could possibly be making fun of you.
"What did they mean in that one about Quebec?"
You feel the time and effort spent on the Backpage every week could
be more efficiently focused on your schoolwork, Circus Boy.
Dating a French man or woman validates your foreign study.

Peter "PbYaga" Sanderson
Paul 'The Guru" Hoemke
Alison "Arcane" Crane
Colin "Mook "-Sheaff
Matt "um ...sometimes I check

e-mail" Priest
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SIGH creates new campus housing options for spring quarter
Shannon Coleman
Index Staff
Administrators recently answered the upcoming calendar
change's call for additional
residential space by approving
Special Interest Group Housing (SIGH). According to the
SIGH mission statement, by
Fall 1995 the College's four
houses and current Umoja
House will be open to students
"with a common interest and
the desire to live and learn together and share their experiences and activities with the
larger campus and local community."
Open to between eight and
ten students with sophomore,
junior or senior standing SIGH
residents must, according to
the mission statement, "have a
purpose that is consistent with
and supportive of the College
and demonstrate how housing
is expected to help the group
achieve its purpose and carry
out its programs and activities."
Vaughn Maatman, Associate Dean of Residential Life,
said that with similar college
housing systems existing
across the nation, SIGH is not
a new idea. However, along
with the .calendar changes, a
desire to give students more
freedom and responsibility
played a major role in
Kalamazoo CoIlege's decision
to implement the system.
"We tried to create a process
by which students would have
the latitude to decide who they
want to live with, what kind of
themes and programs they
want to center around and
whether or not they want to be
on the meal plan," Maatman
said.
Some basic guidelines
The SIGH mission statement emphasizes the foIlowing regulations:
• FollowingtheCollege'smission and history, priority will
be given to groups or organizations "with a language, cultural or mu1ti~ultural focus
and/or which have demonstrated a prior programmatic
contribution to campus life."
• Groups with approved applications are granted housing
"for a maximum of one academic year at a time, though
shorter periods of quarters
may be proposed."
• While groups may propose
to renew their contract, tenure
and venue "is not automatic."
• Groups will be expected to
keep their houses "at or near
fulJ capacity."
• "Oversight of the SrGH living unit wiIl be the responsibility of the CoIlcge's HalJ Directors and secondly, the Residential Life Office." In addition, each SIGH unit wiII be
required to appoint a resident

liaison to work with the Hall
Directors.
• Each group, as a part of the
application process, wiIl be
asked to sign a contract with
the College, thus committing
themselves to the Honor System and an "obligation and responsibility for the mainte-

Other questions & concerns
Other concerns have also
been voiced about SIGH.
"You'd have to be careful to
ensure that there would be interaction not only within the
houses, bu t between the
houses. All the diversity in the
world isn't going to help you

Maatrnan stated, however,
that because of the programming and other communityrelated requirements, he did
not foresee that this would be
an issue for SIGH.
In addition to the four existing houses, choosing locations for new SIGH units

,
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Interest Group Housing (SIGH) option.

nance of standards, care of the
facility and compliance with
Federal, State and local laws."
• SIGH residents wilJ be
charged a quarterly $50.00 activity fee.
What about the language
houses?
As a result of SIGH's implementation, two major changes
will affect the current language
houses,
according
to
Maatrnan. First, the Center for
International Programs will no
longer fund Cultural Mentors
/Resident Assistants.
Spanish Instructor
Margari ta Campos said she is
adamantly opposed to removing the provision of hiring native speakers as cultural mentors in the language houses.
"The houses are an integral
part of the CoIlege's international focus," she said, "and if
not institutionally organized,
they wilJ fade." According to
Campos, residents need a native speaker to learn about customs and practice the language.
Second, like all SIGH
houses, the language houses
wiJI have to fulfill the capacity
requirement. "We need to look
at how to use the space that we
have in the best ways that we
can," Maatman said. "For example, we've only had two applicants for the Japanese
House in the last two quarters.
That's just not efficien!."
However, Maatman
stressed that the current
French, German and Spanish
houses wiIl have first priority
in the new process. "We want
these houses to continue," he
said.

if there is not," said Rachel

Bemis, K'97, expressing apprehension that the new system
may encourage cliques and
separatism.

Photo by Will Adams
raises more questions. The
Grove Houses, currently occupied by faculty members
and their families, have
been offered as a possible

solution.
However, Maatman said
that while the ColJege will
need additional houses in the
future "it hasn't been decided whether or not we will
use the Grove Houses for this
purpose."
The application process
Five groups of students, according to Maatrnan, have recently expressed interested in
SIGH. Members of Russian
classes, Chinese classes, the
Women's Resource Center, the
Asian / American Student's
Association and the Body /
Mind Class are currently
working on proposals.
According to Maatman, a
group could have access to
the former Japanese House
as early as next quarter.
"There is no practical reason for having an empty
house when another group
could enhance the Residential Life system," he said.
Proposals, incorporating a
mission statement, a budget
proposal, a tentative schedule
of events, letters of support
and (if applicable) past evaluations of the organization or
group, are due eighth week.
Applications and further information are available through
the Residential Life Office.

Meditations on a peace conference
ANALYSIS
Marfa Belen Garcia
Maria Sol Villasis
Index Staff
In July 1941, Peruvian
troops invaded southern Ecuador. Ten days later, the Ecuadorian Army was defeated and
almost smashed.
[t was during World War
IT and the United States was
about to enter the war; thus
it was necessary, to keep
America unified. Soon, the
belligerent countries, Ecuador and Peru, participated in
. a "Peace Conference" in Rio
de Janeiro. The United
States, Brazil, Chile and Argentina were the guarantors.
International delegations of
the guarantor countries, as
well as those from Ecuador
and Peru, met at the Palace of
Itamaray in Rio de Janeiro in
January 1942. By this time the
Peruvian troops continued in
Ecuador's territory, and there
had not been a cease-fire.
The guarantors used an
aerial picture to draw the border that should extend from
the Putumayo River in the
north to the Maran6n River in
the south. On January 29, 1942,
Dr. Julio Tobar Donoso,
Ecuador's Chancellor, was
forced to sign the Protocol,
which cut Ecuador's territory

in more than 50 percent, under
the Peruvian threat that otherwise its Army will invade
Quito "the next day."
However, there were stiU
more problems to come. According to the aerial picture,
the peace guarantors drew a
line in the southwest part of
Ecuador over what seemed to
be a gorge. When the geographers actually tried to settle the
border between the two countries, the supposed gorge
turned out to be a chain of
mountains called "Cordillera
del Condor."
Furthermore, they found
the Cenepa river that had not
even been considered in the
"peace" conference. At this
point, the border's settlement
reached a deadlock for there
was no real limits; the protocol was, therefore, unacceptable.
The involved sides, Ecuador and Peru, were unwilling
to solve the conflict, so the border remained open as it has
been for the past 53 years.
In 1960, Ecuador's President, Dr. Velasco Ibarra, declared the Protocol of Rio de
Janeiro was not valid. It is not
true, though, that conflicts
have frequently erupted
around the Protocol's January
29 anniversary.
On the contrary, during the

past years, Ecuador and Peru,
together with other South
American cou ntries, ha ve
walked successfully towards
an economic and political integration. Moreover, the
dwellers of the border towns
benefit from a continuous
trade. The conflict that arose
in this region last January 26
has its origins on the above
mentioned issue.
The guarantors have met
again at Rio de Janeiro and
are trying to negotiate a
cease-fire. Ecuador and
Peru's representatives have
not reached an agreement
yet. Their intentions are, as
usual, opposite.
Ecuador's President, Sixto
Duran Ballen, says that his
government will not take part
at the negotiations while the
Peruvian troops continue the
hostili ties on the border. If history is to teach us any lesson,
it is that while Ecuador always
retreats, Peru continues with
its advances.
Thus, if the peace guarantors do not make sure this time
that the cease-fire has been respected before the delegations
of both Ecuador and Peru meet
face-ta-face at Rio de Janeiro,
the threat of an imposed peace
settlement, as happened in
1942, could easily take plac~
again.

News
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In the news
Five Teenagers Die in Crash
A story in The New York
Times reported yesterday that
five teenagers returning from
a church outing died Sunday
night when their Jeep collided
with a tractor-trailer on an icy
highway in Claude, Texas. The
names of the victims, all of
them from a small town near
Amarillo of about 1,000
people, were not made public
immediately.
The driver of the Jeep apparently lost control of the Jeep
and crossed the center median.
The truck driver was not injured.
~
U.S. Spent $97 Million on Informers in '93
Federal law-enforcement
agencies spent $97 million on
informers in 1993, nearly four
times what they spent eight
years earlier according to a
story in the National Law Jour-

nalMonday.
The weekly newspaper,
based in New York, quoted
judges and others who said the
use of informers was getting
out of hand. Stephen S. Trott
said, "The integrity of the
criminal justice system is at
stake. There needs to be better control and supervision of
informants."
Michael Levine, who spent
25 years as an agent for the
Drug Enforcement Administration and Customs Service,
contended that Federal agents
had abdicated responsibility
by allowing "about 15,000
wild, out-of-control informants" to take over investigations.

p.m.-1 a.m.
• Susan Wong of the Registrar's
Office explained the new registration process. She is hoping
that the new method will allow
upperclassmen to schedule the
classes they need, clear the hallways in Mandelle and make
scheduling, overall, easier and
more efficient.
• Music registration and music drop/add will now be
handled by the Registrar's Office. Music classes can be registered for at the same time as
other classes.
• Greg Raczniak, K'96, obtained the 50 signatures needed
to start a Water Polo Gub on
campus. Student Commission
approved the season which will
run from spring through the
fall. It will be open to all interested students.
• A reminder to organization
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

We listen. We explain.
We're private.
We're affordable.
WE CARE.
• Free options counseling
• Free pregnancy testing
• low cost bi rth control,
including emergency
contraception
(the "morning after pill")

Il

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. MidtigOft· 372-1200
DON'T LET THE BEDBUGS BITE! "'"

AIDS isn't the only bug (ondoms proted.
you against: (hlamy," gonorrhea, •
syphi~s genital warts, herpes.
•

•••
of Harlem, three days after
charging another man with her
kidnapping. The police said
the teenager was killed just
hours after she disappeared on
February 2, and her body was
found Sunday stuffed in a garbage bag six blocks from her
home, according to a story in
yesterday's New York TImes.
Barker died of suffocation;
her mouth and nose had been
sealed with duct tape. The police said that Muhammed
Johnson, 23, was charged with
kidnapping, and Sean Brown,
17, was arrested Sunday for
kidnapping and second-degree murder.

heads: Please tum in all financial budgets when asked!! No
budget means no funds for your
club or organization.
• A new Food Service Director
was chosen and will be arriving
within the next few weeks.
Please voice your concerns or questions to a Student Commission member,
or better yet, come to the
meetings!! Meetings are every Monday at 9 p.m. in the
President's Lounge.

Some Facts A bou t Teen
Pregnancy from a Planned
Parenthood of New York
City, Inc. advertisement
-74 percent of women
who had intercourse before
age 14 and 60 percent of
those who had sex before
age 15 report having sex
against their will.
-More than 2/3 of teen
mothers are impregnated by
men over 20.
-Men over 25 cause more
than 4()() teen pregnancies every day.
-489,000 teenagers became
mothers in 1988, but only
195,000 teenage males became
fathers - the remaining fathers
were older men.
-500,000 American teenage
girls give birth each year.

-compiled by Dona Bailey

The New York TImes

Police Arrest 2 Suspects in Fatal Killing
The police arrested a suspect on Sunday in the killing
of 16 year-old Jasmine Barker

Student Commission

• Snoball '95 takes place this
weekend! There will be activities on the Quad Saturday from
3 - 5 p.m. Events include
traying, sledding, snow sculpturesandan unofficial snowball
fight. Prizes will be awarded.
A dance is scheduled from 10
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great scores••.
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills•••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

get a

higher score

KAPLAN
...

•
..
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•
..

-compiled by Anne Loesch from

\
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30%-60%OFF

I

lONE LARGE PIZZA I

$8 99 I

I With Cheese &An't Two Toppings I
I
I

CARRY-OUTCUSTOMERS

I

RECEIVE A
2-LrrER COCA-COLA
PRODUCT FREEl

I
I

DELIVERED

L11j~1 ___ "":l\~;~~:''':.~J

SELECTED

patagonia

r.-------------------~

TWO FORVOU
CHOOSE TWO TOPPINGS
PLUS
FREE FLAVORED CRUST

2 SMALL

$899

2 MEDIUM

99
$10
I

I~~
3 ~.~
L
. PIZZA & SUI.

I'H*"«·ml.liltJ~.~l#@tl{·I'l·PI
Plus Tax· Must Present Coupon
1-7/8' Expires 02-01-95

-------------------~

Kalamazoo

ON SALE!

Downtown On The Moll
214 S. Kalamozoo Moll

(616)342-5996
Open M·F, 10·8, Sat, 9-6, Sun,12-S
Soccer Pro Shop @
SoccerZone-West Michigan
7187 Sprinkle R""d

(616)329-1740
Open M-F,S·9,30, Sat, 9·9, Sun,12-S

Grand Rapids
East Paris Shops
3987 28th Street SE

(616)940-9888
OpenM-S,10.9,Sun,12-S

Holland
Downtown
24 West 8th Street

(616)392-2282
Open M·F, 10-9, Sat, 9-6
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Transfer students find new
home and opportunities at 'K'

Susan Johnson
degree from Elgin Community Mulder said he likes "the overIndex Staff
College in Illinois.
all atmosphere at 'K' and the
According to the AdmisLast quarter Roche way everyone is willing to help
sions Office, there were 32 new worked for the Chinese De- each other."
transfer students as of October partment, and is now inA fellow sophomore,
1, 1994. Thirty-two people volved with the Asian/ Kristin Meekhof, is a psycholnow know the importance of American Student's Associa- ogy major. She said she likes
squirrels, losing 10-0 at
the academics and
euchre and a place
the people she has
known as "the steps of
met here at "K," but
Stetson."
.
the social life is quite
Whatever schools
different from MSU.
they came from (CMU,
Most transferees
U of M, MSU, and
like the smaller
Hillsdale, to name a
classes, the people
few), they are now a part
and the reputation of
of our campus. They
Kalamazoo. How-Mikayla Roche
have chosen "K" for
ever, Roche said she
some of the reasons most
would change the
of us stay here - the
way they were oricloseness to the professors, the tion. Roche said she was also ented. For example, they recommunity .atmosphere and impressed by the China for- ceivf:'d the same summer packthe foreign study offerings.
eign study program, and ets as incoming freshmen,
Mikayla Roche, a junior plans to do her SIP there.
even though they have alwho spent time living in China
Other transfer students, ready been living away from
before coming to "K" said she .such as Haans Mulder, have home and had the "college excame here because "K" is a also gotten involved on cam- perience."
good school. "1 like small pus. Mulder, K'97, ran for the
She suggested seperate
.schools, where the students cross country team in the fall, meetings for transfer stuknow their professors and and now volunteers with dents to discuss their special
aren't 'numbers'," she said.
Project BRAVE. Coming from needs and provide a way to
She has an Associa te of Arts the University of Michigan, meet one another.

"1 like small schools,
where students know their
professors and aren't
'numbers'. "

-

InterVarsity and Bible still
have a lot to tell Christians
Tatjana Rabus
Index Staff

So what
was everybody up to
during the
winter holiday on Friday? Certainly, those who lived not too
far away went home to see
their friends and family, while
others stayed on campus or
went on a nice weekend trip.
My weekend trip was not
quite the everyday style. I
joined a conference in Grand

--....,;,.

I\~C

Rapids, the winter retreat of
the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. What is InterVarsity
in the first place? It is a fellowship of Christian college and
university students of various
Christian backgrounds, such
as Catholics, Lutherans, Baptists and Methodists, just to
name some denomina tions. At
the winter retreat, a group of
500 students met on Friday
evening in Grand Rapids to
study the Bible, worship God
and pray together. It was interesting to meet Christian students from other campuses.

There were different study
groups, "tracks" offered, dealing with the prophets of the
Old Testament and with
searching the scripture, for example.
Back on campus, the InterVarsity group of Kalamazoo
College meets every Thursday
night at 7 p.m. On Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Bible
study groups are offered
where we read and discuss the
Bible together to keep its message alive even in "modern"
times. Nowadays, it still has a
lot to tell Christians.

7. 1982

EkabfliJ SULo.
1\i1lcd hy a dnmll dmn on Fchnlll/' 21. 19<)-1. <'11 Bell BIl'<l
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TO ERR IS HUMOR
Speeding through Albion on the Orient Express
byMaitRaIMon

Well, I'm sitting on a train bound for
Kalamazoo. W? left Ann Arl:x>r about 45
minutes ago, and 1 smell Albion coming
up soon, so I guess I'm about halfway
home.
The trip goes faster on a train than it
does in a car. I don't think it's because
trains actually go any faster, I think it's
because the scenery's better (Though
it's hard tobeatthe 1-94conido~and
playing "Count the 'Velvet
Thuches."') aM,IDOStofall,booluse the people
are so endlessly diverting.
I don't know .if you ("You" being the collective readership of
this column: Jim, BOO, am, occaSionally, Freel. Thanks, guys.) have
everriddenona train, but you find all sorts of people on a train. Most
ofthesepeopleeitherrideth~trainbecausetheyfindtheallureofthe

romance of the rails irresistible, o~ if they're like me, because they
am't afford a car.
Anyway, like I was saying, you find all sorts of people on a train.
Thesepeoplecan begenerally categorized into the following groups:
1) People running from the law
This group can be further subcategorized into:
a) Prison escapees who have purchased tickets to places such as
Sleetmute, Alaska, under the name "BOO Jones."
. b) People who have just killed somebody and nobody's noticed
they're missingyet.
"Where's TIm? I haven't seen him since dad told eveI)'body his
tea tasted funny and went up to bed."
"I don't know ... u> you smell something?"
c) People who have just killed somebody and brought the body
with them in their luggage, hoping to throw it off the train along the

way.
d) People who are planning on killing somebody on the train with
them right now and throwing the body off along the way.
2) Loud people
This group can also be subcategorized into:
a) People having inane conversations they srem to think CVCIybody wants to listen to,like:
'We1I. it certainly is rold today!"
"My goodness. I don't think 1remember it being this cold since
last winter!"
"1 know! I know!"
''It always seems to get so cold in the winte:r'."
"Yes.It~does!"
.
"Maybe it's theweather."
b) Ugly, screaming children. Like the one sitting directly behind

me.
3) One little dorky kid ina ' Kalan:Ia.zoo CoIIege"baseball cap
whO's really hoping nobody wants to sit in the seat next to him because he has his feetup on itand finds it rather comfortable. Besides
which,helikes to maintain adequatepersonalspace,approJdmateIy
35 feet around people he doesn't know. Fspedallythepeopleonthis
train. .

Not having someone sitnexttomeis ofutmoStimportance, and it
becomes more difficult at every stop and more people get on and
absolutely no1xxJy gets off. Everybody seems to have decided that
this is the weekend to take the aoss-countIy train trip to San francisco, I guess.
I've discovered a really effective way of k.eeping the seat next to
me cIear, though. And it doesn't even involvevio1ence. It works like
this:
When somebody approaches your seat and looks at it pointedly, like they're going to make a move for it, you can do any
number of the fOllOwing things, depending on how determined
the person looks:
• As they approach, smile at them really big and say "Hi. I like yer
hair. It's real purty. Would you sell it to me fer my mama? She's plum
bald as a cern field in January."
• Tell them you're going home after having your planter's wart
removed. Offer to show them pictures.
• Sing "l'm A little Tea Pot" to yourself, over and over again.
• Ask to trade shoes.
• Mumble questions at them. When they ask, 'What?" start to
laugh evilly and answer ''Soon ._ very soon ._" (You may want to
rub yoor hands ~ too. Or twitch a little bit.)
• Throw wads of paper at them when they're not lOOking. When
they turn around to look at you, be looking out the window, whistling. Q) this lots of times.
• Say "Allow me to introduce myself. Mynameis Hercule Poirot,
and I intend to find the murderer aboard this train before it reaches
Kalamazoo." Say this in a French acrent. Then, start dusting their
drink glasses for fingezprints.
Any or all of these things can help you maintain your personal
space while riding a train. Another solution is not to bathe for several days before your journey. Hey, it worked for me. We're almost
there and I still have the seat next to me all to myself.

a
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Movie reviewer should "unlearn"
Letter to the Editor
This letter is written in response to the movie review,
"Special Education" by Brian
Tallerico, which appeared in
the January 25 edition of the
Index. We eleven black students are collaborating in this
letter to refute what we see as
a misunderstanding and misrepresentation of the points the
movie Higher Learning intended to make. We, therefore,
have formulated our response
to answer specific points
Tallerico made within the review.
To begin, Tailerico criticizes
the film for portraying "characters ... as two-dimensional as
the thinking Higher Learning
condemns." We believe that
we can agree with Tallerico in
defining two-dimensional
characters as flat, predictable
and unrealistic. Holding such
a definition in mind, we cannot see anything two-dimensional about the characters or
the situations in which they are
placed. Tallerico even contradicts this assessment later in
the article when he praises
Omar Epps' character, Malik,
for being "believable."
Also, as black students on a
predominately whi te campus,
we can relate to the situations
that are played out in the
movie. For instance, campus
security has often asked for the
identification cards of black
students here for apparently
no justifiable reason. We have
seen instances of black people
being told to disperse from a
scene, but a group of white
people are allowed to stay. We,
on this very campus, have had
Resident Assistants ask us to
tum down our music, but not
the white people down the hall
whose music is just as loud, or
louder.
Tallerico goes on later in the
article to praise the instance of
Kristen grabbing her purse
when she is in the elevator
with Malik as "perfectly symbolic of the subversive racism
rampant in society." This is no
symbol, Tallerico, this is an example of the reality of racism this actually happens in our

world.
Singleton also tackles the
issue of sexual orientation
head on. This is not a simple
issue, and is not treated as such
in the movie. Kristen's confusiorlis never resolved in a definite choice and further points
to the fact that it is not as twodimensional as Tallerico
would have us believe.
Tallerico then trivializes
Kristen's rape as just a tool of
Singleton's to further separate
her, Malik and Remy. The fact
that one in four collegiate
women are raped before the
end cf their college careers is
reality. Rape is a complicated
issue and ought to be treated
as such. In the movie, therefore, it was treated as such. He
calls the group that Kristen
joins a "radical feminist
group." Hmmm, Students for
a Non-Sexist Society equals
radical feminist group? What
is so radical about survival,
about knowing where the
emergency phones are, about
safety lights, about supporting
those who have been hurt?
Perhaps it is radical because
Tallerico does not have to
worry about any of this, and
he is comfortable with the statusquo.
Tallerico then says that
"Fudge [Malik's friend) spouts
separatist propaganda and
draws Malik into a race war..."
We found this statement very
interesting. Are not skinheads
separatists? We would like to
know why Tallerico failed to
mention anything about this
group and the fact that Remy
wanted to kill people just because of their race. Remy was
trying to fit in somewhere and
the group into which he was
recruited turned the anger he
had for his father into hatred
for black people. Now let's talk
about who's being separatist.
We would also like to know
why it is that whenever black
people talk about self-empowerment, we are being separatists? This very same discussion
happened on this campus last
summer after the announcement of the opening of the
Umoja House. Self-cmpower-

ment has nothing to do with
white people. It has to do with
doing whatever we need to do
to better ourselves and support
each other. In this vein, Malik
moves out of his room with a
white roommate after Remy
pulls a gun on him. His I'Xroommate tries to persuade
Malik to stay by saying that he
is not like Remy. This is not the
point and Malik's response,
that he feels more comfortable
around his own people, is indicative of this. Again, this is
the reason for the Umoja
House. Fudge gave Malik tools
of survival for being a black
student on a predominately
white campus, not unlike the
advice we give to incoming
black students at "K."
Finally, who actually
started the race war??? We
maintain that it was the white
male rapist who called a sisterin-black a "black bitch." It was
the white man who pulled a
gun on Malik. It was the white
man who looked at Malik's
Black Panther t-shirt and remarked, "This is 1995 coon." It
was the white men who had
the guns. Was Tallerico watching the same movie we saw?
Tallerico's next error is to
compare this movie with Poetic
Justice. How can he possibly
compare these two movies?
They each deal with different
aspects of African-American
life. Poetic Justice deals with the
ups and downs of black love
which is absent in most movies. Tallerico indicates that this
movie was a total failure. Perhaps Tallerico's problem with
this picture is the display of
ebony love as opposed to black
people killing each other like
most other black movies portray. Higher Learning, in contrast to Poetic Justice, deals with
education and people of all
types living together; it's not
just a black thang. Moreover,
how can Tallerico seek to understand what Singleton
brings to the screen without
understanding his life as a
black male?
Tallerico says that
Fishburne "disappears halfUNLEARN continued on page 5
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Climactic revelation
Summer Medel
Index Staff
The universe is orderly.
That truth was revealed to
me this weekend. Perhaps you,
who spend your time forcing
important differential equations to dawn on yourself,
might not understand the personal significance of my little
epiphany. Allow me to explain.
As a tiny speck hurtling
through space on a slightly less
tiny speck, I was reasonably
pleased to make this discovery: God/ Allah/ Adonai/
(not that I'm saying there is
such a Thing, but in case there
is), knows what It's doing!
Everything became clear to
me in one climactic experience
this weekend. Thanks to a few
enlightening moments, I suddenly understood that all of
nature has a reason and a pulse
to it, that nothing happens for
no reason. Hence, there is a
dependable Scheme of Things.
And I thought, hey, that's a
pretty good topic for this
week's column!
But before we scan the great
cosmic rhyme and reason, let's
review what we know about
female orgasms. Everything
we know. Ready? GO!
1. They tend to take a long
time.
2. '90's men make sure that
their partners have at least one
in every encounter ("encounters" may mean running to the
post office and bumping into
each other on the street).
3. Women can fake them.
4.... and often do, so that their
'90's men will stop while
there's still a vestige of
stimulable tissue intact.
That being said, let's continue with the revelation stuff.
Before this weekend, my mind
careened with difficult questions that have taunted philosophers for centuries, such
as: Why does the female have
the capacity for orgasm at all,
if it serves no reproductive
function? Why is the clitoris
stationed well out of the action
zone so that it receives little
direct stimulation, causing orgasm to take a glacially long
time? But these, like so many
other cosmic mysteries, are resolved for me now because ...
Oh, before we get to the

epiphany part, let's do another
mini-review: reproduction in
general. (DISCLAIMER: This
discussion utilizes the basic
sexual procedure that nature
devised for us before our species had much imagination.)
We all know that the cervix is
the opening of an organ called
the womb, which is shaped
like an upside-down uterus.
And we have known for hundreds of years, ever since the
invention of the flashlight, that
the male orgasm leaves a special residue inside the female a squiggling, teeming pool 0'
potential life. The male orgasm, then, serves an obvious
reproductive function.
Anyway, now to my
epiphany. It happened because
of an orgasm. But it wasn't just
any orgasm - oh, no, this one
was on the Learning Channel.
They proved that during female orgasm, the cervix dips
into the semen reservoir, thereby
increasing the chance of conception! Isn't that great??? I
saw it with my own eyes!
Somebody actually filmed, for
the first time, the whole wondrous process of male and then
female orgasm as they occurred inside a woman! Don't
ask me how they found room
for the studio equipment in
there!
But that's another
miracle altogether! The
miracle we're dealing with
involves the discovery that
the female orgasm serves a
reproductive function. Not
only that, but nature wants
it to take so damn long because, in order to serve that
function, it has to occur after the male reaches climax.
Nature actually made female orgasm the way it is
for a specific reason!
I am not saying that orgasm
in a non-reproductive context
is purposeless - far from it. It's
just neat to know that when
Nature designs something a
certain way, she does so for a
reason. What an inspiring revelation; now I feel secure that
Nature has plenty of other
great secrets just waiting to get
revealed.
So now, if you'll excuse me,
I think I'll go try for multiple
epiphanies.

""'Index
LETTER POEICY
The Index encourages reader response in the form
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and
deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should besignC'd, but unsigned lcttersdealing with
sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox, across from the Cames
Room in the basement of Hicks, by the Sunday be(ore the issue in which they arc to appear.
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Movie critic cross examines racial accusations
Writer's response
I'm lost. I'm confused. But.
most of all, I'm angry. Let's get
sorrething perlectIy straight here,
I am a critic. That's all. I never
onceclaimed to be anything m>re
thanthat. Myentirereviewrever
comrrentson the personal nature
of anyone I have never met. It is
their ability, not their personality
that I find fault with. Singleton
may be the nicest man on the
planet but that doesn't change the
fact that I DID Nor like the film.
You wrote a Jetter against me.
You made assurnptionsabout my
opinions as a "white" critic. Let's
examine these personal attacks:
1. You cIairn that! triviaIize rape.
No, Singleton triviaIizes rape by
giving us a character we know
nothing about and then pulling
our heartstrings. I really wanted
to care about Kristen, but because
I never felt I knew her, I couldn't.

This isa flaw of the script and has
nothing to do with what happens
to the characters. Never once did
I say that the situations were twodimensional. I said the characters
were. Don't dare say that I don't
understand or try not to understand rape. Two of my best
friends have been raped and I am
greatly offended at the intimation
that I would SfART to triviaIize
such a traumatic event.
2. In the next paragraph, you
paint measa separatist, because I
don't understand Fudge's views.
Do you believe that Malik was a
"tool of the white man" because
he was under an athletic scholarship? Do you agree that everything you sit on is owned by the
white man? I do not. I also assume that I am writing to an educated audience. That may be a
faulton mypart,but I assume that
people know that the term

skinhead implies racism. Never
once, do I praise the skinheads.
Remy and his gang are horrible
people, but thisshould be brutally
obvious by their nature. I
shouldn't have to spell it out.
3. You comment, "who does this
sophomore think he is to give
such advice to a grown man who
has earned his degree?" If you
really believe this, never read
another of my reviews again. In
fact, never read another review
in your life. Name a movie you
didn't like. The director of that
film probably had more education than you or 1. He probably
went to film school. That has
nothing to do with what I think
of the movie.
4. Finally, you claim that I insist
on living in a fantasy world. Who
do you think you are to say that
based on one review? Youdonot
knowmc. You wouldn't even rec-

The Maatman paradigm:
Are the frats returning to 'K'?
Oiff Lampe
Index Staff
I am very excited! It looks
like frats are coming back to
Kalamazoo College. Just think
of the possibilities: panty raids,
keggers and donkeys galore. I
would like to thank the housing p eople for making the
whole thing possible.
You see, the geniuses over
there have been concerned
about lack of interest in the language houses and have decided
that it might be beneficial to
change their set up. Each house
has a native speaker as a mentor who is responsible for enforcing the rules and for organizing the opera lion of the
house.
Under the Maatman paradigm, any group interested in
Jiving together for mutual
education could have access to
the house, taking it out of the
realm of the languages and
making it more comprehenIINLEARN con't from page 4

Way through the film." We
have a question: If you made a
movie about your life at this
COllege, would your professors
appear in every scene? We
didn't think so. We do not Jive
with our professors, yet
throu ghou t the movie,
Fishburne's advice to Malik
affected his relations with
other people.
Tallerico remarks that,
"Singleton has attempted to
make a film abo4t a campus
that is a microcosm of the
World" and earlier called the
SCript "narrow-minded ." We
live with this "narrowIl)jnded" script every day. We
saw that film and we know
about the race disturbances at
Olivet College in the spring of
1992, the hate mail sent to the
president of the BSO, the hate
mail and harassment endured

sive. In my day we called
those suites.
Here's the scenario: five
years from now incoming freshmen are gong to learn about
"K's" distinctive housing system. Tonight, the Soccer House,
Swimming House and FootbalJ
House are all having informative meetings and later come the
festivities. Woe to the faint of
heart at those. I'm not trying to
insult the athletic tearns. I have
a lot of respect for most of the
school's athletes and don't
mean to malign them. However, the fact is that houses devoted to "special interest
groups" would become nothing
more than team house where
there is even less supervision
than there is right now.
I don't think that is solely a
team sport weakness either.
Making the houses into big
suites would be robbing that
system of a very special element: the struggle to learn toby the African-American editor of The Index last summerthis is reality for us on this
campus.
Tallerico's last paragraph is
the clincher. He complains that
"at CU, no one tells each other
how they feel or just hangs
out." He must be referring to
the lack of casual interracial
interaction in the film. Again,
you hang out and express
yourself to those with whom
you feel most comfortable.
Moreover, we would like to issue a chaIlenge to Tallerico.
After all, when was the last
time you hung out with us?
Come and eat dinner with us
sometime (we're easy to locate,
usually the most alive table in
the cafeteria), visit the Umoja
House and have a sincere discussion with us about these issues.
In his infinite wisdom,

gether. With the help of the
mentor, students now have an
opportunity to learn valuable
things about culture and language. If other groups want to
live together, let them get a suite
or an apartment off campus.
That's really the end result of
what we are talking about anyway.
Also, while the language
houses are only inhabited by a
few students, they are frequented by many. I have been
to many gatherings at all three
houses that have invariably
been rewarding, but those ga therings would be limited without the moderating influence of
the mentor. The houses are part
of the community, and removing them from that would only
be harmful
Avoid the frats. Sign up to
live in the language houses and
learn something about the culture, about our community and
hopefully about yourself.
Tallerico says that Singleton
"~ms to think he is exposing
some brilliant underbelly of
college life but he doesn't have
the knowledge to say anything
about it." Besides the incalculable cultural disrespect that
this statement embodies, who
does this sophomore think he
is to give such ad vice to a
grown man who has earned
his college degree? He has
more experience to draw on
than TalJerico, who insists on
living in a fantasy world tha t
he has constructed for himself
simply by virtue of the fact that
Singleton is a black male. If
TalJerico would open hi s mind,
he would sce that Singleton is
exposing him and others like
him to a reality that his fellow
students face. Such a sta tement
is typical of a white person to
attempt to tell us what our life
is or is not like.

ognize me in the hall. You cIairn
the film was a reflection of my
own fears. Here we agree on the
vocabulary, but you mean it in a
different way. You cIairn these
fears are reality. I can't remember
the last time a man climbed the
bell tower and started shooting
people randomly on the quad.
Can you? The reason I praised
the elevator scene was because it
was definitely reality. An everydayreality. 1re last act of the film
is not. You cJaim I incorrectly use
the word "symbolic" to illustrate
my '1ack of understanding of reality." UnlessI'm viewingadocumentary, everything is symbolic.
Film isa fictional medium and the
elevator scene is not life, it is a
symbol of life.
Personal attacks are upsetting
but one thing in your letter really
frightened and confused me. You
write, "how can you seek to understand what John Singleton
brings to the screen without understanding his life as a black
male?" Should I have liked Higher
Learning? Or do you think because of my whi te background, it
makes sense that I didn't understand the film? IsSingIetonmaking movies to appeal and teach
everyone or just the AfricanAmerican male population? If
you believe the latter, I think you
are sadly mistaken. When Malik
and Kristen hold hands near the
end of the film, Singleton wants
us to be moved by the peace between the races. Was I not supposed to understand that? I'm
sorry, I did.
Let's talk a Ii ttIe history. Poetic
Justice wasa very bad film. Much
worse than Higher Learning. You
imply my opinion of these films
is based on my social position.
You don't even know my opinions of his first work, Bayz N the
Hocx1. I gave it an A-and Ithought
FIShburne deserved an Oscar for
his periormance. Was I supposed
to like that film?
Your claim that I don't understand your experience is confusing. You do not know me and
from the impression I get from

your letter, you do not want to
know me. How can I hope to
understand if, in your words, the
movie was not made for me. I
accept your invitation. I would
love to eat a meal with any or all
of you. My phone number is 7442
and I'd love to know what you
thought of the film From your
letter, I only know what you think
of me. There's a big difference.
I do not disagree wi th the message of Singleton's fi1m. only the
way he presents it. The fringe
characters are underwritten and
the lead actors, not the situations,
are two-dimensional. 100 Nor
contradict this in my review. I
praise Epps ability to "rise above
the script."
I'm greatly confused by your
Iastparagraph. Who do I attack?
These are fictional characters,
right? And the reason the review
"was written out of ignorance of
the point the film was trying to
get across" is because the film
didn't make its point Not to me.
There were "truths in the movie,"
I just didn't think anything new
was said about them This is the
"brilliant underbelly" I think we
already know about. Callingracism an underbelly of society is not
cultural disrespect. That is what
Singleton is trying to expose, isn't
it?
Although you concede nothing
in my favor, I will grant you some
interesting points. I agree with the
maprity of your comments about
racism but you use my movie critiques as a spring board for your
political opinions. I'm upset that
you had to use an event like this
to express your views. The Index
staff would be more than happy
to print your opinions; I'm just
angry you used measa platform.
Your letter will not change me.
I am still a reviewer and not a
commentator. My column is
called "Movies on Trial" not
"Brian's Ufe."Next time you read
a review (if you do) think about
that and try not to take it personally the next time I don't like a
m>vie that you do.
Brian T. Tallerico

Tallerico goes on to say
that Singleton "plays on the
fears of the movie audience
instead of commenting on
them." Again, this is reality
being played out, not fear.
Perhaps the fear he saw was
a reflection of his own fears.
FoJlowing this, Tallerico
manages to contradict himself
again. In the beginning of this
review, he gives Singleton
"credit for trying to do something most directors in Hollywood wouldn't dare try: make
a movie with a message."
However, at the end of the review he says that "Singleton
needs to stop being a spokesman and start making movies." Do you want movies with
a point or do you want Little

of a personal attack than a
movie review. Secondly, it was
written out of ignorance of the
point the movie was trying to
get across. It was a lopsided
review - aJl the discussion of
the black characters and no
discussion of the skinheads.
What about the truths in the
movie, or were they not evident to you?
In the words of John Singleton, "UNLEARN!!"

Women?
FinaJly, we would like to say
that this review is dangerous
because first of all it was more

Sincerely,
Dafina M. L. Stewart
Courtney Johnson
Orma C. Bradford
Latrese D. Loftin
Letoyia C. Brooks
Julius A. Moore IV
Sylvia T. Copeland
Leah D. Price
Wanda J. Hardy
LaTasha I. Sturdivant
Tangella Jackson

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MOVIES ON TRIAL~
by 8rian Tallerico

The good, the bad and Sharon Stone?

The Quick and the Dead starring Sharon Stone, Gene Hack-

man; Leonardo DiCaprio, Russell Crowe, Lance Henriksen,
Keith David and Gary Sinise. Directed by Sam Raimi.
When was the last time you had fun at the movies? For
some reason, people have forgotten that movies used to be
fun. Remember the days of Raiders of the Lost Ark and Star
Wars? No great moral issues or heavy themes, just an incredible rollercoaster of a movie. Occasionally a fun movie like
Speed will pop up, but the critics feel a need to rip it apart. I
mean, after all, it is justan action movie. So what? Why does
everything have to be SChindler's List to be good? Judge a
movie for what it tries to be. OK, now that I've gotten that
out of the way, The Quick and the Dead is more fun than I've
had in a long time.
The sparse plot in the film revolves around a quid. draw
competition in the ghost town of Redemption. Ellen (Sharon
Stone) comes to avenge the murder of her father (Gary Sinise)
by the hands of John Herod (Gene Hackman). Along the way
there's a fascinating group of supporting characters, including Lance Henn'ksen (Aliens), Russell Crowe, and Leonardo
DiCaprio. Stone's the good, Hackman's the bad and most of
the town is pretty ugly. Pretty simple, right? But this fil~
isn't about plot. It's about a pure kinetic visual energy and,
most importantly, excitement.
Hollywood has lost its sense of film as a visual medium.
Think of the best movies you've ever seen. For most of them,
you have a visual image to associate with the film. Whether
it be Martin Sheen rising from the water in Apocalypse Now or
Robert DeNiro talking to himself in Taxi Driver, the greatest
films had a very respectable visual quotient. Sadly, most
movies of the '80s and '90s look like extended made-for-TV
movies. You can almost see where the commercials would fit
in.
TJie Quick and the Dead is pure visual energy. Close-ups
.a nd exfended, suspenseful shots flavor the action bpDi;mtly
.and unfOJgettably. Hiked tbefibnfol'thesamereasons I liked
The Crow and The Hudsilcker Proxy. The sense of life and energy behind the camera is always present. Railni loves makingmovies and it shows. This love was apparent in his past
works, Evil Dead II and Darkman. But I felt a~nse of growth
with this movie. Where his past work had a kid in a candy
store mentality, this film has the glossy sheen of a calmer,
cooler hand. This growth is present in the education for the
genre that Raimi displays. If you've ever seen a Clint
Eastwood film, you'll getan extra bonus out of the in-jokes in
Raimi's work.
.
It's not really essential to the quality of a film like this to
comment on the acting. but it did affect !flY enjoyment of the
film. Stone is better than Tthought she'4 be, Hackman isn't
quite as good as he could have been .:mdDicaprioputs them
both to shame. In the past, Stone has~n extremely unreliable, but she has the charisma and strength to make a part
like this work. Hadman, on the other hand, blows his character a little out of proportion. In o!le of the best scenes in the
film, Herod teUs Ellen about her father's torturous behavior.
Hackman is brilliantly understated and yo~ get the chills at
the black heart this man must have. But moments later he's
out on the street spouting lines like, "Welcome back, killer"
with such cartoonish glee that it provokes nothing but laughter. I wanted to hate Herod for what he was, evil and vicious,
but I ended up hating him only for what he did. My final
note on acting is that Dicaprio has done it again. I can't believe how good he is and even though I try to shy away from
definitive statements, I will say that I think Dicaprio is the
best young actor working today. He puts Keanu Reeves and
Stephen Dorff to shame and evokes memories of the acting
power of River Phoenix. He lights up the screen every time.
One sign that The Quick and
theDem1 isagoodfilmislwant Now Showing
B+
to see it again. Someofthecrit- Before Sunrise
Dumb
and
Dumber
Bics will rip it apart for its lack
Higher
Learning
C+
of important themes or believB
able characters. 1 don't care Immortal Beloved
of
the
Fall
Legends
C
what people say, a movie
A
doesn't have to make me cry Little Women
Murder
in
the
First
Bto warrant a good review.
AThere are films that strive to be Nobody's Fool
nothing more than a Disney This Week on Video
World adventure come to life.
AJudged on its goals and not Barcelona
of
Night
Color
Csome Academy Award stanBdard, The Quick and the Dead is COrrina, Corrina
Natural
Born
Killers
A
a fantastic movie. A-
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Bettie serves their listening audience well
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
No, it's not Betty Ford, nor
Betty Rubble, it's Bettie
Scrvcert. Is that a typo? No,
ii's Dutch. They are a band
from Amsterdam who (here's
a little Denna trivia
for you) got their
name when one of
the band members
was
looking
through a tennis
manual.He
saw"Bettie
serveert," which
means Betty serves
in English. It stuck.
Lamprey, their
second release on
Matador Records,
came two years after their highly acclaimed freshman
effort Palamine. In
my opinion, this
one is as good, or
better than the first
btl I I ha ven' t heard Palamine in
a while. In fact, over Christmas break I was running all
over metro Detroit searching
for a copy. Alas, all of my
hopes and dreams were shattered when I went back to
school withou t my Bettie
Servcert. Now I can live again,
because I have Lamprey.
Musically, it is a really good
album. I think iHs reany good
because the musical styles are

diverse. When I heard the first
song for the first time, I was a
bit disappointed because it had
that generic altemative sound,
the same sound bands like
Veruca Salt and the Breeders
possess. Then, I listened a little

more. Things changed. The
music became more diverse and
I liked it a little bit more than I
initially did. Some of the songs
were acoustic, while others
were kind of blues based or
more rock oriented. A couple
of songs sounded like they
could have been songs by the
Boston band, Buffalo Tom (one
of my latest personal favorites).
I happened to be looking on
the back cover of the CD at the

credits and amongst all of
those Dutch last names with
two consecutive vowels (like
van der Veer) I found Buffalo
Tom. That's when the light
bulb turned on over my head
and made me realize that for
that reason, they
kind of sounded
like Buffalo Tom.
Lamprey made
me think of Edie
Brickell too. Well,
maybe not the al·
bum itself, but lead
vocalist/ guitarist
Carol van Dijk has
similar vocal styles
to those of Brickell.
Sometimes they
are a nice contrast
to songs with lOUd
guitars and heavy
melodies. As for
the quieter, more
acoustic songs, her
voice compliments
the flowing melodies and serenity of the music,
kind of Bohemian (to tie it in to
the music of Brickell).
So, if all of you out in reader
land have a few bucks to spare,
go out and pick up a copy of
Lamprey. It's good. And, if you
have some extra money left
over, can you buy me
Palomine? And if you can't find
it, just give me the money and
I will find it. Donations are
very much appreciated.

otable music in Kalamazoo
Club Soda:
In February:
17-18
20
23
24

The Verve Pipe
Laughing Hyenas with Fletcher and Arm
Knee Deep Shag
Daddy Longlegs

• Every Tuesday night is club 340
• Every Wednesday night is open mic night
Ricks:
In February:
17
18
22
23
24
25

Jerry Sprague and the Remainders
Hello Dave
Buzz Shop
Saucy Jack
Bot Fly with Paradigm
The Bremens

Wings Stadium:
In March:
12 Amy Grant
26 Mary Chapin Carpenter
• Special Note: The Cranberries are coming!!!
Buy tickets now!!!!
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Slate Theater:
In March:
11
Second City
12
BuddyCuy
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FEEL LIKE TAKING A ROAD TRIP???

~acft De1b~ralbl

Hill Auditorium in Ann Arbor:
2/16
AJanGinsberg
3/1
Spin Doctors
3/16
Sarah Mclachlan

St. Andrews in Detroit:
2/28
Underground Hip Hop Tour
3/16
Oasis
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Coming to America: The world's greatest culture shock
Hamza Suria
Index Staff
For all those people who do
not personally know me, I
have one very important aspeet of my life to share with
you: I AM NOT AMERICAN!!!!!!!!! I am one of those

This difference is most observable when different areas
of the United States are concemed. Before coming to "K" I
attended a private boarding
schoolina tiny Pennsylvanian
town called Mercersburg.
Then I ended up at "K" with

dents who decide they can't
get sick enough of America in
one year so iliey decide to stay
for all four. Aliliough I ~ly
enjoy being here, one of the
most difficult iliings in my life
has been settling into American culture.
Perhaps the most confusing aspect of America is that
very few people admit to
sharing the same set of values. After arriving from the
cultural harmony of Saudi
Arabia, America and Americans seemed very dissimilar
among themselves. People
are just about of every color,
race, gender, sexual orientation and opinion the world
has ever seen. Therefore, it
was very hard for me to understand what America is really like, because each person
is so much different from the
other. Don't get me wrong,
Saudi Arabia is also a diverse
country and everyone is allo wed to have their own
opinion. But for some reason,
people there are a lot more
agreeable on issues than
here.

medium-sized city and later
1A
visited the financial extremities of New York and Boston.
Each of these places seemed to
have an entirely different
American that could only be Joe Strife
found in iliat particular region. Index Staff
The future of our education
To use proper American slang,
could
be placed in serious danitwasonlyinMercersburgiliat
ger
by
the new proposed cuts
I found "hicks," only in New
in
education
funding. A new
York did I see the "yuppies"
and only in Boston were there bill, called the FISCAL REtrue ''New Englanders." The SPONSIBILITY ACT, part of
distinct life-style differences the Contract with America,
between these people, even would cut education grants
though they are within the and loans by $15 billion over
same country, make it very the next five years.
This is expected to have a
confUSing to generalize American society.
catastrophic affect on higher
So ilie net result of all this education. About 6 million
is that I am extremely careful students currently receive fiabout what I expect from and nancial aid in order to attend a
say to "Americans." While in four year COllege. Seventy-five
Saudi Arabia I can greet a pcr- percent of all college aid comes
son and expect the exact same from five federal programs, all
response from each of them, of which are on the chopping
over here it is sometimes even block to some degree.
This will cause many small
difficult to interpret ilie meanarts colleges to close
liberal
ing of the response. When r
and
force
many students in
meet a person in ilie U.S., I am
unsure about their sexual ori- "slate ~chools to .pay 20 to 50
entation, social attitude or percent more tuition. Large
even if they are of the sex schools will have to slash de-

unusu~ In~rnationalSw-

which they appear to be.
Eventually the culture
shock did subside for me, as
it did for many other of my
international friends who
ventured into America. The
variety of individuals here
requires a lot of effort to un-

derstand and adjust to; however, it provides an overall
interesting contrast for my
attitudes and understanding
about most things. Although
I would have gone back to
Saudi Arabia had it not been
for Kalamazoo College, there

is a distinct niche into which
everyone in America settles.
At least for the time being I
have found my niche at
Kalamazoo College with my
friends and acquaintances, and
of course these weekly Index
articles.

T.arrun-g'_ Fm-ana-a! ~;d m- peril

~liliehustleandbustlecla ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Important student programs are due for the budget ax

Go show your support for
'K' Athletics!

Look for the return of the
Sports Page next week
with all 'K' athletics news!

Campus Papel'back Bestsellers
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partments, services, faculty,
students, and raise tuition. It
is estimated iliat thiswill flood
the job market with two million former college students
who will have no chance of
getting ilie degree they sought.
For two million people, this
bill will leave noiliing but debt
to show fo{ all the years spent
dreaming of and preparing for
a college education.
A recent national survey
has indicated overwhelming
opposition to cuts in feder~
student aid for higher education. Students across the country ~ready are demonstrating
against these cuts. Similar
education cuts were proposed
in France and Spain in recent
years and were abandoned
because of large angry student
protests that swept those nations. If our government will
not learn from history, maybe
we need to teach them some.
As students, we need to

educate ourselves abou
these cuts, why they are b
ing proposed, and the broade
context in which they occur
But we also need to take ac
tion. Newt Gingrich, Repub
lican of Georgia, in promot
ing greater "personal respon
sibility" among student
who receive federal aid, sai
at a conference of colleg
presidents that govemmen
"tolerates the expenditure 0
a great deal of money 0
people who are not gettin
the job done." He has re
cently suggested that an ad
ditional $6 billion in colleg
grants for the poor (Pel
Grants) be replaced by work
stud y programs.
Keep your eyes open fo
opportunities to get involve
in raiSing our voice as a cam
pus community. Some infor
mation will be available on th
Project BRAVE "Donate-a
punch" table.

DeparlInents honor student workers
Erin Ascherman
David Barkley
Arnie Breithaupt
Christina Cox
Louise Dunderdale
Yann VanGeertruyden
Jahmal Green
Leigh Harrington
Kelly Jirous
Keegan Keefover
JihyeKim
Erin Kutter
Kristie Lang
Emmie Lowe
Torrey Moss
Shasta Osborne
Michael Pessetti
Jon Sander
Heather Smits
Joe Strife
William Sutton
Jeannine Warrow

Jill Ashbury
Orma Bradford
Beth Burgess
Tara Darcy
Mandy Eldridge
Karow Gordon
Annissa Hambouz
Brian Heintz
Sarah Joslin
Jessica Keeslar
Bret Kutansky
Cliff Lampe
Tarik Lester
Terri Meninga
Shari Order
Becky Page
Kelly Riley
Erica Smith
SargumSood
Harnza Suria
Amber VanderKlok
Kathy Webb

Students can
read the nomination fonns for
the student
worker honorees in Hicks
Center" " . ,,"
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~ wm_ You 8-.1>\' April 5""'la" (A..... $1000.)
HooI1wannong and tunny """"' . . . . l1""""li u p _ ...........
In 1960s Chocago.
UI1IoBoollOl Big_lion. by EncJonsen. (F......... $7 .50.)
Conlains 180 Ib'ategteS and enc::owagements 10 adltew your goats.
foIow your dreams, seiZe oppornnty. and never Httie tor leu than
the best lif. has to otter .
ZIoto'. 0I0ty. by Zlala Fobpc"';c. (Penguin, S795.) A tnDYV1g and
Inspirvlg aooount of • d'ltktlOod deatroved by war that puts • hlman

lace on an Inhuman tragedy

photo by Will Adams

photo by Will Adams
Senior Jihye Kim receives her certificate of recognition from President
Bryan.

President Bryan congratulntes
Mandy Eldridge at the reception
for honorees.
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"Just 'cause you can't tell what it is, doesn '/ mean it isn '/ what it is.
presents:
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The Campus Buzz
TODAY & TOMORROW
TROWBRIDGE announces its donn activity for the month of February:
Late Night Fire Drill TONIGHT! Bring a coat and spend some time
outside with those who share your living space.

COME ONE, COME ALL! It's Security's 5th Annual Night of Confiscated
Substance Abuse! Tonight in Old Welles!
THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER MEETING for Sophomores entitled
"Still Looking" has been moved from DeWaters lounge to Dalton Theater. Be
there at 6 p.m. tonight.

LAC - Wed. Feb. 15, Olmsted Room,8 p.m. "Easy to Tum - Hard to
Ignore" Do-it-yourself artist Debbie Lund does "Decorative Doorknobs."
ATTENTION: ALL FOREIGN STUDY APPLICANTS - Dr. Brockington
will be on vacation this week but students checking his office will
conveniently find him temporarily replaced with a large "NO" sign.

SCA - Demon Summoning. 11:30 p.m. on the Chapel Steps. Bring your own
Circle.
LAC - Thur. Feb. 16, Dalton Theater, 7:30 p.m. "From Schneider to Mr. Roper:
Facilities Management Salutes TV's Greatest Handymen."

NEW NEWS
ATTENTION: "K" COLLEGE is changing its mascot. Expect the colorful costume and sporadic body movements of the traditional "K" Hornet to be replaced by
Colin Sheaff.
Judicial Case: Last Thursday evening at 11:30 p.m., Security caught two students building a fire behind Anderson Athletic Center. The students later admitted
to attempting to send smoke signals to the outside world.
LAC - Mon. Feb. 20, Stetson Chapel, at 8p.m. "Parallel Evolution: 'K' College and the 1.5 Cubic Foot Microcosm" "K" senior Mary Chrobak's SIP presentation
comparing the "K" experience and a refrigerator left sealed and unplugged for four years.
DON'T FORGET to sign the petition at the Union Desk calling for the deeming of the Marriott conveyor belt a national landmark. Henry Ford's assembly line
belt is currently and incorrectly considered the first of its kind.
THE PAGAN ACTIVISTS NETWORK is proud to announce that due to huge numbers of campus interest this quarter, they will be constructing a new headquarters next to the Natatorium. The building will replace the old headquarters which was inexplicably destroyed by lightning in 1986.

Judicial Case: Last Wednesday night at approximately 10 p.m., a group of students was apprehended after completing a vandalistic game of "Push-pin Risk" on
the world map.
LAC - Tue. Feb. 21, Stetson Chapel, 8 p.m. "Another Leftist Academic Comes To Tell You How Wrong You Are" presented by various "K" professors.
ATTENTION SWIMMERS: Your new swim caps are in. These are larger and should accommodate more nicely. Pick them up before practice.

OLD NEWS
REMEMBER! The Biology and Psychology departments have completed their cooperative study of the sleeping habits of "K" students and the results have
indicated that it be recommended that every student allow for at least 4 LAC's of sleep a month.
LAC - Thur. Feb. 23, Dalton Theater, 7:30 p.m. ''Breaking the Mold" Playdough expert Bill Stromes tells how he mastered "Snackshop," ''Dr. Drill N'
Fill" and other playsets.
DR. SCHMEICHEL is currently under investigation for cheating at Monte Carlo earlier this month. The ''high roller" took home almost $300 million in prizes
and was quoted as saying. "Can I help it if I just know what number's coming up next?"
HEY! Do you enjoy "telling it like it is"?
Do you enjoy working with others towards a common goal?
Can you hold a pen?
Then you're just what we're looking for!
We're the INDEX! Stop by anytime if interested.
ATTENTION WJMD LISTENERS: Just kidding.
LAC - Tue. Feb. 28, Stone Room, at 8 p.m. "ABBA, Ace of Base, and Other Shames of Sweden" as presented by WMU professor of Swedish History Dr. Weston.
CONGRATULATIONS LOVERS! A record 17 students happily celebrated Valentine's Day yesterday!
PERSONALS
LOST: A single in Trowbridge. Any help would be appreciated. I need the room - I'm a compulsive Bert Convy fan. Contact Paul @ 5903.
FOUND: Organic Chemistry Notes - [realize the importance of these and am more than willing to return them with a little encouragement from your pocketbook. Call 6134.
LOST: All my high school friends - somewhere between Frosh. Fall and Soph. Winter. Any info would be greatly appreciated. Call Linda @ 5969.
HELP WANTED: Upjohn is looking for students willing to participate in a Carcinogens Experiment. Must be willing to work with tobacco products, Ramen
noodles, "Silver Spoons" reruns and the Study Abroad Office. Call us at 337-7396.
FOR SALE: All my roommate's stuff. He's moved in with his girlfriend down in Hoben, and I'm sick of all his junk lying around. Call Steve if interested

by

Matt Priest
oh, Pb Sanderson and Paul Hoemke helped out a bit, too .. ,

@
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Experiential Education earns a subcommittee
Melissa Jenkins
Index Staft
A subcommittee has been
fonned in response to the proposed calendar changes and
percieved threats to the importance of the Career Development Center. Known as the
Experiential Education and
Leadership Development Subcommittee, it began in response to proposed calendar
changes. The group members
aim to retain the importance of
the Career Development quarter under the new calendar
plan, to unify the "on" and
"off" campus elements of experientiallearning, and to develop a philosophy and set of
student goals to help understand this link between "on"
and "off" campus experiences.
Experiential learning could
be defined, according to Kim
Cummings, chairperson of the
committee and sociology professor, as "the learning tha t
develops through rich encounters people have with life outside the classroom." Students

learn much in interactions emphasized as well by this skills (similar to the experience which is a "new conception of
with the world in "real life" committee. A . document of a CD). Leadership in stu- what it is to be a leader in modsituations. One such instance drafted by the committee dent organizations and athlet- em society."
of a "real life" situation is the states that the College has "not ics, and volunteering are other
According to Cummings,
Career Development quarter done well at tTuly linking the experiental education possi- the committee members think
where students usually work learning that tnkes place inside bilities. A separate experiential this philosophy will appeal to
in off-campus internships.
and outside the classroom." As transcript, in addition to the students and faculty alike. "If
Under the new "K"
this [idea of expanded experiPlan, the Career De- I------=::;~i=fir:.iiiiiiii~---------:;;;j
ential learning] gains instituvelopment quarter
tional interest and support,
will be moved to the
then people can get a better
summer. According to
sense of progress, of the relCummings, this conevance of activities, and how
cerns the committee
the various elements of their
because of the temptaexperiences all tie together,"
tion to spend the sumCummings said.
mer a thorne vaca tionThese ideas, according to
ing instead of concenCummings, need to be worked
trating on the CD.
into people's consciousness.
"There is a real posThe committee began spreadsibility the CD will Kim Cummings, Professor in the Socia/om Department and Orairof the Experiening the ideas by having memstop being what it has tial Educationarui Lmdership Deve/upll1cnl SubcommiHee. Photo by Will Adams
bers speak to various campus
been in the pas~"
groups.
Cummings said. Therefore, the a result, there exists a "dis- traditional academic transcript
According to Cummings,
committee wishes to retain the continuous set of experi- also has been proposed and is the committee is eager for stucollege's strong identification ences." To counteract this the being considered.
dents' perspectives and comwith experiential education committee is working to
To help understand the link munications can be directed to
and maintain the importance broaden the idea of experien- between academic and experi- any member: Kim Cummings,
of the CD.
tial learning to include more ential education, the commit- Kiran Cunningham, Jeanne
The importance of experi- than just the CD.
tee is constructing a philoso- Hess, Carolyn Hornev, Tom
ential education on campus is
Examples of experiences to phy to provide a rationale for Breznau, Dick Carpenter,
possibly bc included in the cat- the unification of "on" and Lonnie
Supnick,
Barb
egory of experiential education "off" campus, classroom and Vogelsang, and students Susan
include work study, in which extracurricular learning. The Johnson and Eric Kelly. The
students gain increasing re- theme for this set of goals re- committee meets on Wednessponsibili ties, accumu la te volves around the concept of days from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
knowledge, and progress in "cooperative leadership" in Dewing 204.

New Marriott Food
Director to arrive soon

Michael Volk
Index Staff
Mary Cobb, the new Food Services Director of
Kalamazoo College will arrive ninth week. Cobb, who
previously worked at Washington University in SI. Louis,
Missouri, will take over from Acting Food Service Director Grayson Wood this Monday.
Cobb has had experience with a wide variety of college cafeterias. After graduating from St. Mary's College,
where she was a student manager, she received her training at "K" and worked in various retail and catering services for Marriott. This will be her first directorship.
"I really enjoy working with the students, and I think
at a smaller college I'm going to have that opportunity,"
said Cobb about her decision to come here.
When asked what plans she has for the food services
here, Cobb said that she would first have to talk to the
students. Some of the options she has worked with at
other schools include a small convenience store and a fastfood place with a Pizza Hut, but she said "We've got to
find out from you guys what you want. I could throw
out a bunch of different things that people have done, bu t
it may not be what you want."
She plans to continue the open table discussions Wood
held with students. Some of these upcoming discussions
will be held during lunch time on March 14 in New Welles
and March 15 in Quadstop.
"This is one idea; we may continue it if it works. If it
doesn't, maybe we'll get representatives from each dorm
and have a food committee," said Cobb. She stressed the
point that "There's got to be communication going."
Although there will be office hours posted on the door
of the Marriott office, Cobb said she doesn't mind talking
to students at any time, and she would rather have them
present their complaints to her personally than write them
On the comment board. Above all, she said she does not
want students to think of her as "unapproachable."
"I think the goal is to continue improving what has
been started . It is the one aspect of your life on campus
that needs to be pleasant, and if we are not taking care of
that one hundred percent, then we need to find out what
else we should be doing."

Revelations from SICC survey
Kathy Quinney and Barrie Short
Index Staff
Of the 257 students who responded,87.16pcrcentagreed
that a set of skills and ideas
should be shared among all
students. Students marked
writing, speaking and analytical skills as relatively equal in
importance.
The statistics are a result of
n survey conducted February
13 by the Student Input Calendar Committee (SICC) to find
students concerns with general
education. It also is being used
in helping plan the new calendar.

72.3 percent.
The survey indicated that
the freshman seminar should
incorporate the goals of general education as well as focus
on themes such as feminism,
cui tural diversi ty, and wri ting
and analyzing skills. An interdisciplinary approach is necessary for the freshman seminars, according to the results of
the survey.
Students also agreed that students should apply the expertise of their discipline toward
the solution of a modem issue.
Professor Ellen Caldwell,
head of the Calendar Co-Cur-

riculum Committee, has
shown interest in the question
of an interdisciplinary approach and the composition of
another senior seminar.
Professor Robert Stauffer, a
member of the Calendar CoCurriculum Committee is also
interested in the results and is
planning to incorporate and
present them into the final general education proposal.
Stauffer told SICC he plans
to make use of a student review of the proposal prior to
its final submittance.

Thesurveyf~ r---------------~

cused on the
structure of a liberal Arts education, interdisciplinary courses versus specified disciplines,
and
freshman and senior seminars.
There was a
strong concensus
that cultural diversity in contemporary society
should be incorporated into the
curriculum. An
interdisciplinary Tap row: Greg Razcniak, Aaron Portenga, Brian Miller, Paul Blowers, Chuck
approach to gen- Kemeny. Second row: Brett Rnbbins, Denny Kel/y, Matt Sheeran, Steve Tisch. Front
e rnl education row: lul/iet Rivera and Christine Mungal/
Photo by Will Adams
was chosen by
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Looking for global recruits
Christina Wootton
Index Staff
The Admissions Office and
the Center for International
Studies are collaborating in aeffort to enhance the intern;
tional focus of Kalamazoo Co
lege.
Lynn Leonard, the Assoc
ate Director of Admissions an
Dr. Joe Brockington, Associal
Director of the Center for 11
ternational Studies (CIS), are
working together to build existing relationships in the international community to actively recruit students abroad.
For the last two years, the
college focused more of its
available resources outside the
United States.
'We are taking advantage
of 'K's' unique posture,"
Leonard said. "'K' is in some
ways better known abroad
than in the U.s. because of the
high number of students
studying and alumni working
abroad."
Leonard and Brockington
meet regularly to discuss strategy and activities.
As
Brockington travels to complete his duties for the CIS, he
visits students and counselors
abroad, most of whom are in
American schools.
According to Leonard, "The
college has always actively recruited international students.
But in the past, because of a

crimebeat

change in administration and
attitudes, the international student population decreased

'1 think people should
expect to attend a school
where they meet people
. who are different."

-Lynn Leonard
with the activity [of
admissionsl. Now we [usel the
college's reputation, expertise
and resources in the most successful way.
'We are helping make this
environment comfortable and
supportive as we do for US
students," she continued.
This type of increased inter-

cst for those students on campus has led the administration
to provide more support staff
for the International Student
Organization (ISO).
The extra strength will, in
Leonard's opinion, "help provide consistency for this group
[ISO], despite problems with
consistency on campus. We
don't want to control it, but
give it more support."
With more attention focused outside of the U.S.,
Brockington and Leonard are
looking to develop an alumni
volunteer program to target
particular geographic areas
and students abroad.
"1 think people should expect to attend a school where
they meet people who are different," Leonard said.

Student Commission Report
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great scores••.
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills •••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
mor.:. ways to practice.

get a

higher score

KAPLAN

Student Commission was forced to cancel outdoor activities
with Snoball '95 due to warm weather. The dance portion was
well attended and prizes were given to all who came. Student
Commission would like to thank the area businesses who donated gift certificates: KCD, Meijer's, Pizza Hut, Boogie Records
and Tapes, Crossroads Mall, the Kalamazoo College Bookstore,
Carlos Murphy's, Blockbuster Video Store and UA Movie Theaters.
Members of Student Commission met recently with Dean of
Students Marilyn LaPlante, and President Lawrence D. Bryan.
Topics discussed included developing a student fee to help offset the costs of general athletic department upkeep and paying
for extra student activities. There was also discussion of t,he financial aid cuts proposed by the government and how they will
affect Kalamazoo College. Students were encouraged to write
letters of concern to their respective congressional representatives.
There is one more meeting left for Student Commission in
the winter quarter. Please feel free to come and voice your questions or concerns ninth week at 9 p.m. in the President's Lounge.

In the past two weeks security reports only one crime. According to Head of Security
-compiled by Dona Bailey
Glenn Nevelle, vandals
~
crushed side mirrors, stomped
in tail pipes and mutilated the
license plates of two cars
parked in the Neil Post lot
sometime between 9 p.m. Saturday, February 18 and 4 p.m.
the next afternoon. Total esti••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
r.---------------~---~
mated damage: $285.
Security has reason to be- I
I
lieve tha t the incident occurred
around midnight. Anyone
with any information should
contact security immediately.
: With Cheese An't Two Toppings :
Notes on parkin&
Seniors and any students I CARRY-OUTCUSTOMERS
I
RECEIVE A
I
who work more than 10 hours I
2-LrrER COCA-COLA
off campus may obtain a I
spring parking permit from I
PRODUCT FREEl
DELIVERED :
the security office beginning
PlusTax·MustPreser1Coupon I
ninth week Monday, February I
L
. PIZZA & SUII
_ _ ~-1111~Expires 0&a1-95 _--1

.....

...............•...................

30%-60%OFF

:ONE LARGE PIZZA:
&

$899

patagonia

I~~I

27.

Do not forget to bring ve- r.-------------------~
hicle registration, driver's license and your student I.D.
Also, students requesting a
permit for an off campus job
must provide proof of employment, i.e. a check stub or a letter from the employer which
security will need to keep on
2 MEblUM
file.
Sophomores and juniors requesting permits must complete a lottery ticket located at
the union desk.

TWO FOR YOU
CHOOSE TWO TOPPINGS
PLUS
FREE FLAVORED CRUST

thr~~:~~~~~ ~~~~~y

$1099

I~~I
~.~

Kalamazoo
Downtown On The Mall
214 S. K.I.mazoo Mall

(616)342-5996
Open M·F: 10·8, S.t: 9-6, Sun:12· 5
Soccer Pro Shop @
SoccerZone·West Mlchlg.n
7187 Sprinkle Rood

(616)329·1740
Open M·F:S·9:30, S.t: 9·9, Sun:12·S

Holland
Downtown
24 West 8th Street

(616)392·2282
Open M-F: 10-9, S.t: 9·6

Grand Rapids
E.st p.ns Shops
3987 28th Street SE

(616 )940·9888
Open M·S: 10·9,Sun:12-5

lIJ!1ilii'4.lJjl.liltl~.rn~il~tl(·11·1lI
Plus Tax· Must Present Coupon

of spring quarter.
L ___________________
·· PIZZA & lUll
1·718 • Expires 02-01-95
'-----------'--1----L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~
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So what did you do with your long weekend? TO ERR IS HUMOR
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
There are so many things
we take for granted. When we
live in a country, we don't often take the time to become a
tourist and go visit national
landmarks, like Niagara Falls.
Call it madness, but my room-

so much as looking in their
mirror.)

tubs, heart shaped beds and
champagne breakfasts. But it
Ncar-misses aside, I didn't detract from what we
wouldn't have missed that had come to see because we
weekend for the world . were out of season.
Niagara Falls is so amazing.
We managed 1'0 go up the
You hear about it or see the Skylon tower. If the view from
image in the movies and don't the g round had me in awe, it
think much more about it. But was nothing in comparison to
the vi ew from so far up in tlie
sky. Something has to be said
here, however, about the madness of one's roommates when the outside deck has
been locked because it is so
cold and blowing a gale outside, how sensible is it to persuade those in charge to let you
take your tripod out and proceed to do a photo aSSignment
in conditions which even the
most hardy Eskimos would
shun ? And then complain that
),011 had frozen fingers?
If that was not bad enoll gh,
the mCltter was clinched when
she then proceedexi to take half
a roll of film of a group of
ducks sitting in the middle of
the TOad, when we were at
ground level back in the caT.
Madness! Still, it's good to find
these things out now, considering we are going to be sharing for quite some time!
Part of the experience was
Horseshoe Falls taken from Niagara from the Air by Philip Mason. also crossing the border. Just to
keep the customs people
mate and I decided to visit standing so close to that baffled, we crossed the border
Niagara and Toronto, Canada amount of rushing water not once bu t rna ny ti mes in the
on our '1ong" weekend (read which just "faits vertically is same day - always on different
3 days). What was perhaps just truly amazing.
bridges. What was odd,
as crazy was tha t, if you recall,
It was so cold that we lost though was tha t on our fi rst
that particular weekend was feelings in our mittened fin- traverse over the border on our
particularly blizzard-like in gers and double-thermal- way to Niagara, we saw her
Kalamazoo. I think several socked toes. But we didn't Majesty the Queen on an oil
people were expecting us to care. The water was so green canvas on the wall. It was alget stuck in a snow drift on the and the temperature so cold most as if we should have curtdrive there or have an accident that the swirls of water at the seyed and said "Yes, Ma'am l "
with our rented car, but I sup- foot of the falls had all but froAnother part of the experipose we were lucky.
zen in places and a great mist ence was the money. Having
Perhaps it was not luck - rose from the base. You could finally worked out the whole
Annie did not let me drive: almost believe that you could American money thing, I
can you imagine me trying to walk across the icecaps in started at the beginning again,
d rive on the wrong side of parts.
this time dealing in Canadian
the road, with an Clutomatic
That first evening we were dollars and cents. Aggghh!
car insteCld of a stick, in a the only tourists there (probSaturday afternoon we
snow blizzard? Exactly! We ably because of the snow bliz- headed for Toronto, where we
m ade better progress than zard which decided to de- saw streetcars which drive ·
expected - it was predicted if scend). Yet we stood there, tak- down the middle of the road,
we set off first thing in the ing pictures. The next morning a castle which was closed, a
morning, we might conceiv- the weather was much better shopping mall called Eatons in
ably arrive by dinner.
and tourist buses mobbed the which we nearly got locke'd in,
We got there (with not area. We heard voices around and huge amounts of snow.
much help from nonexistent us from every country, includI renlly e'njoyed my long
map reading skills) by early ing England. It was so strange weekend off campus. It mad e
afternoon. The roads, which to hear British voices in com- CI nice change from "K." And
had been completely icy and parison to the usua I American the national landmarks we
white in Kalamazoo miracu- ones (l pretended to be a real saw and the experiences We'
lously were totally clear all the American and ignored them had were tnlly amaZing. But!
way to Niagara. (A fact which, all!)
have never bee'n so cold in all
perhaps, wasn't so good after
No one ever told me that my life and promise I will not
all - it encouraged many luna- Niagara was considered a hon- for a long time complain that
tic truck drivers to swerve in eymoon resort. We were some- this part of the country is the
front of our Dodge Intrepid what surprised to find great cquivalentof Antarctica. [hnve
when changing lanes, without advertising everywhere for hot found a place much colder!
The international students need YOU!
Who said the International Student's Organization (ISO) was solely for the international stu.
.
. .
dents? We actively seck your involvement in the following:
Wednesday, February 22, the ISO is going icc-skating. Places arc shll ~vallClble and I~ ,:dl only
cost three dollars. We're leaving from the front door of Harmon at 9:15 - If you want to Jom us, be
.
.
there on time - places are on a first-come first-serve basis only..
Secondly, on Friday, February 24, we are putting on a Faschlllgsbnll With the nld of the languages houses. Since this is a theme party, you arc encouraged to rent a costll.me from the th('ater
department. But a costume is not compulsory. We will provide good Germiln lood a nd mIlSIC, and
there is a prize for the bes t costume. See the nyers around ca mpus for more 1I1 101"111(l tI 011.
-LOII1.~1' I )lInrlcrdnlc

Blue gerbils and Kool-Aid powder
by MattRalnson

r am tired of this quarter.
It has lost its charm for me. Personally; I think that this "first week," "second week," "third week" stuff is not
nearly descriptive enough. In fact, its
misleading to people outside of this
school, who might hear us using this
dry, emotionless numbering system
and think that the weeks here
progress one a ftcr the other, no big
deal, until, ta-da, "Oh, the quarter is
over. Already? Wow. Well, it is only eleven
weeks long."
In fact, when! talk to my friends that don't go here, I hear the
same old thing time and time again. (No, not "You mean Western?") They're always saying 'Whnt's the big deal? You only
have class for eleven weeks. I wish I only had class for eleven
weeks. You're lucky." This makes me want to strangle them. I
said the same thing last year, when I went to a normal semesterlength school, but now I understand what everybody was trying to tell me.
That is, somehow, here, a week is variable in length. It can be
anywhere from fifteen minutes long (This happens When you
have sixty-five papers due plus you have to find your CD by
Friday, oh, and here's some easy-to-do Financial Aid Forms you
have to finish-up or you can't come back next quarter) to about
four million years (This happens most often right in the middle
of the quarter when there is no end in sight and the temperature
drops so low that your eyeballs freeze in their sockets on the
way to class). Btlt, no matter what, a week here is never just a
week. And, there are cleven of them to contend with.
Therefore, I have decided that we should rename all the weeks
to give people outside of Biosphere "K" a better idea of what is
going on here. My suggestions are as follows:
Week] - "I Know People with Nostrils Larger than My Room
and I'm Living Next to the Loudest Stereo in the Western Hemisphere and I Should Have Really Tried Harder to Get out of
Hoben Week."
Week 2 - "Gosh, My Books Cost $565 and Now I Have to
Start Selling My Plasma to Pay for Food Week:'
Week 3 - 'Well, these Classes Aren't So Bad. This Quarter
Can't POSSibly Be as Hard as Last Quarter Was Week."
Week 4 - "I Wonder What's Going on in the World Week."
(Alternately Named" Aliens Landed on the White House Lawn
and Ate the President on Network Television Two Weeks Ago
and r Just Heard About It this Afternoon Week.")
Week 5 - "This is My Hardest Quarter Ever, What Could Have
Ever Made Me Sign-Up for these Gasses? [Walked by a Group
of Profs on the Sidewalk Today and they All Started Pointing at
Me and Laughing Week."
Week 6 - "If I Don't Get off this Campus Soon I Am Going to
Run Away and Join the Circus Week"
Week 7 - "Circus-Joining Week."
Week 8 - "I Can't Talk Right Now, I'm Filling out My Applications for the Merchant Marines Week"
Week 9 - "My Roommate OD'd after Taking 45 Vivarin Yesterday and as they Were Carrying Him Away on the Stretcher I
Asked Him if I Could Use the Rest of His Bottle Because I Was
out Week"
Week 10 - "I Have Found Religion Week"
(Alternately Named "] Was Studying for an Exam at Four
a.m. and these Blue Gerbils the Size of Small Children Appeared
on My Desk and Started Dancing and Singing 'Amazing Grace:
I Figure It's Some Sort of a Sign Week")
Week 11 - "I've Discovered You Can Stay Awake foroverThrce
Days Straight if You Soak the Filters of Cigarettes in Coffee and
Smoke them While Drinking Mountain Dew and Eating KooIAid Powder Straight from the C1n Week"
This is my contribution to the new 'n' improved "K" Plan. I
have heard compla in ts tha t the ad missions ma terials aren't very
honest (Comps? What are comps?), but you can't get more honest than this. r won't even ask for royalties if they choose to use
my new system. It is my contribution to the College simply from
ncssof
heart. Lux
and
the
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"A lot of wasted potential"
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Stop the aid from fading
More than $21,(XX) is ~ lot to pay for a year of education at Kalamazoo College. Although this figure
is the comprehensive fee for the 1995-% year, fortunately as a result of financial aid and scholarships,
many students will not pay this full amount.
Or will they?
The Contract with America calls for legislation that will drastically slash student aid. According to
Joellen Silberman, director of financial aid, 55 percent of the student body at "K" demonstrate financial
need and areeligtble to receive the benefits of at least one of the prograrnscurrcntly in jeopardy, including Federal Perkins Loans, Work Study and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants. This
translates into more than one million dollars in aid at "K" alone that would be eliminated July 1,1995.
Needless to say, this presents both students and administrators at "K" and other institu·
tions alike with a rather large and impending dilemma. A college education is difficult enough
to fund; dramatic cuts in aid will simply compound the situation for the future. While it is
very important that students try to take the responsibility of funding their education into
their own hands, this 'Iuxur! unfortunately is hc:rd to enjoy today
This is where financial aid and scholarships enter the picture. Added to money earned by
students during the summer and school year, these supplements, in the form of grants and loans,
can help bridge the gap between a student's expected family contribution and the actual cost of
tuition and room and board. Education thus becomes a reality.
However, this tactic of financing a college education still places an inordinate amount of
strain upon family resources. While many families would agree that a college education will
potentially provide their children with extensive opportunities for growth, learning and advancement, in addition to contributing to the economy and society, these benefits come with
a price. And whether or not families are sufficiently prepared or able to pay for their lhildren's
college educations, financial aid equat!ons compute assumptive family contributions.
However, the Congressional educational cuts currently proposed may simply be a subtle
hint that we need to reevaluate the cost of a college education. Perhaps we need to investigate alternative and innovative ways to reduce educational fees and explore sources of aid
other than the federal government.
Amidst all this turmoil, however, there is a positive side. The efforts of "K" students and
administrators as they have quickly reached out to the community to educate, inform and
organize have been an encouraging start. On a campus where the concept of 'apathy' is too
frequently recycled, the letter writing campaign last week in Hicks illustrated that the College
can effectively react to a troublesome issue and gamer support for a cause if it so chooses.
According to Dean laPlante, more than 150 letters were mailed, and students scnt additional
letters home. Memos and sample letters were also given to "K" faculty, staff and trustrces.
As legislature this spring may propose further cuts, including reductions in Stafford Loan interest
subsidies, Silberman said letters and cal1s to Congress now will potentially still influence lawmakers.
Sample letters and addresses may be picked up in Student Services. Silberman suggested directing
communications to House of Representatives members. In the face of federal budget cuts which jeopardize the future of higher education, this organization and action is a necessity.

Letter to tre Ediu
This wW<s edition of "A Critic's
Re!¥>~' will bea IotsOOr1e-. Your
persooal attadc:s cure totally out c:i
Idt frld You take singE words entirely out of crnIext SOOw me a still
picture of a dead man and I will not
weep for him. 910W me a rroving
picturec:i a tJure..dimensio maracter wro dies and I will ay opcrUy.
Tell me five thing;> you knowalx>ut
KrisIen out9de c:iher fateful night I
don't think you can By making tre
rapesuchad>arocter-de6ningE.'VC'l1t.
Singleton bivializes the trauma of
ruchanevmt
Just bnIuse I can't ~ an
evmt d<XSl't rrem it can't happen.
Ch:e agail\ you take things out of
context. I was illustrating the~
tionalismc:i Higher I..mming. Erding
the film with ruch a traumatic event
wasarop-outonSirgbon'sp:ut'v\e
nero to know how to live peacefully before rorrronestartsclimbing
the bel tower.
Singleton d02S ~tc the three
Ired characters. There is no denying
that. You daim that this rroms I live
in a fantasyIand Myob:avation
about a film rolds no bcaringon my
per.onallifcsty£ Your Sxth paragraph draws tretwo radicanydifferent thi~ togetrer. How did you
know all this fttm a rrovie review?
You oJX!l1 evay sentence of theparagraph with "ThIlffico" or "he." You
daim that I attad< my critics for trer

a<aunpOOnsaboutmyroce.anitren
one paragraph later state, "white
peopIeareafrakL" What? ThisimpIC; oorrething about an entire m::c.
I rever rrentiored my opinion of
SJ:lke I..re. Idoo'thave to,it'sraec:i
your~

Theta9cmrrlusion

c:i my reporN! to tre per.onal nature c:i your letter is ''reOO thing;> in
amtext"
NowI'dliketodispEithemyththat
CVO)Unein trefree~ lova:! this
rrovie,and an)'todywtodidn'tisa
racist. You write that "everytre in
tl-cttmrewas~q:ml)l" That's
gIffit WI-en I saw tre fi1m, treaudicnre chemrl at the suX:ide c:i a lead
characte: The character may have
lxrna~per.ol\butrewas
bstani<OOfL.arl The tJn-op ~

addrew:l that in their Ietter and I
agree with them The 93lSationalism of the film was apparent to
me in the applause of suidde.
I have a can to everyore wto has
~ the fihn. I wou1d like to know
what you think. Tell me about the

film COO'ttellmeaboutrre. lhave
discl!~ thefihnwithabouttwenty

people and my infonnaI poll is running about 75% down and 25% up.
Just g;) you don't jump on the elY
SUITlfOOn that this is "ThIlcria> and
HisRacist Frierds,"IsrouId pointout
that I know at Irnst two AfricanAmlicans wto didn't like the film
Butthemain thirgto1eammeisthat
I rcsro:t px:pIewro Iik£rl tl-e filmas
much as tlue
don't It's fire
with me if you Iovcd the rrovie. In
the last 5e'vUal days, two of my test
frierrlshavetold rre row much trey
Iovcd the film Thisdoo; not change
my opinion of lOOn ani trey don't
thinklcssof me for disagnring with

wro

tIun
I a&l trough!, in light of ail this, I
would read sorrc olte- reviews of
thefilm Entcr1ainrrrnt W:cklycaJbj
the film "a sluewdIy irro1diaIy exploitation of ~ wayward days of
ra~" 0vcraI\, I read eight reviews
of the film and the grades ranged
fmma BtoaC-. MyC+falIssorrewrcrein the middle. Overall, theratic was5a'k up and 5a'k down I'm
not the only one wro didn't like the
film MustthecriticsIoveevayAhican-Arreromfihnthatrorresdown
therood tosavetremrlvcsfrom r-croonal attacks? I hope not
Your letter brirlg> me to the SJme
condusion thatthelast bttrrdid. This
was a lot of wasb:rl polcntial. You
ug;d thewrongplatforrn.llin'ttake

that out of context again to ~
that I don'tagreewith your platform
but look at your otrer ~biIitics.
You rould have:
1. \Mittenanotherreview c:i the film
witrootrrentbningrre. Just told the
IrrJex reader.; what you trought c:i
tre film I know I would have enpyed reading it even if I might not
haveagreai with it. Youdon'trccd
to atlrl me to tell rrople you like a
rrovie.
2 \Mitten a fas:inating artide about
the racist ~ that you have experierro:1oncampus Ihavenokbl
row yourrada1 experine;relate to
my review of a rrotion picture but
)00 <I>rJtU-ethetwo. Just tell us what
has happenirl to you and what we
nwi to do to Wp you. That would
have boo1 farrrore ptIXIuctive than
attad<ingrre. Ithinkyouhavesorrething good to say, but why use a
rrovie critic as a springI:nan:I? You
teIlmetogetadue. I have a ducand
I thinkyoudo to. You;.sdon'tknow
what to do with it

O.J. Simpson: Yet another capitalist exploitation of America
Hamza Suria
Index Staff
The summer of '94 witnessed a terrible scandal
involving OJ
Simpson, a
popular
American football legend. As
America watched over this issue with growing interest, the
media and consumer industry
became aware of its opportunities. Soon afier, O.J. Simpson's life
was ~ into a public extravaganza by rompanies reger to capitalize on his popularity.

As soon as O.J. was accused
of murdering his ex-wife,
Nicole Simpson, the media immediately scrutinized all aspects of his life. Figures suggest that as much as 15 percent
of the American public
watched O.J. being chased by
a squad of police Fars through
Central L.A. Soon the question
for most people was not how
terrible it was that such an incident had taken place, but instead how intriguingO.J.'s life
was as a superstar. Presumably
this clued into the likelihood of
O.J. being guilty of the two
murders he is being pros-

ecuted against.
Following this preliminary
interest among Americans was
an explosive marketing strategy within the industry to capture and exploit the situ<ltion.
News media made sure that
they included at least one segment of "O.J. News" within
their bulletins. Tabloids became he<ldlined with O.J.'s
personal life, and they also invented whatever "ghost stories" they needed to increase
their publiCity. Talk shows, late
night shows and all other public broadcasts also repc<ltetlly
brought up O.J. and his "scan-

dal." Even T-shirts, coffeemugs and videos appeared
with O.J. asa central theme. All
of these products were targeted for a market of individuals who would be willing to
spend a few dollars on the latest information about the
former superstar. Yet these
products were also the means
for consumer industry to attract huge revenues from the
American public. Many companies made a "fast-buck"
from O.J. Simpson's personal
life and legal prosecution.
Although it was not wrong
for these companies to tap

their respective markets, they
have shifted the focus of the
O.J. Simpson case. Many
people consider o.J. their representative in the racial
struggle of African-Americans
and as a minority in the American legal system. OJ's success
and fame supported a sense of
pride among African-Americans and encouraged many to
seek their own pathway to
stardom. However, the exploitation of consumer industry
changed this issue into a gossip section of O.J. Simpson's
past life, his career and his relationship with Nicole.
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Having a Socialist revolution the Kwame Ture way
Andrew Schleicher
Index Staff
On February
14,
Kwame Ture
came to speak
on our campus for an African Studies
LACC lecture. It was a wonderful tillk, and the standing
room only crowd in the
Olmsted Room was thoroughly eng rossed in his
speech. I thought the speech
was most interesting; although, I did not find it completelyagreeable.
In the 60s, Ture, formally
kn own
as
Sto ke Iy
Carmichael, was one of the vocal leaders in the civil rights

movement. As head of the Stlldent Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) and as a
member of the Black Panther
Party, he was the one who constantly worked at organizing an
African-American revolution.
Today, Ture is still pushing
for a revolution, but this revolution is for all Africans to be
unified in a "scientific socialist" society. "Revolution" and
"soci:llism" arc two words that
strike fear in many Americans
and others worldwide. We see
these <1S two forces that will
upset our capit<1listic lifestyle
and the status quo. Unfortunately, thilt is exactly what Ture
believes is needed.
Is a soci<1list revolution really what we or Africa need? I

do have my own complaints of
the capitalistic system, and I
used to consider myself il
democmtic sociillist. However,
the key word is "democratic."
Revolutions are dangerolls
undertakings. Not only Ciln
people be killed, but revolutions suppress those people
which were a pilTt of t he
former governments.
I believe that all changes
need to be democratic. When
revolution is brought unto a
SOCiety, the pearle of that society become bitterly divided.
This enmity will still linger after one government is imposed
on the people, thus creating
more conflict in the society
which usuillly is put down
only by force. After democriltic

Life is not "We are t11e Vvorld"
Leiter to the Editor

Tallerico mention that?
that could be me ilnytime I
Tililerico says thilt Singleton wa Ik ou t my door wi t h my
trivializes rape when he gives blnck boyfriend . The other
us a character we know noth- scenes n1C'ntioned arc ri'lll to
ing about, and then has her students on this campus every
raped. Docs he really need to day. Tallerico calls the elevilknow Kristen to sympathize tor scene subtle. What is
with her ordeal? I sure don't. subtle about being (rmted like
Her triluma is self-evident.
a suspect just because you aTe
Tnllerico says that he can't black? Ask someone who has
remember the lilst ti me some- lived through it if thai is
one climbed on top of a tower subtle.
and started shooting and
Tallerico SilyS the film did
therefore the movie is not de- not ll1<1ke its point. I Ie dispicting reality. Does he think agreed with the person in the
that this could not happen? He thea tre who sa id the fiI m was
also said that Singleton pur- deep. Tilllerico did not get the
posely separated the three point. If the movie did not
freshman characters. Does he make its point, why was everythink that on a campus such as one in the theatre (including
"K" they would not be sepa- myself) openly weeping at the
rated? Does he think "K" is t'nd of the film? Tallerico atsome fantasy land where we tilcks his critics for implying
arc living out "We Arc the thilt because he is white he
would not understand the
World"? I don't think so.
Tallerico thinks the movie is point of the movie. [ am white
unrealistic and shallow. This nnd [ understood it. They were
is beciluse he has the luxury of not saying any such thing.
not having to live with the re- They were addressing the fact
ality of it. He can choose to that the pOint went over
ignore it and not deal with it. Tallerico's head. It's too bad
He docs not have to walk that someone has to explain it.
around campus or anywhere
Tallerico says that "Singleelse and worry about being ton needs to stop being a
harassed by security or the srllkesman and start making
cops. He docs not have to movies." White people arc
worry about being treated like afrnid of the message that
a criminal everywhere he Singleton and movie makers
goes. I-Ie doesn't have to like Spike Lee are trying to
worry about getting beat up make. They arc afraid to exfor being with" white girl. ilmine their own behilvior beThat scene was reill because C,l\lSe it might reflect attitudes
like those Singleton depicted.
That is the real problem here.
Tallerico also says his critics
arc using him as a spring
bOilTd for their political opinions. Since when is fighting
rilcism political?
Docs
'Iilllerico
not
agree
with
their
The Index encourages reader response in thefornl
"I)i<ltfnrm?"
ffhedoes,
maybe
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise ilnd
he would not have gotten so
denl with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right
upset. Tililerico said that until
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Singleton
starts making movLetters shou Id be signed, bu t unsigned letters d eil Ii ng wi th
ies,
he
needs
to go back to
sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through con~ch()ol. From Tilllerico's reSultation with the Editorial Board.
view and his response, it
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh dissounds
like he needs to go
kette in the Index mailbox, across from the Games
back
to
school
to understand
Room in the basement of Hicks, by the Sunday beSingleton'S
point.
Get a clue'.
fOre the issue in which they arc to ilppear.
'---Becky A. Pase, K'95
1 would like to respond to
the letters regarding the movie
revi ew of Higher Learning.
Having seen the movie over
the weekend and reading the
original review, I can see where
Da fina, Courtney, Orma,
Ll trese, Letoyia, Juli us, Sylvia,
l.eah, Wanda, LaTasha and
l~l n gelLl are coming frolll.
Urian Tilllerico completely
lIlissed John Singleton's point.
Tallerico says that Singlcton
attempted to make a film
about a campus that is a microcosm of society. [got news for
Tallerico: the campus depicted
is a microcosm of society. The
raci sm portrayed accurately
refl ects the views lha tare ou t
there. Unfortunately, [ have
seen all of them on this campus. Everyone at "K" is so
shocked when blilck students
on this cilmpus get hilte letters
that reflect the attitudes of the
skin heads in Singleton'S
movie. I have seen four such
inci dences on this campus
since I've been here, and I'm
Sure that I haven't been made
aware of all of them.
Tallerico also mentions that
Fudge is preaching separatist
propaganda. lthink that he was
Speaking tile truth about the fact
thnt this is a white dominated
SOciety, nnd ,1I1)"one who is not
White will feel this on a dnily
basis. Weren't the skinheads
also sepnratist? Why didn't
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change, the people come to accept the will of the government
because that is the change the
people decided for themselves.
Those who disagree with the
change can always hope for
the society to change again.
Even so, maybe a change to
a socialist society is needed.
Capitalism does create a huge
class division in society where
the rich seem to get richer and
the poor get poorer. However,
socialism rreilches of a SOCiety
of one clilss. At least under a
working socialist society the
rich and the poor will disapp~ar, and the government will
finally listen to the will of the
people.
Unfortunately, though a
democratic system is difficult
to maintain, so too is a pure
sociillist society. In capitillism,
the worker is motivated by the
prospect of profit. However,
socialism preaches work for
the good of the community.
Don't get me wrong. Working

for the community is exactly
whilt I think this world needs,
but the question is whether or
not this ideal is attainable.
In the few examples of
largely socialistic states, the
economies have not been as
prosperous as others. Even the
average standard of living for
workers was lower. Granted
the number of unemployed
people was virtually zero, but
how many people will give up
their lifestyle "for the good of
the community."
If only the community was
"good," our lives would be
perfectly happy. Just as
Kwame Ture believes nonviolence can only work well in a
nonviolent society, so can true
socin l ism work only in a
"good" SOciety. Ture's dream
of African unity is a dream
which I hope can come true,
but let's think along a line of
goa ls attainable without the
violence that is prevalent in il
revolu tion.

Polonius' advice to students
Cliff Lampe
Index Staff
This
President's
1),1Y our C<1111pus
W<1S
flooded with
th ree zi II ion
prospectives
towing bright faces and parents with big check books.
Kalamazoo College has jOined
everyone else in the huge competition for the rare students
who survive public education
lo be fodder for university
education.
During this weekend I was
privileged to speak as a representative of my major about ilSpects of my life at "K." Of
course, I was surrounded by
(talkative) professors and admissions members who represented damilge control, in
other words making sure I
didn't say anything too dumb.
Still, r felt when I was talking
to these kids that I was not giving them the whole story.
Even Dr. Hesche docs not
fill me with enough fear to
open ly lie, but as I talked enthusiilsticillly about my experiences atKa lamilzoo, and
about the high regard which I
felt for our progr,lms, I began
to feel like I was lying to these
new minds. Not ilbout "K" in
specific, but about SChOll1 in
general.
AS I blathered about the
worth implicit in our "on" and
"off" campus programs, I began
to realize that the growth I have
achieved at "K" was rarely a
result of "K" itself. Assuredly [
g<1ined a heuristic npproilch that
mayor mily not make me employable, and hilve found my
professors and fellow students
charming, but every major intellectual or spiritual growth I
have milde has been the result
of something externil!'

Of course this is just my
personal experience, and the
college does provide opportunities faT growth, but J reillly
wanted to know what these
people were <1ctually <1sking
me. Is "K" going to get me a
job? Is it going to help me live
griiciously? Is it going to teach
me how to think?
I don't think any school can
do all of those things, and I also
believe that when we enter college we have scarcely any idea
of what we really want out of
life. I see these first-yeilr students so enwrapped in the program that leads to med school
that they don't have time to
think about what they really
want. I also sec students who
sec that this is not their path in
life and bail, before they blow
ten more g rand on a wrong
course in life . We all know
people who have transferred
out of "K" and led perfectly
happy and useful lives.
The answers r was trying to
give to these people went
deeper than APcredits·or what
my CD was like. I found myself trying to justify being at
college to il group of people
who had never even doubted
they would follow that same
pilth. I wondered if they ever
would question what they
were doing.
So as YOIl see the
prospectives crawling around
campus and pretending to follow along in your classes, try
to remember that day when
you decided to come here ilnd
compMe thilt day with today.
You arc not nnd never will be
thilt same person, but you have
the opportunity to sec the web
of various paths which
stretches before you and
choose which strands you
wnnt to follow.
As Polonius said in Hamlet,
"To thy own sel f be true."
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MOVIES ON TRIAL

~

I' Forrest GumUy;"';~~Pulp Fiction J
Last week, numerous Hollywood pe(sonalities received special valentines from the
Academy of Arts and Sciences. On February 14, the 67th Annual Academy Award Nominations were announced. Generally, the Academy was predictable but r thought I could
use the event as an excuse to write about my opinion of 1994. So here are my predictions
for the Academy Awards with a little commentary on what I would have done di fferently.
Best Supporting Actress: Something went horribly wrong here. The Academy nominated all independent films for the first time in history, but they threw talent out the
window. They chose Jennifer Tilly (Bullets Over Broadway), Helen Mirren (The Madness of
King George), Rosemarry Harris (Tom and Viv), Uma Thurman (Pulp Fiction) and Dianne
Wiest (Bullets Over Broadway). Excluding Wiest, they royally screwed up this category.
Jennifer Tilly? The thought of her acceptance speech frightens me. I would have thrown
in Claire Danes (Little Women), Kirsten Dunst (Interview with the Vampire), Sarah Peirse
(Heavenly Creatures) and Jessica Tandy (Nobody's Faa/). Luckily,l think the Academy will
correct their error come award time and give·the trophy to Wiest, who deserves it. Who
Should Win: Dianne Wiest. Who Will Win: Dianne Wiest.
l3est Supporting Actor: They did alot better in this category. Martin Landau (Ed Wood),
Samuel L. Jackson (Pulp Fiction) and Gary Sinise (Forrest Gump) gave Oscar-worthy performances and the mce is theirs alone. Filling out the list is Chazz Palminteri (Bullels
Over Broadway) and Paul Scofield (Quiz Show). I would have chosen Scofield's co-star
John Turturro and Campbell Scott from Mrs. Parker and Ihe Vicious Circle. But that doesn't
matter. Any of the top three are well-deserving. Who Should Win: Samuel L. Jilckson.
Who Will Win: Gary Sinise.
Best Actress: This category makes me sad. The Academy really had to scrape to come
up with a solid list. To give you some impression of the wc:akness in women's roles, none
of these performances arc from Best Picture nominees. They chose safely. Everyone has
been nominated before. The nominations are: jodie Foster (Nell), jessica Lange (Bille
Sky), Miranda Richardson (Tom and Viv), Winona Ryder (Little Women) and Susan Sarandon
(The Client). The Client? There were better roles to recognize. Where's Sigourney Weaver
for Death and the Maiden or Jennifer jason Leigh for Mrs. Parker and the Vicious Circle. Sadly,
none of the Academy members recognized those women. Weaver gave the best performance of the year, but she's not listed. The Academy won't be too quick to give Foster a
third award, but who's going to beat her? And don't rule out a trophy for Sarandon. If
she doesn't win, this will be four nominations with no awards. jessica Lange is also a key
player after her surprise Golden Globe win. Who Should Win: Jodie Foster. Who Will
Win: Jodie Foster.
BestActor~ This is the hardest race to predict. The nominations are: Tom Hanks (Forrest
Gump), Paul Newman (Nobody's Fool), Morgan Freeman (The Shawshank Redemption), Nigel
Hawthorne (The Madness of King George) and John Travolta (Pulp Fiction). r would have
kept the first two and thrown in Ralph Fiennes for the undernominated Quiz Show, Gary
Oldman for Immortal Beloved, and Ben Kingsley for Death and the Maiden. Most people can
rule Travolta and Hawthorne out of competition, making it a three-way race. Hanks may
be deserving, but T don't think the Academy wiII be too quick to give him two awards in
a row. Newman is a classic, but he also has an award on his shelf. The spread-the-wealth
mentality could push the envelope to the biggest surprise of all, Morgan Freeman. r think
he should have won for Driving Miss Daisy and the Academy might compensate for past
mistakes. Don't rule out any possibility. Who Should Win: Paul Newman. Who Will
Win: Morgan Freeman.
Best Director: This is also a three-man race. But this one is a lot more predictable.
Robert Zemeckis has never been nominated. The man who made Back to the Future and
Who Framcd R08er Rabbit? has never been recognized. I expect the award to go to him. His
o.nly competition wiJI be Robert Redford (Quiz Show) and Quentin Tarantino (Pulp FictIOn). I 1V0uld have taken out Woody Allen and Krystof Kieslowski from the list and
thrown in Oliver Stone and Neil Jordan. Who Should Win: Quentin Tarantino. Who Will
Win: Robert Zemeckis.
Best Picture: Their choices arc: Forrest Gump, FOllr Weddings and a Funeral, Pulp Fiction,
Quiz Show, and The Shawshank Redemplion. I would have kept Pulp Fiction, Quiz Show and
Shawshank Redemption and recognized Little Women and Natural Born Killers. Once again,
this race is incredibly predictable. I'm waiting for the day when there is no guaranteed
winner like Dances With Wolves or Schindler's List. A real contest, would be nice. What
Should Win: Pulp Fiction. What WiJI Win: Forrest Gump .
In conclusion, the Academy did an average job this year. They were pretty predictable, but no more than usual. Thirteen nominations for Forrest Cump is a little ridiculous
and a Best Picture nomination for FOllr Weddings and a Fllnernl is jllst silly. Nominations
for Shawshank Redemption and Blll/ets Over Broadway makes me happy but total exclusion
of Natural Born Killers and Interview with the Vampire (even in the technical categories) is
unbehevablc. But the category that matters, Best Picture, was filled out very well. They
chose the first, second, fifth,
sixth and twelfth best picNow Showing
tures of the year in my opinBilly Madison ...................................................................... Cion. That's very good conDumb and Dumber ............................................................ Bsidering their past record. [t
Higher Learning .................................................................. C+
should be a good sholV with
Just
Cause ............................................................................. 0
a couple possible surprises
Legends
of the Fa II .............................................................. C
in Best Actor and SupportLittle Women ....................................................................... ;\
ing Actor. Bu t, r guess none
Murder in the First ............................................................. 13of this really matters. The
Nobody's Fool ..................................................................... /\thing most people arc excited about is the host. That
This Week on Video
one's the easiest prediction
Barcelona ............................................................. .. ............... Aof all. David Letterman will
Fresh ..................................................................................... Asteal the show from the stiff
Natural Born Killers ........................................................... A
presenters and disturbing
TImecop
................................................................................ C
musical numbers. Go Dave!
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Martindale's SIP: Senio
Individualized Painting
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
When I first looked at Devon
Martindale's Senior Individualired Project (SIP) last week, I
thought, "Wow, that is neat. T
wonder if r sat down with
paints and a paintbrush, I could
recreate the same images she
did?" Seeing as that r am currently in my first art class since
seventh grade, instead of trying
to paint, I will concentrate my
efforts 011 showing my creative
expression through my articles.
Martindale, a senior art major,
displayed her SIP in the gilllery
of the Fine Arts Building I;)st
week. I was fortunate enough
to be·able to talk to her on scveral occasions about her SIP.
Martindale was "off" last
quarter at home near Ann Arbor. She was able to find a studio that was close to her house
where she could paint. Begging
her SIP advisor to let her SJP in
thefall instead of the winter was
a big advantage for her. "When
I was driving to the studio, passing through the colorful fallen
leaves, fthey) inspired me to be
more creative with the colors r
used in my paintings." 1l1is can
be seen in many of her paintings. Dark colors, like deep reds
and orangcsare very prominent
throughout the majority of her
pIeces.
The colors only hillf describe

what her paintings look
She believes her closest
bor in artistry is Jackson
Martindale used a lot of
same techniques that he did
some of his paintings.
include painting with the
vases on the floor instead of
inganeasel. AnotherlL'c11'.liq
she used was painting on
canvases. That was the
reason she painted on the
instead of on an easel. Inste
of focusing on little details,
concentrated on blending
niques using different consi
tencies of acrylic paints.
resulted in large, bold, bright
defined blobs and splotches.
Martindale decided to lea
her pieces untitled until the la
minute. She said that she real
didn't get a chance to look
them until she had hung the
on the gallery walls in the Fi
Arts Building. I thought one
them looked a lot like aston
in the sky about to dump ga
Ions of water on the earth. AI
other reminded me of the bi
leaf pile Facilities Managemel
always rakes up in the midd
of the Quad every fall quarte
Even though the same medilll
and techniques were used, eae
took on it's own personality.
So, if you see Martindal
somewhere on campus, ma
slife to compliment her on t
iine job she did on her SIP.

You can't go wrong with

K's The Comedy of Errors
Angela Jousma

A & E Editor
Why is Paul Unwin, K'98,
always getting beaten up? Why
has Jeff Patterson, K'97, only
given Matt Rainson, K'97, one
day to live before a violent exeCtltion? And why is Kris
Schaffner, K'97, falling for her
sister's husband? All of these
questions can be answered in
one way: go see The Comedy of
Errors, this quarter's theatrical
production at the Nelda Balch
Playhouse.
The Comedy of Errors was
originallyperformcd in Elizabethan times before 1594. However, here in Kalamazoo, it is notably different. The public can
see this production Febmary2325, at 8 p.m. and the costumes, I
hear, arc "wicked cool." Sct in
the Italion Renaissance era, corsets, funny hats and ruffled
shirts abound.
The play, originally five acts,
hasbccn reworked into two acts
by Director Patricia Daniels
with nn intermission between
the acts. Thc COlllcdy of Errvr~, is
based on a day in the lives of
two sets of twins, sep<1Tated at
birth and the crazy antics that
happen because of some confusing mistakes. In my opinion,
it is one of the more humorous
Shakespeare comedies written.
Patterson plays the Duke in his
fifth production here at "K."This
is his first Shakespeare produc-

tion, however, and the great
problem he sees in his own
formance is getting used to th
unusual Shakespeare dialogu
Ilowand subtcxt. Even though h
said h(, is nervous nbout the II
coming performance, he is ill.
excited.
Unwin said he is extremel
proud of his prominent role a
Dromio of Ephesus. Howeve
he stated a little known fact. Al
most all of the actors had to par
ticipate in combat workshops
Unwin, who is perhaps th
most severely beaten actor i
the play, had a special distast
for these workshops whic
showed the performers differ
ent ways to fall, fight, stab an
slop. For a few weeks, the grou
lcamed new techniques ever
night in order to make thei
fighting more realistic and
lievable. According to Unwin
the "most specific thing about
the play that is different from
the script itselfis that pcoplegcl
the crap beat out of them."
With a cnst of 19 and ma n)
tcchnicnl and backstilge person·
nel, the most unanimous qll,ll·
ity ilbout the plily is the cama'
raderie and the bonds that have
formed within the cast. As jasin
Weiner, cast member and WMlJ
student,summed itup, " ... haY'
ingus know each other offstage
and creating this community
feeling makes the characterS
onstage come alive."
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Swimming and di vlng teams finish second
Ten Hornet men n1ake NCAA qualifying standards
Garth G. Miller and Dennis Kelly
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College's men's
swimming and diving team concluded their regular season this
weekend, finishing second to the
flying Dutchmen of Hope College at the Michigan lnterrollcgiate Athletic Association (MIAA)
Championships. The Hornets,
currently ranked seventh in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Coaches' Poll,
challenged Hope for the championship, butwcreoverpowcred by
the Flying Dutchmen's strong
sprinting corps and first-place
sweep of all five relay events.
Hope is ranked third in the
NCAA Coaches' Poll, but a)Uld
very well be the runners-up at the
NCAA Championships to be
held at the University of Miami
in Oxford, Ohio on March 16-18.
Kalamazoo is a definite top-five
prospect at the NCAA Championships, with ten Hornets posting qualifying times throughout
the season.
On Thursday night, the 400
yard medley relay team of Steve
Tisch, K'98, Brian Miller, K'96,
Brett Robbins, K'98, and Paul
Blowers, K'95, posted a time of
317.44, which wasnotonlya new
school record, bu t also an NCAA
"A" qualifyingstandard,guaranteeing the four Homets a spot at
the NCAA Championships. The
Homet reJay's outstanding swim
fell just short of it's intended target, however, Hope's relay also
posted an NCAA U A" qualifying
standard and won the event in a
school, pool and league record
time, helping to establish the
MlAA as one of the strongest
swimrningconferences in the nation.
Even though all five
Kalamazoo relays finished second to the Flying Dutchmen'S
squads, each of the Hornets'
teams finished well ahead of tile
third place finishers. The final relay of the meet, the 400 yard
frccstyle relay, showcased the
young talent of Tisch, Scott
Jablonski, K'97, Jon Sander, K'98,
and Mark Hannum, K'98.
The 200 yard freestyle relay
team of Dennis Kelly, K%, Tisch,
Aaron Portenga, K'96, and Blowers made a NCAA "B" qualifying standard, as did the 200 yard
medley relay of Matt Sheeran,
K'98, Chuck Kemeny, K'97,
Robbins and Blowers. The 800
yard freestyle relay of Portenga,
G~ Raczniak, K'97, Sander and
Robbins easily took second place
by a large margin, but had no
chance of keeping up with the
defending national d1ampionsof
the relay, Hope College.
Portcnga was a valuable and
tireless worker for the Hornets as
he finished fourth in both the 500
and 1650 yard freestyle events,
and added surprisingly fast
SPrinting times, even after completing the grueling distance
eVents. Also helping out in the
distance events were Ryan
laBudda, K'97, and Brian

--

Cosgrove, K'95.
cepled an engraved plaque, and
LaBudda also scored for although he declined the opporKa\amazoo in a visually painful tunity to give an acceptance
400 yard individual mrlley (IM). speech, he was viSIbly choked up
The IM and the backstroke were about receiving such an honor.
strong events for the Hornets as
TIle Homets' best performer
Raczniak, Sander, Miller, Tony overa II was dearly Brian Miller,
'Juice" Michaels, K'97, LaBudda as he successfully defended his
and Kemeny, a\J underclassmen, 1994 championship in the 200
scored much-needed points to yard b~astroke,and won the 1(X)
detract from Flying Dutchmen's yard brcastroke as well. Both of
stellar performances in the 1M Miller's winning perforJ11anccs
events.
were school, pool, and MIAA
Although Hope also came out records, in addition to being
on top in the backstroke events, NCAA "A" qualifying standards
Kalamazoo had several scorers in by more than a second in each
each event as Sheeran, TIsch, case.
Robbins, Sander, Kelly and
Considering that Miller is not
Michaels, once again all under- funy tapered, yet has aIrendy
classmen, all scored for the Hor- clocked the second-fastest
nets. These underclassmen will breastroke times in the country, it
surely be forces in next year's is conceivable that he could finMIAA contests as the Flying ish the 1994-1995 season as a NaDutchmen graduate six super- tional Champion. In just two trips
stars from their roster.
to the NCAA Championships,
The diving events proved to be Miller has been named AIIKalamazoo's strongest events as American in four events.
underclassmen Garth Miller,
Kemeny and Win Lin, K'95,
K'97, Erik CabbIe, K'96, Byron backed Miller in the breaststroke
Brown, K'98, and Matt Evans, events, as Kemeny, an AJI-MIAA
K'98, continued their domination selection and national qualifier
of the MlAA. With all four of the last year, finished fourth in the 200
young and talented divers finish- yard breastroke and third in the
ing as finalists on both boards, the 1(Xl yard breastroke and Lin hnd
Hornets were able to outscore all wins in the consoli1tion hCi1t~ of
of the other teams combined bya both breastroke events. Kemeny
score of 87- 74. Hope College, also came up big in the 4lX) yard
without any divers, was 1M, qualifying ior Ihe iin.1b l,( til ..
outscored 87-0 by Kalamazoo's gmelihg e,'ent.
divers.
Both Matthew "Ar-shay"
Considering that the League Rich, K'95, and Mathew
Championship was won by less Northam, K'97, swam exhibition,
than 100 points, 87 unanswered but had great breastroke swims
points are a tremendous factor. that would have scored addiAnother key aspect to the Hor- tiona I points for Kalamazoo.
nets' continued domination of the There where several swimmers,
diving events is that next year such as Jeremy Hansen, K97 ,and
Kalamazoo will have the top four Jussi Thomas, K'98, whose exhireturning divers in the league in bition times would have easily
both diving events.
scored points for the Homets.
Miller was the Hornets' top
Raczniak also helped display
finisheron each board, taking sec- Kalamazoo's dominance in the
ond place well behind the return- breastroke events, as he finished
ing league champion, Radu third in the 200 breastroke with a
Danca from Alma College, on time of 2:10.41, one of his (our
both the one and three meter NCAA "B" qualifying standard
boards. Although he qualified for performances. Raczniak,a \'I.:r5athe NCAA Championships for tile four-time AII-Amerimn, will
the second time this year; Miller be counted on heavily to have
was unable to hold off Danca, great perfonnancl'Sat the NCAA
whose consistency and detemli- Ch<1mpionships,i1s he iSi1 emtr,11
nation allowed him to steal the part of 110111cts' camp_Jign for a
lead away from Miller la te in C<lch top-five n,Jtional finish .
of the contests.
Blowers, an AII·/\nll'I;C;1I1 ,1I1d
Othergrcatperfommnces were the captain, also will be counted
turned in by frcshJ11an Dolemite on to come throughat thenil tipn,ll
Robbins, the new league cham- chnmpionshipsand have the kind
pion in the 100 yard butterfly, run- of s\\~ms thilt hllve ellnwd him
ner-up in the 200 yard butterfly, the designation of "Shark"
and third-place finisher in the 100 around the league. The most
yard backstroke. According to feared sprinter in the lengul',
Head Coach Robert Kent, "there's Blowers will playa pivotal role for
no telling what he can do when Kalamazoo at the NCAA Chamhe is fully tapered."
pionshipsas he swims the i1 nd10r
Robbins' outstanding perfor- leg on four relays.
J11anccs earned him the designaIt is fitting that the capt:Jin oi
tion as Kalamazoo's "outstanding the team, who is "the icon of tcall1
rookie of the meet," as decided enthusiasm and dcdication," ,1(upon by outstanding rookies cording to Kent, would be the
from past years, including Blow- swimmer chosen to anchor the
ers (1992), Racznia k (993), relays, a poSition reserved for the
Kemeny (1994) and Garth Miller supersti1r of the tenm. l3cGlusc
(1994),as well as other team lead- theanchorof the n'lav must han'
ers. In an elegant and traditional the most pn'l..ise st,lrlS and the
ceremony, Robbins humbly ac- strongest fini sh('S, RI(1\\'er~ is the'

obvious choice to anchor the Hornets' most decisive events at the
NCAA Championships, the relays.
'111 races in which hundredths
of seconds could mean the differencebetweena top-five finish and
an eight ot ninth place finish at
the National ChampionShips, 1

want Paul Blowers on the end of
my relay," said Brian MiJIer.
Watch for Blowers to complete
his illustrious eight-year swimming career by leading his team
to his self-proclaimed goal of a
top-five finish at the NCAA
Championships for Kalamazoo
College.

Divers lead Lady Hornets
Garth G. Miller
Index Staff
The women's swimming
and diving team took second
place this past weekend at the
Michigan IntercolIcgiate Athletic Association (MIAA)
Championships, an amazing
improvement for the Lady
Hornets, who finished fourth
in the MIAA standings last
year. The Flying Dutch of
Hope COllege, last year's runners-up at the National Colicgiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Championships, won
tile meet with 661.5 points, the
Lady Hornets finished with
400 and Albion had 362.5. The
bottom three were Alma (307.5
points), Calvin (301) and
Adrian (93).
No one can deny that it
was the league-dominating
diving trio of Ka tie
Rosenfeld, K'97, Beatrice
Lloyd, K'98, and Dianna
Kent, K'98, that got
Kalamazoo into second
place. The high-flying Hornets gave their team a total of
72 points as they swept the
medals on both boards, taking first, second and third
place in each contest.
Degree of difficulty (the
weight given to the more difficult dives) proved to be the
key for league champions
Lloyd and Rosenfeld, who
took first and second on both
boards. Rosenfeld took top
honors in the one meter
event, while Lloyd's consistency and confidence on the
intimida ting three meter
board propelled her to the
league championship.
'They really deserve to be
the league champions," said
Diving Coach Ron Bramble,
after presenting the second set
of medals to his threesome.
"They both came in and
worked hard from day one."
Bramble is no stranger to
success. He was the coach of
Lynn Achterberg-Offerdahl,
Kalamazoo College's only female national champion in any
sport, Andy Boersma, a high
school national champion
from Portage Central High
School, several high school
state champions and finalists
from the Kalamazoo area, and
countless national-qualifying
and All-American divers from
Kalamazoo College. Bramble
himself was also a Senior National finalist and All-American during his own diving career.
The second place finish for

the Lady Hornets was truly a
team effort, with each and every member of the team qualifyingand scoring in the finals.
The women did the job they
came to do, despite several
disappointing dual meet contests.
Unlike the divers, the
strength of the swimmers was
not in the superstar finishes,
taking first or second, but in
the sixth, seventh, and even
the eleventh and twelfth place
finishes. The women qualified in the right slots in the preliminaries, then built on those
spots to move up each night
in the finals.
Unexpected heroes like
Katie Shively, K'97, Laura
Burgeoron,
K'97,
Deb
Knickerbocker, K'98, and Jennifer Brown, K'95, emerged to
fill critical spots, while consistent performers Michelle
Michael, K'95, Jennifer Boylan,
K'9~, and Jennifer Korb, K'97,
lived up to incredjblyhigh
expectations. Jessica Mason,
K'97, is a great example of the
way that the women's team
came up big to slide into second place, as she qualified
above the borderline in sixth
place, then moved up in the
final heat to take fifth place in
the punishing 400 individual
medley.
There was only one superstar for the women, unlike
the divers. Karrie Huston,
K'97, exemplified and electrified the Lady Hornets' Friday performances by winning the 100 yard backstroke,
smashing the school record
en route to claiming the
league championship.
Although there were no
huge time drops for either of
the
team's
swimming
standouts, Juliet Rivera, K'97,
and Christine Mungall, K'97,
both made "B" conditional
qualifying standards. Rivera
and Mungall were national
qualifiers in tile 1993-94 season, and were consistent performers, maintaining virtually
the same times all year long.
Some of the Lady Hornets
did work hard to swim up to
their potential, and it was evident who put in the work this
year. Several swimmers had
big time drops, evidence of
having put in the work necessary to do what the Lady Hornets did: out-swim teams that
beat them during the regular
season and go from a bottomthree team to a runner-up
team in one season.

----------------------------------~

"Hey! Look! It's THE BACKPAGE in disguise! I thought we had them killed! Damn, Mara's gonna be pissed!"

Hey boys and girls, time to play "What do these things have in common?"
The Serpent

Bob Saget
Projections of Satan himself

The Japanese house

The Marriott video machi

Godzilla vs. Moth r

"Hello Kitty"
What to bring up if you'd like to piss off Dr. Bundy

The renovation of Trowbridge
Dr. Cook's new tractor-trailer
Hal and Mort's weekly craps
Things associated with the College's budget problems

"The orange stripe means pride."
"The walkie-talkie is not a toy."
"Nobody gets into Dewing without a fight."
Phrases found in the "K" security handbook
Enya's Watermark

Tailbones

Warm milk
Things conducive to falling asleep

Land/Sea stori

Lawn flamingos
Things with no purpose

Martin Sheen

War, Pestilence, Famine and Death
Things associated with the word "Apocalypse"

The ATM machine

"Walkin' the plank"

Tax season

The Papa John's delivery guy
Things at "K" mistaken for Deities
"Sword-fighting with Captain Blackbeard"
Pirate euphemisms for sex

A TV tuned to Melrose PI ace

"Lookin' for buried treasure"

Western's Campus
Thinczs that are alwaus closer than you want them to be

Ex-girl/boyfriends

Your resume
The back window of your car
Your body
Places you thought the words "Kalamazoo College" would look better than they actually do
"But the cream seems to be working pretty well"
"Oh, I never miss 'Home Improvement'"
"I'm going for my undergrad degree at 'K' College"
Things you shouldn't say too loudly at parties
Hydrochloric Acid

"K" tuition

Your virginity

Things that tend to burn a hole in your pockets
The Index

George Washington and the Cherry Tree
Things based loosely on fact

Your dentist

Quantum Theory

Your pillow
Things you don't see enough of

Pioneers joining the Donner Party
Passengers boarding the Titanic
Prospectives enrolling in Kalamazoo College
People with one last chance to turn back
The Easter Bunny

"The World is Our Campus"
Things we once believed in

Love by Fate

This week's Backpage was brought to you (after much deliberation) by:

Matt "You Can 't Talk To Your Homework" Priest
Peter "Whatever... " Sanderson
By the way, just so you know, we made all this stuff up 'cause we thought it'd be funny. If we're wrong, feel free to firebomb us (Trow 116).
.-'
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Calendar Committees wrap-up quarter; look ahead to spring
Amy Trenkle
neously, often meeting with will target a contemporary and Leadership Development
News Editor
each other to discuss various problem and bring together a Subcommittee is looking toWinter quarter has yielded aspects of the issues at hand.
variety of senior majors to ward starting the Career Denumerous additions and The following issues will be solve it. It will be taught by
velopment component on
changes to the existing "K" finalized by the end of spring faculty members.
campus in order to better prePlan in preparation for the quarter.
Whether three month study pare students for the "real
implementa tion of the new calSICC distributed a survey abroad will be an option for world."
endar. At the forefront of these to find out student's interests
sophomore spring or junior
The ideology is to enhance
changes are faculty, adminis- and concerns related to general
spring will be discussed in a work study jobs, Resident
tration and students.
education. Questions were di- Monday meeting.
Ad visor positions and
Student CommiSSion, Stu- rected towards the structure of
Each academic department Teacher Assistant positions.
dent Input Calendar Commit- a Liberal Arts education, interis working on a three year plan There would be more intentee (SICC) and Co-Curricular disciplinary courses versus
to smoothly merge the current sive, dynamic workshops,
Calendar Committee (C3), specified disciplines and culcalendar with the new calen- training for respective jobs,
have been particularly instru- tural diversity in contempo- dar for K'96, K'97 and K'98.
job descriptions, an applicamental in the research, recom- rary sOciety.
The plan includes graduation tion process and an evaluamendation and future impleC3 is recommending a new requirements and distribu- tion process, all to better
mentation of new ideas and Gateway course, which is cur- tional requirements. It is
simulate the working world
objccti ves.
rently known as the freshman scheduled to be finalized over environment.
All three committees have seminar and a new Senior break.
The committee is attemptbeen working simulta- Colloquium. The Colloquium
The Experiential Education ing to incorporate the develop-

In the news

• • •

Boulder Hits 1-70
Three members of a family were killed on Monday when a
boulder the size of a coffee table and weighing one ton rolled
off the top of a mountain in Colorado and smashed their car.
Kathleen Daily was killed instantly; but her sons Shea, 6,
and Tanner, 10, were brought to a hospital in Greenwood
Springs, CO and pronounced dead later. The fa ther and hus~
band Arthur Daily was treated for minor injuries. Because of
recent heavy rains, the rock must have been pried loose state
officials told a Reuters News Service reP9rier.
Orangutan Hybrid Now Seen as Pollutant
A story in the science section of the New York Times recently
reported that Bornea-Sumatra mix of orangutan has been
banned from zoo breeding. About 80 orangutans in zoo captivity are crossbreeds of the two countries. The are called
"cocktail orangutans" or simply mutts, and may be so genetically distinct that they qualify for an entirely separate
species.
The oldest male orangutan named Junior (28 years old)
resides at the National Zoo in Washington D.C. where he has
fa thered five other orangutans. His belly is swollen and his
fu r is flame~olored. His face and cheeks are.swollen and
fully mature, and therefore, not the sort to bring many admirers to his cage.
Because of his strange genetic makeup he will not be
brought to the wild for possible replenishing of the wild population. The hybrids will live their lives in zoos (sometimes up
to 60 years), but they will not be allowed to reproduce.
In the wild these animals will go to great lengths to attract
attention from the opposite sex. The females may swing
around their elongated arms, show off their genitals or even
hi t a male on the head with a branch or some fruit. The young
and inexperienced male may force himself a bit too roughly
on the female, which then results in a skirmish between the
two.
Orangutans are extremely clever animals who can learn
from humans to open locked doors, row canoes and even cook
pancakes.
Syphilis Study Comes to the Forefront
Although Dr. Henry W. Foster Jr. denies any knowledge of
the study, the former president of a medical society in Macon
County, AL said he was certain that Foster was informed of
the infamous Thskegee experiment, according to a recent story
in the New York Times .
Beginning in 1932 the United States Public Health Service
conducted an experiment in which apprOximately 400 black
men were denied treatment for their syphilis in order to obSCrve how the disease progressed. Most of the men involved
in the study entitled, "The Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male" were sharecroppers from around
TUskegee and Macon counties.
In his book Bad Blood published in 1981, author James H.
Jones said the Public Health Services began w9rrying in 1969
that the syphilis experiment might be considered inhumane.
-compiled by Anne Loesch

ment experience wi th the
course work.
Winter quarter Student
Commission wrote and recommended a Vision statement to
each individual academic department.
The Vision Statement is
a mentorship program
which would involve
groups of upperclass majors ad vising first and second year students about
comps, problems and other
related concerns and inquiries. Implementation is
left to the discretion of each
individual department.
The Campus Life Committee has discussed housing for
the new calendar.

Offerings feature interlocking courses
Amy Trenkle
and enhances the understand- The Cold War as History and
News Editor
ing of the other discipline by Political Science 630-The PoliThis spring and summer reading authentic materials tics of the Holoca ust in terinterlocking courses will once that may not be found in trans- locked with German 590
again be offered by the Center lation."
Stylistics; Philosophy 540-19th
for Western European Studies.
During spring quarter the Century Philosophy: Kant to
Interlocking courses are following courses will be of- Nietzsche interlocked with
classes which present related fered as interlocking courses: German 590-Stylistics; and
ma terial and course work History 590-Germany and History 525-Contemporary
throughout the quarter. The Central Europe: 1890-present Europe interlocked with Spantwo classes do not have to be interlocked with German 970- ish 430-CQnversa tion and
taken Simultaneously, how- Senior Seminar, and History Composition, French literaever when taken together they 540-French Revolution and ture: 1945-Present or German
compliment each other.
Napoleon interlocked with 590-Stylistics.
Margarita Campos, Instruc- French 530-18th Century
Participating students retor of Romance Languages and French Literature.
ceive a certificate of recogniLi terature, said, '1 think it imThis summer's interlocking tion from the Center for Westproves language on one hand courses include: History 974- ern European Studies.

SECA: Animal rights organization debuts
Karen Carpenter
lndex Staff
Approximately fifteen
people attended the first meeting of Students of the Equal
Consideration of Animals
(SECA) last week.
Amy Stewart, K'98,
founded the group for students interested in raising
awareness about animal
right's issues within the campus community.
According to their mission
statement, the group "recognizes non-human animals as
an oppressed group that is
dominated and exploited by the
human species" and "remains
dedicated to raising awareness
within our college community
of the immoral enslavement of
non-human animals."
Stewart started the meeting
by giving all attendees a copy
of the mission statement and a
packet of literature from the
national animal rights group
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA). She
gave each person the opportunity to introduce themsclves
and give their personal reason
for wanting to become involved with the group.
She discussed possible up-

coming projects for the group
and opened the floor for suggestions. Ideas were discussed for the Great American
Meat-out in March and also
for National Lab Week.
SECA also would like to
bring national animal rights
activist Tom Regan to campus
for an LACC lecture sometime
next year. The group also discussed starting a resource li-

brary for its members and
other interested students.
Stewart then introduced
Jane Parent and Gary Bella
from the Kalamazoo Animal
Liberation League (KALL).
Parent and Bella spoke of their
activities, such as protesting
and the distribution of fliers.
They have participated in local protests and extended an
SECA continued on page 2

curtain went up February
house. See page eight for details.
Photo by Will Adams
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Commission closes quarter
Dona Bailey
Index Staff
Student Commission held its last official meeting of the quarter Monday, February 27. Items discussed include a Student
Commission Athletic fund, the new Vision Statement and positions available for the spring Student Commission.
Athletic Representatives Paul Bozyk and Dona Bailey made
a proposal which will be brought before the summer 1995 Student Commission body for approval. The proposal is to initiate
a fund supporting non-varsity sports and general athletic facilities upkeep. This would alleviate monies being taken from
the General Athletic funds. The money could be used for such
items as tents and canoes. The tents and canoes could then be
rented to students for weekend excursions. Another possibility
includes resupplying the weight room.
Mike Mundahl brought the Commission up to date on President Bryan's Vision Statement. Each individual academic department has been given a copy. The implementation of it is at
the discretion of each academic department.
The International Study Abroad committee has approved
keeping the short term study abroad programs available to students their sophomore spring. They also discussed requiring
third quarter proficiency in a language before going abroad.
SECA (continued from page 1)
inyitation to m~mbers' of the
college community to join
them.
Bella then presented a
thirty minute video chronicling the first national animal
rights march which occured in
June of 1990. The video highlighted various national figures in the movement and historical moments in the history

of animal liberation.
SECA hopes to become
more active in the quarters to
come. Stewart emphasized the
fact that the group is open to all
who have an interest in protecting and preserving animal
rights. U you are interested in
the group, contact Stewart or
watch for informational fliers in
the coming weeks and following quarter.

Some facts ...
'

" • Up to one'aut,ofeveryfour trappedarumals does escape by
che~tlg p£this_QT J).er OW1\ feet. , ,.', ,. ,_ . , . . . . ,
• To kill the animals without damaging their fur, trappers
usually beat or stomp their victims to death. A common
stomping method is "for the trapper to stand on the animal's
rib cage, concentrating his weight near the heart. He then
reaches down, takes the animal's hind legs in his hands, and
yanks."
• The vast majority of dogs sold in pet shops, between 350,000
and 500,000 a year, are raised in "puppy mills," breeding kennels located mostly in the Midwest that are notorious for their
cramped, crude and filthy conditions and their continuous
breeding of unhealthy and hard-to-socialize animals.
• Every ye<;u,approximately 2;30 million cattle, 350 million
Sheep, 175 million goats and 700 million pigs are slaughtered
world-wide for their flesh and skin,
• An estimated 60 to 100 million animals are killed annually
in U.S. laboratories.
• Every year, 5.7 million animals are used in secondary and
college science classes for dissection.

Upcoming Music Events
March 4: Kalamazoo College Handbell Choir 8 p.m. at Stetson
Chapel
March 5: College Singers and Chamber Choir 4 p.m. at Stetson
Chapel
March 5: Third Coast Guitar Trio 7 p.m. at the Recital Hall
March 6: Concert Band and Jazz Band 8 p.m. at Dalton Theatre
April 3: Phillips Blumenthal, Cello and Piano Duo 8 p.m. at the
Recital Hall
April 18: Leslie Tung, Fortepiano 8:00 p.m. at the Olmstead Room

For the record

• More than four million acres of cropland are lost to erosion
in the United States every year. Of this topsoil loss, 85 percent is dircctly associated with live-stock raising, i.e., overgrazing.
-compiled from PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) Factsheets

The Index student newspaper

needs your help for spring quarter
in the following positions:
•
•
•
•

editor-in-chief
opinions editor
sports editor
layout editor

•
•
•
•

circulation manager
ads and business
staffwriters
photographers

great scores...

[n last week's issue ...
• The new Marriott
Food Service Director is
Mary Dodd, not Mary

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

Cobb.

• Brian Tallerico wrote
the Letter to the Editor
"A lot of wasted potential."

great skills•••

crimebeat
According to Head of Security Glenn NevelIe, a
former
student
at
Kalamazoo College is pursulng criminal - charges
agairista clIlTentstudentalleging that he raped her on
campus in June of 1994. The
woman and her alleged
accoster were acquaintances, Nevelle reported .
After she called Nevelle
Wednesday afternoon, February 22, he forwarded the
information
to
the
Kalamazoo Department of
Public Safety for investigation.
Nevelle also reported
tha t someone slashed the
tires oi a bike stored in the
Trowbridge- bike room
sometime between February
2 and February 22.
Anyone with any information should contact Security immediately.

Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teacher:; who really care. nobody offers you
mor., ways to practice.

'J

.

",~

get a

higher score

KAPLAN
........................................

,

~
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We listen. We explain.
We're private.
We're affordable.
WE CARE.
• Free options counseling
• Free pregnancy testing
• Low cost birth control,
including emergency
contraception
(the "morning after pill")

fl

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. Michi,- -372·1200
DON'T lET THE BEDBUGS BITE! _....
AIDS isn't the only bug .ondoms proted.
you ogoinst: .hlomY!f- gonorrhea, .
syphl~s genital worts, herpes.
~

,

r.-------------------~

:ONE LARGE PIZZA l

$899

: With Cheese & Any' Two Toppings

-

• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING '.

• Every year, an estimated 14 million animals suffer and die
in painful tests to determine the "safety" of cosmetics and
household products.
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,

CARRY-OUTCUSTOMERS

RECEIVE A
2-LrrER COCA-COLA
PRODUCT FREE!

L(I~I

l
,I

,
DELIVERED ,

r.------------------- ~

TWO FOR YOU
CHOOSE TWO TOPPINGS
PLUS
FREE FLAVORED CRUST
4

2 SMALL

$899

2 MEDIUM

99
$10

Etc •
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The universe is-orderly: Part II
Summer Medel
Index Staff
Hi. In light of the bags under
the collective campus' eyes, I
thought it would be really nice
if this week's column dealt with
stress and how to handle it, but
frankly, I'm under too much
anxiety to research any stress
facts right now. So instead, I'll
relieve college tension this week
by resolving yet another worrisome Mystery of the Infinite.
You may recall that in last
week's column, we determined
that the cosmos has a definite
design, that our galaxy is not
stumbling along on a one-way
path to chaos, that our lives
have come into existence for
some glorious celestial Reason.
We know this because of recent
discoveries about the way the
female orgasm works.
That being unraveled, we
can now proceed to resolve
much less confusing but equally
annoying enigmas - this time,
ones that involve human nature. In order to do so, we now
present (with the help of our
trusty spiritual guide, the
Learning Channel) VITAL
SPERM FACTS. OK, get ready
for this. 'Cuz it's pretty far out.
But true. Very few sperm actually have any interest whatsoever in locating and penetrating
the ovum. That's right! In the
great ancient game of procreation, most sperm play offense
or defense.

Here's what happens. Bear in
mind that everything I'm about
to describe was filmed and
broadcast by the Learning
Channel.
Suppose you happened to be
born a sperm, and suppose you
were just naturally defensive.
When the Race for Life began,
you would locate other defenseplaying sperm whom you knew
back in the good old days in
your original body. You and
your comrades would speedily
get to work, forming a net by
linking yourselves together. If
one of your own kind comes by,
you let him through; enemies,
though, you_strangle off.
If, however, you happened to
be an offensive sperm, you
would careen sleekly through
the corridors of your new environment, seeking out and destroying enemy sperm. Coming
into contact with an adversarial
gamete, you would lock into
chemical warfare with it, and
when the contest ended, one of
you would be dead (not that either of you was technically
alive, but you wouldn't know
that, so you would kill each
other anyway).
What is the purpose of all
this? Simply, the fact is that, not
only do sperm frantically blitz
around trying to fertilize an egg,
they also frantically try to keep
other men's sperm from accomplishing that very same task!
This reproductive tactic repre-

sents a throwback from the
primitive days when women
welcomed gamete invasions
from several men in a short period of time. Since continuing
the bloodline depended upon
getting to the ovum first, sperm
got wild and rather vicious,
working in teams to "kill the
other guy."
I therefore believe tha t organized sports are not an original
idea, but are biologically programmed into the most primitive parts of the human animal's
psyche. Now we know why
most sports involve one team
trying to get something into
something else (ball/hoop,
puck/ net, ba Iter / home base)
and another team that's dead
set on stopping them.
Spcrm behavior also gives us
new speculations as to why
people sometimes act as though
the outcome of sporting events
is a life-or-death issue. And,
maybe, as to why pcople like to
polarize themselves into vigorously opposed groups, and
why the promotion of these
groups can take undue precedence in the human psyche.
That's the resolved infinite
mystery part. You're supposed
to feel less stress now. And even
if the stress does get to us and
we behave in ways we normally
would not, at least we can pause,
remember these enlightening
Sperm Faats,. and realize that
maybe we're just reverting a bit

The wonderful Mountain Dew appreciation column
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
Let's get this straight. This
is week number nine. For those
of you who are privileged not
to be studying students at this
establishment (no offense to
"K" but you have to be an actual student to understand
what I'm about to say here),
you have no idea. No idea at
all. This is the beginning of
stress week. Well, actua1\y, that
is wrong. Stress and a continual lack of sleep have been
building for some time. It is
just this moment in time, when
everything is due yesterday
and there is no time technically

in your day to do the simple
things- like eat lunch- that we
feel it.
I recently worked it out. I
am short by two hours each
day if I wanted to achieve all
the reading on my syllabus
and still do all my extracurricular activities I am mora1\ybound to continue. Two hours
a day short. Fourteen hours a
week. Since the beginning of
the term (not including this
week we are now in) I have lost
112 hours. Ahahahaha.
But that's OK. Really, it is.
We are fans of Mountain Dew.
Caffeine kid addicts. We may
be tired. We may be mentally

and physically exhausted. But
we still have three weeks to go.
Which is why it's time to regain control. It is time to take
time out, regardless of how
busy we think we are, or how
badly we think we mllst meet
that deadline of yesterday. So
watch that senseless cartoon.
Read the funnies (if your-cyes
sti1l function!). Go for that walk
(without your camera- your
photo assignment is finished!).
Or get off campus, even for the
day. Which reminds me- ISO is
off to Ann Arbor on Saturday
for a day of mindless shop·
ping. Join us. You need the
break!

Hall and Youth Theater enliven A Salute to Shakespeare
Angela Jousma
A&E Editor
It seems there is a tendency toWardsShakespearethatisbecoming quite popular at Kalamazoo
Col1ege. Along with the recent
Production of Shakespeare's The
Comedy of Errors, performed last
weekend, the Kalamazoo College
and Community Orchestra
wrapped up the famous
playwright's tribute in their own
way: by an amazing performance
entitled A Salute to Shakespalre.
The performance was based on
fourpieccs that ranged from eM.
Weber's Overture from Oberon to
the long and lovely Romeo and
Juliet Fantasy by P.I. Tchaikovsky.
Between, and occasionally during
~e pieces, members from the 10-

cal Kalamazoo Ovic Youth Theater performed short theatrical
scenes from Shakespeare's plays
in the theme of the music. This
was an interesting touch to the
music and mixed feelings were
~attheendoftheorches

tral performance. Many people
thought the acting and frequent
interludes cut into the flow of the
music and detracted from the
way many of the pieces built up.
Personally, I enjoyed the young
actors' skits and thought their influence gave the whole performance an entirely new kind of
feeling. I believe the brief ski ts
gave the amazing number of
young children that attended the
performance something to watch
and perhaps calm their restless-

ness.
I thought the entire concert was
excellent. [wassurpriscd notonl),
by how many different types of
instruments were uSL'CI in the orchestra, such as the oboe, bassoon
and harp, but also how ham1Oniouslyeveryone blended together.
Due to lhe~izeand Ole \\~d(' range
of talent levels in the group, I was
also pleased at how Barry Ros.<;,
the conductor, manngccl to COInbine everyone's individual abilities and crcaten beautiful and ~,IC
cessful perfonnancc that everyone enjoyed.
One of the main highlights of
the afternoon was the special
guest soloist, Drostan Hall. Hall,
who currently lives in Wheaton,
n1inois, began his studies at the
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legend of St. Patrick's
Lisa Walter
king's daughters to Christian~
Index Staff
ity. He is said to have driven
Almost everybody knows all of the snakes from Ireland.
that March 17 is SI. Patrick's The shamrock, which he used
Day, a holiday that gives us the to explain the Trinity because
chance to weal' green, pinch of it's three leaves, is associated
those who forgot to wear green with SI. Patrick's Day.
(preferably someone you disThere is noway of knowlike) and drink lots of green ing where the tradition of
beer. But does anybody really wearing green originated. It
know where it a1\ began?
became tradition just as the
SI. Patrick was born in Brit- many parades and activities
ain of Roman stock around that go with celebrating the
.
A.D. 389. Asa youth, he was day.
kidnapped by Irish raiders
Well, that is the history and
and carried off to Ireland. He now you know St. Pa trick did
escaped six years later and fled more than just drive the snakes
to Gaul. After about fifteen out of Ireland. Remember to
years of the monastic life, he wear green and have a great
returned to Ireland to Chris- St. Patrick's Day.
tianize the land of his captors. Sources: The Folklore of World
He confronted King Holidays by Margret Read
Laoghaire at Tara, confounded MacOorudd and American Book
the Druids and converted the of
Hatch

AIDS quilt: Taking NAMES
Lizzie Kostielney
Features Editor
Not so long ago, AIDS was a
taboo subject in polite company.
Now, we can't get through a
Thursday night sitcom without
seeing a public service announcement dealing with
AIDS. A few years back I would
have been hard pressed to name
people with AIDS. Tq<;lay;lcan
list Ho1\ywom;l stars, ~s\.vell'a:s ,
friends and relatives thath(jve
the disease.
Sometimes I thinltthisisa
mixed blessing, almo~~ft~g;c
irony. It's wonderfu!ffiato.ur
society is now more open a6O'ut
AIDS, yet it's
..... .

campus from March 22-25. The
opening c;eremony will take
place at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, March 22. On all of the following days, the public can
view the quilt from 9 a.m. to 10
p.m. Closingceremonieswi1\be
held on Saturday, March 25 at
5:30 p.m.
The display wi1\ also include
local uilt pieces. Community
.
Education
ha~lbepn

:S~.~

that so many people F.··W·!'Y!<ftifu
to this disease cOlnsic~¢tjn
kind of recognition it ' ,.
The Sou

asa
love for the
area.
victims of AIDS. Buffue quilt's bringing the
growing size is a grim rti%inder Any additional money ·ralsed
of the number of people ~h(l. beyond this amount and rehave died and those that wili"?·ceived prior to the display will
foHow. By October of 1996, be given to local AIDS organiwhen the entire quilt wi1\ be dis- za tions.
played in Washington DC, it
''K'' students can stil\ view
will cover 32 acres, yet it repre- the quilt after spring break, said
sents only 13 percent of all U.S. Beth Gregory-Wallis of Student
AIDS deaths, according to the Scrvice:;, as the Residence Hall
NAMES project newsletter.
system opens on Saturday
The Southwestern Michigan March 25 at 3 p.m.
portion of the quilt will be-disFormoreinformatlonconccmplayed at Reed Field House on ing the quilt display please call
Western Michigan University's 387-2838 and leave a message.
age of four in England and received many prizes in local competitions at a young age. In 1985,
he entered the Royal Northern
College of Music in Manchester,
England where he received a Pr0fessional Performance Diploma.
He came to the United States
when he was offered a place at
Northern Il1inois University.
Hall's reputation as an outstanding teacher and amazing
recitalist were apparent in his
own performance of a piece by
Max Bruch entitled Scottish Fantasy, the only piece in the perfor-

mance that was not related to a
Shakespearean production. His
speed and technique startled me
as much as his tone and beauty
amazed me. I believe the concert
was truly enriched by his presence.
The orchestra, whose members are Kalamazoo Col1ege and
community members, offered a
relaxing and enjoyable time to just
sit back and enjoy all the music
had to offcr the audience. Thespecial performances by the Youth
Theater and Drostan Hall made
the concert all that much better.
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Wacky wonders of the written word
Mara Bragg
Editor-in-Chief
Time for a Communications 101 pop quiz sponsored by the Index. When writing your resume,
which of the following statements should you omit:
A. Disposed of $25 billion in assets.
B. Suspected to graduate early next year.
e. Proven ability to track down and correct erors.
D. Accomplishments: Oversight of entire department.
E. I have an excellent track record, although I am not a horse.
These ''Resumania'' bloopers, as noted by personnel expert Robert Half, epitomize the importance of effective communication and are enough to make any editor cringe. I know it makes me
want to recheck every page of the Index once more before it's sent to the printer.
When I agreed to be Editor-In-Chief of the Index, I knew about this concept of eternal copy
revision. I spent last quarter in Phi11y interning in a eompany's corporate communications department. Prior to publication of our employee newsletter, all articles required extensive proofing, which always improved the quality.
And I even figured this eternal proofing ideal must somehaw relate to the playful warning I
received abo~t accepting the position: '~ou'll never sleep, never sleep,llever ..." Regardless, I
looked forward to the experience (the editing one, not the lack of sleep one) with much excitement.
At my internship, all articles required approval from the sources, senior management and
legal department. So while copy was certainly proofed, so to speak, this higher degree of 'accuracy' also often simultaneously comprised the level of journalistic objectivity.
At "K" however, the Index is the "official student newspaper"; it's our forum, our means
of expressing OUt student voice. Rather than simply projecting a predetermIned and homogeneous broadcast from a corporate ':!ntity, the Index has the potential to provide an informative forum for discussion and debate. What better a thing to edit, perfect and improve, I
thought.
And as Editor-In-Chief of the Index, I have learned many of these finer points of editing and
communication. Effective expression through writing requires continual perfection. There's only
a fine and subjective line between humorous and offensive statements and everyone interprets
things differently. Criticism can be valuable, yet it is far more valid when it rebuts an ideJ instead of a writer.
By si~ply and clearly conveying information, writing can provide readers with a greater understandtng, and the benefits of communication are evident.
In addition to realizing these benefits, a plethora of other perks accompany the Editor-inChief position .a s well. For example, you have the opportunity to:
• Take advantage of experiential education at its best. See how exciting a quarter can be when
you put one third (theoretically) of your time and energy into producing the Index. Feel like
you're one step closer to living in "the real world," working at a "real job." Compare your desire
to edit copy and write editorials (the more hands-on experience) with your desire to study (the
more abstract experience); note potential prioritizing conflicts.
• Suddenly discover that all your suite mates/friends/neighbors are budding journalists and
amazing word smithing geniuses. To facilitate their literary awakening, you merely need to act
like Mr. Subliminal from Saturday Night Uve, dropping phrases such as "awesome Index editorial," "~hat a great idea for an Index article," and "you'd be an excellent Index writer" under your
breath In the course of any and all conversation. Sit back and watch talent flourish (and copy
.
grow). Voila!
• Meet a lot of dedicated perfectionists, a.k.a. the Index staff. They're a wonderful bunch of
people who double as "K" students in their 'free' time. You do fun things together like testing
your humor and alliteration skills when creating headlines (i.e. see above).
• Increase the intensity of "K's" quarter system tenfold. See how little sleep you can get
Monday and Tuesday nights. Solve an age-old mystery and discover that, yes, nothing creates
productivity like the last minute. Calculate how long you can read copy before it blurs together
and you think you're a Xedni staffer instead. But really, forget the stress ....
• Test your optimism instead. Let it overpower, persevere. Did you finish last week's paper
late Tuesday night at 4:59 a.m. or early Wednesday morning at 5:00 a.m.? Challenge anyone to
co~e up with a valid reason why the Index production schedule can't improve its efficiencY
tomght, tomorrow and next week. Chart your progress. Knock on wood a lot. And remember,
regardless of the computer hard drive names, there is hope. Always.
• Have a lot of fun! This is one of the more important points, so go ahead, write it on the
master list.
• Lastly, always remember, as author Amy Garvey said, ''The most rewarding freedom is
freedom of the mind," and the written word is a wonderful way to express this.
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An interview with a
Deja Vu dancer
SargumSood
Index Staff
The distinct, fluorescent pink
colored title
at Deja Vu, a
well-known
female nude
dancing club, reads "loos of
beautiful women and three
ugly ones." On Monday, February 6, 1995, an article appears in the opinions section
of the Western Herald. One
woman, a Western Michigan
University student, writes in
to profess her disgust at the ad
advertised in her school newspaper. She claims that "these
businesses are promoting pornography and violence
against women and children."
Moreover, she adds that "as a
student, a women, and a human being, I demand respect.
Withdraw the ads." Many
women would agree with Jennifer Caldwell, writer of the
article entitled "Deja Vu ads
do exploit women." A lot of
women share the belief that
they are being exploited, objectified, etc. in these ads,
magazines and films. But a
Deja Vu dancer, Katana, has a
different story.
On February 18, 1995, two
friends whom I'll call Cindy
and Isaac had the opportunity
to visit such a place and interview a dancer to gather insights on our sociology project
on pornography. Deja Vu offers female nude dancing,
couch dancing (known as the
"ultimate private show"),
table side dancing, mystery
dancing and bath shows. The
atmosphere of the club is
clean, calm and respectable. It
was nothing like the "hole" we
expected. The bouncer at the
front door informed us that
men ot all ages come in, ranging from college students to
men in their 80s.
The dancers were generally
athletic and came in all shapes
and sizes. Although, it was noticeable that the women with
the largest breasts and behinds
got the most cheers and probably made the most money.
For the most part, Cindy, Isaac
and I agreed that the men were
well-behaved which may be
accounted to the fact that serving alcohol is not allowed. Before leaving the ''Vu,'' we had
a chance to interview a Deja
Vu dancer. This gave us a different perspective on how
these dancers view their own
role in pornography. Specifically, do they feel they were
exploited?
We caught Katana, one of
the Deja Vu dancers, in her
regular clothes, no make-up,
flat hair, norrnal-chested persona. She happily filled us in
on her history and experience

at the ''Vu.'' Katana, currently
24, started out as a waitress at
19, began dancing at 20 and
has worked there ever since.
She is a student at Kalamazoo
Valley Community College
and hopes to become an elementary school teacher. Her
job at the ''Vu'' helps pay for
her and her sister's college tuition. She explained how she
could make anywhere from
"$20 to $300 plus dollars a
night." She also expressed
how she did not have any
other alternatives to make that
much money. According to
Katana, her mother totally
supported her decision to
dance at the ''Vu'': "honey, if!
had a body like yours I would
do it too." She described her
father as "very liberal." She
mentioned that as a child, her
father had many of the "dirty"
magazines around but she
never felt as though he disrespected her. On the other
hand, her other, more conservative relatives have stopped
talking to her.
At the "Vu", Katana saw
"her role as a nurturer, a
helper." In particular, she told
us how she used to listen to a
client whose wife was dying
of cancer. Katana reasoned
that most of the-men that came
into the '!Vu" were lonely and
"a lot of men wouldn't be in
there if their wives danced for
them"; it would put places like
the ''Vu'' out of business. She
professed that her job "was to
help men feel better about
themselves."
However, she emphasized
that she would never go up to
a guy who came in with his
girlfriend and ask if he wanted
a couch dance. "We're selling
an illusion, a fantasy and that's
all it is." Katana draws the line
at getting involved with her
clients and therefore "does not
mix business with pleasure."
In this way, she finds it easy
to separate her work from her
home life.
What about the issue of exploitation then? For Katana,
there is no issue. She repeatedly stressed tha t her decision
to work there was independent
and unforced. Furthermore,
Katana argues with Caldwell's
opinion that the environment at
the ''Vu'' is unsafe. The bouncers take care of anyone who
shows disrespect and also walk
the dancers to their cars for extra protection.
Whether or not one agrees
with Katana, she brings up a
good point about the issue of
exploitation: How can someone who is not being forced to
participate in such a role be
termed as violated? These
questions can only be answered by each individual, for
pornography affects us all in
different ways.
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Cutter John meets the Quad: A question of campus safety
Beckie Craft
Index Staff
As I lay asleep in my warm
and comfortable bed this past
Monday morning, I was
rudely awakened by plows on
Lovell Street. It seems that
sometime during the night the
little bad weather gremlins
decided to band together and
give us a storm of freezing
rain. Not that! don't like freezing rain (it makes for good ice
skating-ask Kyle), but it did
pose a problem. Whether or
not we had classes, 1 had a
meeting at 8:15. Of course, unbeknownst to me, the person I
had the meeting with could
not show up. I should have
waited,1 suppose, but now I'm
getting off track.
My problem was this: how
do 1 get from DeWaters (home
sweet home) to Mandelle
(home of the "administrative
muckety-mucks" as my
brother would call them)? The
sidewalk, hnd it been cleM,
would have been a good
choice. But, it was nowhere near
clear, ilnd the only thing I could
think of was the song "Slip Sliding Away" by Paul Simon. I
don't blame the weather on
anyone; salting it alone won't
help, so that's not my gripe.
Here's my gripe: I don't
know how anyone with a
hand icap can negotia te around
this campus. I know it has been
covered before and I know it
will be covered again. I consider walking on ice something
of a handicap, but for those in
wheelchairs or crutches or
who just have problems walking (bad knees or whatever),
this campus is hell.
Let's point out some bad architectural aspects of this campus and how they don't coincide with regulations (of
course, since we are a private

school, we probably don't
have to adhere to these regulations), shall we? There are
very few staircases on campus
accompanied by a rail for those
of us who can walk. But, let's
think of something else. Consider yourself in a wheelchair
for the time being.
Getting anywhere from
anywhere is not possible. I'm
saying, to get from the
Trowbridge parking lot to
Mandelle requires, not one, not
two, but perhaps three pairs of
gloves to help brake the
wheels. One would probably
begin to feel like Cutter John
on the old "Bloom County"
comic strips, flying down a hill
at warp speed. Once you get
to Mandelle, you either climb
the stairs (J don't think so), or
go up the little ramp. Unless I
am mistaken, regulations permit only a 6 percent grade or
lower for ramps to buildings.
If we got our giant protractors
from elementary school and
actually measured that ramp,
we would sec that it is nowhere ncar a 6 percent grade.
Now, let's consider getting
from Trowbridge to Hicks .
Probably the easiest way
would be to not consider it at
all. However, if you so desire,
we could count the stairs between the two buildings. If you
take the south route, passing
by DeWaters, there's that wee
little staircase right by Trow, a
steady decline, and two more
wee little staircases before you
hit the Old Welles outside
door. If you were looking for a
faster and less painful way to
get down to Hicks, you could
probably take a hot air balloon
from the beautiful Kalamazoo
International Airport, parachuting while floating one
mile above the building and
praying you land on a street

Feds patrol the Infobon
Cliff Lampe
Index Staff
I had a
forcible lesson the other
day about
how hard it
is to maintain belief in
freedom of speech when you
are personally disgusted.
For those of you sequestered
in Dow, about two weeks ago
the FBI arrested a University of
Michigan student who posted
a sex story on the popular
newsgroup illLsex. Since his
arrest the proverbial bit has hit
the fan in the net world and
lines are being drawn for a new
freedom of expression battle.
The student was not arrested
for the story but for the use of a
name that belonged to a real student. However, the implications
of the crackdown are plilin. ll1c
net is no longer free territory; it is
l-.cginning to be monitored in the
same manner as other forms of

-

other than Stadium, considering miscalculations. Of course,
that would take too much time,
and by the time you got into
line a t Hicks, dinner would be
over.
Enough about getting
across campus; let's consider
buildings themselves. There is
no way to get to the Mailhut
without hitting at least two
stairs. Of the millions of buildings I've been in on campus
(considering there are about
fi fteen of them) only three have

elevators. One in five isn't bad point of having to use crutches
if you're betting on a horse, but or a wheelchair. Things hapif you absolutely must get to pen. Maybe if the "administhe third floor of Mandelle, trative muckety-mucks"
you're out of luck. All in all, could put their minds toours is not a handicapped- gether, we could save a little
happy campus.
on the TVs being installed in
It would be beneficial to Dewing, and add a little
the community as well as to more wood to the campus in
the school itself to seriously the way of ramps that fit
consider installing elevators regulation. I would hate to
and ramps to all buildings, or sec more squirrel fatalities on
at least making most of them the Quad because of Cutter
accessible. You never know John and the Starship
when you'll be injured to the Interpoop.

Activate your Student Commission
Andrew Schleicher
Index Staff
Every
Monday
night, r go
to
the
President's
Lounge and
take part in
what is called the "Student
Commission ." Unfortunately, the Commission
meetings are in such a rushed
fashion nowadays. Attendance is lower than usua I
and everyone, including the
president, wants to get out as
soon as possible, leaving
little room for discussion
and action.
_ ." •. "
- What .have we C<lfl'\{} to?
People have always talked
about the student apathy on
campus, but I do not believe
this is the same. Apathy has
always, and will always, be
with us; even so, Student
Commission used to be full
of Ii vely discussions.
Last year, when I was
elected to the commission, it
was not uncommon for the
meetings to run over an hour.
In fact, meetings less than an
hour long were rare occasions. This year's talk of cutting out "wasteful" time has
til ken virtually all discussion
out of meetings, including
those of the Executive Committee . Even the president
has arrived late, or sometimes not at all, to Executive
Committee meetings saying
there is nothing to discuss.
This is not to say that our
president, Manuel Rupe, is
lazy or a do-nothing. Truly,
Rupe wasted no time upon
taking office to get approval
for sending flowers to the administration and for ordering
sweatshirts for each Student
Commission member. These
nrc kind gestures, but do we

media and care needs to be taken
by the users.
For thosc who don't know,
government agencies routinely
check postings and e-mail.neither of which are considered
private under federal law. Before, the surveillance was half
hearted, but now things are being stepped up as this form of
communication explodes.
The quandry for me was that
theactuaI story, whichimmediately became one of the largest
postings of all time, really disgusts me. I mean, I have always
been adamant that freedom of
speech is one of the most impor- to vomit when I reild it, and
tant rights of the citizen, but to still cringe, though partially
see that right abused in such a because as sick as I found this
fiction to be, I'm aware that
way makes my stomach tum.
For those who have had the reillity is even sicker.
People were raping and killpri vilege not to read this thing,
ing
each other long before the
it really is bad. I'm no enemy
Internet
was being used, and
of soft core porn, bu t this story
will
continue
to do so. Cutting
details the brutal and dehuoff
one
branch
does not kill a
manizing rape of a woman,
tree,
nor
will
arresting
one sick
including anal penetration
bastard
stop
exploitation.
And
with a curling iron. I wanted

need to handle this kind of sure the members would rething first?
spond. If the leader is interRupe has mentioned that ested in something, the rest
next quarter will be busy. will follow suit.
However, he fails to give a
An Index article from
reasonable explanation about week three said Rupe wanted
whilt is to be done or why we "more student involvement"
cannot start something this in the commission, but T am
quarter. One piece of busi- seeing even less interest. One
ness for next qUilrter he has of Student Commission's
mentioned to me is the revi- fai thful members has even
sion of the Student Commis- considered transferring. This
sion constitution . We greatly would be a big loss to our
need to do this, but we can school because this person aldo it now.
ways made her thoughts and
The Constitutional Revi- opinions known on each ission Committee (CRC) has sue. Unfortunately, as she
been working for a long time looks at other schools, she
now, but only last spring did sees a higher level of activity
intlirrest in rovision maliy take ' 'and-parHciparion.T'
'off. 'Ullder' the leadershil' <Of' ,,1·1-beJiew-'We' e'an 'a'ehleve
Jeff Hotchkiss, the CRC cre- that higher level, although
ated a time line for comple- we can only accomplish this
tion of a new constitution. feat with the help of our
Under this time line, the CRC president. Also, a new constimust submit a draft constitu- tution will create a structure
tion to the Student Commis- greatly stimulating activity,
sion by the end of this spring. participation and discussion.
As the current chair of the
In addition, the continuity
CRC, I have a ttempted to of Student Commission is esachieve much progress to- sential. Even so, continuity
ward the draft. Unfortu- docs not have to result from
natel}', others do not sec con- a calendar change, but from
stitutional revision as an im- electing those with experiportant job for the commis- ence. We need to encourage
sion. Since the time line says those who have served be"spring," many commission fore and those who are memmembers feci that it is all bers now to run for election
right to put it off until spring. again. Also, we need to make
However, with my experi- sure that even the inactive
ence on the CRe, I have seen president remains involved
that one quarter is not and informed when on camenough time to complete the pus.
whole job with the best reAfter all, this is your
sults.
school and your Student
I believe that if a president Commission. We all need to
really wants to get something put our efforts into improvaccomplished, he or she ing the way things run. T enshould act when the need is courage all students to run
recognized. Under the cur- for Student Commission next
rent constitutional structure, quarter, and remain active.
the president holds much in- Even if you do not get
fluence on the members of elected, keep an eye on the
the commission. With presi- issues that affect you and
dential encouragement, I am make your voice heard.
as much ilS the story disgusted
me, J could have stopped reading it at any point, but elected
to finish it. If J have the right
not to read trash, the implicit
converse is that my neighbor
has the same right to post and
read as much brutal rape as he
or she wou Id like.
I have doubts that freedom
of speech was mC<lnt to protect
things like this sex story; how-

ever, ethically it must now
since once we limit freedom in
one area the chance is too great
thilt it will be abridged in other
areas as well. Still, I'd like to
beat the hell out of the guy
who wrote that story.
If you want to consider the
merits of the story for yourself,
write k93c102 and I will forwilrd it to you. Be prepared
though.
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Circus Boy
The Return!

TOP TEN PICK-UP LINES MOST OFfEN USED AT
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE
10. Remember me? I'm the other person in your 8 o'clock ...
9. Haven't I seen you around campus?
8. Hey, I'm "on" next quarter, too!
7. Anyone ever told you that the bags under your eyes are hardly noticeable, and that you smell like you've
actually showered?
6. Know him? Me and Dr. Schmeichel go waaaay back!
5. I see you're reading the Index ...
4. I have a car.
3. Is that Stetson Tower in your pocket, or are you just happy to see me?
2. Oh, I go to that liberal arts college across Lovell St.
1. Please, call me Marilyn ...
\-

TOP TEN PET PEEVES OF "K" SECURITY OFFICERS
10. People who question the rarity of the books in the Rare Book Room and the necessity to guard them.
9. Drunk students who try .~~. 'p')~~ ,the ~r~~~; .~~~!p: o!~.
,
.
8. When the dial falls off your walkie-talkie and all you can pick up is WJMD.
7. President Bryan never seems to see the humor in being handcuffed to his desk while napping.
6. When you can't find the keys to the Natatorium and you spend five minutes swearing at yourself for leaving them in your other jacket, before realizing that a swimmer probably has them again.
5. That Western Michigan University Security's bowling team whoops us every time.
4. Vigilantes who don't understand that just 'cause you're not wearing your black belt doesn't mean you don't
have one.
3. When you reach into your pocket to pull out your parking ticket pad and, instead, you accidentally pull
out your Mad Libs, which tends to draw you in for a good 45 minutes, after which you discover the car has
driven away.
2. Prank phone calls where someone screams, "IT'S THE TENNIS STATUE, IT'S COME TO LIFE AGAIN!"
1. Pleats!

TOP TEN INDEX HEADLINES THAT COULD CAUSE A
CAMPUS-WIDE PANIC
10. "Old Copies of Chapel Chat Worth Millions!"
9. "Tests Indicate 'Melrose' Show May Pelt Viewers With Gamma Rays"
8. "Stan Ranjak to Teach Advanced Massage"
7. "Organic Chemistry Distributionals Finalized"
6. "Jim J. Bullock, TV's 'Monroe', to ?peak at Graduation"
5. "Administration Votes, Changes School's Name to CALDWELL COLLEGE"
4. "Ashish Threatens to Share Secrets of Universe With Hope College if Demands Aren't Met"
3. "2 Worlds United: City Begins Construction of "K" College / WMU Tunnel"
2. "Budget Changes Announced: Mac Lab Cut, New Swords for SCA"
1. "Unreliable Key Cards to be Replaced with Slices of Toast"

...What 'Page Do You Think It Is, Doofus?
Presents ...

PbYaga's INDEX
What do you mean you've never read Harper's Weekly? Sheesh. "I'm very disappointed in you ... "
Chances that a job created in the U.S. since the end of the recession is at Wal-Mart 1 in 14
Percentage of all "K" grads with qualifications for these positions: 4
Chances that a supennarket customer in an"express lane checkout line has more than the allowed number of items: 1 in 4
Chances that it's a "K" student at Meijer, at 4 a.m., so stressed out that he or she can't think straight: 1 in 2
Chances that the checkout person is a "K" grad, come to think of it: Pretty high
Maximum fine for publishing "unverified information" in Albania, according to a new law passed last fall: $8,000
Mandatory fine for publishing the same on the "BACKPAGE": All our Munch Money! (Hence the name change)
Average cost of raising a child, through college, according to Town and Country magazine: $816,303
Cost of "K," according to Admissions staff (as quoted in 1992): "Twenty Thousand a year ... tops ... honest ..."
Pounds of butter used by Iowa State Fair in June of '94 to create a life-sized statue of Garth Brooks: 250
Number of turkeys the United Parcel Service gives its employees each Thanksgiving: 267,600
Number of turkeys Kalamazoo College gives its students each Thanksgiving: None, the bozos ... ("sniff") ...
Number of Turkeys working at, or for, Kalamazoo College: A lot
Number of licensed Bozos, worldwide: 76
Number who are not Willard Scott 75
f ,~
• .•
Number who are not Williard Scott or Colin Sheaff: 73
Percentage of American woman who say their car is "more reliable" than most men they know: 49
Percentage of "K" women who say the same: 100
Number of these who have had their cars breakdown this winter: 134
Tons of talonas, lithuania's temporary currency since 1992, that were converted into toilet paper in 1994: 30
Tons of "K" diplomas eventually coming to similar ends: 4
Percentage of all songs played by French radio after 1995 that must be in French, according to new law passed in 1994: 40
Percentage of all French Songs, besides" Alouette" and" Frere Jacques," that are actually worth listening to: 0
Number of these French words Denna Evoe knew how to spell, off the top of her head, when I called her last night: 1
P
Percentage of ~er.i~~s ~h?/~l ~~ey' a~e pein~, ~,le!.! .b~~i?,(r: by t~ffix}919gy':'f49 .,~ "'U~" < .J ••
Percentage of these who say they don't care: 16
Percentage of these who work for or are affiliated with Kalamazoo College's Computer Services: 74
Percentage of American teenagers who cite "not being in love" as the best reason not to have sex: 4
Percentage of "K" students who cite "not being in love" as no reason not to have sex: 93
Gallons of hamburger grease sold by McDonald's since 1955: 281,250,000
Percentage purchased by Marriott Food Services, Inc. : A hell of a lot, apparently
Percentage of "K" students who use the word "asymptotic" to describe their experience at Marriott: 98
Percentage of other students who would, if they knew what the word meant: 100
Chance that this is the only time "asymptotic" will be used on the "BACKPAGE" : 1 in 3
Chance that Peter Sanderson knew what "asymptotic" meant before Paul Hoemke explained it to him just now: 0 in 1
Number of "translators" commissioned in 1993 by a Yale divinity student to convert the Bible into Klingon: 10 ' , - -,n 0
Chance this student probably went to Kalamazoo: 1 in 2
Number of "BACKPAGE" jokes the Faculty Advisor responded to as "needing editing"this quarter: Not too many
Portion of this joke, for example, that needed such editing: 6 of 6 lines (Which is why it's now three lines)
Chance that Peter Sanderson is somehow bitter about all this editing: 1 in 1
Percentage of American children who say they use flattery to get their parents to buy them things: 16
Percentage who say they "act depressed" : 10
Percentage who threaten to "start looking at 'K'" for college: 75
Number of positions listed in Dr. Ruth's Guide to Better Sex that are legal in Michigan: 2
Chance that the average ''K'' student finds both of these boring: 93 in 100
Chance that the average ''K'' student knows better, more interesting positions than Dr. Ruth, or her book: 97 in 100
Chance that they learned these positions while fulfilling some portion of the ''K'' Plan that Dr. Cook wants to cut 99 in 100
Percentage chance that the 1/100 they didn't learn from the ''K'' Plan helped them get into ''K'' in the first place: 100
Percentage of Americans who believe that there is baseball in Heaven: 56
Percentage of ''K'' students who believe that this place ~ll be in their hell: 86
Percentage of "K" students who believe that this place is their hell: 14
j

-

This half of "TIffi BACKPAGE, BUT REALLY PAGES SIX AND SEVEN, YOU KNOW?" brought to you by:

Peter "But I'm not bitter... " Sanderson
and

Harper's Weekly,
Nov. '93 . Mar. '95
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Comedy's cast creative cacophony
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
"To be or not to be, that is
the question!"
That is
Shakespeare, but that was
not quite what I heard last
Saturday when I went to see
Kalamazoo College's production of A Comedy of Errors.
What I did hear was a lot of
screaming and yelling
among
a
group
of
Shakespearean actors who
were trying to sort out a lot of
confusion about who was who
and who belonged to whom.
I really enjoyed the play.
Not only do I need only five
more LAC credits, but for
the first time, I was actually
laughing at something
Shakespeare had written.
This play opened my mind
to something actually
amusing, not just something I would be forced to
read in an English class.
Why was this play so appealing and not something
that would make me, and
probably most others,
slump over in their chairs
and start snoring?
The acting was phenomenal. From the actor's point
of view, it is very hard to do
a Shakespearean play. Not
only does one have to memorize all of Shakespeare's
thous and thees and other
frightening English words,
but one has to memorize it in
iambic pentameter (the only
thing I remember from my
high school English literature
class). On top of that, many
of the lines rhymed. Each actor and actress did an excellent job of learning their
lines. Their use of expression
made the play not only more

entertaining, bu t on the exceptional, bu t the coswhole, made it better too. I tumes were too. The bright
was expecting to hear colors and delails on many of
Kraftwerk's interpretation of them made me feci like I was
Shakespeare, but there were in Venice during the Italian
no monotone voices sounding Renaissance.
like they were being forced to do
something they really didn't want to
do.
I also was very
impressed by the
quality of acting
by the newcomers
to
the
Kalamazoo College
stage.
Sophomore Kris
Schaffner did a
wonderful job
playing Luciana.
Another newcomer to the "K"
College stage
who stuck out in
•.. r~'nttnpr (Luciana), K'97, and John
my mind was
sophomore Mc>tt Lobur (Antipholus of Syracuse), K'95,
Rainson
who portray supposed in-laws in the College's
played Egeon, the production of Shakespeare's comedy, The
father of the two Comedy of Errors.
Photo by Will Adams
Antipholous'. If I
wouldn't have
known him prior to the play,
Another aspect of the
I would have sworn he was play I found appealing was
old enough to be my grand- the set. Not only was it an
father. The acting by the vet- effective part of the play, but
erans was phenomenal also. it was simple too. I bet all of
Both Kristie Ulng and WMU the cast and crew who had to
senior Thomas Meier were strike the set after the play
outstanding. Everybody was were happy about that. The
great.
scenery was well thought out
It was brought to my at- and suited its purpose well.
tention that part of Matt
So, if you didn't go see the
Rainson's speech in the be- play this past weekend, you
ginning was cut out. Why missed out. If you did, you
didn't they leave it in? That saw a great play and got
is my only question and cri ti- credit for going. For me, not
cism (if you can call it that) only was I entertained, but I
of the production.
learned that iambic pentam·
Not only was the acting eter could be funny!

Sweet, golden bells sing on Saturday
stylc.of .'5.0s,<:6t:ncdlles,
ha te. the ba,~ guy.
none of that mil ttel's hecOluS("
to oo,awhol0,101
."
The . .
videq for the week is aOlQvicn,ostpcople
A Bronx TaTe, The.film stars and
w<):~<ii[rc~:te(jlb)ior.le.() the best act(}t~eJet, Robert DeNlro,
as a father trying t9savehiS spn fr<>mJhe:
ofaMafia boss played by Academy Award
Ln,azz· Parmlnteri. The b,Htl~ Qf D~NiTo and
Imjillt(3.1'i~ser"ilesas the centerpiece for' tl1:1s wondetful film,
things about thismgvie 1§ the setting.
he. action ononcBl()o~l~n street. ~y
the filJ}lfH~tqgeth¢rbe:tt(!r:
arc ruled by action, bl.ltpeNlro forsakes
eit:pl~i~i!~n~;,fOlr wolHira wn eharacter~in nila lis.tie: situa-

T~e6¢;tqualjty'~ll five of
fl1E!$efi~msnasin tQimnon is
ortplnaltty; Originali ~ytla s

died otitJnI:laUywood and
tha t qluld bewhy no one saw
these films. Luckily, there is
Video to resurrectth<:se movies. Next tfm:csomeone says
there's nothing tQ rent, think
again. Pr~h ; A· Red Rock
We$t~A PiiiamLover:B+ The
Hudsucker Pr0X'!/:A- A Bronx
Tale.: A-.

and Dumber
I~n,.,.,.'<t Gump
Learning
Cause
I Legerlosof the Fall
II J1ITTln
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D
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Beckie Craft
Index Staff
Saturday night, before the
onslaught of AirBand, a
group of ten women and one
man will perform a number
of songs using only thei r
hands wrapped in little black
gloves.
They are the
Handbell choir of Kalamazoo
College and they have practiced for the past eight weeks
to bring their music to you.
Usually, the concerts take
place on Saturday of tenth
week, but this quarter, due to
senior comps and other conflicts, the concert was moved
up to ninth week Saturday,
cutting the practice time
down to only eight weeks.
They devote six hours every
week on a purely voluntary
basis to further the musical
tradition of Kalamazoo. This
means they don't get music
credit for their hours of practice and concerts like the rest
of the music groups on campus.
Led by Russell Cooper,

K'89, the handbells will play
a sorrowfully ecstatic piece
by Karen Buckwalter, a beautifullullaby and a number of
show tunes, including the
themes from Balman, Cheers
and The Simpsons. Two quartets, a trio, a duct and a piano-accompanied bell solo
will bring Stetson Chapel to
life with a melodious reverberation of ethereal tones

hand bell. Different kinds of
bell-ringing,
including
"marts," mallets and ringtouches will pervade the
music emanating from the
three octaves of bells.
The show starts at 8 p.m. at
Stetson Chapel and will conclude with a vibrant dance piece
around 9:30. My suggestion is
that you go to AirBand on friday, but leave the real music to
Saturday night.

Russell Cooper, director of .. K" Handbefls demonstrates a mallet
part to Stephanie Latzke, K'98, and Beckie Craft, K'98.
Photo by Rachel Beln L'
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Kalamazoo earns seventh
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straight winning season
Hornets lose in semis

Eric R. Frederick
Sports Editor
The Kalamazoo College
men's basketball team ended
their roller coaster season with
a 73-65 loss in the semifinals of
the Michikan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association basketball
tournament February 25. The
Hornets closed out the season
with a 14-12 overall mark.
Kalamazoo finished with a 66conference record to wind up
third in the MIAA.
In the MIAA tournament,
the Hornets won their first
game against the Adrian Bulldogs 62-46. The game was
much closer than the final
score indicates, as the two
teams were within three points
most of the match until
Kalamazoo went on a 20-4 run
that closed the game out. Brian
Ellison led the Hornets in scoring with 13 points. Brian
Blattert added 12 while Steve
51. John contributed another
10. St. John poured in three 3pointers during the game.
In the semifinal match
agains t the Knights from
Calvin College, the Hornets
played a great first half and
jumped out to a 36-27 lead at
halftime. Kalamazoo then
went dead cold in the second
half, scoring only one field

goal in the first fifteen minutes
of the half. For the half, the
Hornets shot just 21 percent
from the field.
The season for the Hornets contained some wonderful moments. Junior Jeremy
Cole, who scored 23 points in
the loss to the Knights, moved
up to tenth on the school scoring record board, ~nding the
season with l,151career points.
"Jeremy always plays with his
head," said head coach Joe
Hacklin in a recent local
newspaper story. "He may
not be the quickest player,
and he may not be able to
leap as high as his competitors, but he can think and
play at the same time. I think
he is the best player in the
MIAA, and is just getting better with age."
The loss to the Knights
also marked the final game in
the careers of seniors Andy
Hobik and Dean Woolcock.
Hobik finished the season with
226 points in 26 games for an
8.6 per game average. He also
pulled down 64 boards for the
Hornets. Woolcock, the team's
captain, helped the Hornets
throughout the season with his
leadership and solid play,
starting in every game for
Kalamazoo.
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Lady Hornet hoopsters finish season
Women bow out in first round

Eric R. Frederick
Sports Editor
The. Kalamazoo College
women's basketball team finished out a disappointing season with an 8147 loss in the
Michigan Intercollegiate Basketball Associationtournament last Tuesday.
In the game, Kalamazoo
center Mary Helen Diegel,
K'97, led the team in scoring
with 13 points. Junior forward Sara Musser contrib~
uted 11 points to go along
with her team high nine rebounds.
For the season, Musser
ilnd Diegel ranked one-two in
scoring for the Hornets. They
also led the team in rebounding, with Musser pulling
down seven per game and
Diegel adding 5.6 everycontest. Other big cOlltributors
to the team were Beth 'Burgess, who finished third on
the team in scoring with 6.4
points per game. Melanie
Studer was a force on the
boards, grabbing an average
of 5.2 rebounds.
The Hornets finished the
season with two wins to go
along with 23 defeats~ One
of the defeats came at the
hands of a forfeit by

Concordia College for using
an ineligible
player.
The
Hornets' other
victory came at
the hands of
conference foe
Albion College
on February 4.
Kalamazoo's
season was not
as lopsided as
the final record
indicates.
While the Hornets won only
two
games,
they played to a
lotof close decisions, losing in
the final secTaking practice shots before the tournamentOzronds.
rie
Craveel, K'95, preparesfot the~izme;' UnMusser profortunately,
the women's basketball team lost.
vided one of the
. Photo by Will Adams
team's biggest
highlights of
the season as she became only . Next
fhe Homets will
the fourth player in be trying to win a few more
Kalamazoo history to top the games and move up in the
one thousand point mark. She conference standings. Being
is currently in fourth place on . a young team this year, the
the scoring chart, and with an- Hornets will not be losing any
other big season next year, players next season. They
could move into second place, should be able to translate
finishing behind Laura some of that experience into
Behling, K'89.
victories:

year;

~,

;.
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r
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Kalamazoo College guide to spring sporting season
Men's Tennis-The pride of
Kalamazoo College sports
teams, the men have won 57
consecutive Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Championships. This is the
longest championship run enjoyed by any organized athletic team in history. The team
will be aiming for their eighth
national championship in the
past eighteen years.
The team will be i}ard
pressed to find a replacement
for Seth Denawetz, K'94,Iast
year's national champion in
singles. They will rely on
their experience as this year's
team is heavily loaded with
seniors. Ryan Kaltenbach,
injured last season, is one of
the nation's best doubles
players and will be counted
on to provide points for the
Hornets this year. Adam
Afridi, a 1993 All-American,
will also be expected to contribute points throughout the
year. Also expected to provide depth to the team are returning team members Jason
MCKinney, Paul Bozyk and
Ted Gaty.
Seniors do not constitute
the entire team, however. The
~ornets will expect contribuhons from 1994 All-American
Pat Noud as well as juniors
Cheo Ramsey and Andreas
BoqUist.
Last season, the Hornets
did no t win the National Collegiate Athletic Association
~nal championship for

the first time in four seasons.
However, they did enjoy
many successes. In addition
to finishing first in the
MlAA, they earned third
place at the national championship tournament. They
also defended the Great
Lakes Colleges Association
title and had a 21 match dualmeet winning streak.
The goals for the team this
year are winning the MTAA
championship, defending the
GLCA title and qualifying for
the NCAA championships.
They also expect to earn a few
All-American nominations.
Women's Tennis-The
women's tennis team, often
overshadowed by the success
of the men, have quite an impressive collection of awards.
In addition to finishing 17-6
overall, the Hornet women
won their fifth consecutive
MIAA championship and finished ninth in the NCAA national tournament.
The first challenge awaiting
the women in their quest for
more trophies is finding replacements for graduates
Jackie
Aurelia,
BilIee
Lightvoet, Allison Frye, Betsy
Hobbs and Jenifer Holmes.
Aurelia was a five time AllAmerican and the league's
most valuable player four
years in a row.
Expected to fill the void created by K'94 grads are sophomores Eve Halderson, Christa

Chrovian and Stephanie
Decker. Halderson was undefeated in MIAA competition
and was named to the AIIMJAA Second Team last year.
Chrovian and Decker both arc
expected to step lip and fill the
leadership void.
Although the players (or the
team may appear to be young,
they can be counted upon to
lead the Hornets to another top
notch season. The first-year
students coming into the team
all carry high school credentials and will be expected to
provide the depth necessary to
compete for the national championship.
Men's Basebilll-Last yeilr
was a rebuilding year for the
men's ba sebil II team. The te.1111
finished seventh in the M1/\/\,
and hopes to improve upon
that finish this year. The Hornets will rely on experience
gained from last season's
squad to help the many newcomers of this year.
Although the Hornets arc
young, the team will rely
heavily on seniors Tiki Ghosh,
Andy Hobik, Manuel Rupe
and Clint Wagner for lendership. Wagner led the team in
batting averilge last season,
hitting .330. He also led the
team in hits, runs batted in and
stolen bases. Ghosh, Rupe and
Hobik will be relied on to provide the pitching for the Hornets. Rupe and Ghosh led
Kalamilzoo in innings pitched

last season and will be exAlthough the Hornets lost
pected to bear the brunt of the six players to graduation, they
work again this year.
expect to move up in the
Adding to the Hornets' MIAA standings. Their strong
chances of improving are jun- pi tching corps should prove to
iors Jamie Loher and Chad be an asset throughou t the seaZollman. Loher brings a big son. Val Keeney, despite sufstick to the Hornets as does fering a broken jaw in the third
Zollman, the 1993 team leader game of the season last year,
in home runs. Several first- proved she is a dependable
year players are also expected pitcher for the Hornets. She
to contribute to the team this led Kalamazoo in innings
year.
pitched last season and earned
The Hornets will begin their run average. Joining her on the
season with a trip down south mound will be seniors Amy
to Cocoa Beach, Florida for Nosich and Sarah Foster and
some practice and early season junior Heather Mernitz.
games. This trip has proven in
Junior shortstop Julia
previous years to be an impor- Haarer and outfielder Toby
tant building block for the sea- Budd will be counted on to
son.
contribute to the success of the
The Hornets' goals for the 1995 campaign. Haarer was
season are simple. They want second on the team with fifteen
to try to continue the improve- runs batted in, and Budd led
ment begun last season and the 1993 team with 30 total
wiII be shooting to reach the bases.
.500 plateau. They also want
Also returning to the diato move up in the MIAA stand- mond are sophomores Beth
ings.
Burgess and Julie Dicks. Burgess, an infielder, finished last
Women's Softball-Last sea- season with 31 total bases to
son the women's softball team finish third on the team while
had Lady Luck on the wrong Dicks placed third in runs batside as injuries plagued them ted in with 12.
throughout the year. After an
This year's team looks to
encouraging trip during improve in the MIAA. They
spring training to florida, the hope to use their experience to
women came back to Michigan their advantage. They also will
with a lot of optimism. After get a jump on the competition
injuries decimated the team, as they once again spend their
however, the Hornets had to be spring break in florida practiccontent with finishing out the ing.
season and looking forward to Information provided by Public
this year.
Relations pamphlets.
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Students attack aid cuts with forum, march

~wn GaVIn
Index Staff
More than 200 members of
the ~ College CommunIty ga~ last Wednesday morrung for a forum ~n
the cuts to federal stud~t aid
noW under debate In the
United States Con~. The
event featured a panel discussion ~ollowded by a gen~odral
question an . answer ~ ,
and was deslgned to inform
students on the proposed legis1ation and its effects.

The ~ i~uded; Dr. Peter GathJe, Assistant Otaplain;
Heather Booton, K'9~; Dr.
Jeanne Baraka-Love, Director
of Mul~cultu~l Aff~; ~ric
Frederlck, ~ 98; Wdl~am
Sutton,
K
Jenmfer
Seamans, K 98; Dr. Ken
Reinert, of the Economics
Dept.; and JoEllen Silberman,
KalamazooDirector
of Financial Aid for
College. .
Most of the panelists expressed concern for the potential implications of the cuts,

?5;

which were variously called
racist,. immoral,. and economi-

To the students on the
panel, the issue was
clearly the effect of the
prOposed legislation on
themselves lind their

friends.

cally UI\!IOUftd. 1b the INdents
on the panel, the isaue was
deertytheeffectofthepoposed

Congress consid ers cutting student aid
In its continuing effort to
reduce the deficit, Congress
wants to cut several student
aid programs. According to
JoE lIen
Silberman,
Kalamazoo College's Director of Financial Aid, there are
currently four lets of bills
coming through Congress
which would reduce or eliminate Federally-funded student financial programs.
The first is the Budget
Recissions Bill, which would
affect aid for 1995-96. The
House of Representatives already has passed its version
of the bill. It includes cuts in
State Student Incentive
Grants (a partial funder of the
Michigan Competitive Scholarships), the Robert Byrd and
Paul Douglas Fellowships,
the National Science Scholars
program, the National Science and Engineering Scholars and some Pell Grant
Funding. The Senate expects
to make a final vote on the
issue sometime this week.
While little is known about
the Senate version, early reports say that it includes
fewer cuts than its House

counterpart.

The next two sets of p0ssible cu~ are found in the Contrru:t With Amerial. The first is
the Welfare Reform Act, which
would revoke all financial aid
for permanent resident aliens.
This bill already passed the
House, and awaits action by
the Senate. There is no word
yet as to what the Senate version contains, or when the legislation will be considered on
the floor.
The second possible cut from
the Contract with America
would be used to fund the
Middle Class Tax Cut for the
1996-97 budget. The House
passed a version of this bill
which would reduce the
Stafford Loan Interest Subsidy,
forcing students to either pay
the interest on their Stafford
loans while in school or add the
interest to their principle loan
amount There is no word yet
as to when the Senate will begin consideration of this matter.
The final possible cut also
could come in the 1996-1997
budget. The Senate Task Force
on Entitlements is considering
the reduction of some parts of
the Pell Grants and Stafford
Loans. More information on
this will become available as
the budget bills come up in

May or June.

Acrording 10 Silbrnnan.
it's too early to predict the effects of these meesures on
Kalamazoo Co~ Students.
H all of the cuts are passed,
then about 600 students stand
to loose some pm of their aid.
The effect will vert from individuallo individual. Some
students may looee meet or all
of their aid, while others will
loose very little. Silberman
concedes that if the cuts rP
through some students undoubtedly wiD be forced to
leave. "'But." Ihe IUd "'now is
not the time to J*'ic. Now iI
the time tofocuson whatwe'~
doing 10
the ..........
Kalamazoo College, becaule of its funding
ment with the fedenI
ment.cannotenpp in lobbying activities. However,
Silberman urges individual
students and their pumts to
write letten to their elected
representatives.
President ainlon has indicated that he will veto thia legislation if it comes acroea hia
desk. Presently, support for
these meuures in Congress,
which is split primarily along
partisan lines, is not strong
enough to override that veto.

.w

asreesowm-

legislation on themselves and
their friends. Several students
said that if the cuts went
through they would be forald
to leave Kalamazoo College.
The only panelist to speak
in favor of the cuts was
Frederick who said that Hthe
deficit m~st be reduced and
we all have to take our share
of the burden."
The event. which was part
of a national protest day, was
organized by the Alliance for
Affordable Education (AAE), a
group of Kalamazoo College
Students formed last fall who
oppose the cuts. According to
Booton, an AAE member, the
event was intended primarily

to educate students because Ma

lot of people are very confused
about what's happening and
whatthesecutsmean."Toheip
students act on the information,letterwritingtableswere
set up by exits of the theater.
The AAE abo ponsored
rally Wednesday ~n ~
Bronson Park, which was attended by approximately thirty
Kalamazoo College students.
Both events attracted the
attention of local newspa~
television and radio stations:
Furthermore, the AAE members said they have received
several requests for information from concerned citizens
around the Kalamazoo area.

Winter quarter in review
approved the creation of Special Interest Group Housing to
open options for group living
experiences that go beyond the
traditional language house
ayeIem. Lanpap hOUleS are
changed in two ways. Firstly,
the Center for International
Programs will no longer fund
cultural menton for the Ianguage houses. Also, language
houses will have to fulftll the
samecapadty requirements as

other groups in order to
qualify for the housing.
StudentGinm' . on,. Student
Input Calendar Committee
(SICC) and the Co-Curricular
Calendar Committee all
worked on the transition 10 the
new calendar system thr0ughout the quarter. Student opinion
was surveyed and departmenIs
are wortdng ona three year plan
to handle the transition to the
new calendar lIIlOOthly. More
. information on the changes takingplacewill be made availlble
to students.

The houses that Kalamazoo built
Stacy SchWandt

tention of demolishing them in
order to increase the library's
Five homes owned by size, the Gazette stated.
According to the Gazette ,
Kalamazoo College will not be
Considered part of the pro- the local Commission recomJlOsed West Main Hills Histori- mended the West Main Hills
Cal neighborhood due to a neighborhood for recognition
compromise made last month by the National Register of
betWeen the Kalamazoo Com- Historic Places. The process of
tnissio n for Historical Preser- attaining this status includes
~tion and the College, accord- the approval of the nomination
II\g to the KRlanuIzoo GazeHe .
by the State Historical Preserh The article stated that the vation Review Board and
omes, located on Academy eventual acceptance by the Na~ BulkIey streets, were ex- tional Register.
David Bollman, Gty HisUded due to pressure from
Co~ege administrators, who toric Preservation Coordinator
belieVed their inclusion might said the first step, demarcating
t~ eventual plans to expand boundaries for the neighborhood, met resistance from colPJOhn Ubrary.
lege
authorities. Originally,
l<aIamazOO College purnine
homes
were disputed, but
the properties over the
Kalamazoo
and Com10 to 30
with the in-

fiiaex staff

mission member Edward
Annen Jr. devised a compromise including four of the
originally named homes on the
proposal. Commission members passed the motion with a
tally of 5 to 1, he said.
Commission members considered the homes because
they had a style similar to the
others in the neighborhood.
Bollman said they have no idea
if the compromise will have
any effect on the state's approval of the nomination.
H the homes were included
on the National Register it
would not necessarily mean
that Kalamazoo College could
not demolish them, Bollman
stated. The college, and any
other property owner, are free
HOUSES continued on

Junior Jeremy Cole, who rrrentZy broke the
1,000 "K" arm points mIlrl: with all
astoundillg 1,151, WIIS IlJImeIl to the
MIAA Aaldemic lind Athletic First Ttrlm.

RNATION
NEWS
Sponsored by ISO
EUROPE
United Nation's Environmental Conference: This year's
meeting was held last lUesday in Berlin, Germany. More than
1000 delegates attended, representing 131 countries. One of
the main issues was the topic of environment protection and
economic development. Also, several Latin American countries asked for help from industrialized countries.

The XLV Cinematography Festival of Berlin: This year's
movie awards were held in the first week of March. TIle
Golden Bear went to the French movie" L'appat "by Bertrand
Tavernier. The Silver Bear went to "Smoke" the American
movie directed by Wayne Wang.

Spanish socialist government: The governing body was
questioned about the return of the runway chief of the Civil
Guard, Roldan, to Spain. Several documents used for the
extradition of Roldan from Thailand were fabricated.
Fiahin8 crisis between Canada and the European Union:
Canadians are said to use illegal methods against the Spanish fishing boats in Terra Nova.
Tchechenia: The two large remaining independents cities are
now circled by the Russian army.
War: Turkey, which launched an offensive attack against
Kurds in Northern Iraq, said it will pull out soon if an international force is sent there to avoid the regroupment of
Kurdish independents.

RoyalillUNge in Europe: Princess Elena de Borbon of Spain
married Jaime de Marichalar in Seville two weeks ago.
France: Several shiites in public transportation and postal
service paralyzed the nation in the past week over a dispute
for higher wages.
Corruption scandal: A Court decision has forbidden European congressman, Bernard Tapie, an important and powerful French businessman, to participate in political elections.
Tapie was involved in a large fraud scandal last December.
England: Eric Cannot, the French soccer star that assaulted a
spectator two months ago, was released from prison and sentenced to 120 hours of community service.
Bosnia-Herzegovina: The army that remained loyal to the
government in Sarajevo pushed back the Serbian forces in
the center of the ex-Yugoslavia Republic.

LATIN AMERICA
Ecuador and Peru, the Latin-American conflict: The Peruvian army violated the cease fire in a small confrontation on
the Ecuadorian territory early last week. They have called on
the U.s.A., Argentina, Chile and Brazil to help in the diplomatic negotiations between Ecuador and Peru in order to
draw a definite line in the frontier and also observe the process of drawing back the armies.
Peruvian elections: They will be held on April 9. Meanwhile,
there are accusations of fraud from part of the opposition to
Fujimori's regime. In the words of Vargas LLosa, "there is no
guarantee of purity."
Mexico-Chiapas: TIle EZLN, or the Mexican revolutionary
moveinent, is setting the place for the signing of a definite
peace dialogue between them and the government.
Haiti: Mireille Durocher, the head of the opposition movement to Aristide's government, was killed by gun fire in the
streets of Port Prince last Tuesday.
Colombian: TIle President of the Congress has refused Ameri-

can congressman Dan Burton's proposition of sending American troops into Colombian territories to capture drug dealers.
Bolivia: The labor force is engaged in a national strike.
Cuban: ''Balseros" were rescued off the coast of Costa Rica.

Campus Buzz on e-mail
Heather Carpenter
Index Staff
Staffs from computer
and student services
joined forces to make
the computer more user
friendly, reading the
"Campus Buzz" more
convenient and saving
the environment more
possible by putting the
"Campus Buzz" on-line
through e-mail.
"This will push all of
us to use the computer
more,"
said
Barb
Vogelsang, assistant director of Student Services at Kalamazoo College.
In cooperation with
computer services staff,
student services personnel are making to all
have the students use
their e-mail accounts
along with faculty and
staff. They say they
hope to see a push toward increasing the use
of computers.
Officially as of April
3, "K" students will no
longer be reading the
"Campus Buzz" on paper. The daily bulletin
has been transferred to
an on-line computer service making access to
college information
easier to the entire campus.
The "Campus Buzz"

will now be available everyday
not just Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday. "We are excited about
going back to having the 'Campus Buzz' everyday,H said
Vogelsang. Each day a new daily
bulletin will be added until all
five week days are shown. Every
Monday the last week's submissions will be canceled making
room for a new week of information to begin.
lilt's a great way to be environmentally sound, too. It won't
waste paper anymore," said
Vogelsang. No longer will waste
paper baskets or paper recycling
bins be full of past issues of the
"Campus Buzz." The option does
exist to print a copy off of the
computer if it is totally necessary.
If computers are not accessible,
students can find posted copies
of the "Campus Buzz" at the
Union Desk and the Dewing mail
room.
Janet Price of computer services said there will be an increase of computer use. The dialin lines for e-mail will get busy
so users must be patient. Eventually, more dial-in lines will
need to be added and Hobbes
will be replaced with something
faster, according to Price. "We
don't know when though," she
said.

HOUSFScon'tfromp.1
to make any structural alterations to the homes including demolition as long
as federai dollars are not
used on the project.
The President of
Kalamazoo
College,
Lawrence Bryan, said the
college feared that if the
homes were listed on the
Register "people would
view it as an effort to block
the expansion of the library." Furthermore, Bryan
said he feared changes in
federal law might restrict
the college from using federal funds for other purposes in conjunction with
the library. He cited a grant
that the college received to
increase the library's holdings from the National Endowment for the Humanities as an example of such
funding.
Both Bryan and Bollman
said the compromise was a
good idea. Bollman added
that he was sure that
Kalamazoo College would
expand the library tastefully with high architectural standards. Bryan said
there is no proposed date
for the project to begin.
TIle nomination will be
brought to the State Historical Preservation Board
for their approval on June
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MeAT classes start soon

great scores••.
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and test·
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.
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great··s,kills....
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care. nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

get a
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-Spring cleaning moves WRC to the Japanese House
wednesday, AprilS, 1995

Sharon Richter
index Staff
Tucked behind DeWaters
and 'Irowbridge lies the new
Women's Resource Center
(WRC), at 1308 Lovell, the
former Japanese House. Because the Diebold House (the
house previously used by the
WRC) was deemed unfit for
living by the college due to
high maintenance expenses,
poor insulation, and lack of
suitable electrical wiring, the
Center needed a new home.
When the opportunity
arose to obtain the Grove
House, the group of first-year
women, headed by Laurel
Fitzhugh and Suzan Alteri,
came together to form the proposal that gained the house.
"With hardly any upperclassmen or former advisors on
[campus] the decision to move
into the Grove House was difficult for us to make. But after
weighing the issues we decided that it was in the WRC's
best interest to move into the
Grove House," said Alteri.
It was not just the proposal,
though, that made the WRC a
prime candidate for the house.
It was also the motivation and
commitment of the group in
past and present years and the
group's considerable contributions to the college community.
For example,_in fall quarter
alone, the WRC sponsored the'
Ani DiFranco concert, dedicated a week to raising awareness of the genocide and sex
crimes in Bosnia-Herzegovina,

and hosted various presentations on issues such as women
in art, massage, and date and
acquaintance rape.

safe place, or even just a place
to relax, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
weekdays. The residents are
there to offer support or sim-

The fanner Japanese House is now the Women's Resource Center.
-photo by Will Adams
Still, many students are un- ply listen at any time of day.
aware of what exactly the
WRC represents. The Women's
Resource Center is exactly
what the name suggests, a resource for students at the college. There is a library with
various brochures and pamphlets on issues such as
women's fiction, health, and
accomplishments, as well as
sexism, sexually transmitted
diseases, prostitution, and
sexual violence.
Information on resources
found within the Kalamazoo
Community also is provided,
such as AIDS testing and rape
counseling.
The center is run by both
residents and volunteers, and
will be open to the public, particularly to women seeking a

Chris Shannon, a junior living
in the house, is experienced in
rape crisis counseling and crisis intervention.
The goals of the WRC, as
quoted in the residence proposal, are, "To build our pr0grams for: prevention of assault and abuse, support for
people in crisis, education (including health nutrition, sexuality and gender issues), a support system for women, increased understanding between men and women, social
contact among women, and
modeling healthy positive
practices in the way our volunteers treat one another."
'1 think that it is hard these
days for people to understand
what being a woman means to

s sprung at 'K'

Spring
Welcome
back once
again to
''K.'' Oh,
and this

a
spring
quarter! If you
have been fooled into thinking that this will be just another one of those ten week
things that will draw out forever, you are wrong.
Spring is a very unique
time of year at ''K.'' Everyone
on campus comes to the quarter with a smile on their face.
Seniors know that this is the
last set of classes they will be
taking here. Plus, they all
have been looking forward to
~se senior TGIFs. The junIors have just dropped in
from God-knows-where. Of
COUrse, they are just longing
to get back to ''K" and meet
all their friends. The freshInen, well, let's just say that
they've been here for a while
and are just about ready to
call it quits for the year. In
Other words, people are generally going to be very unmo-

tivated to study over the
course of the next few weeks.
So then, the coming of
Spring, and hence spring quarter, usually mean a lot of things
to do away from the classroom.
Perhaps one of the most important things about spring is
that it's not covered in snow
(most of the time). The Quad
gets absolutely littered with
sunbathers inching their way
in between trees to catch the
few hours of real sunlight that
will hopefully come. And then
there's that religion around
here called Frisbee Golf. Watch
out for those golfers, there's
not much worse to ruin your
day with than a frisbee in the
face, or elsewhere!
Every now and again, some
of the nicer profs around here
may actually let you see the
light of day by holding a class
outside. And, of course, there
is always the Day of Gracious
Living, where you get to forget about your classes and just
relax. Generally, classes go a lot
better too during Spring since
the profs are just as lazy and
unmotivated during warm
weather.
All in all, spring is going to
be fun. Out of all the quarters
I've been here, spring has always been the highlight.

There's just something about
this season that makes everyone feel a lot happier about
being here. In comparison to
winter, I think even the worst
days of spring outrank the
daily frostbite Michigan winters bring. During spring, you
get to go outside for study
breaks and simply smell the
flowers. And, if you really want
a memorable study break, I
would like Iorecornmerd South
Haven BEach. Ofcourse, we will
all still work haJd at our classes,
but we might as well have some
fun doing it.
So, make sure Spring '95 is
memorable for you. Seniors,
you deserve to display your
senioritis. I'm sure the words
"pig roast" give you an exciting feeling already. Whereas,
for the rest of us, it just means
that you'll get drunk, strip
and dance around the Quad
all night. Freshmen, you want
to get this year over with, but
believe me you'll miss "K"
when you've left for home in
another 10 weeks. Juniors,
heck, you'll be here for a
while, and since you haven't
really pulled any weight over
Foreign Study you might as
well not put in any effort now.
In other words, get ready, get
set, here's Spring '95.

their lives," Shannon said.
"Gender is treated like an eye
color, but is much more than
that. I think the WRC can be a
place in which people begin to
come to an understanding of
what gender means to their
lives."
This quarter, the volunteers
plan to host many events at the
house including SIP readings,
movies, presentations by faculty and community members,
and workshops in issues such
as vegetarianism, women's
health, and aroma therapy. Saturday, April 1, the women
hosted a moving party, from 1
p.m. to 3 p.m. followed by the
first general meeting of the
quarter. The women felt very
optimistic about the outcome
of these events. "The moving
party and general meeting was
a great success" said Alteri.
''We had many past members
and new members, as well.
Everyone seems ready and
willing to help the center in
this transitional phase,"
However, the women have
faced some opposition and
misconceptions. Some people
have labelled the house as hostile or "man-bashing". One
first-year male admits, "I

Page 3

would be a little uncomfortable going there." The center
is open to all visitors.
There are currently seven
women living in the center
which gives them the chance
to strengthen the organization
of the group and eliminate
some of the sagging participation that the group has suffered previously.
'1 think that one of the key
things we need to do this quarter is to look at our mission
statement and set some long
and short term goals for ourselves," Shannon said. "Without that kind of structure it is
hard for a group to flourish ...
and we intend to flourish!"

Schuman speaks
Katie Zimmer
Index Staff
Dr. David Schuman, associate professor of law and associate dean for academic affairs at the University of Oregon Law School, is scheduled
to give this year's Thompson
Memorial Lecture. The lectures, which can be attended
for LAC credit, are Thursday,
April 6 and Friday April 7.
Schuman obtained a Ph.D.
in English literature from the
University of Chicago. He
also obtained a law degree
from the University of Oregon. From 1985-87, he
served under the Oregon
Department of Justice as the
Assistant Attorney General,
Appellate Division.
The recipient of several
awards, Schuman received the
1993 Orlando Hollis Award for

Excellence in Teaching and the
1989 University Ersted Award
for Distinguished Teaching. In
1989, he also was chosen by
the sr-duatinllaw students to
deliver the commencement
address.
Schuman has written various books, addressing political issues in a unique fashion.
In A Preftla to Politics, (1977),
he declares that community
does not exist in America due
to the isolation of the people's
power. He writes, '1n place of
community in America, we
have interests."
Thursday at 8 p.rn. in the
Olmsted Room of Mandelle
Hall, Schuman will speak on
''Democracy and Community:
Can They Co-Exist?" On Friday, at 10 a.m., he will question "What's Wrong with
Rights?" in Stetson Chapel.
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Let's talk about tension
After a year of calendar change discussion everyone has heard more "K" plan arguments
than they probably ever wanted to. Now that spring is here again, however, let's consider one
more question. Each spring, tensions between those returning and those remaining accompany the start of the quarter. Although spi'ing tends to be one of the best at "K", its takeoff can
be rough.
The freshmen's feelings are not new. After being on for two consecutive quarters they finally
know almost everyone. They made many sophomore friends, who are now gone,AND, to make
matters worse, it sometimes feels as if they know no one in Saga.
The juniors are also feeling the shocks. Many are returning to a place that they thought was
familiar and finding it feels stranger than the country they just left. This is culture shock. Many
are not happy to be back and therefore their enthusiasm to get involved is low. The initial result
is often bad feelings by the freshmen and apathy from the juniors. Not to be forgotten are the
seniors. They've experienced all of these feelings and are probably thinking that nothing matters
except passing comps, having fun and graduation.
Proponents of the calendar change could argue that these tensions are good reasons to change
the "K" plan and create more of a sense of solidarity within the community. Continuity, to some,
is a necessary thing.
Opponents of the calendar change may disagree. Tension is not necessarily bad, in fact, it is
usually beneficial. British poet of the Romantic period William Blake said, in "The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell", "Without Contraries is no progression."
For the freshmen who have been here all year, it is time for a change. Shouldn't everyone be
challenged by learning to adapt to different environments? And as for the juniors, granted
you have probably adjusted to more new situations than most people can count, but hey, at
least this time everyone speaks ENGLISH! Furthermore, the tensions will not last for long.
After a few weeks of classes and extracurricular activities, the juniors will readjust, everyone
will make new friends and the campus will pull together to enjoy the benefits of warmer
weather.
The spring changes are just some of the things that make "K" unique. Most schools are
suffering from monotony and boredom right now. Since the calendar is not finalized, we
ask that little details like the spring quarter tensions be considered, for they create the
whole picture. And for all you readers, it' s your responsibility. Freshmen and seniors,
make your opinions known before you leave. Juniors, you have been gone, check to see
what is happening and let your ideas be heard. What better time to address an issue than
when you are experiencing it.

That's just the way it is
Editor's Note:
The following letter is written in
response to an article printed in
the March 3 issue of the Index
which was written by Beckie
Craft. The article pointed out the
handicap inaccessability of the
campus.
Letter to the editor:
Many if you may know
who I am: the woman who
spent half of fall quarter of
crutches and has been seen
periodically limping on one
leg or the other this quarter.
People always tell me how
much of a
pain in the
butt this
campus
must be to
me
and
how
I
should
complain
to the administration. Becky
Craft's article in the March 3 edition of
the Index sounded very much
like what I always hear. To
Craft and all the other standard bearers of the handicapped, I would like to point
out a few things.
Fl1"St, elevators are not cheap.
Kalamazoo College cannot just
go out and buy a dozen elevators whenever they feel like it.
Second, where would you put
all these elevators? Through the
DeWaters lounge? Third, and
most Unportantly, how does one
get to these elevators in the first
place? You can make the buildings more accessible until
you're blue in the face, but that
doesn't help me get up the hill
of the Quad. That's not negligence on the part of the administration; that's just what happens when you drop a college
onto the side of a hill. What do
you suggest about that? Should
we install an elevator on the
Quad? Kalamazoo College has
plans for a major earth-moving
project some indefinite time in

the future that would
what flatten the hill on
Hides side of the Quad.
idea, but not one we can
the College to just jump
do one weekend.
I am extremely grateful
the professors who have
cused the absences my
tion has caused. One of
put a note on her syllabus
ing if anyone had any
needs they should talk to
These things sound small
they mean a lot and
people are thinking.
thing
we could

Kalamazoo College
cannot just go out
and buy a dozen
elevators whenever
they feel like it.
we
bones, sprain ankles, or, as in
my case, need physical
therapy. President Bryan has
found this idea worth looking
into, which is more than I can
say about the Dean of Stu·
dents, Marilyn LaPlante, who
flatly told me it was the
student's responsibility to get
themselves to WMU, end of
discussion. Our own health
center staff which repeatedly
informs me that most students
just walk there, and sends me
for leg x-rays.
I will be disabled for the rest
of my life. I have been wheel·
chair-bound before, and I'm
terrified I'll have to use one
again. Yes, I would be hard
pressed to get around campus,
but, well, life sucks. I can' t ex·
pect the college to cater to my
every need, not when it would
cost them thousands or mil·
lions of dollars. "But it's not
fair to you, Cass." No, it probably isn't, but that's just the
way it is sometimes.

-Cassie Nobll

Frisbee golf can measure amount of gracious living
Cliff Lam
OPinions t'o-Editor
A friend of mine who goes
to Western but spends alot of
time at "K" made an interesting reflection the other day.
His hypothesis was that you
could tell how "creative" our
current student body was by
the type and level of frisbee
golf activity happening on
campus.
For instance, as my friend
noted, it takes a certain amount
of devil-may-care attitude to
truly play frisbee golf in disregard for the torrential amounts
of homework we have. The
fact that golf activity is really
at an all time low indicates that
people on campus are being
uptight and overly involved

with academics.
Another guage of campus
"coolness"
is
golfer
ettiquette. Most people are
familiar with the rules for
being a proper golfer, but
there is also a certain politeness required for people who
are around them. For instance, don't move the disc
when it lands near you, and
don't become irritated because a group is playing
through near you.
While, obviously, frisbee
golf is not a microcosm of the
universe, it is a good allegory
for a problem I've seen on
campus.
People walk by a sign
reading "the end of learning
is gracious living" without

ever looking at, much less really thinking about what it
means. We walk by people we
know with a brief nod or a superficial "How are you?" and
seldom expend the energy to
really know people. We go to
parties and drink ourselves
green but rarely are aware of
the people around us wbile we
are doing so. We sit in classes,
accepting information without
bothering to truly understand
it, existing politely with shallow breaths.
The point is not to go out
and play frisbee golf, the point
is to go out and live. People
on campus have been seized
by an unbelievable apathy, but
an understandable one. Most
of us simply get caught up in

the minutae of daily survival all worthy of your time and
here at "K" and rarely stop to energy, and might offer a neW
smell the proverbial roses. perspective to you as well. The
There's a wide world out world is not only out there, but
there that goes beyond the it needs you.
text book, or at least I've
I'm not trying to talk about
heard there is.
the "Real World." Having tlu'eE
I've long been an advocate hundred pages to read by toof volunteer activities as a morrow is as real as it gets. 1'111
means of getting into the just saying that it's a big world
community. This time of with a lot to experience that we
year would be perfect to sign are missing when we wal~
up with Big Brothers or Sis- with our heads down and ex'
ters or to check out the hun- ist with our windows and
dreds of other things avail- minds shut. Gracious living
able that just might get you and frisbee golf are not such
out of this bubble environ- strangers after all.
ment of ours and into life.
In the end, frisbee golf
Pick and issue you care might just be a microcosm of
about and get into some activ- life. Be out, be free and be real·
ism. Animal rights, environ- Breathe deeply and walk
ment, women's issues, they're around the campus. Uve. __
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Off campus housing should be considered
Aaron Portenga
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College faces
changes with its residential requirement as a result of the
upcoming calendar change.
The college's current policy
will be insufficient to deal with
the increase of students on
campus.
Under the current calendar
change, aproximately 1,100
students will live on campus at
once. Even with the addition
of new housing, there still will
be 200 to 225 students without
housing. Therefore the current
residential requirement of the
college must be reconsidered.
Kalamazoo's residential requirement reads as follows,
"Kalamazoo College is a residential college committed to
dedicated learning and the
education of the whole person.
The College embraces a philosophy and program which
supports students' developmental growth and academic
efforts in a living/leaming environment where students live
in the residential system and
board at the College dining
center. Institutionally and financially, we can best provide
this environment when our facilities are fully utilized by our
students."
Vaughn Maatman, Dean
of Housing, reiterated when
students choose "K" they are
choosing not only foreign
study, CD and SIP, but also
the requirement that anytime
they are taking classes they
must live on campus. Three
exceptions are if they live in
the Kalamazoo area and commute, if they are married or
if they are 23-years-old or
older.
I see nothing very wrong
with this system if it is applied only to freshmen who
may need the structured dorm
life to help them adjust and
maybe even sophomores, but
I do not agree with the idea of
forCing all students to live on.
Currently the only way to live
off is by going through the
hassle of filling out forms and
providing proof of either a
medical condition that prohibits living in the dorms or a financial hardship. Then a committee reviews each case and
votes on whether to grant the
student permission to live off.
This process alone deters
many students from even attempting to try to live off campus.
What is needed is a system
that allows an option for
SOphomores and upperclassmen to live off campus if they
desire. These students are old
enough to make their own decisions to live on or off. !agree
with Maatman when he says,
'1t becomes very difficult for
Us to make an educational argument or a developmental
argument once they've been
on foreign study. How do you

say to a student, 'By the way,
you can have six months on
foreign study, you can travel
after your program but then
when you come back to "K"
you have to live in residence
halls.' Emotionally and developmentally it does not make
sense."
Most of these juniors and
seniors are 20 to 22 years old
and are more than capable, especiallyafter foreign study, of
living on their own without the
college acting as a big parent
looking over them. The college
argues that its studies show
that those who live off campus
have lower GPAs than those
who live on. In my experience
living off campus and knowing others who do, I have
found it to be a much more relaxed atmosphere that is not
only more conducive to study-

ing but also to health both
physically and mentally. living in the dorms there were
more distractions to interfere
with my studies and sleep. I
realize much depends on
whom you live with but I think
it's much easier to study living
with three other people instead
of a hundred others.
In addition, the current
system is not very fair to
those students that get CDs
in the Kalamazoo area.
Many fall and winter athletes
who need to be in the area for
their sport do this. Sometimes they are able to sign
only one year leases. The
school admits that there is a
problem. Maatman says that
out of 150 available properties in the city, only four or
five had landlords that
would be willing to do short

term leases. The college
takes the stance of "That's
life." At the majority of
schools that is not life for many
sophomores, juniors and seniors who are allowed to live
off after their freshmen year. A
better response of the college
would be, "We need your
money." Maatman admits
that, "If you have a residential
system that holds 845 people,
better to have 800 people than
to have 700 because the cost of
running the residential system
is shared by more people
which means we (the college)
can keep the cost lower for
each individual person."
The idea that a lower cost is
nice, but I don't buy into that
whole idea. "K" has had a
housing shortage only twice in
recent memory and that was
way back in the fall of 1987 and

1988. The college tries to keep
the dorms at least 95% full each
quarter. Even with the dorms
at or near capacity, the tuition
has continued to hK7easeat an
alarmingrate. Currently there
are about 90 to 100 students
living off this quarter. With the
calendar change this will have
to increase substantially.
The college could solve its
future housing problems
now by at least allowing juniors and seniors the opportunity to live off without all the
hassle. I don't think this
would cause a mass exodus
from the campus and crush
the College financially. It
would help to give the college an idea of how much
new housing to build and
what things might be like
when everyone is on in the
future with the new calendar.

G.I.'s vvithdravvn, FBI inquiry in Haiti
To the editor,
On March 31, President
Ointon visited Port-au-Prince,
the capital city of Haiti, to turn
over American responsibility
of Haitian security to United
Nations Peacekeeping forces.

Though publicly applauding
President Aristide, American
policy in Haiti remains true to
its historic course.
On March 28, three days
before the scheduled arrival of
President Clinton, Mireille

Pornography hurts women
Editor's Note:
The follawing letter is written in response to an article which appeared in the Week 9 issue of Winter Quarter. The article was an
interview with a Deja Vu dancer and is available upon request.
Letter to the Editor:
I am writing in response to Sargurn Sood's piece on pornography (Index, 3/3/95). While individuals may have different opinions about and experiences with pornography, the
harms perpetrated against women in the production, use and
trafficking in pornography are not subject ot individualistic
judgement. The harms of pornography are realities of women's
lives.
These harms are neither subjective nor individual; they are
systematic. Pornography, prostitution and so called "live sex",
such as stripping, constitute an organized &!X industry which
commercializes the sexual subordination of women.
The first harm of pornography is to women in pornography. Women in pornagraphy are real, and the acts "portrayed"
in pornograhy are realities. Women's sexuality and personhood
are stolen to create men's "fantasy". Women are beate~, tortured, raped by men, animals and objects in the production of
pornography; or simply used and abused.
Women are also harmed when men choose to live out pornography. Some men force women to look at pornography (in
employment or academia this is understood to be sexual harassment.) Other men force women to live out the humiliation
and brutalities of such "fantasy". Pornography shows these
men how to tie the knots of torture and abuse.
Finally, pornography harms all women in teaching the men
who use it that females are objects to be consumed, not persons to be respected. Every woman struggling to earn respect
for her achievements as an individual must deal with the existence of materials, and the men who consume them, which label all women, herself included, as simply sex. In the world
that pornography helps to create, women are not "innocent until
proven guilty" but sexual objects until proven ~urnan. .
You may decide whether pornography IS ~ffenslve or
whether you enjoy using it, but you do not ge~ to ?~de whether
pornography is harmful You do not get to dlsnuss It as fantasy.
The physical, sexual and emotional abuse to women have publicly testified are factual reality. These acts continue to be committedagainstwomenandgirls(aswellasbo~~somemen).

The decision left to the individual and to sooety IS how to respond to and remedy these harms.

-Alicia Turner

Durocher Bertin, a prominent
political opponent of President Aristide, was killed by
three Haitian gunmen in
Port-au-Prince. According to
the New York Times,
"Shortly [after the killing),
American officials disclosed
that they had warned Mr.
Aristide last week both of a
plot to kill Ms. Durocher
Bertin and of the possible involvement of his Interior
Minister, Gen. Mondesir
Beaubrun, in the plot." An
Aristide-requested FBI inquiry of the killing was
quickly initiated.
Yet the requests for FBI inquiries into the 3,000+ political murders of Aristide supporters during the 1991 coup
d' etat have gone unanswered, some of which were
even witnessed and documented by international observers. In fact, the CIA
trained illegitimate leaders of
the coup have been granted
full amnesty according to the
US mediated Governor's Island Accord of 1993. Some
of the most notorious murderers in the terrorist Haitian
military have been retained
and recycled by the United
States "professionalization"
of the military in the present

context of a justice system
vacuum in Haiti. Though
American officials claim to
have known about the
Durocher Bertin plot a week
earlier, these same officials expressed surprise during the
intricate and extensively orchestrated overthrow of the
Aristide government in 1991.
The prompt FBI investigation of the Durocher Bertin
murder may seem at first to be
a noble attempt of American
officials to pursuing justice in
Haiti, but. closer look rewUs
a dear pattern of discrimination and gross injustice towards the impoverished Haitian majority. As the G.I.'s are
withdrawn from Haiti, it is
important to acknowledge
their successes, but it is equally
important to recognize their
failures in the context of the
broader United States policy,
and the future by-products of
the American presence.

-Jon Voss
Voss, a senior religion ""'jOT, just
returned from a SIP quarter in
Haiti, where he studied loal1 and
international economic development programs and the im~t of
American economic influence as
well as the politiad economic role
of lihmltion theology.
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Deluca's hypnosis. He had
Evans conditioned so that
when he said the word "blue"
she would insult his perfortheir minds. The students mance and tell the audience
wound up wearing each oth- how bad the show was. Then
ers shoes and flexing like pro-, when he would snap his finfessional body builders, with gers, Evans showered him
the show climaxing in a group with praise for doing such a
dance party to "Tootsie-Roll." great job.
The main-stay of Deluca's
Two students, Tamala Evans
and Christy Brown, were par- performance was Christy
ticularlyaffected by Deluca's Brown. Brown was by far the
hypnosis.
deepest "under" and Deluca
Evans ended her stay on the used her hypnosis for all he
stage with taunting and prais- could. Deluca told Brown that
ing the show. One moment she would be compelled to lie
Tamala would say how great to him whenever he spoke to
the show was, the next she her, leading to some wild tales.
called it a waste of time and Brown told Deluca that she
asked Mr. Deluca to please had been to Africa twice to
leave the stage. Her reactions study wild boar and that her
were a direct result of favorite boar, Bob, had been a

Students left spellbound
Will Adams
Photo Editor
Many "K" students may
have trouble remembering
what they did last Friday
evening following Tom
Deluca's hypnotist show. It is
not surprising that the visit
was judged by many students
as one of the best performances
of the year. Deluca has won
National Campus Entertainer
of the Year and was a huge hit
when he visited "K"in 1987.
He returned for another great
appearance.
Deluca's show was a high
energy, fast paced performance which focused on the

his amazing control over the
minds of several Kalamazoo
students. Following the traditional pattern of inducing
sleep, Deluca put the students
into a trance. Once they were
hypnotized, he repeated commands for them to carry out,
which were activated by key
phrases or the snapping of his
·fingers.
The show's intensity really
ldcked in toward the final hour
of the performance when the
students who were in the
trance on stage engaged in several group activities. These
activities showed the extent to
which Deluca was controlling

change her mind.
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Kalamazoo gets "Intimate" with Bach
Yoshitaka Shimazu
Index Staff
The Bach Festival opens
May 5 at St. luke's Episcopal
Church
in
downtown
Kalamazoo. Organist Paula
Pugh Romanaux and the Western Brass Quintet will open
this year's celebration of the
festival's 48-year-history.
Bach Festival organizers
plan various concerts including a brass quintet, piano, guitar, organ, and chorus performances this year, culminating
in the final event, Handel's

MessiDh.
Though frequently heard
during the Christmas season,
MessiJIh's entire performance is
otherwise rare. The Festival
presents a complete performance with a cast of soloists, a
chorus, and an orchestra on
May 13, 7:00 p.m. at Stetson
Chapel.
With its first chorus organized in 1946, the festival's
goal was to introduce the sacred music of Johann Sebastian
Bach to Kalamazoo.
"Bach is the greatest composer,
especially in the area of chO:
rus," said laura PackardLatiolais, secretary of the Bach
Festival.
the Festival

hosts not only Bach music but
also works of other composers
such as Schubert and Handel.
"Intimate Evenings", May 6
and 7, will present concerts
with a unique style. Both pianist Robert Siemers and guitarist Paul Vondiziano's recitals
are scheduled in Kalamazoo
College's Recital Hall. These
recitals will provide the audience with intimacy and interaction with the performers,
taking advantage of the Hall's
relatively small space. Mter
the concert, audience members
can make comments and ask
questions directly to the performers in a relaxed setting.
Siemers will play Bach's Well
Tempered Clavier, the Partita
Number four in D MRjor, and
Schubert's Sonata in A MRjor,
while Vondiziano will perform
the Suite Espanola of Gaspar
Sanz, Bach's Lute Suite in A
Minor, and the Suite in E Minor
of Dietrich Buxtehude.
The Festival also holds two
concerts in which ten young
musicians, eight soloists and
ensembles compete.
Though the festival is incorporated now, its operation
largely depends on volunteers
and "K" College is the biggest
!lUll)tXll'tf'l'. When Latiolais
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very good friend until he was
shot by George. Brown's antics continued through out the
show with Deluca often coming to her at a slow point for
updates on Bob.
After the show most of the
participants had only hazy
memories of their time on
stage. Evans recalled most of
the things she had done, but
she couldn't explain why she
did them. The best justification she could come up with
was, " Because (Deluca) told
me to." Brown had little
memory of what she had done.
When her friends asked her if
she remembered doing the
"Tootsie Roll" on stage, a
doubting Brown told them,
''But I can't dance." Perhaps
several-hundred witnesses can
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came here from California, she
said she was surprised at "how
much good music goes around
here." "Music is the biggest
culture of Kalamazoo", says
Latiolais. But she said she still
hopes "K" students will take
advantage of the various musical events.
All events of the Bach Festival are free for K students.
These events would be worth
more than just a "study break".

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

We listen. We explain.
We're private.
We're affordable.
WE CARE.
• Free options counseli ng
• Free pregnancy testing
• Low cost bi rth control,
including emergency
contraception
.
(the "morning after pill")

fil

PLRNNED
PRRENTHOOD.
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. MkhigGl.37H200 .

Bach Festival Schedule

J J jJ J[.JJ

• First of America
Midwest Young Artists
Competition Senior Division Concert
Saturday, April 22,
8:00 p.m., Stetson
Chapel, Kalamazoo College
• Organist Paula
Pugh Romanaux and
the Western Brass
Quintet
Friday, May 5, 8:00
p.m., St. luke's Episcopal Church, Kalamazoo
• Pianist Robert
Siemers in a Recital of
Bach and Schubert
Saturday, May 6, 8:00
p.m., ' Recital Hall,
Kalamazoo College

• Fint of America
Midwest Young Artists
Competition Junior Di-

vision Concert
Sunday, May 7, 4:00
p.m., Stetson Chapel,
Kalamazoo College
• Classical Guitarist
Paul Vondiziano
Sunday, May 7, 8:00
p.m., Recital Hall,
Kalamazoo College
• Bach-Around-theBlock Organ Concert
Monday, May 8, 7:30
p.m., Christian Science
Church, Downtown
• Festival Finale
Concert: A Complete,
Baroque-Style Performance of Handel's
"Messiah'"
Saturday, May 13,
7:00 p.m., Stetson
Chapel, Kalamazoo College
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"K" swims away with 7th place at Nationals
Karow G>rdon
IIidex Staff
Kalamazoo CdlegeplacOOan
impressive seventh in the NCAA
DivisIoomMen'sswimmingand
Diving Championships held in
Oxfotd.Ohio,Man:h 16-17.
The championship caliber
teams set high goals before going into the competition and
broke sch()('l. records in an attempt to achieve these goals.
Their efforts paid off with a seventh-place finish at a national
meet characterized by stiff com-

petition and the nation's best
swimmers and divers.
Under the din!ction of veteran coach Bob Kent, the Hornets recorded their sixth-ever
national top 10 finish in 1995 and
their 11th showing among the
top 20 teams in the NCAA Division m. Kalamazoo's seventhplace finish marks its thin:l highest national finish. The Hornets
took sixth place in Division ill
in both 1988 and 1993.
Helping the team to its strong
showing was swimmer Brian

Miller, K'96, gaining national and a 7th plare in the 400-yard
honorsforthethin:lstralghtyear. Medley Relay (3:29.10). The
Miller earned All-American team's finish in the 200 also seta
honors four times during the new school record.
1995NCAAillMeet,including
Blowers, joined by Denny
twoindividual3rd plaCE finishes Kelly,GregRaczniak.andAaron
in the l00-yard Breaststroke Portenga, all K'96, set yet an(:S7 .23) and the 200-yard Breast- other school record while earnstroke (2:05.48). Both of these ing a 4th place finish in the 200times set new school records.
yard Freestyle Relay (1 :24.39).
Senior captain Paul Blowers
Unfatunately for Kalamazoo
teamed up with Miller, Steve College, this was the last swim
TIsch, K'98, and Brett Robbins, meet for Blowers, who Jm!ivej
K'98, to take a 3rd plare in the :" Jnorable mention for placing
200-yard Medley Relay (1 :34.77) 15th in theFreestyle with a timeoi

:21.34.. After the ronclusion of his
4th year (X\ the team re said. "It
has been great to be part of a

18lm." Hewinlea~behind geW5\
all-timerecmds,OOweveI;.rewin
take with him the values oi hard
wtU. goalgetting, 00IllD1itmeltt
and dedlcation that coach Bob
Kem instiJ1s in his IBUn.
Kalamazoo will return for an
exciting season next year with a
bit more experience under its
bclt,inaddltlon to 7 of the 8 top
performer~ from the 1995
NCAA Meet.

Women's tennis team speeds into season: Hornets sting Hope twice
TIllJecke
Index Staff
What a launch into the 1995
season for the K-College
Women's Tennis team! Right
after the team got back from its
traditional spring trip to Hilton
Head, South Carolina, where
the Hornets finished with an
overall record of 5 wins and
only 2 dereats, the tennis ladies
beat Hope College, (5-4) in a
thrilling season-opener on
March 28.
"Hope is our biggest challenge in the
said captain
Stephanie Smith, K'95, who is
playing her fourth season for the
Hornets. "Ibis victory will give
our young team a lot of self-con-

MIAA:

fidence."
The squad lost five players
from last year's team to graduation and gained freshmen Terri
Arvila, Katy Baird, Semra
Koymen, Kim Salmond and
Kathleen Sullivan. After the
team's ninth place finish in the
NCAA Division ill finals last
year, the new players are under
pressure to do as well as their
successful predecessors.
"Everywhere we went during
the spring trip the pooplealways
reminded us of the huge reputation of Kalamazoo College tennis and expected us to do a perfect job," remembered Salmond
who plays for the Hornets at
sixth rank.

Co<aptain Saza ~ 1<'95, responded to this conrem, explain~thatsredoesn'texpectherrew

team meJllbers to be perfect, but
rather, "I want them to work hatd
and to live for the great name of
K-College tennis."
According to the players, the
nine-day trip to South Carolina
helped the team become closer.
Howevet;. it was no vacation.
"It was almost like school:
stated Baird. 'Wepractiredeach
day for nearly three hours and
sometimes we had a scrimmage
on the same day."
The results during this preseason trip show that there is already a lot of talent and potential in this team. The Hornets

Senior leadership promises another successful year
leffPierce
Index Staff
The "K" men are 5-5 coming
out of a productive spring trip
whlch took them through Ge0rgia, South Carolina and ~
see. The weather, which was
excellent, failed to provide a
break as the men played seven
dual matches in seven days.
Kalamazoo is currently
ranked third in the NCAA Division m. The team would like to
stay in the top 4, as those teams
receive first-round byes at the
National1burnament hosted by
Kalamazoo this May. The men
have already shown they are
contenders by defeating three of
the four top 20 Division III
schools that they met on their
southern trip.
Tre trip was vel)' demanding
and the team pulled together for
sane big wins over talented pr0grams, such as their 6-1 victory

Division n Presbyterian of
South Carolina. Although
Kalamazoo dropped a tough one
to ninity of Thxas (4-3), after 1osing two tight, three-set singles
matd1es. the team bouncB1 back
the next day with two 6-1 wins,
aushingl2thrankOO.Swarthmore
of Pennsylvania and then 17th
ranked University of the South
from Thnnessee.
The team also showed some
great individual play. In their 61victory over6th ranked Emory
University
of
Georgia,
Kalamazoo's Pat Noud, K'97,
playing number one singles, u~
set Travis Saacke, 6-2, 6-l.
Saacke is thin:l in the Division ill
preseason poll. while Noud is
ranked 14th.
In the Emory University
Spring Festival. unseed.ed Jason
McKinney, K'95, upended Thmi
Huhtamaki. from Averett of VII'ginia, for the championship at
0Ye'

No. 1 Singles. The Hornets'
doubles teams also dominated
the finals as Ryan Kaltenbach,
K'95, and Adam Afridi, K'95,
upset Kalamazoo's top team of
Noud and ClIrB KenneDy, K'91,
7.f, (3), 6-4.

TImon Corwin, in his second
year as head coach of the Hornets, sees the senior experienCE
and team depth as keys to this
season. The Hornets are loaded
with experience, as there are five
seniors in the top eight. This
should give the team an advantage for nationals and theimportant matches approaching, because the seniors understand the
pressures of winning a national
championship. Corwin, who is
"really proud of this team and.
what they ha~ accomplished."
stated the team goals as: win the
MIA A conference, win the
GLCA tournament, and qualify
for nationals.

won five out of seven games and
also presented a lot of team spirit
and consistency. Returning from
the southern sun.. the squad took
their biggest challenge and beat
Hope on March 28 at Stowe Stadium, 5-4. Already dow:\ 3-4 the
Hornets had to win the last two
single matches to leave therowt
as winners. Eve Ha1derson,K'97,
and Christa Chrovian. 1<'97, the
two highest ranked players, disrlayed physical and mental
strength, both winning their
matches in three sets.
In addition to a<XJUiring new
players, part of the team's success should be attributed to the
team's new coach Jim Van
Zandt.. who played on "K"'s
men's squad for four years and
brings a lot of experienre as a
lfigh School tennis coach into
this new job.
"'We ipe't more time OIl the
COUJ1a pJa~zatllerthandoq
drf11I." remarIred Frier.

last weekend the team rontinued their winning streak at
the Great Lakes Colleges Ass0ciation Tournament at Hope
College where the Hornets had
easy wins against Dennison and
Oberlin and lost against De
Pauw. The team finally finished
second
earning a better
record than Hope.
"For the second time within
a week we were better then
Hope's Dutchmen," Smith
stated. "All these results will be
very important for the rankings
for the NCAA finals."
For thI:: 1995 Lady Hornets,
following in the footsteps of the
very successful teams of the last

overan.

decadepresentsa~chal-

1enge to the le':m. Yet the string
of victories at the onset of this

season is prooi that these new
Hornets have what it takes to
CD mntInue wtIh the

sr-t IWl-

ceu .ymboUc of ICalamazoo
WOiiIltll. tI!NdL

Hornets drop triplet
Eric R. Fn:derlck

13-5.

Index Staff

In the second game, the I-bnets were shutout. Matt Conti.
K'97, began the game on the
mOlmd, gcing a stroog three innings bebe the Bulldogs got to
him. Ollis Butler came in as lelief pitcher and was!lCOl'ed upoo
three times as Adrian coasted to
a merded 11~ will.
The Hornets did not fare well
on their spring trip in Florida,
either. They lost the first eight
games of the trip. They did emil
a vickry in their last game, hawever, defeating Oarkstm Cdlege
11-7.
"'This game showed what
happens when we throw
strikes: said head coach Mike
Hlnga. "We did the little things
right and stepped up when we
needed to." In this game, Rupe
went the distanceb the victory.
Chris Hollman, K'98, led the
Hcxnets at the plate driving in
three runs with a pair d. doulies
and a single.
The Hornets have a lot of
work to do before their next
game against Cornerstone College this Thesday. The game begins at four p.m. at KaIamazoo's
Woodworth Field. They also
have a three game series (X\ the
road this weekend against the
Britons of Albion. The Friday
game begins at four p.m., and the
Saturday doubleheader begins at
12:00 nooo.

TheKalamamoCollegebaseball
team suft'en!d three gella:b this
pastweekend.theBl1n~frcm

Adrian invaded \\OOdwa1h 8eId
and swept the B9CX\ series frcm
the Ibnets.
On Friday, the lbnets opened
their Michigan IntertnlegiateAthleticABXiatiaueasm with a fantastic~!ixlllz.Ungs.Inthe""

oi the first inning, the Bulldogs
9CD'ed a paird.nms.In the bottan,
the Hcmet's Iket Kutanaky, K'!l8,
dooIiOO with two outs and Cl1ad
Zollman, K'96, brought him
around with a bane run to tie the
sctn!attheendoithefirst.Manuel
Rupe,K'95,keptthelbnetsinthe
baIlgamebypt:hingsixstrooginnlngs. In the geW5\tb. ~ he
tired out and the Bulldogs scaed
twelve runs. The Hornets respooded with three runs butW8'e
unable to dent the lead any further.
Tre final sctn! was 15-6.
On Saturday, Adrian and
Kalamazoo played a double
header. The Bulldogs dropped
the Hornets in both games. In the
first game, the pitchers had
trouble throwing the ball across
the plate which led to eleven
walks and free runs for the Bulldogs. Oint Wagner, K'95, had a
good game at the plate, gang 24 with a double and a run batted
in, but his effms were in vain as
the Bulldogs took the first game
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Bone marrow drive: a living memory of Jodi Schaffer
RyaIl Harbage

maex staff

Just two tablespoons of

your blood has the potential to
a save a life. Kalamazoo CoIlege plans on hosting its first
bone marrow drive on Monday, May 1 in the Stone Room
from 1 to 6 p .rn.
"It means a lot of hope for a
lot of people, it's a chance for
life," Jodi Schaffer, a former
Western Michigan University
(WMU) student, said last week.
Schaffer, 24, died Sunday
night at Borgess Hospital of
leukemia, unable to find a marrow donor.
"'Nf!re going to hard out brochuresexplainingwhatyouhave
to do and what it rmms D donate,H says Peter Maurer, a student helping to organize the
drive. He stated that thereisadiffe!ero? between screening and
dooatingmarrow. The inlorma00n taken at the drive is put 01\ a
database, and if a donor's file is
11fI!ded, The Red Cro6s will then
call and ask the donor to take
II'OI'e tests. "The drive is only to
a small amount of blood for
c;('I'f'I''I'Iin~ they will rot actuaDy
take bone marrow."
Maurer also says that the
drive is run and paid for by
The Red Cross, but students
responsible for reserving
room. publicity, and edu-

cating the students. The Red nor Program (NMDP) is a netCross will pay for the first 200 work of donor centers and restudents screened, and stu- cruitment groups which coordents have plans to raise dinates the marrow donor
moneyifmorepeoplegotoget bank. H a match is found bescreened.
tween a person who was
""The odds of finding a mar- screened and a patient requirrow donor match from someone who is not a relative are as
high as one in a million," says "{Jodi Schafferl is an
a Jimmy Flynn Bone Marrow
example of how life and
Transplant Group flyer.
"Bone marrow is the death [the bone marspongy tissue inside the bones rowl situation is. Just
which produces many of the
elements of the blood," accord- the one person walking
ing to a pamphlet published by by on the quad could
the Leukemia Society of
have saved her life."
America. Marrow manufac-Paul Bozyk
lures white and red blood cells,
which both play vital roles in
keeping the body healthy and ing marrow, several things can
free of disease. Transplants happen. The donors may
transfuse marrow from one refuse to donate for any reaperson to another. Several con- son, but if they accept then
ditions require marrow trans- they begin other tests. The rouplants, like many forms of leu- tine procedure involves rekemia. aplastic anemia and se- moving marrow from the pelvere combined immune defi- vic bone with a special needle
ciency.
and syringe, taking only sixty
Marrow transplants have minutes under general anesbecome a very common proce- thesia. Donors are then obdure over the last 18 years. served for several hours, and
Two hundred transplants were may experience some discomdone world wide in 1977, and fort in their lower back, accordin 1992, 10,000 were done, of ing to the NMDP.
Shivika Bafna, Olair of the
which 70 percent were for leuBone Manow Drive, said she was
kemia.
The National Marrow Do- introduced to the idea when Dr.

Leonard Mattano, a "K" alumnus, spoke to te Health SciencE
Serior Semnar list fall
"He mentioned that Western was doing one (a bone
marrow drive) and it would be
good if Kalamazoo could do

Their first drive brought more
than 500 students for ecreening, 175 more than they could
accommodate. As a result. they
held another drive onApri1ll.
Schaffer's name had been run
through the registry, but no
match was found. She continued to fight for more marrow
screening drives not only for
herself, but all who are in need,
until her death.
"She is an example of how
truly life and death this situation is. Just the one person
walking by on the quad oould
have saved her life," said Paul
Bozyk, another "1<" student
involved in the marrow drive.
Maurer believes they will
have no problem ftIldling their
goal of screening 200 students.
~stud~tbodyneedsro

realize that this is such a
simple procedure which takes
10 little time and the rewanis
can be so great There's an o~
portunity ro save a life down
the road, and that's just immeasurable for not even five
minutes on a table," said
Bozyk.
NAccordingtothedoctors
my health is really, really bad,"
Schaffer said a week before her
death. She also thanked "1<,"
The Red Cross, and the students who have made this
marrow drive possible.

one," said Bafna. She along
with Mattano and six other
concerned students coordinated the drive with the
American Red Cross.
"All of us are basically 90ence majors, and we're interested in the health field so I
think that's one of the big reasons that we've all gotten into
this," Bafna added.
Schaffer's plight inspired
WMU student groups to hold
a drive to add names to the
national marrow registry.

Attendance caps topple study abroad centers
Madrid

program was the main

reason a firm policy was impIemental. Initially, 43 students ex-

pressed interest in going this
spring. When told of the cap on
the number of studentsadmittal.
a few ofthemeleded not to goon
study abroad. Others went to

who opted to go to GlXSlal, Mexico, rather than Madrid,

for study Q~ could Mve seen this building while touring
Surrounding historic sights.
-photo by Reginil Injety
Olxaca, Mexico, instead.
'The broadest goal of the
program is to provide opportunities for students to have truly
integrative experiences culturally," Vande Berg said. "The tendency we all have when we go
to another place is to find
people who are like us and to
together; the more
add to a
in-

creases that tendency."

Dr. David Barclay, professor
of history and director of the
Center for Western European
Studies said, "There are absolute and finite limits to what we
can do and expect from our directors on site, and in terms of
realistic housing opportunities
and course offerings."
Barclay said participation
must be balanced between different foreign study centers in
order for the entire program to
work. One reason for this is
structural continuity in personnel and host families, he
said .
Junior Christian Janssens
who participated in the Madrid
program his sophomore spring
said, '1f someone realizes that
they are not going to have the
best family and still want to go,
then they should be allowed to.
Just to live in Madrid is a large
part of the overall experience."
Acrordingto Barday, "Reouiting host families is not easy."
Vande Berg said participation must be limited in spring
intensive language programs,
like Madrid, to about ten students for the best results.
Students who decided not to
go on foreign study this year,
since the Madrid program was
full, have a chance to go next
year. "When [students] said, 1

would rather not go than go to
Oaxaca, and wait until next
year' we of course told them
they may face the same kind of
choice," Vande Berg said. He
anticipates a large interest in the
Madrid program next spring.
Aoo.lItting D the liIDttIbcdfor

ity for spring short-term pro-

grams.
Approximately ~ pen:ent of
graduates participated in
foreign study over the last few
years, Vande Berg said.
~ are no plans to expand
any of the foreign study centers.
Vande Berg says the new policy
limiting participation is not a
facilities issue.
"'J("

Study AhImd PtogJOllS,;.noncan
go only if space is available.
will be 'ven .

DeWaters
Hoben.

'

Harmon
Severn

Ouissey
Commuter Rep
Tntemousing Association Chairman
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RNATION
NEWS
sponsored by
International Student Organization
EUROPEAN MARKET; As of March 26, the European Community approves free and complete passage without the use of a visa between the countries of Benelux, Spain, Portugal,
France, Gennany, Italy and Greece.

FINLAND; March 19, Social democracy wins with candidate Paavo Lipponen.
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Spring 1995 Workshop Schedule
C~eer Development Center
Open Hours for R.esu.m~Crltiqut will be held on Tuesdays
in AprilJ Oates incl~ ,6pri1411~ 18,25 lit 4iJO p.nt.. in
tire Caner Dn1el~ Cmter.
Open Hours for lnta'viewingTedm.iclue. will be held on
Wednesday irI AWl, Oates include: AprilS, 12, 19,26 at
4.oop.1fl.", fIut CtuurDewlopment Cmter.
Modt Inmmw Nightfot Seniotl will be held 01'1
Wtthtnuy, April U at tlu CtUUr Dev.t~ center.
Submit a.hopy of your resume and sign. up at the CDC by

SPAIN; More than 10,000 university students demand the resignation of President Felipe
Gonzalez whose government is seen as corrupted. (source El Pais)

FridaY, April 7 to attend this valuable program.

FRENCH WOMEN IN 1995; According to the INSEE (the National Institute of Statistics and
Economic Studies), in France:
- 55% of voters are women but only 5% of mayors are female.
- In 1990, more than 3.6 million women lived alone (against 2.1 million men).
- 76% of women work but they are also more affected by unemployment and part-time jobs.
- Women make 14% less money than men for the same jobs.
- Women work more than 5 hours/day at their jobs, + 5 hours spent on running the house,
and only 2.38 hours for leisure time (against 3.45 hours for men).

Learn how to put your resume on the Macintosh so it can
professional looking and can be updated quickly and
efficiently. Wednesday, April 12 lit 4;()() p.m. u. the Mac-lAb

Creating a R"UDte on the Madnt05h

THE GROWING VIOLENCE IN FRENCH SCHOOLS; Because the presidential election is
drawing near, Mr. Francois Bayrou, the French Minister of Education, has decided to present
an appealing set of social measures in French Schools including:
- special units of advisers are going to work out with teachers.
- the development of cooperation between schoo1s~the department of Justice and the Police.
- the emphasis put on sports and extracurricular activities.
Mr. Bayrou said that these main measures would help students to forge their identities and
develop their sense of responsibilities. (source: France-Amerique 1-7 April 1995)

Dewing.

Open Hours lor International Internship. will be held on
ThursdRy,Apri120 "nd27 at 4.00 p.1n. ill the Career Develo~tCenter.

FinandalAid Application VeadUne for Summer Intenls is

Fri41ly;.MQy 12llf 5:00p.m. i"IM Career Development
Ce1fUr.
Fmal Career Development Meeting f~ Summer Interns
Plan onCittending this meeting to receiveleaming contracts
and other l'I:qUired. paperwork that will be distributed at
this time.Wellladay, May
7tJO p.rn. the Olmsted

u.t

. Room;

u.

•.•.

~ Representatives

from the seven most industrialized counties of Europe met in London
last Sunday to talk about the collapse of the dollar.

OFHOAL OPENING OF THE FRENCH PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS: There are nine
candidates, among them Jacques Chirac, Mayor of Paris; Edouard Balladur, Prime Minister;
and Lionel JoSPin, former Secretary of Education. The elections will take place on April 23.
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA: The fourth anniversary of the war approaches, but the war still
goes on. UN officials requested permission to fly over Sarajevo after Serb forces violated the
security zone.

DII! PX&AMIDS SAYIID: The project of building a highway in Egypt going through the
plateau where the Pyramids stand finally has been changed after UNESCO threatened to
destroy the only remaining seventh wonder of the world if they did so.
HUACKED; A Boeing 747 carrying 72 pigs in the hold was forced to make an emergency
landing in London after heat and gases released from the pigs set off the fire alert. The fire
extinction system killed 15 pigs. (source: France- News E-MAIL)

TIJlU(E)'; The 2,400 insurgents belonging to the Kurdish Workers Party (PPK), who settled
clandestine bases in Thrkey's territory, are being repelled by the Turkish army. The conflict
could delay Thrkey's long-awaited entry into a customs union with Europe. A few days ago
the Foreign Minister of France, Alein Juppe, expressed the support for Turkey against terrorism. He said, "Turkey's operation against the PPK is acceptable and understandable. (source:

Business week- Turkey's E-mllil news)
COLOMBIA,; Sarnper, President of Colombia, is under new accusations connecting him
with the Cali's Cartel. The President's office rejects these accusations.
ARGENTINA; The Ghosts of the "Dirty War" in Argentina are alive in Buenos Aires.
After the declaration of an officer of Argentina's Navy about his participation in the
murder of supposed rebels in the time of the "Guerra Sucia," the government ordered
an investigation into the procedures that the army used during that time. The government wants to clear-up the situation and find the responsible individuals. The investigation showed that the number of missing people increased to 30,000 instead of the
reported 10,000.
BOLrYIA; Coca producers are threatening the government with a Civil War. Evo Morales,
the major coca producer in Bolivia, said last Tuesday that civil war will begin if the government forces the eradication of the plantations.
ECUADOR; The government macroeconomic plan is becoming problematic as imports increase and the sucre (Ecuadorian currency) becomes overvalued.

fElUl& The latest surveys about the Peruvian elections show strong support for the reelection of President Fujimori. Forty-five pen:ent of voters surveyed say they will vote for Fujimori,
however issues are surfacing that question his entrance to the final round.

HAITI; Haitian and American investigators helped to find new evidence involving the Minister of Interior of Haiti with the assassination of the leader of the opposition party last week.
(source: Servidatos, ViRrio Hoy, Pacific Bank 'Ecuador')

EUROPE $199 one way

. . ~ stOle the 12mdti'dtdIK~1he

.... .

CAlUBBEAN/MEXICO

$189 round trip

roa.p.«tbe~N

H you can beat these prices,

lOWSllrid.MOltday,April
lO~2 4Utd Wp.m.
&om. mora. 109 in DOw Science Ce.nte.r. ~diec:i pr0perty Of thitPhysksDepart-

start your own damn airline.

ment, is valued at $150.
. Fifty more CDs valued at

a

$835 and stored in Napa
Valley crate·were reported
stoten from the third floor of
Trowbridge over spring
break.
An black sport parka val~
ued at $85 was taken from
the bookstoreTuesdayafter;.
noon when a $uspect en-

tered the. store with his
jacket aroundl)i~ arm,
sWitclted. cO.ts at\dexited

~t •.

· · · · · · · · · · .·.· . .

.......... At ap~~tely8 p.m.

on 1Uesdatf.prit 11, $eC\Irityreceived it call reporting
that acar had roUed mto the

Spanish hOUSe, According
to Craig Sootsman, the car,
which wuleft out of geat,

damagedt~ .front <l~
panel of tJ.lep;is§enger side
and

broke.t theba.sernent·

wbidowY Xhe. cat was

towed.·· · .•. . . .•. . .
".<.,- .:...

w~d';RdM GLENN
SecUrity has~pttena hu&e
stack of parking tickets for
unregister¢ vehicles. Af·
tertwo tickets, aU ltnreg1stered

cars

WILL BE

TOWED! As Glenn stated,
~em'8 sciing to be a lot
of sorry pe,6ple who go out

totheit cattlnd firul that
it'~··beeri·· t6}'ied.(I

Air-Tech Ltd.
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Info@aerotech.com
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Western and 'K' students join to take back the night
Sharon Richter
Index Staff
"WE HAVE TIlE POWER, WE
HAVE- THE RIGHT, THE
STREETS ARE OURS-TAKE
BACK THE NIGHT!" The
voices of more than 200
women and children echoed
through the streets of
Kalamazoo on Sa turday
evening in this year's Take
Back The Night March, a protest against domestic and gendermotivated violence.
In TBTN, inner city streets
are temporarily closed off as
women and children walk
them freely, without fear,
chanting and holding signs
deploring violence, rape and
hate of every kind.
Take Back The Night came
to Kalamazoo "under the aus-pices of the YWCA." The first
TBTN march was held in 1988,
inspired by the brutal rape and
murder of Julie Cunningham
on the WMU track, which occurred earlier in that same
year.
More than 20 Kalamazoo
students, both male and female, participated this year.
Departing from Hicks Center
at approximately 5:30 p.m.
they walked to the WMU
track. There, they met Western

students and members of the
community.
The evening's events began
on the track with a memorial
for Cunningham. Many
women and men spoke of their
horrendous experiences with
rape and violence and expressed the sadness, fear and
anger they deal with everyday
because of these senseless
crimes. This was followed by
a moment of silence in remembranceofCunningham.
The group then continued
to Bronson Park, where they
were met by still more students and members of the
community. Preceding the
march various speakers rallied
and musician Dana Scott performed in the park to motivate
the participants and to explain
how TB1N began.
One speaker reminded everyone present that there were
74
reported rapes in
Kalamazoo in 1994 alone (an
estimated 90% go unreported)
and that "no one, nowhere is
safe from rape at any time."
Another speaker, Suzanne
Taubers, a columnist for Michigan Women's Times, spoke of
hope and change, 'We know
we are not standing on the
edge of an evening, but on the

CORD exposes diversity

edge of a dawn, another protest.
world."
The men's rally was very
Thus inspired, the women infonnal because a few of the
andchildrenleftforthemarch speakersandperformerswere
as the men held a rally of their unable to come. The speakers
own. The march itself repre- who were present spoke about
sen ted only women and chil- nonviolence and men learning
dren because 90% of domestic to love themselves so they
violence is committed against could move on to love women.
women and children.
Men shared many personal
The march circled from the experiences and feelings, but
park, throughout the down- senior Ben Voigts found the
town residential area. As the rally to be somewhat disapmarch progressed many pointing. NIt was good as a
women and children, beck- starting place for men to talk,
oned by the chants, emerged but it wasn't political enough,"
from their homes to join the he said.

After an hour the women
arrived back at the park for a
candlelight closing ceremony.
On the walk back to campus,
the "I(N students continued to
chant All of the participants
said they felt the march was a
huge success.
Sophomore Alicia Thrner
said she was very pleased with
the events and remarked, NJt
was an amazing group of powerfully determined women. I
would love to promise every
rapist and sexual harasser that
a group of women would appear on his doorstep."

To study or not to study
A glance into the harms and charms of procrastination
Harnza Suria
Index Staff

without it.
lJsually, if not always, the
Let's face it though, it's resultsaredepression,anxiIf not really a great sin to pro- ety, and ulcers. Even if you
there crastinate a moderate don't see yourself in this
eve r amount each day. To use Cliff state now (although it's too
was a Lampe's words, "the torren- late for some of us), it can
uni- tialamountofhomeworkwe be well anticipated that
v e r - get each night" does allow your future will reflect your
s a I for some lapse in ourconcen- life-style at "K." You
pd>- tration. I really don't think wouldn't want to walk out
lem anyone at "K" can constantly into the retll world and not
that keep studying every day be able to function properly,
a I I from sunset to sunrise. So, would you?
college students experi- once in a while, there is a
In short, the point is that
ence, procrastination would need for a study break, and nothing at "K" is really
be its name. Even though if those study breaks get a worth g'.!Wng grey hair
we all know our responsi- little long that isn't much to over. We all have ambitious
bilities, sometimes it's still worry about either. I guess plans about how we're gohard to motivate ourselves in what we really need to pre- ing to become successful in
tha t direction. Al though vent (being the great students life, but killing ourselves in
we're all worried about when that we all are) is putting the mere first third of our
we'll get our assignments things off simply because we lives doesn't make sense at
done, procrastination pro- know we wW not be able to do all. For many people, the
videsahealthybalancetoour them well. That would jUlt ulcers and anxiety don't
lives.
cBtroythewhoieappoechto come with 1Chool. but are
The rigid schedules at '"learning by diacovery,·1ince zenerated from "ex perl"K" are so demanding, one it wouldn't leave much time ences" in their personal
often wonders how we find for the discovery.
lives. It takes a long time for
time to do anything else but
I think procrastination re- that to become apparent.
study. Very simply, we pro- ally isn't as bad as people are But those problems need to
crastinate. It's just about the likely to think. I say this is be- be dealt with separately,
only skill they forget to cause the consequences ofin- and it's not at all wise to
teach us during orientation creased stress can be all too bury your nose in a book to
week. Although, I'm sure all real for some of us. Studying, forget about whatever is
the froshes quickly learn working, and just living at going on in other areas of
how to practice it. And from "K" often means that stu- your life. Therefore, when
the fall of freshmen year, dents have to stop living as you do get the jibbers from
procrastination becomes an people and just become zom- studying, just procrastinate
integral part of our lives at bie, asocial machines. Believe for a little while and do
"K." I know, I wouldn't be me, that is not something one something which doesn't
able to get through a day should keep up for long. risk your life as much.

Karow Gordon
Amnesty International (AI)
lndexStaff
and Envorg. They meet weekly
Simple discussions about is-- on Sunday from 7-8 p.m.
sues of race and diversity. That's Jeanne Baraka-Love, director
all Kalamazoo students wanBi, of Multicultural Affairs, is the
thus CORD (Coalition On Race faculty advisor for CORD. In
and Dtvenity) WM born.
addition to her ron as faculty
CORD evolved from a com- advisor, she also raises topics ·
mittee on race and diversity and provides insight into nonand the National Issues Fo- white issues.
rum. which gave students, fac~ live in a diverse world and
ulty and administrative mem- it is becoming more and moredibers the opportunity to learn verse everyday. Businesses are
and discuss racial problems. cwrent1y~errpoyeeswith
However, these meetings were the ability to function producoccasional and some students tively in a world of increasing difelt a need to hold regular versity in an attempt ., becorre
meetings on issues of diversity. more global.
Education is CORD's major
CORD hopes to offer skills
focus. The organization facili- for living in an increasingly ditates intergroup communica- verse world wheremulti~c
tion between people of differ- issues will be important in mulent cultures, beliefs, genders, tiple facets of peoples lives.
and sexual preferences. The
belief in CORD is learning
more about other cultures not
only increases self-awareness,
but also awareness of other
. . M.,7~ 1_(S~);1p",
{···
April 16t 1995 (Sunday) - 7 p.m.
":':'
people.
CORD meeting, followed by discussion: religious diversity and CORD meeting, followed by terltalivedisc:ualion: theneedfor,
"Through involvement with
acceptance.
PU~.t ~ atUtudeswward the Ull'IOja House, including:
CORD, I learned I had to reiS8UeI
ot integration. venus separation. and the isolation. ethevaluate my beliefs and acAprlUI or 22 (Friday or Saturday) • date and time to be de- nic minorities may feel On this campUs.
tions," states Amanda Eldridge,
tmrtIned
a senior at Kalamazoo College.
~tation as part of the Hightower Symposium by Amanda May 14,-1995 (Sunday)-7p.m.
Eldridge has held some form of
Eldridge: Interethnic reIatrons in Otavalo, Ecuador.
CORDmeeling,. followed by tentative discussion: bisexual!
leadership position in CORD
h<>mosexual intolerance.
since her sophomore year.
April
23,
1995
(Sunday)
1
p.m.
She says she believes CORD
CORD meeting and follow-up discussion: Inter ethnic relations May 21,1995 (Sun<fay.-7p.ttt.
promotes positive interaction
in Ecuador and In the United States, including discussion on CORD meeting.. followed by tentative discussion: discrimina·
between people with differ,tionreversedisCrlmination, including i$UeS o£affinnative ac:interethnic dating.
ences and provides an envi. tion, can nonwhites by racists?
ronment where problems beApril 30; 1995 (Sunday) - 7 p.m.
tween cultures can be identiCORI'>meeting,foDowedbytentativediscussion:minorityim- June 3 or 4;, 1995 <Friday or Satuf('ay) - date, time and locafied and viable solutions
balance at Kalamazoo Conege of students and facult~ includ- tion to tJe detenninP.d .........
.
SOught.
ing
issues
of a diverse campus.
WorJdCuIturesEveiili\&:
could
posslbly~ude
food .£est,tashCORD shares a meeting
ion
Ilhowand
dance
with
music
froma:r<)imd
the
world•.•. .
:;..
room in the Hicks Center with
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Looking at the writing on the wall
Do you remember when you were 12 years old and Friday night entertainment revolved
around writing nasty messages on the bathroom walls? Do you miss those days, when you
were 12 years old? Ykll, for all of you nostalgic folk on campus, you needn't look far for a
return to the adolescent mind set.
Recently a member of the college pointed out that the amount of graffiti on the bathroom
walls, men's rooms in particular, around campus, has increased. Especially in the library, despite the fact that Upton provides chalkboards for it's users. In particular, new expressions
have been added discussing the writer's view of homosexuals. I verified the report and, ladies
and gentleman of the Kalamazoo College Community, one of your classmates thinks "Homos
ought to be shot!" They further prophesize, jesus loves everybody but homos aren't going to
heaven."
Now, do you feel all ~arm and fuzzy inside knowing that you may KNOW this person.
I guess before we all blow off the handle, maybe one should be reminded that this expression did take the form of graffiti. We cannot know who wrote it or if they were serious. Maybe
they were just "joking around." But joking or not, no one is laughing.
Any expressions advocating violence towards a group of individuals needs to be taken seriously. By everyone. Justification for these acts does not exist. It is sad to think of the number
of males who have used the bathrooms and said nothing about what they saw. Kalamazoo is
Nor a big place, these people can be found. And maybe they should be, before their actions go
beyond words on the bathroom wallL
And since we are on the topic 01 the careless disregard for human life found on this campus,
let's talk about the little microwave incident in DeWaters last Wednesday. Did you know thatit
is fun to put a hamburger in the microwave for 100 minutes, close the door and anxiously
anticipate the smoke, the smells and the ultimate explosion of the machine itself?
I know it sounds parental but, let's think about the consequences of this oh so amusing act.
It's the middle of the afternoon, DeWaters is pretty empty at that time. The hamburger cooks,
it burns, the microwave explodes, the kitchen catches on fire, DeWaters catches on fire. Tell me
where the humor is in this scenario.
Kids, you are in college now. Upon arrival, you were expected to hold some basic qualities,
like respect for others?!? And if it is your friends, don't you care enough to ask them to GROW
UP? Both of these incidences, and many others which remain unmentioned, are dangerous.
We can only hope that they remain isolated as temporary acts of insanity induced by the weather,
never to be seen again.

tell us much about the new, conYoshitaka Shimazu
temporary Japanese lifestyle.
Index Staff
After spending more than
"Why don't you take pictures?You are Japanese." Some eight months in America, I have
friends asked me, when they met many Americans who are
knew that I did not own a cam- inteIested in japanese culture".
era. The question really of- I have also watched movies
fended me. Then, I had a ques- about Japan. I'm really glad that
tion, "Why do you think all people in a different culture are
Japanese take pictures?" This interested in Japan. But someis a typical stereotypical image thing is wrong. Japanese historiof Japanese. We certainly can cal architecture, literature, and
see a lot of Japanese travelers beauty attract many foreigners.
taking many pictures in New Many kinds of materials introYork, WashingtonD.C.,Califor- duce these aspects of Japan.
nia, and almost every where However, they are the obsoelse in the world. Behind these lete culture of Japan.
conspicuous travelers, howThe era of conservative,
ever, there are many Japanese hani-working, group-<>riented
who do not have a camera, and Japanese is coming to an end.
who haven't been abroad.
Today's young Japanese are
Stereotypes have two aspects. family-oriented. Women often
Oneisgenerali.z.ation. Theother have more initiative than men.
is outmoded information.
More and more women are
Every culture is changing becoming independent. These
together with its society. Each changes are crucial when we
new generation has a differ- think of Japan and know its
ent culture and sense of values culture. I'm not saying that
from its predecessors. Informa- movies which show "ninja" or
tion about one generation, Japanese who are .
therefore, cannot explain the always working like ants, often
next generation. The Japanese wearing glasses, should be abolculture has experienced dras- ished. They are just entertaintic changes in recent years. ment. But I would like you to
Some people think that the . know they are by no means our
Japanese are conservative. Al- contemporary culture. If you go
though this might have been to Japan, you will be astonished
true twenty years ago, it does how the real Japanese life is difnot appear true any longer.
ferent.
This kind of stereotype
In this big country, which is
comes largely from mass me- politically, military, and ecodia. Because the media often nomically the most powerful, it
shows us as very old, conser- seems that people tend not to
vative politicians or as corpo- pay much attention to other
rate managers, people tend to countries. But, I think, since
think such a view represents America is such a powerful
typical Japanese. What we country whose political deciknow from television differs sions have tremendous influfrom reality.
ence on other nations, needs
Besides the mass media, text- to know more about other real
books also cause a grave mis- cultures.
understandings. Reading JapaRemember these points in
nese books which were written your mind and try to know
several decades ago will help to present, not outmoded, forunderstand Japanese history. eign cultures because as stuHowever, they fail to tell us dents of Kalamazoo College,
about Japanese contemporary which is highly ranked, you
culture. Even the works of De might have jobs requiring inKenzaburo, who won a Nobel teraction with foreign counprize in literature last year, can't tries.

Jodi Schaffer teaches the benefits of giving the opportunity to live
~ Harbage

ex staff

The dIanre to live is the greatestopJX>rtunitywemayever have
received. Unfortunately, manyol
us take it for granted. Ykshould
appreciate every moment we
have, because there is no guaranlee how many we will be able 10
see pass.
Jodi Schaffer, 23, knew she
probably wouldn't see as many
as the rest of us, but that didn't
keepherfromdoingeve!)1hing
she could not only for herself,
but as much as she could for
others. Jodi died of leukemia
Sunday night, as she was unable to find a person to give her
bone marrow. Her life could
have been saved had she found
a person with marrow matching her type. If only more
people had been screened by

the Red Cross, this extraordi-

~youngwomancouldhave

enJOY~ so ~uch more. .
J~ ~as diagnosed With leukemia m the fall of1992 at West-

ern Michigan University's
(WMU) health center, according
to a story in the Western Hemld.
As a student at WMU, Jodi
asked the university to hold a
bone marrow drive last year.
She inspired many student organizations to act on her need.
The Red Cross took two tablespoons of blood each from 328
people in early February. The
blood was then screened, and
results were placed in the national bone marrow registry by
The National Marrow Donor
Program. When a patient is in
need of a marrow transplant,
doctors check the registry for a
possible donor match. Jodi's

name was run through the marrow bank, but no match was
found. Her selflessness is commendable. She knew a match
may not tum up from her efforts, but continued to fightfor
more marrow drives until her
death. hoping that a match may
tum up for someone else.
You could save a life with
hardly any effort. "K" students
have organized a bone marrow
drive, planned for May 1, in the
Stone Room from 1 t06p.m. All
it takes is filling out some paper work and giving two table
spoons of blood. lf a patient is
ever found who matches y~ur
marrow type, you then deode
if you want to give. It is a simple
procedure, and involve~ taking
so.me marrow from the hip bone
With a needle under general anesthesia. You could save some

one's life in less than one day,
by just giving something you
have plenty of. Why would
anyone pass this chance up?
Jodi would thank you if she
oould, because she knew there
will be trore people in her situation. Unless people act now,
manyrrorepeoplewill berobbed.
oftheirchaocetolive. Youoould
even be in need some day.
Currently patients needing
marrow have a one in a million
chance of finding a donor outside of their family. By being
screened next month, you will
bring that number down. The
loss ofJodi'slife was senseless.
She had so many hopes and
dreams. Studying English, she
~oped to te~ch practical writmg, accordmg .to the Western
Herald. Just think about how
many students could have had

such a wonderful, caring
teacher but now will never
even get to meet her.
Jodi Schaffer made this entire
community aware of how easy,
and important it is to be being
screened for donating marrow.
It was not easy. She worked to
do it She confronted her school,
and always made herselfavaiIable to anyone who wanted to
know about her condition. Jodi
is an inspiration to us all. Ionly
hope that we will follow her
lead, and do all that we can for
others in her situation. Give
blood to be screened, give marrow if you are called upon,
share your thoughts with others, and like the seniors at "K"
try 10 even organize a bone marrow drive. The life you save
could be a stranger, a family
member or even your own.
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... Ulll ... sorry. · .":

Summer Medel
Index Staff
Last summer I took a vacation to Europe. In 28 days, my
traveling companion and I
sampled the whole continent.
Well, almost.
We both had a great time.
Except, he understandably became a little impatient around
the dozenth museum or so.
We were spending a fair
amount of time in questionand-answer sessions. Mostly
we talked about the icons we
saw and how to tell a pieta
from a lamentation from a last
supper. Mybuddy'sinquiries
ranged from the facetious:
"Does the Trinity have
board meetings?"
to the sincere:
"Okay, that painting looks
like a crucifixion - but wait,
it can't be, because why does
he have those barbs on his
head?"
"Christ's betrayer was
called what?"
I was at least as ignorant
about things he could have
taught me. Uniortunately, I
didn't have much chance to
ask him questions during our
tours.
I had tapped into his heritage at home, though. For instance, I devised this nifty experiment that worked on him
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Europe, Pu,nkin, and Passover

and on others too (you can try
this at home):
I asked him if there were
any Hanukkah songs besides
"I Had a Uttle Dreidle." He
wasn't sure but thought there
must be. Ilocated a CD of Hanukkah songs and played
them for him without warning.
He registered surprise, then
positive mistiness, as he sang
along in a language that I did
not recognize.
The haunting melodies that
had been part of his childhood
still evoke some of his most
deepy ingrained feelings.
Even though he doesn't practice, he retains his cultural inheritance.
I don't practice, either. But
he triggered my own latent
heritage when he when he
wanted to know, "Where is
Jesus buried?"
I didn't have to think for the
answer. "His body was assumed into heaven with the
rest of him."
He looked at me like I had
professed faith in Santa Qaus.
'1 mean, really."
So did I,! gl'es5. That's the
ending I'd always heard.
Anyway, back to the vacation. I was saying that we
sensed an inequity in learning
opportunities. But we enjoyed
seeing all· sorts of wonderful

things, like St. Peter's Basilica.
It was a heavenful of monuments to eternity. I mean, really, I hadn't known such majesty was possible. Sunbeams
were even captured into the architecture.
When we got tired of
magnificence, we just walked
around and looked at stuff.
On the Seine one day, some
unremarkable but cleverly
designed curving stairs
asked us to descend them.
We found a wall with a low
window that was open to the
river except for fanglike bars.
When we turned to go, there
was a gloomy doorway. Inside, it turned out to be a memorial.
Another day, we found a restored house of worship in
Prague whose inside walls are
being covered with names.
That's as good a use as any for

the place as any. By 1945,
ninety percent of the potential
Prague congregants had vanished.
And there was the busy
Vienna street where we saw an
abstract sculpture erected as a
teatimonial to human suffering. Especially...
We noticed a pattern. Invariably, each nation that we
visited joined in the echo of
urn... sorry.....
Just as inevitably, we found
a difference in the things that
our personal historical senses
could identify with. I got
Notre Dame, San Marco, the
Vatican, every art and history
museum that we came across.
He got a cramped ghetto cemetery, some lox that we hunted
up in Paris, and the ubiquitous
N ••• um. .. sorry.....
That isn't to say he didn't
enjoy the trip as much as I did.

It is to say that I wouldn't have
noticed anything out-of-balance if he hadn't been there. I
might have seen only the sad
remembrances while missing
- or rather, not missing - a
yet living people.
Remembrance is not out of
order. I hope that people will
always remember-, and be uncomfortable and ask themselves difficult questions when
they do. And maybe try to
apologize the apology that will
never do any go~.
But there is also a need to
remember not to write off a living people in a eulogy, as I
might have done. The mel0dies continue, and continue to
meanso~. Whilemarking the fiftieth year after, we
should keep in mind that surviving traditions are something to celebrate.
So are the people.

the result of a lack of student
interest. Former Dean of
Chapel, Dewey worked vigorously to keep them alive,
but with the rebellious generation of students produced
by the 60's, anything that
was encouraged by the authority was automatically
deemed bad . Now is the
time for us to revive that system. It is ridiculous that a
growing
number
of

Kalamazoo's students, including the President of Student Senate, are forced to
pledge Fraternities at Western because they don't have
the opportunity to here. The
tirnehascomeforKa1ama.zoo
College to come together as
a family and start having as
high a quality of life in our
out of class experience on
campus as we do inside the
classroom.

N •••

On being Greek
William Adams
PhOto Editor
"Where'. the party thi.
weekend? The tennis house,
the Spanish house, or is it at
the Brown house? Either way,
I don't know any tennis players, I speak German, and I
have only a vague idea where
the Brown house is, let alone
who lives there. Oh well, I
guess it's another night of
drinking in Severn." But wait
it doesn't have to be this way.
One of the most popular college institutions could be a
savior to "K" College. A savior that promotes unity, loyalty, and having a great timethe Greek system.
All right now that mos~ of
you have had a chance to
scream, shudder, or stop
reading let me explain.
Many students here at "K"
feel that fraternities and sororities are evil things that
lead to the development of
cliques and immature behavior. Many came here for reasons that included the lack of
Greek life on campus and the
liberal attitudes that are bred
by the school. It is incorrectly thought by many that
fraternities are breeding
grounds for conservative
male pigs. I admit that when
I chose "K" I did not mind
the absence of Greeks because I shared many of these
beliefs. However, after digging a little and li~ng with a

,.

member of Sigma Alpha Mu
at Western, I've changed my
views.
After experiencing the sociallife at "K" I've drawn the thing I noticed was the
conclusion that it is severely school spirit that was
limited and barely breathing. brought out by the different
Most of the activities that go societies, some thing present
on are either poorly attended days Kalamazoo College is
With
events put on by Residential severely lacking.
sparsely
filled
bleachers
at
We in dorm basements or parhome
basketball
games
and
ties that center around kegs at
the houses off campus. What a Snow Ball that had more
is generally not known is that people working at it then atin the past, "K" had a much tending, "K"'s student popumore active social scene which lation is not coming together.
centered around social societ- While our numbers are small,
we still need to have some
ies.
Up until the 1970' s, way to get to know one anKalamazoo College had sev- other in a large group. What
eral groups which would keep better way to get together
the student population busy than to have a large group of
on weekends. According to a friends who you would live
faculty member on campus at with and bond with like a
that time, these organizations family.
The reintroduction of these
called social societies took
societies
would prove benefiGreek names, but were not nacial
to
both
the students and
tionally affiliated. The orgathe
school
as
a whole. With a
nizations were not exclusive
and every student was invited closer relationship to each
to join one of them. The soci- other the students would be
eties were the source of th£: happier and stay at "K" more
social life at "K" with the vast often rather than making the
majority of students belonging pilgrimage to Ann Arbor or
to them. The societies took re- mooching off Western's night
sponsibility for organizing life. With the imminent
dances including Homecom- changes in the K-plan (\nd the
ine. The societies would make encouragement of off-campus
housing, societies could assist
Quad displays which took the
the students in having a place
place of t.·aditional floats for a
to
stay.
Homecoming parade.
When the societies were
While I learned about the
ended
around 1970, it was
social societies the dominant
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The Ind~encouragesr~aderr~spori'e in

theformofletterstothtn~dltQr.J.ettets

sn.ould

. be oondse arid dealWithrelevanfluues.The
lncitx reserVes theitgbito edit for d~rtty~
leri,ch and libel. .....)
>. }
..
' . ..
" Letters should be signee; J)UtunsJgned letters
dealing With sertsiti\le topi~ wm be aa::ept~ and
printed through consuItattonwtththe EdItorial
Boatd.

•

Letters shoul<1. be submitted on a
MaCintosh <1iskette in the Index mailbox,
across from the Games Room in the basement
of Hicks or in the Dewing mailroom, by the
Sunday before tL~ issue in which they are to
appear.
No letters will be accepted which ar.e in
response to articles appearing in the same
issue. Responses will be accepte<1 to appear
inJatet issues.
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'K' alum Lisa Kron on stage: The chameleon and her 200-dollar makeup
nIlJecke
Index Staff
"No," admitted Lisa Kron
after she walked on the stage
of the sold-out Balch playhouse last weekend, '1 don't
have 101 humiliating stories. I
just have 17. But each of the
stories contains smaller stories!'" Her audience didn't
show any signs of disappointment.
Indeed, as soon as the '83
Kalamazoo College graduate
started to talk about her embarrassing memories from
Everett high school in Lansing,

her unsuccessful career as a
word-processor in a Manhattan law-office or the unforgettable celebrity-encounter with
Sigourney Weaver, each spectator found a little something
in her stories that they could
identify with.
"When I graduated from
Kalamazoo College in 1983 I
didn't know I would ever be
a lesbian performance artist,"
said Kron. "In fact, I didn't
know that such a thing exists."
One year after graduation,
the theatre major left Lansing

and went to New York. In the
"Big Apple" she joined the
'WOW Cafe," a lesbian theatre
collective, and started her solo
career. With a couple of
soulmates she finally founded
"The Five Lesbian Brothers," a
theatre company that became
legendary in New York. She
first performed her "101 Humiliating Stories" in 1993.
"1 don't know if I like this
job. But I've been doing this for
more than a decade now," says
Kron. She hesitates. "I guess I
must like it then."
On stage Kron captures her
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audience's attention, standing
in her oversized multicolored
men's pajamas and brown
slippers, with her red hair
shining in the spotlight. She
receives a call from Debbie, an
old high school buddy, who
invites her to the reunion of the
class of 79. Later, after Kron
receives a call from her mother
she talks about a color group
checkup in a New York department store which led her to
buy cosmetics for more than
200 dollars. Spectators also see
Kron several times at the lectern of her reunion talking
about her life as "a big lesbian"
in New York City.
Usa Kron is a chameleon.
She doesn't change her outfit
because she doesn't need to.
At first she speaks slowly. Her
facial expressions are monot<r
nous and she hardly moves.
She gives the audience time
to think about her hidden
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jokes. All of a sudden, she
changes speed. Kron crawls
around on the floor, turns a
somersault, performs a wild
dance and cries because she
cut her finger. Sometimes·she
even shows the audience her
butt.
Her stories about huge,
ugly eyesockets and a skirt that
is tucked into her tights reminds the crowd of the small,
embarrassing moments in life
that happen to everyone. The
audience understands her.
"All my stories are based on
true events," says Kron. "But
there is one exception: I didn't
go to my high school reunion
in Lansing."
When Kron finally leaves
the stage she departs with the
final statement that "we're all
nuts here." That's right, everyone is nuts. Sometimes our
lives are even as nuts as Lisa
Kron is on stage.
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14 - Indigo Girls at Central Michigan University-Rose Arena
14 - Queensryche at WIngs Stadium in KaIamazoo
15 - Twitch, Black Springs, Jihad at the State Theater in

KaIamazoo
15 -16 - Van Halen at The Palace in Auburn Hills
19 - Danzig at Wmgs Stadium in Kalamazoo
17 - Harry Connick Jr. at the Wharton Center in East

Lansing
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Stories from the South at Passages North
Uzzie Kostielney
Features Editor
"Critically acclaimed," "in_
spirational," "a guide for future generations. H All of these
things have been said of Larry
Brown who came last Thesday,
April 11 to give a free fiction
reading in Dewing. One of the
notary Oxford, Mississippi,
writers, he falls into the same
aliber as John Grisham. Barry
Hannah, and T.R. Pearson,
who together are making Oxford a literary haven.
Brown has a raw talent that
springs from other events and
experiences he has had in his
past. He has been a Marine and
held various blue-collar jobs
such as fire-fighting. Brown incorporates these experiences
into his novels and short stories. But he also can't get away
from home.
Brown writes very realistically about the South. His novels include Joe and Dirty Works
which also debuted as a play
at the Arena Stage in Washington D.C. Other works include
a short story collection entitled
Big Bad Love and On Fire, a
piece of nonfiction reflecting
his job as a firefighter.

The reading was sponsored
by Passages North, an independent literary magazine on campus, as a part of its national
writer's series.
The magazine also hosts
Firsts and Thirds readings in
the Humphrey House Lounge
on the first and third Thursday
of each month at 8 p.m
This is the third year for the
biIronthly event. According to
Michael Barrett, editor of Passages North, they started as a
weekly reading for local writers,
students, and the community.
In the second year, the format
changed to every other week so
that the schedule would be
easier to fill and to keep people
involved in the readings.
Barrett says the readings
have been extremely successful with about 45% of the artists coming from the community. The remainder of the writers are students from either
"K" or Western. Barrett say:: he
plans for Firsts and Thirds to
be on cal:!e access next year.
The next reading will be on
April 20. Tamara Skidmore,
Chuck Israel, and Laura
Mattias are scheduled to read.
Passages North, in its fifth

year on the college's campus,
is always looking for volunteers. If interested, caU #7331
for more information.

24 - Siouxsie and the Banshees at the State Theater in
Detroit

26 - Cranberries! at Wmgs Stadium in Kalamazoo
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18- Oub 34O-hip-hop dance mixes
19- Uquid Sun, Hip Flask

Monday, April 11
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20- Knee Deep Shag and Kiss Me Screaming
21- Groove Spoon

22- Thought Industry and New York Room
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12- Tower Blocks

13- Fat Amy with Milkhouse
14- Junction

15- Jah Kings
19- Swish Belly

20- Saucy Jack
21- JesGru
22- Jerry Sprague with The Remainders
26- Blister Piston
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Men's tennis: Defense ana honor

Jeff Pierce
Index Staff
1he men's squad continued
their unbeaten streak in the
Great Lakes College Association by winning the GLCA tournament
on
Saturday.
Kalamazoo has dominated this
competition since 1980, when
the tournament resumed on an
annual basis.
The GLCA tournament is
traditionally filled with the top
ranked NCAA Division III
schools and this year was no
exception. Kalamazoo defeated
18th ranked DePauw of Indiana
in the finals after knocking off
Wabash of Indiana, 9-0 and 13th
ranked Wooster of Ohio, 8-1.
The tournament featured
some excellent individual play
by the Hornets. Pat Noud, '97,
had a big day defeating

Wooster's number one, 5thranked Warren Cham-a-coon
and DePauw's number one,
11 th-ranked Bob Kanaka. These
were big wins for Noud in several ways. Kanaka defeated
Noud a year ago in the Rolex
Tournament and seemed to
continue his advantage over
Noud as he went up early, leading 4-0. But Noud came back,
fighting his way to a 7-fJ win in
the first set and finishing off the
broken I<anaka 6-1 in the seamd.
Jason Mc:Kinney, '95, and Ryan
Kaltenbach, '95, playing second
and third flight singles res~
tively, both went undefeated in
three matches as well
New line ups on the team
faired with different results Saturday. While Kaltenbach and
Adam ''Snake'' Afridi, '95, playing number one doubles,

crushed many early round opponents, they ran into some bad
luck dropping a close one to
DePauw in the finals. Chris
Kennelly, '97, and Noud, currently playing number two,
found more success remaining
undefeated throughout the
tournament.
The Hornets MIAA play is
also going well after posting
impressive 9-0 wins over both
Hope and Adrian on the road.
They will face more challenges
though when they meet Calvin
College tonight, Wednesday
April 12th. 1he team also faces
the quality programs of Division II Ferris State University on
April 19th and Division I Eastern Michigan on April 17th.
These matches will be played at
home in Stowe Stadium at 3

p.rn.

Women's tennis soars over MIAA
Kalamazoo's women's tennis team will be on the road this
week, traveling to Calvin College on Wednesday for a league
dual meet before heading to
Madison, Wisconsin this weekend for the Midwest Invitational.
The Hornets remained undefeated in MIAA action last

week, defeating Adrian College
(April 4) and Albion College
(April 9), both by scores of 9-0.
The team now boasts a record
of 11-3 overall, and 3-0 in the
MIAA.
The Albion contest featured
a pair of players who participated in last year's NCAA Division III tournament, as Eve

Halderson, K'97, defeated
Albion's Rachelle Fichtner at
number one singles, 3-fJ, 6-2,
6-3.
Two wins last week by
Halderson lifted her career
singles won-loss record to 31-5,
including an 11-0 career record
against MIAA oompetition.

-Office of Public Relations

Softball splits with Albion and Alma
The Hornet softball squad belted five hits against Albion,
played league doubleheaders on while Megan ReadIer, '98,
consecutive days, sweeping tossed her second one-hit game
Albion Coilege4-3and 11-o(April of the season in the 11-0 win
7) and bowing to nationally over the Britons. Dey, ReadIer,
ranked. Ahna CoIlege twice, 12-1 and Heather Holshoe, '98, each
and 6-5 in 10 innings (April 8).
had two hits in the Hornet's
First baseman Amy Dey, '98, shutout win. The two wins give

MeAT

classes start soon

great scores••.
Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills•••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
greal teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

get a

higher score

KAPLAN

Kalamazoo a record of 8-10
overall and 3-5 in the MIAA.
The Hornets had trouble
keeping pace with Alma in its
opening game on Friday, but the
team had its chances to win the
nightcap. UK" held a 4-3 lead
going into the bottom of the seventh inning before Alma
pushed across a run to send the
game into extra innings. After
two scoreless innings, the Hornets scored in the top of the 10th
for a 5-4 advantage. Alma, however, scored twice in the bottom
of the inning to capture the win.
Readler pitched the entire game
for Kalamazoo and did not
walk a batter.

-Office of Public Relations

Baseball no longer out in left field
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo COllege
baseball team lost its three
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association weekend
games to Albion but showed
improvement in all areas during the competitions.
In the first games aga.inst
the Britons on Friday,
Kalamazoo jumped out to an
early 1-0 lead. Clint Wagner,
'95, started the game off by
rifling a shot to Albion's third
baseman, who dropped the
ball. Chris Hollman, '98, followed with a base hit, and
Chad Zollman, '95, brought
Hollman around to score,
one out later. The Britons
came right back with a run in
their half of the first to tie the
game.
The Hornets hitting

struggled from there, and
Albion took the lead and ran
with it. The team managed to
addtwomorerunstotheirtotal, but the Britons added
twelve, and took the game in
five innings, 13-3.
In the second. game of the
series, the Hornets gave Albion
a tough game. Pitcher Manuel
Rupe,'95,started the game and
scattered six hits and three
walks over five innings. "K'"
struggled again at the plate,
plagued by the cold weather,
and only scored two runs to
back up Rupe's pitching. The
Hornet men left the field
saddled with another loss, 5-2.
The final game of the series
was a return to some of the
problems the Hornets have
had aU season. Andy Hobik,
'95, struggled for control all
game and gave up five walks

in 2 and 2/3 innings. Chris
Butler, '98, relieved him,and
was able to find thestri.kezone.
He pitched two and a third innings without giving up a
walk. Eric Frederick, '98,carne
into the game in the top of the
fifth and gave up one walk
which led to three earned runs
for the Britons.
The Hornets base running
during this game also was not
their best. as Kalamazoo was
caughtstealingfourtirnesdur-ing the game.
Kalamazoo's next test will
be this Friday and Saturday
against the defending conference champion, the Flying
Dutchmen of Hope CoUege.
The Friday game will begin at
4 p.m. with the Saturday
doubleheader starting at noon.
All three games will be at
Hope.

The Page Without a Cause
One of these things is not like the other; one of these things does not belong. Circle that thing.
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Admissions office reports increase in applications
Katie Zimmer
Index Staff
Applicants to I<a1arnaz.oo
College are up by almost 100
from last year. March 27 admissions statistics show the
college has received 1,323
freshmen applications, up
from 1,228 in 1994. This is representative of 45 states and a
number offoreign countries.
Dean of Admissions Teresa
Lahti said this year the goal of
the admissions staff is to "expand the pool" of multi-cultural students at "K" by identifying those minorities left
previously unsolicited. The
most significant result of these
efforts is a large jump in African American applicants, up

by 30 from 1994. Among other
minority groups 8 Native
Americans, 85 Asian Americans and 29 Latinos have applied to the college. This indicates that total applications
submitted by minorities are up
by 60 from last year. In add ition,49 international students
have applied for 1995.
Lahti stated that "K" does
"not have some kind of cutoff"
which determines the number
of students accepted. The admissions staff does, however,
focus on several main factors.
Grades and standardized test
scores are naturally a part of
the equation, but the kinds of
courses taken are looked at as
well as a student's activities

hI" commlOttee St ory
The " woe

Aaron Portenga
Index staff
Faculty members at
Ka1amazooCollegearemeeting
without the presence of the administration in what they call
the Committee of the Whole, an
effort to build a better community among the faculty.
Professor of political science
Dr.DonaIdFleschesaidbecause
of the dramatic turnover in the
faculty at "K" from retirements
during the last five years, facuIty members feel the need to
recapture the sense of unity and
community among their colleagues. The result is periodical
informal discussions among
faculty members without the
presence of the administration.
They have named these discussions the Committee of the
Whole.
The faculty meets monthly
with the administration where
official business takes place. The
agenda for these meetings is
prepared days in advance and
committees complete most of
the work. Flesche said the prob!em with this is format that the
committees are quite structured
and don't allow for debate. He
and other faculty members felt
that it would be beneficial to
have meetings without the adtninistration where faculty
tnembers could discuss anything.
Dr. Flesche also said that the
COmmittee is a strong community builder, saying, '1t's a very
good way for younger faculty

to compare their ideas with the
more senior faculty members
and vice versa." The lack of an
openorhiddenagendahelpsto
encourage informal discussion
on anything a member wants to
bring up. So far Flesche said he
knew of no problems with the
administration regarding these
informal meetings.
The Committee of the Whole
was used previously at
Kalamazoo College for the
same reasons, but within the
past few years it stopped meeting. History professor Dr. John
Wickstrom said the committee
began to meet again in the fall
of last year when senior faculty
members thought it would be a
good idea after almost 50 percen t of the facul ty changed
within the last few years.
Wickstrom said the meetings
are very informal and just give
thefacultymembersachanceto
know one another better and air
their opinions or problems.
President Lawrence Bryan
said the administration knows
about the discussions and said
that he felt it was a good idea.
According to Bryan the concept
that is not at all uncommon for
colleges like "K."
Russian professor Joe Baini
said the Committee was an opportunity for the 48 to 50 faculty
members who attend to exchange ideas. German Professor
Dr. Hardy Fuchs also said the
group provides the members a
chance to express their concems.

outside the classroom.
females and 552 males did apLahti explained that, gener- ply. The average GPA of the
ally, those students who are ac- group is 3.56.
cepted to the college have
"more /J(s than B's" rather
than "more B's than C's" and
asACfscorebetween25and
30. The average ACf score
for accepted 1995 students is
27.5. In comparison, \\e;tem
Michigan University students have an ACT score
bracket of 20 to 25.
Meeting the high standards of "K" admissions
meant receiving a letter of
acceptance for 1,174 students, compared to 1,113
sent out last year. Of these Teresa Lahti, Delln of Admissions,
potential students, Lahti repoted an incretlSe in appliCllnts
said, 29 to 32 percent are ex- over last yellr, drawing a "K"

many opportunities to study
abroad is very important to
me, because I believe it would
foster personal growth in the
face of a difficult situation."
According to Lahti, the reocent change in the "K" plan
proved to be more "anecdotal"
than anything else. Prospective students tended to express
"visiblerelief" in learning they
no longer had to spend summer quarters on campus.
Visiting students also are
quoted by the admissions office as being attracted to "K"
because of the "prestigious
academic reputation" and "the
high acceptance rates to graduate schools.'" However, the
draw to Kalamazoo College is

peded to actually enroll and record-setting 1,323 students.
about 4 out of 5 will receive
-photo by Public Relations
financial aid. One half of
these students will receive need
This year, in January and
basedaidand30percentwillbe February alone, more than
granted merit based aid only.
1,000 prospectives visited the
The number of male appli- campus, according to Admiscants this year is higher, by 38, sions office figures. Among
smarter, and more diverse than these students, the most popuin years past while among the Jar option of the "K" plan is the
female applicants there is a foreign study program. One
smaller increase, up by only 10, potential student wrote in an
and the average GPA has application essay, "The fact
dropped slightly. Overall,772 that Kalamazoo College gives

felt to be best expressed in an
essay by a transfer applicant,
"1 know you can get a good
education almost anywhere if
you set your mind to it, but I
want more than that. I want
the challenge of stretching
myself in every facet of life, not
the challenge of maintaining
my enthusiasm in a school
characterized by apathetic students and battle weary professors. This is why I want
Kalamazoo College."

NUMBER OF MICHIGAN SIUDENTS affected
by proposed HNANCIAL AID CUTS
(see related story on page 2 LEVIN)

SUPpLEMENTAL EDUCATION
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INTERNATION
NEWS
sponsored by ISO
Mexico: Inflation continues to strike the Mexican economy.
It appears that the economic plan and recessive policies introduced in February have created great social costs, especially among the social groups of smaller incomes.
Understanding between the Mexican government and the
(EZLN), Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion Nacional, has been
a success. The final peace conference will be on April 20. This
is expected to put an end to the instability and social crisis in
Mexico.
Peru: President Fujirnori was reelected last Sunday after taking 60.1 percent of the votes. Second place was the ex-United
Nations chairman, Javier Perez de Cuellar, with 24.1 percent.
Even though the fourteen other candidates claim that the elections were a fraud, the democratic process in Peru was held
with normality and peace. Fu~mori again rises \ike the new
leader of his country with a popular and authoritative fig-

ure.
Ecuador: A power crisis concerning the hydroelectric power
plants cannot supply the nation's necessity because of the
late rainy season. The population is suffering due to a rationing program to save energy.
Brazil: The popularity of Cardoso is declining. In the first
100 days of government, surveys show that the popularity
of the president of is in a decreasing tendency.
(sources: Servidatos, Diario Hoy, Pacific BanJc Ecuador)

Senator Levin visits "K"

Beckie Craft
is to give you hope. This is far
layout Editor
from a done deal."
At 3:30 Monday afternoon,
When Joellen Silberman, diMichigan State Senator Carl rector of financial aid, asked
Levin (0) made a short-notice Senator Levin what the stu"ppearance in the Stone Room dents could be doing to voiceon Kalamazoo College's cam- their positions on the financial
pus.
aid cuts, he said, '1n one way
Levin began the informal or another, contact your Conmeeting by stating, "There's gressman or Senator, through
been a proposal in the House the mail, by doing it in person.
which they call 'Illustrious or call, do it by tax, do it by email, .. .
Spending
carrier
piCuts.'
"You
may
feel,
'What's
geon.
You
This came
may feel,
from the
the importance of one
'What's
Chairman
voice?' and the answer
the imof
the
portance
H 0 use
is: a whole bunch of
of
one
Budget
voices together can make
voice?'
Commita difference."
and the
tee, a guy
answer is:
na med
-Senator Carl Levin
a whole
J 0 h n
bunch of
Cassageof
voices toOhio, so
gether can make a difference."
these are significant."
He also talked about the
He listed two major areas
lunch program in elschool
where cuts will be made if the
proposal is passed: Howard ementary schools, the lack of
Perkins Loans and Stafford defense cutting and other
Loans. According to Levin, items that had been dropped
two other financial aid supple- from the "chopping block."
ments will be eliminated: The session ended with a quessupplemental education op- tion and answer period. Senaportunity grants and work/ tor Levin, a native of the Detroit area, was reelected last
study.
In order to alieve the fears year to his third consecutive
of the students in attendence term in the Senate.
he said, "That's just a proposal
which has not yet been passed.
e u
ay everung an aIr
The reason I emphasis this is
compressor
in the Dow Scibecause it may never get
passed depending on what the ence Center shut down setreaction is." He asked the stu- ting off fire alarms in the
dent body present to stand up building. Officers Van
for what they want and write Horn and Simpson evacutheir Congressman to explain ated the building, mainte~
their position on the prop,osed nance was called and the
cuts. "So the reason I tell you compressor has been re-aired.
about these other proposals .. .
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Peace Week to address culture of violence
The next event is a discus- legislation has expanded
Peter Gathje
Faculty Correspondent
sion of the culture of violence the number of crimes punThe first annual Peace in connection with the in- ishable by the death penWeek sponsored by the Non- creasing demands for the alty. In Michigan there has
violent Student Organization death penalty. Billy Neal been some movement to inis scheduled for April 24-28, Moore, a former death row troduce legislation to
Fifth Week. Three
change the state conevents will provide stustitution to allow the
dents, faculty and staff
death penalty in this
the opportunity to restate, according to Dr.
flect upon and discuss
Pete Gathje, assistant
the different forms of
professor of religion
violence In our culture.
at Kalamazoo College.
A Forum on CamThe final event,
pus Violence is planned
"Nuke Night," on
for Tuesday, April 25 at
Thursday, April 27 at
9:00 p.m. in the
9:00 p.m. in Dalton
President's Lounge.
Theatre will feature
Students can discuss
the movie "A tomic
their experiences of
Cafe." The group
violence at Kalamazoo
plans to distribute inCollege and ways in
formation about conwhich the campus
tinued development
might promote peaceof nuclear weapons
ful resolution of con- Dr. Pete Cathje, the NVSO faCUlty advisor,
and the storage of raflict. According to orga- will help the club sponsor Peace Week
dioacti ve
nuclear
nizers of the event, the April 24-28.
wastes on the shores
forum is in response to
-Photo by Will Adams of Lake Michigan,
what a recent Departnear South Haven.
ment of Justice study called inmate from Georgia who
"The development of
a growing "culture of vio- now lives in Saginaw, is nuclear weapons and the delence in and outside schools" scheduled to lead the discus- velopment of nuclear energy
in which persons increas- sion on Wednesday, April 26 have gone hand in hand,"
ingly see violence as a legiti- at 8:00 p.m.
said Gathje, the NVSO facmate way to handle disputes.
Moore, who served a ulty advisor. "As diplomats
"We're hoping to identify number of years on death gather in New York city to
through discussion how this row before his conviction consider extending the
culture of violence is present was dismissed, will speak Nuclear Non-Proliferation
here on campus, and what we about his own experiences Treaty it is appropriate to
might do to create an alterna- with the death penalty, and consider what nuclear weaptive culture of nonviolent con- in particular how it targets ons and nuclear energy have
flict resolution," said Ten the poor and African- already done to destroy our
2eamans, a member of NVSO. Americans. Recent federal lives and our land."
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Biology for non-majors made easy (with a little help)
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
I'm not a biology major
nor do I pretend to understand anything about any of
the sciences. Therefore, I was
pleasantly surprised when I
reached David Campbell by
phone at his home in Iowa
and spoke to him about his
upcoming lecture at "K" on
April 20 in the Recital Hall.
Campbell will also be hon-

ored at Founders Weekend
when he is to receive a Distinguished Achievement
Award (K '71).
The lecture "Pathways to
Sustainable Use of Tropical
Forests," is enough to put
any non-science major off,
but Campbell helpfully tried
to simplify the topic enough
so I could try to grasp the
basics. I still got a little lost
but it seems that 'Campbell,

from the biology department
at Grinnell College, in Iowa,
has been looking at alternatives to the current patterns
of the Amazon. The question
seems to be how to use the
species rich parts of the Amazon (which oddly enough are
also the impoverished parts)
and not destroy anything in
the bid to improve agriculture. Which is where we come
in: we eat the fish and the fish

Lecturer explores leptospirosis
Yoshitaka Shimazu
Index Staff
Sara B. Feresu, senior lecturer of microbiology in the
Department of Biological Sciencesatthe University of Zimbabwe, gave a lecture on
North-South Cooperation: Involving Indigenous Nutritional And Health Sciences in
Zimbabwe, on April 17 in the
Olmsted Room.
Introducing the geographical aspects of Zimbabwe,
Feresu discussed studying
how to produce safer and better milk so that more Zimbabweans c.m enjoy it without
contracting infectious diseases.
She said that in order to distribute milk to Zimbabweans
who do not have cattle, scholars are trying to produceeffec-

treati~e
Hamza Surla
••
Index Staff
One of the most important
Itlec:iSilons that students make
college is that of their maAlthough we obtain nuIm"'lnt." lessons from being at
our education relates a
deal to each of our reISOE!CIi1{e majors. Even being at
liberal arts college, such as
there is no shying away
anyone from their area of
study, especially since we
have to pass comps and a SIP
dealing with it.
When it comes time for one
choose a major, many stuface a dilemma. This
because what we learn
tuncti()nsas two distinct roles:
itistheaspectoftheworld
life that we are inclined

was a growing,
lIlal'keitablle field that is also

tive, fermented milk which can
be preserved for a longer time,
and still maintains its nutrition
and good flavor.
Leptospirosis is a disease
which can infect nearly all
mammals, including cattle.
Feresu investigates the disease
and does research for an antibody against it. leptospirosiS
can survive in soil, mud, and
water and causes a decreased
milk production, abortion, and
stillbirth among cattle. These
studies are done by cooperation of North and South countries, she said. The study combines intelligence fom Scandinavian countries with research
of traditional indigenous techniques of Zimbabwe. Information is also acquired from the
Agricultural University of

Norway and c:. fund from
UNESCO. Conferences on disease research may also contribute.
'1n Africa, we have a lot of
knowledge," but "we don't
havetheresources"toresearch
and study, Feresu said. Money
from the North and mixed
techniques of the North and
Zimbabwean traditions seem
to work well, helping to produce better milk.
"Alotof Africans, we think,
because we were colonized,
we always have fear of being
u!:ed and used and used," she
said. However Feresu added
that she feels there is nothing
wrong with having conferences with the North. '1 invite
conference of research from the
North."

on living graciously
tion contradicts the "financially-wise" decision. Of
course, this goes vice-versa for
the biology major who would
much rather be studying art.
So the dilemma arises when
the two roles point to different
majors, and we have to decide
which purpose is more important in life. The first relates to
what our personal desires are,
while the second gets down to
the dirty money generation
scheme. Many at "K" have
chosen to turn away from
promises of prosperity and
fame, and hence, have satisfied
their inner desire to learn more
about what interests them.
Others have considered their
future with a more financial
angle and are working towards careers that hold amonetary reward.
However, my opinion genera1ly has been (when I'm not
being mean to non-science
majors) that there needs to be
a balance between the two considerations of choosing a major. Many feel a considerable
amount of pressure from parents to choose a major which
would potentially lead to a financially-secure career. In addition, the personal ambitions
of students to make money
also can cloud one's judgement of what to study.
I would have thought that
neither of these functions of
learning can be completely
ruled for anyone. Of course,
we do need to make enough

money in the future to support ourselves as independent adults. And, yes, we do
need to buy houses, cars, furniture, and groceries, all of
which cost a lot of money. In
addition, if any of us are
crazy enough to ever have
children, then they will probably cost a lot more money
than we have ever laid eyes
upon. But does all this mean
that we need to give up our
own interest and choose a
major that will pay enough?
I don't think so. I'm sure
that we could all make an effort to spread our education
between learning what we
want and finding a reasonably rewarding job. If someonedoesfindthattheyreally
have no burning desire to
learn more about thier major,
then maybe they need to find
out if they can side-track
from their "boring" major
for a while. If changing majors seems too drastic, then
a minor, concentration or a
few essential courses could
make the education more interesting. On the other hand,
if you're worried that you'll
leave ''I<'' and end up being
broke for the rest of your life,
then similar diversification
in other areas could make
you more marketable in the
outside world. But completely discarding either of
the functions, money or persoual interest, is not gracious
liv' 'lg.

eat the leaves of the trees in
the Amazon.
I could go on and try to
tell you about the sediment
rich, flood plain forests of the
so-called whitewater floodplains of tributaries of the
Amazon
or the traditional development of the Trans-Amazon
highway. But it seems obvious that despite the biology
language one thing is clear:
this exploitation of fish (regardless of how silly it
munds) concerns the ecology
of today and tomorrow. Is
our best strategy to leave the

forest intact? Amazonian fish
specilize on feeding off of
tree leaves. Fish play the role
of birds in the Amazon. Fish
= high quality human food.
Which means it is a food
chain thing. And you don't
need to be a biology major to
understand how the availability of food can affect our
future.
For proper terminology and
in-depth information on this
topic, Campbell's Founder
Celebration lecture is Thursday April 20 at 8 p.m in the
Recital Hall of Light Fine Arts.
See you there!

Alumni awarded
William Adams
Index Staff
Kalamazoo's alumni continue to shine in the world.
For the\r outstanding
achievement since leaving
"K," three alums will be honored Friday evening at
Kalamazoo College's Alumni
Association Awards Celebration. The event will be held
at HIcks Center. The honorees for the Distinguished
Achievement Award are
Holly Hughes, K '77, Vincent
Liff, K '73, and David
Cambell K '71.
Hughes is a writer who
works out of New York City in
a~i.dition to being a performance artist and an adjunct
professor at New York
University's Experimental
Theater Wing. She is the recipient of two (l)ie Awards for
several of her publications and

MeAT

is currently working on an autobiographical work called
Holding Her Own: The Holly

Hughes Story.
liff is a partner in JohnsonUff Casting Associates, a company with a broad influence in
the theater world. Some productions cast by liff's company are: Miss Saigon, Guys and
Dolls, Phantom of the Opera, and

Les Miserables.
Cambell is a professor at
Grinnell College. In addition
to conducting research in all
different parts of the world,
Cambell is a 1993 receipient of
the PEN literary Award. His
book, Tht Crystal Desert, received wide spread critical acclaim.
Following the awrds presentation, a banquet will be
held in Old Welles, Hicks Center. For further information
call 7282.

classes start soon

great scores..
€J;~

~~

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'!! show you the
proven skills and test·
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills...
Kaplan has the most complote arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

get a

higher score

KAPLAN
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 1-800 KAP-TEST
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The scoop on journalism
Iri the world of Jenny Jones, Rush Limbaugh and Rikki Lake, ideas of the roles of journalism and their influence on society are clouded by sex, lies and literally, videotapes. The "media" as a whole is seen as everything from Evening News with Peter Jennings, to the Wall Street
Journal, to '1 Wanna Git Wit You" today at 4. With the broadening definition it has become
necessary to separate the categories. In this world, where trash overbounds and substance
seems scarce, it is essential that the public begin to see the differences in the world of journalism.
First of all, it must be known that Jenny Jones is not journalism. News is not "Virgins at 50:
How Do They Cope?" And Rush Limbaugh, I'm sorry to break it to all of you in Conservative
Wonderland, is only a radical who likes to go off and get attention. In the same respect,
National Enquirer as a news source is only a reality for the "Elvis is Alive in Kalamazoo" fan
club. And the Sun is published for space creatures. Although they may provide some entertainment and hours of procrastination material, they have no substantial function. One would
like to think that most members of society can figure these little ideas out on their own. (We
just thought we would help those who were having a little trouble.)
The differences between pri, ;ed and broad casted news, however, may not be easy to.
spot. How large are the differences between the news journalists for 'IV a:lc; those who
write for the major publications? Actually, the distance is greater than you may think.
One Washington writer summed up his opinion by saying that the TV people are only
looking to be on a first name basis with the President, so he will invite them to dinner.
That is not what print is about.
There seems to be one fundamental difference between television and published media. 1V looks to please its viewers. It is obvious in the appearence of the broadcasters,
the choice of stories, and all of the effort they put into changing the sets of their studios.
Print looks to educate and inform. Television appeals to the senses. Newspapers appeal
to the mind.
Deadlines and space constraints may give the impression that paper stories are "quick and
dirty." Sometimes they are, but they are never irresponsible. Newspapers aim to tell the
readers about issues that are affecting them. Contrary to occasional belief, we do not set out to
offend. However, if the facts of a story do bother someone, it is not our job to soften them.
Cut and dry journalism works in the big cities but some say the Index is just a small college
newspaper. The key word is newspaper. It is our job, just as any other newspaper, to report
the news and attempt to expose all injustices and problems on the campus. We do not make
enemies but the facts may.
But then again, we are not here to make friends.

I'm writing in response to
the article "On Being Greek,"
by William Adams, regarding
the Greek system and the sociallife at "K." This letter is
not to put him down for finding good things about the
Greek system at Western
Michigan University, but to
point out a few things about
social life at ''K,'' which he appears to have discounted or
may be not know at all.
A social life, on any campus, doesn't fall into your
I; p on a Friday night. You
d:> have to put forth a little
effort. Although a Western
fraternity or sorority might
be a good effort, getting involved around "K"'s campus is a definite way to develop a social life here. You
don't need to settle for "another night of drinking in
Severn" to have a good
time. Although it might be
fun to party at the Brown
House, that scene gets old
(no offense to those who
live there). Being the intelIigent, even innovative KCollege students that we
are, I would like to think
that the first place we look
for somewhere to socialize
is right here on our own
('co mpus.
As Mr. Adams pointed
out, "K" used to have Greek
sOCieties who toox care of all
the social plann;ng. Unfortunately, these soci:-ties were
ended iii 1970. Really? I'm
not so sure. There is a society on campus called Student
Activities Committee, more
commonly known as SAC.
Although it doesn't go by
SAK, the group does plan all
Homecoming activities,
Monte Carlo, Spring Fling,
Quadstock, exam week extravaganza stress relievers,
movies-on-the-quad, and at
least one other social event
per quarter. Already this
quarter, courtesy of SAC, the
illusionist Tom Deluca appeared on campus and was a

huge success. This quarter,
SAC is also trying to revive
Club K. Many of you may
not be aware of the small
room in the basement of
Hicks Center, reserved for
SAC to bring in bands, Drs,
whateverfor Friday night entertainment. Even though
SAC is a large group this
quarter, they are not doing
this to entertain themselves;
these activities are for the
students.
If that isn't enough, there
are other social organizations
on campus; K-Spirit, a small
group trying to put a little fun
and fan devotion into ''K'' athletics, SCA, a society inviting
students to learn sodal dance
and other elements of Medievallife, AC5, a student affiliate group combining sodalactivities and learning about
chemistry, ISO, a group which
plans sodal events and trips
for its members, ancl even intramural sports, for those
who weren't necessarily cut
out to be full-time athletes.
The list goes on. I'm not sure
what more you want in a sociallife,Mr.Adams,butlhave
a few more ideas.
Get together with some
friends and/or roommates.
Have a Star Wars movie
marathon, plan a Pic.:')nary
tournament, do aerobics in
tl1,e. dorm.\ot'nge, play C'lmpus\viae hide-and-seek. All
of these on campus activities
and suggestions for brightening up your apparently dull
social life are FREE - no dues,
no initiation, no interviews.
There's nothing wrong with
the Greek system or those
who choose to participate in
it (like my brother or my parents), but before you claim
that "K" needs Greek societies to make this campus better, take a look around you
and get involved. A social
life is practically knocking on
your door. All you have to
do is answer it.
Lauren Piper
K '96

Black English is a viable form of the language
Karow Gordon
Index Staff
Many African Americans
find themselves changing the
way they speak in certain settings because they are aware
that some people use language to judge character.
Intelligence often is
evaluated on word choice
rather than the content of
what is said and the criteria is based on the mastery
of standardized English .
Black dialect and other ethnic dialects are frequently
rejected .
"Some people use language to point out incompetence," says Benson Prigg of
the English Depaptment.

Prigg points out that English
used to be considered inferior by other countries. He
said he believes that, "there
is no such thing as pure English, just variations." The
English that Shakespeare
used is very different from
modern English, nevertheless Shakespeare is studied
by almost ever), student and
he is considered to be one of
the greatest writers in history.
English is too complicated
to be categorized by race. It
is influenced by cultures and
varies according to the region.
Language is descriptive
and is used to communicate

thoughts and ideas. When
communicating with others
"things have to be explained

Holloway K'96. He said his
first purpose is to be understood when speaking in
class.
Blacks
are pressured to
I ear n
"white English" in
addition to
I'm
their own
ethnic dialects. Prigg
-Doralee Berry
calls this
"code
swi tching"
and says "it
is a gift of
in a way that can be under- Blacks" to be able to commus tood," explains Jason nicate effectively in different

"My white co-workers could
not believe that I talk a different way when
at
home."

environments.
"My white co-workers
could not believe that I talk
a different way when I'm at
home." says Doralee Berry,
the sole black coordinator in
her department of a local
bank. "When I go home and
speak my kids say 'Mom,
you're at home now, you
don't have to talk that way.'"
I believe that as the composition of the United
States continues to change,
more people will feel the
pressure to understand the
language of different cultures and those people who
can communicate with
more than one culture wiII
be the most effective.
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A new perspective on rape
Cliff Lampe
Opinions Co Editor
It's always difficult
when men start talking
CENTER.
about rape.
Some
NTERN~1 people feel we have no
right to even open our
mouths, but recently I
was speaking with a
friend about her male
professor at VVestern
who has proposed a controversial view on rape.
The professor, who
specializes in behavioral
psychology, claims that
our current view of rape
stems from feudal times
where chastity was considered a form of property. Consequently, the
reason rape is so bad in
today's perspective is
that it stems from a loss
of property.
It makes wicked
sense. If my own partner
were raped I would feel
not only terrible for her,
but assaulted myself,
even though I don't really consider her my
property.

I

David v. Goliath: The college match

Essentially, what I got from
my discussion is the theory
that rape causes so much
trauma because we make such
a big deal about it. Oust checking in. I know you're mad
now, take a few deep breaths
and continue reading.} This is
not to say that rape is not a big
deal, but really why is it so
much worse than mugging or
beating?
I've talked to many women
who have been raped, ranging
in proximity from about five
minutes after the actual rape to
years later and I have learned
two things. The first is that
rape destroys these women's
lives. The second is they blame
themselves. VVhat this theory
is saying is that they blame
themselves because we place
the whole property issue onto
rape and "dirtify" it.
Relating it to the male perspective, ask any male near
you right now whether he
would rather have all of his
teeth knocked out or be
anally raped. Most likely, the
person will start yanking out
his own teeth, which is silly
when you think about it since
the anal rape would cause a
lot less physical damage.
The reason that it is the last
choice here is not because of
pain, but because of humiliation.
At heart, rape is an issue of
power, not one of sexuality.
VVhen we place so much value
in something we are giving
other people power in the form
of theft. This radical theory
from the male professor at
VVestern is saying if we detach
we twisted values around
rape, make it less of a power
issue, then rape becomes less
traumatic for the victims and
probably less prevalent altogether. VVhen a man rapes a
woman he is hurting mainly
her, but he is also striking out
at her husband, father and
brothers.
Oust checking in again. By
this point your busting out the
guns and your ready to go ahuntin', but I'd request some
forbearance on this point. I'm

not trying to say this is a universal truth, I'm trying to show
an interesting idea that I think
deserves some merit. Relax,
enjoy the show.}
The argument could be
made that rape is worse than
other physical assaults because
the area of assault is a private
one. I say that while this may
account for part of it, I buy this
guy's belief that the majority
of the humiliation stems from
cultural attitudes towards rape
and its victims.
VVhen I hear a woman
sobbing because she was just
raped, I feel ashamed. VVhen
she refuses to go to the hospital and wants nothing more
than to forget this ever happened to her I feel sympathy,
because I know one thing she
will never forget in her whole
life is this rape she suffered.
To me, if we can lessen the
trauma of rape we have an
ethical responsibility to do
so, no matter how much it
grinds against the current
cultural morality.
.
Rape is not just a women's
issue. To say that it is would
be denying the complexity of
relationships between men
and women. I see very few
women running around raping women. Also to say that
the men who are associated
with women don't feel pain
when their loved ones are
raped is a seriously callous
misrepresentation.
I'm not sure yet if I'd rather
be anally raped than lose all
my teeth, nor am I sure about
the particulars of the theory
beyond what I've shared here,
but I think that this concept
does deserve serious consideration.
Rape as it stands is devastating for people. Notice I say
people. By making this only a
one gender issue, you are immediately stopping any possibility of a solution in the future. I know I can't totally understand the fear of rape, but I
can still be sympathetic to
those who do. I'm not sure this
guy has figured out how to
stop rape, but I'm wilIing to try.

Till Iecke
VVhen I arrived at the very of more or less disoriented
Index Staff
first day of classes at Bonn I people. 'Wow, you study at a
After almost one year as a didn't know where I had to place together with 40,000
student at Kalamazoo College go and how I could get there. other people. You must have so
I can t~1I you ~t. ~ i~ not ,~e All my informatiOI) .c~l{\e many friends then," some "~"
perfect place for your studies. from this big yellow book students asked me. In fact, I
I have studied already two which contained everything know less people at Bonn beyears at the University of Bonn that was necessary in order cause I can't remember a face
and I must admit that it isn't to survive. VVhen I finally in the crowd. If you have to
the Garden of Eden for stu- reached the classroom for my talk to one of your professors
dents either. Neither of
you'd better make an
the two places is "it." I
appointment two
guess that a combinaweeks in advance betion of Kalamazoo and
I guess that a combination of
cause otherwise a secBonn would be fine. Unretary close to a nerKalamazoo and Bonn would
fortunately, that's imvous
breakdown
be fine. Unfortunately, that'S
possible, but neverthewon't let you come
less, let's play the game.
near your teacher.
impossible.
'Welcome to the UniBut the closeness
versity of Bonn." It was
between students and
an ordinary letter from
professors has its
the administration-office
negative sides, too. I
that I received on a cold morn- first lecture the place was am used to the fact that noing in February one page, crowded with tons of other body cares if you miss a couple
double-spaced. 'We are glad to students and I ended up on of classes at the University of
tell you that you have been ac- the floor next to the Bonn. If you don't show up in
cepted into the undergraduate professor's seat.
class at K you'd better find a
program for Political Science.
Things like that never very good excuse.
Your term starts April 21. Please happen at Kalamazoo ColThe differences between
pay 151 German marks."
lege. You get your personal Kalamazoo, the small liberal
I paid the amount they advisor and during the ori- arts college, and the big
asked for and was one of entation week the professors "Iearning -factory" at Bonn are
nearly 40,000 students at the tell you everything you want huge. Food, life in dorms and
university of Germany's and need to know. At "Pretty student activities differ in so
former capital- number 36,089. Lake" they even let the fresh- many ways that I could go on
It isn't always as easy as this men climb up high in the and on. One of the most imThe Index encourages reader response in the form
to become a student in Ger- trees to let them conquer portant differences is thaf
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and
many, but in my case is was a their fears.
many "K" students have aldeal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right
piece of cake.
The whole atmosphere in ready been on foreign study or
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Kalamazoo College was dif- class at "K" is family-like. will go abroad sooner or later.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with
ferent. Big envelopes packed Teachers get to know their stu- No matter if Spain, Ecuador,
sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through conwith yellow medical forms, or- dents pretty well because there Japan, Africa or maybe Bonnsultation with the Editorial Board.
ange housing sheets and red aren't too many. The office each of you will discover a
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh disforms about health insurance doors in Dewing and place that differs from
kette in the Index mailbox, across from the Games
and all were waiting to be Humphrey are open most of Kalamazoo College.
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
filIed out. They cared about my the times and some professors
I can say that I had a great
mailroom, by the Sunday before the issue in which
tonsils, my allergies and my even prepare breakfast for . time at UK" and when I go back • they are to appear.
religious denomination. At their students during finals.
to Bonn University I wiII know
No letters will be accepted which are in response
Bonn they don't even shake
At Bonn University there is for sure whatI prefer and what
to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses
your hand.
a huge and anonymous mass I'm missing.
will be accepted to appear in later issues.
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Special activities to spend your Mother's Day
and selling plants for this years
Earth Day festivities. Paper
A&EEditor
Celebrate your Mother- making will be on thequad durno, you haven't missed ing the afternoon, in case of rain
Mother's Day yet. This Satur- go to the Envorgroom in Hicks.
day is Earth Day-as in A variety of dorm perfect flowMother Earth. Celebrate in ers will also be for sale as long
whatever way you cani as supplies last. Prices are 1.50
whether its taking a walk or apiece or 3 for $3.
riding a bike downtown in- FROM THE NATURE NEWS
stead of driving. or just hug- CENTER
Earth Day Wetland Exging a tree. But if you are looking for a little more celebration, travaganza: the Extravaganza
here's some interesting options . will combine a 30 minute slide
at ''I('' and in the community: presentation of Southwest
£ARTII DAY AT "1("
Michigan wetlands by Bob
Envorg will be making paper Conradi at 1 and 3 p.m., the
Angela Jousma

Planets, CraneS and Traveler,
Adam Bower

tempting to mock Jordi, the:3
yearold F.renc:h baby who has
DIa.bIt Plpttl;"Blowout his own pop .album. Okay,
Ci)mb (PtfudulUin.~)
Song #4, "'Green SongN is rehard to believe that the ally cool. Awesome!! By the

Index staff

seems

Digables could out-do their
debut album, bunhey just
may have done so here.
"'Blowout Comb" shows off
IllQJe of ajazz/blues influence, sampling a lot from
older vinyl .which.lends the
usual fuzz and pops and the
characteristic vinyl musIc
quality. And hey, check out
the tune '1)ia1 7" which can
be found on your friendly
neighbQrhood Saga video-

machine.
Juan Valdez Says: My, that's
a mighty fine cup olcoffee!

""*- ShinJnalload (Dedi..
caIed)

This prOmotional compiIa·
tion from the Cranes album
"LovedH starts good. That's
about the best I have to say
fQr it. Musically it is very interesting. The beginnings of
the songs are pretty sweet.
Then she starts to sing. Ohb,
the torture. I can stand her
voice for about 47 seconds.
She sounds as if she is at-

wa~ · did

I mention its an instrumental piecem Hey, if
you can talc:e the voice; the
Cranes ate actually pretty
good stuff and v~ creative
people musically, So what
does Juan have to say?
Valdez: Who put tar in my
mug???
BbJ,cal,iuclcc Run Aro~c;I
(AltM)

Another five song "single'" ~
this one coming from the recent album "Four." The
song "Escaping" is so incredibly quality that it war~.
rants thf: purdtase of this
jewel alone. And add "'Re-.
gardin& Sttv~n'" and then
"'Tlie Poignant It Epic Saga
of Peatherhead and Lucky
Lack" (an incredible tale you must listen to the words
here) and you have one of
the better singles to come
out recently. Thanks Rob for
Jetting me borrow it. I'm
not giving it back!
Juan: Better than gourmetJ!!

There are
more LIJan
30STDs
out Ulere,
and 86%
affect
people
under age 29. Untreated chlamydia can make you infertile.
Herpes lIever goes away. HPV causes CANCER. Some of
these bugs have no SVlftploftls, especially in women,
and left untreated, Uley can endanger the health of your
future children. DON'T LET EMBARASSMENT BE A
HEAlTH RISK. YOU CAN TALK TO US.
EXAMS START AT $28 AND SOME STD TESTS ARE FREE.

CALL US NOW. THIS IS SERIOUS.

ffJ

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD
Of South Central Michigan

4201 W. Michigan Ave . • 1/2 mile E01 Drake· 372-1200

2nd Annual Hiking Spree
Kickoff, hourly guided hikes
on the Nature Center's trails,
public viewing of Amelia
Hansen prints, refreshments
and much more. Plus, as an
added bonus, it's free!
Wildflower Walk: Saturday
29,2 p.m. As the wildflowers
are blooming, hike the
Beechwood Trails to witness
one of the area's most spectacular wildflower displays.
Learn how they got their
names and Native American's
early uses of these plants.
• For more information, call the
Nature Center at (616) 381-1574
THE KELLOG BIRD SANCTUARYAT MSU
The author and supervisor
of Minnesota's Nongame

Wildlife Program, Carrol
Henderson, is presenting an
educational program on Earth
Day focusing on the plants and
trees that many animals and
birds find inviting. The program will take place at 2 p.rn.
and 7 p.m. and costs $7.50 to
attend. For more information
call the KelJog Bird Sanctuary
at (616) 671-2510.
.. And, closer to home, in
BronsonPark,aseriesofactivities will celebrate Earth Day.
EAR1H DAY CELEBRATION
AT BRONSON PARK
• Musical entertainment on a
solar powered stage
• Environmental organizations to get involved in
• Educational displays
• Kids Village

• Natural and organic foods
and goods
• Story tellers
• Drumming circle-bring your
own blanket
• Free trees
• Ride your bike to the park
and take advantage of special
lockup areas and free tune-ups
and giveaways from Alfred E.
Bike
"1heeventsbeginatlp.m.and
end at 10 p.m.
For more information call 616342-7328.
Whatever you decide to do
for Earth Day, enjoy yourself.
layout on the Quad, take time
to smell the magnolias outside
of Dewing, or play some
frisbee golf! Enjoy the Earth.
Celebrate the day.

Incest, intrigue and murder rule The Thebans
Angela Jousma
A & E Editor
Power, passion and
prophecy are three of the
most evident themes that the
audience derives from the
performance of The Thebans:
House of the Blind at Wayne
State University's Hilberry
Theatre. This mesmerizing
drama is a modem interpretation of classical Greek theater.
The Thebans is a combination of three Sophocles plays
translated by Professor Robert McGill, the Assistant
Chair of the Theatre Department at Wayne State. The
epic play unites Oedipus

struggling with their own
fate. But this heart wrenching
story is different. This time
we see the faithful and courageous devotion of one
daughter to her family and
her future.
The actors in all three of
these plays are amazing. The
play features
several
Hilberry Company members
in their final appearances at
the Theatre. You do not want
to miss these rising stars.
I thoroughly enjoyed the
play and was surprised at
how many twists and turns
occurred. It is truly a unique
and original execution of
what could have been a dull
performance.

everyone can enjoy the
beauty of the words and experience the sad, yet joyous,
intensity of how much tragedy the human spirit can endure.
The play is rich with
meaning, themes, and guidelines for life. It's characters
show the audience faults in
themselves and in others and
explore qualities that every-

entertaining even though they
were tragic. In the manner of
the Greek drama, they dealt
with power struggles, passion
in the face of death and the
cunning twists that Fate
played out in the lives of mere
mortals.
The first play, Oedipus at
Tyrannos is a story of a man
who becomes king through
the strange disappearance of
the reigning king and coming
up with the solution of a
riddle. Blind to the paths that
Fate and the gods have set
him on, his life is changed
forever when he discovers
the truth behind his identity.
The second play, Oedipus
at Colon us shows what has
become of the disgraceful
king but this time, dfter years
of torment and torture, the
king becomes the servant of
truth and justice by the ordaining Furies. However,
once again his blindness, in
many forms, leads him and
his fallen family down a path
that leads to hopelessness.
In the third play, Antigone,
the audience sees the beautiful daughters of Oedipus

one tries to incorporate into
their lives. It also shows us
how not to be and some aspects of our lives that we
sometimes can't even see.
The subtitle House of the Blind
exemplifies this quality of the
play and is reintroduced frequently as the audience
watches the story unfold.
Before the play even began, I was struck by the creativity of the set. large pieces
of metal hac! been hammered, cut and then hung
from the proscenium or
shaped into standing units
where the colored lights
would play on them. Also,
they were very useful in setting a certain moodi such as
when the characters entered
an olive grove and sparse
light was sneaking through
the branches, the panels re-.
f1ected intertwined tree
branches.
The plays themselves were

Heather Carpenter
Index staff
What started as a short
story for 'K' senior Suzanne
Baumann is now an art exhibit
scheduled for display in the
Fine Arts building April 21-30.
Baumann said she later
made the decision to turn the
story into a comic strip for her
Senior Individualized Project
presentation. "I wanted to do
a comic strip for my SIP," she
said. According to Baumann,
the combination of art and English seemed to work well for
what she wanted to accomplish.
The display is titled
"Damned Bunnies" and features two volumes of small
press comics. Each book has
approximately 46 pages.
Baumann spent a quarter designing and self-publishing the
books.

The books "are available to
a network of people around
the country," Baumann said.
Upon entering the network,
members can buy and sell copies of their books.
"I was introduced to these
small press comic books accidently over the summer,"
Baumann said. After deciding
to do a comic strip for her SIP,
'1 got involved with people
around Kalamazoo, and they
urged me to put my comics
into one of these books" she
said. Some of her comic strips
can be found in Detroit in an
anthology of comic strips.
Baumann's display is one of
several SIP exlubits in the gallery of the Fine Arts building.
They all demonstrate the talent
of Kalamazoo College students.
The exlubits are available to all
students, faculty, staff and commembers.

Tyrannos, Oedipus at Colonus
and Antigone in a way that

The Thebllns: House of the
Blind will conclude The
Hilberry's season. It is running in rotating repertory
through May 13. Tickets for
remaining shows range from
$9 to $16. Special discounts
apply to groups of 20 or more
and student rush tickets are
also available for $6.50 at
10:30 a.m. the day of the performance. For further information call (313) 572-2972.

The funny papers 1·n Fl·ne Arts
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Baseball loses heartbreakers
Eric Frederick
Index Staff
This past weekend, the
Kalamazoo College baseball
team took on MIAA defending
champion Hope College and
gave the Flying Dutchmen all
they could handle in a thrilling three-game series.
On Friday, Hope took it to
the Hornets as the Dutchmen
racked up 12 runs against
Kalamazoo'sChris Butler, '98,
and Matt Konti, '97. The Hornets could get nothing going
against Hope hurler Jeremy
McMannis as he threw a nohitter against the Hornets.
The Hornets came back Saturday with a desire for improvement, according to Eric
Frederick, '98. In the first
game, Hope College scored a
quick four runs against Andy
Hobik, '95. Conti relieved him
in the bottom of the second inning, and kept the Hornets
within striking range by giving Kalamazoo a strong four
and a third innings. The Hornets only mustered two runs in
the first six innings, but enter-

ing the seventh, they picked it
up a notch. They began the inning down 6-2, fought back to
a score of 6-5. "K" had runners
on first and third before their
rally ended, falling just one run
short of the upset.
In the nightcap, Kalamazoo
College took the positive experience of the first game and tumOO
it into a confidence boost to start
the second. The Hornet's Manuel
Rupe, '95, began the game with a
shaky first inning, but settled
down to give Kalamazoo a complete game, giving up only two
hits in seven innings.
The Flying Dutchmen
scored two runs in the first
inning to which the Hornets
responded with two of their
own in the second. The game
remained deadlocked ul"!til
the sixth inning. The interim
was filled with crowd enthusiasm, good fielding, and excellent pitching. In the bottom of the sixth, Hope scored
a run to go ahead 3-2. The
Hornets refused to give up
and came right back in the
top of the seventh. They

loaded the bases with only
one out, but could not score.
The Hornets suffered their
third loss of the weekend, 3-2.
On Monday, the Hornets
looked to surprise the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletic's Aquinas College.
The Saints came in with a
record of 17-11 with two ties.
Kalamazoo jumped ou t on top
in the first inning with Bret
Kutansky, '98, driving in Oint
Wagner, '95, with a double.
Andy Slankster, '98, worked
the mound, and made that
lead stand until the sixth inning. In the top of the sixth,
Aquinas scored six times to
take the lead for good. The
game ended with the Saints
winning, 8-2.
Kalamazoo takes on Albion
College this Wednesday at4:00
p.m. at the e.O. Brown Stadium in Battle Creek. This
marks the middle of a strenuous week for the baseball team.
They finish up the week with
five games in three days
against Olivet College and
Concordia College.

Hornet cross country squads take academic honors
Members of Kalamazoo
College's men's and women's
cross country teams have been
lauded with Academic AIlAmerica honors by the NCAA
Division III Cross Country
Coaches Association.
Both of the Ho,",et harrier
tearns were honoied for having better than a combined 3.0
cumulative grade point averages during the fall quarte: of
1994. The Kalamazoo women's

team achieved a cumulative
35 while the men's squad had
a 3.29 cumulative GPA.
David Barkley, K'95, who
last fall became the first Hornet runner ever to qualify for
the NCAA Division ill Championship meet, was one of four
Kalamazoo 'harriers to earn individual Academic AIIAmerica honors. Also earning
the honor from the men's team
was Brian Heintz, '95, while

Molly Mechtenberg, '97, and
Inesa Anderson, '%, were honored from the women's team.
Kalamazoo's men's and
women's teams both recorded
their highest ever finishes at
last year's NCAA Division III
Regional Meet, respectively
taking 7th and 10th place. The
Hornet men took third place in
the MlAA last season while the
women came in fourth place.

-Office of Public Relations

Women's tennis suffers disappointing weekend
The Kalamazoo College
women's tennis team experiencedanactiveholidayweekend
as the team traveled to Madison,
Wisconsin to participate in the
Midwest Invitational. It was not
a sua:essful trip, however, as the
Hom:!tssuffered threedual-lOOet
setbacks.
Kalamazoo, seeded seventh
in the tournament, experienced their first set-back of the

weekend on Friday. The team
was overpowered by secondseeded Gustavus Adolphus of
Minnesota, 8-1 and sixthseeded Washington University
of Missouri, 5-4. On Saturday,
"K" was upended by eighthseeded Hope College, 7-2. This
was a disappointment for the
team, as earlier in the season,
the Hornets defeated Hope 54 in an MIAA dual meet.

Softball success continues
Ryan Harbage
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College
softball team continued its successful season in MIAA competition with a split against
Calvin College. The Hornets
won their first game 3-1 and
dropped the second 2-0. Both
games were played last Thursday at Calvin, after the scheduled Wednesday games were
rained-out.
In the first game, Megan
Readler, '98, went the distance
on the mound, pitching a
three-hitter in the first game.
Shortstop Carrie Sheets, '98,
led in hitting, with two singles
and a RBI.
In the nightcap, the Hornets
encountered trouble at the
plate as Calvin's pitcher sup-

plied a number of curve balls.
According to Heather Mernitz,
'96, the team struggled to hit
them the entire game, connecting for only two. The Hornets
had one err against Calvin.
Kalamazoo will host a
doubleheader against Spring
Arbor College today. Already
topping their win total of last
season, they are looking for
another victory today.
'Were really young. We have
five starting freshmen," said
Readier. "\W're looking to future
years as well as this year."
The Hornets will also travel
to Indiana this weekend for the
Manchester College Tourney
against other Division III
schools.
"We should be competitive," Readier added.

The women's team started
last week with a 6-3 win
against Division II Ferris State
University on April 10. The top
four singles players, Eve
Halderson, '97, Christa
Chrovian, '97, Stephanie
Decker, '97, and Katy Baird,

'98, were all victorious while
the Hornets also took wins in
the top two doubles flights.
The past week of activity
leaves Kalamazoo with an
overall record of 12-6.

Kalamazoo will head to
Olivet College on Thursday for
a league dual match. The team
will then conclude the week
with a I\OIHX)nference contest at
Hillsdale College on Saturday.

Men's tennis overpowers Calvin
Kalamazoo's men's tennis team
will face an important test this
coming weekend, facing top competition from Midwest-area teams
when the Hornets compete in the
Midwest Regional at Madison,
WISCOnsin. The Hornets will need
a strong performance in the RegionallO improve their chances of
qu.ali.fying for the NCAA Division
ill Olampionships, to be held at
Kalamazoo College nest month
(May 15-22).

"K" remained unbeaten in
MIAA action last Tuesday,
downing Calvin College 9'{) at

the Markin Racquet Center in
a showdown of theMIAA's top
teams. While Kalamazoo has
won 56 consecutive league
championships, Calvin has
been a strong contender in recent campaigns as the Knights
have been the league's runner-up the past five seasons.
Pat Noud, '97, was involved
in the two most exciting contests of the dual meet. At No.1
r.oubles, Noud and Chris
Kennelly, '97, ranked fifth in Division ill doubles, rallied to defeat 14th-ranked John Knoester

and Steve DeWeerd of Calvin.
After winning the first set,
Knoester and DeWeerd led 54. They were up 3O-love in the
second set before Noud and
Kennelly came back to win the
match, U, 7-6 (7-3),6-2.
At number one singles,
Noud, ranked 14th in Division
III singles; defeated 29thranked Knoester in another
three-setter, 6-2, 3-6, 6-2.
Kalamazoo, as a team, is
ranked third in NCAA Division
ill while Calvin is ranked 25th.
~
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A FNE DOLLAR TRIP TO TIBET!
actually, it's TIbetan monks in Grand Rapids
SACRED MUSIC SACRED DANCE
Sunday, April 23, 6 p.m. (returning by 11 p.m.) - 35 spots available
DHARMA TALK &: MANDALA
Monday, April 24, 5 p.m. (returning by 10 p.m.) - 15 spots available
Contact Jon Voss at 349-4061 or e-mail k089161 for more information.

sponsored and partially funded by:
Student Commission, Asian Student Association, and the Religion and Music Dqxlrtments

The Page That Keeps Coming Back For More
Top Ten Lists
(because we don't count much higher)

PHRASES OVERHEARD AMONG TRANSFER STUDENTS
10. Police harrasment over 'K' wild social funtions.
9.
8.
7.
6.
S.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Right-wing conservatives running amok.
Lack of readily available recreational drugs.
New 'K' Plan.
Overwhelming school spirit.
Downtown nightlife way too costly.
Not enough political groups.
Inadequate tennis facilities.
Swimmers.
THE BACKPAGE! (Sorry, guys)

Marriott Mottos
10. Satisfaction Optionall
9.
8.
7.
6.
S.
4.
3.
2.
1.

No, actually bone fragments are high in calcium.
Tastes just like chicken... mostly.
For $7.00, get the best damn bowl 0' Cap'n Crunch this side of Battle Creek.
Studies show: If you stick a bowl of slop in front of a starving, overstressed dog ... he n1ll eat it.
Where the foods' still alive and kickin' but still finger lickin'.
Service with a Butterfly Tattool
Disentary with a smile.
Our food smells like wet dog.
Give us 11 weeks, we'll take off .all the weight.

Top 2S Reasons This Page Su ... (excuse me) Is Unique
2 S.
24.
23.
22.
2 1.

The 'K' Plan
Your Mama
Hamza
The Establishment
That poster of Elvis on your wall
20. Those squirrels ... J see them everywhere you know.
19. The Iceman himself
18. The Easter Bunny
17. Popcorn in Quadstop!
16. Ryan "Now where did those clothes go again" the Man
15. Those brown spots in my underwear.
14. Ashish
13 . Flourocarbons in the atmosphere.
12. Those squirrels........ .! know you see them.
11. "Babyface" Juan Perez
10. 80'clocks
9. Those 9 more lACC credits I need
8. The Sunshine Bakerman
7. Ed "1 need my beauty rest" rhymes with head
6. The mail hut
S. Captain Kirk's dramatic, yet touching death
4. That crazy guy from that country with those other-crazy guys
3. Annie the Broadway Musical
2. Hamza & Ashish
1.5 Right there! A Squirrel
1. (I knew we'd get to this) Julius A. Moore N
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JOIdes' look out for one another after bomb incident
"They're Oklahomans, they
together." That is how
Rani Nanda described
immense outpour of supput forth in Oklahoma
last Wednesday. Nanda
ICONlloers herself an honorary
after having spent over
months in Oklahoma City
a three quarter C.D. at
University. Nanda made
contacts during her

emetgellcy. Many of the workers did not know what happen. she said, but they were
prepared fOf' the worst
Dan O'Donoghue, an assistant professor of Anatomical
Sciences at the University of
Oklahoma Medical School
said there was a tremendous
out pour of assistance at the
blood donation centers. He
said that by 9:15, ten minutes
after the explosion, people
were donating blood. By

OKLAHOMA STATISTICS
as of April 25, 1995

• 78 died
• more than 150 missing
• more than 400 wounded

Nanda said she thinks the
is malting a phenomena
of normal practices. The
Dklaoornans, !I~said, are very

"They take care of each
down there."
According to Nanda, her
in Oklahoma told her
emergency room at the
Vete~raI1t's Hospital was mobifor crisis within twelve
mimltes after hearing of the

9:30, there were lines out the
door and by 9:45, every center was completely full. He
also added that within an
hour of the explOSion all
E.R:s and clinics were ready
and waiting for the onslaught. O'Donoghue himself volunteered to help.
Nanda said aU the med students at the University were aU
alerted to help but some were
sent home. She also said that
one of her friends who works
at the V.A. hospital was not
needed for medical duties but
was sent to look for bombs in

the building. Nanda said that
at the V.A. hospitals, the ratio
of doctors to patients was 12:1
and the number of nurses was
even higher.
The impressive public
support was not surprising
to N anda or O'Donoghue
who had come to expect such
behavior from their neighbors. O'Donoghue spoke of
the reaction to the demand
for dog blankets when it began to rain. They asked for
blankets and although there
were only about 12 search
dogs, volunteers donated

students can oompete tor cash
pizes: 1st place ($50), 2nd place
($30), and 3rd place ~). Entry
forms are available at the Union
Desk. ThedeadlineforentryisFriday, April
28 at roan.
Mattress
Race is a
timed race
in which
one memher rides on
a mattress,
and others
carry
it
along the
course. In
Bat Spin,
each mem-Photo by WiD A4IIms ber runs
aroundinacin::1ewithooeendof
a bat on the forehead and the
other end on thegroundAaDrd~k>Qegay-Willis,. Thg-OWar
will be the traditional tug~war.
In order to compete in those
games, all team; nwst abide by
-ow <I, UilIlll: party in the evening.
"1(" students can enpy "Mat- some rules:
• An members must be "1("
1 1It'5s1~" "BatSpin," and "ThgThe games will take Students.
• Teams must participate in all
from 2 p.m. k> 4 p.m. on the
between Crissey Hall and three games.
- Each team must be mmNatataium. ThamI of

---_='"'-----.....,r--_"'?__.

On the morning of the disaster, O'Oonoghue, who was
riding his bike, said he heard
an explosion and then saw
"hoards of people heading toward the federal building."
Nanda said her friends in the
city said it sounded, '"like a jet
crashing into a building:"
Nanda said friends told her
windows were blown out up
to ten blocks away from the
site.
Despite the disaster, however, Nanda said the people
are just trying to go on with
their lives.

Interethnic relations discussion stirs up CORD
Questions about interethnic
relations and dating stirred up
much discussion at this week's
meeting of the Coalition On
Race and Diversity (CORD).
CORD discussion facilitator, Mandy Eldridge K'95,
opened the session by reading
comments from a student survey.JahmalGreenK'95,anAfrican-American male, stated
that people who limittheirdating to people of their same race
and religion are limiting who
they can be happy with. If
someone has genuine feelings
for someone else, race and religion should not matter.
Denise Merson K'95, who is
currentlydatingaNicaraguan
male, said that the root of the
issue is whether or not one will
allow others to make life
choices for them.
Most students at the meeting agreed that everyone, not
just those who are dating

ttress race, bat spin and tug-o-war return
9Umazu

over 50 blankets, he said. He
also added that the Red
Cross was able meet their
long term four million dollar
goal in two and a half days.
Nanda said her friends also
heard talk of generosity. The
rescue workers, who had
helped with the World lrade
Center bombing
were
shocIted,shesaid.InNewYorit
when they wanted mffee, they
had to wallta distance and buy
it themselves, she said. "In
Oklahoma, they were given
more coffee than they knew
what to do with...

pooed of 4 females and 4 males.
• Teams are ~ to be fair
and honorable.
The members of the rorrunittee also plan to ooordinate other
activities such as Bungee Run,
temporary tattoos, and a batbecue. In Bungee Run,. playersOOI&
pete by seeing how far they can
proceed with one end of a large
rubber band tied to their waists
and the other end to the starting
point These activities will start at
roan. 1hisyear,we will have "not
only games but also fun thinf;i,"
Gregory-Wallis said. Sheencouraged students to take part in
SpringFling"andhavefun.hopefully, without rain."
In case of rain,. all activities will
be held in Old Willes. Mattress
Race, Bat Spin and Tug-O-War
were the IroSt popular last year.
Gregory-Willissaid,.even though
those activities were held in Old
~ because of rain.
These events will be ooneluded with an informal dance
party from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. in
Old Welles. Students can request their favorite songs for the
dance party by signing up on a
request-sheet located at the Mail
HuL

people of different races and
religions, should educate
themselves about diversity.
Everymuplewillhavetoleam
the idiosyncrasies of their partners. Racial/religious difference is just one more thing to
learn.
However, most members of
the group agreed that people
can never totally understand
each other. "'It would be like
saying that men and women
can totally understand each
other," Green stated. "They
can't. Is any relationship easy?
ute is a lot deeper than black
and white."
As to interfaith dating and
marriage, Shari Order K'95, a
Jewish female, said that persons should never have to juetify their feelings. If one
chooses to date within one's
own religion, no one should
assume that it is because the
person is prejudiced against
other religions. She feels that
everyone should be able to
•choose what is right for them
and be able to live with that
choice.
Eldridge pointed out that
within mixed relationships
hard decisions have to be
made. For example, interfaith
couples must decide what religion to raise their children or
howtoeffectivelyexposethem
to both. Green and Merson
said that children in of mixed
marriages often struggle with
their identity, but this can

Pride

sometimes be lessened by the
support that their parents give
them. Menon emphasized that
diversity will only enrich their
lives.
The group concluded that
interfaith and interethnic
couples suffer the negative
consequences of people's stereotypes about them. People
~assumethatsuchmuples

will automatically have
troubles due to their differences.

The dillCWlllion ended with
the consensus that people cannot mntrol who they faU in
love with and that opposition
to interracial/interfaith relationships often leaves out a
discussion of LOVE.
Thia cliscuMion wu put of
the organization's weekly eli&cussion series on various topics of interest to the campus.
The topics werechoeen acmrdingtotheresponsestoCORD's
survey during Wmter quarter
1994. These discussions are
open to anyone who is interested and the mmments written on the organization's comment board, located aeross
from Student Services, are
used to start the discussion.
The next CORD discussion
will be on April 30, in the
CORD/EnvOrg/ Amnesty
room at 7:00 p.m. The topic
will be religious diversity. AU
students, faculty and staff are
encouraged to attend.

-compiled by Becky Page
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INTE·R NATIONAL Hightower symposium deemed a success
present
NEWS
half-rour
presensponsorttl by ISO

UNITED NA'IJ()I'IlS: Even though the majority of the members of thel78 countries agreed to defer the "'Non-Nuclear
Proliferation Treary", an unlimited an unconditional extension was opposed.
(source: SerrJidDtos)
SPAIN: The Bask terrorist organization (ETA) failed on its
attempt to kill the president of the conservative party, Aznar,
last Wednesday, April 19.
On April 20, some French farmers bied to avoid the importing of Spanish products into their country by attacking
Spanish trucks carrying fruits to be sold in Europe. This create a conflict between the two counbies, both of whom are
members of the European Market. This organization defends
the free circulation of prod ucts' between their parts. (source:
TVE)

JAPAN: For the 3rd time this month, Japan experienced a
poisonous gas 1eak. This time, the incident occurred inside
a department store in Yokohama. The origin is unknown.
(source: TVE)

FRANCE: Presidential elections: Unofficial results show that
last Sunday, SociaJist lionel JoSPin won the opening round
of France's presidential elections with 23.5 percent of the
vote. The favored conservative, Paris mayor Jacques Chirac,
was second with 20.2 percent of the vote. He also qualified
for the May 7th runoff. Conservative Premier Edouard
Ba1ladur, with 18.5 percent conceded that he was eliminated
and urged fellow conservatives to back Chirac.
Football Soccer: }ean-Pierre Papin, the French star who
plays in the Bayem in the Geonan league, has expressed
his intentions to go back to the French team the Olympique
de Marseille, even if his team remains in second division.
(source: Internet French news)
ECUADQR: The International City Mayors Convention
started April 18th in the Ecuadorian capital Quito. City
mayors from every continent in the world will attend.
In seven days it is expected that the ex-war zone between
Ecuador and Peru will be clear of military presence, and
the process of opening the southern border in progress.
The Central Bank of Ecuador is in a state of financial crisis because of the falsification of state bonds. Until now,
speculations talked about the 1068 of 4000 million sucres,
equivalent to two million dollars. (source: ServilWos)

The first annual Raymond
Hightower symposium was
held this past weekend in
Dewing. Following the model
of the Diebold Symposium in
the Biology Department, the
Hightower was organized for
the presentation of Sociology,
Anthropology and Human Development and Socia1 Relations
SIP's.
Raymond Hightower was a
former Sociology professor at
Kalamazoo College. He was the
only professor in the department from 1934-1962 and continued to be influential until his
retirement in 1971. According
to Dr. Cummings, many of the
foundations of today's department were laid by Dr.
Hightower.
The symposium, which al-

their
lows the seniors to
work is also intended to carry
out the iMpirations reflected by
Hightower. Acconting to ~
ert Dewey, who delivered his
eulogy, Dr. Hightower was
committed to better possibilities. He worked to improve the
community through justice,
equality, good will and integrity.
The event was funded by an
endowment generated by Dr.
Cummings and the Alumnae
Committee. Thegroupconlinues
to expand theendoW116\tso that
in the future students will be able
to rea!i.vefundsfurtheirSIP's, ~
as in the Diebold.
The two day event began Friday April 21 with a welcome
from President Bryan and a tri~
ute to Dr. Raymond Hightower,
given by Dr. C~and the

Bone marrow drive monday
Sarah Overly
Editor in Chief
Kalamazoo College's Bone
Marrow Drive will be held
Monday, May 1 from 1 pm 6pm in the Stone Room. Anyone without Hepatitis or I-llV
and between the ages of 18 and
55 can donate. All that is required is completion of paperwork and a simple blood test.
The obtained samples will
then be taken to tre National Donor Registry. If a match is found,
the donor will be contacted and
asked to undergo further testing.
If they consent, and a match is
confirmed, they will be placed
under a general anthesia and

the

marrow will be taken from
hip. Theonlysideeffectisa IBnporary sore hip. There is no rost
to the donor.
Currently there are 1.3 million people in the national registry, yet approximately 11,000
people go unmatched each
year. Annually, more than
16,000 people are diagnosed in
The United States with fatal
blood diseases which can be
treated by marrow transplants.
By attending the drive, donors are in no way committing
to furthur procedures. However, with a Iarger bank, each
conbibutor is, in effect, giving
hope to someone in need.

Alumnae Committee.
Friday right's activities in-

c::IudOO

Jedure

tations and poaIIer presenatior6.
The symposium continued
throughout the day on Saturday, with more lectures and a
panel discussion titled, "Youth
and Society: Can We Make A

Differencer
The students and faculty celebrated their efforts Saturday
evening at a banquet held at
Hawthorne's Inn.
All involved said the event
was a success.

Assistant Head of Security Gail Simpson reported.
that. smaIl6re broke out in
Hoben. Hall last Thursday.

Aa:ordingtoSimpson, a
male studenfattempted to
dispo$e of ~dgareUe in lW!

dorm. room'W~ on

April 20 at.ppro"ldmately
10:15am. The basket Caught
fire but the student was able
to use a fire. extinguisher to
putO\luhe~

The student was taken to
the hospibl,l but later released afterbeing treated. for
extinguisherd~inhalation(

Simpson ~lid)
SeaIrity isCllmllldy investigatingareportofateprodlXEd
puking permit by a first year
student. Simp!on.sald theiocidenf has been turned over-lO
Dean of Students Marilyn

taPIame.

BOLIVIA: The government of President GonzaJo Sanchez
de Lozada declared the country in a 90 days state of emergency, consequential to several strikes in all sectors. With
this measure the government expects to normalize all ~
tors of the Bolivian labor force and give tranquillity to the
population who are suffering the consequences of the strikes.
(source: SerrJidDtos).

Project BRAVE receives award
Melissa Jenkins
Index Staff
Project BRAVE was honored today for its volunteer
work during the past year. The
group's name stands for
BRinging Action and Voluntary Excellence to the
Kalamazoo community. Its
members accepted the honor
at the tenth annual STAR
Awards Breakfast in the
Radisson Plaza Hotel. The Voluntary Action Center and
KsUimuD:oo Qu:dte are cosponsors of the Star Excellence
awards. Individuals and
groups can apply to be recognized in one of twelve categories of volunteer work.
Project BRAVE coordinates
student community activities
and assists member in finding
individual volunteer opportu-

nities. In the past year, group
inembers volunteered at Ministry with Community Soup
Kitchen and raised hundreds of
dollars for several no-profit organizations through various
fund-raisers. Upcoming events
planned include a river cleanup
on April 29, an a neighborhood
cleanup on May 6.
Individuals from Project
Brave in the past year volunteered at the Humane Society,
The YMCA Domestic Assault
Shelter, the Gospel Mission
Homeless
Shelter,
the
Kalamazoo Drop-In Child
Care Center, various school
and at several other sites.
Currently, the organization
consists of 15 members, but
others are always welcome,
and the group activities are
open to all.

SUNDAY
12:00 PM to 11 :30 PM
'MONDAY·THURSDAY
.,. 11 :00 AM to 12:30 PM
} FRIDAY " SATURDAY
11:00 AM to 1:30 PM

I
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Peanut butter and crackers instead of rum 'n' reggae
TIllJecke

l1\dex Staff
Imagine, going to Jamaica
to teach high school students.
Imagine-no blackboards, no
copy machines, no books, no
paper. The home you return to
after a stressful day has no running water, no refrigerator and
nolV.
"K" College juniors, Amy
Hicks and Jonquil Bertschi,
had these and many other experiences Winter Quarter,
when they spent six weeks as
"Global Volunteers" in
Hector's River, Jamaica.
"It all started last year in the
Fall Quarter," said Bertschi, a
sociology and anthropology
major, "when Amy and I
thought about not going on
foreign study, because we
didn't want to spend a couple
of months in a classroom just
meeting other students."
Mter contacting "Global
Volunteers," an organization
that arranges trips for U.s. citi-

zens to nine countries allover
the world, the juniors decided
that they would like to go to
Jamaica. "The living
facilities and the food
seemed to be all
tight,'" says Hicks,
who studies Human
Development and S0cial Relations.
Soon after they
landed in Kingston,
their trip was anything but a nice, relaxing vacation with rum
and reggae. MWhen
we finally arrived at
Happy Grove High
School at Hector's
River only the principal knew about our
arri val,'" explained
Bertschi. The teachers
they were supposed
to work with knew
nothing of their arrival, so there was nothing to
do for the first week.
. However, it wasn't long be-

fore the two students couldn't
complain anymore about too
much free time. They worked

in the counselor's office and
tutored students. In addition,
Hicks was in charge of a

women's center, where she
talked about date rape and
sexually transmitted di. ..",
and Bet !add tried to
set up the library.
"'Nothing was in 01'der. And as soon as I
put all the science
books together in
one place, the libr....
ian destroyed this
new order the next
day," Bertschi said.
Not only did the
overcrowded cia8&rooms with no windows and the lack of
supplies for students
and teachers make
the volunteers' work
difficult, so did the
general living conditions.
MIn our apartment, there was no
running water most
of the time,'" said Hicks. M And
you are supposed to boil the
water before you drink it but

we didn't have a stove.'" The
women slept on small army
beds and it was even a pr0blem 10 find healthy food. "Every other week we got a ride
10 a bigger town that had a
market,'" said Bertschi. "'We
bought mangos, papayas and
other fruits there, but this food
lasted only a couple of days.
Most of the time we ate crackm, white bread and peanut
butter."
According to Hicks, she now
appreciates warm watel", a refrigerator, and a dean bed all the
time. "But it scares me how easily I take all these things for
granted again: she said.
Bertschi said she is sure that
she won't go to Jamaica again
to work as a volunteer, "but
this time in a totally different
culture helped me to see things
differently.'" She said, "'Above
that we had a lot of fun. too.
We lived cIoee to the beach and
enjoyed the huge waves every
day.'"

Dr. Ford to leave 'K' for Western and research

Aaron Portenga

Index staff

Dr. Thomas Ford, of the
psychology department, is
leaving Kalamazoo College
at the end of this quarter for
a position at Western Michigan University.
10
1 think that (going to
WMU) might give me an opportunity to pursue some of
my research interests a little
bit more,'" Ford said. "'That
really is the main reason. I really like Kalamazoo College
and it was a very a difficult
decision to leave.'" Ford said
he will miss the feeling of
community with "'K'" faculty
and students the most in his
transition to a bigger school.

The biggest difference, however, will come in teaching.
N~lamazoo College may be
special in that regard in
terms of motivational level of
the students," he said.
Hoping to remain close to
his students at "K,N Ford said
he continues to be willing to
help people in the future
with their SIPs. ul'd be really
open to that idea. I'm just
going to be down the street,"
he said.
Ford came to "'K'" in the fall
of 1993 after previously working at the University of Maryland and the University of Arkansas at tittle Rock, both of
which are similar in size to
WMU. He thanked professors

Bob Grossman, Lonnie
Supnick, and Lyn Raible of the
psychology department for
hiring him and giving him the
opportunity to work at "K."
Raible, also is leaving "K."
She plans to attend medical
school. According to Raible,
the psychology department
will officially post the job
opening as soon as possible
and plans to fill the position
with one of the 10 to 15 applicants who previously applied for her vacant position.
Ford said that he will have as
much say as Grossman will
allow in naming his successor.
Students are disappointed
at losing another psychology

Bombing explodes prejudices
HamzaSuria
Index Staff
I'm sure most of us, if not
all, have heard about the recent bombing of the Federal
building in Oklahoma. On
the April 20, a bomb exploded, considerably damaging the building, and killing
several people. It is unfortunate that this happened, unforgettable of the lives it took
away, and of course unforgivable for the people who were
inhumane enough to carry
out such an act.
In light of the numerous
rumors, biases, and prejudices involved in such bombings, it is interesting to see
how the American public
dealt with the incident. Most
people, including the government, pointed fingers towards groups and specific individuals who theyautomatically thought, without having gathered any specific evi-

dence, must be responsible for
the bombing. It was very interesting to see how the media,
the government and independent voices stood up as soon as
they heard the news, and simultaneously shouted out
against specific religions and
ideologies.
What is even more interestingis that the preconceptions of
these people were based entirely on self-sustained stereotypes of certain individuals.
They ratified past e:cperience for
condemning groups when they
did not have any evidence to
support their claims. I find this
to be rather amusing in a country where politicians and bureaucrats alike hail the negation
of stereotypical bias and injustice. So, in the first few days after the bombing, when the government, CNN, the FBI, and
other organizations were rapidly accusing and pointing to
specific individuals and their

ideologies as a motive for this
bombing, did they forget their
pledge to the glorious Constitution of the United States and
its "Promise to Freedom?"
Perhaps people need to
think about how manipulated they are by the generalizations and politics of media
and government. If you want
to find out for yourself
whether certain people are
what you think they are, go
ahead and ask personally.
There is no reason for anyone
to justify killing others except
in defense, and anyone who
says that their religion or heritage requires them to slaughter others without reason is
insane. But perhaps it is even
more harmful when the actions of a different few are
proposed as the thinking of
an entire culture, simply because it is easier and more
profitable for the U.S. Government and CNN to do so.

professor. Paul Blowers K'95
said, "I am very fortunate to
have had the opportunity to
work with someone as knowledgeable and talented as Dr.
Ford. He will make an impact
wherever he teaches, ;.tst as he
has done here at K. Kalamazoo
College is losing a great professor.'"
Ford stated that he also considered offers from the UniYel'-

sity of North Carolina at
Greensboro and Hope College
before deciding to make the
move to Western where he will
be able to continue his ongoing research 01\ racially disparaging humor and social percqXions, as well as, stereotype
formation, social categorizationand updating the modem
racism scale for college students.

MeAT classes start soon

great scores••
~.

@.

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and test·
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills •••
Kaplan has the most complote arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

get a

higher score

KAPLAN
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 1-800 KAP-TEST
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Letter to the Editor
Why is it 90 difficult when
men start talking about rape?
Maybe it's because most men
have never been raped. Maybe
it's because men rape women.
Maybe it's because men such as
Cliff Lampe and the unnamed
WMU professor know 90 1ittle
about the experience of rape that
they can't even understand why
it is any worse than getting
mugged. Maybe it's because the
only insight into rape that Cliff
Lampe gives Is talking to rape
victim&-uId is he 80 naive that

out rape
he believes a woman who has
been raped by a man will honestly discuss her experiences
with a man? Maybeitisbecause
Oiff Lampe views women as
property (despite his claims that
he doesn't "really consider" his
partner his property) by suggesting that a rapist is "striking
out at her husband. fath~ and
brothers." Or maybe it is because Oiff Lampe's "radical'"
(though in reality rather conservative) concept of rape prevention ja to have everybody stop
making such. big deal out of it.

The truth is: rape is a dirty, sexually violent act men force on
women, and you can't just remove the trauma from an inherently traumatic experience. Purther if men "remove" the trauma
from the act of rape, then this
will make it easier for men to
rape. After
if it's not considered that bad by men in power,
such as police, prosecutors, and
judges, why would men report
it? The only thing truly radical
way to end rape is for men to
stop raping women.

an.

Amy Hicks, K'96

Date rape .and sexual power
Letter to the Editor
It's always difficult when
womenstarttalldngaboutrape.
Some people feel we have no
rlght to even open our mouths.
After
women are considered
over-emotiona1,. irrationaL hysterical creatures that have to be
told to "take a few deep breaths..
and "Relax, and enjoy the
show'".
In the April 19th edition of the
Index, an article was published
by Mr. Cliff Lampe, entitled, "A
New Perspective on Rape." Mr.
Lampe's interpretation of this
"new'" theory is probleIIlatic.
Basically, Mr. Lampe writes that
a male professor at Western
(who remains unnamed in the
article) claims "the reason rape

an.

is 90 bad In today's perspective
is that it stems from a loss of
property." It does make sense
that men get upset about rape
because they are shocked 9Omeone could attack their "property'" in this mann~ but what is
problematic is Mr. Lampe's canelusion. 'This radical theory
from the male professor at Westem is saying if we detach the
twisted values a:round rape,
make it less of a power issue,
then rape becomes less traumatic for the victims and probably less prevalent altogether.
When a man rapes a woman he
is hurting mainly he!; but he is
also striking out ather husband,
fath~andbrothers,"hewrites.

What I read in these two sen-

tences is that if men stopped being upset about rape, stopped
crying over the devaluation of
their property, then 1) women
will stop being upset about rape
and 2) men will stop raping.
Date rape is an epidemic in
this country. It doesn't happen
because a man thinks he is striking out at other men when he
rapes a woman. And I doubt a
woman would no longer feel
violated if the men in her life
Simply said, 'That's OK, I love
you anyway.'" And it is not an
issue of power, minus sexuality.
It is an issue of sexual power.
Date rape is the idea that men
think they have unlimited sexual
access to women, perpetuated
by the male controlled music,

It's more than property
Letter to the Editor
Though I appreciate CUff
Lampe's attempt to open a discussion about rape, it is unf0rtunate, to say the least, that his
article was not more critical of
the theory presented by the unnamed Western Michigan University professor. If rape today,
and in the past, is a loss of property, then we must ask. what is
property? If it is all that pertains
or"is proper to'" each person (as
the etymology of the word suggests), then the violent denial of
a person's property is evil (unless a particular property was
itself being used in some evil

way). Theviolentdenlalofone's
sexual property through rape is
of cowse more traumatic than
getting one's teeth knocked out,
given that our sexuality goes to
the very core of who are as embodied human beings. To somehow suggest, as Mr. Lampe did,
that it is silly to prefer not being
raped rather than to have your
teeth knocked out, reveals a seriously deficient understanding
pf human sexuality. Teeth,
though certainly important, are
not as fundamental to our daily
lives and understanding of 0urselves as who we are sexually.
MI: Lampe is coITeCt to see that
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rape is an issue of power, but he
needs to consider what kind of
power is wielded in rape. But
to have men (the WMU professor
and MI: Lampe) so carelessly advance a theory which seeks to reduce the trauma and frequency of
rape by suggesting thatwejustnot
take it so seriously because it is
"only" a violation of property, only
underruts male responsibility for
rape. It doesn't seem to be a very
helpful place to start if one is serious about stopping rape.

Sincerely,
Peter R. Gathje
Assistant Professor of Religion
Associate Chaplain

Letter to the Editor
In response to the artide "ANew Perspective on Rape," we offer
a more aa:urate perspective. Instead of focusing on a loss of property, the emphasis should be placed on women's loss of self, dignity, trust. security, and privacy; these feelings are replaced by humiliation,. violation,. and blame.
The assertion that the greatest thing at stake is the loss of property (chastity) implies that an unchaste woman cannot be raped
because of loss of purity does not oocur. Rape is first an foremost a
violation of women,. not of chastity or property. Is it unreasonable
to consider that a woman is a human being?
The author states that he does nOt mean to say that rape is not a
big deal, "but really, why is it so much worse than a mugging or
beating?'" While the author acknowledges that, like mugging or
beating, rape is about power, he discounts the fact that sexual power
is distinctive. Rape is the power of man over woman. When a man
rapes a woman, he rapes not only her body, but also her mind, her
emotions, and sense of self.
.
Oearly, rape is not a one gender issue, as the author asserts;
women are raped by men. How~ the dismissive overtones of
the article (i.e., "Relax, enjoy the show....) serve to establish rape as
a one gender issue by dismissing women's justified ooncern and
eliminating men's acx:ountability for perpetrating rape. By saying
that rape is 90 traumatic because we make such a big deal out of it,
he takes the responsibility from men who do the raping and place
it on women who are "making a big deal out of it.'" The fact is that
women need to raise awareness of the problem because too many
women on this campus have already been silenced by rape.
There will be a safe place provided on Thesday May 2nd at 9:00
p.m. for survivors of sexual assault We will meet behind DeWaters
and transportation will be provided to an off-campus location.
Signed,
Birgittll Bisztray
Mslrgllret ShWll
l¥nn Wasielewski
Kimberly Dixon
SarIlReschly
Jonql4il Bertschi
Virginia Lautzenheiser
Amanda Beane
JessicJl WIllsh
Mimi Mogues
Anna RineJuut
Joanl1ll Buese
Sheefill Varlle
Elizabeth SfIlntis
Erial Pulling
Annissll Hambouz
Pauli Kurtzman
Stacy Schwandt
Kezia Pearlman
Birgittll Bisztray
Heather Conway
IWI1Il Ivkovic
Sarll Gllrllin
Sarah JIlII uish
Meredith Witucki
Rebecca Sorgen
Jennifer Miller
Anne Dibble
Minden Humphrey
Hllnl1ll Wells
Gail Griffen
KJUrina Robb
Melaina Mslraldi
Jodi Goldstein
Alicia 1Urner
KideGranfield
RoopG
ChauMn
Kide SpGngler
Jessial Htlney
Emily Springfield
Adrienne CIIltlmoood
Rebecaz Jewell
Kristie Lang
Ytilliam Uicker
Kim Demick
lAurel Fitzhugh
Susan Atteri
JessicJl C. Hen:ul
Diana Fulchirrm
Ben Voigts
Sharon Richter
EleI1Il Zubu/Qh
ShtIralynn Cromer
Erial Houghland
fashion, and advertising industries which pump society with
images of women that are always ready and willing for sex.
Consequently, a woman's "yes"
is not needed or asked for, and
her "no's'" are often not hoard.
Rape is a greater violation
and a more traumatic experience
than a mugging or a beatingand Mr. Lampe is rlght. it is because of the cultural context sex
is placed in. Sex is supposed to
be about intimacy, trust, and
pleasure shared between two

willing people. Rape Is usually
bom someone a woman knows,
which also brings the issue into
a far more complex realm than
a random mugging.
Finally, of course rape isn't a
single gender issue. Women are
raped. Men rape. Men are
raped, too, but they get raped by
inen. If Mr. Lampe is willing to
stop rape, then he should educate himself on the facts of the
issue--and be more responsible
in his attempt to educate others.
Amanda Beane, K'96
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Who has tim.e to be a Senior during Senior year?
Heather Carpenter
JIldexstad
I want to tell who ever saki
the senior year was fun that they
were wrong. Since when do !Ieniorsat I<.alamazooCoUese have
time to do everything required
of them and still enjoy their last
year on campus?
There are a mass of things that
seniors must acromplish before
making their final exit off campus. I know because I am one of
them. Everything seems to be
caught up in that great big whirlwind called graduation. I am
blown away by the large amount
of work that needs to be com-

pleted.
Let me explain to those of you
who have not reached the end
of your college career what this
entails.
First, there are SIPs, Senior
Individualized Projects. I was
fortunate enough to do mine
during the fall quarter, so it's
been done for quite a while.
But those who did SIPs during
the winter and some even d~
ing them during the spring
know the added stress of having to complete this requirement and juggling the demands of other graduation requirements. It's not easy. It is a
day of immense relief when
that black folder with the perfectly-typed label is handed in
and out of your hair.
Second, there are the infamous comps, otherwise known
as comprehensive exams. It is a
test of our acquired knowledge

over the past RXJR years. Out
of two romps, I just took the last
of mine. Seruors give up a Jot of
time preparing for these long
exams. They spend a lot of time
wondering why oomps are neeess;uy. Sure, these exams assess
what we've 1eemed, but isn't
four years eX repeated examinations, papers and presentations
enough to demonstrate that we
understand what we've learned.
Other rolleges and universities
don't require comprehensive
exams bom their senior class no
matter what size the school is.
Compsare a major reason for the
added stress to the "K'" college
senior class. What a relief when
they're over.
Sticking to the academic issues right now, there is a fourth
part of the senior's last quarter
on campus. We aU need to finish our classes. Some of the seniors are fortunate enough to
take classes that fulfill their distributional requirements, so they
may be done with classes within
their major(s) and can kind of
take it easy. For most of the seniors, myself incb'dai, we have
last minute attempts to get in aU
of the classes in our major(s) to
get the degree(s) that we've aU
worked so hard for. On top of
that are left over P.E. credits that
need to be fulfilled. For some,
maybe most of the senior class,
there are LACC credits that still
linger over our heads. I am
working on finishing my last
eleven LACC's.
Moving to thoughts of the

future, the weight is on our
shoulder to get resumes out to
companies or organizations
that are interested in hiring college graduates. Sending out resumes means a lot of time at
the computer drafting the perfect cover letter and resume
that will, hopefully, lead to an
interview. This work must be
scheduled around classes and
other things. If the interview
does happen arrangements
must be made to fit around
comps, classes, and other activities because some seniors
may need to leave town.
Not to be forgotten are those
who plan to attend graduate
school, which becomes a fifth
area to consume a senior's
time. There are entrance exams
to take, a pp lica tions to fill ou t
and mail, letters of recommendation to get, and a lot of waiting time for letters of acceptance from each of the graduate schools.
If you want to be a teacher,
you have to take two, three or
more teacher tests, plus compile
a portfolio and have exiting interviews.
Now if you think all that's
hard, try working on top of all
of that. Some of the seniors
hold jobs while doing to all of
these things. I work between
20-30, sometimes 35, hours a
week at a local restaurant. My
hours there are from mid-afternoon to late evening almost
every night of the week. I find
it extremely hard finding time

The squirrels have dates; you don't
Summer Medal
Index Staff
As spring is in the air and
the Quad squirrels are getting
frisky, I thought it would be
pertinent to offer a few words
on the subject of dating, especially since people at "K'" don't
seem to date much. This sad reality may result from a plain
old lack of time, but I doubt it's
that simple. Maybe people just
don't know anything about
dating; we don't get a chance
to take any classes in it, do we?
Things always frighten us
more when they're unfamiliar.
But that's no excuse for college students to sit around feeling romantically incompetent
compared to squirrels. fortunately, I've done some reading
and even a little field research
on the immense topic of the human courting process, so today
I can proudly offer the world
my masterpiece and possibly
my SIP: Dating in a Nutshell:
A Biological Gaze at a Dumb
Invention.
The dating process begins
with someone asking someone
else to go on a date. This may
Sound absurdly elementary,
yet it consistently proves to be
the most challenging part of
the whole dating business. ~
fessional weight lifters, drill
sergeants, and public speakers
may have a dizzying fear of
~hatever they imagine that the

object of their romantic interest would inflict on them if
they revea.l ed their attraction.
Even if someone does swallow his fear long enough to ask
someone out, he must contend
with the frightening prospect
of the date itself. To deal with
this fear, men for example
might comfort themselves by
creeping along a series of steps
that they imagine to be part of
an ancient mating ritual They
may invoke, say, the time-honored
"fake-yawn-in-themovie-theater'" move. TIley are
trying to regain the certainty of
long-lost primal mating rituals
lIuch as those that are still available to, for instance, male birds.
Let us take a moment to determine which males, the birds
or the humans, face the more
challenging task. The birds
have to gather bright objects,
assemble nests, puff up their
feathers, perform intricate
dances, and do a slew of other
ostentatious stuff just to catch
females' attention. Human
males - if the role of askerouter even falls to them have to make a one-sentence
proposition which, if successful, ensures the female's attention for a whole evening. During that evening, they must do
nothing more romplex than act
like themselves.
Yet who gets more stressed
out? Humans are wimps com-

pared to binis. No bird has ever
sweated over whether a female
is going to laugh at his nest or
whether he's going to trip over
her feet while he's dancing.
Terror at the thought of initiating the mating process
seems like a limiting factor for
the survival of a species. I like
to think of the uniquely human
fear of dating as proof that
natural selection is alive and
kicking at us today.
Thanks to technology,
nearly everyone in our SOCiety
survives to late maturity,
which would seemingly eliminate the evolutionary process
for us. Nature won't let us off
her motherly hook that easily,
however. She uses our minds,
the very ada ptation that makes
possible our amazing survival,
to generate fears that place new
restraints on our ability to get
around to mating. If someone
can get up the nerve to ask out
a potential mate, then his stouthearted genes have a head start
in the race for propagation.
As educated members of
our species, we have a responsibility to overcome our primal
fears. I'm proud to say that I've
embarrassed myself asking
men on dates so many times
that I've built up an immunity
to my fears. Isn't it great to be
civilized?
Would-be daters of the
world, unite!

to do much of anything. When
I do have a second to relax I
usually fall asleep.
This leads to another point. It
might be a point that admJ.nls..
tration or faculty needs to look
at. With this mass of activities
occuning at what seems to beaU
at once, seniors feel an overwhelming amount of stress. Is
there a reason for scheduling
comps in the spring? Of course,
some of them are in the winter
and a few are in the fall. but a
great majority are in the spring.
Wouldn't it make more sense to
schedule them during the fall or
winter quarters? That way the
seniors have less of a burden on
their shoulders during the
spring quarter when the
weather is nicer. It would also
give professors a whole quarter
to grade them, and the seniors
could enjoy the outdoors and
actually have time to search for
jobs, instead of being stressed
about studying or reviewing for
comps.
Thinking about jobs, any !Ie-

nlor wou1d Jove to have • job
handed to them along with their
diploma.. SId to say, It doesn't
work that way. The result is •
sum of "'J('" ColJege aeruors who
chooee to take • year off after
graduation. I know that I need
time to catch my breath. The
amount of work demanded in
other areas leaves many seniors
stranded for a year. The year off
plan gives those seniors time to
reorganize their lives and put
their total ooncentration on a few
things. This option sounds so
nice after a year of doing twelve
things at one time
I am not advocating taking a
year off. What the members of
the seniorc1ass do after graduation is their perogative. What I
ain saying is that maybe the
schedule(s) for the senior year
can be redistributed. Although
the load of restructuring the "'J('"
ca1endaris already pretty heavy.
It's something to be ronsldered.
It would be nice to enjoy our last
year and final weeks at
Kalamazoo College.

Lab animals:

A life of torture and pain
Matt Dunn
Index Staff
Probably, the majority of
you do not know that this week
is World Week for Animals in
Laboratories. There are tens of
millions of animals jailed in
labs against their will. Animals
are manipulated for psychology experimenta, rommerda1
purposes, such as cosmetics,
shampoos, food coloring
agents, medical and military
purposes. These animals range
from mice. guinea pigs, geroUs,
all the way to rhesus monkeys
and our closest relative: the

chimpanzee.
In one type of experiment.
animalsareforaldtoberomeaddieted to drugs. As of 1990 over
SOOstudieshadbeenCOllducted
in relation to rocaine addJct:lon
and the cost of just 380 of these
was estimated at about $100 million. most of it tax money. For
example:
"In a laboratory at Downstate
Medical Center run by Gerald
Deneau, rhesus monkeys were
locked into restraining chairs.
The animals were then taught to
self-administer cocaine directly
into the bloodstream in whatever quantities they wanted by
pushing a button. Acrording to
one report: The test monkeys
pushed the button over and
over, even after convulsions.
They went without sleep. They
ate five to six times their normal
amount, yet became emaciated.... In the end. they began to
mutilate themselves and, eventually, died of cocaine abuse. A
conclusion that Dr. Deneau a~
knowledged that 'few people
could afford the massive doses
of rocaine these monkeys were
able to obtain''" (Animal Liberation. Singer).

Other experiments include
removing baby monkeys and
placing them in isolation. Animals may have varlous chemicals, liquids or other material
injected or placed onto exposed skin. eyes or directly to
specific organs, and still others
may include directly placing
electrode. on the exposed
brain on animals, or even dipplngliverat5 into a potofboUing water for ten minutes to
test the effect of a burn.
These animals do not freely
choose to be under the sterile
and abusive conditions of the
experimenters. Animals do not
smoke, do drugs, drink. wear
make up, use paint, or drop
bombs, however they are fora!d
into experiments relating to
these issues. And because YOU,
the consumer, freely choose to
participate in the above Animals
Suffer and Die. Most of
tesls
for rosmetIcs, smoking, drugs,
and medical experiments art not

an.

requiTed by LmJ.
Alternatives to animal testing
doexist.Forexample,romputer
models and programs can dele1'mine the toxicity of a drug and
syntheticsldncandeterminethe
reaction the chemical would
have on humans. These are just
two oi the many altemativesthat
do exist. Alternatives to animal
testing will not only save money
but the lives of millions of rats,
dog, cats, monkeys and chlmpanzees. In order for these
changes to take place you have
to support the rompanies that
donottestonanimalsandrefuse
to support the organizations that
do animal testing. If you are interested in • list of companies
that do and do not test on animals you can reach ENVORG or
Matthew Dunn (Box 365).

,
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Snippets of college life at Deshpande's University
~

Harbage
ex staff
Just asking a woman what
the time is can result in an all
out attack against the entire
male gender, not to mention
charges of sexual harassment
University, a student production playing this weekend,
dramatizes many issues confronting the college aged
crowd. Beginning with freshmen orientation, the play is
divided into many scenes
about everything from money
to abortion concluding with a
scene about graduation.
"We wanted to do something that students can really
relate to,'" Director Anjalee
Deshpande, '95 said.
The actors draw from their
own college experiences,
bringing a feeling of reality to
every scene.
'1t's a whole bunch of different memories from different
people from different colleges
and universities that made a
big difference to them," said
Deshpande. "Basically, it's
about big moments in people's
lives when they've made huge

changes about who they are,

and I kind of think that's what
college is about."
As an ensemble piece, each
of the eight actors play several
different characters.
Actor Mike Wells, '95, said,
"A lot of it hits very close to
home, especially for me because I'm graduating in six
weeks,sothegraduationscene
is strange:"
'1t's about college life; it's
about college problems-it's
about us,'" said Deshpande.
Earning credit for her Directing II class, she chose this play
to direct since it is one of the
few plays ever written dealing
with problems facing our generation, such as students trying to find their own identity.
Actor Kevin Lane, '98, said,
"The whole purpose of the
play is to give students something they can relate to, because people 18 to 22 can't really relate to most productions
because they're for an older
group. These are things people
havetodealwithonmostcampuses across the country."
Wells plays a humble man

who asks Kimberly Schultz,
'96, for the time. She irnrnediately concludes he is only hitting on her and rants and raves
about how men can't leave her
alone. Wells then spills his
timid guts, explaining how he
can barely get a date, let alone
the nerve to ask a woman out.
Both actors are extremely con·· vincing, and after more dialogue Schultz decides to go out
with this fragile man. The
scene is titled Blondes and wonderfully illustrates the fluctuations of flirtation.
Performances are scheduled for Friday, April 28 and
Saturday, April 29 at 8:00 p.m.
with a matinee Sunday April
30 at 2:00 p.m. in the Dungeon
Theater. Tickets are on sale in
the Dalton Box Office from
12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and one
hour before each performance
for $3 in the Fine Arts building lobby.
"What I'm trying to do is
get people who come to the
show to look and say that
looks just like a friend of mine
or that situation has happened

Takeda leads soaring "Requiem" performance
Beckie Craft
Layout Editor
On Friday, April 21, at Western University's Miller Auditorium, the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra and the
Kalamazoo Singers Community Chorus delighted a
nearly-packed house with the
moving "'Requiem Mass'" by
Giuseppe Verdi.
The mass started quietly. At
first, I was not even sure I
heard the choir sing the word
"requiem,'" but when
they sang it the
second time,
wi th

a

s

much caress as the first, I
was positive. We had in
our midst a well~rganized
and talented chorus.
The quartet came next. I
have never particularly cared
for operatic music: loud, long,
vibrating words that I'm never
quite sure of. Of course, the
four members of the quartet
Rochelle Ellis, soprano; Karen
Brunssen, mezzo-soprano;
Dennis McNiel, tenor; and
Kevin Bell, bass, were wonderful singers. While they are undoubtedly amazing singers, I
still could not follow the
words, which were either
swallowed by the orchestra or
did not quite make it past the
larynx.
Thus ended the first movement, "Requiem and Kyrie."
Before the music started I

turned to the woman sitting
next to me and asked her about
the two sets of trumpeters on
either side. In the beginning of
the second movement, the audience was assailed by a threeway call and response. It was
the most stirring and effective
section of the entire piece. Unfortunately, that was the only
time it occurred and we were
left wondering if the poor
trumpeters would rather have
some other more exciting part
in the piece.
The second movement,
"Dies Irae," presented the audience with a resounding mixture of chorus, orchestra and
various solos by the members of the quartet I
began to dread
these solos, except
for the bass
solos, which
seemed to be
introduced by
music approaching the announcement of Darth
Vader's entrance in
SfIlr WilTS.

At the climax of the movement, I felt like I was being
hurtled through the music
with penetrating offbeats on
the bass drum pushing me further. One word: wow!! But
then, the movement ended
and the orchestra took an annoying half-minute break in
order to tune their instruments
and get the director a drink of
water.
The orchestra, singers and
director began again with "Offertory," movement three. The
Latin words did not follow the
program precisely. There also
were many repeats and a very
largo tempo.

The fourth movement,
"Sanctus and Benedictus,"
was a double chorus. All tha t
means to me was that all the
s sounds gave the song a
snake-like hint because the
cutoffs were not perfect. But
the overall effect was marvelous. You have to wonder
whether Verdi intentionally
wrote it to sound like a hiss.
To me the fourth movement
would have been a wonderful place to stop, considering
"Benedictus" sounds a lot
like "Benediction," the last
thing you hear before leaving
the sanctuary at church.
I remember thinking as a
light, caressing note lifted to
the ceiling in the last movement that the note would be
a good place to end. However, Verdi did not agree with
me, and the music continued
for another several minutes,
through another crashing,
exciting climax-much like
the first and equally as impressive. The piece finally
ended on a decent note, soft
and luxurious, wrapping the
audience in a warm blanket
of music.
The director, Yoshimi
Takeda, who, I am told, never
does encores, can certainly
milk a piece for all its worth.
Throughout the entire mass,
his arms were waving and his
hands flying like a landlocked
man trying to soar to the
clouds. When he realized that
he could not fly to the clouds
himself, he took the music and
the audience there, and in reward got a standing ovation
for a wonderful job on a wonderful piece. Well-chosen,
well-directed, well-played,
well-sung. I think I will go out
and buy the CD.

The CllSt of University, which opens FrldJly, April 28 lit 8:00 p.m. in

the Dungeon.

-Photo by Blilke Vulpe

to me" said Deshpande. She
hopes it will prompt people to
think about what our
generation's problems mean

on a personal level. The play
does not convey a message,
but presents issues in a very
compelling light

Retrospective for retiring Rackley
selection. stretches over the
field from a. harpsichord solo

ex:
The Kalamazoo College
community will gather torN>rrow to bon.or Dr.
LawrenceRacldeySmith.one
of Kalamazoo's rN>st respected and gifted composers
with a free concert will be
held in Stetson Chapel at 8

p.m.
Smith. who plans to retire
at the end. ot the 1995-96
schoOl year, said be is looldrig
forward to the concert and appredates all the work that has
gone into the celebration. .o £
his .~rk. "'My voice is musiC
andmyIanguageispwsiCf.4
mu.Chra~.~v~@.;e;:oncerl

thaD Ii dinner/' tit sUd.

Oneof~fac:ultyoxga.nii-

to his most .recent work, a
guitar trio, to the closing performance of ~asota Sailor
Circus March" by the
Kalamazoo College Concert
Band along with both a professional woodwind quintet
and a professional brass

quartet.
Smith,.whojJined the<Dllege
facultyin1963.earreihisPh.D.
from the Eastern $dloolofMusic.lhl969, he was theredplent
ofa ~ FoundationgraJ'lt to
write a ce1Io roncetfO.ln 1981/
Smith was given

Kalamazoo

O:liIege'llhigl~facultyhoro"
tbe , l.uca~

. . . Fellow.shie~
forinltstaOOing re- .
.seatcl\ and/or artistic work.
.w~

ers Of~ ~rtt isEvelyn.AcamlingtOSmitb,~won
Angerman, who will direct delful thing in thirty-two years
one of the performaru;e$. ~ at 1(" ~hme has been
cording to Smith. they have the chance~ the opportunity. to
been working on the details of do the two things I love tmSt;.
the event since this time last ~ students and writing
year but the group kept it a music. And 1got to combine
secret from Irlm. until just a thell\ those two things, and
few weeks ago. \Vhen a notice makea 0U\'eT out ofit. Let'ssay,
was sent out inviting alumni most people don't get to do
to the perfurmartce. The com- that.w
poser said that tt
be a real.
Smith's DilIireme1'Il: does not
surprise to see whoamong hi$ nan.he will stop writing mup,t students attends. . How~ sic.He~mo~oo.1Othe"thUd
evelthe liirid ~ already ha$ ~ ollUlikIime.1befust
received "'some wonderful ~wasbeingastudent,and
notes from people who are the second 0U\'eT was being a
not going to be there.>I He taIclier/, Smith will now work
even received $orne cOm- on transcribing music mto
ments through e-mail.
Braille for which he :is one of
When Smith. was asked. to only two dozen transqibers in
compile a program of his the<X>Utlby:fullycerti6edbythe
works, his main concern was T..i:Ir.uyol~
to represent the variety of
When he, refers to his
sounds and styles among his work over the years, Smith
diverse compositions. "'Since compares himSelf to the play.
I started writingmusi~, which wrightz a person behind the
was in high school, many scenes who does not get up
years ago, I've always liked to on the stage to' perfonn. In
do lots of different things.l fact. he doesn't play many of
never thought I just want to the instruments for which he
write symphonles, or I just composes. "It is a gift and
want to write music lor like . ~ talentsz like all gifts,
bandszorwhateverz" he said. you have to train it and that's
The program will include practice up here,'" he said
"Canonic
Fanfare for pointing ~. lUs head. And

wm.

Brasses;" IIAir with Double
and Fugue;· "Fantasia,'" and

"FanfareiQraNewAge."The

does 'practi<i makeper£ect7'
~perfe<:4butalwaysbet·

~ ter/SlJli,th Mid.
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Men's tennis team maintains top ranking
Jeff Pierce
Index Staff
The Hornet men proved that
they deserved their number one')
regional ranking as they went
undefeated last weekend in the
Midwest Tournament. The

doubles and singles. Chris
Kennelly, K'97, had a successful tournament, going undefeated in sixth flight singles
and number one doubles,
teamed up with Pat Noud,
K'96. Ryan Kaltenbach, K'97,

~)

.. ..l'"

.. "" ".-

Adam Afridi, /(,95, pops the ball across the court.
-Photo by Will Adams
team traveled to Madison. Wisconsin on Friday to beat Ripon
ofWlSCOnsin 6-1 in the opening
round. The Hornets continued
their pursuit of the championship, defeating Coe of Iowa by
a score of 6-1 in the second
round. Sunday, Kalamazoo
captured the tournament title in
a 5-2 victory against secondseeded Gustavus Adolphus of
Minnesota.
The Hornets won the tournament, showing talent in both

also went undefeated playing
three singles and two doubles
with Adam Afridi, K'95. Paul
Bozyk, K'95, and Jason
McKinney, K'95, were unbeaten at third doubles, while
Bozyk was victorious at fourth
flight singles.
"Bozyk and I played well in
doubles," cornrrented McKinney.
"1 struggled a little bit Friday and
Saturday, but was able to come
backstrongSunday." McKinney
is CWTently 18th in the NCAA Di-

vision ill national rankings.
Now that the men have won
both the GLCA and Midwest
RegionaIs, the only other goals
left are the MIAA title and the
National tournament. The men
faced Olivet yesterday,Aprll25,
and won 9"{). This was the 198th
consecutive MIAA victory for
the men, leaving the dual meets
against Alma and Albion Saturday, April 29, to push them to
200 consecutive wins . The
Kalamazoo men's tennis team
is currently 353-1 in the MlAA
since 1935. The Hornets did
drop a tight match to Hope, 43, in 1962, their only mistake in
the past 60 years.
With regards to the National tournament, the men are
currently ranked third in the
nation and with Saturday's
win, the team should have no
problems qualifying.
"We have a long way to go
until nationals and a lot of
things have to come together
for us to win it," stated Ted
Gaty, K'95. "But as soon as we
all get healthy and field an entire team it should be a good
tournament."
"We are really happy with
our ranking right now and we
will ride this right into nationals" added McKinney. This
will be the 20th consecutive Eric Frederick
year the men have qualified for Index Staff
the National tournament.
. The Kalamazoo College
baseball team went into the
weekend looking to build on
Other members may wish to its improvement from the
oompete and for those member past two weeks, and came
there are opportunities to do so. away with its first victory of
A few members of the dub have the regular season. The Horalreadyracedandperlonn:rlwell nets defeated Concordia Colat an indoor ~ in Huntington lege of the National Associaof Indiana and at the Alma Invi- tion of Intercollegiate Athlettational. At Alma, Jeremy ics,8-5.
The Hornets started out
Meyersiechwon the5(XX}.meters,
the
weekend by playing the
with Barkley ooming in third.
Olivet
Bulldogs, currently
KrlstenBetts,K'97,wasfourthin
the
MIAA
conference leadthe worren's 5(ll}.meters. Josh
ers.
Kalamazoo
played
Wek:h. K'98, also had a good lID
tough
against
Olivet,
losing
meter race for the dub. Overall,
the
first
game
4-2.
Manuel
with only half of their members
competing, the dub beat four Rupe, K'95, started the
game and went the distance
teams at the invitational.
Much of the club's success for the team, giving up only
and good turn out is due to two earned runs on four
Gathje. Barkley said that Gathje hits.
In the second game of the
"puts in a ton of time" and "is
dedicated to the kids and the series, the Hornets once
school." Gorman agreed say- again showed good pitching
and defense, holding the
ing, "Coach is great."
Gathje said that the club is Bulldogs to only five runs,
open to all those who wish to three below their season avparticipate and that there are
some people that have joined
just to get in shape and have
some people to run with. Even
The KaIamazoo softball team
professors can get in on the ac- saw plenty of action last weektion. Dr. Chris Latiolais of the end, posting a 2-3 marie at the
philosophy department and Joe Manchester, Indiana College
Baird of the language depart- Tournament. The Hornets
ment often join in the running turned back host Manchester 6with the club. Gathje, Gorman 5, as first baseman Amy Dey,
and Barkley agreed it is not too K'98, belted three hits. "K" then
late to join the club in its daily dropped games to Anderson of
running and they would all Indiana 5-3, and Calvin 11-2.
welcome more members.
Kalamazoo earned a berth in
Gathje said that the next the finals, however, by battling
race for those interested would back from a six-run deficit to
probably be the Borgess run defeat Olivet 14-12. Anine-run
here in Kalamazoo.
sixth inning lifted the Hornets

Track club continues to spring into action
Aaron Portenga
Index Staff

It's spring-time again and
along with the warmth and
budding trees comes the
sound of clopping feet of the
track club on its daily run.
Kalamazoo College track
dub members have been training together asa fun way to get
in shape and compete this
quarter. Leading the way for
the club is Dr. Peter Cathje,
who also coaches the cross
country team in the fall.
CoachGathjesaysthedubis
"a way for people to get toEUROPE $199 one way
CARIBBEAN/MEXICO
$189 round trip
If you can beat these prices,
start your own damn airline.

Air-Tech Ltd.
(212) 219-7000
Info@aerotech.com

gether and train togethes" and go
to IIOllle races.'" His pb asooach
has been to provide some guidancetothedub'sI5to20members and to help those who
want help for their races or advice in just getting better.
Acoording to Cathje, the
men, led by seniors Dave
Barkley, Brian Heintz, Mark
Henson,andJasenSchrock.run
aboutsixtothirteenmilesaday.
While the women, led by Amber VanderKlok, K'95, run
around four to eight miles a day.
Both men and women meet
each day outside the main basketball entrance, shortly after
classes get out at 4:00.
'1t's a nice, fun way to continue training in the off season,"
said Stephanie Gorman, K'96.
She also said that there is no
pressure to oompete and that individuals can choose whether
or not they want to go to meets.

Men's baseba~ sees victory
erage. Kalamazoo could get
nothing started at the plate,
however, and scored only
one run, losing 5-1.
In the final contest of the
weekend, the team got a lilt
from Andy Slanbter, K'98, as
he went the distance on the
mound for "K"'. Walks and
errors dashed the Hornets'
hopes as Olivet scored seven
runs. Kalamazoo again had
trouble with their offense
and were shutout.
This week the Hornets
will take on Kalamazoo Valley Community College,
playing at Woodworth
Field on Wednesday. Saturday, the team will travel to
take on Alma College in a
doubleheader, as they try to
break their two-year, thirtygame MIAA losing streak.
The confidence, desire, and
ability are all there, all they
have to do is continue to
fight. Friday's game begins
at 4:00 p.m., and the
doubleheader on Saturday
begins at noon.

Women's softball at Cornerstone
to victory, keyed by a basesloaded triple by Annie Reeves,
K'98. In the championShip
game, Calvin beat KaIamazoo

4-0.
The Hornets will be at
home this Saturday for a 1
0' clock doubleheader with
Cornerstone COllege. The
~eague doubleheader slated
for last Tuesday was postponed due to rain, and is
now scheduled to be played
May 1 at Adrian.

-Office of Public Relations
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here there is always tuition to pay:
and frisbee golf to play.
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You Are This T&llll You Can
Kalamazoo College.
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D Ie Ie's Percentages

0'

the week

10096

~.

3396

Average grade in Dr. Fink's Calculus class
3096

K students who could be considered insane

K students never heard of washing machine

9496

2596

9496

K students yet to experience orgasm in the presence o( another person.... (D,what a strong handshake you have!)

K students who don't know they're here

1096

8396

K students who don't know why in the hell they picked K
college

K students smoking marijuana right now

Fine Arts Majors who haven't studied for a whole hour
without a break.... (so I'm also a Bio minor Okay!)
7696

K students yet to see Dr. Bryan
7096

K faculty yet to write the exam you will take tomorrow
6396

K students who consider frisbee golf a sport
5096

K bio-majors who wish Evolution never occured

A warm, squishy,sorta wet heart felt thanks those
fellas with" the big -Ie- in their college name:
Dholbanger & Kalia
Bower & Gavin
Me, myself and Julius A.(no you don't know my middle
name) Moore IV

Week Six
May 3, 1995
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NumberS
All the news that fits, we print

The Quest for multicultural understanding
Andrea Gilman
Index Staff
Quest is a group of students
who want to increase
multicultural understanding
on campus.
Members aim to involve
students in the assessment of
current policy shortcomings
and in the implementation of
social, academic, and financial
change. The campus needs to
genuinelyrefiecttheAmerican
society as a whole, and the curriculum should support such
diversity.
To implement their ideas
members of Quest say they
will gather funds from the student body, alumni and outside
foundations. "I believe there is
a strong commitment to
multiculturalism on this campus but without money it
doesn't matter," said Shawn
Gavin, K'96, one of the
founders of Quest.

Quest said they intend to
work with the Asian Student
Association (ASA), the Black
Student Organization (BSO),
the Jewish Student Organization 050), and the Coalition
on Race and Diversity
(CORD) and support their
efforts by financing new programs.
Members opint out in addition to funding, they also plan
to facilitate new ideas to advance multiculturalism.
As a long term goal, Quest
will work for a Domestic Area
Studies concentration or major
that will focus on African,
Asian and La tin American
studies and the dynamics of
racism. They aim to help the
administration utilize faculty
and possibly bring in new professors to teach classes.
They also would like to
work with the ASA, BSO
and CORD to organize a

conference
on
multiculturalism or a curricul um
development
workshop. Quest believes
guest speakers will promote multicultural understanding.
According to Gavin, "as it
is now, the staff and the administration are pretty well taxed.
People here work very hard. So
we can provide extra money or
extra bodies to help. It's all
about institutional commitment."
Another founder of Quest,
Kevin Sievert, K'95, argued
that the organization will
also help student retention.
"We're doing this because we
care about Kalamazoo College. We see this as being potentially a very good thing
because a lot of students
leave Kalamazoo College. A
lot of their complaints have
to do 'with, well, it's not as

Holocaust and relllelllbrance
A Holocaust Memorial Service, held Friday, April 28, paid
respect to both survivors and

nization, faculty and the
greater community collaborated to produce this Chapel.
Barry Ross of the Music Department stroked the theme of

students have visited concentration camps in Poland and
talk of the intense realizations
and emotions that such an experience produces. Abby

multicultural as they said it
was.
"A lot of it stems from the
fact that Kalamazoo College
says we're multicultural but
we're
internationally
multicultural not domestically
multicultural. I think as Quest
gets towards the direction of
our long term goals, it will
keep a lot more students here."
In addition to improving
studentretention,Sievertsaid,
the group also will increase
alumni interest.
Although the college supports multiculturalism, the
administration had initial concerns before the members of
Quest clarified their intentions.
President Lawrence Bryan
said, "There is a lot of lack of
clarity as far as I'm concerned
in terms of if there is fund-raising ventures and if one is coordinating them with the developmentaloffice."
Still Bryan added, "I think
the idea of raising funds for
multicultural initiatives is a
good one. I admire the effort
to say we need more resources
and lets assist as students to try
to find them.
"One of the ways I think we
canworkwithQuestisbyproviding some lists of prospective donors to which they
.<:ould go. There are individu-

als in our alumni body and
other friends of the College for
whom this is a very important
cause and for whom may not
give to the College for any
other reason."
Others feared that Quest
would redistribute Student
Commission funds. However, such an act is checked
by the Student Commission
policy of detailed approved
budgets.
Addressing further concerns that Ql.lest will work
against CORD, founders say
theyhopetoestablishamutual
support system between the
two organizations.
The founders of Quest include Jon Voss, K'96, Kevin
Sievert, K'95, Shawn Gavin,
K'96, and LaTasha Sturdivant,
K'98. The faculty advisor is Dr.
Jeanne Baraka-Love.
Gavin believes that because multiculturalism is
very important to many
people and that because
Quest is a group of students
working independently of
administration, the fund raising will be successful.
"Getting money is crucial,"
Gavin said, "but getting students involved with the
money brings it to a whole
other level because it really
raises awareness."

Bone marrow drive a huge success

Ross, accompanied by Leslie Tung on the piano, strokes the theme from Schindler's List fonhis
at the chapel seroice last Friday.
-photo by Will Adams
of the Holocaust. This
marks the 50th anniver-

Museum in Washington
where display after disboth haunts and educates.
The service was composed
music, readings and prayer.
of the Jewish Orga-

Schindler's List on his violin as a
concluding passage. The music
drew out emotions that had
been planted during the readings, which were expressions of
hope, fear, anguish, indignation, humiliation, life and death.
Sarna Salzman, K'96, who
participated in the service, said
"this is an, important day of
remembrance. It's nice that a
largely non-Jewish community
can be made aware."
Dr. Irving Epstein, who also
took part in the service, gave a
similar explanation. He said
the intent of such services is to
"heighten awareness in the
Kalamazoo College Community."
Several Kalamazoo College

Kalamazoo College's first
Committee organizers said
bone marrow drive was an that they hope to make the
overwhelming success, with drive an annual event. The
208 people coming to donate. problem, they say, is that the
"We had a phenomenal turn- majority of the committee was
out," said Regina Ingety, one of seniors, all of whom will be
the committee organizers.
gone in a few weeks.
Although there is no exact
Injety said that anyone innumber of the actual students terested in working on a drive
who donated, 208 is the for next year is encouraged to
equivalent of a quarter of the talk to Sally Olexia or one of
students on campus. Injety this year's members.
added that the majority of the
The committee members
donors were in fact students.
said they thank everyone who
All of the samples were sub- came out to support the effort.
mitted to be place on the regKalamazoo College will be
istry. It is now important that hosting a Blood Drive eight
the donors remember to con- week. Remember marrow retact the Red Cross when they cipients and those suffering
relocate so the registry remains from the bomb in Oklahoma
useful.
need blood too.

Fanta, K'96, is among those
who have visited Auschwitz
and Berkenau. She commented
that the service was especially
potent for her, because she
holds memories of the camps.
Holding the memorial is an
important gesture of respect on
the part of the College. Elie
Weisel, Holocaust survivor
and author of several books
about his experiences, was .
quoted in the service. "Never
shall I forget (the children's
faces, memories, etc ..). Even if
I am condemned to live as long
as God himself. Never."
Nor should we be allowed
to forget.
-Karrow Gordon contributed to The bone marrow drive drew 208 students to donate their blood to a
this article good cause.
-photo by Will Adams
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INTERNATIONAL Future banking advantages
NEWS
sponsored by ISO

Turkey:
- Turkey withdrew 20,000 troops from Northern Iraq. There
are 12,000 remaining on the border between the two countries.
The Turkish military officials and the defense minister called
the pullout operation a success. (New York Times)
- The Turkish government withdrew its ambassador from the
Netherlands. The decision came after the Dutch government
allowed the Marxist-Leninist minded PKK (Kurdish Workers
Party) to have a so-called Parliament in exile within their
boundaries. The interior minister of Holland contacted his
Turkish counterpart to negotiate, but Ankara was reluctant
to respond to the offer. (Turkish email news)
Russia:
- A massive fire from a gas pipeline erupted in the Great North
of Russia. Moscow insists the fire was caused by the explosion of a petrochemical industry, but the Emergency Situation Secretary says the fire was set voluntarily after a leak
was discovered. (French email news)

WEEK 7 IS INTERNATIONAL WEEK
MARRIOTT & ISO invite you to experience food from all
over the world! Come and enjoy the Cuisine from Senegal,
Scotland, Mexico, Ecuador, France, Germany, Japan, Spain ...
Come and cook with us!!!
The schedule is the following:

ermany

Wednesda
Russia
Senegal

France

Discounts tickets at $5.50 will be available for students who
are not on the meal plan and for staff members. This is an
opportunity to try some of the future experiences of foreign
study or remember unforgettable moments.
If you are interested to help cooking our experience Chefs
from all over the world contact Annie at #7540.

TillJecke
Index Staff
Daniel R Smith, chairman and
Chief Executive Officer of the
"First of America" Bank Corporation, described the "Future of
Banking" at the 27th annual
Charles J. Monroe Seminar in
money and banking on campus
last week.
The vocabulary of
tum of the century banking includes "fast communication highways", the "microsoft dilemma"
and the ''baby-boom generation"
according to Smith, a Kalamazoo
native, who explained the job of
a banker in the coming decades.
'1 am pretty bullish about the
economy in this country," stated
Smith, the president of the First
of America since 1982 and chairman and CEO since 1985. "Although none of the American
banks are among the ten biggest
banks in the world, the United
States has the best banking system."
Smith predicted a change in the
banking system because of competition between big banks and
other big companies such as Ford,
GeneralMotors and Merry Linch.
According to Smith, theseoomparues which are actually not banks
will start offering banking products, along with big insurance
oompanies. The advantages these
companies have according to
Smith is, "that they have more
money they can spend than
banks."
Smith said that banks only
can compete in this competition, if they are able to keep

control over their customers. also predicts a boom in
"We have to teach our custom- ness. "The 'baby-boom-geners to come back into the of- eration' will be able to spend
fices. It is the big advantage of $10 trillion that their predecesthe banks that we are able to sors, the so-called 'recession
talk directly to them." This direct children'saved".
communication forces the future
banker to become a salesperson generation after the "babywho is able to sell the bank prod- boomers", which is the generaucts more effectively than nowa- tion of the college students of
days. "These people will have to today, is expected to double
use better sale techniques," said the savings of their grandparSmith.
ents. "The college students of
Another futl!lIe advantage for today will finance the banking
banks according to Smith is the of tomorrow with their sav"fast communication highway". ings," said Smith. "For these
" Banks are pioneers in the work customers the banks have to
with computers," said Smith. 'We have the right deals so that fuhave already developed and we ture generations still want to
are still developing a huge com- work together with banks."
putercapacity and because of that
banks have a lot of resources that
we are able to use."
According to Head of SecuBut unfortunately for the
rity Glenn Nevelle, a black
banks, they are not the only
male was reported looking
ones with knowledge about
into a basement room of
computers and banking. Smith
Crissey Hall Tuesday mornsaid that in the near future, the
ing around 1:50. When secucompany "Microsoft" will sell
rity guards arrived on the
a program that will allow cusscene, he fled the area on a
tomers to complete their bank10-speed bike, said Nevelle.
ing at home with a Pc. "I fear
Security then notified the
that Microsoft will take all the
Kalamazoo Department of
market because there is no
Public Safety of the incident.
limitation for them," he said.
The woman who reported
"And this new program could
the man could not make any
become a barrier between the
further identification becustomer and the banks, a real
cause she was not wearing
'Microsoft-dilemma' for us beher glasses according to
cause the people don't need to
Nevelle.
go to the bank anymore when
Anyone with any informathey can do it at home in front
tion regarding this incident
of their pc."
should contact Security imFor the next decade Smith
mediately.

Pride Week at "K"
Matt Evans
Index Staff
Gay, lesbian, bisexual students
and their supporters have banded
together this week in an effort
to promote awareness and understanding of issues surrounding heterosexism on campus.
Pride Week provides the opportunity to expand an understanding of sexuality. "Homophobia
has led to a significant social problem," commented Becca Jewell,
K'%. "This week is an opportunity for heterosexuals to show
their supports for their homo-

sexual peers."
Activities throughout the week
include an exhibit in the Fine Arts
Building lobby display case as
well as an information booth set
up in the lobby of Hicks to disseminate materials on a variety of
issues ranging from violence
against lesbians and gays to community resources. On Wednesday, the movie ['veHeard the Mermaid Singing will be shown at 8
pm. in Dewing 305 and The Ad-

ventures of Priscilla, Queen of the
Desert is showing Friday at 7 p.m
in Dow22fJ.
Last night's presentation by PFLAG (parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays) was attended
by approximately 30 "K" students. Members of the group
spoke about whatitis like to have
a lesbian or
child "We are all

homophobic whether we're lesbian, gay, bisexual or straight,"
said Karen Eddy, the mother of a
lesbian She expressed that everyone is socialized to be heterosexual, and that it took her and
her husband years to realize that
their fear of their daughter'S lesbianism stemmed from harmful
attitudes of society and that their
daughter was not "sick" or "abnormal"
Reaction to the week so far has
been mixed. While there is an
overwhelming amount of visible
support for GLBSG and for the
rights oflesbians, gay men and bisexua1s, negative reactions have
been more unded\anded. All of
the signs in DeWaters and most
of the ones in Dewing have been
tom down. "I don't know what
people think they accomplish by
defacing our work," says Jason
Britton, K'%. "It won't shut us
up; it won't make us go away.
Gay, lesbian and bisexual people
have been forced to stay in the
closet for far too long, and we will
no longer be silent"
GLBSG aims to create an environmentin which gay, lesbian and
bisexual students, along with
their friends can come together to
support each other in personal
growth as well as to provide a safe
social space. Meetings are every
Monday at 9:00 p.m. in the
Gilmore Parlor.

SUNDAY
12:00 PM to 11 :30 PM
MONDAY·TltURSDAY
11 :00 AM to 12:30 PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 AM to 1:30 PM

topplngs 9Sc each

---any ot~r coupon
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Renowned sociology professor to give Fetzer lecture

"I am personally moved by
his books," said Dr. Kim
Cummings, professor of sociology at Kalamazoo College.
"He writes about the most importantchallenges that we face
as people."
Cummings said Bellah
speaks to the reader in a way
that makes them think about
"their personal lives as individuals and as a collective
community."

Cummings said he was in- when Bellah wrote Civil Re/i- cultural tradition in the controduced to the works ofBellah gion in America. That book, text of the Vietnam War and
when he read Habits of the according to Stauffer, ex- Civil Rights movements.
Heart. He said he uses this plores themes of American "Religion used in these isbook steadily in his
sues moved me and
courses because the auother people," Stauffer
thor presents challenges
said.
for Americans of any
Cummings said that
age. College students, in
Bellah is interesting to
particular, are finding
read and listen to bethat they are part of a
cause he deals with percommunity and at the
sonalissuessuchasmarsame time they are findriage, children, parents,
ing the individual
and religion. Cummings
within themselves,
said Bellah helps to exCummings said.
plain "the balance be"Bellah reminds
tween individuality and
students that they live
the readiness to commit
in a society and helps
beyond
ourselves
them recognize the dewithin collective commands and freedoms
munities."
of society," said Dr.
Bellah graduated
Bob Stauffer, also of
summa cum laude from
"K's" sociology deHarvard in 1950. He
partment . He is a perearned his Ph.D. in socisonal acquain tance of
ology and Far Eastern
Bellah. Stauffer said he
languages from Harvard
became interested in Robert Bellah, author of Habits of the Heart, in 1955. He also served
Bellah in the late 1960's will lecture at "K" on Thursday and Friday.
on the faculty at Harvard

until 1967 before joining the
UCLA faculty.
Bellah previously visited
the campus in 1976 to discuss
American history and to participate in the nation's bicentennial celebration.
The Fetzer Lectures which
bring Bellah to campus this
week were established in 1985
through a grant from the John
E. Fetzer Foundation. The
foundation's purpose is to explore the relationship between
mind and matter as they affect
the growth of human potential.
Bellah's lecture presentations begin Thursday, May 4 at
8 p.m. in Dalton Theatre. He
will present "Finding Common Ground in a World ofDifference ." His lecture entitled
"Religious Pluralism and Religion" will conclude the
Fetzer Lectures during the 10
a.m. Stetson Chapel service on
Friday, May 5. Both lectures
are LAC credits and free to the
public.

Denna Evoe
Index Staff
I felt like it was the first
day of high school all over
again, except worse . I
thought that never again
would I have that sickly
sensation in my stomach,
kind of like the one you get
when you have been at Cedar Point too long. For me,
it's sophomore spring. We
all know what that means!!
When we, at "K," talk about
ha ving a CD, we don't
mean the new Pearl Jam CD

that is destined to exceed
Michael Jackson' s Thriller
in terms of number of sales
and net profits. For us, it's
the next step on the road to
finishing our education and
it's the first step into real
life. Burger flipping at
McDonald's is now a thing of
the past. St 'ying out late on
a weeknight is just not done
anymore, considering we
have to get up the next morning somewhere between 6
and 7 a.m. For me, this is
temporary life, and it is real.

and walk there. A\though it's
been known to be done, you
don't have to bribe someone
with your life savings to take
you there. Which would you
rather have, an extra burrito
or your life in the hands of
someone who is less than
worthy of en§Javing you?
Bribing people for rides in
Chicago is done, but only on
occasion . In fact, fellow
CDing (Ibet you didn't know
that career develo'p ment
could be turned into 'a verb!)
sophomore Chris Kiracofe (I
promised I would mention
her in this article for a small
fee) drove me into work yesterday morning. Over all, I
have gotten to all of the
places I have needed to go
without any problems.
Another difference is the
tourists. Tourist patrol is my
favorite part of the day. To
me, they are so foreign. Who
has ever seen a tourist in either Detroit or Kalamazoo?
My tourist watch begins at 5
p .m . when I start my long
trek home down Michigan
Avenue (tourist haven) and it
ends when I reach my front
door step half an hour later.
The act of spotting a tourist
is very easy. Prominent tourist features include: shopping bags adorned with
Hard Rock Cafe and Planet
Hollywood logos, Mom,
Dad, and 2.5 kids together
walking down the street on
a weekday afternoon (especially if they are all holding
hands when they cross the
street).
Doing a career development is a rewarding experience. All of you freshmen
should consider it. Not only
dQ you get to do and see all
of those things mentioned
above, you don't have to do
any homework!!

Heather Carpenter
Index Staff
Robert Bellah, a leading
scholar in sociology, is scheduled to present the John E. and
Rhea Y. Fetzer Lectures tomorrow and Friday.
Bellah is the Elliott Professor of Sociology at the University of California, Berkeley, and
author of a number of books
on social theory, politics, and
religion including his 1985 best
selling book Habits of the Heart:

Individualism and Commitment
in American Life.

"e" in the front, "0" in the back, and "hicag" in the middle
There are many options
one has when figuring out
what to do for a CD. One option, the slightly insane one,
would be to bury the whole
idea of doing a CD under
three feet of snow sometime
around fifth week of winter
quarter. Then you might be
stuck staying on in the
spring. Four quarters in
row ... (At least the weather
will be nice.)
The second career development option would be to
do your CD at home. Grow-

Just how difficult is it for RAs?
When I think of this college community, there's always the Us (students) and
the Them (faculty & administration). And, of course, it
would be very wrong to misplace people between these
two different "sides." How
could you? They're complete
opposites of each other in
what they do and how they
think. One is cool and the
other stinks. There is just no
mixing between them.
Almost. There's one exCeption to the nice simple
model presented above: RAs,
Or Resident Assistants. These
guys are caught in the
middle. They're students just
like you and me, but then,
they're also part of the residential system. Even though
they go to the same classes as
Us, eat at the same food as us,
and generally have the same
problems as us, they're still
not really a part of the Us.
RAs get to be one notch above
Us When it comes to the housing system. I do not intend to
degrade the RAs with what I
Say, but I'd just like to point

out the decisions and ambivalence they would face in their
position.
RAs have greater responsibility than an average student
because they have to actively
enforce the rules that others
only are expected to live by. Of
course, this means each RA
must be absolutely comfortable with the rules. Perhaps, if
RAs disagree with what these
rules dictate, then they will be
very confused and frustrated
when it comes time to enforce
them. Again, this picture is too
simplistic. Its hard for me to
imagine any RA who would
agree completely with all the
rules or be inclined to abide by
them for their entire time as an
RA. In essence, what I would
like to suggest that all RAs, regardless of how "good" they
are, are very likely to think
twice about the rules they are
enforcing. Thus, giving way to
frustration with their position
and responsibility.
Even after having said this,
I'm not sure if the RAs themselves ate to be held responsible for straying from the
rules. Each individual has been
brought up under and believes

in different philosophies of
life. The residential system
must be able to accept that
some of their RAs will not be
able to uphold all that they are
expected to do . Yet at the
same time RAs also must be
critical of their own abilities
and willingness to be "enforcers" for everyone else. If RAs
do not kept up to their expectations, it is necessary to for
them to come forward and
quite their positions. I don't
think that the residential system is open enough to the issues that RAs personally feel
about themselves.
But despite all of this, I
think the RAs at "K" do a
wonderful job of balancing
their role as a student with
their task of supervision. I
would personally find it very
hard to be social with a person who I've "written up" for
breaking the rules. It takes a
lot of discipline and courage
for each of the RAs to put up
with the problems the residents cause. Overall, the RAs
are a very closely bonded
group of people who work
hard to make our lives more
pleasant.

ing accustomed to Mom's
cooking would be very easy
and tempting to do. However, by weighing the option
of the parental units wanting
to know exactly where you
are every moment of the day,
and at 20 years old, the
grounding possibility if you
come home past 12:30 a.m.
then, you probably wouldn't
want to stay home for a
whole quarter, either.
Your third option, and the
option I chose, was to go
someplace far away from
home, to a place I knew little
about, and to start a strange
new experience that would
change my life forever. Welcome to Chicago.
So, what is it like living in
a city that is at least twenty
times the size of all of the
previous cities you have
lived in? Chicago is not suburbia and it is certainly not
Kalamazoo. How different is
it from these places? The first
(and foremost) difference is
the absence of parental units.
By donning a CD away from
home, you did not "ditch"
your parents, you simply
made it very difficult for
them to reach you on a daily
basis. One can also equate
the loss of parents with the
loss of all siblings too. The
whole situation is advantageous to you because there is
no one around to tell you to
eat all of your vegetables and
no little or ogre like siblings
around imitating your every
move.
Secondly, you are not penalized in a big city for not
having a car. In my case, this
is the optimum situation because my car went to that
large scrap metal heap in the
sky over Christmas break. If
you want to go to Taco Bell,
you can use your two feet
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Can't we all just get along?
Once upon a time there was a powerful man. This man did not like others. He disagreed
with the way they looked. He disagreed with what they did. They came from a far off country.
He hated them, he did not understand them. He killed them. He had to kill them because they
were different.
Miles away, boys like to play. They put on white costumes with big pointed hats. They sing
songs and burn crossed sticks of wood. The boys go a huntin'. Its a two-legged species they're
after, one they do not understand. That makes it OK, after all, they don't feel the same.
In America they're making plans. Plans of protection. Plans of action. They are arming
their neighbors and building their stores. They do not understand? Why can't they use their
guns? Why do they have to do what the men in suits say? They will kill if they have to, to stop
the others.
Aren't the rules different between you and I? You are not like me. You do not understand
me and I do not understand you. Therefore it is OK if I hurt you. Because you can not feel as
I do when I hurt. You are different than me.
Hatred is a vein in our society. When Hitler was defeated, they said it would never happen
again. One group against another in mass genocide. Then came the Civil Rights movement. It
was not mass genocide, but people died, because others did not understand them. They were
hated because they were different. Today is no different. The manifestations are different but
the effects are the same.
The hate does not stay within the group. It is infectious and and it leaks out. Falling over
society like a cloud, warping minds and turning neighbor against neighbor.
How do we stop the hate? Will education help? Is that why on this campus, a lack of
understanding is resolved by ripping down signs and writing nasty letters? Verbal assaults
and restriction of speech?
Hate is not a game. It's not a tradition to perpetuate. Lack of understanding is not a licence
to hurt. It is time to raise awareness. It is time to understand and tolerate what we don't. It is
time to stop the hate.

A marital Mother's Day surprise
Summer Medal
Index Staff
Happy Midterm Week!
While we're pulling allnighters to study for our tests,
let's not forget those who
made it possible for us to be
here in the first place: our
mothers! Though it's hard to
make thoughts of our tests
stop nagging at us, it's easy to
forget our mommies. Sadly,
they so easily slip our minds
because normally we do not
associate our mommies with
having to worry about picking
up a pen and putting down the
right words by a certain time.
That's why we have
Mother's Day! By a certain
deadline every May, we have
to find the correct words to
give to our mothers. Fortunately, we can cheat and buy
such words in the form of pastel greeting cards drizzled with
sappy glops of unrhymed
verse, to which sometimes, in
a burst of audacity, the authors
sign their names. (Apologies
to anyone whose mother composes sentimental cards for a
living. They're lovely, really.)

With Hallmark doing the work
for us, we need only worry
about putting down our own
signature and sending the card
to Mama, who eats up the
sticky sentiment. She knows
that it represents what we
could gush from our own
hearts if we could find it in
ourselves to produce that
unique sort of phrasing.
But this Mother's Day is different for me. I think that this year, I
should come up with something
that transcends even Hallmark.
About a month ago, Mom
called me and said she was flying
to Las Vegas with her boyfriend
so they could go through a drivethru wedding. ("Ya want ketchup
with that?") The whole thing
came as a surprise to me. I never
expected her to have a traditional
wedding or anything, but the fact
that they got around ro getting
married at all caught me off
guard. She and Bruce had been
engaged for six years.
When Mom called to reserve a
flight, she found that the planes
to Nevada were booked for many
moons to come. She and Bruce
did the next best thing and oon-

ducted their honeymoon at a
Native American reservation in
the u.P. Before leaving, they got
a reasonably efficientJusti.ce of the
Peace to marry them on Good
Friday. They had to leave right
after the ceremony ro take advantage of the long weekend.
This plan seemed perfectly
cool to me until friends gave me
funny looks when I told them
my mom got married and gee,
no, I hadn't been there. Feeling
guilty, I called her and explained that, especially since I
had seen her get married before,
I hadn't thought it wise to travel
hundreds of miles for a tenminute wedding.
All the same, if I had to
make the same decision again,
I think I would have shown up
to her wedding anyway. A
wedding is a wedding, and a
mother is a mother.
On second thought, weddings may pass in and out of
our lives from year to year, but
we get only one mother. I'll
make up for my absence, and
not just by sending a gooey
card, either. This year I'll be
home for Mother's Day.

Katie Zimmer
Index Staff
On Thursday, April 20, the unabomer may have mailed his
last bomb. That is, if the New York Times agrees to print his
37,OOO-word article in compliance with the bomber's demands.
This terrorist, who has managed to evade capture for seventeen
years, has been on a frightening crusade to create a disunited,
unscientific society.
The un~bomer began his long mission by sending amateur,
and often ineffective, bomb packages to universities, professors,
and researchers who were usually related in some way to the
field of science and development. Over the years his technique
has improved and the mail bombs have gotten increasingly more
complex and deadly. Lately, his interests appear to have shifted
to targeting specific businesses of people.
Throughout these years, the FBI has worked fervently to apprehend this disturbed man without success. Now, in the writing
of a letter, the unabomer has shifted the capability of halting his
crimes from the hands of the FBI to those of a Times editor.
The role of the press in the deterrence of violence is no loner
a hypothetical problem. It has become a direct question of journalistic ethics. The facts must be reviewed. A decision must be
made, and soon.
The most important fact to consider is that the unabomer did
mail his last deadly bomb, and ultimatum letters, the day after
the Oklahoma City disaster. Although recognized as an unrelated occurrence by the authorities, one can assume that he, and
the members of his extremist group, suddenly feel jealous. Perhaps they believe that they are, or were not previously, getting
the attention they felt they deserved.
Now what is the role of the press in all of this? First, it is
common knowledge that there are certain rights and responsibilities a journalist holds. Most everyone also is aware of the
continuing debate over how far these particular privileges
should go. Some people say that the journalist is responsible
for the consequences of what they decide to print. However,
others claim that the press exists to serve the readers by printing fair and accurate news without fear of without favoring any
single angle. Therefore, these two points may lead to assume
that it is the obligation of the press to print the article of the
unabomer to protect the people's best interest.
Yet there is another consideration at stake that some people
have not integrated into the formula. Once again, this terrorist
group wants attention. Why should the press give murderers
the satisfaction of printing an article that is, basically, an advertisement for their anti-industrial, anti-governmental group
which is meant to tear apart the essential standards of our society? I'm sure most people have seen the utilization and appealing nature of media that was so vividly used in the movie "Natural Born Killers", not to mention the daily coverage of violence
in the news itself. The message is the same. Some people, especially criminals, desperately need attention.
On the same note, if the paper did print the article would
they still be reporting the news or would they be creating it?
The press would evaluate its impact on society before printing
the manuscript. First, if the unabomer gets the publicity he
craves, he may keep his word and discontinue the bombing.
Although it may be in the group's best interest, as was stated in
the letter, there are no guarantees for the safety of the public.
Furthermore, what if the unabomer decides he likes the attention of the press and wants even more news printed about him.
How far will he go?
To further explore the venues of motivation for the different
factions, one also must consider the consequences for the New
York TImes. They would have the "edge" every paper so desperately strives for each day. Presumably, they would sell many
more papers than any of their competitors. This may altogether
cancel out the discussion among the editors about what is the
ethical thing to do. The newspaper would become, essentially,
a teammate of the unabomer. They promote him and this serves
to promote them even more.
On the other hand, what if the FBI decides to take it upon
themselves to strongly suggest to the New York Times whether,
or not, they should print the article. Theoretically, it is within
the paper's right to say no either way. Unfortunately, many
members of law enforcement would probably fail to see it in
such a manner.
So the role of the journalist in the issue of violence is not
simply the matter of reporting the news. It involves many corn·
plex ethical questions regarding the dangers and benefits. As
with the case of the unabomer, we must all wait and see hoW
the issue plays out. After all, the man has eluded authorities
for so long, why would the printing of one article suddenlY
make him stop. Just one more thought. If the New York Tunes
gives in and prints the article or even an excerpt, as they did
with his letter, what avenue will this open for future terrorist
threats?
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A change of perspective on rape
Cliff Lampe
Opinions Co-Editor
I would like to thank all the
respondents to the article on
rape and would also like to
take this opportunity to respond to them and hopefully
clear up some points of confusion.
I had not meant to sound so
universally in favor of this
theory. I was presenting it as
an interesting idea that might
be looked at by the campus
with an open mind. Many of
the problems with the theory
pointed out in the letters were
excellent and I completely
agree with them.
I regret the flip tone I used
in the asides of the article.
They were meant to relieve
tension and further illustrate
my separation from the theory,
but instead caused increased
tension and came across as insensitive. As such, I apologize
for those parts of the article.
Many people made insinuations as to why I left the name
of the Western professor
anonymous. Frankly, I was reCeIVIng this knowledge
through one of his papers, and
presenting it without his permission. I spoke again with
my friend who has his class
and he has read all the letters
that were sent to the Index. My
sense was he is weary of the
strong responses this paper
brings and is reluctant to be
drawn into the middle of our
discussions.
What I had thought implicit
in the professor being from
Western would be that this
theory is based in behavioral
psychology. This means that
the theorist views all human
behavior as learned responses.
Personally, I've always been
leery of behaviorism, but in
order to consider this theory, I
had to start from the premise
that behaviorism does explain
the complexity of human behavior. If you have a problem
with behaviorism, take it up
with B.P. Skinner since neither
the WMU prof nor I came up
with that whole idea.
In the context of behaviorism, many of the arguments
proposed by the response letters become meaningless, or at
least more understandable.
For example, Dr. Gathje's argu-

ment about "our sexuality
goes to the very core of who
we are as embodied human
beings" is pointless to a behaviorist since there is nothing that
is in human beings that has not
been learned through a series
of reinforcements. Personally,
I agreed with Gathje, but he
might more be more accurate
to say that the theory of behaviorism does not understand
human sexuality rather than
pointing that barb towards me.
I do disagree with Gathje's
belief that I should have been
critical of this theory from the
outset. I firmly believe this
theory has holes in it, but I
have enough faith in the readership to give them the theory,
let them think about it and
come to their own conclusions.
One critical point I thought
was excellent was the possible
use of this article to absolve
men from the responsibility of
rape. Both in the co-signed
article, and in those articles by
Amy Hicks and Amanda
Beane the point was made that
men do the raping and that
men need to stop raping. Nobody points out how to get
them to do that, but they do
say it needs to be done. I don't
think the theorist meant this
theory as an absolution, and I
certainly didn't, but I can see
where the danger of some men
using this as a rationalization
is very real and very serious.
To reiterate, the theory is
stating that rape is made worse
by the shame we attach to it
and which is then placed upon
women. The theorist believes
this stems culturally back to
feudal times when a woman's
reproductive capabilities were
considered property, not so
much her chastity. This is not
to say that rapists today are
thinking about property issues
as they do their terrible act, but
that our society is twisted into
an almo'St subconscious view
of a woman as property instead of as an equal member
of society. The theorist hypothesizes that by attaching the
shame of the act onto women,
instead of onto the perpetrators, we are causing more pain
and suffering for women than
they should have to face.
The question of why rape
is worse than other personal

crimes is just that, a question.
Of course I, and the theorist,
realize that it is worse. To say
we don't understand that is
not making any good point at
all, but merely making the
logical fallacy of argumentum
adhominum.
I think the largest hole was
blown into this theory in
Beane's article when she
pointed out that the majority
of rapes are by people familiar
to the victim. This is not to say
that people who are victims of
other crimes do not suffer.
The theorist does not intend, as some suggested, that
women shoulder the burden
for changing the cultural views
centered on rape, nor that it is
only men who need to change
their views.
One thing he does say is
that when a woman has been
raped the first reaction is to say
to her "Oh, I'm so sorry" when
the less piteous and more useful thing to say might be "Tell
me where you got the strength
to survive" taking the victimization away from the woman
and instead giving her power.
The theory is really much,
much more complex than I
could describe in this space. I
have the sense that I am doing
it poorly once again, but I'll do
as well as I can.
Some might interpret that I
am again "carelessly" advancing this theory. I would prefer
to have it understood now that
I am presenting it again to clear
up confusion created earlier
and open discussion on the
subject. Per Beane's suggestion, I am trying educate myself on the subject (which is
what I was trying to do in the
first place) and trying to "be
more responsible in my attempt to educate others."
So think some more about it.
I'm always willing to talk one
on one, and indeed have with
many people over the last two
weeks. My e-mail address is
k93cl02 if you want to discuss
the theory or get a copy of the
original theory before making
a hasty conclusion. Again, I'm
thankful that some progress
was made on opening discussion about rape and hope I can
do something to be part of the
solution instead of the problem.

Ryan Harbage
Index Staff
Team Lame started over seven
years ago, just as a way for us to
distinguish ourselves from other
skateboarders. We had no idea
whatitwouldbecome. Scottand
I must have wanted to stand out
a little bit, so we set up a skateboarding team with membership
requirements. Team members
had to be able to do a mute grab
air off Matfs ramp, ollie a board
and do a frontside 180 degree
ollie. Team Lame was different
than the nonnaJ. team conceptwe didn't believe in competition,
we just believed in skating with
our pals.
Dan and I had been calling
Scotfs house every five minutes
that Saturday morning. He was
coming home. We couldn't wait
to see him. Two weeks before
his parents told me he would be
arriving ear!>' that afternoon. I
could not wait.. The anticipation
was so great, all I could think
about was seeing my best
friend.
We had been apart before, but
never like this. I hadn't seen, or
even heard form him in over three
solid months. Not a single letter,
postcardorphonecall Itmaynot
sound like much, but when you
are used to seeing someone you
love nearly everyday for six years,
it's pretty hard. For the first time
in my life, I was nervous to see
him.
Except it wasn't just Scotty
coming back, it was PPC. Scott
James Carruthers, United States
Marine. I was so excited to see
him, but a little scared too. "Is it
OK to hug a big, macho Marine?"
I asked. myself, "Is he going to be
the same, or will he be an ernetionlesskillingmachine?" Ihonestly didn't mow.
In an attempt to calm our
anticipation, we went to my
room to listen to a little rock and
roll. When the phone rang I answered it so fast he didn't even
know it stopped ringing. When
Colin asked if we heard form
Scott yet, I sadly mumbled the
word no and hung up.
The phone rang a few minutes later. I tried so hard not to
get my hopes up. The false

alarm just before practically
crush~ me. I slowly said hello,

trying to remain calm, without
having much luck. "Hey
brother, what's up?" The voice
on the other line asked.
Without wasting any time, I
immediately asked if he was
home. Once I heard the slightest
sound of the letter Y I cut him of
with, 'Well be right over."
After about two miles and
30 seconds we pulled up in
front of Scott's house. I saw
his dad unloading the Suburban. As I turned the corner of
the huge vehicle, sun glaring
in my eyes, I saw the silhouette of a new Marine. Without
hesitation I threw my arms
around him. I knew it must be
OK to hug a Marine because he
had his arms around me faster
than I could have said Semper
Fi. Without a doubt it was
good old Scotty. Not even the
hardness of the Marines was
enough to transform him into
an emotionless soldier.
The experience was unreal. If
I hadn't been watching him unpack his Blues, I would have
thought he never left. The whole
time Dan and I were in awe. We
were doing the same things we
always had; complaining how we
can'tevergetadate,shavingeach
other's heads (although his didn't
need it too badly) and feasting at
Taco Bell
This was the first day I realized what Team Lame is. It
is a constant brotherhood, a
bond we will share for the rest
of our lives. We all have
changed so much since those
summer days of skateboarding. None of us live in the
same city, let alone state anymore. Some of us work. Some
are in college. One is in jail.
And one is even in the United
States Marine Corps. We are
all so different now, but yet the
same. There are so few things
in life people can count on, but
for us one thing is for sure, we
will always be there for each
other. Even though there are
very few things I know to be
true, Team Lame is forever,
and guys- I'm nothing without you.

~Infle~
LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the form
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and
deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with
sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox, across from the Games
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
mailroom, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in resporye
to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses
will be accepted to appear in later issues.
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Laughter and tears hit home with University
Aaron Portenga
Index Staff
Deep in the bowels of the
Light Fine Arts Building, a
Kalamazoo College theater
group put on a production of
Jon Jory's University .
In the dark yet intimate setting of the Dungeon Theater,

Kalamazoo College students
and staff were treated to an
extraordinary evening of the
trials and tribulations faced by
a group of students attending
Southern Methodist University in Texas.
1his play had a little of everything from the basic razzing

~
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Destiny Dims on the Radio starring Dylan McDermott, Nancy
Travis, Quentin Tarantino, and James Belushi. Directed by Jack
Baran.
Wow. Did you ever see something so confusing you were
left speechless? At the end of Destiny Thrns on the Riulio , I sat
there stunned into silence. There were so many questions.
Where was the plot? The acting? My six dollars? Now, I know
that the Quentin Tarantino fans out there are lining up to defend his genius, but even he can't stand up to the dismal failure of Destiny.
Recapping the plot will be tough but here it goes.
IS IS
easily one of the weirdest movies I have ever seen. And I saw
Boxing Helena and Sliver in the theaters. Think of it as David
Lynch crossed with Quantum Leap meets Alfred. Hitchcock.
There really is no precise term to define it. Video store owners
will have a tough time categorizing it. They might want to
have a special shelf. Then again, if they've seen it, they might
not want to get it at all.
What passes for a plot starts when Julian escapes from jail
and heads home to retrieve the money he stole. But it turns
out that Johnny Destiny (uh-oh, symbolism) has stolen the
money from the man who was holding it. Julian then concentrates on getting his girlfriend, Lucille, back from the not-sodevious clutches of her new boyfriend, Tuerto Games Belushi).
That's it. Most of the characters just stand around waiting for
something to happen. The plot goes nowhere.
As the characters stand and wait for excitement to enter
their lives, weirdness abounds. There is nothing more painfully ~r!ng to watch than a movie that TRIES to be hip. You
can feel every ~trained line and gag as it crashes to the floor.
Here's a quick rundown of the look-at-us-aren't-we-cool style
of Destiny : 1. The three lead characters are named Godard,
Thoreau, and Destiny. Deep, isn't it? 2. The center of the universe turns out to be a swimming pool at the Marilyn Hotel in
Las Vegas. Yes, I'm serious. 3. A cameo by "isn't he dead?"
Police Academy veteran Bobcat Goldthwait that turns out to
be one of the few funny scenes in the movie. 4. The main trait
of Belushi's character is a tendency to keep his hand on his
crotch. I guess that's not trying to be hip, just stupid.
As for the acting, no one, not even the great Quentin, is
worth watching. Dylan McDermott is a charismatic enough
actor to pull off a lead, he just isn't given anything to work
with. The same goes for Nancy Travis. It's almost sad watching these two struggle against a script that doesn't work. The
same can't be said for the other two leads, Tarantino and James
LeGros. I love Quentin, but he just doesn't have the screen
charisma to pull this off. He should also feel ashamed to put
his name above the credits. He's only in fifteen minutes of the
movie. And let's be honest, this picture wouldn't even be in
theaters if it weren't for
two little words, Pulp
This Week on Video
Fiction.
Hoop Dreams
My advice to
I'd like to make a special noQuentin is this: Watch
tice for a new movie out on
out. Don't get caught up
video. I believe that everyone
in the excitement of
should
see this movie. If it
your new-found celebweren't
for
Pulp Fiction, I'd think
rity status. This isn't the
was
the
best film of 1994. It's
this
end. The movie's not
absolutely stunning. Every mohateful, just stupid. And
ment is magical and you can see
people forget stupid.
why it has been hailed as the best
Before another friend
documentary ever made. I can' t
asks you to be in his
say enough about it. Trust me,
movie, make sure you
you'll like it. A+.
read the script carefully.
Make sure you can
C+
Blue Sky
handle the part. And,
Ed
Wood
A
last of all, make sure
Quiz Show
A
James Belushi isn't on
Terminal
Velocity
D+
the cast list. D.

of freshmen and dilemmas in
dating, to the delicate and painful issues of rape and abortion.
In the first scene, entitled
"Freshman Orientation," Jeff
Lund, K'95, and Annie Martin,
K'98, do their best "good old
boys" impression to scare
freshman student, Barb Ruble,
K'98, who plays an uptight
criminal lawyer's daughter
from New York.
In the next scene, "Heads,"
Charmaine Marisol de la Rosa,
K'98, suggests to her roommates, Ruble and Kimberly
Schulz, K'96, that they should
romantically pursue the nerd
whose wallet she found. What
he lacks in looks, he has in
money they discover after
looking through his wallet and
finding that he is the heir of
$200 million. The girls are
faced with the dilemma of true
romance or love for money. It
ends with an enthusiastic flipping of a coin to determine
who gets a chance at him.
In the scene "Stopwatch,"
the audience witnesses four
track stars who blow the last
race of their career when one
of them drops the baton in a

mile relay against the Russians. Their different personalities clash as they try to come
to grips with the fact that their
career is over. l:inally, Seth
Schaberg, K'98, accomplishes a
feat that some athletes never
achieve by coming to grips
with his mistake and realizing
that sports should be fun.
" Blondes," one of the more
humorous scenes, treats the
audience to a desperate
Michael Wells, K'95, and an
over propositioned Shultz.
These two argue with one another about who has it worse
until, finally, the theory of opposites attracting is prov en
once again as Shultz accepts
Wells' date contract.
The "Laguna De Marano"
scene deals with the problem
of rape at universities. The audience sees Martin who is
down on her luck in relationships attacked one night by a
rapist (Lund). The pain of the
ordeal is felt by all as Martin
tries to pick up the pieces of
her shattered life.
In another difficult scene
"The Quadrangle," de la Rosa
plays a student who just had

an abortion. Kevin Lane, K'98,
plays her boyfriend. The scene
emphasizes the many emotions about abortion and unprotected sex as these students
try to understand their decisions and cope with the consequences.
The last scene, "A Leaving
Behind" presents graduation
day. All the students are enjoying their good memories when
an old high school friend
known as Sam the Scuzz
(Lane) arrives to give his congratulations. All their worries
about the future are brought to
life by Sam as he tells of the
hardships he's faced in the real
world. After he leaves, a more
somber group of graduates are
left to contemplate their future.
All in all, this writer enjoyed
University and its unique look
at the student life at a big university. Each actor and actress
portrayed their characters
wonderfully and often times
painfully well. Director
Anjalee A. Deshpande and the
production staff deserve a lot
of credit for helping to bring to
life this humorous, yet
thought-provoking play.

Sarah and Mike get spiritualized
Adam Bower
Index Staff
Welcome back to the column.
I must apologize for last weeks
lack-o-article. I am a disorganized buffoon. So here's some
doubly cool stuff:
Sarah McLachlan : Freedom
Sessions (Arista 1995)
1his disk is rippin' cool. With
acoustic versions of eight tunes
from Fumbling Tawards Ecstasy
and random, fun stuff you can't
go wrong. But wait! There's a
bonus! For the regular price,
you not only get this fine music, but over thirty minutes of
CD-ROM video enjoyment
with clips from every song on
every album Sarah has so far.
Plus, you get an introduction to
the band, a video tour of the
group's last tour, and various
other cool info. You've got to see
it!! AND, it works on both Mac
and IDM, so whatever you've
got, the damn thing will work!

Hippie Joe says: Nifty, Spiffy,
Groovy, Flash, Like cool Man!
Mike Oldfield: Tubular Bells 2
(Reprise 1992)
This Brit and his synth-wizardry rock my world. If you like
Jean-Michel Jarre, Jan Hammer
(He wrote the Miami Vice
theme song) or even Yanni (The
long-haired Fabio wanna-be
who has an affinity for Greek architecture) or Vangelis (the
dude who wrote Chariots of
Fire) you will like this guy. Arguably the best of the bunch, he
has been making incredibly
good music for decades. This
album has songs that smite the
listener like Sentinel and The Bell.
And if you like this, there's
more waiting for you. 1his album got four thumbs up by

Amanda, Cara, Stacy, and
Libby, and .if you can' t trust
them, who can you trust?

Scooby Says: arrrrgghhhh, 4
Roooby schnacks
Spiritualized: Pure Phase
(Arista/Dedicated 1995)
Wild, crazy, fun, and very distorted. If distortion puts you on
edge, don't even think about this.
But it isn't harsh. How can that
be? Actually, this stuff is quite
mellow. The Slide Songis an amazing tune. AmAzInG!.!. Let it flaw
is their first single, which happens
to be available on the VideoMagic/Toaster..()yen machine in
Saga. The voice of Jason Spaceman is smooth and relaxing.

There are many instrumentals on
this disc producing some pretty
far out music. I say give it a try.
It's not for the main stream folk,
that's for sure.

Mr. Rogers says: Take the Trolley
to the Land of Make-Believe
Song of the Week: Mary by Sarah McLachlan
This can be found on several albums, including the Freedom Ses-

sions, Fumbling Tawards Ecstasy
and the Possessions single. I think
the earliest version which is actually the demo-take (on the Possessions single) is best and most gripping, although all versions rock
my world. So until next week, enjoy what's out there!!!

There are
more Ulan
30STDs
outlhere,
and 86%
affect

people
under age 29. Untreated chlamydia can make you infertile.
Herpes lIever goes away. HPY causes CANCER. Some of
Ulcse bugs have no SymptOMS, especially in women,
and left untreated, they can endanger the health of your
future children. DON'T LET EMBARASSMENT BE A
HEALTH RISK. YOU CAN TALK TO US.
EXAMS START AT $28 AND SOME STD TESTS ARE FREE. -

CALL US NOW. THIS IS SERIOUS.
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Halderson to play in NCAA III Singles Tourney
Sophomore Eve Halderson
will represent Kalamazoo
College later this month at the
NCAA Division III Women's
Tennis Championships, to be
held at Sweet Briar College of
Virginia May 9-15. Halderson
will be one of 32 players competing in the NCAA III
singles tournament.
As a freshman, Halderson
was the MIAA champion at
third flight singles and third
flight doubles with teammate
Stephanie Decker. She was

also named to the All-MIAA team
tournament
at
Second Team. This year, she Kalamazoo College, helping
moved to the top singles the Hornets to a ninth-place
flight and has posted a 16-5 finish.
record, including a 5-0 mark
The women's tennis
against MIAA competition. team will host the MIAA
Halderson has a collegiate ca- Tournament at Stowe Stareer record of 37-7.
dium for the second conWhile this will be secutive year this Friday
Halderson's first appearance and Saturday. Kalamazoo
in the NCAA III singles tour- closed out league dual meet
ney, she does have national action Saturday, April 28,
tournament
exposure. with a 9-0 victory over Alma
Halderson played during last College. This win left the
year's NCAA Division III team with an undefeated

record and they are now Invitational, 7-2.
looking to claim their sixth
Action gets under way at
straight league title overall 8:30 a.m . both days of the
and their fourth undisputed MlAA Tournament. Play conconference championship in cludes Saturday with doubles
the last five years.
semifinals and finals, folThe conference tourna- lowed by the championship
ment should feature a tight matches in singles. In addibattle between Kalamazoo tion to Halderson, other top
and Hope. The Hornets de- Hornet players include
feated the Flying Dutch 5-4 Christa Chrovian, K'97,
in league play, but. Hope league champion at fifth
turned the tables on flight singles in 1994, and
Kalamazoo in non-confer- Stephanie Decker, K'97.
ence action at the Midwest
-Office of Public Relations

Baseball fights for second MlAA win - loses by a run
Eric R. Frederick
rowly missed a victory the next
Index Staff
day.
The Kalamazoo College
The Hornets received their
baseball team continued its sea- first MIAA win as the Scots
son-long improvement this were forced by the National
past weekend at Alma College. Collegiate Athletic Association
They won their first Michigan to forfeit Friday's game due to
Intercollegiate Athletic Associa- a brawl with Mott Community
tion victory in two seasons by College earlier in the week.
means of a forfeiture, and nar- NCAA rules stipulate that all

players involved in a fight be
suspended for three days. Since
the entire team was involved,
Alma could not field a team
and were forced to concede to
the Hornets.
The next day, the Hornets
came back to try to earn a victory. In the first game, Alma's
Tim Spedoske completely shut
down the Hornets bats as he
struck out eight hitters for a final score of 7-1. Chad Zollman,
K'96, drove in Kalamazoo's
only run with a single to left
field. Manuel Rupe, K'95,
started the game on the mound
for the Hornets and was effective for four innings before he
lost his control in the top of the
fifth.

Intramural competition:
Drinkers vs. p2
William Adams
Photo Editor
Intramural softball is in
full swing, as over 70 students actively participate in
the spring league. With the
beginning of sixth week,
there is continued fierce
competition among the
seven teams involved in the
league .
There is heightened competition built up between two
of the teams, the Drinkers and
p2. The Drinkers With a Softball Problem are a team assembled by Bobby Ireland,
K'96, for the purpose of defeating the reigning champions, p2. p2 are officially called
p2_The Forth Coming or the
Final Coming because they
have won the last four intramural championships and
this is their last season together.
In their only meeting to
date, Ireland's strategically
recruited team prevailed by
one run in the last inning.
Brad Horman, K'95, captain
of p2, said that despite the
loss it was the most fun game
they've had all season.

"I'm not going to lie to
you, they're pretty serious, "
stated Horman about the
Drinkers. However, he also
said that he didn't really feel
there was a rivaIry between
the teams. "We.'re just out
there to have a good time." In
excuse of the April 17 defeat
Horman added that not all of
his players were in attendance.
.
Ireland admits that his
team plays serious softball.
The reason he gave for founding his team was vindication.
Last season, Ireland's team
lost the championship game
to p2.
While Ireland gave having
fun as the main goal of his
team, winning seems to be a
large focus . Ireland said he
likes the members of p2 and
is good friends with Horman,
but he added, "We're not going home without a championship ." At this point, the
Drinkers are 2-0.
Both teams eagerly anticipate their next meeting on
May 9. They look fprward to
another great battle and so do
fans of great softball.

The second game showed
just how far the Hornets have
come this season. After errors
in the first inning, giving Alma
College a 3-0 lead, the Hornets
came back in the top of the
third with three runs as Clint
Wagner, K'95, hit a two run
double to propel the Hornets.
Chris Butler, K'98, shut down
the Scots through four innings
and when he began to struggle,
Rupe came in and continued to
hold Alma at bay. In the top of
the sixth, Zollman had a base
hit with the bases loaded giving the Hornets the go ahead
run 4-3. In the bottom of the
seventh, however, the Scots
started a rally with a walk. The
next batter followed with a

base hit to put runners at first
and second. The next two batters went quietly, and it appeared as though the Hornets
had earned their victory. Working the last batter to a 1-2
count, Rupe gave up a fly ball
that landed just out of the reach
of Zollman's glove in center
field. Both Alma runners
scored on the double to perpetuate the Hornet's bad fortune.
The Hornets next chance for
victory is tonight against Olivet
College. The doubleheader
against the Bulldogs begins at
four. Kalamazoo also has its final MIAA series this weekend
against Calvin College here at
Woodworth Field.

Softball seniors prepare to leave home

Yoshitaka Shimazu
During their junior year, the maintain team quality and
Index Staff
softball team reached a turning team unity, each member must
"The best part of softball is point. Foster stated that a lot
meeting people, making of talented freshmen joined the meet not only the coach's exfriends." These words spoken team and they purchased new pectations, but also those of
herself and the other players.
by senior Amy Nosich help
According to Foster, "Presexplain why Kalamazoo
sure
comes from the team
softball has been successful
and
myself."
this season-they are a
For Nosich, softball is
team.
"challenging."
"Even
Yet no matter how much
though
you
are
tired,
you
one loves a team, some
have
to
play
your
best,"
she
members must say farewell
said.
"You
must
do
your
to their fellow players.
best." She also said if one
Nosich and Sara Foster,
tries hard, one can be stronK'95, are two of the departger.
Both Foster and Nosich
ing team members . As sesaid they cannot play
also
niors, they are now playing
well
without
this pressure.
their final innings.
As
members
who will reBoth Nosich and Foster entire
after
this
season,
they
tered the Hornet team as Amy Nosich and Sara Foster
have some messages to the
freshmen, and the conditions
-photo by Will Adams Hornets who continue fightwere anything but great.
ing. Nosich said she hopes
"When we came, there was no
jackets and uniforms. These her juniors are "there for their
place to play softball," Nosich re- changes gave the Hornets a
friends, everyday, not only
members.
"positive attitude," according. when they are playing."
to Nosich. Nosich also added
"Keep a positive attitude,
that this attitude is reflected in and don't get down," Foster
this year's team. "We feel that added. "Enjoy your four years,
Leff Pierce
Kalamazoo will hold the
Looking for honors this we can win. We can beat other study hard, and play softball."
Index Staff
traveling trophy in its ten weekend will be seniors Ja- teams."
Although they love softball,
The men's tennis team year existence.
son
McKinney,
Ryan
Although no sport is with- neither Foster nor Nosich will
maintained possession of
This- weekend, Kalamazoo Kaltenbach, and Paul out its difficult days, both
continue softball after graduathe Wagner Cup this year as will defend its string of 56 Bozyk . McKinney earned
Nosich and Foster stated that tion. They explained that there
they defeated Division I straight league champion- All-MIAA First Team honthey never experienced a time are two types of softball: slow
Western Michigan on April ships at Alma with a top ors last year and has played
when they really wanted to quit pitch softball and fast pitch
25 by a score of 4-3 . The seed in the MIAA tourna- number two singles this
softball. Foster also said she has softball. The "K" College softHornets struggled in the ment. The men recently year
for
Kalamazoo. "learned to work with other ball team plays the fast pitch
doubles competition, losing dropped Alma and Adrian Kaltenbach was a First Team
people" through dealing with
a point to Western. How- on April 29 without giving pick last season but missed team conflict. However, she type and there are few fast pitch
ever, the team stepped up in up a set, winning 9-0 in the tournament due to inju- added that she does not see a softball programs off campus.
After graduation, Nosich is
Singles showing their desire both . This was the team's ries. Bozyk was an all- lot of problems within the team.
looking
for a job in public relato keep the cup, named for 200th straight dual meet win league second team winner "We are doing good job not
tions,
while
Foster will be atretired Kalamazoo Gazette in the league, giving them a in both 1993 and 1994 as a having conflict between memtending
graduate
school at the
Sports writer Bob Wagner. season record of 6-0 in the representa ti ve
of bers."
of
Illinois
in ChiUniversity
!,his is the ninth year that MIAA (18-6 overall) .
Kalamazoo.
Both seniors stated that to cago.
I

Men's tennis defends Wagner Cup

If there was only one page in the paper page,
the this would be the page Page
A tankard of ale
And a brown colored sail
make a sailin' man
green with envy.

Fac.. Management needs a new shovel
The pres.? He needs a new truck
The Humphrey House needs new stair wells
And Trow is just shit out of luck.

Now from what I've learned
When cold wind blows
West of the Kalamazoo River:

Now before we leave
Let us shuffle on through
the hallowed halls of "K,"

To be green, is not
Uncommon at all
For a true connoisseur of
Marriott.

Take a look at the pictures and grandeur
seething
Beneath masses of students with papers due
teething
their nails down to bone and to nubs

Now if you ask the folk
at the top of the quad
What those at the bottom do ...
they will tell you the tale
of the long walk from there
to Crissey or Severn with you
But if its a Friday
After a long weeks' wallow
'twixt library and dorm room floors
Keep your eye peeled
on the mart claiming munchies
And stressing new deals on the door

Decide now quite freely
quite uneasily
The decision,
all up to you.
The Three foot requirement,
Admission and all.
Plus tuition of course,
And orientation in fall.
Is just the beginning
But where is it ending?
Three quarters away!
From senior's last fall.

If ya look real careful

'tween aisles of chips
You'll see students buyin' their fill
Of things that make them go bump in the night
and also make them quite ill

CONNECT THE DOTS

But enough of strange smells
Permeating the halls
And of odd stains everywhere else
Let's go to the building
Where decisions are made
And checks, paid out to all.
You'll note the lack of smiles & cheer
When the quarter begins next fall.
To validate this year
we must ask for more money
From ... you, your mom and your pals
Not just your old bill,
but that additional hike
of tuition from provost to you.
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Presidential candidates present platforms at Forum
Candidates agree student voices must be heard and offer proposals to increase student commission effectiveness
RianHarba~

and get them to listen to us," location process and why
Index staff
groups receive money. The
Craft said.
Candidates for Student
Gain presented a six point majority of her speech, howCommission President shared platform which he said would ever focused on her dedication
their campaign platforms and make Commission closer to to ending violence on campus.
responded to questions from students. ''The platform is not
"It (violence) is so kept
students at the Presidential the be-all end-all of my cam- under the rug that students
Forum Monday night in the paign, I think it sets the tone," have no where to go, one of the
President's Lounge.
he said. Gain said Commission main things I want to do if I
President Manuel Rupe, K should have a specific dinner become president is really
'95, opened discussion and table once a week where stu- work on the violence problem
then left the room. He said he dents can approach members we have on campus." She
wanted everyone to be able to with their thoughts. He said he wants to start a committee to
speak freely and informally, also plans to regularize the research ways to create a safer
and felt his presence could budget guidelines, and see to campus for stude~ts who live
make some uncomfortable.
it that a manual be published both on and off campus.
The four candidates, Jerry explaining exactly what ComDuring the question and
Craft K'96, Shawn Gavin K' 96, mission does.
answer period following the
Leslie Dopp K'96, Stacy Shafer
Dopp said if elected, she speeches, Sage Eastman K'97,
K'96 for summer/fall spoke plans to bring students closer an educational policies comfirst. Each of them said they to the Commission through mittee representative, pointed
plan to make students more Resident Assistants and Dorm out that many students hold a
informed of Commission's ac- Representatives. She said she misrepresented view about
tivities if elected. All agreed E- would better connect the two Commission and its ability to
mail should be used to inform and Commission through do its job. He also asked the
students of current issues.
weekly meetings to see that candidates how they plan to
Craft was specific about students are better repre- get students who aren't memhow he would use E-mail. '1f sented. She said she would bers of Commission to particiwe put our agenda on E-mail, also have students fill out pate.
and put our ideas on E-mail, anonymous questionnaires
''The majority of the stustudents will talk back to us," voicing their opinions. "Work- dent body doesn't come to get
he said. He also stressed the ing together will ease tensions involved, they corne to study,"
importance of members talk- and reduce barriers between replied Dopp. "One way to
ing to their friends about what faculty, Commission and stu- combat this is with RA's and
Housing Representatives comCommission is doing. '1f we dents," Dopp said.
can get students to listen, I
Shafer said Student Com- ing to Student Commission
think we can get the upper mission needs to make the meetings."
After the questions for the
hand on the Administration campus more aware of the al-

summer/fall candidates had
been answered, the two winter / spring contenders presented their ideas.
Junior Greg Raczniak
spoke first. "My platform for
the Student Commission is to
get more of a cohesive student
body," Raczniak said. He
pointed to his experience in
high school as vic~xecutive
and executive of his freshman
and sophomore classes, and
then vice-executive of his class
his junior year.
"My role there was to get
a cohesive student body, to get
a group of nerds to be kind of
cohesive and have a little bit of
fun; that was a pretty tough
job," he said.
He also said non-athletes
may not get involved since
they may not "have something
to go for." Raczniak said, if
elected he wants to establish a
way for them to become more
active.
Kate Spangler, K'96 said it
is important to listen to students and find out what they
have to say. '1 have heard more
things on this campus than I
have ever heard before just by
talking to people, first year students have a lot to say, especially about the calendar
change," she said.

Spangler said, if elected,
she plans to work very closely
with the President over the
summer to gain a better understanding of the job. She also
said commission needs to get
more information out to students, and she will deliver
their ideas to the administration.
After the forum, Gavin
said, '1t was valuable first of
all to hear what the other candidates were thinking, and it
was valuable to hear what
some of the people that attended were thinking."
Approximately 19 students attended the nearly one
and a half hour Forum, including the six candidates.
Eastman said the forum
was probably better than those
in years past because of the
high number of candidates
and the nature of the issues
confronting them.
Student Commission
Chair of Publicity Christine
Perry, K '96, called the Forum
an "overall success." She said
there were many good ideas
presented by all of the candidates. "I believe whoever is
picked for president will incorporate all the ideas that were
brought forth this evening,"
Perry said.

Biological hard work displayed ·at the Diebold Symposium
minute formal talks during consensus is that it provides a senter, said that "this distinct
Kama1aBellarnkonda
which the students formaly unique and intriguing experi- advantage given to "K" biolIndex staff
ogy students allows them to
Dr. Raymond Huey, Pro- present their SIPs. This year, ence.
Mark
Bachman,
one
of
this
have confidence in their overthe
lectures
were
given
on
Frifessor of Zoology, at the Uniyear's
presenters
said,
"The
day
afternoon
and
Saturday
all
abilities as they enter the
versity of Washington was the
experience
is
of
benefit
bereal world."
honorary guest speaker for this morning. For the poster sesNot only do students
year's Diebold Symposium. A sion, the students prepa~ a cause it allows students to
well known a\lthority on the display explaining their practice presenting their re- gain experience, but the Symphysiological ecology of terres- project. This year's posters search to others, as they likely posium also unites the bioltrial ectotherms. He spoke on, were exhibited on Friday night will continue to do as they pur- ogy majors in a way that
would be difficult to achieve
"Temporal Scale and the Evo- with each student available to sue their career goals."
if the SIPs
lUtion of Physiological Perfor- answer
were simply
questions
mance."
handed in to
Last week' s conference and prothe departwas the 13th Diebold Sympo- vide summent. Hani
sium in the Biology Depart- maries of
Houshyar ,
ment. The yearly event is dedi- their reK'95, summacated to the memory of Dr. search.
rized her feelDr .
Frances Diebold (1900-1989), a
ings when
member of the Kalamazoo Bi- Ogston of
she said, "I t
ology Department for 44 years. the Biolwas wonderA fund established by the Col- ogy Deful to watch
lege in honor of Dr. Diebold partment
my peers prehas supported students' SIP's views the
senting comfor the past twelve years. The Sympoplicated insium, "as
syrnJ>()SillIn was designed for
vestigations
biology students to an opporthat they had
tunity
for
Present their SIPs in a scientific
Senior
John
Morgan
explains
his
SIP
during
the
poster
session
held
worked
on
The event is com- students
last
Friday
at
the
thirteenth
annual
Diebold
Symposium
for
the
biology
for
months
of four parts beginning to present
with extreme
a guest speaker, lecture their re- department.
-Photoby
Will
Adams
fluidity.
It
,oess:lons, a poster session, and search in a
was also great
a dinner for professors close to
Students also said the to see how much all of us
professional setting, similar to
students.
Each student in the a national scientific meeting." Diebold provides the seniors have matured as individuals
Although
committee with a ·sense of accomplish- and as biologists since our
UleblOlc1 has the option of exmembers say they encounter ment and pride that is unique first biology course."
'UDl I,nu their SIP in a lecture
Each year, the Diebold
ardous work in preparation for to Kalamazoo College .
.· ' U"'VIl or a poster session.
another
award is
to the student
the
the overall Rebecca
sessions are

whose SIP had the overall best
presentation. At press time,
this year's recipient has not
been announced.
The Diebold Symposium
ended with the professors and
students gathering at Bravo!
Ristorante for a banquet and
formal closing of the Symposium. Sri Mummaneni summarized his expierence by saying, "It formally compiles and
celebrates four years of college."
This year's 1995 Senior Biology Diebold participants
were:
Jessica S. Brown
John J. Morgan
Kristine E. Bennett
Sriram Mummaneni
Hakan O . Koymen
Christina L. Proctor
Peter G. Avis
William C. Uicker
Mark W. Bachman
Paul D. Bozyk
Rebecca A. Bayer
Hani Houshyar
Rebecca I. Beebe
Jihye Kim
Prashant J. Desai
Yasaman Navai
Sara D. Foster
Vishal Bansal
David J. Johnson
Barbara A. Sheehy
Kelli R. Johnson
Sarah S. Bouchard
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MEET THE CANDIDATES

1) Milt is you, defiNitioN of the ,ole of StudeNt CommissiON? Milt is you, defiNitiON of the role
of the Stu4tttt Commissioll ~si4tttt?
2) Milt lire the most import/lNtplllNS Oil you, IIgttt4l1du';Ng your term ill office? Milt do you
see yourself accomplishiNg I7y the etul of your term as Stu4tttt CommissioN ~si4tttt?

1) Student Commission is the official recognized voice of

Name: Jerry Craft, Jr.
Year: K'96
Major: Political Science and Theatre

the student body for Kalamazoo College. It is the instrument that students and administration/faculty can use to
gauge the ideas of each other, and creates a background
for the working together of the two units of the College. It
should be the instrumental means by which the administration/faculty gauges the ideas and concerns of the student body, and in which students gauge the ideas and concerns of the administration/ faculty.
The role of President is the head of this organization,
however, he/she is not alone. The president should be in
charge of orchestrating the activities and business of the
body and to get ideas and concerns cirC\!lated. However,
the president does not act alone. The president should
work hand-in-hand with the elected officials of Student
Commission and the actual students, in an effort to accomplish the goals of the students. The president is the

person who unites.
2) I feel that it is vital that we stop playing games. We constantly hear how presidents want to open
up the communication channels between the administration and students, but yet, time and time
again, this goal is not utilized. I believe that the reason for this is that the president has always tried
to do things on his/her own. This needs to stop. The new president must continue the new trend
of opening Student Commission up to the students. If we utilize the students' strengths, the possibilities improving the student voice to the administration would be incredible. I believe we need to
do this by utilizing the latest fad of students by opening an E-mail account in which the ideas of
students could be better received by the elected officials. We need to have an open discussion dinner table at least once a week in which students come and join Commission in dinner discussions.
Commission's image of being for the elite and a useless tool needs to be changed in the minds of the
students, and I feel these are just some of the ways that this could be accomplished.
I think it is reasonable to begin these goals in my term. However, the process does not end in
two quarters. It needs to continue through the implementation of my ideas.
3) The student organizations. It is through student organizations that the real memories and lessons of college are learned. You don't learn about all the things that shape you as an individual in
the classroom, but rather on such things as Envorg hiking trips, WRC/GLBSG c:liscussions, and
InterVarsity retreats. In order for these activities to continue, they need to be funded.
4) I think that in order to gain support, you first have to gain respect. If people see you as a leader,
a guider with a vision, you can accomplish great things. I have the vision and experience with a
wide variety of things to help with my leadership. I think that conversations have a great impact
on things, and I think we just need to talk more. Not only Commission to student, but Commission
to Commission. So many times have I sat in a Student COmmission meeting only to find that for the
past quarter things have been going on that no one was Informed of. That needs to stop.

Name: Shawn Gavin
Year: K'96
Major: Political Science
Concentration: Public Policy

1) The role of Student Commission is, first and foremost,
representation. Commission must actively seek out student opinion on important issues, and carry that opinion
back to the faculty and administration, ensuring that the
Student's perspective is always taken into account.
Also, Commission must be both proactive and responsive to the needs of students, constantly looking for
ways to improve life here at the "KN.
A good president must be a leader, an administrator,
and most importantly, an advocate. Leadership means
setting agendas for change, constantly pushing him/herself and others to make Commission more effective, more
relevant to the lives of Students. But that person also has
to be detail oriented, making sure that all of the routine
tasks of organization and administration are covered. The
president is also the primary voice of Student COmmission (and therefore the students), and it is his/her job to
make sure that voice is heard by the faculty and adminis-

tration.
2) What I would hope to achieve, in the broad sense, is a more representative and more effective
Student Commission, one that is willing and able to work on behalf of students, both on big issues,
such as the calendar, and on the little aspects of their everyday lives. My platform, which is called
N
~ew Directions , is centered around this idea. The three things I intend to do which I consider
most important are: Constitutional Reform, the Student Commission Dinner Table, and Info-mate,
a way for students and Commission to communicate through e-mail.
3) I think Commission's number one financial priority must be to provide operating funds to student organizations in a fair manner. After the organization funds are distributed, Commission
should devote funds to projects which benefit the campus as a whole. I believe a high priority
should be placed on events which help to build community, or which promote the general well:'
being of students, (e.g.., workshops on safety and security, time--management skills, or safer~x).
4) The key to gaining support will be communication, letting people know through both formal
(Index, bulletin boards, e--mail) and Informal (talking to people) means. I truJ Y believe that once
people are aware of what I intend to do, they will support it. No one likes having a Student COmmission they can't respect, and that's especially true for Commission members. We all have a vested
interest in an effective student government.
1) I believe the Student Commission should be an entity
that not only is a focal point for the concerns of the student body, but also an organization that effectively executes these interests. I envision my role as President to
be a facilitator in the pursuit of these goals and represent
the student body as whole.
2) I hope the goals on my agenda are the accomplishments I will have made at the end of my term. I think several topics need to be addressed that have a more cohesive student body. Specifically these include the concerns
of commuters, foreign Students, and inner-student body
conflicts.
3) I felt a question such as this should be addressed while
the information concerning the decisions is being preName: Greg Raczniak
Year: K'96
sented. I do not wish to make a comment for the simple
Major: Biology
fact that I have no reason to believe more money should
be allocated anywhere unless there is just reason.
4) This in my opinion, will be the most difficult task; however, I also believe a well thought-out,
logical plan will have the intrinsic ability to carry itself and have all three bodies support it. Thus,
the challenge will be to create policies that will have this quality and by doing so I will be able to
accomplish my goals.

3) MGt areas do you thlllk thllt Stv4mt CommissioN should allocate mo", mONty to?
4) How do you plall oftgaillillg the support of StudeNt CommissioN, stu4tttt body, aNd admillistratiOll Oil the issues you waNt impltmtttted?

1) The role of Student Commission is to provide a bridge
between the faculty /administrators and the students.
Through communication, dedication and commitment, the
president must work well with the Commission to carry
out the agenda.
2) The most important plan is to reassure the students
that they have a voice on campus and that it needs to be
heard. With the Housing Representatives and RA's working together to find out student's thoughts and concerns,
Student Commission will be approaching the student instead of waiting for the student to approach them. This is
the main goal that I will have accomplished by the end of
the term.
Name: Lesley Dopp
3) The areas that Student Commission should allocate
Year. K'96
more money to are the ones that are most active in eduMajor: Psychology &: Teaching Cercating the community and the students.
tificate
4) I will gain the support of the above mentioned by apMinor: Political Science
proaching the issues in a realistic manner. In this manner,
I will be dedicated to the good at hand, yet being flexible
and open to the groups concerns. No individual concern is too great or too small to be heard. I feel
that after goals are articulated, a good leader follows through with a plan of action.
1) The role of Student Commission is to reside as an active
representative of the entire student body and to serve as
direct liaisons between the student body and administration. Student Commission has a responsibility to keep the
student body Informed of campus policy debate, educational proposals, and general Student Commission agenda.
The Student Commission President has the responsibility
of guaranteeing that student concerns, suggestions, and
questions are addressed. The President must also make
sure that Student Commission members are following
through with the duties of their elected positions in order
to better represent the student body. Responsibility as the
main liaison between administrators and Students falls
under the duties of the Presidenl Most importantly, the
Name: Stacy Shafer
President must actively present Student's concerns on topYear: K'96
ics discussed during faculty meetings, Board of Trustees
Major: Theatre Arts
meetings, and departmental meetings.
Minor: Political Science
2) The following include my plans as President to enforce
a more proactive student voice and more efficient student representation on Student Commission.
a) I would like to develop a new E-mail program called NStudent VoiceNwhich will give
students and administration access to Student Commission minutes, agenda, committee reports,
questions and answers, forum details, and other various Information that involve student activity
at NKN. This E-mail program will also include access to Student Commission member's names,
positions, and e-mail addresses 'in order to make for easier access to representation and problem
solving.
b) Under my term in office I would like to continue offering active support from Student
Commission to help more toward a nonviolent campus. Steps will be taken to create a safer environment for students on and off-campus. Actions will also be take to make progress in eliminating
student-student and faculty-student harassment and intimidation. This nonviolent plan will be
dealt with under a new stop-the-violence committee that will be added to Student Commbsion.
c) My plans as President also include creating another new Student Commission committee know as "Reach-out". These members will be responsible for initiating direct contact with all
~N students during their NonN quarters. This group will go door-to-door biweekly to talk to students about their questions and concerns. They will also be responsible for informing Students of
present Student Commission agenda As President, I will automatically be assigned as a member to
this committee.
d) I believe that student organizations also deserve a stronger voice on Student CoDUJlission. I plan to schedule three meetings per quarter that will require Student Commission members
and organizational heads to meet and discuss plans and expectations in order to provide more
active involvement between Commission and organizations.
3) First and foremost, J feel that money should be allocated fairly to each Student Commission
funded organization under specific guidelines of education and student body awareness and activity. If funds are left, funds should be used to support such events like the Bone Marrow Drive,
Computer Services, and campus wide activities. Money should only be used to promote activities
on programs that affect the entire student body.
4) When I first take office, I will hold a forum to discuss my upcoming plans for Student COmmission and offer room for suggestions and questions. During first week of summer quarter, I will be
going door-to-door and calling commuters in order to introduce my new plans personally. From
the start, I will be in constant contact with President Bryan, Dean laPlante, Provost Cook, and Barb
Vogelsang in order to introduce my platform and to keep Informed of administrative proposals and
events that are taking place. When the new summer Student Commission meets, I will be sure that
they are clear about my proposals and are given a chance to question and suggest. It will also be •
point of mine to layout each member's duties form the start.

1) The role of Student Commission is to represent the student body in their needs and act upon those and/or take
them to the administration. The role of the President of
Student Commission is to take the voices of the student to
the administration and work with both bodies to accomplish changes or institute new policy, etc.
2) My most important plan for my term would be to increase student involvement and awareness through promotion of elections, coherent explanation of what positions
are available on Commission and to work closer with Students by informing the body what Student Commission
does, and seeking new ideas from them. I believe this can
be accomplished by the end of my term.
Name: Kate Spangler
3) Student Commission should not choose one club to give
Year: K'96 more money to, but work closely with organizations to asMajor: Sociology
sist them in their goals. The current prooess does not have
Concentration: Public Policy and Urorganizations working with Commission, but merely stWbanAffairs
mitting budgets. Organizations should have more representation on Commission to work for the goals of everyone
4) I believe by seeking students' needs and acting upon those suggestions will result in student
body support. By being open to the members of Student Commission and letting each individual
participate, Student Commission will be supportive because they will be implementing their issues
and those of their peers. If the student and Commission are organize effectively and represent the
views of the students, I believe the administration will be open to our suggestions and ideas. _
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INTERNATION
NEWS
sponsored by ISO
Argentina- Buenos Aires; the human rights organization of
Argentina, "Mad res de la Plaza de Mayo," ask this Friday to
the head of the catholic church in Argentina for the excommunication of the priests that consent the aSSignations of
political prisoners in the military dictatorship years (1976/
1983). One of the leaders of the movement said: "The priests
that have blood on their hands because they approved such
terrorist and repressive acts should be separated from their
religion." 64% of the Argentinian population has declared
in a survey their interest in finding out what happened to
the missing ones.
Menen will have to go to a second run elections in order to
be reelected president. The most recent surveys about the
upcoming elections show that president Carlos Menen,
peronist candidate, will have a close competition with Jose
Bordon candidate from FREPASO.
Ecuador- The program of privatization of public services is
in progress with the opening for auction of the Phone Company EMETEL. In the other hand the expectations in the international commerce in Ecuador show a positive interest in
the decision of the GATT in the follOwing days about Ecuador becoming an active member of the GATT.
France- France has a new president. Jacques Chirac won the
elections held this Sunday. The political veteran of the conservative party knew the results of his victory in the late afternoon of Sunday based in the computer predictions which
were confirmed Monday morning in the official results.
Nicaragua- Managua: Political leaders ask the people of Nicaragua to protest in the streets against the government and
the constitutional reforms implanted in the last days.
TIllS WEEK IS INTERNATIONAL WEEK. BESIDES THE
GREAT FOOD ALSO YOU CAN BE PART OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONNECTION "THE ISO YEAR BOOK"
People interested in staying in touch with International students, a good friend over seas to write to or somebody to
call on your foreign study. Get your ISO year book and become part of the international connection.
People interested in appearing in the ISO year book: Photos
will be taken Thursday 11th of May 1995, between 8:00 &
9:00 p.m. The place: the photo-lab (Fine Arts Building) room
211 .
If you just want to get the yearbook you can ordered in our
table in Hicks, Thursday and Friday week 7, dinner time.
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Committee works out culture cross
Kathy Quinney
Index Staff
"K" Students may
be
able to do their foreign study
equivalent in Kalamazoo, according to a concept designed in
the general education program
proposed by the Calendar/Curriculum Committee (0). This
option for a cross cultural experience is directed toward students who do not or are unable
to go on Study Abroad.
While the specifics of this
program are still being dealt
with, goals have been carefully
thought over. It would be designed with the intention that
students would have an experience outside their own culture. Students would also have
to consider what aspects of
their own culture they could
bring to the program. Finally,
each participant would define
how the culture could enhance
their own educational as well
as life experience. Students
could arrange their cross cultural experiences anywhere in
the country,
including
Kalamazoo. The purpose of the
criteria would be to assist stu-

soon

dents in creating a cross cultural experience in which they
could participate most effectively.
Last Friday, the Student Input Calendar Committee (SICC)
conducted a lunch survey asking students what they thought
of the cross cultural experience.
The majority of the students said
that the cross cultural experience is a vital part of the education. Some, however, showed
concern over the emphasis
placed on the program.
First year student, Andrea
Dakin said, '1t is to a certain
extent (important), but a lot is
what people put into it."
Students were also asked if
they thought the cross cultural
experience could be accomplished at a domestic level as
opposed to going abroad .
Many of the students felt that
it could be done, but not to the
same level achieved when living in another country. One
sophomore said, "A cross cultural experience can happen
everyday here and that also
needs to be appreciated."
Many of the juniors and

seniors thought that the cross
cultural experience should be
highly encouraged but not be
a requirement. Others said that
making a cross cultural experience a requirement would
benefit the campus community.
Faculty members on the
cross cuI tural experience committee include Dr. Ellen
Caldwell, Dr. Kim Cummings,
Dr. Kiran Cunningham, Dr.
Pete Gathje, Dr. Benson Prigg,
and Vaughn Maatman.
Caldwell, who is also a
member of C3, said that the
newly designed program,
through either research or direct
action, "would offer students an
appreciation for cultural diversity as well as the chance to develop new styles of communication and interaction."
In total, thirty-five students participated in the survey. COmmittee members are
carefully reviewing all
thoughts and questions. Anyone with additional questions
is asked to contact Sage
Eastman at 7509 or Kathy
Quinney at 5955.

Admissions and world wide web need you
Chuck Kemeny

infonnationretworl<Ieldlingmil- committee will seIa.t what will be
lions of readers.
wOO on the Foreign Study Page.
1reAdmissionsOfficeisroldPictures should be of travel,
ProtograplBswill be able to
ing a rontest until 8th week to find studycenle!sand bwnswherestuwrite a desai~ of the pcture,
picturesand essaysaboutstudents' dents lived. Essays am be alx>ut
fomgnstudyexperience. Winning any part of a foreign studyexperi- and tier name will placEd on the
page.
entries will be compiled on a "K" ence. Submissions should be
Pictures will be returntrl to
admission page to be featurai in
tuIredintotheMath:maticslPsy- tierowrersiflhereisaboxnumthe World Wide Wh, a computer crology Office in ~ HaJJ. A ber and name written on the hick
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Pinching no pennies
Christine Perry
Index Staff
Students extended hearts,
hands, pennies, and enthusiasm in last week's Penny Drive
to assist the victims and community of the Federal Building
Disaster in Oklahoma City.
Students across campus
banned together to financialIy
assist the victims and community of the Oklahoma Disaster.
Dormitoryrepresentatives
agreed that instead of confining
their work to the residential
haIls, it would be unique to extend an activity into the community. Planning for the drive
began shortly after the tragedy
and was launched as a contest
on Wednesday, May 3.
The rules of the penny
drive were to place pennies in
the student's dormitory container, while placing nonpenny denominations in opPOsing dorms. At the end of
the contest, the dormitory with
the most pennies after the
il!nountofnon-pennydenominations were subtracted, won.

-

Resident representatives
agreed to wager $10 of their a1located funds from Student
Commission as incentive for the
community to participate. The
winner of the Penny Drive
would obtain the money donated by each of the dorm representatives for a social function.
The Penny Drive was a
success. All students were generous in their gifts. ~Waters
and Hoben even reqwred addi tional containers. By the te~
mination of the drive on Fnday, May 5, students had ~ed
more than seven galIon Jugs
with change.
Due to the quantity of
change obtained, the money
was taken to First of America
to be counted and the results
and winner will be announced
today.
.
.
Th~ best thing about this
contest IS that there are no losers. Kalamazoo COIl.ege has
made a great effort to. Improve
the lives of those outside of our
campus and therefore, everyone won.

, . . . . ...01-'_"1 tOPPings 9St each

---any other coupon
only at partICipaTIng stores

.J L
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---cloy otM!- coupon
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The new dating medium of the '90s: Ditched in Cyberspace
Louise Dunderdale
Index staff
In the 1970s, there were
cocktail bars. Then there were
exercise gyms, the discos, and
the dating videos. In the needto-be-safe, AIDS-phobic 1990s,
we now put our dating faith in
a new medium: IRe. And the
best thing? We have free,
round-the-clock access through
the Mac labs here at "K."
For those of you who are
not computer-oriented (there
surely can be few left out there
in this blissfully ignorant state
who do not know about the super-info highways, and have
never heard of electronic mail,
World Wide Web, Mosaic and
the rest of the accessible networks), IRC stands for interactive Relay Chat.
Basically, it is the written
computer equivalent of party
telephone-lines where large
numbers of people can talk at
the same time on any topic
they like and even have their
own private channels on
which to talk with their
friends.
With the connecting mo-

dem, computer terminal and
server, you can have multiple
conversations with guys or
girls up and down the country
and across the world, in every
age range and interest bracket.
And herein lies the problem. Nobody ever warns you
that IRC is addictive or that
your new cyberspace friends
will sometimes seem more real
than the real world. Because
once you make friends on your
chosen channel, they often remember who and what you
are and they take the time to
ask how the aSSignment went.
It doesn't seem to matter
that you have never met them:
you really don't need to know
what they look like. The idealistic situation wished for by generations has come to fruition:
personality is now everything.
You can be who you want to be,
from tart-with-a-heart to misscaring-of-the-universe.
The other thing nobody
ever warns you about is that
just as you can fall in love with
someone in real life after spending hours talking to them after
a class or in a coffee shop, you

can also fall in love with someone you may never have met,
but have talked to for hours on
IRe. And just as in a "real" relationship, you can be dumped.
Except this time, when the end
comes on IRC you are ditched
in cyberspace instead of over
coffee in the coffee shop. Regardless of new technology,
and new dating techniques,
human characteristics never
change!
Farfetched? Hardly. Everyone at this school knows someone involved with IRC,
whether addictively or occasionally. There have been stories told of groups of these
"cyberspace friends" actually
meeting in real life. There have
been cases on this campus of
people taking IRC to a more
personal level and swapping email account addresses and
having single one-on-one conversations.
There have even been cases
of people swapping phonenumbers and following
through with the promised
phone call. There has even been
one case of someone actually

dating their IRC buddy and finally getting married.
But I have come to a decision. No more IRC for me. I'm
not prepared to spend any more
time talking to strangers at four
in the morning about the weirdest of topiCS, or have my e-mail
box filled with poetry and elec-

tronic on-line roses, or suffer any
more heartache from men who
don't come through. At least,
that is the resolve. Hopefully, it
will do better than the New
Year's Resolutions made in
January that finally ended up
lasting all of a week. Ah, que

sera, sera.

What are you doing Saturday night? Tom Anagnost K'95 spends
time on e-mail, the first step to the addictive world of IRe.
-Photo by Will Adams

Mocktail event of the year kicks off The Colored Museum
Katie Zimmer
Index Staff
DeWaters residents and
staff want to be the first to celebrate opening night of The
Colored Museum. They have organized "The Mocktail Event
of the Year" to kickoff the May
18 performance.
The party was organized
by the resident programming
committee, and was supported
by the Residential Life staff.
This is not~fil:st time preevent parties have been spOnsored by student groups.
The goal of the occasion is

"to bring students and faculty
together in a nonacademic
manner to relate," said Sage
Eastman, one of the members
of the Residential Life staff. One
could call it a "student/ faculty
mixer," according to Eastman.
Semiformal dress is optional for those attending the
party. The organizers said they
hope the party will serve as
more than a statement of appropriate attire. They expect it
to "add to the ambiance of the
evening," Eastman said.
In addition to residents of
DeWaters Hall, faculty mem-

hers are invited. RSVPs are due
by Friday, May 12. So far, the
response has been slow with
only 5 to 10 faculty replies, according to the resident assistants. They expect more confirmations as the due date nears.
Kleine said, '''The resident
life staff likes to support the
theater department productions, and events such as the
Mocktail Party encourage student attendance at the play."
The dorm event is scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
second floor lounge of
DeWaters Hall. The event is $2

So who's listening to us anyway?
HamzaSuria
Index Staff
Ever had the feeling that
you just can't communicate
with your parents? For me, it
has always been trying to explain the obvious, without
arousing any further suspicions about my personal life.
Most parents do not give
the impression that they want
to understand their children's
needs. Instead they have this
curious knack for being able
to determine independently
for themselves how their kids
should live.
Amazing, huh? I've
heard of mommies being able
to read a child's mind, but
this sort of osmotic intuition
can often go too far.
At least in my experience,
parents have always been very
curious about just what I'm not
telling them. Whenever I have
to communicate with anyone
of the older generation
(namely the old fogies above
35), they've always suspected

for my desires. Although not everyone tries to guess what it is
that you are "probably trying to
hide," parents often have the
guts to take a stab and predict
just what they assume I have in
mind.
The question here is not
whether parents are right or
wrong in their perceptions, but
whether it is respectful of our
freedom (as young, mature
adults) for them to do so. It is
up to parents to understand us
enough and make us more
open to our concerns, not try
crap-shots at what their worstcase scenario image is.
Personally, I think that's
happening way too often in this
SOCiety. Parents are parents;
they will never stop worrying.
But then when are we to go out
into the real world and learn
from our mistakes. Maybe after they've died and there's no
one else to give a "$&#& about
us? I don't think so.
From this day forth, whenever a parent, professor, or any-

one else who's "over the hill"
tries to tell you what they really
think you want, make yourself
heard.
You don't have to convince
them with proof or excess reasoning. Your word as an adult
should be enough. H they have
any doubts, they should come
forth and ask you direct questions and placate their own
cloudy judgement. However,
they have no right to jump to
conclusions about your ideology, desires, or wants.
I suppose the end result of
all this suspicion and judgment
is that very few people actually
do pay attention to what we,
as students, are trying to say.
Our judgments and decisions are by no means perfect,
yet they're our own opinions
and thoughts. No one else
should be able to modify them
unless we want them to. I
think we're adults, and it's
high time the previous generation relinquish their fears and
accept us that way.

for students, as compared to $3
for rush tickets. This includes
the hors d' oeuvres as well as
noniilcoholic beverages, such

as daiquiris. The group will
walk together over to the Balch
Theater and sit in a reserved
block of seats.

Taking care of business
Karow Gordon
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College
Association of Economics and
Business (KCAEB) is taking
care of business this quarter.
Although only a year old,
KCAEB is one of the most active organizations on campus.
This quarter 10 members
from KCAEB traveled to Chicago for an informational tour
of the Chicago Stock Exchange
and the Chicago Board of Trade.
They made it in plenty of time
to witness the 1 p.m. closing of
the Commodities Exchange.
The tour served as a practical
supplement to cIassroom lectures.
One of thegroup's founders, Mark
Wachter K'96, says the trip providErlfirsthaOO "exposure to rommodities and exchange"
Yesterday, KCAEB, along
with the Women's Resource Center, sponsored a talk by Dr.
Hannah McKinney. Theeconomicsprofessorspokeonthe''frends
for Women in the Labor Force."
Also, the club plans to sponsor another professor from the
Economics Department, Dr. Ken
Reinert, who will give a talk on
the economic impact of the North
America Free Trade Agreement
on Wednesday, May 17 at 4 p.m
in the Stone Room Later in the
quarter, KCAEB will host small
business owner Jim Harrington,
who will discuss the various chaIlenges and berefits of owning a
small business. The time and date
have yet to be announced.
The members of KCAEB

are also planning to extend
their activities into the
Kalamazoo community. They
are planning to help provide
food for people who cannot afford adequate diets. KCAEB
members volunteered to help
register businesses and service
booths at the Small Business
Expo today at the Radisson Hotel in downtown Kalamazoo.
KCAEB members are pIanning to end the quarter with a
pizza party where students and
department faculty members
can informally discuss courses
and graduate schools.
The club is open to any "K"
student with interest in economics and business. Meetings are
held weekly to facilitate student,
faculty and alumni interaction
and to promote the awareness of
economic and business issues on
campus. Meeting times and
places are posted in the Hicks
Center and in the dorms weekly.
Elizabeth Veldman K'98,
the president and contact person of KCAEB for the spring
'95, says the organization is
"supported by the Economics
Department, but, run by students."
A1uned Hussen, the chair of
the Economics Department and
faculty advisor for KCAEB believes in allowing the students to
run the association. According to
Hussen, "Faculty can be adisruptive force." When it comes to students Hussen said he is there to,
"listen to them and support
them"
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Recently a group of students were talking about the points of agreement found among
Kalamazoo students. In particular they were discussing the things that seemed to be supported
unanimously, or even by the majority of the campus.
Automatically, the group looked to the sports teams. Most colleges universities strongly
support their teams. Just look at Ann Arbor on a sunny October Saturday. Even a rainy cold day
produces a spectacular crowd.
How are football games here at "K"? Overwhelming support is just not the operative word.
In fact, football players have, in the past, been seen as more of a villain than the hero of the
campus. There has even been disagreement over wether or not we should even HAVE a football
team. Maybe sports are not the place to look. What about other issues? Campus organizations? Rights of the individual? But then hOw do we explain the inner group conflicts? The lack
of support from the campus as a whole? The destruction of signs expressing a group belief?
Unanimous support is not quite evident.
So, what did the group come up with? Is there a conunon thread campus? The think tank
said yes. The group belief is dissatisfaction. EVERYONE can find things to complain about.
Skeptics of this theory are invited to sit through a dinner at Marriott. And what about the
ideas of campus entertainment? We may not be able to change the way the workers prepare the
food, but we can have a say in what we do on Friday and Saturday nights. U we want
excitement... why not plan it?
And finally the educational policies or the calendar change. The same students, who HATED
being in a classroom last summer while all their friends were at the beach, are not vehemently
opposing the proposed change. Or further, there are those students who claim that "K" does not
live up to it's academic reputation yet, they will not listen to an improvement proposal.
So, in all the hours of complaininz, have we ever thought of actually trying to change !lOmething? Realistically?
Student Commission elections are being held throughout the day tomorrow. All of the candidates have said that they will work to improve conditions on campus. Further, the college is
going through many changes that will directly affect each one of us. Student Commission, and
ultimately, the student body (yes, even you) should have a significant say in what goes on.
Take five minutes to vote tomorrow. Although the cliche is overused, your vote really
does count.

Aaron Portenga
rnaexStaff
The Gay Lesbian Bisexual Support Group (GLBSG) sponsored
its Pride Week last week. One of the methods used by its members
involved writing chalk messages about being homosexual on the
sidewalks around campus.
~ I think the GUEGs aim at creating a supportiYe aro safeenvirorunent isroIIlIIleOOabIe, I do rot think that writing on theskiewalllS is the
best way to bring aOOut supp:nt There are betteI; more supportive aro
more infoImative ways to bring attentUl to this cause. A maId1,. forum,
LACC or Olapel on the SI.Ibp:t cwki infoon the aunpus better wiItnlt
alieIlatingpotentialall2;. 1bgainsuppat. Gl.lR;memberscwkispooser
a fun CDIIlII'llIDity e\6lt Jikea Pxmeegolftoumamellt<r9JIIlel:hingelsethat
is goOO. fortheaunpus rommunity. This would reIp uKu students seearo
nm the Gl.lR; members in an infollI\al setting aro uroestand frem as
real poople aro not sorrething to be imal orwoOOered aOOut.
The fact is many students do not like the campus sidewalks
marked with chalk. Furthetmore, they resent being called
homophobic and being told thatthey are part of the problem byanonymous people who write colorlul messages in the cover of the night.
While it may be true that many of us are part of the problem, there are
better ways to teach us how to correct it. Many people do not realize
that they act in ways that are homophobic Writing slogans on sidewalks is not going to make these people come to a realization.
Some GLBSG members seem to assume that many UK" students
are on one side or the other of this issue Trey fail to grasp that many are
undecided on the issue. Instead they insist that students are either
with them or against them. Such misunderstanding by the GLBSG
causes some of their members to be intolerant of people just as the
people against them are intolerant of the GLBSG. Insinuating or stating outright that the community is homophobic only instigates more
of the name calling that the GLBSG aims to end The best way to
gather support and get people to join a cause is not by accusing and
alienating people, but by charming and informing them about it.
Nore of the writing on the sidewalks was vel)' infoImative. While
the phrases "Women loving WJlren" aro "God lcM5 Gays" were oealive, they faOOj to infoIm trose who read them. OJ.tof all the chalk I read
arowd aunpus, there was only ore that presented e\6\ somewhat of a
factaro that was '10% Think About It" Beingigrorantoo thissubjertmy
question was, "!en perrent of Kalamazoo College? or Thn perrent of the
US.? orThn pero:mofthe W>rki?" Idoo'tknow. Unfortunately, the chalk
writing didn't go more in depth like a disOlssicn axikJ. have.
Whatis needed is a more informativeand supportive way to bring
aboot awareness. While theGLBSG members scheduled some activities for last week. ore was luckytoever find out when and where these
events were held A few little signs and an article in the romer of the
serond page of theInde:x are not erough to get the average "K" student's
attention. Granted. signs were ripped down and theGLBSG members
have no control over where the Index prints an article, but these are
thingsthegroupmustanticipate If the GLBSG members want people
to be informed and gain support they must find rew alternative ways
to get their message out other than the metOOds they have used.
Evei)' year the sidewalk chalk aro the same old events have ocrurred but support is sti1llacking for theGLBSG. If this is rot a sign that
something rew must be triOO. then I don't know what is.

Truth about welfare gets lost in white male rhetoric
Kezia Pearlman
Index staff
Kalamazoo College students and faculty engage in an
ongoing debate as to whether or
not "K" is a microcosm of reality. 'The belief that we live in a
"bubble" swfaces repeatedly. In
the past, I have argued against
the bubble theory. After all, I reasoned, the things that happen
here also occur in the so-called
reaJ. world. However,something
that doesn't exist for most "K"
students is poverty. Now, I do
not want to make a glossy generaliza tion abou t everyone's
home life and/ or childhood.
Nor do I intend to guilt-trip students for being economically
privileged. What I do want to
addressistheiocreasinglyinsidiOus discourse of misogyny and
racism promulgated by predOminantly white male politidans and media in the discourse
of "welfare refonn."
While House Speaker Newt
Gingrich and his "Contract with
America" bedfellows jockey for
positions to offer their 'expertise'

on welfare, many fads areignorai,
obscured and forgotten.
First of all, if we believed
everything printed in the mainstream press (and I do hope we
are not that naive) we might actually be tempted to think that
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (A.F.D.C) eats up a
huge chunk of the federal budget. It doesn't. A.F.D.C. represents less than 1 percent of the
federal budget annually. Compare that to the 27 percent that
the national defense consumes.
Here in MidIi~ whidl repreSE!'II:s toa:nservativesacrossthenalion a puad.igm of welfare "toughlove;' CovellO' EngiercutAFD.C
benefits by 11 penmt MidIigan
AFD.Cpayrretlsare$435curonth
with $69 in food stamp; alIocatm
for each family rnerrber. ~
a1rrost70percmtofthatinaxnewill
gourent,it'seasytoseethattherest
of the rI"OreY will quickly dwirdle
in trying u rover the rrost 00sic re-

ceaties.
Engler's "Social Contract,"
requires A.F.D.C. recipients to
either work or volunteer at least

twenty hours a week of
un waged labor. Obviousl y,
raising children isn't considered" work," though it certainly is unwaged. His
"Workfirst" program requires
women to work twenty hours
a week prior to enrolling in
higher education or vocational
education training. In addition,
recipients can only attend
school for two years. This effectively keeps them in the lowwage pink collar ghetto.
1h! "Social GJntrad" iscunendy
being usOO as a rrodeI for the "Personal~ Act," a<m1pC}'
nentof1re Cootractwith Arrerica.
1h! Personal R.espJnsIblity Act requiresAFD.Credpientsto wod<l5
h>urs/week in "work slots" in (JI'der to receive the benefits they
would normally receive from
AF.D.c These worl< slot wages
would be below the minimum
wage (the Jargest AFDC grant in
the CDUIllry is $366/IlU\th). Neitherdlildaue,eenpti0r6fordlildbirthorinfantswwldbeJXOVidOO.
To<IXl'fOlll"d ti;,. li'efus:rel Fe~~t>en

~dU:hm.lxm tH\Urenal-

mrlyoo w6fare.ard \o\QTffi wt1B!
dlikhm'spiBnitymt~

Isn'tit interesting that male politicians focus so much of their energy on female behavior? 'The
demonization of teen mothers
seems one-sided when you ronsiderthat~percentofb1biesbom

to girls Wlder sixteen are fathered
byrren in their twenties or over.
The obsession with poor
women's sexuality, especially AfricanAne1can worren's, by male
politicians is troubling. \\bmenon
welfare are portrayed (initially by
Reagan) as "queens" living high
off the hog and sleepingwith multiple men and breeding incessantly. Knowing the minuscule
aIrountofmooeyworrenon welfare receive, the first part of the
equationisludiaous. Theserond
part is also empirically false-worren on welfare usually have
less children than do worren in
"traditional" families.
Despite the truth, there seems
to be a move to severely restrict
and regu1atepoorworren'ssexuality. A dramatic example is the

enforcedimplernentationofbirth
control and sterilization. Many
politicians (IroSt recently WcIshington, D.C mayor Marion Bany)
have advocated a law that would
require worren on welfare to be
implanted with Norplant
Perhaps, as Nation CoIwnnist
Katha Pollit suggests, deadbeat
dadsand rren who fatherdlildren
"out of wedlock" should have
mandatory vase::tomies.
'The current debate over welfare does nothing to address the
reasons why women are the
poorest group of people in this
country. Male politicians surely
aren't looking at the severe repercussi.ons of patriarchy or capitalism. Most don't question the fact
that a woman's best way out of
poverty is stilI marriage; on the
contrary they are touting marriageas a woman's best option.
If we don't pay careful attention to the discourse of welfare,
we risk the danger that the racist
and sexist myths pumped by the
media and politicians (Republicans and Dem:x:rats) will obliterate the truth.
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Darrell Jones presents swingin' SIP and all that jazz
also will play the He is slightly concerned that
Jones started to play
drums for the upcom- he will not have enough practhe sax in fourth grade.
ing production of The tice time with the other musiHe was playing the picians. However, he said he
Colored Museum.
ano when he was introThrough preparing knows they are all very good
duced to the sax at an
his SIP, Jones said he rec- at their instruments and
assembly in his elemenognized the struggles of should handle the music well.
tary school. "I decided
The timing of the perforcomposing. He.is gratethe saxophone was a lot
ful he used two quarters mance is another worry accooler than the piano so
because the creating cording to Jones. He said he
I started taking lesturned out to be very fears that many people will not
sons," Jones said.
time consuming. Jones attend because of prior comJones's grandfather
said that he's sure he mitments on Saturday, such as
played the sax in
would not have been the Senior Pig roast and
groups as a young man
able to create if he'd Mother's day activities. Howand Jones saw the sax
waited and had to work ever through it all Jones said
as a chance to play an
that the draw of good jazz in
under pressure.
instrument that few
Dalton
Theater's personal and
Jones
said
he
is
"a
Jones plans to
the
others were playing.
accessible
atmosphere should
little
nervous
and
According to Jones, all carnmunity with his saxophone SIP.
and music lovattract
students
scared"
about
the
up-Photo by WillAdams
of the other kids
ers
alike.
coming performance.
wanted to play the
drums so he decided to
play something different. largely influenced his SIP.
Jones is actively involved
Jones said there's nothing
in
many
musical groups at
quite like the sound of an enJacqueline Chevalier
"K."
In
addition
to playing sax
semble in which the different
Index Staff
melodies from a variety of in- in the Jazz band he is also a
Remember playing Capture the Flag in your neighborstruments interact and blend. bass in the Chamber Choir
hood or at summer camp as a kid? It is the only game as
This love of creating music and the College Singers. Jones
simple as Go Fish and as classic as Flashlight Tag. Each team
hid a flag and protected it while the other team's players
attempted to capture it. If you were caught on the other
team's side and tagged, you were stuck in jail and left there
until one of your own team members managed to tag you
of
Baroque
music,
and
the
not used, according to
Yoshitaka Shimazu
and
set you free. It was as strategic and athletic as you wanted
words
of
the
chorus
are
unHopkins.
Index staff
it
to
be. It was best played in the early evening.
derstood.
All
the
words
of
the
Hopkins said he wants to
Handel's Messiah will be
Bring
back any good memories? Well whether it does or
Messiah
are
written
in
English
played in its entirety for the play the music as Handel
not,
come
play with the RA candidates from Hoben and the
and
are
from
Bible.
Hopkins
first time in Kalamazoo at a wrote it "because the text of
French
House.
Everyone is invited, and prizes will appear
Messiah's
main
says
that
is
the
special perfortnance this Satur- one movement flows out of
in
the
mail
boxes
of the winning team
difference versus the other
day at 7 p.rn. in Stetson Chapel. the text of the previous one,
the
following
week.
There will also be
oratorios by Handel, and why
The concert will conclude the so when you cut them out, it
comedy
flicks
and
refreshments
for playthe Messiah has meaning in
Bach Festival, according to does not seem to make a lot
and
team
supporters.
Come
let the
ers
of sense as a whole." He wants the history for Christians,
conductor Peter Hopkins.
quad
be
your
play
ground,
neighborachieving fame throughout
The concert will be famil- to play it as Handel wrote it,
hood, or summer camp for a couple of
the centuries.
iar but at the same time differ- he said.
hours. Meet in Hoben lounge at 8 p .m.
Participating in the proAlthough
Hopkins
has
ent and new due to the fact that
this
12.
duction
a.re
approximately
we often only hear parts of conducted the Messiah several
fifty
chorus
members
of
the
theMessiah. Some parts of the times, this is the first time he
Messiah must be cut out when will conduct the entire piece. Bach Festival, which is comit is performed because it is He says the Messiah is not any posed of singers from the
three hours long, and it's ex- more difficult than other mu- Kalamazoo community, ''K''
tremely difficult to prepare for sic, but one of the difficulties faculty, and students. In addition there are twenty orthe whole piece, according to of the Messiah is stamina.
''By the end, you are not chestra members of profesHopkins.
Hopkins said there is an- really physically tired, but sional status, and four vocal
other reason for cutting the mentally tired of keeping your soloists.
According to Hopkins,
Messiah. The first third of it concentration," he said. "Bethose
who want to go to the
deals with the birth of Christ, cause toward the end of the
concert
should -get a ticket in
and is often performed during piece are the parts people don't
Kaplan helps you focus
advance
because although it is
Christmas. Therefore, people know as well, they need you
your test prep study
free
for
all
"K"
students,
it
is
don't think about Christmas as a conductor more than they
where you need it most.
possible that it will be sold out.
when they hear the rest of need you in the earlier part."
We'll
show you the
Hopkins said he tries to Tickets are available at the
Messiah . In many perforproven skills and testmances of Messiah, instru- make sure the audience has Bach Festival Office in the Fine
taking techniques that
ments Handel intended are some general understanding Arts building.
help you get a higher

Will Adams
Photo Editor
Jazz should fill the air on
uK's" campus this weekend as
a five-part ensemble plays all
original pieces written senior
Darrell Jones.
As is often the case with student run presentations at "K"
College, this production is a
part of course work. The production is Jones' Senior Individualized Project (SIP), and is
scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. on
Saturday. It is the result of two
quarters of work by Jones.
About his expectations for
the concert Jones said, "All of
the musicians are talented, it
should all really come together." Jones recruited a number of people to pl!iY in the Ensemble. Chris Hall K'95 will
play trumpet, Ben Voigts K'95
drums, alum Bill Dwane K'94
bass and Western student
Duncan Macmillan piano .
Jones plays the alto-saxophone.

Capture the memories

The Messiah visits Stetson Chapel
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Successful season comes to an end for softball
Ed Pasternak
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College softball team closed out its 1995 campaign at the MlAA Tournament
last weekend in Battle Creek.
The Hornets had chances to advance in the double-elimination
draw, but came up empty in both
games on Saturday.
"K"
dropped its first game 5-4 in extra-innings to Calvin College,
then suffered a 10-8 loss to
Adrian College later in the day.
With the two losses, the Hornets
finished fifth in the final MlAA
season standings.
The Hornets jumped out in

front of their opponents in both
games, only to relinquish the
lead as the contests wore on.
"K" faced off with Calvin in the
opener and scored two runs in
the top of the fifth inning to take
a 3-1 advantage. Calvin rallied
immediately with three runs in
the last half of the inning to take
the lead once again. The Hornets fought back, however, as
freshman catcher Heather
Holshe's base-hit drove in the
tying run in the sixth inning. In
extra innings, Kalamazoo appeared to be on its way to closing out the eighth inning, but
Calvin pushed in the winning

run by hitting two singles after
receiving a walk with two outs
in the last half of the eighth.
After the nail-biter with
Calvin, "K" had its heart broken once again by dropping a
big early-game advantage over
Adrian. Kalamazoo manufactured a seven-hit, seven-run
second inning to take an 8-3
lead early in the contest. "K"
failed to consolidate that lead
with a solid defensive effort as
the Bulldogs fought back with
a five-run third inning to tie the
game up at 8. Adrian then
closed out the duel by knocking in a run in each of the fourth

and fifth innings.
Two "K" stars shone in the
Adrian loss. Julia Haarer, K'96,
paced the Hornets' offensive
attack with four hits, while Beth
Burgess, K'97, chipped in with
two hits and one RBI.
Earlier in this final week of play,
Kala.mazoo finishOO. up tre MJ.AA
regular season with two losses (6-4
and 12-1)onMay 1 inaconfe:re:r¥E
doubleheader with Adrian. C0rnerstone College then swept the
Hornets the next day ina non<On~ twinbill (1(}'5and.l5-3).
The Hornets closed out the
season at 12-23 overall and 4-8
in MlAA action.

The keys to success: hard work, fun and friendship
Till Jecke
Index Staff
"Exdtinggames" ... "unforgettable victories" ... "wonderful
memorles" ..."greatcamaraderie."
As soon as the eight seniors on
the men's tennis team start to talk
about their experiences of the last
four years both on and off the
court, they have a lot to tell.
Jason McKinney, Ted Gaty,
Adam Afridi, Ryan Kaltenbach,
Paul Bozyk, Pat Carroll, Marc
Reeves and Stew Collins were
ali members of the Hornet team
when they won the Division ill
National Championships in
1992 and 1993. According to the
players, the victory was based
on hard work, commitrnentand
a sense of community. However, each individual stressed
that the road to success was not
easy. Each had to learn to
handle his own personal problems as well as the occasional
failure of the whole team.
"Winning the Nationals in
'93 here at Kalamazoo was the
highlight, an outstanding moment," said MCKinney, who
will lead the team at this year's
National Tournament next
week at Stowe Stadium. All of
the
Hornets
were
in
agreeement, stating that they
are focused really hard on repeating the great victory.
"I was proud of our team

a lot of times," said Gaty. "For
example at the midwestregionals last year, when we
had to play without Ryan and
Paul. Everyone pulled together, the team showed a lot
of character and we won even
without those great players."
The opportunity to play for
the famous tennis team and the
renowned Coach George Acker
was a major reason that the
men decided to come to
Kalamazoo College.
"Coach Acker is just a legend. It was a good feeling to
play in his team," said Carroll.
However, Acker'S successor,
Timon Corwin is also well acceptedamongtheplayers.
"He is a young and a very
player-oriented coach," Bozyk
said. "Tim knows what it
means to be a student and to
playa lot of tennis at the same
time." Kaltenbach added,
"During my bad knee-injury
last year, Tim supported me
through the whole time and
helped me to handle this."
Injuries have plagued the
members during trek four yean;
on the team. Uistyear,Kaltenbach
tore his crucial ligament on the
way to the finals and the team lost
an important player to defend its
NCAA title. Two weeks ago, Pat
Noud, K'97, the team's topranked player, broke his foot, pos-

Kalamazoo women
claim league title
The women's tennis team
captured its sixth consecutive
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association championship
Saturday as the Hornets
claimed first place in the MIAA
Tournament at Stowe Stadium.
The Hornets captured top
honors in five of nine flights,
including wins in the top three
singles flights. At No.1 singles,
Eve Halderson, K'97, defeated
Audrey Coates of Hope College
for the second time in three
meetings
this
season.
Halderson claimed thechampionship match by a 6-1, 7-5 score.
"K", which claimed the
dUal-meet portion of the league
title with a 6'() record, made it
an undisputed MlAA crown by
Winning the league tourney
With 96 points. This was the
!:!.ornets' fourth undisputed

MIAA title in five years.
Besides Halderson, other
Hornet champions were Christa
Chrovian, K'97, at second-flight
singles, Stephanie Decker, K'97,
at No. 3 singles and Kim
Salmond, K'98, at sixth-flight
singles. Kalamazoo's secondflight doubles team of Chrovian
and Katy Baird, K'98, also took
top honors. Halderson and
Chrovian were selected to the
All-MIAA First Team while
Decker was voted the ali-conference second squad.
While the season has ended for
the Kalamazoo team, it will continue later this week for one
player. Halderson will be one of
32 players competing in the
NCAA Division ill singles tournament to take place May 13-15
at Sweet Briar College ofVrrginia.

-Office of Public Relations

sibly eliminating him from the
upcoming nationals.
"With Pat we would have
had a good chance to do something remarkable," said Bozyk.
"The past is the past," said
Gaty, "and we can't change that
anymore. Now we all have to
work a little bit harder and play
better than with Pat."
Thinking back on their four
years the players do not only
remember the victories and injuries. There were also great
moments off the court.
'''The camaraderie in this
team is just wonderful," said
Marc Reeves. '''The best thing
about playing on the team is the
fact that you can spend so
much time with the guys that
become your friends."

Kaltenbach remembered the
time when most of the players
went on foreign study to France
and Spain. "On New Year's Eve
we all met at t1!e same place
and had a lot of fun." Keeping
up their tennis skills was not
easy for the team, though.
'When we arrived in Spain,"
said Adam Afridi, "there was a
tennis court, but there was no net.
So we had to build it ourselves."
The players are sure that
they will continue to play tennis, although they think it is impossible to play at such a high
level. "I am sure that 1will pick
up my racket from time to time
and playa match against the
other guys," said Stew Collins.
Some of the seniors stated that
they plan to teach private les-

sons during the summer.
However, the season isn't
over yet and the big event is
still to come. The nationals will
start next Monday here at
Stowe Stadium and the Hornets still hav£ a good chance to
win. That would make a grand
exit for a great team.

Baseball wraps up MIAA competition
Eric U. Frederick
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College baseball team wrapped up its MIAA
action this past weekend with a
trio of losses to Calvin College.
The Scarlet Knights, who finished in sixth place in the conference defeated the last place
Hornets 164, 1(}'7, and 7-5.
On Friday, the Hornets came
into the game with confidence
for a victory. They played well
against the top three teams in
the league, and seemed to have
achieved a level of improvement that would guarantee a
win. However, the team reverted to its old ways by committing eight errors during the

course of the game. Chris Butler, K'98, started the game on
the mound for the Hornets, and
pitched very well, giving up
only two earned runs before
exiting in the fourth inning. He
was saddled with the loss,
however, as Calvin scored eight
times via errors before he left
the game.
In the second game, Calvin
jumped rut to a 5-0 lead in the first
inning only to see Kalamazoo
battle back for a 7-5 lead going
into the last inning. The Hornets
once again were unable to maintain a lead and gave up five runs
in the top of the seventh to provide the final score.
In the last game, the Hornets

seemed confident of victory.
They scored in each of the first
three innings, giving starter
Andy Hobik, K'95, a 4-1 lead.
Hobik was unable to contain
the Scarlet Knights, however,
and Calvin walked away with
the sweep.
This Saturday, Kalamazoo
takes on Alma College in a nonleague doubleheader. This
game will mark the final collegiate appearance for the three
seniors on the team, Manuel
Rupe, Clint Wagner, and Andy
Hobik. The games will be
played in the newly renovated
Sutherland Park in Kalamazoo.
Game time will be at either 1:00
p.m. or 6:00 p.m.

Men's tennis: 57 years of domination
Jeff Pierce
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo men's tennis
team racked up their 57th consecutive conference championship as they took top honors in
the MlAA tournament at Alma
College last weekend. This
string ofleague titles, starting in
1936, is unparalleled in any professional, collegiate, high school
or amateur team in America. The
Hornets placed first with 109
points, followed by runner-up
Calvin College with 81 points
and Hope C;ollege with 69.
UK" was without sophomore
phenomPatNoud, who missed
the tournament due to a foot
injury. Filling his void at first

singles was Jason McKinney,
K'95, who took home the tournament MVP award, defeating
John Knoester of Calvin in the
number one singles 6-3, 1-6, 63. McKinney also placed into
the MIA A first team for his
fourth straight year. McKinney
paired with fellow Hornet Mike
Ivy, K'98, to dominate the finals
in the third-flight doubles.
Joining McKinney on the AllMJ.AA first team was Noud, and
seniors Ryan Kaltenbach and. Ted
Gaty. Also receiving honors were
Adam Afridi, K'95, and Chris
Kennelly, K'97, capturing ali-conferencesecond team awards.
Kalamazoo won seven of the
nine flights on its way to the

league title. Gaty defeated Dan
Meester of Calvin in the thirdflight singles, 64, 5-7, 6-1. Wmning at fourth and fifth singles
respectively were Afridi and
Kennelly. At sixth singles,
Adam Norlander, K'97,
crushed Jeff Van Noord of
Calvin, 6-0, 6-0. Finally,
Kaltenbach and Afridi teamed
up to beat Calvin's secondflight doubles 6-1, 6-l.
The team is now preparing for
the Division ill National Tournament hosted by Kalamazoo on
May 15-22 at Stowe Stadium. The
team is expected to qualify along
with several individual and
doubles teams. Offidal notification will be available this week.

The Backpage presents ...
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Jesus Quiz
How tall was Jesus?
a. Notre Dame thinks he was 14 stories tall
b. 4' 6", but he could dunk
c."900 ft.
d. Yes
Was Jesus Homosexual?
a. Yes
b.No
c. Bi
d . Last week he was
How old is Jesus?
a. infinite
b. 1995 as of Christmas
c. 1996 as of New Years
d. thirtysomething

Who taught Jesus Carpentry?
a. Tun Allen
b. Bob Villa
c. Dorf 0 n "Nails"
d . Facilities Management
e. Carpentry was a front
What was Jesus' favorite song?
a. Highway to Hell-AC/DC
b. Stairway to Heaven-Led Zeppelin
c. Like a Virgin-Madonna
d . Leper Messiah-Metallica
Where's Jesus Now?
a. everywhere
b.up
c. With whoever's got the Motts
d. Chillin' in the Crib

Dr. Jack Kevorkian will be hosting a suicide workshop May 10 in the Olmsted room at 8 p.m., Kill yourself painlessly for an LAC credit!

Jesus was way coolIf he could turn water into wine then
He could probably turn wheat into marijuana
Vitamins into amphetamines
And sugar into cocaine
Jesus was way cool!
- King Missle
God Libs
1 K-Faculty Member
2 place
3 noun
4 number
5 famous person
6 number

7 adjective
8 noun
9 nonhuman animal
10 adjective
11 furniture
12 musical instrument

13 sex toy
14 something you lost in
your dorm room
15 exclamation
16 adverb

17 old sounding city
18 letter
19 2-syllable greeting
20 foreign language
21 an outdated negative

exclamation
22 different foreign language
23 natural disaster
24 adverb

So Moses and (1)
were truckin' through (2)
when a voice came from a nearby (3)
said, 'Walk for (4)_ years through
the desert of (5)
and (6)_ _ more years through the (7)
pits of (8)
until you find a(n) (10)
(11)_ _ __
will offer you a chocolate (12)
to feed you, a(n) (13)
to please you and a(n) (14)
speaking the word of God."
" and they were on their way. While passing the (16)
garden of (17)
, Moses and
Moses replied by sayin~ "(15)
(1)
ran into a guy. His name was M.e. (18)
, he said (19)
, I said hi. «break it down» The group continued their
journey until they found the (14)
speaking (20)
. Moses exclaimed, "(21)
! I can only understand Hebrew!" Then
(1)
proclaimed, " I taught a (22)
class at K-College and I think they' r both romance languages! I will interpret!" Before the
(14)
could speak another foreign holy word a (23) hit and everything was (24)
destroyed.
In Memory...
Jeffery Dahmer
KurtCobain
Easy-E
Chevy Chase

A fine young cannibal
Only the good die young
O.K. other people die young too
Have you seen the Chevy Chase Show?

Friday Chapel-Chapelpalooza!
Lord Buckley performs "The Hip Ghand"
Easy-E speaks on A.I.D.S.
Ed Menta's improv class performs "Jesus Christ Superstar"
0.]. Simpson speaks on the down side of wife beating
Catch the Jim Rose Circus Sideshow at the side pulpit with
Pope Jim Paul somethin~
a Cardinal and some other local birds, and
Knee Deep Shag

1.00 ~
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Graduation and Baccalaureate speakers a~nounced
Katie Zimmer

jjidex staff

Parents and students of the
(lasS of '95, "K" alumni and staff

will celebrate a long awaited
weekend of commencement
events on June 9-10. The hightights of the program will be the
~ureatespeaker Dr. Michael
Eric Dyson from the University of
tb1h CarolinaatChapei Hill and
the rommencement speaker Ms.
Gail Raiman (K'73).
The weekend agenda leaves
tittle time to spare. Setting the
pace Friday, June 9, is the Baccalaureate Service beginning at
8p.m. in Stetson Chapel. On
Saturday, June 10, the graduation ceremonies will open with
the Senior Music Recital in
Stetson Chapel at 10:30 a.m.
and the Commencement Ceremonies in the College Quadrangle at 1:30 p.rn.
In addition to the graduation
events on Saturday, the EmeritusOub will open the morning
with the Alumni Association
Emeritus Club Breakfast at 8
am. in Wells Hall. Inducted into

the dub will be the Class of '45.
Also planned are the reunions
of the classes of '35, '40 and '45.
According to Public Relations, Dyson, the Baccalaureate
keynote speaker, although an
ordained Baptist minister and
a professor of communication
studies, is most recognized for
his position as the director of
the Institute of African-American Research at the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
He has been popularized by his
analysis of the rebirth of
Malcolm X into every niche of
modern culture. He is noted as
one of the most profound "public intellectuals" by the

self. As a member of the Oass
of 73 she received a Bachelor of
Arts degree. According to the
Chapel Office, for Raiman, the
inclusion of a career develo~
ment internship proved to be
the first of many moves to an
office 20 steps away from the
38th President of the United

.

States, Gerald Ford.
Due to an interest in political
philosophy Raiman, a philosophy major, decided to do her
internship in the Washington
office of House Minority Leader
Gerald R Ford in 1971. Her assignment involved doing congressional casework, respond-

CC:oligra

ing to constituent inquiries, attending hearings and researching issues and legislation for this
republican leader. At the end of
the quarter Raiman returned to
"K" ready to continue on the
path to a career involving philosophy.
SPEAKERS continued on p. 2
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Chronicle of Higher EduCLItion.
Dyson is the author of Making Malcolm and the acclaimed
Reflecting Black: African AmeriCLln Cultural Critism . He also
has written articles for The New
York Times, the Washington Post,
Emerge Magazine, The Nation,
Vibe and RaIling Stone.
The commencement speaker,
Ms. Raiman, once sat on the o~
posite side of the podium her-

Calendar / Curriculum Committee proposes general education framework
Beth Jordan

COMMENTARY

Beth Jordan is a member of the
CAIendar/Curriculum Committee.
This a compilation of the complete
rtport released by the committee.
After months of work, the
Calendar/Curriculum Committee (C3) has distributed a
draft of a framework for general education at Kalamazoo
College. Faculty and staff met
to discuss the draft on May 15
and will meet again on May 22.
An open student meeting is
scheduled for today. On Tuesday, May 30, the faculty will be
asked to vote on the general
education framework. If the
~culty approves the plan, comIIliltees will continue to work
on many details of the new plan
before irnplimenting the plan
II\Fall1996.
Work on general education
~ this past fall quarter. All
academic departments were
SUrveyed for ideas, and they
were asked what a student
with a Kalamazoo College
education should know and be
able to do. Ideas for general
education were also gathered
from meetings with standing
~lIUnittees, including EducalIonal Policies Committee,
Educational Outreach ComIIliltee, and International Programs Committee. To learn
Iro m the experiences of other
IIl\slitutions C3 studied the
Igeneral edu'cation programs
IdeYeloped by many colleges,
i ~ as University of Chicago,
I ceton, Hope, and St. Olaf.
11\ addition, opinions were
~red from students by

SICC, a student group that has
been involved in discussions
of calendar change issues.
The goal of (3 was to develop
a plan for general education that
indudedasetofleamings,skills,
and experiences that would promote intellectual growth for all
students. Results of department
and student surveys indicated
that much of what is being done
already should be part of this
plan. However,whiletheCllI'rel\t
general education program has
many strengths, coherence has
been an issue of increasing concern. In particular, the most recent North Central Association
accreditation team expressed
much praise for the academic
program but said that an apparent lack of coherence among the
diverse academic experiences
was an important problem to be
addressed. Therefore,Osought
to create: 1) a coherent rationale
forcurrentgenera1educationrequirements that are indeed valuable and 2) new components that
could creatively unite the experiential and academic elements
of the K experience.
The proposed general education program consists of three
progressive but overlapping
components: Foundation, Locations, and Connections. The first
component, Foundations, emphasizes key intellectual skills
that are essential for lifelong
learning and effective adaptation to a variety of situations.
These skills include writing,
reading, public speaking, critical reasoning, foreign language,
and computer literacy. Construction of these skills will occur in many different courses

taken throughout the four years.
Emphasis will be given to these
skills during the first year in a
new Gateway Seminar that is
proposed to replace the FreshmanSeminar. Suggested foundations requirements include
one course in creative expression and one course in formal
reasoning.
The goal of the second component, Locations, is to locate
oneself within a broad set of
cultural, temporal, and intellectual horizons. We must
know many different perspectives and ways of thinking in
order to be well-educated individuals and to be able to
function successfully in a complex and ever-changing world.
The general education framework proposes three different
sorts of locations: Time, Place,
and Modes and domains of
inquiry. Locating oneself in
time has to do with a recognition of historical time and its
importance for understanding
both current and past issues
and events. Students would be
required to take one course relevant to the Time location.
Locating in place is consistent
with the international emphasis of Kalamazoo College and
the study abroad experiences
of a majority of students. It
involves developing a richer
understanding of the complex
cultural contexts of the US and
the world. Students would be
required to take three courses
relevant to the Place location.
The third location is most similar to current distributional areas. "Modes and domains of
inquiry" refers to particular

bodies of knowledge and ways
of approaching information in
terms of the questions asked
and methods used to search for
answers. The four modes and
the number of units to betaken
in each are: 1) Literature and
the Arts, 2 units; 2) Natural
Sciences, 2 units; 3) Religion,
Philosophical, and Social
Thought, 2 units; and 4) Social
Sciences, 3 units. It is important to note that Time and
Place requirements normally
would be satisfied in courses
taken to satisfy requirements
for Modes and domains of inquiry.
'The third component of the
proposed general education
program, Connections, has to
do with making two kinds of
connections. One kind of connection is between course work
and experiences outside the

college. This provides a means
of linking scholarship to the
world. The other connection
involves building bridges between disciplines or modes of
inquiry to pull together different bodies of knowledge and
perspectives. The SIP and Senior Seminar currently provide
opportunities to make connections within the major. New
ways of building connections
include: 1) creating thematic
clusters of courses taken to fulfill some of the Locations requirements, 2) an interdisciplinary, team-taught Senior
Colloquium on some contemporary issue, and 3) a Senior
Portfolio in which a student
presents materials to provide a
profile of the entire college
learning experience. It has not
been determined if any of these

EDOCATION conHnued on p.2

Senior Paul Bozyk won 6-4 in a third set match yesterdily to 17WVe the
Hornets into the semifinal round of the NCAA Divison III nationals.
-Photo by Will Adams
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Biology professor recognized for outstanding teachin
William Adams
Photo Editor
Dr. Carolyn Newton received the highest honor given
to a Kalamazoo College professor when she was awarded the
1994-95 Lucasse Lectureship for
Outstanding Teaching May 3.
The Lucasse award m:ngnizes
teachers who have shown outstanding ability and devotion to

tl-arstOOentsard theirsubj:rtarea.
Newton graduated with highest honors from Colorado State
University and earned her Ph.D.
in biophysical sciences from State
University of New Yorkat Buffalo.
Newton said she wanted to teach
at "K" bemuse of the liberal arts
fonnat and because
felt teaching was valued higher
than
in the standa1d university fonnat
Furthennore, Newton said
she was impressed with the serious attitudes of the students
toward their studies and the

sre

rere
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continued from p.1
As luck would have it, in the
spring of 1973 Raiman, needing a
summer job before going on to
graduate school, applied to work
in freGrand Rapids offire of Congressrren Ford filling in for staff
as trey went of their summer vacations. She did sowell that Ford
offered her a pennanent position
in his Washington office. Raiman
declined, intent on her plans to
achieve a doctoral degree.
A tum of events, which we
now know as Watergate,
changed her mind. When Ford
began his vice-presidential confirmation hearings he again offered Raiman·fre job of assistant
to his staff of legal ad visors.
Raiman's boss,RobertHartman,
immediately put her to work
helping to compose detailed information that denied Ford's involvement in the Watergate scandal for utilization at the hearings.
As we all know Ford became
President in August of 1974 and
Hartman became his chief of
staff. Raiman went too as
Hartman's assistant. Only 23
years of age, she now was in
charge of dealing with the White
House press corps and helping
to compose the President's State
of the Union address.
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new connection experiences
will be required or optional.
The document created by C3
includes complete and detailed
descriptions of the components
of the proposed plan. The proposal document is available at
the circulation desk in the library, the union desk, and the
Student Services office. Questions or comments about the
plan can be directed to any
member of the Calendar/Curriculum Committee: Ellen
Caldwell, Beth Jordan, Vaughn
Maatman, Tom Rice, Jan
Solberg, Paul Sotherland, Bob
Stauffer, and John Wickstrom.
Os e-mail address is C3.

high quality of the faculty.
"VVe are very fortunate at 'K'
to have students who are willing
to puta lot of themselves in their
classes," Newton said, '1 respect
my colleagues t:rerrendously."
Newton's admiration for her
colleagues made her reception of
the Lucasse award an even
greatersurprise. Newton said she
was "totally stunned." ''Thereare
a lot of people who deserve the
award more than I do,even in my
own departtrent," she said.
Though she was "astounded"
that she had won the award,
Newton added, "I was very
pleased."
To students, however, the
award caIre as no surprise. Senior biochemistry major Yasi
Nauai said, '1t's not a surprise at
all that she would be given the
award. She's a very good
teacher. Her classes are very difficult. Her tests are very chalCurrently she is the director
of communications at the
American Textile Manufacturers
Institute in Washington, D.C.
where she remains active in current politics. Specifically she has
had a major role in conceptualizing a trade bill to be put before Southern voters in the near
future. Recently, Raiman has
also accepted the position of
Vice-President of Public Affairs
at the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities and will start in midJune. She continues to help her
alma mater, 'K' College, by serving on the newly formed Communications Advisory Commit-

lenging, but you walkaway with
a sense of accomplishment"
Along with instilling a sense of
accomplishment in her students,
Nauai said she felt that Newton
is an excellent teacher bemuse she

makes her students work hard
and think a lot. Although Newton is "one of the toughest teachersin thedepartrrent," according
to Nauai, she makes sure her students thoroughly understand bio-

logical concepts ofbiochem
ge&er," Nauai said.
Newton is currently on
ba tical but will return to
former teaching reslxmsibililies
in the fall.

Fruit cocktails for the babysitter
TIllJecke
Index Staff
Mark Henson started his career as a chemist at a very young
age. ''Whenever we had a babysitter to watch over me, I mixed
ketchup,pepperandlernonade
and I made the baby-sitter drink
this mixture, pretending it was a
great fruit cocktail." Certainly the
''K'' senior must have extended
his knowledge about chemical
reactionsandsubstancesbemuse
last IOOnth Henson received a fellowship from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to study
at Stanford University.
Henson is among 48 chemistry students nationwide to receive an annual amount of
$23,00l {or three years of study
towards his Ph.D. 'There were
more than 6200 applicants for
those fellowships," Henson said.
"I wouldn't have been disappointed not to get one. But when
I received the letter a month ago
it was a nice surprise."
It was Dr. Thomas Smith
from the science department
who wanted Henson to apply.
The senior was skeptical at first
bllt eventually submitted four
letters of recommendation, a
research proposal and an essay

about his research experience.
"Dr. Smith had more faith in
me than I did," said Henson.
At Stanford University
Henson wants to concentrate on
his studies in physical inorganic
chemistry. ''This will be a lot of
laboratory research and spectroscopy," said Henson. '1norganic chemistry is pretty sophisticated. It is not just mixing fluids." Furthermore, Henson will
teach students in chemistry as a
teaching assistant.
After Henson received the
fellowship, a lot of universities
contacted the senior to study
a t their school. The cross country runner finally decided to go
to Stanford, "because they
have five or six professors
there who teach in the field of
physical inorganic chemistry."
Of course this was not the only
reason to go to a graduate school
in California. 'When I went down
to Palo Alto to visit fre campus of
Stanford there were palm trees
everywhere and a temperature of
sixty degrees," said Henson.
"When I came back to Michigan
there was a blizzard."
When Henson made his decision to go to Stanford he had
to decline an offer from Harvard

because there is only one
sor for inorganic chemistry.
keep the letter with which I
dined Harvard's offer,"
Henson. "And I will look at
whenever I am in a bad
to see that at least once I
something that was cool."
'1 like chemistry, because
can always figure sornetihin:g QUI
and create son~ring; colnplleteh
new," said Henson, ''This is
the feeling when you cooked
big meal for dinner."
According to a release
office of public relations,
is the second chemistry
and fourth science student
Kalamazoo College to win
honors in the last four years.
of those winners, Alan Cole
and David Marcinek K'93
now also at Stanford.
While at ''K,'' Henson ran
the cross-country team,
in Germany his junior year
conducted his SIP in "hDTni" ....
at Michigan State University.
Another ''K'' senior,
Gates, a triple mapr in "h&..-ni,:t..

t~~'EUROPE $199 one way

CARIBBEAN/MEXICO
$189 round trip
If you can beat these prices,
start your own damn airline.
Air-Tech Ltd.
(212) 219-7000
Info@aerotech.com

According to Head ofSecurity Glenn Nevelle, three
male students will face judicial review for their alleged
inYolvementin the Sunday
night shoot out of a third
floor Hannon window.
Security responded to the
11;55 incident on May 14 to
find the women's rest room
window shattered by a pellet gun causing an estimated
$400 damage, said NeveUe.
REMINDERS FROM GLENN
Seniors should be informed that upon checking
out of the residerttial system
they are required to return
their keycard or incur a $10
charge back.
Also, summer parking permits will be available for all
students beginning tenth
week. Students are reminded. to bring vehic1eregistration, drivers license and
student identification card
by first week Wednesday of
summer uarter.

1110W.Main

381·PAPA
(7272)

SUNDAY
12:00 PM to 11 :30 PM
MONDAY·THURSDAY
11 :00 AM to 12:30 PM
FRIDAY &. SATURDAY
11 :00 AM to 1:30 PM

,

v.".
L.---dny other coupon
')n,,..partIClp.tttng ~tOl'~
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Corey Harbaugh leaves College for high school
Aaron Portenga
ifi"dex Staff
Housing Coordinator Corey
Harba ugh will be leaving
Kalamazoo College this
summerto pursue a high school
teaching career in English.
Harbaugh, who is also
Harmon's hall director, was a
student at "K" for four years
before becoming the College's
Housing Coordinator in 1991.
He said that he and his wife are
ready to start a family. He said
hopes to find a job teaching English at one of the Kalamazoo
high schools.
He said that he'll miss the
sense of community that exists
at ''K'' between the students,
faculty, and administration.
''It's extraordinarily fulfilling,"
said Harbaugh. "It's enlivening to sit and talk with students as they plan for their experience. You couldn't pay
me enough [to leave 'K'l. I'm
leaving because it's time."
Because the sense of community is so special at "K,"
Harbaugh said the main thing
he'd like to see changed about
UK" is its growing emphasis on
the individual. ''When I carne,
there was more of a community

experience," he said. "There
was a greater sense of the fact
that you were a group of people
experiencing something similar.
In the eight years that I've been
here I've seen it become much
more consumer based where
this is a product I buy from the
institution." He said that he realizes the change represents
what is going on in today's society but said, "It's been tough
to see it happen here though."
Harbaugh said that in spite
of its drawbacks, " K" is special
in that it allows students freedomand responsibility. "I think
we do things right," he said.

things. Everyone should recognize that they are a part of
those grea t things."
Harbaugh's contract ends at
the end of this quarter. He said
he will stay at "K" until about
July 1. He plans to help the new
housing staff person, Nicole
Miller, from the University of
Wisconsin at Whitewater, adjust
to her duties here at "K." Beth
Gregory Wallace will take over
Harbaugh's position of Housing Coordinator along with the
her duties as Student Activities
Director while the housing offices are reorganized.

graded and improved what
they provide to the college
community <e.g., computer
services, media services), the
Library has not grown much
beyond it's book-storage facility.
Examples of this can be seen
whenever the Library is scrutinized. For instance, the library
is fairly limited in its material,
especially scientific books and
journals, and the staff has continuously refused to increase
their holdings. Of course, this
isprimari1ybecausetheadministration realizes that if we really need anything that we can't
find here, then they can conveniently refer us to Western's
Waldo Library to get the whole
issue off of their hands. Thiseffectively means that we will be
making trips up Stadium Drive
quite frequently.
In addition, the library does
not want to stay open a minute
longer than 12:00 a.m. every
weeknight. The staff also feels
it necessary to take a holiday
every time they suspect that
less than 100% of the college
community will need to use the
library, like first week and quarter breaks. This does not provide much comparison to other
departments, especially computer services, who are open
and fully staffed for all but two
weeks during the year. The libraryisnotjustforthestudents
who go to find a book every
now and then, but it also has a
role in the community which it
currently does not uphold.
All of this would not be a
problem if the administration
was conscious and open to sug-

-Photo by Will Adams

Fewer kegs don't seem to spoil senior fun

''There is lots of room for improvement but we do the very .
fundamental things right."
Louise Dunderdale
Harbaugh said he has al- Index Staff
ways tried to give students the
Despite the windy weather,
chance to make their own de- the seniors had a ball at the pig
cisions. He admitted that roast last Saturday at Angel
some students don't want to Field, sans professors and adhave that freedom but said that ministration staff. Both particionly through responsibility pants and student committee
can they recognize their fulfill- organizers deemed it a success.
ment. He gave this advice to The pig roast is one of the last
students: "Look to voice your- few events seniors will particiself. Look to express your pate in before leaving ''K.''
identity. These have a place
Barb Vogelsang of Student
here." After a slight pause he Services, who has worked at
added, "'I<;' does some great "K" for 14 years, did not

Upjohn library lacks 'needed resources
Harnza Suria
Index Staff
I would expect that all "K"
College students look upon
the Mandelle administration
to provide them with adequate facilities for learning.
But, sometimes it's not quite
clear how our $21,000 a year
is returned to us by the college. I suggestthat the administration keep an open mind
towards the contributions of
the students in order to obtain
a corrected impression for
themselves about what college facilities are like at "K."
Although weare blessed with
the equipment and services
offered free of charge, there
are a few areas that need to
be looked at more closely by
the administration.
First of all, let's consider
just how important the learning part of college is. Even if
we need to socialize, it is still
very important for all of us to
continuously learn in the four
years we are here. Whatever
your major, it should not be
possible for you to breeze
through "K" without putting
forth any real effort. And regardless of how smart you
are, learning would be very
difficult if we didn't have access to the computers, library
and other facilities at ''K.''
But it seems as though
SOme of the facilities here
have deteriorated due to negleet by the administration. In
particular, I would like to
POint to our glorious Upjohn
library as the victim of such
neglect. Whereas most college
facilities have constantly up-

What will housing be like without Corey?

gestions from the student
body. The issue of library
hours has been brought up repeatedly by students in both
written and oral suggestions,
yet the library staff has continuously avoided the question by saying that they are
studying the possibilities!
Who are they trying to kid?
Students do need to use library space and material well
beyond midnight, and are
forced into alternative, and
less comfortable surroundings.
In addition, I would like
to point out that its not just
the library staff which is responsible for this. The complete hierarchy of college administrators has been
skewed in its perception of
the student body's needs according to their own desires
for the college. As we saw
with the issue of the Calendar Change, the student
voice is less than crucial in
administrative decisions.
Concerns of profitability are
closer to the hearts of our beloved administrative officia Is. It is unfair that certain
persons and departments of
the college can "pull strings"
on the second floor of
Mandelle and get away with
the funding and support that
is actually needed at otherlocations on campus. It is the
responsibility ofthe college's
administrators to listen and
beware of student opinions.
Maybe, if they did then they
. would actually realize where
student apathy has emerged
from in the last few years!

know where the annual event accounts.
In addition to this entertaincame from, but many seniors
noted that its alcoholic char- 'ment, and the large quantities
acter was changed slightly of chicken, pork, coleslaw and
this year by hosting only 6 of brownies, the seniors also parthe traditional 14 or more took in a variety of games, including volleyball, soccer,
beer kegs.
According to Scott French, Frisbee and "Spin the bat"-a
K'95, one of seven elected se- game requiring it's particiniors on the committee, there pants to drink a lot of beer and
has always been a maximum run around in circles.
The seniors then danced on
limit on the number of kegs,
but it was never enforced. This the unlit Angel Field in Congo
year the school enforced that lines to Gloria Gaynor's hit "1
rule by checking how many Will Survive." DJ Julius
Moore IV also played Cindy
kegs had been reserved.
Yet, running out of alcohol Lauper, Greenday, and Parliacertainly didn't cause any in- ment.
"It was highly interactive
hibitions. Perhaps goaded on
by one of the private pre-pig fun," said Moore. "People
roast parties, two male stu- danced like there wasn't a todents streaked the field as se- morrow." The party began at
curity watched. After the 4 p.m., and finally broke up
event, a number of party-goers around 10 p.m.
Senior Susan Jevitt said,
prepared to streak the Quad
before the post-pig roast par- "Now I'm looking forward to
ties, according to eye-witness the Senior Soiree!"
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your test prep study
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help you get a higher
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Chalk.is an old tradition

1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
(616) 337-7216
The Index is the official student newspaper of Kalam~oo College.
It is published periodically during fall, winter, spring, and summer quarters.
Editor-in-Chief .......................... Sarah Overly Sports Editor ............................. JoEllen Asher
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Opinions Editor .......... Kamala Bellamkonda Layout Editor .............................. IJe?cie Craft
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The staff editorial that appears in this box represents a majority view of the Editorial Boa~d:
Editor-in-Chief, News, Sports, Opinions, Features, A & E, Backpage, ~hoto and Layout Editors.
All other editorials represent the view of the wnter.

ndex invites reader input
Although there is not much room for a staff editorial, the~e i~ one thing t~at
needs to be said. Without discussion, progress can not be made wlthm a community.
As a common voice available to the entire community, the Index invites rational discussion from the readers. To question or voice concerns is in no way whining. And
in regards to space and time, the opinions page is the medium for such expression.
Letters to the editor and opinions articles that invite discussion are always welcome. However, we do encourage rational arguments and not backlash. Attacking
only produces bitter feelings and counterproductive results.

Student "infuriated" by Portenga article
Letter to the Editor:
I wonder if Mr. Portenga
was actually trying to inspire
anger with the article "The
Writing on the Walk"? I neither claim nor desire to speak
for the rest of the members of
GLBSG, but I personally found
the article to be rather infuriating.
First of all, we sponsored
a "Pride Week." For some odd
reason I came to the conclusion that perhaps one of the
reasons for sponsoring such a
week would be to express to
the "K" community that I am
proud of my identity-- every
facet of my identitY. including
my sexual orientation. No, I
do not wish to be.tj.efined by
the sex of the indi)(idual I am
dating- but, I also refuse to be
ashamed of the fact that I am
capable of loving another
man. We did not sponser
"Support Week." Community
support is something for
which we work, and Pride
Week was intended to gather
support. That was, however,
not its only expressed purpose.
I have a problem with his
comment about "anonymous
people who write colorful
messages in the cover of the
night." What organizations on
this campus DON'T chalk at
night? Wouldn't it be rather
akward and annoying for both
chalkers and those using the
sidewalks if we were to chalk
during the day? It is implied
in this quote that we are in
some way using the night as a
shelter, a hiding place because

of shame or cowardice. I think
it rather interesting that he
would insinuate we were hiding and lurking in the shadows
of the night as we chalked for
Pride Week. How drole. I can
safely assume, then, that he
believes all of our campus organizations (Le. Inter varsity,
WEC, WRC, the tennis teams,
need I go on?) harbor some
sort of shame, since we all
chalk at night?
As for the proposed
sponsorship for a "fun community event," well, it simply
isn't practical. We are, contrary to some beliefs, real
people- not some sort of exotic species to be set in a display case and viewed for leisure. Another problem our
group has to face is the comfort level of its members .
Some of us are not yet ready
to publicly proclaim our
sexual orientation. This is
understandable, as this campus obviously houses some
outspoken homophobes. We
have been faced with graffiti
on bathroom walls, verbal assaults, and the destruction of
our displays. For those of us
who are not ready to "come
out," a "fun community
event" could create a rather
threatening environment.
Despite the obvious
danger to our members, there
are some of us who are willing
to take the risk of being "out"
on campus. We have sponsored movies, speakers, a concert, spoken to classes, aided in
RA training, and manned information booths in Hick's
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Center, to name a few of our
educational activities. We
have, as well, mounted a display in the Fine Arts building
with pictures of those who
were willing to be publicly visible as gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and our student supporters. If he had looked, we offered photos of some of the socalled "anonymous" chalkers
in the night.
Mr. Portenga also commented that the members of
GLBSG seem to assume"K"
students are on either one side
or the other concerning "this"
issue. About which issue do
es he speak? Visibility? Acceptance? Legitimacy? Civil
rights? I (again speaking for
myself) feel that every student
IS on either one side or the
other. If a member of this
community is not in support
its gay, lesbian, and bisexual
population, then he is an enemy of sorts. Being "undecided" implies that perhaps
homosexuals and bisexuals
are sub-human, or that perhaps they don't deserve to
ha ve the same basic rights and
privileges as do heterosexuals. I don't understand this indecisiveness about which he
wrote.
If anyone truly wishes
to discuss this topic, I am
listed in the campus directory
and have added my box number. I would be more than
thrilled to respond to any inquiries. Your comments are
welcome.
Dennis Bowling K '98
Box 7

Letter to the Editor:
I am writing to inform you that Aaron Portenga's ar·
ticle of last week was very amusing. I needed a good laugh; it is
that time of the quarter.
I wonder how long he has been a student here at "K,"
and how often he actually pays attention to the sidewalks Oil
this campus. When I first visited 'K' five years ago, I too was
surprised to see somebody chalking the sidewalk in the middle
of the night. My host student informed me that this chalker
was, in fact, a swimmer. True story. Since that time, I have
noticed chalk on these sidewalks from IVC, WEC, GLBSG,
WJMD, science majors of some sort, and even just random stu·
dents chalking for no apparent reason. I have never really felt
threatened by some chalk on the ground, and I don't under·
stand why he felt the need to waste valuable Index space whin·
ing about it, when he realizes that an article is "not enough to
get the average 'K' Student's attention." Doesn't he think it is a
little late in the game to be complaining about the chalk now?
What were all the science formulas and jokes? What good were
the fish jokes? What good were the happy birthday messages?
I am also wondering about his definition of "good for
the campus community." This line was from the second para·
graph of the article. The first few suggestions were pretty good.
Yes, a march would be quite an attention getter. A forum? Didn't
he see all the schedules put up, detailing the week's events spon·
sored by the GLBSG? I believe there was a presentation and
discussion by P-Hag on the agenda. His final suggestion, how·
ever, was the one I found most humorous. How can he propose
a frisbee golf tournament as "good for the campus community,"
and maintain a straight face? Haven't you heard about the an·
ecdotes about frisbee damage to cars?
Furthermore, I find it interesting that he assumes that
members of the GLBSG all want to be met by the community?
It is my understanding that some of the students on this earn·
pus actually would like to maintain their anonymity.
As for his assertion that GLBSG chalks at night because
chalking is some clandestine activity, I must ask how many
chalkings occur during the day? Why would any group chalk
during the day, when they would be in everyone's way?
I was also amused by Mr. Portenga's mind reading
skills. I am curious to know how he came upon the statistics
regarding the attitudes of 'K' students towards GLBSG. Did he
take a poll? Or is it just normal dinner conversation? And just
how many GLBSG members actually" charm" people into supporting their group?
You will recall that above, I stated that Mr. Portenga
was whining on valuable Index time. I say this, because of his
second to last paragraph, wherein he declares that none of the
chalkings were informative. Within this paragraph, he admits
to being "ignorant on the subject," and wonders why "the chalk
writing did not go more in depth like a discussion could have."
What college are we attending? Why do we use computers to
prepare our SIPs and papers? Could it be so that we don't have
to write them in chalk? Welcome to "K." Get ready for the real
world after you graduate. There is only one person responsible
for ignorance and that is the person themself. Nobody is going
to spoonfeed us anymore. Perhaps the chalkings could have
inspired Mr. Portenga to do a little research on the subject before he embarrassed himself in last week's grubby little article.
I dunno, hopefully it wasn't enough to get the average "K" stu·
dents attention.

~In([e~
LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the form
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and
deal with relevant issues . The Index reserves the right
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with
sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox, across from the Games
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
mailroom, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response
to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses
will be accepted to appear in later issues.
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Strict American policies create Japanese distrust, dislike
Yoshitaka Shimazu
Index Staff
~egotiationsbehveenthe

United States and Japan about
the Japanese automotive markets broke down on May 5. The
main issue was the Japanese
closed market to automotive
parts made by American companies. Washington demanded
that Japanese automotive industries purchase a certain amount
of parts from American companies, which is called "voluntary
purchase." Yesterday, Washington imposed sanctions against
imported Japanese automotive
parts. In retaliation, Japanese
officials say they will bring this
issue to the World Trade Organization.
Japanese automotive industries are much to blame for
their unwillingness to 'p urchase
foreign parts because their policies contradict the idea of free
trade. However, Washington's
strict pos ture to press Ja pan is
bad because it harms not only
the relationship between the
two governments but also
causes hostility among the
Japanese towards the U.S.
Even the Japanese SelfDefense Force is a product of
American pressure. The Japa-

nese Constitution, whose bask
guidelines were set by Gen.
Douglas A. MacArthur, prohibits any kind of military force.
But when America was afraid
of the expansion of communism in east Asia, Washington
pressed Japan to establish military power. That's why Japan
organized a Self-Defense Force.
Japanese politicians don't call
it "army" because their logic is
that a force to defend its own
country is not a military force,
as it is not for invasion. Therefore, the Self-Defense Force
does not violate the Constitution. The result is that the Japanese defense budget is now the
second largest in the world.
When these kinds of issues are reported, the Japanese
feel they are victims of American "power politics" .
Some Japanese think it is
better for Japanese customers in
the long run to open the Japanese market and import inexpensive foreign products. Japan
is struggling in a high-cost society. However, as long as America
presses Japan, it makes many
Japanese remember bitter experiences, and makes them even
more stubborn. The result is a
growing negative feeling that

American foreign policy is irrational. Some Japanese economists say it's time to stop compromising with America and
turn toward Asia.
Since the cold war ended,
the Japanese feel America is
cooling off toward Japan. They
are learning that the real target
of America is not Japan but
China. Because of the yen's
strength and the inherent highcost Japanese society, American
automotive companies seem to
hesitate before investing
money into Japanese markets.
Instead, they use the money in
growing Chinese markets .
Some Japanese say American
companies are seeking easy
profits without investment.
Japanese politicians and
bureaucrats who have dose connections with Japanese automotive~skilliullyhavetaken

advantage of those feelings and
succeeded in making the Japanese think they are "victims" of
American "imperialism."
Although Japanese markets are exclusive, they must be
open to foreign companies.
True, some American foreign
policies are irrational. Therefore,
it is not a good policy to press
Japan now. It will intensify the

GLSBG addresses college community
.Letter to the Editor:
Wet the:members of GLBSG would like to officially address the students in the '1(' College
punpus eommUliity whose actions are in direct mnflict with both the Constitution of the United
~tes of America and with the Honor Code (specifically the HatassmentPolicy) and in doing ~
~ve rontributed to creating an atmosphere of fear. Perhaps some are wondering to what we are
~g? The tearing down and defacing of sign;; which seek to inform, edu.c ate lind open the

lines ofconununication regarding the GLBSG supported Pride Week.
The FlrstAmendment of the Constitution guarantees every citizen the right to free speech.
The Supreme COurt of the United States went on to qualify that the results of such free $peech are
covered llY the COnstitution given that they provide no "cleat and present danger' (inciting a riot,
fur example.) According to administrative guidelines, we are required to affix an identification to
each of our signs indicating to whom questions and concerns should be addressed. GLBSG was
exerting our rights under the First Amendment, we did not present any "clear and present danger," and we took great care in insuring that on every sign GCSSG's na1l\e tvliS clearly printed. .By
any and all guidelines set forth by the college commUnity and 'S upreme Court, we were completely
within our boundaries. Those students who saw fit to violate our rights and viollite the Honor
Code went significantly beyond theirs.
This is not the first instance of intolerance rearing its ugly head on Our campus, nor is GLBSG
the only target of this act. The Women's Equity Coalition, Women's Resource Center and
Intervarsity have all been subjected to similar acts of ignorance in past quarters. DeWaters and
Crissey Halls were the worst "hit" by the onslaught of ignorance and intolerance on campus this
quarter. The Residential Life Staff in DeWaters addressed this situation with a letter indicating that
these actions were not supported by them in any way, yet signs continued to disappear.
The issue of rights is not the only one touched on by these anonymous, cowardly acts of prejudice; the members of our community whom have deemed ours and other o.tganizations ineligible for
FUlit Amendment rights and whom have designated themselves as judges of what other members of
the community will be allowed to read also rontribute to an atmosphere of fear and intoJerance that
GLBSG will no longer witness in silence. Maybe the question "Why is this such a big deal?" could be
ast..ed. Good question. The answer is this: where will it stop? lmaginethat you orone of your friends
is gay or lesbian, and an anonymous person (or people) decides that you oryour friend·are not entitled
CO their ovil Rlghts. Will that person stop there? Maybe, if this person found out who was gay or
lesbian in our community they would decide to vernally assault you or your friend (this has already
happened on this campus, less than hvo weeks ago). They may go so far as to physically assault you
or your frlend (this phenomenon is ca11edGay Bashing-it's reaD. Would you feel safe? Wouldyoufeel
comfortable in the dorms knowing that the person down the hall or maybe even your neighbor feels
that way? Or would you be afraid that you might be "pegged" and thus the object of the numerous
forms of homophobia that occur by the thousands each year?
We understand that there are members of the "K' College community who feel strongly that
homosexuality is "wrong." Members of GLBSG would be happy to answer any of their questions
or concerns; just drop a note in our box downstairs at Hicks C~nter with your name and box
llumber and someone will respond. There will be a workshop in DeWaters on Gay. Lesbian and
Bisexual issues 10th week for anyone interested, and there is also a wide variety of literature
available in the Library on the subject of homosexuality. But voicing protest in such a cowardly
(and honestly a little suspect) manner, is not the answer. .
To those in the college community who did show support, we thank you, and we look forward
to helping the entire college community towards understanding and tolerance in our community.
-GLBSG

image of America as an "oppressor.".
Though American cars
are becoming popular, auto
makers still cannot change their
image in Japan. It will take time
to erase this stigma. For Japanese SOciety, where relationships among companies are
considered more important
than profitability, it will take a
while to accept the concept of
open markets.
Washington has pressed
Japan without considering what
Japanese think of America, making them more obstinate.

Japanese "spineless" politicians may, again, give in to
the demands from Washington
before going to the World Trade
Organization. Even if Japanese
automotive makers accept
"voluntary purchase," it will
only cause an even stronger
anti-America feeling. And that
feeling will become an obstacle
when American companies
promote their products in Japan.
I'm afraid the real issue is
not "Japanese companies vs.
American companies" but
"Japanese vs. Americans."

Tensions limit unity
Ryan Harbage
Index Staff
Students who went to
Kenya for foreign study during
the fall and winter quarters had
a great idea. They wanted to
have a night of informal student
speeches about Africa, serve African food and play African music to share what they learned
with the rest of the campus. It
never happened.
"All we want to do is share
our experiences with people, to
let them know that this could be
something that they want to do,
that's all," said JuniorToby Budd,
who began to organize the activity that hasn't happened.
The group first came under
fire when they sent flyers to every African, African American
and student who has gone to
Africa on foreign study asking
for help. The flyer was titled,
"Africa ~ight Organizational
Meeting." This created a misunderstanding with the Black
Student Organization (B50).
''1he entire issue was not
to call itAfrica~ight. and the reason is that it has already been organized and it goes through the
BSO," said Senior Orma
Bradford, Committee Chair of
Africa ~ight last fall.
This problem was quickly
resolved. The group derided to
change the na.tre. No problem,
right? Wrong. For some reason,
the number of people helping
wentfrom 15 to five afterjust three
meetings.
Budd said the main reason
they have not had the event is
because of a lack of student and
administrative support, but still
hopes it can happen For whatever reason, the African Studies
Center refused to support the
event.
"The African students
were slowly persuaded, I would
guess, into not participating with
us. Dr. Kunnie (director of the
African Studies Center) made an
effort to go out and tell people
we were being disrespectful and
one of the main problems with
Africanpeople is that they were
always being organized by
sorreone else." Budd said.
Bradford said, "Dr.
Kunnie basically just said that
they disrespected him in his of-

fice with the way they were talking with him."
Why are students allowed
to go to Africa, but not allowed to
publicly share their experience?
COuld it be that Kunnie was Ufr
intentionally insulted by students
trying to organize the event?
When asked to talk about
this issue, Kunnie said he would
have to talk with the African
Studies COmmittee before making a public stateIrent, calling it
a sensitive issue."
Kunnie refused to talk
aboutit the next day, calling it "insignificant."
Mamadou ~diaye, a student from Senegal, initially offered to help with the event, as
did every other African student
"It was really good for me,
I was really happy to see students interested in my continent,and my cultureespecially."
he said. "I was willing to help,
but it came out to be a really rontroversial issue so I decided not
to, because I didn't want to take
sides."
Who can blame him?
~diaye is here to learn about
America and to teach French. He
is not here to make enemies.
Since the issue was sensitive, by
helping he would have jeopardized relationships with people
involved with African studies.
It isa shame he had to leam
how petty racial politics in
American can be. I guess sometimes per!Dnal agendas come before promoting ethnic harmooy.
We have all come to know
UK" as an institution dedicated.
to the celebration of diversity.
Study abroad, Multi-cultural
events and many international
students all contribute to making this a very diverse campus.
Why make these efforts? That
question is easily answered. To
promote open minds-- to create
a feeling of unity among people
no matter what their age, race,
sexual preference or economic
background.
When people refuse to promote diversity, they in essence
promote separatism. Students
need to find out as much as they
can about Africa. It is important
to bridge the gap of understanding between cultures so that all
people can just get along.
U
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The Colored Museum makes history at 'K'

Karow Gordon
Index Staff
flyBrilln Ta11eric~
The opening of George C.
Wolfe's The Colored Museum,
12 with
on May 18, at 8 p.m., in the
~16sive rekl~se pi the nudear submarineplm. Crim$cm. . Balch Playhouse, will be the
To kick o{f1hesUJtin\er extravaganza, there are curre ntly
first play written, directed and
yourlocalJ heaters with!>ig l;l0UyWood st~X" performed by a ll A fr icanIpc)teln.ti~ilt1'ide the r6tnanticcomedy French KISs, and the BrItAmericans in the history of
fme The EnglisJml4n W;W Went UP4 Hil18ut Came Down a Kalamazoo College, said
Mountain. Gene Hackman, Denzel Washington, Kevin Kline, Theresa Davis of the Theater
Ryall, andH'Qgh Grant all want you to spend your hard Department, the director of the
earned cash to make their film the first hit of the summer.
play.
Andthey'rewillmg to takeyou around the world,to do \~..
"The Colored Museum is a
The first stop On the international summer mOVIe tour IS 1n tapestry of a culture that is as
faris tor French
Th:is lighthearted comedy stars
Ryan outrageous as it is cultured
.
('timothy H utton) durnpS and refined," said Wolfe in the
1991 February issue of Essence
magazine.
The play is "a sophisticated,
satirical, seriously funny show
that spoofs white and black
America alike," said John
Simon, a critic in the November 17, 1986, issue of New York
magazine.
Davis said she has wanted
to direct a play with an alJ
black cast for a long time and
tha t this experience is, like "a
dream come true."
The cast consists of students
from Kalamazoo College,
Western Michi~an University,
and Wayne State University.
Davis said she either knew or
had seen the actors and actresses in other plays before
they auditioned for The Colored

~~tDt6Viesea$On officianystartedo~May

Museum.
However, everyone at
Kalamazoo College is not receptive to the idea of a black
play being put on here. Acrording to Davis, "We've had a lot
of backlash from members of
the Kalamazoo College Community, wondering why we're

doing The Colored Museum."
But Davis said, "I really am
appreciative of the support
that I've gotten from the
people who are working on the
show because it would not

then later you'll ask yourself
why it was funny?"
Senior Dafina Stewart will
be making her last public appearance at Kalamazoo College before she graduates.
"I've alway s
wanted to go out of
college with a bang,
Stewart said. Being in

The Colored Museum
will give me a chance
to work with an all
black cast." According to Stewart, the experience '1et's black
people define themselves" and "allows
us to deal with white
people on our term~
instead of theirs."
Kimberly Chandler, a student at
Wayne State University, worked on the
music for the play
and has an acting
The Colored Museum will be performed
role. Chandler coltomorrow, Friday, and Saturday at Balch
Theatre.
laborated, created,
-Photo by Will Adams and wrote many of
the pieces in the
show with Steve
have been possible without Johnson, a local artist. Johnson
their work."
has toured with many artists,
The play may cause people mCludmg, ne Be and Ce Ce
to feel uncomfortable, Davis Winans, the Winans, and Jefsaid, because it reveals real is- frey Osborne.
sues concerning the African
Tickets are available at the
American culture. She said Balch Playhouse box office
that she would like people to (337-7333) Monday through
ask themselves "why they feel Friday, May 15 -19, from noon
that way."
to 4 p.m. and one hour before
Jeff Daly, a Kalamazoo Col- each performance. Tickets are
lege senior and actor in the $12 for adults and $6 for stuplay, said, "Some of it is funny, dents/senior citizens. Muand when you have something seum exhibits open in the
funny, hopefulJy, you'll say lobby one hour before each
that it is funny right then, and performance.

Bosnia to benefit from Ballet Theatre
Angela Jousma
A &EEdltor
What can you do for a charitable organization, earn LACC
credit, and pick up a little culture and enjoyment all at the
same time? The Ballet Theater at
Kalamazoo College is celebrating their ten year anniversary by
performing at the Dalton Theater, June 2, at 7:30 p.m.
Sher Farrell Cook, Artistic
Director of the Ballet Theater
at Kalamazoo College (BTKe)
said it began in 1985, as a different way to teach dance with
a more compassionate view
towards the poor and underprivileged. Their charitable
donations are varied and impressive including the donation of $1000.00 to a refugee
camp in Dubrovnik, Croatia
and $2000.00 for support of an
AIDS baby in upstate New
York. This is just the beginning
of a long list that has benefited
people from Kalamazoo to Indonesia.
The BTKC's current project,
Cook said, is to raise money to
adopt an orphan in a refugee
camp in central Bosnia and to
provide medical and food supplies until the child turns 18.
According to Cook, the
dancers for the Ten Year Gala

include 35 Ballet Theatre students and 25 "K" students from
a Dance Performance Workshop. They will perform 21
dance variations including classical ballet, jazz, modem, and
musical theater. Proceeds from
this concert will go to The Children of War Lifeline which supports orphans that are victims
of war. This will be the sixth

child that the organization
adopts in an effort to financially continue their long tradition of service to the corrlmunity and the world.
Tickets are $5 for adults, $3
for students and can be purchased a t the box office in Light
Fine Arts or by caIling 337-7047.
Support their cause and enjoy the dancing!

Sher Farrell Cook, /oelluin Masters, and Gary Genson
-photo courtesy of Ballet Theatre of Kalamazoo College
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Men's tennis vies for eighth NCAA Division III National Crown
Since NCAA Division ill
men's tennis championship
play began in 1976, Kalamazoo
College has yet to miss a year
as a qualifying team. This year
is no exception.
The Hornets have received
their 20th consecutive bid to
the NCAA Division ill tournament. For the second time in
three years, Kalamazoo will
have the luxury of competing
for the national honors on its
home courts at Allen B. Stowe
Stadium.
"K," which is seeded sixth
in the 12-team tournament,
played 12-seeded University
of the South of Tennessee in

opening-round action on Monday, May 15. Kalamazoo was
victorious in both doubles and
singles action, defeating
Sewanee 5-2.
The Hornets then faced off
with Williams College of Massachusetts, Tuesday, May 16.
Williams drew a bye in the
opening round. "K" lost the
doubles point, but came back
to win the contest, conquering
the singles competition 4-3.
This tC<lm win moved the Hornets into the semifinals held
this morning, in which they
played against UC Santa Cruz
of California.
Washington College cf

Maryland is the defending Division III team champion,
claiming its first ever NCAA
title last year with a 5-4 finals
victory over Oaremont of Ca1ifomia.
Kalamazoo last hosted the
national tournament in 1993,
when the Hornets captured
their seventh NCAA ill championship.
This year's team tournament began May 15 and will
run until May 18. The individual singles and doubles
tournaments will then follow
May 19-22. The singles tourney
features 64 players, while there
are 32 doubles teams.

Kalamazoo will be well represented in the individual tournaments with three singles
players and two doubles teams
qualifying. Representing ''K'' in
singles will be Jason McKinney,
K'95, Ryan Kaltenbach, K'95,
and Paul Bozyk, K'95.
The Homet's doubles representatives will be the team of Pat
Noud, K'97 and Chris Kennelly,
K'97, and the duo of Kaltenbach
and Adam Afridi, K'95.
Kalamazoo has experience
on its side in the individual
tournaments as most players
have nationals exposure.
Kaltenbach, Afridi, and Noud
have all earned All-America

honors in previous seasons.
Under the direction of second-year head coach Timon
Corwin, Kalamazoo recently
captured its 57th consecutive
MlAA championship.
In their previous 19 years
of NCAA III tournament action, the Hornets finished
lower than fifth just once. At
last year's national tournament, held at the University
of Redlands in California,
"K" Claimed third place.
Kalamazoo has won a record
seven NCAA III men's titles,
including three straight from
1991-1993.

-Office of Public Relations

'K' baseball says farewell to swinging seniors
Karow Gordon
Index Staff
As Kalamazoo College coneludes another season of baseball, Andy Hobik, Manuel
Rupe, and Clint Wagner conelude their baseball career here
at ''K''.
Pitcher Rupe, who is a four
year veteran and member of the
MlAA All-America Team, reflected on one of his most
memorable experiences as a
baseball player. "My first MlAA
pitching win at the beginning of
my sophomore year was probably my most memorable experience. We won 5-4 and I gave
up 0 earned runs and had nine
strike-{)uts. It was a great way

to start the season."
His teammate, third baseman
Wagner, who received Honorable Mention and All-MlAA
awards, said that he enjoyed
playing for three years under his
coaches and with his fellow
Hornets. Also, Wagner stated
that he would like to continue
to play organized baseball, but
is unsure for now.
The third senior, Hobik,
played both pitcher and first
baseman during his years on the
team. Hobik said that he will he
will miss "playing with
friends," and that he enjoyed the
Florida spring break trips.
Hobik stated that his most
memorable experience as a

baseball player for ''K'' College
was "pitching in a game last
year in Horida in the stadium
under the lights. We ended up
winning that game."
The seniors played on a
young team this season, with an
average of six freshman starting
in each game. Tim Rogers, one
of the baseball coaches, said that
the team's statistics are nota true
reflection of the talent possessed
by the seniors. Rogers stated
that the seniors are "victims of a
rebuilding process."
Rogers said, "Oint Wagner is
the most valuable player on the
team and in the league." With a
batting average around .300,
Wagner is an outStanding hitter

Spring brings anxious intramural softball competitors
Heather~nter

rndex 5
Competition rises as sunshine
and warm weather bring intramural softball players to the
playing field. Despite the multiple days of rain,intramural softball teams continue to play hard
as they compete for the championship game scheduled to be
held during ninth week, if the
wrether holds out.

Four teams dominate t~
competition. In first place is P.
In second place are the Drinkers.
Third place belongs to the Tater
Tots. The La La Lobsters round
out the top four.
"Competition is better than
usual," said Bobby ireIand, K'%,
team captain of the Drinkers.
Team spirits rise as the weather
gets nicer making competition
more intense. Warm sunny days

There are
more t'lan
30STDs
out thcrc,
and 86%
affect
peoplc
under age 29. Untreated chlamydia can makc you infertile.
I1clpcs Ilever goes away. HPY causcs CANCER. Somc of
these bugs have no symptoms, especially in women,
and left untJcated, UICY can cndanger thc health of your
future childrcn. DON'T LET EMBARASSMENT BE A
HEALTH RISK. YOU CAN TALK TO US.
EXAMS START AT $28 AND SOME STD TESTS ARE FREE. -:

CALL US NOW. THIS IS SERIOUS.
PLANNED (P-J
PARENTHOOD
Of South Central Michigan
4201 W. Michigan Ave . • 1/2 mile E of Drake· 372·1200

gettheplayerspumpedup,anxious to play and hopefu11y, defeat other teams in the competition.
Rainy weather has kept the
teams inside with nothing to do
but study and concentrate on student socia1 activities.
''With nice wrether we want to
be outdoors," said Ireland. 'wren
spring is here it's good to get out
there and catch some rays."
"Everyone is having Irore fun
this year than in the past," said
Brad Horman, K'95, team cal1"
tain of the first place team, P .
''TIle competition is better, too."
However, Ireland added that
intramural softball is more than
just a competition. "It's something to take your mind of school
and take a break from it all for a
while," he said.
With all the nice weather and
intense, yet fun, competition,
members from some of the teams
said they would like more student and faculty support, especially since the championship
game is around the comer.
"Spectator turnout is low and
could be better," Ireland added.
"Of course, our roommates and
suitematescome, but it would be
nice to have more people there."
When the competition is
this good and the weather
seems almost perfect, spectator support would add another level of excitement and
motivation to an already
great season of intramural
softball.

Clint Wagner, Manuel Rupe, and Andy Hobik are the senior players
on the baseball team.
-Photo by Will Adams
and his combination of speed,
strength. and hand~ecoordination makes him one of the most
feared hitters in the MIAA.
Wagner has one Iroreyear of e1igibility and Rogers said, "We are
praying as a coaching staff that
he uses it. He can carry a team"
Rogers also added, "Manuel
has come a long way. He got
more control in his pitches this
season." Rupe's improvements
earned him a starting position
and recognition as the best
pitcher on the team. "Losing the
best pitcher creates a big hole in

the program," said Rogers.
Hobik also finished his career
on a positive note. Hobik
stepped up as starting pitcher in
the game against Calvin College
and Roger stated, ''he had a
strong game." In addition, the
team utilized Hobik' 5 abilities as
a designated hitter.
'The young guys on the team
are outstanding," Rogers added.
"Also, there is a good recruiting
class coming in the fall." However, as the team looks forward
to a fresh start next season, they
will miss the seniors.

Baseball finishes disappointing season
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
The Ka1amazoo College 00seball
teamerded its 1995 SEBSOn with a
srowingof the way things went all
season. They lost to the Alma Scots
12-1 and 1Q..9onSaturday,May13,
at the opening ofSuther\and Held.
In the first game at the newly
renovated stadium, the Hornets'
showing was reminiscent of the
first part of the season. Poor
pitching, bad defense, and a nonexistent offense all contributed to
the loss. The game only lasted
five innings due to the mercy
rule, and when it was all said and
done, the Hornets were shut out
for the second time this season.
The nightcap, however,
showed the Hornets' improvement It also showed the supporters of Kalamazoo basebal1 what
to look forward to next year.
The game was far from perfect, with seven errors between
the two teams. Yet the Hornets
played with pride. Going into the
bottom of the seventh inning, the
score was % Alma, and it looked

like the season was over for the
Hornets. However, Ka1amazoo
rose to the occasion to score three
runs in the bottom of the seventh,
sending the game into extra innings. For the next three innings,
the Hornets survived scare after
scare as Alma had a runner on
third in each extra inning. However, Matt Conti, K'97, was able
to get the last out before the Scots
were able to score. Ka1amazoo
prolonged the game with some
fine defensive efforts.
In the eleventh inning, under the
lights of the new stadium,Alma finally got to Conti and scored a run
off a base hit to center field. The
Horretscould rot score a run in the
bottom of the inning, ard lost trer
sixth g;:une this SEBSOn by one run.
The Horrets have reason to be
optimistic about the seasons to
come. With fourteen recruits cominginto theprogramrextyearard
almost all of the starters back from
this year's squad, the Hornets will
be expected to compete for third
place in Michigan Intercollegiate
AthleticAssociation competition.

Knovvn to Your Moms as the Backpage
any questions?

Words of wisdom even Chapel Chat couldn't touch
Jack Handy

Forrest Gump

Rain Man

That kid down the hall

On theft . ..
Mama always said to keep
track of my belongings, so I
could leave with what I came
with.

Do you ever wonder when you

Where the fuck are my jeans?

go to the laundry room with
one basket of clothes and leave
with three; "Hey where does
all that lint come from anyway?"

K mart. I gotta buy new jeans
at K Mart. Someone stole my
jeans so I gotta go to K Mart.

Re lationships . ..
Love sure can hurt.

Dude ... Don't go for a senior,
unless its pig roast!

I've found that when dating
even the early worm gets a

Seniors. Definately, definately
a problem. Definately.

bird.

On Work ...
Bein' that I was a football star,
college graduate, and world
famous ping-pong player, I got
a great job teach' in typewriter
maintinance.

A job? If Iwere president, no
Whenever I choose a college, I
look for a small, private liberal one wouldever have to work
again.
arts school. Sure, they cost an
awful lot and make you feel
prestigous, and when it comes
time to get a job, those people
that graduated from a two-year
professional school make lots
more money. But hey that's
life!

2 socks in, 1 sock out. That
makes it 496,676,444.

On Life . ..
Life is like a line at Marroitt,
you never know what yer
gonna get 'till it bites ya!

It's pretty easy to say, ''1 don't
regret anything I've ever
done" ......see!

Dude.. . Life? Sucks.

2,4,6,8,10 Do it. Do it. Do it.
Do it. Just do it.

On Stuff. ..
Some years later I heard that
same man with the big truck
that squashed squirrels, got
~runk one day and tried to
squash a kid after work at
Marriott.

Contributers: Dwight Benner II

Let's look at the word
Frisbeegolf : Fris- a bad haircut,
beeg - Pres. Bryan's dog, and

No pictures? No proof.

Yeah, yeah.

olf -?
Julius A. (No you still don't know my middle name, but is that a pancake in your pocket?) Moore IV
&

ryan "always and forever naked boy" harbage

Mark Wachter

Jason Crandall
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SenIors choose three speakers for commencement and Baccalaureate
Aaronstaff
Portenga
Index

pressed
hi ~ anxiety
. about com.
.
109 up With a good speech.
Seruors chose Jon Voss as "It's a res nsibili " h '
their student Baccalaureate "I'm speakt t t~' edsald.
speaker and in a rare tie, Orma but I'm also ~ °a~ s7 ents
pe
g or the
Bradford and Darrell Jones as students."
their stu~ent commencement
Voss said that he would
speakers m a vote. last week.
like to talk about the student's
Although typically a tie is and society'
'bT '
settled by a run off election carin
s ~sponsl I.Ity 10

of myself and that I'm leaving
so much of myself behind
here," she said. "The good and
bad experiences at "K" have
made me who I am."
In looking at the College itself she said that she
has enjoyed the small size
of "K" and how the faculty,
students, and administration made her feel she was
an important part of the
community. She said she
lion, the deciSIon was still un- dents and faculty at "K" F'
R
group, Women s
would like to see the Col. ' .1esource Center, and many
known.
Voss is a reli .
.
nally, he said he hoped hiS music ensembles. Jones said
lege pay more attention to
differences here instead of
who has been a me~C:: ~:l::.; :~ ~~Uld !:l different but that ~e lo~ks forward to
just paying "lip service."
In
.pec. ' . .
working WIth Bradford on
multicultural awareness ou
"The College needs to
Quest. He helped the gr!p i~ ters at ~:~a~!!S ~ve qu~ a s~h together if they are
change
those words (of emo~~ S~I permItted to do so. He said
its effort to raise money from that he felt "K"
bracing
differences) into at. prov~ e a he hopes to be able to reflect
sources outside the colle for
titudes,"
Bradford said.
a domestic ethnic stUdfes
great opportunity for ItS stu- on the senior class, SOCiety
Baccalaureate
and
program. He is also a memand his own four years
commencment
speakers
ber of the Campus Life Comat " K." ~e also said he
were nominated by faculty.
mittee. This is only the fifth
would like to comment
commencement speaker.
Those
seniors accepting
quarter at "K" for Voss who
on the stigma of his gen-Photo by Will Adams
is a transfer student from the
era tion being seen as the ' are a result of scapegoating their nomination wrote a stateand breakdowns in communi- ment about what they would
University of New York at
Generation X and show
cation until the origipal issue discuss in a speech at graduaNew Palpz. He studied black
what t~ey actually have acis forgotten. "With the fast tion. There were about four
studies and English in New
complished.
pace
of the quarter system, we statements for Baccalaureate
York and went on to do his
Reflecting on his career
can't
afford to play
at "K" Jones said that he
foreign study in Tibet
games,"
he said. "Everyfeels the calendar change
through the University of
one
is
at
fault."
may be good. "Hopefully
Wisconsin before finally
Bradford, an ecocoming to "K."
the changes are for the betn6mics major is active in
te~ and will provide a
Voss said that he was
the Black Student Orgaflattered and honored to
WIder range of studies for
nization along with the
have been chosen by his
all s,~uden~s on t~s camUmoja House which
one two senior
pus, he said. In discussing
peers to be their Baccalaupromotes
African culwhat he would change at
reate Speaker. He also ex- commencement speakers.
-Photo by Will Adams "K" he said that he felt
ture on campus. She
said if she and Jones cannot speak together and
she were to lose in the
runoff it wouldn't
ment. She also said that the
ing sexual harassment.
Kezia Pearlman
bother
her. "Knowing
Elizabeth Stands, K'95, policy assumes that people can
Index staff
Darrell,
he'd
be an excelFaculty members will be said that she failed to see spe- be educated.
lent
speaker.
It's a no
However, many students
meeting later this week to be- cific guidelines in the current
lose
situation,"
she said.
gin drafting new ideas for the policy about of how a student feel that the policy does not do
In
discussing
what Jon Voss was elected senior
sexual harassment policy would go about initiating a enough for those individuals
she would talk about if Baccalaureate speaker.
who bring about complaints.
which many students and fac- harassment charge.
-Photo by Will Adams
she's Commencement
According to Chris ShanLa Plante answered that
ulty members find ambiguous
Speaker she said she would talk and eight to nine statements for
all procedures a re clearly non, K'97, "the policy is geared
and ineffective.
about the wnuron college expe- commencement speaker. These
toward
stopping
harassment
Prior to 1992, "K" had a stated in the policy handbook.
rience and row students can use statements were put on display
and
making
it
go
away."
Shansexual harassment policy, but She also said that after a stuit
in their lives()ll(E they move on in Hicks Center for seniors to
non
added
that
the
policy
does
not many clear procedures dent contacts either herself or
Reflecting. on her four read and vote on. The votes
not
make
enough
mention
of
which victims of sexual harass-- Dorrien, the nature of the hayears
at "K" Bradford said that were then tabulated by Barb
penalties.
rassment is placed on a "conment could follow.
she is ready to go. '11's tough. Vogelsang and the winners
Alicia
Turner,
K'97,
asked
In 1992, a Sexual Harass- tinuum."
After determining the se- "If there is no penalty, how is ' I feel like I've given so much were infonned last Thursday.
ment Task Force authored a
the harassment going to stop?"
policy which allows for one verity of the complaint, the acOthers, like Juniors Ann
incident of harassment before cuser can choose one of four
and Amy Hicks, feel
Dibble
options, which includes meaction can be taken.
that
the
current policy does
Last Thursday more than diation.
more
to
protect
the accused,
If the case involves faculty
20 students and four faculty
an unnecesthereby
placing
members met at the Women's to student harassment, it is
sary
burden
on
the
accuser.
Resource Center (WRC) to turned over to an executive
nature
of
sexual
haThe
voice their concerns with the faculty committee. If it is sturassment
was
also
discussed.
current procedures. The dent-to-student harassment,
Griffin asked "How do we
meeting's purpose was to dis- the complaint goes through a
handle patterns?" She pointed
cuss the policy, share stories judiciary panel which consists
out
that many of the harassabout experiences with vari- of two faculty members and
ment
cases seen by the adminOus types of harassment on one student.
istration
would tend to fallon
According to La Plante
campus and offer suggestions
the
"low
end of the conwhich would make the policy and Gail Griffin, Associate Protinuum."
Griffin
added that
more receptive to students' fessor of English, explicit protype
of
harassment
subthis
cedures were hard to pass beneeds.
in
jects
individuals
to
living
Many students addressed cause many faculty members
"hostile
environments."
their questions to Dean of Stu- expressed fears about possible '
According to Carol Anderdents Marilyn LaPlante who, negative repercussions.
son,
Assistant Professor of Re- The Michigan Militia made an.appearance in Kalilmazoo last
La Plante said that the prialong with Dean of Chapel
weekend. Many uK" students protested nothing in particulll,.
Gary Dorrien, is the first stop- mary function of the current HARRASSMENT con't p.3
-Photo by Louise DunderdQle
ping point for students claim- policy is to stop sexual harass-dents but that more could be
done to m k
.
.
a e It more
multicultural. He also said that
h~ would like to see students
gIVe mo~ back.to the College
c~mmuruty w~ch has proVld~th.em With these oppor
lies.
Jones is a music major
has
a
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New ideas for sexual harrassment policy

there was too much finger
pointing by students at the administration and faculty about
school problems. Many of the
problems on campus, he said,
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Works of Palchick featured in International Exposition
Yoshitaka Shimazu
Index staff
The paintings of Bernard
Palchick, Stewart Professor of
Art at "K", were shown in International Exposition, ART
1995 Chicago by Struve Gallery from May 11 to 16. One
hundred sixty five dealers,
who represented fifteen
countries, featured various
art forums such as paintings,
sculptures, prints, photographs, and videos by more
than two thousand modern
artists.
Palchick's recent paintings from the collections
titled "Empty Series" and
"Dialogue Series" were displayed at Navy Pier's newly

constructed Struve Hall in the
third annual exposi tion of
modern and contemporary
art.
Palchick said, in "Empty
Series" he tried to set up a tension between the objects and
the space where they are in.
Glasses and vases are peculiarly placed too close to the
edge of a plate, and they are
in jeopardy of falling. This
image has much to do with
Palchick's background as a
sculptor. "Every sculptor has
to deal with the issue of gravity," he said.
"Dialogue Series" is composed of two paintings. They
are painted on slender pieces
of paper, which are 20 in. by

60 in. long.
"I have worked with tht
idea of a dialogue or an exchange between two sides of
this long narrow rectangular
paper." He also said he tried
to describe an exchange, especially among objects and
paintings themselves, and
place the objects so that they
prompt the observers to question why they are there. In one
painting from this series, all
objects are on tree branches.
According to Palchick, those
objects become a kind of
words and punctuation
marks, to make a sentence as
a whole.
According to Palchick,
his major source of imagina-

WJMD: Bigger, badder, better
Ryan Harbage

ago they said that they would
have approval of the equipment within a week, ever since
they've been stalling us and
snowballing us for time. I have
absolutely no due as to their
motive on that."
Nielsen said, "I've been
extremely frustrated, because
I was assured that when I got
back from foreign study it
would definitely be up to FM,
and I got back in the spring to
find out we're not even up to
AM."
According to Nielsen,
WJMD has the money, the
equipment is available and the
signal should be in Harmon
and Hoben once it is approved
which should be by summer
quarter.
Station managers hope the
station will eventually be
heard off campus.
Felcyn said the station attempted to be broadcast not
only on campus, but in the
greater Kalamazoo area as
well.
"We found out that radio
station licensing is like getting
a liquor license for a bar," said
Felcyn. "You can only have so
many licenses in a given area,
and right now those are all
taken."
WJMDisbudgeted by Student Commission and receives
advice and support from the
office of student services.
Junior Josh Azriel, a station manager, said he is very
grateful for the support WJMD
receives from the administration and Student Commission.
Felcyn said, "We decided
just to be content with being on
campus for now, and maybe in
a couple years one of the stations around here will fold up
and a slot will become available." He said he cannot commit to a date.
Right now the only place
people can listen to WJMD is
in Hicks Center, where the station is located. There are
speakers in the lobby, the game
room, the cafeteria and in the
station.
DJ Moon Bedi, K'98, said,

"I hate only being heard in
Hicks and not in the dorms."
Azriel said, "Anyone who
wants a show is encouraged to
come sign up next quarter. It's
not difficult to work the machinery, if I can do it, anyone
can do it."

crimeveat

tion are nature and his life.
"A lot of my paintings have
to do with what happened to
me in my life, teaching and
working," he said. They
have to do with who I am
and how I think and what I
do ." Then, those works become ways of self-expression. Palchick explained art
as "my vocabulary and my
existence in the way I can relate to the rest of the world
and the way I probably find
the rest of the world relates
to me, my window or door
to who I am, what I am
about, and how I think."
Palchick has served as cochair of the Kalamazoo
County Public Arts Commission since its founding in
1982. The commission is in
charge of making recommendations to the governing bodies about the location and
nature of public arts. His contributions to the community
were recognized when he
was awarded the Community
Medal of Arts Award from
the Arts Council of Greater
Kalamazoo in 1992.

Referring to the status of
art in Kalamazoo, Palchick
said, "the Kalamazoo community is fortunate because there

Bernard Palchick
are so many art opportunities.
A lot of people are working
hard to keep the arts a vital
part of the community." He
said he thinks that's true of the
"K" college community as
well. "There is some kind of
lively sense of arts here."
Palchick will be on sabbatical next year. And in the fall of
'96, he will have a show on
campus of the works he will
complete during the sabbatical.

i

According to the Assistant Head of Security
Gail Simpson, security
believes the man seen
last spring riding his
bike
campus and
peering into dorm windows has returned.
The man; described
as a 5'11-6"0 African
American in his midtwenties was spotted by
security behind Markin
Racquet Center late Saturday night,Simpson

around

saJd.
On several occasions
last Spring students reported seeing a man
matching the same description riding his bicycle through campus
late at night.
Also in the past
week, the owners of two
vehicles parked in the
Hoben lot reported finding profanities written in
lipstick on their cars on
May 21st.
According
to
Simpson, during the
NCAA Division III Tennis Tournament, two
tennis rackets were reported missing from the
towedn Stowe Stadium.
The rackets, reported
missing on May 20, are
valued at $150-$2,00
each.
If anyone as information regarding any of
these incidents, contact
security immediately.

SUMMER WITH THE INDEX
The Index needs your help summer quarter. We
still need:
Sports Editor
Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
A& E Editor
Ads and Business Editor
Photo Editor
Circulation Editor
Staff Writers
Features Editor

MeAT

classes start soon

great scores..
great-skills...

Kaplan has the most complote arsenal of test prep
From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.
tool~ availa~le .

get a

higher score
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Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

OR MORE INFORMATION
Call 1-800 KAP-TEST
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How 'bout a little more baklava?

CORRECTIONS
Because the Index received incorrect infonnation, the story on the graduation '95 activities
incorrectly stated the commencment speaker's
employment. Gail Raiman has been vice president for public affairs of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
since June, 1988.
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PUBLICATIONS
Atlas looks for stories
from studies abroad
The Atlas, Kalamazoo College's foreign study magazine,
has a new editor and staff for the 1995 spring and summer
issue and is currently seeking submissions.
The magazine, a compilation of writing and artwork of
students who studied or worked abroad, marks its fiftll year
this summer. This year's editor-in-clUef, Jennifer Mrozowski,
said she has developed a staff, but is still looking to fill two
assistant editorial positions.
She and her staff met for the first time on Monday, May
8. According to Mrozowski, the main issues discussed include the need to solicit as many entries with as wide a range
as possible and the necessity to seek out good photography.
"My greatest concern is that students, thinking the magazine is geared only toward people with great experience in
writing, will be afraid to submit their work," said
Mrozowski. ''However, the goal of the Atlas is to publish as
many different experiences as possible. We are looking for
anything from letters to the parents to inspirational poetry.
Entries may be comical or serious. And we're also in need
of artwork and photography for both the inside and the
cover.
Mrozowski said she urges all students to submit something. 'We all went through similar experiences which are
nice to share," she said, "but it's also really exciting to hear
all the odd, funny, and sometimes sad stories each person
has to tell which could only have occurred once and could
only have been experienced by that storyteller."
The deadline has been set for Friday of tenth week.
Mrozowski said submissions can be put in the Atlas box in
the basement of Hicks or in her box, which is box 774. Any
questions may be addressed to her at 7587 or to Deborah
Luyster of the English Department at 7040.

Cauldron represents
best creative writing
Just because you see the latest Cauldron on sale in Hicks
today and tomorrow during lunch and dinner, don't think
the Cauldron staff is taking a break. You can submit essays,
poetry, short fiction and photographs. According to Amy
Hicks, one of the literary magazines' editors, seniors and
first year students especially should submit something for
the next issue before they leave at the end of spring quarter.
Submissions also will be accepted early in summer quarter,
Hicks said.
Leave your submissions in the Cauldron box in the lower
level of Hicks. Anyone wanting to work on the next edition
during the summer should contact Amy Hicks or Deborah
Luyster at 7040.
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Beckie Craft
Layout Editor
The signs have been up for
weeks announcing the concert.
The K Handbells of
Kalamazoo College presents
'When You Wish Upon a Star,"
a show of nothing but Disney
songs from movies throughout
the years. The event is free and
will be held in Stetson Chapel
at 4 p.m., Sunday, June 4.
Three seniors, one junior,
one sophomore, and five
freshman compose the

handbell choir. The director,
who also plays bells when
needed, is Russell Cooper,
K'89. The choir practices three
days a week for two hours a
day to prepare for their concerts. Unlike most other music groups on campus, joining
the handbell choir is completely voluntary, receiving no
credit for the time spent on the
songs. Three, sometimes four,
octaves of bells are strewn
across several tables, each student having up to ten bells to

play.
This particular concert will
be different from all of their
other concerts because it is the
first time the group has played
music from one theme, except
for Christmas.
The handbell choir will
play songs from "The Lion
King," "Aladdin," "Beauty
and the Beast," ''Pinocchio,''
"Mary Poppins," "Snow
White," "Cinderella" and "The
Little Mermaid." The concert is
expected to run about an hour.

HARRASSMENT con't from p.l - - - - - - - - - - ligion, much of the ambiguity
over the sexual harassment
policy mirrors the ambiguity
of sexual harassment itself.
Anderson said that the
concept of perception versus
experience is key to how
sexual harassment is understood by both the student body
and faculty.
'There are women on this
campus who have had experiences that make them feel unsafe. This is not a perception,"
said Anderson.
Anderson also defined
situations where, for example,
a female student is scared
about an individual's behavior
but is reluctant to use the term
sexual harassment to define
her experience as problematic.
Anderson calls this the "gray
area."
However, Anderson does
not see the policy as ineffective. She pointed out that it
works if a woman is certain
that she wants to bring about
charges. She also said that it
has worked in the past.
Anderson, like many of
the students at last Thursday's
meeting see more education,
peer education and advocacy
as necessary for the sexual harassment policy.
Although faculty advocacy is already a component of
EUROPE $199 one way
CARIBBEAN/MEXICO
$189 round trip
If you can beat these prices,
start you own damn airline.
Air-Tech Ltd.
(212) 219-7000
Info@aerotech.com

the sexual harassment policy,
Anderson would like to see it
more formal.
"A better system would
enable the student bringing the
complaint to be referred to a
faculty or student advocate.
This would formalize the process. The ad vocate, rather than
La Plante or Dorrien, would
educate the student about the
policy and its process and offer support," said Anderson.
Anderson added that if a
student was thinking about
bringing a sexual harassment
charge he or she could first
meet with a peer advocate.
Shannon agreed that a system of advocacy would improve the current system. The
WRC would eventually like to
see an advocacy program integrated into the official sexual
harassment policy. Both
Anderson and Shannon expressed interest in having advocates specially trained by the
YWCA.

Students who have been
through the process of bringing about a sexual harassment
charge also feel that advocacy
would be beneficial.
Senior Margaret Skwira
spent more than two years trying to bring a charge of sexual
harassment against a former
"K" student.

Skwira said that when she
initially brought up the com
plaint she did not feel supported by the administration.
After parental interven
tion, another student with a
nearly identical story and vol
untary faculty advocacy the
man accused of harassment
was permanently barred from
campus.
"The system finally
worked, butittook two years,"
said Skwira.
She added that a system of
advocacy would have made
the process smoother.
Elizabeth Stands, K'95,
said that "[Advocacy] is an
excellent idea. It provides
needed community and personal support; it would help to
clarify the process."
Shannon said that she
thinks that advocates would
help to balance out the power
between faculty and students.
'The sexual harassment policy
and the judicial council sets
power with a few."
Shannon said she would
like to see advocates trained in
both campus policy and in the
laws of Kalamazoo county.
She furthered the idea of
advocacy by proposing that
advocates would be as important to the decision-making
process as student services.

Teach-in to examine backlash and
the women's movement
Kalamazoo College's junior / senior women's stuies seminar will present a teach-in on
backlash and the contemporary
women's movement at
Kalamazoo College on Wednesday, May 31. The seminar begins
at 8 p.m in the Olmsted Room
in Mande\le Hall. It is open to
the public, free of charge.
Topics to be examined are

sexual violence, battering, pornography and prostitution,
welfare and economic issues,
and health and reproductive
rights. The emphasis will be on
media's role in promoting
myth over facts.
A question-and-answer
period will follow the onehour presentation.

-Office of Public Relations

Congratulations and best of l~ck
to Kalamazoo College

Class of 1995.
The Index Staff
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Let's talk tolerance
So this is it, the last staff editorial of the quarter. Hasn't it been fun? I was looking over
the issues of the quarter and I realized we have had a theme. Tolerance. At the beginning of
the quarter, we talked about the how the current "K" plan can cause tensions between the
classes. In a subsequent issue, we expressed a concern about the lack of tolerance, towards
homosexuals on campus. A problem which was gruesomely displayed on the bathroom
walls of the library. And, in yet another column, we simply discussed the currents of hatred and intolerance found in society today.
rlowever, me OlSCUSSlons did not end wlm the starr oox. L1ift Lampe's opinions article, although infuriating to many, did open the channels for people to talk about rape.
Aaron Portenga's article about the writing on the walk introduced ideas that many people
have on campus, but never express. And in the last issue, Ryan Harbage exposed tensions
between the African Studies department and fue students who went to Africa on foreign
study. Each of these issues also dealt with tolerance: the tolerance of women towards alternative rape explanations, the levels of tolerance between the homosexual and heterosexual
communities and tolerance of culture.
What is significant is that each of these articles opened the doors for discussion. It is
ironic, on a campus this small, one would think that there could be great communication
between all of the different groups. However, it seems that the divisions here are just as
great as, if not bigger than, many of the larger universities. Here, the ideas exist, but are
usually hidden or camouflaged.
Unfortunately, this blocks discussion and without a dialogue between the groups, many
of the misunderstandings will not go away.
That is where we come in. The Index was created to be the voice of the campus. Every
Sunday night, we attempt to gather all of the news and significant issues on campus. We
also hope to hear from the community. The staff welcomes letters to the editor that introduce thoughts and initiate discussion. It is not always easy to make it to the scheduled
forums or meetings for discussion. However, you can write an article at your own convenience. Our community is not that big, however we must keep the channels for discussion
open. Use your resources. Take advantage of the campus publications.
Editors Note:
We are currently filling editorial positions for next quarter. Anyone interested should
contact Deborah Luyster in the English Department, send a message to the Index office, or
contact Sarah Overly.
Working on the staff is "hot fun in the summertime" and it looks great on resumes.

Thank you to
the Inae~staff and
writers for their
fabulous work and

dedication this quarter.
Beckie would like to thank everyone for being patient on those lovely /ate nights. She hopes you
will be equally patient with her fall quarter. A special thanks to Ken at Quadstop-you 're
great! And big hugs to our good friends and confidants who don't care if we yell at them:
Matthew, Mark, Luke, John,Ishmael, and Bob (Bartlebee the printer).
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Portenga fires back
Aaron Portenga
Index staff
r am writing to clear up
some points raised by Dennis
Bowling and Gary R. Otsuji on
my position about the chalk
messages used by the Gay lesbian Bisexual Support Group
during their Pride Week last
week.
First, let me respond to
Bowling's well written and
thought out response to my
article, "The Writing On The
Walk" by saying that I was in
no way trying to "inspire anger." My article was intended
to inform the GLBSG and any
other groups that there are
much better ways than antagonizing chalk messages to gain
support in the College community.
Bowling made it clear to
me in
his art i cl e
b
y
sayin g ,
II

W

e

about. Further, they rarely use
offensive language in their
messages like the GLBSG has
done in the past.
r do not agree with Bowling that a community event
sponsored by the GLBSG
would force people of the
group to "come out," or be
seen as "some sort of exotic
species." I realize not all
members of the GLBSG are
gay, lesbian or bisexual.
Some are just supporters of
gay rights. A sponsored
event, for instance bringing
in a local band for a show,
will not tell people which
members are gay, lesbian or
bisexual. Instead it would
provide students an oppor.tunity to learn about the group
and understand its position
better in a conducive environ ment.
IbMi n g
speaks
of dangers in
t his
community for
those
who are
courageous
enough
to "come out." Some of this
danger is only perpetuated by
the chalk messages that only
antagonize instead of inform.
Some people feel threatened
when they see these sometimes accusatory statements
which contributes to the sense
of danger he discusses.
Finally, Bowling says that
students are either on one side
or the other of this controversial issue. I would remind him
that many college students are
just now beginning to sort out
what beliefs and values they
accept as their own. Chalk
messages accusing people
without explanation or information only puts these students on the defensive before
they can decide for themselves. Just because someone
doesn't accept homosexuality
doesn't mean they don't support your right and liberty to
be a homosexual. This is no
different than pro life people
accepting a woman's right and
liberty to have an abortion.
You deprive people the option
to -give you the liberty and
rights you deserve by saYlOg
they are either for you or
against you.
Having already addressed
the few significant points
Otsuji raised in his article in
my response to Bowling's well
thought out article, I decline to
use any more "precious Index
space" responding to his own
"grubby little article." If he
would like to discuss some of
the insignificant points he
raised I am always available by
phone somewhere out here "in
the real world."

r----------------------------,
I realize not all members of the GLBSG are
gay/lesbian or bisexual.
Some are just supporters of gay rights.

did
not
sponsor a
'Suppo r t
V\W<,'"
t hat
the main purpose of Pride
Week and its chalk messages
is to gain attention for its cause.
r just think that it would be a
mistake if the main method
used to gain attention was
viewed negatively by many
people. I also think that it
would be a mistake to not
make gaining support a major
priority during a week such as
Pride Week.
My purpose in calling attention to the writing of the messages at night was not to suggest the ludicrous idea that
people should write in the day
or that these people are cowards.
The fact is, people are driven to
the defensive when confronted
by anonymous people writing
antagonistic things on a sidewalk that can neither be argued
back to or, more importantly, explained. Maybe the chalk instead could be used to write
when and where the real informative events are.
Bowling and Otsuji both
bring up that other organizations write on the walk as well,
insinuating that r am picking
on the GLBSG. The only reason I picked the GLBSG was
that it happened to be Pride
Week when I was assigned to
write opinions and they had
just written on the walks. I
would be the first to tell a
group like InterVarsity that
chalk writing is not a way to
enhance one's group's image.
As to the tennis team or some
frustrated physics students
writing on the walk, they are
not a group trying to gain support to a sensitive issue that
some students may not be sure

Aaron Portenga
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iRed Cross gives thanks Library responds to criticisms
:: Letter to the Editor:
.
On behalf of the Jinuny Flynn Bone Marrow Transplant
:: Group of the American Red Cross, I would like to thank the
lstudents and staff of Kalamazoo College for their tremenidously successful bone marrow drive on May 1. Your response
:: to this vital gift of life program is sincerely appreciated.
Bone Marrow transplants are giving critically ill people an
option they never had before. Without a transplant, patients
with leukemia, aplastic anemia, and more than 60 other fatal
diseases have a long-term survival rate of 0-15 percent. With
:: a transplant, the rate averages 30 to 40 percent and can be as
:: high as 80 percent, depending on the disease and the patient's
:i health before the transplant. The more people added to the
:: the National Marrow Registry on May l.
: Under the direction of Shivika Bafna, the the student orgai nizing group publicized, educated and recruited donors for
: the drive. They did an excellent job of ensuring the day went
. well and everyone got through in a timely manner. The Red
Cross is sincerely apprecietive of their efforts.
Congratulations to everyone for your participation and
willingness to be a part of this vital health care program.
Thanks also for the successful blood drive on May 10. Ninetytwo pints of blood were collected for the hospital patients: some of whom are awaiting bone marrow transplants.

Letter to the editor:
:

i
i.
:
·
.
.'

·

.

: Sincerely,
;Joyce M. Stout
: Director, Blood Services

Tension caused by whites
Letter to the editor:
I am writing in a state of sadness and anger after reading
Ryan Harbage·s opiruon piece, "Tensions limit unity," concerning the attempt by white students to create an alternative African Night. The headline is certainly correct: tensions do tend to
limit unity. The question to ask, whenever racial politics are
concerned, is who is causing the tension.
When white people decide that ractal politics are "petty", it is
usually because they do not comprehend (or do not want to comprehend) the complexities or the history behind the politics. It is
remarkable to me that a white student, rather than simply disagreeing with the position taken by many of African descent on the campus, would dismiss that position as "petty," as Harbage does, as if
he were in a position to judge what is Significant to black people.
As whites we need to accept that we are not in that position. We
also need to inform ourselves of a long, terrible history of black
people's organizations, communities, and traditions being invaded,
co-opted, and otherwise taken over by whites-liberal, well-meaning, sympathetic whites. I should think that white students who
have studied Africa ,,",ould have learned how deeply the history of
that continent has been shaped by that very impulse on a much
larger scale, under the flag of colonialism.
I too have been to Africa. I have visited every foreign study
center we have there, and some we no longer have, and the experience changed my life. I have shared my enthusiasm for Africa
and what I have learned there in many ways with this campus.
But it would not occur to me to seize upon Africa Night as the
appropriate vehicle to do so. Isn't it logical that the best way to
honor Africa is to honor people of African descent? From another
angle, as Director of Women's Studies, I know precisely how I
would feel if a group of well-meaning, liberal male students announced that they were going to setup an altemate Women's Speak
Week or an alternate Take Back the Night March: I would be furious, and I would resist by all available means. Such events, like
Africa Night, are meant to put marginalized people at the center
for once, doing the defining, the shaping and leading. In events
meant to celebrate African heritage, white people should seek to
be allies, not competitors. There are many ways to be an ally. One
is to ask the Director of African Studies what he considers a viable
role for white students to play. Another is to initiate discussions
wi th BSO or the African Studies office about other kinds of events
that might be sponsored by students whose primary tie to Africa
is the Foreign Study experience.
Multiculturalism is not about the kind of "unity" Harbage's
article seems to rely on. It is not about blurring boundaries and
instant "integration." It is about accepting our history, learning
to see each other clearly in cultural terms, respecting each other's
cultural boundaries, and interacting as allies and neighbors, not
invaders. An alternate Africa Night run by white people is not
an effort toward diversity; on the contrary, it perpetuates some
of the same old stuff that made diversity efforts necessary.
Multiculturalism is not about white people having access to everything; it is about white people learning to accept limitations,
a skill which we haven't had much experience. It's time to start
practicing.
Gail Griffin

The article headlined:
"Upjohn library lacks needed
resources" which appeared on
page 3 of the 17 May 1995 issue of the Index
• You state: 'Whereas most
college facilities have consistently up-graded and improved what they provide to
the college conununity, the library has not grown much beyond it's book-storage facility."
If you access hobbes from
your room or a computer lab,
you can use the library's Home
Page to do an Ariadne search,
browse periodical tables of
contents using Wilson Periodical Index database, scan other
bibliographic and full-text databases using FirstSearch, send
e-mail to request books for the
library, and Home Page
pointers to visit a vast
array of information
sites on the Internet.
Furthermore, you
should be aware that for
the past two years, library and media services
staff have participated in
a major effort to pIan information services for
Kalamazoo College for
the next century. The
staff started from a written building program for
an Information Complex
which they developed during
the 1993-94 academic year. In
the fall of 1994, they joined with
architects, and other faculty,
staff, and students to test the adjacencies, and to test conceptual
design ideas. After four sessions involving architects and at.
least a dozen participants from
the College, a very preliminary
design concept was selected
and developed. These visual
materials will help the College
raise the necessary funds to
make the vision of an expanded
Upjohn library a reality.

mine.)
During the 1993-94 academic year, the library added,
by purchase or gift, more than
7,000 books, 300 video tapes,
and 32 periodical subscriptions. When the 1994-95 academic year comes to a close,
we will be able to give the figures for this year.
If you wish to request an
item for the collection, you
may do so in any number of
ways: In Ariadne you wiII
find a place to record suggestions for the collection under
the "Library Information"
option, or you may contact
me or Ann Haight, Acquisitions Librarian and Bibliographer, directly.

•
You state: .. The staff also
feels it necessary to take a holi-

ter, a mean of 16.55 students
have been using the library at
11:30 p.m. on the five nights
per week that the library remains open until midnight.
This amounts to less than 2%
of the student body currently
"on" based on a student population of 900.
• You state: ''The issue of library hours has been brought
up repeatedly by students in
both written and oral suggestions, yet the library staff has
continuously avoided the
question ... "
When the library changes
its hours there is a budgetary
impact. Over the years the
College has made a multimillion dollar investment in the
contents of the library building. Therefore for reasons of
safety and security, the library can
not be left
open unattended.
For each
hour the library is
a
open,
minimum
of
one
regular
staff member and
one studen t
worker
must be willing to work and
must be paid. Currently, the
library is open 100 hours per
week during the academic
quarters and 40 hours per
week during breaks. Without
a budget increase for staff in FY
1995-96, we will be unable to
afford an increase in hours.
Under the current budget, it
would be possible to change
the configuration of Saturday
and Sunday hours. This
would not be possible for week
days since classrooms in the library are in use from 8:00 a.m.

For each hour the library is open,
a minimum of one regular staff
member and one student worker
must be willing to work and
must be paid.

• You state: "... the library is
fairly . limited in its material,
eSpecially scientific books and
~ journaIs, and the staff has continuously refused to increase
their holdings." (Emphasis

Letters to the
editor will continue to be
printed when
prod uction of
The Index re.
sumes In summer quarter.
We welcome
letters from the
community, ineluding recent
alumni.

-Susan Allen

day every time they suspec
that less than 100% of the
colege community will need to
use the library, like first week
and quarter breaks." (Emphasis mine.)
The library has al ways been
open First Week and Monday
through Friday during all
quarter breaks except from
December 25 to January 2
when the entire College closes
down. In the past, the library
closed at 5:00 p.m. on the Monday of First Week because student workers were usually not
yet available. This policy has
been changed, and the library
remains open until midnight
on Monday through Thursday
of First Week. So far this quar-

Sincerely,
Susan M. Allen
Director of libraries and Media Services
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Experiences on the Index offer unique experiences
Kezia Perlman
Erin Miller

Index staff

As previous Index editors/
writers/supporters, we have a
different perspective on college
than the majority of Kalamazoo
College students. Our experiences have been influenced by
our both our roles as Index staffers and "K" students. This is not
only our last quarter as students
of Kalamazoo College, but,
ironically our first time not
working as integral parts of the
Index.
Over the past few years we
could not afford to be una ware
about what was happening on
campus-whether Marriott, or
Student Commission, or tuition, or, of late, the K-plan.
However, with our upcoming
graduation (not to mention finishing SIPs, Comps, LACs, P.E.
credits and trying to find a job)
what we have come to regard
as our special knowledge and
insight is not as sharp as it once
was. Yet, one benefit of being
out of the loop is that the intense criticism, ridicule and the
fear of eating at SAGA on
Wednesdays to which we had
become accustomed is gone.

Regardless of the fact that
we can now walk across campus without being defined by
the Index, we don't wish to suggest that our experience was
negative nor do we wish to disassociate ourselves with the Index, past or present. Rather, we
would like to reflect on our time
with the Index as beneficial and
influential to our lives. Yet, a lot
of our work with the Index was
not fun, in fact it was stress-inducing and sleep-depriving. As
seniors inching closer to the
END we can now find humor
in situations that often seemed
lif~threatening, dire, or just embarrassing.
So now, let us share with
you some of our favorite Index
highlights (many of you may
be in the dark regarding some
of our references---we don't
care, it's usually like that). As
an aside, we want you to know
that the ensuing list is made by
possible by the use of option
8. Our discovery of "bullets"
came freshman year, and
we've been addicted ever
since. Without further ado,
here are some Index highlights
and low-lights:
• Man Killed by Train

Near Campus:
Erin and
Heather Mossman's otherwise
eloquent account of a suicide
near campus was severely
marred by the crappy layout.
In fact, the positioning of then
K-senior Adam Lewin (who
was photographed donating
blood to the Red Cross) next to
the startling headline had everyone thinking that indeed he
was the man killed. (Spring
92)
• The Birth of crimebeat:
Created in spring '92 by Erin
and Heather in order to be
more like the Western Herald,
crimebeat is now an institution. Although usually a serious matter, crimebeat has seen
many humorous days. Consider this:
• Reports of indecent exposure on campus during
spring '93 led to the following
brilliant crimebeat headline:
Warm Weather Brings Frisbee
Golfers, Penises.
• Kezia on Assignment
in D.C.: After attending the
"March for Choice" in Washington, D.C., the Index featured
Kezia's article, calling her the
"D .C. corespondent" which
led to jokes in the Index office

Oklahoma opens new ch,apter
Till Jecke

Index staff
The Oklahoma bombing
opened a new chapter in
American history; a new chapter of terrorism. A kind of terrorism that had yet to exist in
the United States.
There have been outside
terrorist attacks against US
property and that have
claimed the lives of American
citizens many times before.
Recentlf, one can look at the
bombing of the World Trade
Center two years ago or the
destruction of the jumbo jet
over Lockerbie, Scotland .
However, this time the assassins aren' t unknown and they
aren't radical Arabian fundamentalists. Only for a short
time could the people of the
United States point their fingers towards the Middle East,
before it became clear that the
victims of the Oklahoma
bombing were killed by their
own compatriots.
The killers have American
naJrel, trey have AIrerican faces
and they come right out of the
middle of the Azrerican society.
In Europe, people have
been living for decades with the
daily threat of a bomb attack in
the London subways, Berlin
discos and Turkish holiday ~
sorts. Politicians and government officials are shot on the
street in France, Spain and Germany. The murderers of the
IRA, ETA, PKK or the RAF
don' t care about people's lives
when they want to show the
world that they don't agree with
their governments or when they
want to push their ideals of free-

dom and democracy.
The executors of the
bombing in Oklahoma City
also showed, in a cruel and
cowardly way, that they don't
agree. But what are the motives for their deed?
What Americans before
only saw on television from
places across the Atl(!ntic,
occured in the heartland of
their country just a couple
weeks ago. Compared to Europe, where this kind of terrorism has been going on for a
long time, the United States
has less experience on how to
handle the new problem.
Unfortunately, the attack
in Oklahoma won't be the last
time that a single person or a
group of extremists expresses
their attitude towards the political situation. There are too
many extremists out there in
Michigan, Texas, Kansas or
Montana who will see the
events in Oklahoma as a signal for their fight. There are
radicals, .crawling through
training areas with their faces
painted and a weapons in their
hands. United in the belief that
only with a weapon they can
make a change.
Soon after the bombing
there was no longer any doubt
that this attack was the work
of conservative, right-wing extremists. Members of militaristic groups like the "Michigan
Militia" share their hatred towards liberal government. To
them, President Clinton is the
main enemy. After the "Brady
Bill," Clinton's attempt to r~
strict the possession and the
acquisition of weapons, many

volunteers have joined the
pararnilitaristic organizations.
Now, the people of the
United States have to live with
the same fear as the people in
Europe. Every day a car could
explode in front of a building
that hosts any governmental
institution.
Unwilling, or simply not
smart enough, to express their
political attitudes and use the
advantages that a free and
democratic country like the
United States offers, the new
enemies of this state rely on
militarism and violence in
hope of winning their "big
fight" against Washington.
The democracies of Europe
and the United States work well
although they are not perfect.
Every liberal country in the
world that raises its citizens to
become individuals with an independent mind has to live
with the risk that sometimes a
small percentage of people
don't agree with the free and
democratic type of state.
Maybe the danger of a
bomb attack is the disadvantage
among the many advantages a
modern republic offers. But
what are our alternatives? To let
a bunch of armed and frustrated
enemies of this country take
control? To stop our ideals of a
free and democratic state?
Our democratic system is
supposed to be a "militant democracy" in which every citizen and community sp.ould
stand up to defend the ideal of
a liberal state against enemies
of the state. Militant to defend
democracy, militant to fight
against militarism.

about "The Index's D.C. bureau.
• Yearly tuition increase
article: We ironically found solace in the knowledge that
come mid-winte~ we would
have one big news article, due
to President Bryan' s annual
tuition hike.
• RectalHall: Despiteour
efforts to cover GLSBG' s pride
week events and demonstrate
sensitivity to their causes, the
Index made a glaring error
(pointed out to us by everyone) when the Index printed
that their movie would be
shown in Rectal Hall, rather
than the Recital Hall (Spring
1992).
.
• The night that should
have ended at 10 p.m., but
continued until 5 a.m. : In
hopes of finishing layout early,
the editor at the time (Kezia)

suggested that the News editors (Erin and Heather) layout
their p age in the MAC lab. It
didn't work.
• The Index Smoking
Lounge: The stress of the Index and Winter quarter proved
to much for us. Smoking in the
hall just didn't do it for us anymore. So, after our advisor left
for the night, we smoked in the
comfort of the Index office.
• Kezia's opinions
• Those Damn Calendar
Articles
The list could go on and
on, but it won't. All those associated with the Index will
have their own set of memories. We applaud those currently involved with the Index
and know that they too will
one day (if not already) see the
both the humor and the seriousness in it all.

If a tree falls at "K"
Summer Medal
Index Staff
Last Wednesday at about 4:00 PM on Academy Street, God,
apparently without provocation, threw a tree at a car. It was a
perfectly handsome, innocuous-seeming specimen that the Finger of God reached down and flicked onto an automobile, caus- ,
: ing serious pulverization.
.
,
It's bad enough to have a deity mad at us, but a deity that
we already know to be reasonably smart ...! It would be hard to
get one up on Him. At least we know It's a He. This is definitely
a peevish, Old Testament sort of God we're dealing with. And at
least there's no question as to the source of His hostility.
God is mad at "K" College because President Bryan is squaring off with Him. Every year, no matter what kind of awful win: ter weather He sends, no matter how many other schools within
: a fifty-mile radius shut down in awe of God's might, "K" refuses
, to acknowledge the weather. President Bryan thinks God will
eventually get the message, realize this college is not going to '
close no matter what He does, and cease sending us His ice
storms, which have been rendered impotent by Acts of Bryan.
So, since ice is not impressive enough a projectile, God switched
to trees. Indeed, I theorize that we have experienced merely the
first in a Plague of Trees, a good old-fashioned plague in the Old
Testament manner. You know, the kind of plague like the ones that
beset naughty Egypt when Pharaoh was stubborn toward. God. I
mean, the parallel that you can construct is startling:
21. And the voice of the students of Kalamazoo cried out
unto Pharaoh Bryan saying, "Let us have a snow day!" 22. And
the voice of God resoundedeth, "Yeah!" 23. But the heart of Pharaoh Bryan was hardened and still he would not let the students
go. 231/2. And he hikedeth their tuition.
Assuming that He's still using the same format (Worked the
first time, didn't it?), I think the Plagues on Kalamazoo go som~
thing like this: 1. all the water runs with Upjohn chemicals, 2.
squirrels pop up everywhere, 3. frisbee golfers everywhere, 4.
flaccid pasta in Saga every day,S. a plague plagues the squirrels
(Noticed how they're getting kinda mangy?), 6. everybody gets
SfD's (even virgins), 7. trees everywhere (not such a bad thing
except when said trees, infused with the Wrath of Jehovah, move
of their own accord with intent to mash).
But why, if He's this mad, haven't we been a little more cognizant of His fury? Simply put, God knows better than to operate so blatantly as to have another Moses deliver the message to
acquiesce to His will. He understands that Moses II would have
to part the walls of many a mental ward, so He's trying to speak
with a measure of subtlely. And you've got to admit, toxic industrial chemicals in the water constitutes a pretty subtle plague.
In that case, we really ought to start becoming alarmed, because the plagues are getting conspicuous. Especially since, if God
is really irate - and we already know He's smart enough to think
of this - He might do #9 exactly the way it happened in Biblical
times. Imagine: days ofliving in the blackest hour of midnight, the
time when we're really panicking about our homework.
At any rate, whoever is in for it, their fate isn't sealed yet. I
have it on the best authority that a prophet will arise on this campus to liberate us, and the day of this event shall shine with even
more glory than a Snow Day. This day we shall call the Day of
Gracious Living, and this day shall quell the Wrath of God.
And even the pasta shalt be springy again. Amen.
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Michigan Militia visits Kalamazoo, raises uestions of
Louise Dunderdale
Index staff
'!':';t: Miciugan Militia (MM)
held a rally in Kalamazoo's
Bronson Park on Saturday.
Claiming that the press misrepresented them, they said
their aim was to share with the
public - every race, color,
creed, and age - their ideas
and opinions, not the media's
misrepresentative old film
footage of what they used to
stand for. On the same morning, not two blocks away, in a
park beside the railway station, a peace group planted a
tree in remembrance of the almost 200 missing or dead from
the Oklahoma bombing. The
media has linked the Oklahoma bombing to the Michigan Militia and the National
Rifle Association (NRA).
The MM claims their
membership has gone up by
25 percent since the Oklahoma bombing. Of the fairly
large number of MM members in attendance many
claim
to
be
NRA members as well. They
said th~y are going to protect
their rights, against a wrong
government and particularly
against an incompetent police force.
The local POlice were at the
rally, just itching to do something. When asked how long
the rally would last, one police
officer said "9 to 4" while his
partner added "too long."
Two "K" students, Vish
Bansal! (K'95) and John
Riorden (K'96) asked questions of the speaker on stage.
Both were met with some hos-

tility because their questions
focused on why th~ tvfic..lligan
Militia would n~~d gu~ns.
Other "K" students were there
to either listen or videotape. A
black, male peace demonstrator, not connected with the college, stood at the platform base
for several hours in silent protest. He then moved to the side
grass area with a group of others, and on several occasions
during the speeches, shouted
at the speaker contradicting
what was being said. The media also was present in large
numbers: local radio, television, and countless photographers. Colin Sheaff (K'98) was
there dolled up in a cow outfit
and waving a banner.
Michigan Militia Chaplain
Bill Peters opened the rally
with the Pledge of Alleoiance
0 and a prayer. He later took the
speakers platform and said: "I
believe I'm a radical preacher
because radical means back to
basics. We need to get back to
basics, folks ... with our petitions and our prayers." He
claimed there were three
things that were wrong with
the country: a love of money
which is the root of all evil, a
loveofpowerandbeingprideful, and a lack of fear in an almighty God. He said people,
including the government, are
selfish. They want power and
don't want anyone else to have
it. Quoting from the New Testament book of Matthew he
said that nation will rise
against nation, interpreting
this to mean ethnic groups. He
claimed that the Militia is open
to every color and back-

ground. He said he sees the
tvfiEtia as a ~r0\lO "0f cnncerned God-reari~g pe~pi~.
Because of that stand I have
decided to be a part of a group
with those sort of agendas," he
said. Peters stressed the need
to become active in order to
get results.
Kalamazoo County's
Michigan Militia leader, Steve
Doney, a self-labelled "white
Christian" spoke next, and focused on the theme "Wake-up
America." Doney claimed that
only 14 percent of the registered voters turned out to vote
in Kalamazoo. He said the MM
wants that to change.
Reffering to Waco, Texas,
Doney said: "They were
Americans and they were supposed to have a fair trial." He
went on to shout into tht; microphone on the stage that if
people don't have God, Family, and Country in their lives
he does not want them to join
his Militia. He stressed that the
MM is not a giL"lg like the Hells
Angels, but is out to protect
YOUR rights. He again
claimed tl·.at the media is trying to make the Militia seem
like a violent group. He
claimed they were nota violent
group but "neighbor helping
neighbor."
Colonel Ken Adams, the
third speaker, addressed the
topic of uniform. He said,
"We've been called terrorists
because
we
wear
a
uniform. ..butunlikethepolice,
we wear our uniform with our
name, ID, and division
patches. You can tell who we
are. We are not faceless. We are

I\,\\I/A'S ('011,;\1:\

Stand up for vvhat you feel
Hamza Suria
Index staff

The concept Of apathy has
surfaced many times among
both students and faculty. Everyone visualizes students being dissatisfied with "K" after holding certain expectations while entering as a
freslunan. However, I'd like to
argue that students should be
more realistic about the "comfort" they expect from this college, as from the real world.
Even the most comfortable
are in some ways dissatisfied
with what they see at "K." But
it is not adequate for students
to simply get frustrated and
leave ''K'' because they do not
feel they ''belong'' here.
Eve one is their own r-

son. People value different
things in life and give varying
degrees of importance to their
values. Of course, this includes
their preferences for the environment that they live in. Anyone who comes to "K" must
expect, or hope, that the campus will support, nurture, and
comfort their needs and desires. Undoubtedly, one of
these expectations is that we
will each be respected for the
opinions, orientations, and origins that we hold. Without
this, there would be li ttle
cliques of similar people without any intermingling at all.
Apathy, in a sense, will arise
when people cease to feel that
they are being treated fairly.
Being a part of the college community, I am not the only one
who would want to "fit in"
among others as a human being. Therefore, if I were to be
degraded, ridiculed, or discriminated because of the origin, race or sexual orientation
I hold, I would become apathetic to the campus in general.
That is essentially what happens when new students come
to "K" and do not find it as

enjoyable as they expected.
Hence, comes the issue of
the mass student exodus to
other schools, drop outs, and
general depressives. Not a
very pretty thought . Even
though I'm sure that we, the
campus community, are responsible for not making
these people welcome, I
would also like to think that
some of them haven't pulled
their own weight.
In order to live in, enjoy
and survive in an environment, one must contribute to
it. If it is the case that you
don't feel accepted at this
campus, make yourself and
your concerns heard. There
are many organizations, committees and groups at "K"
who have brought out their
own concerns into a collective
voice. It is up to you as a person to display your feelings
and find a solution to your
problems, if one has not
worked out for you already.
In short, there is much that
the college community needs
to accept, but there is even
more that we, the community,
need to be made aware of.

rc:wi:i:iT11i'ni;i;~"iiiii

A solitary, silent protestor stands at the foot of the stage during the
Michigan Militia expedition in Kalamazoo last weekend.
-Photo by Louise Dunderdale
accountable." When an ex-Marine in the crowd cha11enged
this later, the speaker said
sneeringly, "Oh, another latecomer."
,
According to Adams, the
Michigan Militia began in
Emmitt one year ago and has
spread across the state to 75
counties. Media attention
has recently spread it across
the nation and the Militia
now has over 1,000 brigades.
They blame the media for
spreading misinformation
about their group. They
claim that neither they, nor
the other groups blamed by
the media _ the Arabs, the
talk show radio hosts and the
NRA - are responsl'bl e.

They cite the Detroit Free
P ress as t h e worst 0 ff en d er
for causing division in this
country and inspiring hate
crimes. They further claim
that the police have asked
people if they are members of
the MM or the NRA . This,
they say, is tantamount to
asking if someone is a Jew or
a homosexual and prosecuting them on that evidence.
They said they will continue
to be "a civilian militia
watchdog and will not tolerate government collaborative
lists.
We
demand
accountability...We will not
tolerate our government
agencies being discriminatory in any fashion."

Will Adams
;;Pt:h:::o~to~Ei!diiiito=r:------The Center for International programs and the "K"
community is expected to say
good-bye to an active member
of the staff later this summer.
Anne Amis, the Assistant
Director for International Pr0grams, said she will be leaving for
Texas on June 28. She said she
plans to join tre Jesuit Volunteer
Corporation (JVC) in either San
Antonio or Houston. JVC isa privateCatholicorganization which
places volunteers inageocies that
need help accross tre globe.
Amis said she first heard
about JVC's programs when a
friend joined right out of
school. She said she hopes her
new position will allow her to
work with her spanish in immigration or placement in a
Catholic relief organization. A
native of Dallas, Amis said she
is looking forward to being
back in the Lone Star state.
Amis came to "K" two
years ago, a year after graduating from Hendrix College in
Arkansas. She has been at ''K"
for two years and her job has
taken her on an extrodinarly
large number of trips to other
colleges. Amis's main responsibility was to recruit students
from other schools to join "K' s"
study abroad programs. liMy
education here has been very

intense," Amis said that the
travel oppurtunities have been
tremendous and her job has
been fascinating. However, she
also said it is time to move on.
''I've travelled a lot, I'm tired,"
she said. "Being in one place
right now sounds really good."
Amis said she is very happy
about the time she has spent at
''K.'' She said she especially enjoyed the interactions she had
with students here as well as the
unusual atmosphere where
nearly all of the students had
been on foreign study. "A lot of
the students have helped me to
get used to ''K'' and I'm really
going to miss that."

JVC welcomes Amis

Anne Amis leaves the Center for
International Programs for TexJlS
in June.
-Photo by Will Adams
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Will and the two Js spend an evening in the Beastie mosh pit
William ~dams
Photo Editor
It was about 6:30 p.m. on
Saturday when Justin Reed
K'98, John Taylor K'98, and I
set out for the Rosemont Horizon. With Paul's Boutique on
the radio and the Windy City
all around us, we knew we
were in for a wild night.
We arrived just before the
show started and came to the
realization that we wouldn't
be sitting together. Taylor and
I had seats in the upper balcony (if we were wack) and
Reed had a seat near the floor.
Taylor and I were fortunate
enough to find an open entrance on the lower level so
we rushed to the closest seats
we could find. As we darted
through the darkness with
D.J. Hurricanes opening performance flooding the air, our
shins bashed objects in our
path.
We were as close to the
stage as we could get before we
had to start breakin' the rules.
Now we had to figure out a
way to get to the wall just before the floor through the floor
seats. The area we had to go
through had guards posted at

~it~er en?, s:? we went as close
to hie nuOOle as possible and
Slipped through the gate. I
quickly found a seat to blend
in, Taylor was not as fortunate.
He ventured a bit too close to
one of the guards and got sent
back. After sweet talking him
for a few minutes, Taylor was
let back in to the floor seating
and together we conspired
about how we were going to
get on the floor.
At
this
point, Hurricane
was
about threequa r t e r s
through his set
and the draw of
the floor was
great. The floor
area is the large area
just before the stage
where
everyone
stands throl,1ghout the
concert moshing, swaying,
body-surfing and so on. By
now it was getting going
pretty well and I was aching
to be out there.
The plan was to get a large
group of people to rush the
floor at once. There was little
chance of our getting over the

four-foot high. w=!! wN~h
separated the seats from the
floor individually so a group
rush was the only shot. Taylor and I talked with everyone
around us and all agreed that
the "bum-rush" would take
place during the Beastie
Boys' first song.
We had a
good

t~~ir y!!!t:;. TI"~~ guard just in on centei:;~age ct-~ilin' w~~~:!
front of us was being a real shaved head.
jerk to everyone who walked
The crowd on the floor
by.
was wild. Being in the middle
The Beasties started their of it was like being trapped in
set at around 8:30 p.rn. They the undertow of a huge wave.
could not have chosen a The crowd swayed and everybetter song to fit our one was trying to keep their
purposes.
They balance and stay above water.
started off with Halrt- The set took songs from each
Attack Man, an ex- ofthe Boys albums. Selections
tremely fast paced, ranged from "BEASTIE GO"
almost
punk first released on Polly Wog
sounding track Stew in 1982 to "Sure Shot"
~~O
that sent the from the Boys' most recent re:t.~S\\'i:. (} p...\.\,,0
crowd into a lease III Communication.
't) su~r\~ ("\a..\1.0~ f!.\-0
frenzy. No
As I rode on top .of the
0°00.{ ~\ \\UD C~P' f(~
less than a crowd I thought "Man, could
~O 0 f'.,S'i:.~a ~O rO~ 1·~1.:)
minute into life get any better?" It was at
~\.J~C\..UO \~~~
the song a flood of that point that I saw security
'\ .00 \
~I.:)
people began to pour over reach over to pull me out.
S ~ ~t"
the wall in front of us and J.T. Diving head over heels to
S
f if tee n and Itook our shot. I went first avoid them, I surfed for a few
minutes before barrelling over the wall with a more minutes before losing
the plan would take ef- leap from the top.
my hat and glasses in the sea.
fect so I took the time to scope
Once I was inside the After what seemed like a long
things out. Just beyond the floor area I ran to get as far in- set, the Boys left the stage to
wall, spread out about every side as I could so any secu- prepare for the encore.
fifteen-yards, were the secu- ritywouldn'thaveachanceof
The BEASTIES charged up
rity gaurds. These guys were throwing me out.
the crowd by starting thier enhired by Rosemont based on
It was just like I'd seen on core with "Whatcha' Want. "
size alone. Not that these their videos. All three of the The show ended antiguys were built, in fact, most Boys were hyped-up ,jumping clamatically with a qui~k
of them were keeping the maaround as they sh-outed out "Sabotage" iun through as the
jority of their bulk tucked into
their lyrics. Ad-Rock was go- BEASTIES quickly left the
ing crazy on the other side of stage leaving some in the
the stage, and Mike-D was op- crowd without a feeling of cloposite him with freshly sure. The reason for the less
rial ... the list goes on and on
bleached hair, and MCA was thanthrillingexitcanbeputon
and ON. And I enjoyed being a
almost directly in front of me a mediocre audience.
tourist but not really a "real"
tourist. I had my own personal
tour guide who knew the city
and got me into restricted access places not normally open
to tourists.
~t wi£[ you rememEer most aDout "'1(: r
And it wasn't because of
a lack of places I visited because in one weekend I was in
Congratulations, Seniors!
D.C, Baltimore, and Philadelphia. I even went to New Jersey. By car. In 48 hours. With
the bluest of skies and the
warmest of suns and the nicest of company.
I would have had an
AWESOME weekend (to borrowan Americanism, sorry
"'The high quality food
Prince Charles) if it were only
at very low prices"
for one small little detail. Pho- Jason Lam
tographs. The observant of
you out there, mayor may not
notice that there is no graphic
"All the shitty beer at
to accompany this piece.
Why? Because my brand new
the TGIFs. "K" what?"
camera, the one I have spent
- Jason Brownell
enough money on to guarantee it will turn me into David
Bailey (and, with the price,
better last as long as he is old),
didn't work. Didn't work. I
took a squill ion pictures and
"Hole #12" - Dave
NONE of them came out. Not
Borgsdorf, frisbee golf fan
ONE. Why? Norman's can't
tell me. Perhaps it had something to do with the way the
film was loaded. Perhaps it's
the camera. Perhaps it was the
film. Perhaps cameras are
"SAGA" - Carrie Beard
SUPPOSED to make rewind
noises for 45 minutes and then
die. Who knows? But the fact
by Louise Dunderdale
remains that of a whole weekPhotos by Will Adams
end, I do not have ONE photograph to prove I was there.
"Friends and chapel
And THAT irritates. I rest my
donuts" - Allison Bosshart
case.

COO'{S

tct

Irritated and frustrated: playing the tourist
Louise Dunderdale
Index Staff
I am irritated. My level of
irritation has nothing to do
with being locked out of cars
in the snow, or being out on
the top deck of the Niagara
Falls Skylon tower in gale
force winds complete with
roommates and airborne tripods, or even with currently
putting together all the little
pieces of information that will
eventually make up the International Student Yearbook.
Oh no. It has nothing to do
with this current hairball of a
problem. Nothing to do with
"K" homework. Not even the
weather. It has to do with being in Washington D.C And
playing the role of tourist.
A few weeks ago, I flew to
D.C just for the weekend to
visit a good friend who is on
his CD. (And NO, Professor
Strauss, there is NOTHING romantic going on so please
don't ask again!) So why am I

annoyed, one might ask? Well,
it wasn't the flight. The flight
and the connection were good
both ways. Except for when I
got accosted by a Jewish
grandmother on the flight out
there, who proceeded to make
me her surrogate daughter and
tell me ALL about her recent
problems in the family. But
that problem was solved by
my rescuer Eddie, who works
for Northwest, and to whom I
will be eternally grateful. And
it wasn't the flight back because I was entertained by a
nice young man who made
great company and who even
bought me a drink.
And my irritation is not
because of a lack of touristy
things to do once I got to D.C
On the contrary, in one day we
did the JFK grave, the White
House with it's protestors, the
American History Museum,
the Capitol, the Washington
Monument, the Vietnam Memorial Wall, the Uncoln Mem>-

1

~"... v. !3uilding in Washington D.C. was not
Dunderdale and that is why she wrote the column.

Off the Quad
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A few Samples, some Chapman,
Adam Bower
Index staff
Tracy Chapman: Crossroads <Elektra 1989)
After years of waiting (6
to be exact) I finally broke
down and bought this Tracy
Chapman disc ... What can I
say other than this disk has
soul, feeling, some great
acoustic guitar and Ms.
Chapman's unmistakable
voice. There are a few
standout songs on the album
that just grip me, like the title
track "Crossroads" and "Freedom Now." You also get a
taste of some different styles,
like the country feel of
"Subcity" and the bluesy feel
in the song "Born to Fight." It
is definitely a CD you can pop
in and listen to straight
through, though I wish there
was a song to finish the album
that rocked as hard as the lead
off track. Kind of leaves you
without closure. Oh well, I
still recommend it.
If I were a sub, I'd be: a
mixed veggie with mustard
sauce and probably some sort
of jack cheese.

The Samples: Sampler
(W.A.R.? Records)
So I bought this used
Samples album at Music Express, but it came in the
wrong case, because whoever
sold it back was a little dense.
But me, being even more
dense, removed the sticker
that the store had placed on
the case which told me what
is really on the disc inside,
and stuck the two halves on
Amanda and Suzie who were
shopping with me. Amanda,
in tum, stuck it on Don, and
the war had begun. But I digress. The CD I actually have
is a sampler of the first three
albums the Samples put out,
and rocks like you wouldn't
believe. "Prophet of Doom,"
"Waited Up" and "When Its
Raining" are so incredible
you just might have to remind yourself to breathe!
(Lucky for me the titles are
printed on the CD itself.) All
I can say is that you have to
buy this CD, or any other CD
that The Samples have put
out, because they are just incredible. Buy, Buy, Buy!

If I were a sub, I'd be:
The Super-Studly-Spectacular-Spicy Sub Grande
with Special Sauce on the
Side.

George Winston: December (Windham Hill 1982)
So I am trying to start every review with the word so,
just for fun. This album is
one of my favorites in my collection. Georgy Boy, as we,
his personal friends call him,
puts together what is to me,
his finest compilation every
here with December. Each
song is flowing, moving, and
incredibly beautiful. "The
Holly and the Ivy," "Carol of
the Bells" and "Jesus, Jesus,
Rest Your Head" (Amanda's
Fave) are masterpieces,
complimented by Georgy's
Variations on the Kanon by
Johann Pachelbel which rocks
my world. In piano, there is
no better contemporary artist
than Winston-baby, other
than maybe my grandmother.
If I were a sub, I'd be: The
Classic House Club with extra
pickles.

The Colored Museum comes alive on stage

Now Playing
Forget Paris
BBad Boys
BCrimson Tide
AThe Englishman ...
French Kiss
B
Rob Roy
ATommy Boy
C
While You Were Sleeping AThis Week on Video
Bullets Over Broadway
Legend of the Fall
. Mrs. Parker
The Professional
~':\ittt2\?1 Speechless

AC
C
B+
C-

Karow Gordon
Index Staff
"Dancing to the rhythm of
their own definition. Celebrating
their cultural madness," says
Topsy \'Vclshington in the final exhibit of The Colored Museum written by George C. Wolfe.
The character of Topsy
Washington, is played by Andrea Granderson, a recent
graduate of Western Michigan
University's theater program.
Her statement provides a general description of the collage
of exhibits or scenes from The

Colored Museum.
The Colored Museum invited
the audience to tour a museum
where exhibits come alive, one
at a time. The play is a collection of scenes that attack stereotypes about African Americans.
'1n exhibit after exhibit Wolfe
totally shatters commonly displayed stereotypes and forces
us to deal with the debris that
has been left behind," said

Theresa M. Davis, the director
and a faculty member of the
Department of Theatre and
Communication Arts at
Kalamazoo College.
According to Benson W.
Prigg, a member of the English
Department at "K," "Frozen
stereotypes of Africans in
America are the target of
Wolfe's unrelenting scrutiny as
he melts one dimensional images down to their painful and
truthful human essence."
Wolfe uses comedy as a
vehicle to piece together and
examine the fragments that
compose the "Black experience" in America. The play is
a comedy, but it is a comedy
with a message.
"The play has a deep message, but it is also a comedy
show. I wanted people to laugh
and get the message," said TIffany M. Ogletree, a senior at "K"
who played a slave, Adtronia,
and Lady in Plaid in The Colored

Jazz Band presents a "Night in Tunisia"
Heather Carpenter
Index staff
Kalamazoo College's Jazz
Band plans a June 2 performance of jazz tunes from the
1940's to the present in an outdoors jazz concert on the
Quad.
"We will play a showcase of stuff that have a lot
of summery tunes because
we want people to think of
summer since it's just
around the corner," said
Mark Guthrie, the director of
Kalamazoo College's Jazz

Band.
The concert is going to be
outside because "it's always
the nicest place to have concerts," said Guthrie. "We've
had it there the past couple of
years and it has been a big suc-

cess."
Included in the program is
"Uncle Heavy's Pork Chop Review" which according to
Guthrie is a "funk jazz tune
written in 1979-1980."
Other songs in the program include a Herby
Hancock tune called "Chame-

leon Singing," a traditional
jazz tune by Dizzy Gillespie
called "Night in Tunisia," and
a tune written in 1942 called
"Lover Man" which Linda
Ronstadt recently made popular.
Although there are
times when community
members join the band,
Guthrie said, only "K" students will perform in this
concert.
The Jazz Band concert is
scheduled for Friday night, 6
p.m., June 2.

Two seniors, Darrell Jones and
Chris HiJll, will perform with
the Jazz band for the last time on
Friday, June 2.
-Photo by Will Adams

Museum.
The play allows African
Americans to define themselves
and discourages stereotypes.
"Wolfe tells us: don't try to label or define me," Davis said,
"because I'm not what I was ten
years ago or ten minutes ago.
I'm all that and then some."
The play was composed
of several skits that shared the
common theme of African
Americans' struggles. Beginning with a voyage through
the Middle Passage, from the
shores of Africa to the east
coast of America. The crew
worked quickly to adjust the
props between each scene to
keep the play moving. There
was no intermission, and the
90 minutes passed quickly.
Davis did a great job in directing Wolfe's play. The players stayed focused and soulful
singing was a bonus .
What made the performance compelling was its
confrontation of stereotypes
about African Americans
from an African American
perspective. The sarcasm in
the play is initially amusing.
Yet it invites deep thought
and analysis. How could
such racist notions have such
wide spread acceptance, and
how far have we really come
to dismissing ridiculous and
ignorant ideas in America?
After further thought, some
of the scenes become more
sad than funny.
The exhibits which composed The Colored Museum provided a comical yet serious perspective of the existence of African Americans.
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Men continue national success with third place win
Jeff Pierce
Index staff
The men's tennis team
concluded a successful season by taking third place at
the national tournament for
the second straight year. In
the past twenty years of
NCAA Division III competition, the men have claimed
seven national championships and eighteen finishes in
the top four, including sixteen in the top three. This is
just a few examples of the tradition of excellence exhibited
by the Kalamazoo College
Hornets.
At the national tournament, hosted by Kalamazoo on
May 15-22 at Stowe Stadium,
the men swept Emory in the
contest to determine third
place, despite starting the
week out on a bad note. The
tournament lowered the Hornets' seed from third to sixth
because of the footinjury to Pat
Noud. The men were determined to prove that they deserved the higher rank and
demonstrated it in their play.
The students were supportive
of the effort as many students
skipped their classes to watch,
being well awarded by their
team's play.
The men played exciting
matches each day, starting
Monday, defeating the University of the South, of Tennessee,
5-2. Then on Tuesday, the men
upset fourth-seeded Williams
of Massachusetts 4-3 in the
quarterfinals, with an exciting

I

three set match deciding the with our abbreviated lineup
contest. Paul Bozyk, K'95, ral- (Noud did not play in the fit~ Il-H C
lied to defeat William's An- nal match)," Bozykcontinued.
IN·
drew Fagenholtz 1-6, 6-2, 6-4 "That's why we're a little bit
in the finaI match remaining to upset with the National Comhelp the team advance.
mittee for seeding us so low.
Wednesday, the men met We proved we deserved at
with some misfortune drop- least third. I think on any other
ping a close match to top- day we could have taken [UC
.
seeded UC Santa Cruz 3-4. The Santa Cruzl."
Slugs went on in the finals to
The men didn't do as well
defeat Washington of Mary- in the individual singles and
land 4-1.
doubles tournaments. John
"The crowd was a major Aurelia, K'98, saw this as "a bit
factor Wednesday. They really anticlimactic. I was surprised
helped us step up" said Adam we didn't do better." Perhaps
Norlander,K'97. lnadditionto the controversy o.f the team
the crowd cheering on "K," the tournament and pnde hurt the
•
Slugs felt the pressure even focusoftheteam,loweringthe
more after some rather ques- players' intensity in the indi- ......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _-.J
tionable line calls.
vidual tournaments.
Seniors Bozyk, Ryan
Next year the team will be
Kaltenbach and Ted Gaty all without the help of the five se- Katie Zimmer
for the Hornets, after they deposted perfect tournament niors in the top eight, as well r.:In:-:a:r:e::-x:-1S;O':taff~;;.;.;;.:~----
feated Emory in semifinal acrecords, each going 4-0 in as the others at practice each
The Hornets proved their tion.
singles. Jason McKinney day giving leadership. Next hard work and dedication in
The women's tennis team
played strong early in the year's seniors, Chad Fix, Kevin all sports this Spring, as each won their sixth consecutive
tournament as well as in the Holmes and Blake Peters hOpe team concluded its play for MIAA championship with 96
final match against Emory, to step into the leadership roles the season. Both the men's points. This win granted them
posting big wins. The doubles left by this year's talented and women's tennis teams their fourth MIAA League
play from Adam "Snake" group.
earned MlAA league crowns. crown in five years.
Afridi was also crowd pleas"There is a really strong In softball, the team lead the
Team members Eve
ing with his above average freshman and sophomore league right down to the last Halderson and Christa
lobs and volleys . These se- class. 1 feel they need to step match. Likewise, the baseball . Chrovian were selected for
niors will be missed next year up to fi~l the spots vacated by team fought hard and played AlI-MlAA first team, while
in the lineup.
~h: seruors, .bu~ they can do well despite tough odds.
Stephanie Decker was chosen
Although the men fin-It, Peters said. 'Next year we
The men's tennis team for All Conference second
ished higher in the nation than (Fix, Holmes and Peters) w.iII won their 57th straight league squad.
any other team from try to pass on the work ethiC, title as the season closed with
The softball team resisted
Kalamazoo, Bozyk said he had showing leadershi~ ~th on a match at Alma College. This defeat up to the end, remain"never seen a group of men so and off of the court. With the record is unparalleled by any ing ahead in the MIAA until
disappointed to finish third in reputation ~at the Hor~ets professional, collegiate, high the last tournament of the seathe nation."
have, they will no doubt fmd school or amateur team in any son. Unfortunately, it was at
"We're happy that we a way to continue their great sport.
this Battle Creek meet, that
were able to sweep Emory success.
The final match at Alma they dropped the final two
was won with 109 points. Ja- matches, 5-4 against Calvin
son McKinney was selected as College and 10-8 versus
the tournament MVP, as well Adrian College. These losses
as AII-MIAA first team for the resulted in a fifth place final
fourth consecutive year.
standing in the MIAA. The
During this past week, team average was 12-23 overMay 15-22, Stowe Stadium all and 4-8 in the league.
played host to the NCAA DiThe baseball team did not
vision III Men's Tennis Cham- fair as well this' season. Overpionships. The contest re- all, the team record stands at
sulted in a third place finish 3-32. The MIAArecord is 1-17.
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"K" maintains USTA tradition

'..
SUNDAY
•••.•. ". ,•..• 2:00 PM to 11 :30 PM
Hi .' DAY-THURSDAY
•••.••.'.•' 11 :00 AM to 12:30 PM

H\W¥y;~~~.;~~;1\~~I~I~~RI'I;·:~;~~~118;BtfFri~

&SATURDAY
11 :00 AM to 1:30 PM

I tOPPIngS 9S( each

" ~I~,'''d ~"tt ~ny other coupon

---at partl(lpatU'9 ~tores

.J

----

This will mark the 53rd
year Kalamazoo College has
hosted the USTA National
Boys 18 & 16 Tennis Championships. Kalamazoo is the
only site in the United States
to host a major tennis championship for that length of time.
More than 275 of the
nation's best young male tennis
players will vie in this year's
competition for the coveted junior title in either the boys 16 or
18 age division. The nine day
tournament played at Stowe
Tennis Stadium will begin with
match play on Saturday morning, August 5, and culminate
with the championship's singles
matches on Sunday afternoon,
August 13. The quarter-final
competition in singles will be
played on Thursday and Friday,
AugustlOand l1, and the semifinals on Saturday, August 12.
The doubles championship's
competition semifinals will be

played on Thursday evening,
Augustl0. The 16's finals wi11be
played on Friday evening, August 11 with the 18'sfina1sonSaturday afterroon, August 12.
Many of the great names in
tennis today have competed in
Kalamazoo including Pete
Sampras, Jim Courier, Michael
Chang, John McEnroe, Andre
Agassi, Vitas Gerulaitis, Arthur
Ashe, Stan Smith, Malivai
Washington, David Wheaton,
Aaron Krickstein, and many,
many more. For others, the
championship tournament has
guaranteed them athletic scholarships to some of the country's
best colleges and universities.
An exhibition match between two top-ranked world
professionals will set the scene
for opening ceremonies on
Monday, August 7 at Stowe Stadium, presided over by Tournament Director Timon Corwin.
-USTA Press Release
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Spring Fling: the bungee thing
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Quest is born

Intramural softball springs back into action
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The Bomb-Oklahoma
rocks the nation

Students fight financial aid cuts
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Changes in residential system begin
tants (RAs) wi 11 remain the
same, according to Maatman.
However, as there will be
fewer professional staff members, one RA in both Hoben
and Trowbridge will serve as .
an Assistant Area Coordinator
(AAC). Joanna Prasher is currently fulfilling this role in
Hoben. Trowbridge is not
housing students taking
classes this quarter.
Living/Learning Housing
Units
Beginning in the fall of 1995,
the Language Houses, Umoja
House and WRC House will
operate as Living/Learning
Housing Units, a model introduced winter quarter as Special Interest Group Housing
(SIGH), Maatman said.
As a result of SIGH, the
Women's Resource Center's
P roposal to move into the
then-empty Japanese House
was approved last winter for
spring quarter 95 residency
and a summer renewal option.
At this time the WRC house i~
at full capacity this quarter
with eight members.
The WRC House and the
French and German houses do
not have RAs. Juan Dupuy is
currently an RA in the Spanish House, however, after this
quarter, the Living/Learning
Units will not be staffed with
RAs or cultural mento
Maatman said.
"Students get together and
propose their own thematic
and programmatic focus,"

t1e~~mnIT'g this quarter, Hall
Direct<ors no longer manage
residential halls, marking
of the many changes in the
,.. _111 _ --- residential system.
Instead, two Area Coordinow share the respon$I 01lltll~S of the entire campus.
rding to Mr. Vaughn
. h~.n"~n Associate Dean of
tife, this reprenot only a change in terlogy, but in positions.
to this summer, four Hall
Directors oversaw the residensystem, sharing three full
jobs.
Hall Directors "Corey
and Tessa Swiftney
the College for other
Ipos:itiOllSand that happened at
the same time that we also had
budget cut," Maatman said.
'We expanded Steve Miller's
to a third hall and hired
Harris."
Harris is scheduled to arsecond week. Beth Grea past Hoben Hall
Dirf>ctclr. is now the Housing/
~tucter\t Activities Coordina-

Although the Area Coordiposition is a new term at
College, Maatman said it is
common at other coland universities and he
familiar with the concept.
'We are following a model that
we know is workable elsewhere," he said.
The role of Resident Assis-

Maatman said of the Living /
Learning Units procedure.
Proposals are evaluated on the
basis of a cultural or
multicultural focus and/or a
positive track record as a orga-

who live off campus this quarter, Maatman said, an estimated 25 to 30 do so because
they had petitions approved.
The rest are commuters. The
number of students enrolled in

Thisfall. language houses will operate as Living/Leaning Units.
nization, he said. Groups can classes this summer totals
propose residence for part of around 490.
' year or th e en t'rre Calendar Chan<>es
an acad
erruc
..
"That current scheme [of off
year.
Resl'd ency ReqUlrement
.
campushousl'ngl won't bead"Right now everybody is re- equa te und er the new cal enquired to live 'on' any time that dar," Maatman said. "We'll
they are taking two units or have to change not only the
moreofacademiccreditunless requirement but how we go
they are married, at least 23 about that issue of expanding
years old or commute from the that opportunity."
primary residence of their famThe faculty are scheduled to
ily or guardian within com- give a final vote on the calenmuting distance of the Col- dar and curriculum during the
lege," Maatman said.
sixth week of fall quarter. UnStudents can submit to a til then, Maatman said, new
housing committee a petition housing options will remain
for off-campus housing as a on a back burner.
result of health or financial
Students are allowed to
concerns. However, Maatman complete their education unnoted that these concerns need der the academic catalogue
to fall under an "exceptional" they began qnder, Maatman
category.
said, and as a result, there will
According to Maatman, this most likely be two more sumcommittee meets three times mer quarters of classes after
per quarter and generally ap- this one.
proves a little more than half
'The way that we'll ease
of all petitions received . Of into the new calendar is the
approximately 60 students class that has been recruited

for the fall quarter will essentially start under the new calendar."
To accommodate more studente;, the Grove Houses will
be converted to Living/leamin~'ilousing Units over the
next 12 to 15 months Maatrnan
said. The six Grove Houses on
Lnvell and Monroe streets extend between the WRC House
«nd the Stryker Center and
currently house faculty members.
Even with students living in
the Grove Houses, Maatman
said, the College residential
system will only accommodate
approximately 890-900 of the
1070-1100 students on campus
under the new calendar.
This leaves 170-200 students without campus housing. 'There will have to be a
reVI'sl'on of the residenti'al Ii ving requirement," Maatman
said.
DeWatersRenovations
When DeWaters reopens in
the fall, students won't see
new paint, flooring or other
cosmetic changes, Maatman
said. The work being done this
summer includes mainly
plumbing and electrical renovations.
According to Maatman, "By
fall quarter, DeWaters will be
wired so students can tap right
in and check their e-mail." A
hard wire hookup will be provided for each resident in the
room; a modem will not be
needed.
'The plan is to do all six of
the residence halls over the
next three years," Maatrnan
said.
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Mara Bragg
News Editor
Forty Kalamazoo College
students are scheduled to take
a bus trip to Upjohn tomorrow
to receive yellow fever vaccinations required for study
abroad in Africa and Sou th
America.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC), yellow
fever is a viral disease transmitted between humans by a
mosquito and causes severe
hepatitIs and hemorrhagic fever.
The vaccine may only be
administered at designated
Yellow Fever Vaccination Centers. In addition to the Upjohn
Center in Kalamazoo, other
Michigan sites include Detroit
and Lansing.
According to Nancy Bowen
of Employee Health Services at
Upjohn, the company has
served the Kalamazoo County
area for 15 years, vaccinating
200-300

sons per year, 30-40 of them
Kalamazoo College students.
Although the risk of contracting yellow fever is minimal, Bowen said, most travelers must meet vaccination requirements before entering a
country. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) cites yellow fever as "a very rare cause
of illness in travelers."
In South America, infections occur occasionally in forestry and agricultural workers.
In Africa, yellow fever is transmitted in the savanna zones of
West and Central Africa during the rainy season, occasionally in urban locations and villages and less often in jungle
regions.
Until last year, students received the vaccination free of
charge from Upjohn. Bowen
said Upjohn could no longer
afford to vaccinate for free and
the $40 charge is used to cover
their costs.
Bowen said

nally wanted to offer vaccination services to employees
travelling to affected areas. To
do this, the company needed
to receive pertnission from the
Centers for Disease Control
and also offer the vaccination
services to the community.
According to LuAngela
Cervone, Director of Health
Services at "K", the vaccination is under government control and must be administered
under strict precautions. The
vaccine is given as a live virus
and provides immunity for 10
years.
Persons with an egg intolerance should avoid the vaccine because it is formulated in
chicken eggs, Bowen said. A
written medical waiver must
be obtained from consular or
embassy officials before departing the U.S.
The bus to Upjohn leaves
from the Facilities .Management parking lot Thursday,
June 29 at 1
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NEWS
resigned as party leader
London- British Prime Minister John Major resigned this last
rnlU1'S(lilY as conservative party leader. After this decision which
forced a leadership election, Major said he would resign as
Il>";;_· ~ Minister if he lost the party leadership vote set for July
. Major is expected to win. "Every leader is leader only with
support of his party," he said. (Reuters)
I(..:(JllODlblClm police keep searching
Cali- The elite forces of the Search Brigade keep looking for
the rest of the Cali drug cartel members. After the cartel's leader
Miguel Rodriguez Orejuela was captured days ago, the police
a hunting plan to finish the cocaine mafia in Colombia.
Cali drug cartel supplies 80% of AmeriCClln and European
lcoc:amte. (Associated Press)
American soccer meets in Uraguay
Montevideo- Everything is ready for the beginning of the
biggest soccer competition in South America: American Cup.
two years South American soccer teams meet to crown
of America. The official competition begins Wednesand will have two guest tearns, Mexico and the United
I;)tarws. (Reuters)
anniven;ary of the Battle of Okinawa
NaIla- Hundreds of veterans and their families attended the
anniversary ceremony of the Battle of Okinawa. More than
13,000 Ameri.cans died in the last great battle of World War ll.
Press)
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North Sea to be "Shelled" with pollutants
Ingo Brengmann
Index staff
Taking the easy way might
not work this time.
Shell's plans to sink an oil
platform 150 nautical miles offshore the Hebride Islands outraged environmentalists, politicians and consumers all over
Europe. The company's decision to dispose the 14,500 ton
platform "Brent Spar" in the
Atlantic made the news only
shortly after the "Conference
to save the North Sea" failed
to approve effective plans to
save the North Sea from becoming a cheap garbage
dump.
At the conference held in
Denmark the bordering states
declared the North Sea an internationally protected reservoir which must be kept free
from oil pollution. However,
politicians could not consent to
pass a law prohibiting the pollution through chemicals. The
bill to stop dangerous fluids
and chemicals from emanating
into the North Sea was vetoed
by Norway and Great Britain,
on whose territories more than

half of all oil drilling platforms est and cheapest way to get
are installed. Moreover, the of their garbage.
SheII announced ...u",,,,,.,.~, ...
sinking of used oil platforms
was not explicitly forbidden .
As soon as the conference some
was over, Shell announced Greenpeace quotes an intprn,a
their plans to sink the "Brent Shell paper calculating costs
Spar" and two vessels were only $16 million. The
dispatched to haul the plat- Spar" still contains :onnrrWI.
form from its original location mately 100 tons of highly
350 miles off the Norway coast chemicals, including radioacto the Atlantic. Backed by the tive substances.
failure of the "Conference to
While the platform is on its
save the North Sea" Shell de- way to the Atlantic, consumclared they were not violating ers have decided to boycott
a law.
Shell products . A survey
Peter Duncan, one of the showed 85% of German car
top managers of the "Deutsche owners are willing to use other
Shell AG," said that the sink- gas stations than the 1,700 sta·
ing of the platform in the At- tions Shell operates. Even Shell
lantic would cause only mini- employees protested against
mal damage to the environ- their company's behavior.
ment. It was safer to sink the
Meanwhile, SheII is mooing
"Brent Spar" than to haul it two-page ads in European
into coastal waters and disas- magazines stressing its ensemble it on the shore.
gagement in ecological and
The hauling and disassem- societal affairs. In the North
bling could "lead to the pollu- Sea Greenpeace activists are
tion of the environment and trying to disturb the "Brent
endanger the health of both Spar'''s final voyage. Some 100
workers and citizens," Duncan platforms are waiting to be dis·
said. Shell's management de- posed of in the next few years.
nied they were taking the easiSource: Die Woehe

Spring quarter happenings in review
Mara Eragg
News Editor
Spring quarter news at "K'
College covered a wide spectrum of academic, organizational, political and institutional changes and events.
Highlights include the following:
• In reaction to proposed Congressional budget cuts, students held forums about student financial aid and organized petition-signing tables.
• The Campus Buzz was transferred to the computer and can
now be read on e-mail.
• The Japanese House became
the Women's Resource Center
under Special Interest Group

Housing (SIGH).
• "K" hosted its first bone marrow drive in coordination with
the Red Cross.
• The Center for International
Programs capped study
abroad enrollment at 20 students per site.
• Adlnissions reported an increase in appJiCCllnts from last
year.
• Through the Committee of
the Whole, faculty members
met without the administration to build better faculty relations.
• Student Commission allocated $30,495.49 to 26 student
organizations from a requested
total of $33,820.92.

• The student organization and Winter/Spring Student :
Bringing Ach0n and Voluntary Commission Presidents, re- •
Excellence (Project BRAVE) spectively.
:
accepted a Star Excellence • The Calendar/Curriculum •
award from the Voluntary Ac- Committee (C3) distributed a •
tion Center and the Kalamazoo draft of a framework for gen- •
Gazette.
eral education.
•
• Dr. Thomas Ford, of the Psy- • Biology professor, Dr. •
chology Department, com- Carolyn Newton,
was·
pleted fus last quarter teaching awarded the 1994-95 Lucasse •
•
at "K" before leaving the col- Lectureship for Outstanding •
lege to accept a position at Teaching.
•
Western Michigan UniverSity. • Hall Directors Corey •
• Quest was formed as a new Harbaugh and Tessa Swiftney
student organization to in- . announced their resignations
crease multicultural under- from the college for positions
standing on campus.
elsewhere.
• Rising seniors Shawn Gavin • Faculty members began
and Kate Spangler were meeting to draft new ideas for
elected as the Summer/Fall the sexual harassment policy.

•
•
•

Physics department recieves NSF grant
Hamza Suria
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College
Physics Department was recentlyawarded a National Science Foundation Grant for the
upgrade and expansion of
sophomore and junior level
physics teaching labs.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) is a federal organization which annually
awards government funds to
applying institutions, such as
colleges. Awards are determined on need and the proposed use of the funds.
Dr. Wayne Wright, of the
Physics Department, and Dr.
Rhoda Craig, of the Chemistry

Department, previously have
been members of NSF committees. This year's NSF committee picked only the top 37% of
the grant proposals.
The Physics Department received the grant in order to
purchase new technology and
equipment. The estimated cost
of the purchase, and the grant
amount, is $31,000.
The funds are intended to
buy computer interfaces to
electronic instruments used in
coursework. These allow the
rapid digitization of measured
data through the use of Analog-Digital Converters. Together with the correct computer software, this system

•••••••••••••••

will provide a direct link from
data sensors and other equipment to a Macintosh computer.
According to Dr. Thomas
Askew, also of the Physics Department, "Until now, there
was only enough of this equipment for a couple of seniors ·to
use during their SIPs, however,
now we will be able to facilitate a whole course lab with
it." Initially, the main use of
this equipment will be in Electronics and Intermediate Modem Physics.
This proposal was written
by Askew and Wright. They
developed techniques and applications of the new equipment to be incorporated into

coursework.
In addition, students taking such p~ysics courses wiII
be much encouraged and assisted by the benefi ts of this
equipment. Sadaf Khattak, a
sophomore physics major said,
"I took Intermediate Modern
Physics last winter and had to
un~take a lot of labourious
data collection from equipment onto paper. This data
was then again painstakingly
entered back into a computer
for analYSis and evaluation. It
would make things a lot simpler if the two processes could
be linked so that the da ta transfer between equipment and
computers is instantaneous."

week's
Index!!
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Women & religion: new class rethinks restrictions
,

Jennifer Mrozowski
Index Staff
The fact that religion has not
served women, as a class,
troubles Dr. Carol Anderson.
Her new "Women and Religion" course is designed to
remedy this concern.
According to Anderson, she
came to Kalamazoo College in
1993 because she knew the
school had a good reputation
nationally and because she
was attracted by the core of
strong, committed women.
Also, she was seeking to bolster students' understanding
of the history of religion, and
"K" had a slot open in that
area, she said.
However, Anderson did not
propose the course immediately upon her arrival. The
proposal was submitted last
spring while Amy Elman was

chair of the Women's Studies
Department.
According to Anderson, the
Religion Department offers a
course called "Liberation Theology," which examines feminist theology as one aspect of
study. However, she felt the
need for a class which "focused only on women instead
of incorporating it within the
larger framework."
Anderson previously
taught a couple variations of
the course at other colleges and
learned that students have a
broad range of interests concerning this topic.
On the first day, Anderson's
students wrote their class expectations. Some of the students wanted to learn more
about the background of
women's role in religion, as
would be providl" I by a sur-

vey course, said Anderson.
One woman wrote she would
like to learn about religion outside of her traditional belief
system.
Anderson said these are issues that will be explored, but
her main focus will be doing
"creative thinking" about the
experiences of women, as a
class, in religion. "[It will be)
a very critical and exploratory
look at what women can do
with religion or spirituality,"
she said. "A lot of the work in
women in religion that has
come out of feminism in the
last 2Q.-2S years hasn't focused
on women as a class. 1 think
women 'as a whole need to be
very wary of religion."
'Tm just looking for some
good critical thinking and
some exploring," she said,
"and also teaching women in

the class that they need not be
naive when it comes to religion, that a lot of material
that's out there may be replicating some of the very structures that keep women oppressed."
She added that women
spiritualists tend to skip over
the harm done to women.
Thus, part of her motivation is
to have the class to look at how
to unite the experiences of
women and to place those experiences at the center of their
thinking.
Other topics which will be
discussed include the possibility of a matriarchal society, obstacles to and visions of female
friendship, and instances of
woman hating, such as genital
mutilation and witchburnings.
The main theoreticians of focus
will be Matilda Joslyn Gage,

Mary Daly and Janice G.
Raymond.
Anderson said she is happy
with the course thus far. '1t's
fun," she said, '1 like the size.
1 like the women in it. We're
going to have a good time."
Amanda Beane, a student in
"Women and Religion," said
she chose the course because
the focus on women influenced her to study an area she
ordinarily would not have
studied.
"That women have been
written out of history has been
harmful in many ways," Beane
said. "I think it's necessary to
have a class that focuses on
women's ex~riences in religion." She added, "I think the
class is a good mix of people
who have and haven't had
women's studies and that
makes it interesting."

K accueillit Raffner: from Strasbourg to Kalamazoo
Stacey Younger
Index Staff
Odile Raffner, a visiting
French professor from the University of Strasbourg, will be
teaching French 420 and
French 430 for Kalamazoo students this quarter.
According to Raffner, she
was born in the Dordogne region in southwestern France,
but as
chpd he~ family
moved to Strasbourg. She
grew up and went to school in
Strasbourg, married an
Alsacien, and still lives there
today.
Raffner learned about
Kalamazoo College through
the Study Abroad program
while studying at the University of Strasbourg. A friend of
her father's taught at the Uniand asked her to be a

a

Teaching Assistant for the
American students.
Eight years ago, Raffner
was first invited to come to
"K". She said "sure," thinking
it would never happen. Then,
in December of 1991, she received another invitation and
spent the summer of 1992 on
campus.
This December, Raffner received another offer from the
French Department to teach
during the summer. This time,
she says she knows more
people, knows the system, and
"feels at home here."
While at "K", Raffner's first
hope is to "make students love
French and French culture."
She says, "I feel like an ambassador."
Raffner wants to get involved with the students and

is interested in all the groups
and activities available on
campus. Raffner said the last
time she was here she enjoyed
the European film series and
plans on enjoying it again. She
also is interested in the African Studies programs, and
wants to get involved in that
area as well while here this
summer.
•In addition, Raffner is currently organizing a party for
students studying in France
next year. Here they will have
the opportunity to converse
with the French students on
campus now and learn what to
expect when they get to
France.
When asked about any differences between K and the
University of Str~sbourg, she
said that first, students here

live on campus, whereas there,
they either live at home with
family members or rent apartments. The social life at U of S
is not as strong as it is here.
Another difference lies
within the colleges' class struc~res. In France, most classes
'n't have syllabi; the teachers
It tell the students what to
ld, which books to buy, and
oW many tests there are. In
:dition, the professors in
-asbourg have office hoprs,
but they are usually only one
hour per week, and all other
visits with the profs have to be
made by appointment.
Raffner added, '1 like [K'sl
system because the relationship between students and
teachers is more easy... more
friendly."
When asked if she was sur-

prised by anything she encountered living in the United
States, she said, "everything is
bigger. It's difficult to find
small amounts of things."
Also, she was surprised that
students can come without
shoes, or wear hats to class. In
France that is simply not done.
"If there is someone with a hat
on, it's most definitely an
American."
Raffner said that she
doesn't have much travel time
since she will leave immediately afte!" finals to begin the
fall term at Strasbourg_ She
was asked to stay in
KaIamawo until March, but
unfortunately for us, she must
return to her classes, her home,
and her family.

OFF THE QUAD
If you could sleep anywhere on campus, where would it be?
'1 would like to sleep
with the girl whose
really nice silk underwear with strings on the
side was left in the
dryer."
- Ingo Brengmann,
International Student

"My own room."
- Madhu Gadam, K '96

'1 would have to say the
lounge of Suite 8 in
Crissey because it has
the most comfortable
couch on campus."
- Becky Breidenbach,
K '97

"Dr. Tung's mattress."
- Chris Cartwright, K '96

'Tm not sure if there is
one, but it has to be one
of those trees with the
nice, big, spreading
branches low to the
ground."
- Torrey Moss, K '96

"The roof of Dow."
- Matt Northam, K '97
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Same old song and dance
In this past week's Student Commission elections, 168 students of a possible 508,
voted. We returned to another quarter of Saga-some may say it's the same old inedible
food they dreaded coming back to. Foreign study is feeding K'97 the same lines that K'%
may have found untrue and those bon voyage meetings sure are rough.
Apathy and wmplaining. Same old song and dance. It doesn't matter if you've
been gone one quarter or three quarters, some things never change. No matter what you
expect to find, or not to find, when you return from your K-plan experience, rest assured that
same 01' apathetic, complaining "K" student body will be right here waiting. D~s that rile
some of you? There are some out there who are involved and working to fix what they're
rallying for, but as the voter respresentation showed, a good many are content soaking up
the sun, visiting friends, anet attending classes. I'm willing to bet that these concerns have
been mentionro in at least one bsue every quarter in Index history. What's that saying?
Obviously, if we're still complaining, one of two things is happening: 1) we're being ignored
2) we're not trying hard enough to make our voices heard or actions noticed. Now, almost
every student here is quick to s; y tha~ "the administration doesn't listen," but truthfully,
between you and me, how many have really tried to change what they don't like. Yes, some
of it will' always be ignored-that's the on-going battIe between administration and students. However, I think we also do a lot of bitching to our friends on the side, bu t not enough
to the people that will be able to get things done. When are we going to quit complaining
and get out there and DO something?
Sfudents are continuously lamb-blasting the changing calendar. The Student Commission election turn-out was disappointing, to say the very least. Voting for competent
student body representatives, particularly in the area of the educational policies committee
or committees working with the changing calendar, is one of the easiest ways for you to help
change things without directly getting involved. Vote for a person who shares the same
views as you and who will help implement the changes that you would like to see happen.
This isn't just a matter of picking up a pencil and checking names though, you must be
informed. It's that being-involved attitude that's going to move things along; sitting on your
ass will get you nowhere.
Additionally, I think 99.9% of would say that we have been discontent (to put it very
mildly) with Saga this quarter. But how many have talked to Mary Dodd, Marriott Food
Director, or written a comment card to her or the staff? There is a lot that could be changed
menu-wise, quality-wise, staff-wise, but how will Marriott know what to change if we don't
tell them? No, they're not mind readers and they're probably not eating the food so they
don't realize what our concerns are. Rather than griping that the food isn't up to }Jar, why
not have a few people head down to the Marriott food office and let her know what you're
thinking. It's second week guys-do it now before the classes engulf you or you lose energy
from malnutrition.
There are millions of everyday things that we're all guilty of complaining about.
Despite the age old saying, "Shit happens", it doesn't. At least not that what you want
changed. As much as you don't want to hear it, you have to get up and do it yourself. Shit
happens when you don't get involved and let decisions be made without your input.
People don't like the way things are. They don't like it when things change.
Sometimes I think we like to gripe and hear ourselves speak. Be involved-if you're not, you
haven't earned the rights to complain, you have no room to gripe . .. you have noone to
blame but yourself. Stop blaming problems on everyone else, get a grip, get involved, !lnd
take responsibility for your own actions. This is our college (no matter how much bureaucracy you believe there is) and our future. Folks, we' re close to being out in the real world
and complaining in the real world won' t get you far- try becoming involved and practicing
real-world politics now. We are the movers and the shakers; it's up to you how much this
world rocks 'n rolls.
This isn' t meant to be taken as another rah-rah article-I think we' ve all heard enough
of those-but some themes are timeless. Some things never change-at least they won't
until enough of us get our heads out of the sand and our voices around campus.
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Competition: Win or lose, are the results the same?
In this world, there seems
to be a predisposed nature in
all living beings to compete.
The lion and the hyena compete over a freshly killed carcass, male antelopes lock their
antlers to win the attention of
a female, and even plants compete for water to fight against
drought and disease. However, can competition be more
than winning and losing? Can
one still find somelhing beneficial, even when he or she appears to have lost? These are
good questions to explore as
we all become more competitive when the quarter begins.
This last week, two teams
competed for hockey's Stanley
Cup and one team went home
with it. For the purposes of this

article, it does not matter who
the teams were. What does
matter is our perception of
what took place. Notice that I
did not say that one team won
or lost. This win or lose viewpoint is one that I question. I
would like to suggest the idea
that no one really loses. To say
that no team lost must mean
that both teams came out no
worse then before the games
began. It is possible that even
the losing team might have received a benefit.
As a furthl!r example, I was
part of a recreation softball
team during my childhood. It ..
seemed to me that every year ,
we would lose all of our games
except one. At first it might
appear as if we were not really
competing, but the one winning game was against a team
that was undefeated until that

time. We did not have ~::::;:::;:::;=::::;;:::::=:=?=;;;:::====7=====:I!===:::::;j;=:::~m~.,
to sulk in our many
losses because we had
won the most important game to us. Furthermore, if we had
lost all of our games,
we would not have
had a different attitude.
The tradition for
these softball teams
was to go get ice
cream whenever the
team won. However,
for our team, that
~ ~d
seemed completely
S"'-"- 'ac,,"Ir.,HfV' ~
unfair. Ins tead, we c=====-====-======:o=..._-=:......==....;==;;;:;;;~==::.!.::!!._....:;;;:::::::..J
would go whenever we had Commission elections. Who our world without being
put our best effort into enjoy- this student body elects, is not elected. I would highly ening the game. This enjoyment important to me, as long as we courage all of you to remain
is the true essence of competi- can still improve our school informed, and affect what
tion, not the winning or losing. and community. There are still transpires at our wonderful
This past Monday we voted plenty of ways to create posi- Kalamazoo College and the
for our choices in the Student tive change in our school and world.

Has affirtnative action outstayed _it's welcotne?

look at his employment
charts and see that his company is lacking in females
and/ or minorities, and therefo re a chance to meet
quotaswith one person. So
he hires the second person in
an attempt to look good to
civil groups and the government.
1£ you had read this story
thirty years ago, you probably would have assumed
person #2 was a white male.
But with a big thank you to
affirmative action, we have
gone too far the other way,
and American SOciety is suf-

fering because of it. People
still have hatred for other
races and sexes, however,
now it is because they are
being seen as having an unfair advantage in life.
I am a white male, and because of actions thirty years
ago (twelve years before I was
born) I am put intO a position
where I have less of a chance
to succeed because of my race
and sex. I have already lost
scholarships because I am
white. I am sure I will lose a
job or two in the future.
Why is this? I am going
to caIl it what it is. It is not
affirmative action, it is not
reverse discrimination, it is
discrimination pure and
simple. I am being relegated
to worse jobs than I should
have because I am white. I
believe this discrimination is
what all the riots and
marches by minorities in the
1950sand 1960sattempted to
destroy. Well folks, I am here

(continued from page 4)
When I' m down in Ecuador
this fall, I want to be able to
learn things about that culture,
but I have to realize that my
own perceptions will be affected stron!$ly by whilt I expect ar want to find . We all
have certain ex p ectatio ns
about an experience, eSpecially
One like Study Abroad where
We are constantly being bombarded wi th facts fro m directors, former participants and
guide books before we even
go. Right now, J' m pretty sure
['11 h ave to h ave my foo d
shipped to me in ord er to
avoid exploding every toilet in
QUito, no matter how exagger~ed I know that belief to be.

Now, let's assume that a
race of aliens comes to us and
we learn that part of their culture is something pretty rotten,
like killing children or using
other people's toothbrushes or
something. My question to the
multicultural gurus (and don' t
I know some fools will reply)
is whether I have to abandon
my set of beliefs and morals in
the name of cultural relativism?
Dr. VandeBerg said recently,
"All knowledge is culturally
based ." Great, now I look in
my nifty Study Abroad Book
of Stuff to see what that means,
and find no translation.
I guess the heuristic I'll take
is that of the guest. I'll do as

Imagine two people a~
ply.ing for a job. Person #1
has more education and experience and is clearly better
qualified for the job. Person
#2 is a specific gender and/
or race. Why does person #2
get the job? The manager of
.. \... ............. _ _ ... _ ... ... ~ _ _ 1 .. . \... .................
UI'-
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to tell you: it is alive and
well.
Discrimination exists in
all forms. It still happens to
minorities and it still hap-pens to whites. It happens
to males and to females. It
happens in schools and in
-the real world. Unfortunately, nothing can be done
about it! Laws are not going to change the way
people act. Discrimination
is always going to exist. No
amount of affirmative action
is going to change this.
Why? Because the world is
not perfect and things go in
cycles. Different people will
be favored at different times
throughout the coutse of history. The only thing we, as
liumans, can do is try to control the size of these cycles.
While it may not be fun, this
fact needs to be accepted _
The key to this is people
making a genuine effort to
listen to one's views and
they do in Rome, so to speak,
by keeping my opinion to myself, but privately believing
what I need in order to keep a
sense of identity. I would like
to think that I could "go native" as they say, but if all
knowledge is culturally based,
then removing me from my
culture and trying to become
an integrated part of another
culture makes me an idiot,
which I already knew I was.
I want to learn about Ecuador, and certa inly this is the
best way to do it. I think the
conventional wisdom is right,
though, which means culture
shock is a-comin' and I'll have
more trouble ahead than just
finding my way around town.

ideas on the subject at hand.·
The thing that annoys me
the most is when I tell my
views on affirmative action
and certain people call me a
typical white male who had
everything and because I
have lost some of it, I am furious at the world. No, I am
raging because I can not a~
ply for more than 25% of the
scholarships because they are
reserved for minorities. I am
irate because if I tried to make
a scholarship for just white
males to apply for, every civil
group in the United States
would see me as a racist slob,
and the KKK would probably
come knocking on my door.
I am infuriated because while
all this discrimination is occurring, the government is
doing nothing about it because I am not try.ing to blow
things up and kill people in
ordpJ" to get my voice heard
(yes, I am referring to the ri-

ots of the 1960s which are
what initiated affinnative action in the first place). AIld
lastly, I am irritated because
while I am being discriminated against, people such as
Jesse Jackson are lobbying
lawmakers in Washington for
additional measures for minorities like affirmative action .
Now let me close by saying that affirmative action
did at one time have it's place
in history when it was a good
idea and necessary. But those
days ended in 1983 when the
percentage of minorities in
the workforce exceeded the
percentage of minorities in
the country. But it was not
finished there, and because of
that, in 1995, 32% of the
workforce belongs to a minority, while only 26% of the
nations people are. Get a grip
folks, minorities are doing
just fine.

""' In([e~
LET'I'ER POLICY
The lndex encourages reader response in the form
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and
deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with
sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox, across from the Games
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
mailroom, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response
to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses
will be accepted to appear in later issues .

A&E
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The Caped Crusader strikes yet again
Brian Tallerico
Index StaffBatman Forever: starring
Val Kilmer, Jim Carrey, Tommy
Lee Jones, Nicole Kidman, and
Chris O'Donnell. Directed by
Joel Schumacher.
In Hollywood, summer
started May 12 with the release
of Crimson Tide and since then
we've been bombarded with
what Hollywood does best, the
summer action extravaganza.
But most movie fans have.been
waiting for one very special
r~lease.

That's right, the $500 million franchise, the Batman series, rolls on with the June 19th
release of Batman FordJer .
By now, you've probably
seen Batman Ill. Don't worry,
you're not alone. The caped
crusader brought in the highest opening weekend gross in
the history of movies (dethroning Jurassic Park for the title.)
Why? Several of my friends
have asked me why America's
gone batty this summer. It certainly didn't have the advertising or marketing push of The
Flintstones or The Lion King.
The answer is really quite
simple.
Disregarding any demo-

graphic research on the unstoppable nature of Jim Carrey,
this is the movie that everyone
was ~aiting for. Most people
saw Die Hard III and Crimson
Tide (and enjoyed them) but I
kept hearing, "Sure, that was
good. But when does Batman
come out?" The timing
couldn't have been better. The
temperatures rise and people
are ready for mindless fun. In
many ways the Bravehearts and
Die Hards of the summer
worked as well to build excitement as any McDonaids drinking glass because they put audiences in the right state of
mind. Since 'Mayl2 this summer was like a snowball
headed for Batman and
Pocahontas. Can it.keep rolling
through Judge Dredd and
Apollo 13? You can just picture
the Waterworld people crossing their fi~gers.
Now for the big question:
is it good? Mostly. It certainly
< is a big budget supuner extravaganza (all flash and no
substance) but this both helps
and hurts the film. The first
things I noticed were the differences. By.now you know
that Michael Keaton is gone
and Val Kilmer has taken I

bat-reins from him. Tim Burton, the director of the first two
also has punched out leaving
the duties to Joel Schumacher
(The Client). Additionally,
there were numerous cast
changes during pre-production that stuck in my mind.
Robin Williams was supposed
to play the Riddler, but felt he
would be upstaged by Tommy
Lee Jones. Leonardo DiCaprio
was scheduled to play Robin,
but backed out at the last
minute.
Kilmer has charisma to
spare. Where Keaton was always blank-faced and stone
cold, Kilmer casts an imposing
figure. I almost wish he could
have worked with TIm Burton.
Don't get me wrong,
Schumacher does an excellent
job of lightening up the series
and bringing it closer to a
comic-book family film, but I
wanted to see Kilmer's stoicism in Burton'S dark world.
To give Schumacher credit, the
action scenes are choreographed brilliantly and the set
design is fantastic.
The style of the film is
always in your face. From the
opening shots of Batman putting together his outfit, the

pace is non-stop. At first I
wasn't interested . Chaos is
boring if you don't care about
what's going on and the opening action sequence is ridiculously chaotic. But about half
an hour into the film, something pulled me in. Two-Face
(Tommy Lee Jones) appears
under the big top and I was
caught up in the rollercoaster
for the rest of the movie.
How about the villains?
After all, they are the trademark of the Batman series.
Who really went to see the first
two films for Keaton instead of
Nicholson and Pfeiffer? Jones
isn't quite schizo enough for
my tastes. He's not as demented as the Joker but not as
happy as the Riddler. He gets
lost in the middle. This is all

Carrey's show. He prances
around the gothic sets and
chews up his dialogue. But I
liked him. He'swhat the summer movie should be. Somewhat brainless, but energetic
and exciting.
Kilmer and Schumacher
are already planning on two
more in the series so this
rollercoaster is far from over,
but things are changing.
Gotham seems to be a much
happier place now. Is that
good or bad? I can't tell yet.
In November, I might have
been more critical of a brainless big-budget blowout like
this, but like I said the timing
was perfect. I got caught up
in it like everybody else. I'm
only human. B+.
Next Week: Apollo 13
aymg:

Braveheart
Bridges of Madison County
Casper
Congo
Die Hard III
Johnny Mnemonic
This Week on Video
Dumb and Dumber
The Last Seduction
Little Women
Murder in the First
Ready to Wear

AA
B
D

B+
D+
BB
A
B-

B+

My two cents on Frank Sinatra
fast times, getting dumped,
Matt Lango
arld, of course, getting laid.
Index Staff
Frank Sinatra is so punk And everybody thought he
rock, at least for our time. I'm was the coolest guy in the
serious. Think about it. Is be- world.
ing punk a conformity to a parToday, to write songs
ticular style of music, or is it about those things would not
about attitude?
only be politically incorrect, it
When Johnny Rotten of would be lame.
The Sex Pistols sang "God
If anyone were to write a
Save the Queen", he was spit- song like "Luck be a Lady"
ting in the face of royalty and now, they would be chastised,
expressing his hatred for main- and rightfully so. It's just not
stream society. He was sing- acceptable anymore. Everying about stuff that was un- one is listening to the wholecouth and rejected by most of some Green Day, drinking
SOCiety. He was punk rock. . Evian water, and exercising at
But how does this apply least three times a week. Noto Frank, you ask. I'll tell you. body wants to admit heavy
Frank Sinatra was not punk drinking or casual sex is acrock in his hey day because he ceptable anymore (well, at
was singing about stuff that least not many people do).
was on the mind of the averFtank Sinatra' s songs,
age male; specifically, women, many of which were written

over thirty years ago, glorify
the things Americans tOday
consider evil. Right now,
Frank represents the type of
guy that the average white
male in the United States is
trying really hard not to be.
He had attitude and he
was a big fan of mixing business and pleasure-two big nono's these days. And that's'
what punk rock is all about,
having attitude and crOSSing
the lines of social norms.
Green Day, The Offspring, Rancid, Fear! Jam;
they're all so lovable and cute
and radio friendly--in other
words, they're not punk rock.
Frank, on the other hand, is
swank, savvy, and probably
used to drink twelve martinis
a day. Very unhealthy. Very
perverse. Very punk' rock.

ummer concert calendar
Michigan Concert Information
Jazz Festival
June 30
Downtown Arcadia Festival Site
Jazz Festival
July 1
Downtown Arcadia Festival Site
Verve Pipe
July 1
Phoenix Plaza-Pontiac
Bare Naked Ladies
July 2
. Meadow Brook-Rochester
Lollapalooza V
July 19, 20
Pine Knob-Detroit
The Pharcyde/Coolio
July 19
Industry-Pontiac

Kalamazoo Concert Information
Pansy Division
CIubSoda
Laughing Face
CIubSoda

July 10
July 15

Etc.
Contribution to catastrophic conundrum

Wednesday, June 28, 1995

Christina Wootton
Index Staff
When the wonderfully inspired and rather warped editors approached me about
writing articles exposing K's
downright zany history, I
muscled my way through the
Archives' Annex (in the basement of the library-opened
three days a week, next to lingerieanddowntheaislefrom
sporting goods) trying to unearth some ghosts.
This is my first summer on,
and since there aren't going to
be many more, I went
scrounging for something appropriate. An article about
any aspect of the summer
quarters of yesteryear that
have an effect on today's
young men and women (gag
me with a spoon, man) as we
face an uncertain future
empty of the bliss of summer
quarters because of the catastrophic calendar conundrum
(don't ask me, my roommate
came up with it, the walking
thesarus she is-it means "a
riddle; a complicated problem" - so simple but I had to
go for the spiffy alliteration!)
I came across this interview in a 1963 issue of the
INDEX (yippee, wahoo,
gazork!) about the trials of the
Student Senate as they faced
their first summer quarter.
I found comfort in the continuity of the circle of life.
Those things thataremostfamiliar bring serenity with the
knowledge that for every purpose under heaven there is a
season (in this case it just hap-
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pens to be a season of discontent-you know you will
have that song in your head
for days.)
I should probably explain
a few things to all those nonKalamazoo College Historians (hey! Don't rag on me,
sometimes you just have to
take the work-study jobs
where you can find them. If
my boss is reading thisumm .. .I am only trying to express that sense of sarcasm
basic in Kalamazoo co-eds of
today, I love my job, really I
do, I swear on my mother'S
apple pie!).
Back in the days of Greek
Societies (oh, the horror!) the
Dean of Women (wiped out
by the wicked tootsies--my
roommate is 5000 weird) and
single sex dormitories
(blech!) Stlldent Commission
was known as Stlldent Senate.
... and this is their summer
story.
(by Mike Morden)
Hrrumph .... (silence)
The President swung his
cast up on a chair, laid aside
his paperback and continued
to ponder. "Senate this summer,huh? .. Well,as I see it,
Senate has two functions. For
one thing, much as I hate the
d-n(note: our printer has
definite ideas of what kind of
language college students
should be exposed to; our
president has no such
scruples) idea, we are an
administrataive body. This
means keeping things like
Welles Hall, assemblies, fire-

sides, and stuff functioning
mormally... "
(Tsk, Tsk ... that horrible implied language, cover those virgin ears!)
"Sort of like maintaining
the student body's basal metabolism, huh?"
;'The what?"
"Don't you see, I mad an
analogy between the basic
mecessity to keep a human
body going and the basics to
keep a student body... "
"Oh, yeah, hey that's
pretty good, mind if I use it?"
"Go ahead."
(yawwwnnnn, gotla love that
banter)
n . . • anyway, the function
I'm hot for is exerting some
initiative, arousing some interest, generating some enthusiasm. That was the platform I was elected on and ~'d
like to get Senate to act as a
catalyst."
"Do you have specific
projects in mind?"
"For one thing I'd like to
tackle grade point. Grade
point reduces all of us to a
neat statistic but it is such an
incomplete indicator. Seems
we sshoulld be able to come
up with a substitute. Then
there's the subject of fees.
What about that ddifferential
between what townies and
dorm students actually pay in
tuition. These things should
be looked into. Then there is
the whole area of student
rights ... "
(Boy, this sounds so familiar.
.. TURN TURN TURN)
"Exactly how do you plaan

to exert the initiative and gen- nicate with the administration
erate the enthusiasm?"
better than we can with the
(Don't say it, please don't say students,
and
the
it! Oh lord, he's gonna say it!)
adrnistration is supposed. to
"First I plan to appoint some be the enemy for Pete's sake.)
committees ... "
(That language again, what
"I can hear the rumble of could they be thinking?)
an amazed populous al"What more is there to the
ready."
.
public retlations angle besides
" . .. and they will spend the this wandering ambassador
summer gathering data so bit? I mean, this mode of comthatwecanreallygettowork munication is not going to
in the ... "
make a beg dent in terms of
"Entire African nations the apathy up the hill."
have gained their indepen"We've been kicking
dence in less time than that." aaround the idea of a News"Now you can't rush into letter, sort of Senate's own
things like this without am- SPQK, but this depends on
munition. Another thing we whether we can gtet any dewill be doing this quarter is cent coverage from the INgetting Senate closer to the DEXnowthatthey'vecanged
students, get them interested editors."
in what's going on."
"Now look here, you've
(And thirty years later? A got no complaints about your
time to be born, a time to die, a news coverage; the INDEXaltime to plant.. .. )
ways has been sympathetic to
"I've heard that before."
Senate. Why on some Cam"This time it will work. puses the paper aand student
We're going to have a public government are always fightrelations committee aand they ing about something."
are going to do something or
(Damn liberal colleges!)
other pretty soon. Also I've
'1'11 believe this new regot a plan for a sort of wan- gime is sympathetic when I
dering diplomacy thing see some results, not before."
where I just drop in on guys (picky, picky)
inthedormandseewhatthey
"Look who's talkingibout
thing about things. Keep in ~results. I for one will believe
contact with your cons.titu- in 'new Senate initiative' and
ents."
'better communication with
"Will it work?';
the students' only when I see
(I have just lost all respect it and I may be too aama7.ed
for this reporter! Can I answer to believe it even then!"
it? 000 Ooo! Can I? huh, huh?
(You go, Mr. Man!)
Can I?)
"Prepare to be amazed, be"I don't know, but cause... " (non finished satis:
something's got to work. As not the end, but enough)
it stands now, we can commu- AND THAT SAYS IT ALL!

President calls for action
Over the past several years,
Student Commission has
somehow lost the respect and
confidence of the people it is
supposed to serve.
Commission has ceased to
be relevant to the lives of students, except as a source of
money, and it has fallen far
short of the .potential good it
could do.
Now more than ever, with
the calendar change under
way and the general education
curriculum undergoing major
revision, students need a
strong and coherent voice.
Student Commission can and
should be that voice. Along
with the other members of
Commission, I am committed
to building a student government which is both responsive
to students and proactive on
their behalf. We will work
hard to effectively communicate your needs and concerns
to the faculty and administration.
That's true not just for campus-wide issues like the

Kalendar and Gen Ed, but also
for more personal concerns
like housing problems, difficulties with classes or professors, and dining hall issues.
Commission will step in for
students wherever they need
help.
Of course, in order to be an
effective advocate, we need to
k now
w hat
students
are
thinking. We
a r e

be effective, it must work both
ways. We can't work for you '
if you don't tell us what you
want us to do.
So please, speak up. If
you have a question, a concern,
or a problem, let us know.
Grab a member of Commission and talk to them, or better yet, come to a meeting. I

"Now more than ever, with w 0 nha' t
say t t
the calendar change under we have
way and the general educa- all the
a n tion curriculum undergo- swers,
ing major revision, stubut we
are comdents need a strong and
mi tted
...;;.c.;;.o;..;;h.;;.er;..;e;;.;.n~t;...;;.v.;;.o.;.;ic;..;;e;.;.._"_____ to find-

struggling to
open the
lines of communication
through the use of e-mail, the
Student Commission bulletin
board, forums, a weekly Commission dinner table in
Marriott, and the Index. We'll
be letting you know more
about th~se easy ways to stay
informed very soon.
There's a catch to all that
though: for communication to

ing solutions.
The bottom line is this: with
a lot of effort on our part, and
a little input on your part, Student Commission can once
again be a positive force for
students on this campus. We
can once again deserve your
respect. It's certainly time.
Shawn Gavin is the President
of Student Commission

There are more
than 30 STDs
ont there, and
86~ iliect
people under
aJe29.
Un~,eated

chlamydia can make you infertile. Herpes never goes
away. HPV causes CANCER. Some of these bugs have
no ~plo"'r especially in women, and left untreated,
they can endanger the health of your future children.
DON'T LET EMBARASSMENT BE A HEALTH RISK.
YOU CAN TALK TO US. CALL 372·1200.

EXAMS START AT 528 AND SOME STD TESTS ARE FREE.

PLANNED"
PARENTHOOD
Of South Central Michigan
4201 W. Michigan Ave. • 1/2 mile E. of Drake. 372·1200

Index wants you~ We need
writers and layout editors. Interested? Come to
our meeting,
Sunday, July 9.
See what it's all about!

The Backpage
(Let it warm up for a second)
By Severn Suite 201

NEW CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS FOR SUMMER OF '95
Fans of Stan
This organization is dedicated to the ongoing celebration of mathematical wonder-human, Stan Rajnak. U you've ever found the magic
of statistics or calculus through the teachings of this man, now s the
chance to pay homage. Quarterly activities include Stan Dancing,
complete with Rajnak costuming, and film presentation, "Stan: the
man, the myth, the legend."

Mail to Mail
Nobody likes to go weeks on end without finding a guarantee of lnr(1Tl_
ditionallove in one's mailbox. We believe that daily mail is the key to
academic success and mental health. Finally, an organization designed
to provide students with anonymous mail correspondents in the same
situation. This Secret-Santafied program promises you mail on a range
of subjects (often meaningless to you), such as "my foot is feeling
better," "1 love baked ham," and "My favorite CHiPs episode would
have to be ... "

Don't Know and Don't Care
Everyone likes to belong, but frankly the Kalamazoo College student
hasn't the time or the inclination to give a damn. Join us. The current
agenda is pleasingly blank.

PROPOSED CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS THAT FAILED
"How Come I Have Classes When My Friends at Home Get to Play
With Willy the Waterbug" Support Group

SWMF (Students Who Miss Fern)
Everyone's favorite lunchlady has gone and left us standing in the
cold. "Wherefore art thou, Fern?" seems to be the question on
everyone's mind. She served up grilled cheese and fries with a wink
and a smile. Determined to keep the tasty memories ali ve, planned
activities include a Fern lunch-meat sculptorium, a Fern-calling
contest, and the performance of the Fern anthem: Adam Sandler's
"Lunchlady Land."

Crying on the Inside Clown's Club
Society for the Protection of Dean La Plante
The Society for the Synchronization of Mariott Hours with Actual
Meal Times

Alpha Delta Matta
Is your given name Matt. ..Matthew ... or even Mat? Probably. We've
been separated for far too long. Unite and bask in the power and
glory of Matthood. This elite and secret society plans to host the
International 1995 Mat(t) Games, spread paranoia and misinformation, conquer the campus, and make "them" believe.

WAP (Weird AI for Provost)
Non-Traditional Sexual Device of the Month Club
The George Acker Tenn'is Statue Decorative Dress Organization
The Ramen Pride Club

ARC (Arcade Rejuvenation Coalition)
Karate Champ and Centipede, although video classics, have lost their
appeal over the years in the basement of Hick's Center. This
organization's sole purpose is to expand this college's rec room video
library and bring a greater understanding of video game culture to
this uncouth campus. Hopefully, our petitions will be rewarded with
Dig Dug, Tron, Bump 'N' Jump, and if all goes well, a Skill Crane.
CCSU (Canadian Cultural Solidarity Union)
Our ancestors braved the borders of North America to settle in this
strange land. The pride of the maple leaf runs deep at Kalamazoo
College. Planned lectures include "Dudley Dooright: The Stereotypes
Must End," " Hockey and Beer: Canada's Answer to Baseball and
Beer," and "From Master Explorer Henry Hudson to Modern-Day
Nut Paul Schaeffer."
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The Kalamazoo College Sheet Metal Bangers
Following in the honorable and long tradition of the "K" College
~~,l
Change Ringers, this new organization demands to be heard. Soon,
Saturday mornings, too, will be filled with the enchanting melodies of
metal on metal. Become a part of this exciting musical movement and
project your frustrations on the ears of the student body.
1
The Facilities Management Love Connection
,;
Enjoy working with tools? Enjoy watching others working with
l
tools? Find intimate relationships practically impossible without the
use of tools? This group is open to employees of Fac. Man. or simply
admirers thereof. Through simple questions concerning your favorite i
tools, our special "computerized" testing method will ensure you the .
chance to meet that special someone. Bring ,1 l>lonkey wrench, your
favorite overalls, and an open mind. You won' t be disappointed.

I

,l

I

1. MelCfbs6n

......,

Mel Gibson was in "B~d all a Wire" witb Goldie.H awr
Goldie Ha\oV'n wa$ in "Death Becomes Her" with Meryl Streep
Meryl Streep Was in "The Ri.ver Wil<t' With Kevin Baconl

I

2. Jphn CIeese
John Cleese was in "A Fish Called Wanda" with K~vin Kline
Kevin K1ine was in '1 Love You to Death" with Phoebe Itates
Phoebe Kates was.in "Gremlinsl' with the Blind-in-one-eye Asian
guy who sells Billy the Mogwai
That B1ind~in-one~eye Asian guy is in Tremor$ with Kevin Bacon!
(As this example show~ a.ctors/ac.tresses with forgetful names may
be replaced With a description reminding us of his/her character in
i
the filn:l.)

l

O.K. Here are the official ~ontest problems.. ,

I
i

SBTC (Social Betterment Through Chalk)
This group plans to catalyze social change through the use of temporary sidewalk graffiti. The power of chalk is often underestimated
and abused by many of today's campus organizations. Tests have
proven that students learn best when targeted with this age-old
utensil. Let's reteach the world together. Planned chalking themes
for this quarter include: Swedish gibberish, mindless philosophical
discourse, illegible knock-knock jokes, and our favorite brownie
recipes.

~~;.~.j!"!

I

I

LPat Morita

l 2. Gerard Depardieu
3. Rebecca De Mornay
l 4. Pee Wee Hennan
S. Vanilla Ice

!.

I
l

i

L ___

. Good Luck!

,---

!
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Matt Priest may be contacted for information conceming Backpage items
that didn't make it past the Index editors.
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ecurity Inreased at Women's Resource Center
non Coleman
atures Editor
A series of increased se'ty measures have followed
recent break-in at the
omen's Resource Center
C).
The incident occurred
e 30 shortly after midnight
hen an African-American
Ie entered the WRC. Acrding to a resident of the cenr, Alicia Turner, K'97, she was
one on the first floor when
turned and saw a naked
standing in the kitchen.
"I screamed and my
usemates ran Qownstairs,"
er said. "By the time they
'ved he had left"
The man, still unidenti, was of medium build acrding to Glenn Nevelle, Dior of Security.
According to WRC resident,
Demick, K'96, the college

responded to the incident "immediately." Police and campus security officers arrived on
the scene soon after
the incident.
Among other
things, in an attempt to secure the
premises, the college has since installed door bolts
and window loclcs
and fixed a broken
screen. A motion
sensor has also
been ordered for
outside the house,
according
to
Demick.
In addition, Nevelle said
that his officers have initiated
extra foot patrols around the
area.
Nevelle, referring to a previous break-in and other suspicious activity reported

around Crissey-Severn, also
said that "there is nothing to
connect this incident to the

crimes that occurred last winter."
In add;tion, prodded by the
incident,
Student
Commission's Judiciary and
Security Committee met on
July 5 to identify problem areas and possible solutions that

relate to campus security.
Calling the meeting a
''brainstorming session," Student Commission
President-Elect Kate
Spangler, K'96, said
that the organization
hopes to address
some of these concerns before the end
of the quarter. Students, invited to attend
the
subcommittee's
weekly meetings, are
encouraged to offer
any input.
Nevelle encourages students to contact security whenever they notice suspicious activity on campus.
"Be aware of what's going on
around you," he said. "Secure
your premises. Don't leave
your windows unlocked.
Don't prop doors."

ark tillles ahead for college slllokers
ara Bra
ews ltor
Beginning next quarter, re. ions in the College smoking
!icy will reduce the number
areasoncampusdesignated
r smoking, including the
idence halls.
According to President
wrence Bryan, the changes
"motivated by a heightconcern for the impact of
hand smoke on people
choose not to smoke."
Prompted by these health
~nsideratic'ns, a policy reviprocess has taken place
the past year, Bryan said.
the ventilation sysin the residence halls are
sufficient to prevent the
of second hand smoke,
said, the issue of the resi-

<fence halls took a long time to
decide upon.
"It was an effort to find out
how can we better isola te
smokers within the residential
system," Bryan said, "while
still allowing a smoker ·0 exercise the right and / or poor
judgement to smoke."
Bryan noted that unlike a
business which can prohibit
smoking on, its grounds, "I("
students also live on campus.
He said he has heard estimates
from student groups and faculty members that classify between 10 and 20% of the student body as smokers.
The new policy complies
with the Michigan Clean Indoor Air Act. However, the
College will not receive any

benefits and/or sanctions from
state or federal governments as
a result, Bryan said, unlike the
alcohol policy changes which
were prompted by federal intervention that threatened to
take z.way student financial aid
several years ago.
Bryan noted the new policy
is similar to other colleges and
universities, especially in
terms of academic and administrative buildings. With residence halls, however, the "K"
policy determines where
smoking is permitted, as opposed to where it isn't. Other
schools reverse this policy by
establishing exceptions for
non-smokers instead of smokers through substance freeresidence halls, which prohibit
smoking and alcohol, Bryan
said.
According to Bryan,
"There's a real hesitancy upon
the part of our student body to
want to publicly limit their
peers' rights and yet they
would clearly avoid lounges.
They wouldn't go to watch
television because they
couldn't stand the smoke.
There's a lot of discomfort with
second hand smoke by nonsmokers, but I think there's
been a reluctance over the
years to say much about it."
Bryan said then: were students on the task force that
proposed revisions last summer. "Certainly as the whole
process then began we had students on the group. I tried to
broaden that further by sending in July of last summer a
draft of the policy to the Student Commission as a whole,"
he said. "There were two, at
least in one point in the process, representatives on Stu-

dent Commission that were
meeting regularly with the
task force."
The staff members on the
original task force have remained consistent, but as a result of "on" and "off" patterns,
st'Jdent representation may
have changed as many as two
or three times, Bryan noted.
Over the past the year, the
suggested revisions have been
modified, Bryan said. "fhe n0tion of incense burning was
not in early policy drafts," ac-cording to Bryan. Mit was
added here because it has been
problematic for some people in
the residence halls who find it
objectionable.'" Bryan said incense was regarded as a personal irritant rather than as a
contributor to second hand
smoke.
Another earlier suggestion
entailed designating the top
floors of certain residence halls
as smoking environments,
Bryan said, to limit the possibilities for smoke circulation.
He noted that people were
sensitive about this because
each hall has a different atmosphere and flavor.
"The great accusation that
was a concern of the student
residence hall staff was that
you be perceived as giving the
smokers or the non-smokers
the dredges that nobody
wants.'"
Also developed over the
past year were the procedures
for charging other students
with a violation and penalties,
Bryan said.
In addition, the closed door
courtesy policy was added to
the new policy, Bryan said, although it was not uniformly
accepted. It had been an ear-

lier reconunendation from Student Commission as the only
policy necessary, so smokers
would not be isolated. Under
the new policy, smokers are
required to close their doors
even if living in a smoking hall
Rebecca Sorgen, K'96
and a smoker, said: "If they're
going to segregate us and put
us all in one building, labeled
as smokers and labeled as the
smoking building, we should
be able to do what we want. If
we still have to keep doors

Continued on Pg. 2
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Right wing terror on the rise again?

Student Commission starts fresh
Michael Mundahl
Index Staff
Welcome to Student Commis-

sion for the summer of 19951
This is the year for the expansion of the definition of what
it means to be a member of
our student government.
Through the efforts of President Shawn Gavin, K'96, and
President-Elect Kate Spangler,
K'96, Commission is well on
its way to achieving many of
its originally intended goals.
At the first meeting of the
quarter the commission members began a series of three intensive workshop/training
sessions intended to teach
them how to work together as
one body, how to be better
leaders and how to run effective meetings. 1bese have all
been problem areas in the past
le_ years, but the conunission

members hope that these sessions can help avoid stumbling blocks and move towards a state of action. The
training sessions were lead by
Pat Adams, a Stryker Center
facilitator, and Associate Provost Dr. Lonnie Supnick. Such
goal setting meetings will
now be a part of the first meeting of every quarter.
Also, at the July 5 meeting,
each member chose different
standing committees within
Student Commission. The
Health Center liaison for the
quarter will be Thoy Amber,
K'97, and the student liaison
to Facilities Management is
Rayline Latchaw, K'97. The
Judicial and Security Committee consists of Jason Britton,

K'96; Julie Buser, K'96; Anne
Dibble, K'96; Jeff Hotchkiss,
K'97; Michael Mundahl, K'97;
Stacy Shafer, K'96; and
Spangler. A Smoking Policy
action group has been formed
by Matt Alman, K'96; Britton;
Jason Halloway, K'96; and
Mundahl.
The Constitutional Revision
Committee working to revise
the Student Commission Constitution consists of Greg Blase,
K'97; Gavin; Hotchkiss; Mike
Mace, K'96; Andrew Schleicher, K'97; and Spangler. Finally, Mundahl, Sarna
Salzman, K'96; Spangler and
Mike Teo, K'97, were appointed to Judicial Council,
and Adrienne Calderwood,
K'96, and Cat Cutcher, K'96,
were appointed to the Sexual
Harassment Hearing Panel.
Anyone having probleD\S or

Ingo Brengmann
Index Staff
Right wing terror is back
again in Germany. But this
time there are no skinheads
dressed in Army outfits marching down the street to bum the
homes of asylum seekers. This
time there are no teenagers
without a perspective for the
future beating up people from
Turkey just because they are
sucessfully running a grocery
store or a dining place. This
time terror has a different face.
Now Germans, too, are the victims of a violent political right
wing on the rise.
When Thomas Rother,
35, head of the Social Democratic Party in the Luebeck city
council, was about to open the
daily mail on June 13, he could
not foresee that only a few seconds later his right hand
would be seriously injured. A
bomb inside a letter addressed
to Luebeck mayor Dietrich
Szameit exploded. Szameit, 42,
had publicly critizised the mild
punishment for some neo-Nazis convicted of trying to set
the Luebeck synagogue on fire.
The letter was mailed
from Temitz, Austria, southwest of Vienna. Also on June
13, in Linz, Austria, a letter

bomb exploded in a marriage
institute specializing in arranging marriages wi th women
from overseas.
Only one week before the
two bombs exploded, Germans were shocked that another letter bomb mailed to
Arabella Kiesbauer, a popular
dark skinned talk show host
with the private Munich based
"Pro 7" television station, injured her colleague Sabine
Damman.
In a statement included
in the letter the criminals
claimed to be in the tradition
of Andreas Hofer and Graf
Ruediger von Starhemberg.
Hofer faught against Napoleon and Starhemberg defended Vienna against the
Turks in 1683.
The name Starhemberg is
also used by an obscure radical group who mail letter
bombs to politicians, journalistsand priests. One of the first
and most prominent victims of
the sneaky right wing terror
was Vienna mayor Helmut
Zilk.
To raise awareness and to
demonstrate against the violence of the extremists Zilk
showed the remains of his
hand in a television show.

... Student smokers
Continued from Pg. 1

closed and respect non-smokers, then why are they putting
us in one donn?"

the middle of the Quad, for
example. "I don't think we can
get into successfully policing
that. All we're trying here to

Regarding smoking in do is to prompt the movement
New Welles, Bryan said: "We away from immediately in
don't want to ban it com- front of the door," Bryan said.
pletely, so what we're trying to "'We're not ready, prepared,
do ...is to change that location willing or desiring to police
[of the current smoking room] that."
by putting it back further in the
Bryan acknowledged
comer in a somewhat smaller that segregating non-smokers
area with ventilation out the and smokers is a point of sepawindow to further isolate it ration, but opportunities for
from those who don't want to student interaction occur day
process.
There is a Student Commis- be around smoke."
in and day out around campus
Bryan said the installa- and nothing would prevent
sion table in the smoking room
during dinner on Monday tion of the ash trays mounted someone from visiting friends
on sides of buildings was a in smoking residence halls.
nights between 5 and 6 p.m.
mistake because it encourages Additionally, non-smokers
or the Recor :
people to smoke directly in may live with roommates who
Matt Alman is the new Lanfront of entrances and exits. smoke, in the designated
guage House Representative.
Under the new policy, free- smoking halls.
Julie Buser was elected as the
standing ashtrays will be
Sorgen said she feels "the
Inter-Housing Association
placed several feet away from school thinks that the smokers
Representative.
entrances and exits.
are the trouble makers ...and
There will not be restric- they're trying to keep us a!l
tions regarding how many feet together and keep a closer eye
away from an ashtray one can on al\ of us at a time."
smoke. Bryan said students
Non-smoker Heather
could "absolutely" smoke in Simpson, K'97, said she

concerns in these areas or
wanting to be a part of any of
these committees should
please let their student representatives know I!IO action can
be taken to solve the problems.
The commission is here for all
students and can only act on
their behalf if they participate
in the Student Commission

Meanwhil~ two neo-NaZis
from Austria charged for the
bombings have been arrested.
In an anonymous letter
mailed to the lawyer of one of
the suspects, extremists described the way to build a letter bomb i.n great detail. They
also mentioned the names of
two police experts who are not
known to the public. A special
task force for the German national security suspected that
the bombers have some connection to the Austrian police.
Another hint could be that the
writers of the letter did not use
the usual neo-Nazi jargon, a
police spokesman announced.
German police are
searching for possible connections between Austrian and
German extremists. German
right wing extremists have not
used letter bombs thus far. This
could be changing anytime:
Special task forces discovered
material describing how to
fight a "revolutionary war"
against the "Jewish democracy." In one of the pamphlets
neo-Nazis encourage their political supporters to see the
brutal and violent left wing terrorists from the seventies as
their idol.
Source: Der Spiegel
doesn't really care about the
new policy, although she
doesn't see how it can be enforced. "I don't see what \he
problem is with people smok·
ing in their rooms. Most
people, I think, who smoke on
campus are pretty good about
not smoking where irs going
to affect other people."
Simpson said the new
policy will not affect her future
living arrangements and she
doesn't see benefits oflivingin
a non-smoking dorm because
she hasn't noticed smoke before.
Patrick Burlingham,
K'97, a smoker and resident of
the Vegetarian Coop in Crissey,
said he understands the concerns for having smoke free
environment:; but finds the
new policy overbearing at the
same time, especially for vegetarians who want to smoke.
Given the residency requirement, he said there aren't
enough on-campus options
and he feels trapped.

RIMEBEAT

Photo by Blake Vulpe

According to Gail Simpson,
Assistant Director of Security.
the following incidents have
occurred.
A Larceny from a vehicle, occured sometime between 1 a.m. and 6am on July
3. A total of $107 worth of
items were reported miS1:ing.
One of the doors was reportedly unlocked.
On the night of July 10,
security ecountered a black
male age 20-30, approximately 6 feet tall, weighing

approximately 180 lbs., around
Anderson athletic center. The
~n was reportedly dodging
l~ and out of buildings. Secunty approched him he had alcohol on his breath and was
beligerent.
Vandalism to a vehicle
parked in Trowbridg~ c.. using
$100 worth of damagP. occured
between 11 p.m. and 7:30 a.m.
on the evening of July 10. Included in the damage was a
broken passenger window.
Five young black men

and one hispanic youth were
reported wandering around
campus around midnight on
July 10. The youth were asking about the dorms and ran
when they saw Security·
On July 11 at 12:20 p.m.
Security reported a suspicioUS
person on campus. The blaclc
male, approximately 6'1, 180210 Ibs., 2(}.30 years old, was
spOtted in three different offices on campus and gave
gave a different excuse for being there in each of the offices·
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Harris joins Residential Life-staff
Stacey Younger
Index Staff
Nicole Harris recently
joined the Kalamazoo College
Staff, becoming the new Area
Coordinator for Crissey and
Severn.
Harris, who grew up on the
south side of Chicago, went to
Xavier University of Louisiana
and Loyolla University, graduating with a BA in English Literature. She said that she recently earned her Masters Degree in Guidance and Counseling from the University of
Wisconsin, in
Whitewater.
Harris said
she has "always been a
stu den t
leader." In col-

sition can be used to teach the
students to live on their own.
Harris said, "the thing I love is
developing leaders." She said
the '1eadership potential" of
the students is great and she
likes to playa part in this process.
Harris said that one of her
professional goals is to help
make the College's change
from the Hall Director system
to the Area Coordinator system as smooth as possible. She
stated that the differences "are
not all that dramatically different, but there are
only two of us."
Harris, in addition, wants to
get in touch with
the students, and
let them know

tant and was
active in theater.
Harris said
Steve Miller
approached
her at a conference last year and asked her to
apply for the position. She said
that she had family here and
that Kalamazoo was a place
she would like to live, so she
was very interested in the offer.
Harris also liked the mission of the College (to expand
diversity, to work within diversity and then transcend diversity). She took the job and is
now one of the first AfricanAmericans employed full-time
on the Residential Life staff.
She said she has focused on
diversity in education as aspecial interest.
The Area Coordinator pb
entails managing the housing
facilities, being a support person, and educating the students outside of the classroom,
Harris said.
She also thinks that her p<r

to Hdevelopcommunity within
the halls, so that
people feel like
this is their
home."
Harris said
that she's getting the hang of
the system here. She's learned
the term "munch money" and
is beginning to grasp the concept of rising junior and/or
rising senior. She really likes
the quarter system. She said
that coming from a semester
system, the term seemed so
long." Shesaidourfoodservice is "not that bad" compared to some other services
she's seem.
Harris said that Xavier was
a small institution as well, so
she "feels more comfortable
here." She indicated that she
is '1ooking forward to meeting
students, staff, and faculty,"
and stressed that her "door is
always open."
She concluded that she
doesn't ever want to move
again, "so K College has to like
me."

JenniferMrozowski
Index Staff
The Aqua Pelicans,
Kalamazoo College's studentorganized a capella singing
group, is swinging into its
third year with new songs,
new members, and plenty of
new ideas.
Adam Bower, K'96, one of
the group's founding members, sung in a Barber Shop
Quartet in high school. He
said that he missed the singing
group after entering college.
Bower wanted to pin a smaller
ensemble but said there was
nothing on campus which fit
what he wanted.
The idea for the Aqua Pelicans hatched during the Winter quarter of1993 after Bower,
Kelly Babel, K'96, and a few of
their frlendsattended a concert
at Western Michigan University. The production left Bower
thinking it was something he
had to do, he said, and Babel
said that she would help with
the formation. From then on
the idea sizzled like Sunday
morning eggs cooking on a

••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••

hot, greasy frying pan.
"We put up signs, got

•
•
:

said. The signs advertised for experienced singers with a
strong interest in vocal jazz
and a capella music.
Bower said he and Babel
were seeking people who
knew their music well, were
creative, and could learn fast

~d:~~=:

:•

The Aqua Pelir.ans wann-up with a few notes.

P 1
e
~t s~::: :a: Swinging, singing Aqua e ieans

Shorts by the Masters :•
Faculty, Friends, Students, and Staff
Come listen to

•
•
:

•

Dr. Marigene Arnold and Ms. Susan Allen

•

:
•
••
•
•

read two short stories written by O'Henry
Wednesday July 19, 1995
noon- 1 p.m.
• bring a sack lunch-beverage provided.

:
•
••
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Being able to learn fast is essential, he said. In ten weeks
members are expected to come
up with an entire set of music,
learn it, and be ready for an
e~d-of-the-quarter performance.
The name struck Bower
during a brainstorming session among the members. He
said everybody had good
ideas. He said he liked "Aqua
Pelicans" because it sounded
like "a capella" and it created
a good, fun image.
The final step was the performance. Bower deemed that
a great success, as the Aqua
Pelicans attracted a crowd
large enough to fill the recital
hall.
Sino:! then. the group, ranging from eight to twelve
people, has performed approximately once a quarter,
and concerts have always been
free. However, Bower said the
group is considering charging
"a buck or two" for succeeding concerts, as everything up
to this point has been funded
by the members.
In addition, the Aqua Pelicans are spreading their wings
and covering broader territOlY.
For instance, last quarter the
group sang for Hardy Fuchs'
soccer camp going-away party
and at the pediatric ward of
Bronson Hospital.
Amanda Quick, K'96, a s0prano in the group for three
quarters, said she would like
to see the group get off campus a bit more often, "whether

it's singing for kids or singing
for old people or whoever,
kind of getting heard, and not
just for ourselves but to make
other people happy."
-Quick said that idealistically she would sing in the
community every weekend,
bringing entertainment to
those who need it
She added that she really
enjoys working with Bower
because he "is willing to devote as much time as it takes
to something he really loves
doing and he has a way of
~g people like it."
Bower said part of what
makes the group so successful
is the group dynamics.
"We want to put on a good,
solid, professional show," he
said, "'but we want 10 haw fun.
Because if you're having fun
on stage, the audience can see
that, and it makes the audience
more comfortable and us more
comfortable."
Some of the songs in this
quarter's concert will be
"River of Dreams," "'Vincent
(Starry, Starry Night)," and "If
We Ever Needed the Lord Before." Bower said they are c0nsidering singing for Q"adswd,
again, as well as scheduling •
concert for the end of the quarter.
Group members include
Babel; Liz Beachy 1('97;
Bower, Suzanne Brucker K'96;
Liz Gray K'96; Knut Hill K'97;
Deanna Klein K'97; Nicole
Paoletti K'97; Matt Priest 1('97;
and Quick.

OFF THE QUAD

WHICH PROF WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO HAVE AS A ROOMMATE?

,.,....--- Question by Dawn Ramos

"Joe Baird because he's a
funny guy-messy a little bit,
I think. Also Jenny Case or
Janet Solberg."
-TIll Iecke. Int'l Student

addicted to 'ER' and we can
bond."
-Joanna Prasher, K'96

Photos by Rachel Bemis

''Ellen Caldwell definitely.
There would be good karma."
-Tom Bourguignon, K'97

"Dr. Barclay, so Iwould be
tenured preseident of the Dr.
Barclay Fan Oub."
-Denna Evoe, K'97

"John F"mk becuase we can
play intellectual math games
that relate to our everyday
lives in abstract."
-Iason Halloway. K~96

a"oinions
Cultural relativism?
Intfer.
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Letter to the student body
Letter to the Editor:
On Thursday, j .J:\e 30 at
midnight, I was reading in my
room in the Women's Resource
Center. I saw shadows move
across the door that connects
my room with the kitchen. Assun.ing it was one of my
housemates, I turned to see
who was in the kitchen. In the
entryway dividing the kitchen
and the hall was a medium
build African American man
approximately 5'8" tall. He

Resource Center, 50 pages behind on my reading for class
the next morning. The doors
and some windows were open
for ventilation on a hot and
humid evening.
Both Campus Security
and the Kalamazoo Police arrivedalmostimmediatelyafter
being called. Gail Simpson
from Campus Security was
helpful by asking questions
about how I could describe the
man.

man who entered my house.
~tepeopleha~ebeen.social
I~ by our raost socIety to
think of sexual perpetrators as
African-American men. This
is one of the many racist notio~s th~t. tho~ ~f us wit~
white pn~ege ~ct on

A?i-

can-Amencans;lttsalso~ve
and danger~us for whIte
wome~ to believe. ,
.

It IS dangerous .Jecause It
blinds white women to the fact
that our attackers are more
stood, facing me, naked from
The Kalamazoo Police likely to be white than African
the W'aist doW'll. I screamed. did not apprehend the man, American. Statistically, most
My housemates heard my and I doubt he will be caught rapists are the same race as
screaming and came down
There have been other in- :heir victims.
I am writing to the women
from upstairs. By the time they cidents on campus involving
got downstairs, he had left.
voyeurism and attempted en- of this campus not to frighten you,
The other residents of the try through windows in the but to inform you and encourage
WRC and I assume he entered past We do not have enough you to lefend yourselves.
and left the house through the information to conclude that
Student Services and Faunlocked back screen door. We these were all done by the cilities Management both reassume that he planned his same man.
sponded promptly by installentrance to some extent beWhat we can say for sure ing dead bolt locks, securing
cause three of my housemates is that such incidents on this windows and doors, and
left just prior to the incident; campus have escalated from added lighting. (I would note
he could have known I was actions outside of windows to that the school has not realone on the first floor. I can- illegal entry with a clearly sponded to students' earlier
not get inside of his head; I do sexual intent. Before we have demands, which were strongly
not know his intentions. His the Kalamazoo College gossip supported by the WRC, for
actions open the range of pos- circuit creating an image and bars on the windows of the
sibilities from wanting to ex- persona for this man, please be Veggie Co-Op.) Even though
pose himself to me to intend- realistic about how large a the school has some legal obliing to rape me.
population my description in- gation to protect us, it would
It happened on the most dudes.
be naive to assume weare safe.
ordinary of evenings in one of
I want to caution the ca~ You are the best one to provide
the safest of places. I was sit- pus to be critical of what influ- for your security.
ting on my bed in the Women's ences how we think about the
Take measures to protect

Cliff Lampe
Index Staff
Lately I've been doing a bt
of thinking about "multiOOturalisrn." Not o:uy am I
doing part of my SIP on the subject, but I'm preparing lor that
wonderful study abroad experience which seems to alternately want to fill you with joy
or dread, depending on the day.
For all the talk and gawk we
do about multirultural issues,
we rarely get a good introductory course on what is involved
with being multirultural. Is it
simply appreciating other 00tures, or is it a unilateral a~
tance of all the beliefs and views
ofanotherrulture? Hell, I'm not
even sure enough of what my
OOture is to be able to say what
other rultures are.
When I'm down in Ecuador
this fall, I want to be able to learn
things about that rulture, but I
have to realize that my own perceptions will be affected
strongly by what I expect or
want to find. We all have certain expectations about an experience, especially one like Study
Abroad where we are constantly
being bombarded with facts
from directors, former participants and guide books before
we even go.
Right now, I'm pretty sure I'll
have to have my food shipped
to me in order to avoid exploding every toilet in Quito, no
matter how exaggerated I know

that belief to be.
Now, let's assume that a race
of aliens comes to us aI'lti we
learn that part of their culture is
something pretty rotten, like
killing children or using other
people's toothbrushes or something. My question to the
multirultural gurus (and don't
I know some fools will reply) is
whether I have to abandon my
set of beliefs and morals in the
nameofOOtural relativism? Dr.
VandeBerg said recently, "All
knowledge is rulturally based."
Great, now I look in my nifty
Study Abroad Book of Stuff to
see what that means, and find
no translation.
I guess the heuristic I'll take
is that of the guest I'll do as they
do in Rome, so to speak, by
keeping my opinion to myself,
but privately believing what I
need in order to keep a sense of
identity. I would like to think
that I could "go native" as they
say, but if all knowledge is culturally based. then removingrre
from my culture and trying to
become an integrated part of
another rulture makes me an
idiot, which I already knew I

yourself. Be aware of your SUI'roundings at all times. Do not
compromise your safety for your
convenience: the small annoyance of checking to make sure the
door is locked is well worth it
Lock all ground floor windows.
Report all suspicious persons to
Security.
If there is someone from
outside of the campus community who does not belong here,
or any faculty or students who
make you feel uncomfortable, for
all of our safety please report it to
Campus Security (#7321).
Most importantly, trust
your instincts. I blew off my
instincts at first, but they were,
unfortunately, right. It is better to feel silly for trusting your
instincts than to jeopardize

your safety.
Learn to defend yourself.
Consider attending the selfdefense course offered by the
WRC this Saturday. Practice a
martial art. Attackers might
think twice about targeting a
campus full of women trained
to defend themselves.
There is nothing extraordinary about what happened
Thursday night Sexual terrorism;,s an everyday occurrencean eve-.yday occurrence that
violates women's selves and
women's right to be safe. We
have real reasons to be afraid,
and we must demand our right
to feel safe. But we must begin
to take pre-cautions for ourselves and learn to 6ghtingback.
-Alicia Turner, K'97

was.
I want to learn about

Ecuador, and certainly this is ~
best way to do it I think the
conventional wisdom is right,
though, which means OOture
shock is a-<omin' and I'll have
more trouble ahead than just
finding my way around town.

Physical Plant and their "beeping" toys at o'dark thirty
Andrew Carra
Index Staff
·BEEr-·BEEF-·BEEr-·BEErEarly. Far too early. Look at
clock. 7:50 a.m.
·BEEr-·BEEr-·BEEr-·BEErThis is Thursday. This is the
only day I get to sleep in. why
is this happening?
·BEEr-·BEEF-·BEEr-·BEErYellow shapes moving outside
the window. I
remember. Physical Plant.
·BEEF-·BEEF-·BEEr-·BEEFI'm paying their salaries. I
don't have to put up with this.
floor. Directory. Union Desk.

Buttons.
Answering machine, obscured
bythe·BE~

I can't even get the number for
Physical Plant
·BEEF-·BEEr-·BEEr-·BEEF·RUMBLP
~ILENCE·

Things are becoming dearer
now. Physical Plant has been
excavating a huge hole behind
my room, but only on Tuesday
and Thursday this week, the
only days I haven't left for
cI.ass at 8:00 a.rn., and onlyduring the hours I'm trying to
sleep. Don't they understand

that early morning is a bad
time to operate heavy machin-

ery on a college campus? I
briefly consider jumping out
the window with both middle
fingers extended, but realize
the futility of this action and
the unpleasantness of jumping
into a deep muddy hole. Besides, now there's just a muted
rumble. No beeping.
I start to drift back off to sleep...
8:30 AM... still time to sleep before I have to go to class. I'm
falling ... I'm underground ...
I'm a landmine buried undisturbed over many years by

some maniac behind Hoben
Hall, until one day, suddenly...
·BEEr-·BEEr-·BEEr-·BEErDamn.
I stayed up late last night reading assuming I could catch up
on my sleep this morning.
They arranged this so conveniently; I can't even get their
phone number to call and complain; they've shut down the
union desk with one of their
other projects. That seems to
be how things get done a"~und
here. I'm a giant monster from
an old Japanese film, slumbering under the campus, until

suddenly there's a pinch in my
tail and a strange noise ...
·BEEr-·BEEF-·BEEr-·BEEJ·BEEr-·BEEF-·BEEr-·BEEJ-

8:50AM.
I've locked myself in the Physical Plant office with a pen, a
stack of pink slips and a rubber
stamp bearing Larry Bryan'S
signature; I'll show them. ..
·BEEF-·BEEr-·BEEr-·B~

9:15AM.
I'm drifting away from Hoben,
lifted away from my anger and
frustration. ..
·BEEr-·BF-EF-·BEEr-·B~
9:20 AM. My alarm is going 0/1·

-
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Get a grip folks, Ininorities are doing just fine!?
Letter to the Editor:
Last week Eric Frederick
published an article denouncing Affirmative Action. According to Frederick, "with a
big thank you to Affirmative
Action, we have gone too far
the other way [towards racial
equality], and American society is suffering because of it."
He backs this up by citing how
minorities occupy a disproportionate size of the workforce.
He suggests that "minorities
are doing just fine," and that
Affirmative Action's only
function today is discrimination. Apparently people's hatred for other races and sexes
exists today solely because
"they are being seen as having
an unfair advantage in life."
Whatever one's opinion on
Affirmative Action is, Frederick'ssuggestion, that people of
color in this country should
shut the hell up because
they've gotten enough already,
must be condemned.
Frederick is angry because
he has '1ess of a chance to succeed because of [his] race and

sex." Excuse me if those pleas
fall on deaf ears when they
come from a student attending
a college with a $20,000 per
year price tag. They might
make more se~ if they came
from one of the minorities
Frederick elaims are "just
fine." [By minorities, Frederick seems to focus on people
of color more than women.]
The per capita income for
African-Americans is threefifths that of whites in our
country. Two out of six young
African-American children are
living in poverty (which
means malnutrition, family instability, or even homelessness). The statisti~ are similar for Chicanos and Latinos.
Take an education class and
you'llleam how most children
from these backgrounds attend schools that are substantially under-funded compared
with the kinds of schools that
Frederick attended. People of
color also are shunted, disproportionately, into the lower
"tracks" within these schools.
It is not true that "while all

this discrimination is occurring, the government is doing
nothing about it." They are
helping to perpetuate it. While
education is being cut by our
state and federal government,
prisons are expanding exponentially. There are more black
youth in prison in California
than all of South Africa. Fortytwo percent of young black
males in Washington, D.C. are
either in prison, on parole, or
wanted by the police. The fact
is, that compared with the racism which is firmly institutionalized in this country,
Frederick's anger means little.
And please, don't insult us by
saying "minorities are doing
just fine."
Frederick is "raging" because over- 25% of scholarships
are reserved for minorities. Instead of questioning why so
many people are denied an
education because of their ec0nomic background in the first
place, he chooses to focus on
how those in need are divided
against each other. This shows
one of the problematic aspects

Letter to the Editor:
Though today we are inclined to understand the corrective means of affirmative
action in light of the struggle
to remedy the injustices done
to women and minorities, we
are often slow to recognize the
system which is still in place:
a system which favors white
men. However much they bemoan their victimization by
civil rights groups, immigrants, and feminists, white
men- dittoheads, Klansmen,
and liberals alike- are the
beneficiaries of a system which
has been created to coddle
them.
Our forefathers slaugh-

tered, raped, enslaved and
reaped, and sat themselves on
thrones as husbands and doctors and masters and pimps.
As emancipation and suffrage
dawned, slaves were promoted to servants, and
spouses to secretaries. However much they have "ceded"
though, the boys in power
have kept tight reins on the
most profitable positions in
business, medicine, la'V, and
government, passing down
jobs to sons and friends.
Nepotistically, white men have
created a social and political
structure that fills their pockets at the expense of others.
Regardless of any current sta-

tistical "evidence" offered to "Africa Night," an article in equality in order to use them
support the obsolescence of The Index quickly scorned the in our own self-aggrandizing
Affirma tive Action, women heads of both the BSO and the ways. Civil rights activists did
and minorities continue to African Studies Program for not march in the face of fire
earn only a fraction of the the "pettiness of their racial hoses and tear gas for our job
white man's dollar.
politics." Following the at- security or scholarship money.
Whites, and especially tempt of the Women's Studies Buildings were nQt burned by
white men, are angry (artd • Seminarlast-quartertoeduCa\e 'rioters itt Lds Atigeles for the
whining and self-pitying, as the campus community on sake of our "K" College diploevident in last week's article such issues as economic injus- mas. Rather, we owe these to
d~g Affirmative Action).
tice, sexual violence, prostitu- the dedication of colonists,
When African-American stu- tion, and pornography, some slave holders, and Congressdents at "K" sought the forma- male students complained that men. It is time that we call the
tion of a Umoja House last not enough attention was privileged whites and men
summer, white students cried given to "good men."It is sad who complain about affirma"separatism" and lamented that we, as white people, as tive action what they are: they
not being recognized or in- men, are so stubborn and ha~ are not disCriminated against,
eluded. White students re- ful as to co-opt the 1an~age theyarediscriminators,pureJy
turning from foreign study in and actions of those who have racist and s'~npIe minded.
Africa were denied their own fought for and are fighting for
.
-Aaron 1..aSkey, K'96
r---------------------------~~__,

Letter to the Editor:
"Minorities are doing just
fine ..." These are the words of
Eric Frederick. Minorities are
doing just fine? MINORITIES
ARE DOING JUST FINE!?!?
Where the hell are you looking?! McDonald's?! Saga?! You
certainly aren't looking at the
CEO's of most major corporations. Your article reflects a lot
of bitterness that apparently
stems from a scholarship you
were denied and after reading
your article I have no sympathy for you.
Affirmative Action exists,
sadly, because somebody realized that minorities did not
receive the same consideration
for jobs. It is sad because the
need still exists and I can say,
as a minority (Asian-American
AND female) that I do not
want to be hired for the color
of my skin. It objectifies me as
a quota-filler and causes resentment that you voiced quite
clearly in your article.
The scenario you set up
with two applicants applying

for a job said nothing of the
qualifications of the minority
and, therefore, invalidates the
argument. In other words employers would not hire an idiot
because hel she made the company "look good to civil
groups and the government."
The purpose of Affirmative
Action is to ensure that men
and women who are equally (if
not more) qualified for a position are not denied jobs because
of the color of their skin.
Furthermore, more scholarships exist for minorities,
again, because the NEED exists. I walk around this campus
and a majority of the people I
see are white. Higher education appears to have become a
privilege that typically the
white, upper-class can enjoy.
Despite the fact that "32% of
US workforce is minorities,"
we still have not achieved ec0nomic equality. In fact a majority of the people living in poverty status in this country are
non-white. Yes, I am here on a
lot of scholarships and some of

them I received are because I
am Asian. However, I also received them because I am intelligent, and talented and I
deserve the chance at an education. I do not fear the discrimination. of the KKK or
other- hate groups. It is the racism that stems from attitudes
like yours that I fear.
You say discrimination still
exists and this is true. Part of
the reason is because whites
see non-whites receiving privileges that they interpret the
privelges as undeserved. They
become irate and scream "reverse discrimination" (or for
you, simply, discrimination).
Well, welcome to my world.
Now try being jeered at, teased
and belittled for the color of
your skin. 1iy watching your
father get laughed at for his accent.
Try changing what

of affirmative action policies.
People with common needs
are pitted against each other
along racial lines. These kinds
of divisions are unfortunately
frequently exploited by politicians and other opinion leaders, resulting in polemics like
the one Frederick wrote.
To really understand Affirmative Action, with its positive
and negative features, you
need to look at the historical
context in which it grew. Unfortunately, Frederick's claims
of reverse discrimination are
either without perspective of
historical and sociological context, or backed by a perspective that is erroneous. It is a~
solutely inexcusable to reduce
the civil rights movement to
people "trying to blow things
up and kill people" in order to
get their voice heard. The
overwhelming majority of
those "blown up" or mwdered
in that struggle were those
fighting for their basic human
rights, including great leader-s
like Martin Luther- King, Jr. and
Fred Hamoton.

In conclusion, I can only
hope that Frederick learns to
open his eyes to see the world
around him before he writes
another such article, and that
he learns to replace some of
that passionate rage with compassion and critical understanding.
In regards to Affirmative
Action, I personally think it is
not the solution, but neither
can we say that things are "just
fine."
Affirmative Action laws
were one of the gains of the
civil rights movement, (pro~
ably legislated more to quench
its fire than out of real concern
for justice). It has opened
doors for a sin;lll number of
people of color, mainly in government and the sociaI service
sector.
But it has by no means
eliminated institutionalized
racism. The evidence is all
around us: K. like most elite
colleges in the US., js like a sea
of white people. There is a
long way to go.
I
-Joe Strife, K'97

.

- - The - - - - - - - - - - - . . . : . . . . . - - -

Index
Letter Policy
The Index encourages reader response in the form of
letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with
relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for
clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing
with sensitive topics will be accepted and reprinted through
consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in
the Index mailbox, across from the Dewing mailroom. by
the Sunday before the issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response to
articles appearing in the same issues. Responses will be
accepted to appear in later issues.
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Response: vvelcoll1e to the planet we call Earth
Letter to the Editor:
Nice to meet you. I'm
from the third planet from the
sun. We like to call it Earth.
Welcome. I am a 5' 10" African-American male. I have
spent my last three years here
at "1(H. Before then you would
have found me located in
Washington, OC., near the 54
stop on 16 Street.
When I arrived here at
"1(" as a freshman I noticed
lots of things that were unlike
home. A feeling, it seems you
have also experienced. When
I arrived on campus I realized
that 3% of this college was African-American students;
that's about 30 in a good year.
While talking to each of
them;: also noticed something
else. We were all paying to attend this school.
My roommate on the
other hand was not. He is a

There are not many ways liefs and races. Denial of any
white student. I also found
to
approach
the issues that are history that belongs to
that some of the Africanbrought
about
by your argu- America's races is a lie.
American students could afments
concerning
affirmative
The purpose of legislaford to pay more than others
action.
The
fact
remains
that
tion
like
affirmative action is ,to
did, and they did. This was a
outweigh the psychotrend in the whole stulogical effects that
dent body. I was introthis history has induced to the figures of
curred.
the total number of
The problem seems to be that
These beliefs
students on financial
and
pressllJ'es
aid at the college as
you are 'unable to deal with the
have
made
OL s0well.
fact
that,
when
you
graduate,
ciety what it is toSixty percent of
day: inherently pathere will be no easy solutions
the all the students in
triarchal, inherthe school received fior a four year goal to attain.
ently
racist, and innancial aid that year.
herently
sexist.
Sixty percent of the
These
beliefs
students at a college of
and social presabout1200is720. That
sures are present
was freshman year. I
in all of us. Proam forced to ask myself
then that if we have 75% of the there is still a highly motion of equality by the
scholarship monies available unproportional distribution of breaking down of these steto us and only thirty wages and professional jobs reotypes is the first step tostudents. ....why are we not all that white males acquire over ward a healthier country.
women and men of other be- Your denial of the problem's
going to rollege free?

existence is what the legislation is there to battle. Just because you were not around
when an event occurred does
not make it less real (Creation
of the world, the riots in LA.).
It just makes you less aware
of what actually happened,
and like most of us, more ignorant of its solutions.
" The problem seems to be
that you are unable to deal
with the fact that, when you
graduate, there will be no easy
solutions or a four year goal to
attain. Instead, you will have
to make your own goals and
try, like the rest of us, to become employed or further
your education. Although
things are not as easy as they
have been for white males to
attain a job over the rest of us,
I fear the odds are still in your
favor.
-Julius A. Moore, IV, 1('96

Affirmative action: a policy that is everybody's issue
Jeffrey L. Hotchkiss
Index Staff
The current debate on
Affirmative Action is distorted
and, quite simply, disturbing.
With the recent cultural and
political tide against the existing Affirmative Action program. everyone in society need
to better examine the policy
that is, as a principle, so importau.t to the areer viability and
success of women and minorities.
A recent article in the Index demonstrates the irrationality that extreme opponents
of Aff'irnlfltive Action display.
It is also important, however,
to note that the staunch supporters of Affirmative Action
have not helped matters by
holding steadfast to the current policy.
Withtliis,asLaniGuinier
pointed out in a recent New
York Times article, a vacuum
has been created, and "into
that vacuum may move the
most extreme voices on ea<;h
side."
The startling problem in
this debate is the perpetualfocusonhowAffirmativeAction
needs to be either abolished or
upheld. This focus polarizes
and skews the real issues of the
debate.
To begin this debate, we
must ask! Should there be AffirmativeAction? Discrimination is still a problem in the
hiring policies of businesses.
However much opponents of
Affirmative Action want to ignore this, we need to rontinue
to search for new ways to remedy this problem
New solutions to curb
discrimination at the point of
hiring might well be realized
if we recognize and address
the new trends developing in
the workforce.
The hard statistics, repeatedly reiterated in some of
the most well respected news-papers and newsweeklies in

the nation, and by some of the
Affirmative Action was tional opportunities and job
most well respected polling not created out of the riots of training programs for minoriand research organizations, the sixties, nor was it specifi- ties and women, is perhaps a
clearly point to the fact that al- cally created to curb discrimi- more plausible and effective
though minorities and women nation. It was intended to in- alternative.
may hold near an equal per- clude a larger share of minoriMinorities al\~: Nomen
centage of jobs as white men ties and women into the are not being trained or eda
in the workforce, their overall workforce and provide them cated equally as white men are.
influence on or in positions of with equr I access to jobs, with When I think back to my days
power is still minimal.
the hope of curtailing discrimi- in grade-school, I remember
how girls and black children
This Spring, a New York nation as part of the process.
Tunes article reported that men
Which leads us to today: were often times reluctant to
hold over ninety percent of all How should we view Affirma- partici pa te fully in class bepositions of power
cause they were often
and real decision
times intimidated.
making in corporate
Studies continue
America.
I support Affirmative Action
to support this toThis should be
dav.
the new focus of Afas a principle clearly defined in
This is where
firmativehtion. Afallowing equal access into the
Affirmative Acfirmative Action
kl.
II dd t d
tion should reshould address why
wor Jorce or a ,an evo e
settle: on the
women and minorito helping women and minorimeans by which
ties succeed in the workforce.
we prepare chilties are not in positions of power with
dren for the
decision making reworkforce. There
sponsibilities and auneeds to be a
thority to help shape
middle road on
the American business
this issue.
sector and the economy.
tive Action in contemPorary
Affirmative
Action
Unfortunately, some in America?
should be construed to educate
society seem to think that dis-The polarization of the and train all equally in society.
crimination, specifica1lyin the debateisextreme1ydangerous. In addition, it should be clearly
workforce,isnonexistent. This We cannot afford to abolish spelled out so that everyone
naive and ignorant view is not Affirmative Action, nor can we can understand what exactly
only false, statistics and sur- afford to uphold it in its cur- it's supposed to accomplish.
veys repeatedly prove this rentform.
Unfortu,ately, the leaders of
The policy is outdated bothmajorpoliticalpartiesare
wrong, but it is also unjustified.
and does not fit the rontempo- playing politics with AffirmaThe recent article in the rary American work place. tive Action, and are not even
Index attests to this.
With the decline of blue rollar addressing this alternative.
Frederick and I, as white manufacturing jobs and the
On one hand, Bob Dole
males, have no right to assert increase in white collar adrnin- (who supported Affirmative
that "minorities are doing just istrative and service-oriented Action until recently, who used
fine."
jobs, the simplicity of the cur- it in hiring for his own staff,
Because white males hold rent Affirmative htion policy and who's wife was chairover ninety percent of theeco- does not fit theromplex work woman of a pro-active Affirnomic and political capital in structure.
mative Action program for
this country, it is illogical to
Therefore, we need not women) has decided to tum
conclude that minorities and look at "hiring quotas,H which against it, no doubt to please
women, which he seemed to I would agree are inherently the Right Wing of his party. In
neglect in that phrase, are not, flawed. Instead, we should short, he has sold out.
On the other hand, Presiin fact, doing "just fine." Has look at new ways that better
he made any ronsideration to prepare women a,d minorities dent Clinton repeatedly talks
their overall standard ofliving, for the workforce
about updating Affirmative
which although it is improvFor example, the idea that Action, but as usual, has not
ing, still lags behind that of we focus not at the point of hir- offered a specific plan. The
white men?
ing, but instead at the educa- question is, will he ever?

fi

Based on the past, he will probably only do it when forced to
by the Republicans, in which
case his polir.y proposals will
be politically motivated, and
not moti lated by the pressing
need to reform.
In the end, all of us will
be affected by w ha tever
changes are made. Affirmative
Action is everybody's issue.
I support Affirmative htion as a principle clearly defined in allowing equal access
into the workforce for all, and
devoted to helping women
and minorities succeed in the
workforce.
Our rountry will be much
better if women and minorities
are allowed to express and execute their perspectives and
interests in our economy. Isn't
it logical to say that the perspective of women and minorities will better help this
country, with new ideas and a
whole new diversification of
views and interests? That
would create real competition
as well as ~w, effective solutions to our problems.
Most importantly, it
would greatly improve their
lives and overall standard of
living. That is the bottom line
forme. And it is why I wholly
supporttheprincipleofAffirmative Action.
Throughout this article, I
was forced to categorize and
classify people by groups. I
cringe at doing this, because it
always implies a superior-inferior situation. On the whole
in terms of holding power, this
is only evident within the
workforce.
As far as the opinions expressed by Frederick, I suggest
he do more research to back up
his facts, most were embarrassingly inrorrect. In the end, his
overall argument that something n~ to b'? done to Affirmative Action is very much
rorrect. I just hope that he, and
all of us, can do it rationally.

A&E
Kalamazoo record store evaluation
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Matt Latai0
Index S
Where are the good places
to buy music in Kalamazoo?
Some of you may be wondering, or maybe you're not. But
regardless, I'm going to give
you my shopping tips for buying music merchandise in
Kalamazoo. I've evaluated the
stores on the basis of price, seleetion, location, and my overall impression of the place.
Take it for what it's worth.
Boogie Records: Boogie
enjoys a large store very close
to campus (if you don't know
where it is you really should
get out more) with a wide seleetion of new and used CD's.
Every Sunday, they take $2 off
every used CD. Normally this
would make for some great
deals, but Boogie typically
charges $9 or $10 for used
discs, instead of the usual $8
of most independent record
stores.
They do carry a nice seleetion of magazines, t-shirts, hats
and other punk rock parapher-

nalia for those looking to dress

. .
Fltpsidt Records

the hipster part. Overall,
Boogie is a very convenient,
sort of competitively priced
store with a good selection of
common and some rare and
import CD's.
Music Express: For those
adventurous types who feel up
to making the trip off campus,
there is Music Express. Located in the strip-mall at the
corner of Drake and West
Main, this store has the look of
a typical mall record store but
is actually quite impressive. I
was pleasantly surprised by
their selection of used CD's
and several listening stations
which allow the customer to
preview any used CD. Along
with the vast collection of new
and used discs, Music Express
also carries a decent selection
of imports and bootlegs.
Peachy.
Flipside Records: This
s'ore definitely has selection,
and character to boot, which is
why I'm going out on a limb
and naming Flipside the best

record store in Kalamazoo. It's
by far the best place for hard
to find imports and rare discs
as well as loads of good used
stuff. And Flipside is the
ONLY record store in this town
that actually carries records.
They also carry plenty of underground magazines.
Flipside is located at the far
end of the walking-mall in
beautiful downtown Kalamazoo. And they're often the
sponsor of shows at Oub Soda.
Add it all up and Flipside is the
hands down winner among
the
record
stores in
Kalamazoo.
There are certainly other
stores in Kalamazoo I could
have talked about. but ~
three really stand out as the
best and brightest. If you're
really adventurous, go to Vmyl
Solution in Grand Rapids.
With two levels of stuff, this
store rivals the best shops in
Chicago and Detroit; it's the
best record store on this sid.e
of the state and well worth the
drive.

Fly me to the moon great SCO(e$,~,._:~: ::
Brian Tallerico
Index Staff
Apollo 13 : starring Tom
Hanks, Bill Paxton, Gary
Sinise, Kevin Bacon, Ed Harris,
Kathleen Quinlan and Loren
Dean. Directed by Ron
Howard.
What is the scariest moment
in your favorite action movie?
I'll bet it's not the big explosion, but rather the moment
right before the bang. Apollo
13 relies a lot on this type of
action anxiety. Doyouremember the numerous shots of the
speedometer in Speed as it hovered around blow-up time?
How about the scene when Indiana Jones isn't quite sure
which tile will hold him up or
send him into the bottomless
pit? The pay-off is almost
never as good as the excitement leading up to it. Apollo
13 has plenty of scenes where
gauges and levers hover in areas they just shouldn't be in.
In the spring of 1970, three
astronauts (Jim Lovell, Bill
Hayes, and Jack Swaggart)
took off on the thirteenth
Apollo mission into outer
space. Their goal was to reach
the surface of the moon, grab
some rocks, and head for
home.
In case you don't know by
now, something went really
wrong. The astronauts had to
tum around and try to come
home while the whole world
watched with fear and trepidation. Would they have enough
fuel to get back? Would they
go crazy from the claustrophobia? Would they bum up on
re-entry? Anything could have
happened.
Apollo 13 is set on three
stages. Tom Hanks, Kevin Ba-

con and Bill Paxton play the
three brave astronauts. Gary
Sinise, Ed Harris and Loren
Dean play the men of NASA
Mission Control assigned to
bring the astronauts home.
Kathleen Quinlan plays Jim's
concerned wife who, pined by
a cast of supporting family
characters, anxiously awaits
the astronauts' return home.
As a whole, the acting ensemble is excellent. Most of the
actors work so well together
that it's tough to pidc your favorite performance. I would
have to choose Ed Harris as the
captain of Mission Control.
His quiet sense of power and
control is believable but at the
same time,he allows a glimpse
into the fear behind power:
Harris keeps his character incredibly human instead of an
infallible leader with his slight
nervous habits, like straightening his tie or adjusting his
glasses.
Sadly, like most of the actors, the script doesn't give
him much to work with.
Natu'"ally, the focus is on
the star, Tom Hanks. The first
40 minutes sets up Jim Lovell's
life in a frustrating manner.
There are so many foreshadowing devices that when Jim's
wife drops her wedding ring
down the drain just before the
launch, I laughed. I expected
the crew to walk under a ~dder as they boarded the
shuttle. Swaggart (Bacon) is
the philandering bachelor and
Hayes (Paxton) is the family
man with a pregnant wife. I
wanted to know more about
these men so I would care
more if they made it home.
Bacon, Paxton and Hanks
do an excellent job of trying to

stretch beyond the script but
they never quite make it.
Howard couldn't decide if he
wanted to tell about the life of
Jim Lovell or a specific incident
in history. Consequently,
Law School
Lovell'shistoryandemotional
depth are left incredibly vague.
I have no problems with a pure
action movie, but the first 41"
minutes try so hard to let you
"know" Jim, that I was frostrated when I didn't. An actor
less capable than Hanks would
Graduate School
have let the script ruin the
movie, but Hanks' believable
everyman quality lets you look
past the flaws of his character.
The magic of the space program is well buried in the past.
WhenNeilArmstrongwalked
Kaplan helps you focus your test prep
on the moon in 1969, everyone
study where you need It most. Our
in the world was fascinated
teacners wilf show you the proven
with the power of the final
skills
and test-taking techniques to
frontier.
help
you get a higher score.
Now, people are cynical
about the merits of the space
program. Ron Howard does a
persuasive job of rejuvenating
themagicofspace. The scenes
are balanced between the
claustrophobia of the ship and
the vastness of outer space.
The special effects put me right
in the heart of the capsule.
That alone is worth the price
ofadmission.
.
A poor script and director
cause the loss of some characterization, but the heart of a July 13-15
Charles Merowitz's Sherlock's lAst
really good action movie is
Case
Carter Center, 8 p.rn.
there.
Black Arts Festival
I knew what was going to July 30 - August 5
Bronson Park Special Event
happen and I was still on the
edge of my seat. The anxiety Club Soda Sbows
Daddy Long Legs
hooked me enough to keep me July 13
Double Wide with Love Offering
constantly caught up in the July 14
Laughing Hyenas
excitement and the caliber of July 15
Plado
the acting continually im- July 20
.,. !
pressed me. You can't ask for July 21
Icebum
much more than that. B+
Twitch
July 22

great teachers.'.":"'

get ahigher score
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This week's Backpage is brought to you by Severn 201
.. .And the women who love them

The CaMpus Buzz
TODAY & JOMORROW
LAC - Wed. july 12, Dr. Chris Latiolais, Stetson Chapel, 9 p.m. "Any Questions? No, I LAC - Thurs. july 13, Dr. Ignatius jones, Dewing 103, 8 p.m. "One Button-Nosed, Badass,
Didn't Think So." Philosophy professor Chris Latiolais will speak for one hour on a EucaJyptas-Munchin' Mofo: An Up-Oose Look at the Koala Bear."
topic of his chOOSing. Any audience member able to summarize the lecture will have
his/her LACC graduation requirement waived.
ATTENTION TIlEATER MAJORS! Due to the decrease in size and participation, the
Theater Department will be changing its title to the Theater Comer.
. .
ATIENTION P.E. sruDENTS: Various alumni members will be holding a seminar entitled 'The Insider's Guide to Faking P.E. Forms" tonight in the President's L{)unge. Do DON'T KNOW AND DON'T CARE will be holding its first organizational meeting on
you lose sleep after faking your Body &: Mind or Daily Exercise form? Are you afraid Thursday in the Pres. Lounge. Show up if you give a rat's ass.
you didn't use different pens for each entry? This seminar will enhance your forgery
skills beyond all imagination. Don't miss out!
LAC - Thurs. july 13, "K" Security Staff, Dalton Theatre, 9 p.m.- "Betrayal of the Spirit":
A performance art piece incorporating music and dance as interpreted by "K" Security.

NEW NEWS
TIlE CD CENTER will be holding a lCklay retreat for all spring quarter CD participant. starting 7th week. Nothing will be accomplished, but attendance is mandatory. Bring a
pillow.
LAC - Tues. july 18, Dr. Janine Carlson, Recital Hall, 9 p.m. "Back to Basics: How to Sit in Chairs and Chew Your Food." Oxford University physical therapist Janine Carlson will
give a review of basic childhood learnings we all forget from time to time.
judicial Case: Two students admitted ~o have been dating exclusively for over three years. They have been separated.
ATIENTION COMPlITER SCIENCE MAjORS: Our ranks have swelled to five. Another point has been added to the star. Victory is near. Party over IRC tonight.
LAC - Wed. july 19, Dr. Wayne Wright, Stone R')()m, 7 p.m. jive: An Intttxluction to '70's Urbanese." Everyone's favorite physics prof. will give an informational lecture on the
essentials of jive.
ATIENTION! Former Backpage guru Peter Sanderson is leaving Kalamazoo College july 14. Toothbrushes, undergarments, and other personal items may be picked up from his
room, Severn 303 between 12 and 5 p.m. on Thurs. july 13.
ATIENTION MEAL PLAN PARfICIPANTS - Mariott will be changing its meal hours again. A press release quotes Director of Food Service Mary Dodd as saying "dinner will be
served when Hard Copy is over and not a minute sooner."
LAC - Fri. july 19, Colin Sheaff, Severn 201, 8 p.m. "Blue Hair: Not Ju~t for Old Ladies Anymom." Idiot savant Colin Sheaff speaks on do-it-yourself, colored-hair excitement.
HUMAN CHESS GAME! SCA needs 32 students lor a live-action chess game tNs coming Satlll'dajon the quad. You bring the strategy; we'll bring the bishop hats and broomstick
horsies.
~t::t: :J:g )U¢UW Ydtit Qlds-Upttlrt Cbrlstnictidn Workers Ice Cream Social." We hear the hammering, we smell the caulk, and we see the progress, but who's behind it all? Come
'
to O.U. Sunday at 7 p.m. and get paired off with a true architectural artist for games and acdvitie!'. Take a moment .. nd you might find yourself a new friend .

MARRIOIT ANNOUNCES '" A-Team' Commemoration Week"! Festivities include monawk skin..o:aps and fake beards for food service employees, "attack-van" table centerpieces,
nightly flying cabbage bar, and an exciting and tasty stew made from a rombination of ingredient! ctherwise useless when served alone.

OLD NEWS
UP]OHN UBRARY ANNOUNCES a 30% increase in its book inventory with the addition of three new books: "Legends in Rodeo," "Computers So Big They Take
Up a Whole Room" and "Armitron: The Invention That Changed Radio Shack Forever."
ATIENTION ALL NON-SWIM TEAM MEMBERS: You still cannot use the Natatorium. Deal with it.
LAC - Fri. july 14, Dr. joe Fugate, Olmstead Room, 8 p.m. "My Powers Are Beyond Your Understanding."
CHAPEL - This week's top' :' presented by Dr. Gary Dorrien, will be "Expanding Your ESP Potential and Talking to God."
CORD WILL PRESENT 'UDon't Eat the Yellow Snow' and Other Inuit Proverbs" this Friday night at 8 p.m. in the Olmsted Room, by Yale University anthrupologist Dr. Dale Jurgens.
FOREIGN STUDY PArrrICIPANTS - All students enrolled in a Ker.ya, China, Ecuador or France program must schedule an anal/rectal examination with the Health Center this
week. Failure to do so will jeopardize your participation in the Foreign Study program.
STUDENTS PARfIOPATING in a Spanish or German program are required to attend an alcohol tolerance test at this week's TGIF entitled 'The Effects of Alcohol on Language
Comprehension." Activities will incbde train schedule reading, talking your way out of caning and defending your "imperialist, capitalist, government" from foreign insult. BYOS
<Bring your own stein). Failure to attend this meeting will jeopardize your participation in the Foreign Study Program.
A FORUM entitled "Meringue or Marbles? We Dug a Big Hole Behind Hoben .. . Now WhatDo We Fill It With?" will be held by Facilities Management workers this roming Saturday
at 12 noon in the Fac. Man. parking lot.
LAC - Wed. july 19, various Mariott employees, Mariott Dining Room, 6 p.m. "Mariott: The Mike Leeuw Years," featuring a prepared slide show by Cherry, dramatic reading by
Fern. and interpretive dance by Bibbett.

PERSONALS
LOST: Two frisbee golfers. last seen somewhere arounc' that huge gaping hole behind Hoben.
LOST: Creativity and Punctuality. Please call the Backpage staff ~ 5916.
LOST: My gun. Call Glenn @ 7231
ATIENTION ALPHA DELTA MATTA MEMBERS - The blue crow flies over the yellow firetruck. You know what to do.
SPECIAL CALL TO KALAMAZOO COLLEGE! Send us more healthy males, the last batch was thoroug.hly uncooperative! Call Upjohn at 381-4565.

SPECIAL BACKPAGE CONTEST
Do you remember Strawberry Shortcake? Peach Cobbler? Crepe Suzette? The Purple Pie Man? Have you ever spent hours and hours trying to remember the n;.mes of roe,.,!
Strawberry Shortcake character? Well, your backpage staff sure has! Play this game long enough and any fruit/dessert combination will sound like a good mme for a .:haracter. We
are calling upon our faithful readers to create brand new and hopefully humorous names for such characters. The best entry will win you a nice (and yet-undetermined) prize. Turn
your entry into any of the Backpage staff, drop it off at Severn 201, or call us at 5916. Have fun!
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Curriculum 9 Develops "General Education"
Hamza Suria
Index Staff
The Curriculum 9 group, a
consortium of faculty and administrators, have developed a
written proposal for the new
General Education framework,
entitled
"The
Kalamazoo College Experience." This document emphasizes the most important aspects of student development
while at "K" and designs a system to better evaluate "out-ofclass" education with an Experiential Transcript.
The members include Carol
Anderson, Religion; Rose
Bundy, Japanese; Ellen
Caldwell (chairperson), English; Kiran Cunningham, S0ciology / Anthropology; John
Fink (replaced in absence by
Vaughn Maatman), Mathematics; Gail Griffin, English;
Bernard Palchick, Art; John
Wickstrom, History; and P.
Doug Williams, Chemistry.
According to Caldwell,
"These recommendations
were issued by ~e Faculty Executive Committee (FEC), in
order to reflect fair divisional
representation."
The framework of C9 arose

out of concern expressed by
some of the College community about the proposed General Education plan after the
Calendar Change. "In EPC
[Educational Policies Committee], faculty meetings, and student forums, we heard a number of specific suggestions
about word changes, need for
clarification, and sharpening
up of the specifics of the proposal," Caldwell said. The
group undertook eighteen specific points of consideration
aimed at achieving these
goals.
Besides clarifying existing
policies, C9 also began to introduce their own framework
of General Education at ''K".
The committee developed a
systematic progression of the
student's four years at ''K." C9
has identified points in the
educational continuum that
need to be focused on to provide a liberal arts atmosphere
at "K."
According to Williams, "the
purpose of General Education
is to fully integrate experiential and academic experience."
"The Kalamazoo College Experience" identifies the lib-

eral Arts Education as it stems
from a three-fold combination
of Foundation, Explorations
and then finally, Connections.
I' Foundations are defined as
basic skills and techniques
needed for education and professional occupations. These
include effective writing and
speaking in at least two languages, quantitative reasoning, information and computer
literacy. According to C9, these
Foundations will be initiated
academically into the "Gateway Seminar Program," required for all first-year students. Although this is the only
academic setting intended to
develop basic skills, the seminar format of the Gateway ~
gram will emphasize heavily
the systematic generation of
the skills needed for the rest of
the academic career.
Explorations concern
student's on-going discovery
of the academic environment.
The atmosphere created by
learning wi thin the classroom,
in conjunction with experience
outside the classroom,. allows
the studentto explore interests
as well as disciplines. According to Caldwell, Explorations

"emphasize students' efforts to
explore alternatives, encounter
cultural differences, arrd then,
to start locating themselveswithin areas of study and
within a variety of experiential
opportunities, including positions of responsibility on campus, career internships, and
study abroad.'"
In Connections, the student
builds upon lifestyles and experiences within the educational aspects of his/her college career. Although the current "K" plan targets this exact aspect with the Senior Individualized Project, Senior
Seminars and other activities,
Caldwell said "the focus of
multidisciplinary approach to
learning is emphasized in a
number of ways throught out
the curriculum, not just in the
senior year [under the new
proposed plan]."
However, the most innovative concept of "The
Kalamazoo College Experience" is the idea of an Experiential Transcript. C9 suggested
that skills, experiences and the
connections between them
should all be documented as
part of a student's personal

Passages North may head North and
Mara Bragg
News Editor
Passages North, a national
literary magazine affiliated
with the College, is searching
for a new home and may leave
"K" after publishing its winter
issue this comming December
because of financial reasons.
The magazine, currently located in the Carriage House
behind Humphrey House, has
a circulation of approximately
750 and receives an average of
5000 poetry and fiction submissions per year, according to
Editor Michael Barrett.
Barrett said the magazine
has gotten stronger since it began in Escanaba, Michigan, 16
years ago. It relocated at "K"
five years ago, rather than in
the community or at Western
Michigan University.
Provost Richard Cook said,
"It was a real plus for the
magazine to have a home and
it was a real plus for us to have
a magazine that involved professional writers and gave our
students the chance to work
with the magazine. It':; very
consistent with our hands-on
approach here at 'K' to get experience outside of the classroom."
According to Cook, the College used outside grant money,
now exhausted, to help fund
Passages North. "Absent those
[grant monies], we can't continue to support the magazine
because the tuition incorne the

College relies on really needs
to be applied to things more
central to our major focus and
that is the classroom teachers
and financial aid," Cook said.
Barrett noted that ''K' s''
community outreach orientation helped support the magazi ne but
did
so
"with the
hopes that
the magazine would
genera te inertia on its
own.
"Right
now we're
in really
goo d
health, but
it's expensive."
Barrett
said, "In a
way it's not
beneficial to be bailed out for
one more issue, because you
have to think a couple issues
ahead." Grants are useful to
augment basic operations, he
said, but an editor must look
five years ahead and be certain
of future plans.
"It would be a shame to lose
it," Cook said "but I have to
think that our chances are less
than fifty-fifty of being able to
keep it and only then if somebody steps over a significant
gift to the College to keep it."
Cook noted that an appeal

in the Quarterly and Barrett's
Friends of Passages North
brought in some money, but
not enough to keep the magazine alive here. One proposal
to a donor is still outstanding,
he said.
"I hate for Kalamazoo CoI-

lege to lose it because I think
that it is a terrific magazine
and a terrific experience for
our students," Cook said.
While edi tor, Barrett said he
changed the magazine from a
tabloid to perfect bound format following the trend of
most literary magazines, increased the national distribution and included more works
from beginning writers and
more artwork. Barrett said he
changed the mission on campus to increase Ii terary energy
and creative writing involve-

record, providing a more thorough representation of the liberal Arts experience of the
Kalamazoo College student,
and not simply a diploma in a
single discipline.
It is important to consider
ways to award credit and acknowledge skills obtained
from courses, Williams said.
"However, it is a significant
challenge to quantify and emphasize them [the skills and
experiences] more articulately."
C9 integrates the idea of
documenting these skills and
experiences with a greater vision of the Student Portfolio.
According to the committee's
proposal, "the Portfolio is validated by the Experiential Transcript, a record of the learning,
leadership, service, and work
experiences in a student's career, which gives a "K" graduate an additional advantage in
job searches and professional
and graduate school applications. Armed with the dual
transcripts and the Portfolio,
students can present the personalized "story" of a distinctive undergraduate education.H

l~ave

ment by sponsoring readings,
bringing writers to campus
and developing a library.
"I tried to continue on the
trajectory of national visibility
and national quality that [previous editor] Ben Mitchell established when he was here,"
Barrett said,
"but I also
tried
to
swing the
ma g azine
back to embrace its
roots, to
continue its
Great Lakes
orientation."
Barrett
said
he
would like
to see the
magazine
stay
in
Michigan
and is especially interested in
relocating to Northern Michigan University in Marquette,
which just started a creative
writing master's degree.
Second choice would be another small school, like "K,"
without a magazine.
A third option would entail
combining with another magazine like Passages North and
pooling their readerships, he
said.
It takes bravery, Barrett
noted, for a university to take
on an established magazine

"K"

becaUle it has its own.char.cter and williut. and need to
be supported. beyond an in~
ductory period.
"I think the magazine will
speak for itself,'" Cook said,
"that's why I'm optimistic that
they will find a home because
it just screams out quality." He
said he thought a public university might take the magazine because it would have
more funds and could use tax
dollars.
During past quarters, an
average of 5 "K" students and
5 community members have
volunteered their time to process manuscripts and proofread. "That's pretty distinct
from most of the literary magazines how much we've done
by pure volunteer effort,'"
Barrett said. "The whole ethos
of it has been to do it for the
love of it."
The magazine recently received a Pushcart Prize, an
award given for the best stories and poems published in
the nation's small presses.
Passages North has also received many nominations,
which come from established
writers.
'We're not just only known
on our campus or in our area,"
Barrett said.
•
"In all these 16 years of
publishing, we've gotton better and better contribu tions
and a better and better readership."

News
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Quad digging to bring new air conditioning system
Mara Bra
ing as if you couldn't tell anyHighlights include new deIndex Sta
thing was done, except for new sign features, dressed up hallThe digging on the Quad sidewalks and plantings, by ways, arches and uncovered
signals the first phase of the Homecoming," Manstrom skylights. 'The architect did
chiller plant contruction, the said.
the interior for the period
biggest and most obvious FaDigging across the Quad as when the original part of the
cilities Management project of opposed to up Academy Street building was built, in the late
the summer.
resulted in a $100,000 savings, '20s," Manstrom said.
According to Paul said Manstrom.
At the same time, the buildManstrom, Director of FaciliConstruction on the actual ing will be modern with new
ties Management, there are chiller plant will begin around mechanical and electrical sysseveral reasons behind instru- September 1, Manstrom said. tems. "It should be a building
menting a new campus air This includes the compressor that works a lot better than the
condi tioning system. First, the that chills the water, which will old one," Manstrom said.
equipment in the library and be located in existing garage
Around 40 summer workfine arts building ran out of a area, where fleet maintenace ers are renovating the Hicks
refrigerant that won't be pro- now occurs, to save money, Center lobby, Old Welles and
duced after next year due to Manstrom said.
the Stone dining room. There
government regulations and
'The central plant is ini- will be new paint, carpeting,
the equipment is 25-30 years tially a little more expensive, wood treatments, lobby ceiling
old.
only because of the piping that and refurbished Union Desk
Second, there will not be an we have to install to connect all by September 1 at the latest,
individual air conditioning the buildings," Manstrom said, Manstrom said.
unit in ·the renovated Olds/ "but the operating efficiency is
Due to renovations in
Upton Hall. According to much cheaper."
Hicks, DeWaters is receiving
Manstrom, networking camThe plant will make ice at only a partial renovation this
pus buildings to one central night when electric rates are summer.
uni t adds grea ter efficiencies.
lower, Manstrom said, and the
"We're replacing a lot of
"It's going to be easier for ice will be used to chill water controls on the heating sysFacilities Management to during the day. "That's made
tem," Manstrom said. "We're
maintain [one unit instead of the payback look even better,"
expanding our energy manseveral]," Manstrom said. "We Manstrom said.
agement system to control that
expect to see some good deA $144,000 grant from Con- building completely so the
creases in maintenance costs." sumers' Power will facilitate
heating system should be treA system of underground adding thennal storage capa- mendously improved."
pipes will connect Hicks Cen- bilities, Manstrom said. The
By September I, Manstrom
ter, Olds/Upton, Mandelle, grant qualifications specify
said, DeWaters will also have
Dewing, Light Fine Arts, that the new system be on line
new wiring and electrical outUpjohn Library and Stetson by March. Olds/Upton also is lets.
Chapel. The pipes that origi- driving completion of the new
The cable necessary to netnated from behind Hoben Hall system, Manstrom said, bework the rooms to hobbes will
at Facilities Management, now cause the building won't have
be pulled so every desk will
extend about 100 feet out onto its own chiller.
have direct line access to
the Quad and over the next
Manstrom said Olds/ hobbes. Manstrom said. Comseveral weeks will head to- Upton will be substantially
puter Services will provide fiwards Mandelle, across Red completed by Fall quarter.
nal connections.
Square by Dewing Hall and However, it will still need fin"This is a prototype to see
cross Academy Street to reach ishing touches and won't be
what
it will take to do it and
the library.
fully occupied until winter also how popular it will be
"My goal is to have it look- quarter.
with the students," he said.

rf

Security Committee acts on security issues
HarnzaSuria
Index Staff
In light of the recent security problems on campus, Student Commission has appointed six of its members to a
Judiciary and Security Committee. The committee proposes to reduce security risks
and pitfalls on campus by
working with the administration and providing better
chances for students to voice
their opinions.
The members of this newly
formed committee are Stacy
Shafer, K'96; Anne Dibble,
K'96; Michael Mundahl, K'97;
Jeff Hotchkiss, K'97; Kate
Spangler, K'96; and Jason
Britton, K'96.
Their objective is to create a
learning community by both
representing student rights in

pus violence must be constantly open to revision."
In their first effort to identify the "ineffective policies" at
the open-campus meeting last
week, the members of the committee brainstormed problems
with the student body and proposed solutions to them. Problems appeared to emerge from
both the lack of student a wareness as well as the lack of operational safety eqUipment
around campus.
On the judicial side, the
main issue is providing student advocates ~r everyone
being assessed by the judiciary
system in order for proper representation and support.
Solutions to all the suggested problems also reflected
a sense of motivation from the
students to educate the campus and work with the adminsecurity while present on cam- istration to better equip the
pus. The mission statement campus facilities. Specifically,
claims "Student Commission the COmmittee proposed that
is well informed of many past their own members would
ilWlg~Y; J~IU.,<~""t9.H and current campus incidents, walk around the campus with
and, in view of the well-being administration officials and
of the Kalamazoo College stu- identify additional loca tions
dent body, maintains its stance where safety could be an issue.
that college policies not effecThe most important step
tive in helping to control cam- provided by this COmmittee is

its focus on student opinions
and participation. The members intend to empower students wi th the voice they need
for reforming policies and procedures.

--

photo by Blake Vulpe
The USTA Boys' 18 & 16 National Championships will be
held at Stowe Stadium August
5-13.
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Admissions office working to bring diversity to campus
Andrew Schleicher
Index Staff
The "K" College Admissions Office has set a goal for
multicultural recruitment
that, according to Kyle
Malone, Associate Director of
Admissions and Coordinator
of Multicultural Recruitment,
they plan to achieve without
compromising any standards.
In approaching minority
students, Malone emphasized
a "nontraditional recruitment" that focuses on getting
"K's" visibility in multi-cultural settings. No longer can
high school counselors and
college fairs be solely relied
on for recruitment, Malone
said, bu t there are now people
using nontraditional recruitment for all students.
In minority recruitment,
Malone stated, there is more
work. He emphasized tha t the
recruiters must get to know
the families and sometimes
even provide transporta tion.
Furthermore, Malone said
that to reach minority students requires networking.
He commented on the importance of pastors and various
organizations in spreading information. He said that
through this networking the

name of Kalamazoo College is
more likely to fall on t:1e ears
of prospective students.
Minority recruitment involves the entire admissions
staff. Malone said one or two
people cannot effecti vely cover
the nation talking with minority students. Each member of
the admissions staff must be
able to cover minority areas
not previously visited by one
of the two minority staff members.
While this recruitment involves all the staff, Malone said
his job is to coordinate information. One person must be
able to give to another staff
member any information on
minorities in the area that he
or she will be visiting. This
way all people will go to an
area prepared, he said.
While the goal is to have a
15 percent multicultural student population, Malone also
emphasized how "quality is
mpre important than quantity." He said the Admissions
Office cannot focus too much
on the number of students.
Instead, it is important how
well the recruited minority students will do at "K." The staff
has "to anticipate what's going
to keep a student here,"

Malone said. "Retention and
recruitmQllt are intertwined."
The Admissions Office must
know what kind of student
will graduate from "K" to decide which students will be
admitted.
Another way to help retention is to start by recrui ling local minorities, Malone said.
After that base is achieved,
those students from longer distances will not feel as lonely.
Malone said he sees local students inviting those from further away to their home in
Kalamazoo or Lansing for the
weekend . This way, Malone
said, those from farther distances will have a home away
from home as well as another
family.
Malone said he and the rest
of the staff have already made
an improvement. According to
an Admissions Office informational sheet, the confirmed
multicultural enrollment for
1995 has increased by almost
70 percent over 1994, including
almost twice as many AfricanAmericans.

Kalamazoo College
Multicultural Recruitment
Application Statistics
June 22, 1995

Applicants
African American
Asian American
Hispanic
Native American
Totals

1995

1994

73

36

85

82
22

30
8
194

3
140

55
76

33
70

27
8

21

166

126

17
15

12

2
2

o

Accepts
African American
Asian American
Hispanic
Native American
Totals

2

Confirmed
African American
Asian American
Hispanic
Native American

Totals

33

9
2

23

Suite turned Russian culture-zone
DennaEvoe
Layout Editor
For the past two quarters,
the Russian Suite of Severn 200
has gone, for the most part, unnoticed. The six women of the
suite, Demrie Wilkinson,K'97;
Sadaf Khattak,K'97; Stacey
Neterer,K'97; Resident Assistant Leah Wilder, K'96;
Gretchen Pokorski,K'97; and
Melanie Schwandt, K'96, have
been overshadowed by other
Living/Learning Housing
Units such as the Spanish
House, German House and the
Women's Resource Center.
Las t winter, when the
former Japanese House was
empty, various on-<:ampus student organizations applied for
residence in the house.
One of these groups was a
group of students who were
currently studying Russian
and planning on studying in
SI. Petersburg for study
abroad, or recently returning
from a six month period in
Russia. !-Iowever, because of
the decrease of students interested in studying the Russian
language, their proposal was
not selected.
The Russian Suite in Severn
was born in the spring as an
alternative to living in one of
the houses. As with other cultural houses, its members are
required to display Russian
cultural materials on the walls
and speak Russian in the suite.
As a campus organizatio n,
they are required to do at least
one activity for the entire campus which promotes increased
awareness of the Russian cul-

ture and language.
Neterer said, "I think it is
very benificial to have a suite
like this because the continuity of Russia.n speaking students promotes both the practice of the language before goi.ng on foreign study and allows other wdents to become
a ware of the Russian culture."
One of their options is to do
a study break activity in conjunction with the residential
life staff of Severn. This would
be exclusively for the residents
of that dormitory. Another option is to present a cultural ac-

tivity for the whole campus.
Some suggestions were to do
an activity during Quadstock.
One proposal is to distribute
borsht to the whole campus.
So, yes, there is a Russian
organization on this campus.
They are dedicated to encouraging the studying of the language and the culture, and to
keeping the Russian department active on this campus. So,
make sure you keep your eyes
open for the planned Russian
Suite activity this quarter. Participation by all students will
be greatly encouraged.
lbs., ran west down J\caa,emYi
Street and were lost by ~; UC ,1l v.
after they cut in
Mandelle and Olds Upton.
On July 25, at apl,rOJdmatellYI
4 a.m., security received a
call reporting a suspicious
male in the Catherine Street
close to Severn. Security
not able to find the "U:'P'''''I
when they answered
the guard did see the same
twenty minutes later in a phon'et
booth in the Neil Post Lot.
Also on Tuesday July 25,
11:30 a.m. Security received
call reporting a black male,
tween 25-30 years old, ""U<lUlIlU
between 180-200 lbs. with
hair and a baseball hat,
around inside the Fine Ar
Building. Security later
fronted the suspect in front
Stowe Stadium. The man
asked to leave the property
ter security informed him of
college parameters and w~,rn '''(j
him that the next time he
spotted, Kalamazoo
Safety would be called and
would be charged
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Republican takes the soap box
Eric Frederick

earned. This also benefits the
rich in a way. The more money
people make, the more usable
household income (UHI) they
will have to spend, even
though they will be paying
more to the federal government. While this seems unfair
to the poor who have to pay
more for basic expenses, (and
more than a bit confusing) this
system seems to be the best for
America at this time.
On the concept of increased defense spending
when everything else is behg
cut, let me just start by tellmg
vou all that the third, and probably final World War is in the
making. The combination of
Bosnia, with the Serbs' ethnic
cleansing, rape, and abduction

crease of our defense systems.
The United States is the best
It seems as though every
country in the world to live in,
time I get into a political disand I personally do not wish
cussion on this campus, the
for it to be destroyed by a weak
conversation always turns to
government defense.
one thing. People, knowing I
Finally, on AIDS ream a Republican, always ask
search, let me start by saying
me about the GOP's economic
that Acquired Immune Defiplan. And in the context of this
ciency Syndrome is a terrible
topic, three specifics are aldisease that I hope a cure will
ways discussed: a flat tax, an
be found for someday. Howincrease in defense spending
ever, I do support its research
when everything'elJie is being
funding to be cut 90% for two
cut, and, more recently, the cut
reasons.
on AIDS research funding.
First, the united States
Since every~MN~ campus
has been funding almost
thinks mv ODi}\jOns are ridicusinl!:le-handedlv AIDS relous 'and feels they need to
search for the past ten years.
show me the error of my ways
While it is true that we have
without actually listening to
the most deaths attributed to
my views, I figured I would
this disease every year, it is a
present them here.
worldwide problem
Writer's Note: I
that has been met with
would appreciate being reindifference by
spected for these views.
some of the other
Until world peace is
Death threats stemming
G-7 countries.
from my last article were not
achieve and I can be assured
They feel that the
appreciated. Neither were
U.S,will take care
that there will be no more
the pickles flung at me while
of the problem,
wars, I will continue to suppassing through Saga.
so they do not
These are my opinions, you
contribute
port the increase of our dedo not have to agree, but I
enough funding.
fense systems.
am free to express them. By
If the United
the way, I am not a Fascist.
States backs off, it
In today's tax syswill force other
tem, people complain of
countries to realthe rich circumventing the
ize the deadliness
rules and getting richer. In
caused by this
fact, a family making $200,000 of Croats and Muslims disease and in turn increase
a year (if invested correctly) (sounds like Germany in the their contributions.
will probably pay less in taxes late 1930s?), the volatility of
Secondly, while it is a
than a person making $50,000 China-U.S. relations, the at- deadly disease, it is a difficult
per year. The reason is simple. tempt by Germany to coerce a disease to contract. The only
There are many tax-free invest- unified Europe (1930s?), and two means of getting it are baments on the market that only the mere fact that almost every sically the problems of immothe rich can afford to make. In country in the world has the rality that prevail in this counaddition, the rich can afford to capacity to obtain the materi- try. These are intravenous
make chari table donations that als to build nuclear weapons drug use and unprotected
can be written off on their tax (thank you Bill Clinton for ac- sexual intercourse. (Writer's
tually announCing the Cold Note: The threat of contracting
returns.
Obviously, this system is War was over. Why don't you AlDS through blood transfusion
loaded with problems. To me, just insist that Russia have a is now almost 500,000-1 and
a flat tax seems to be the most plutonium/uranium garage therefore has been disregarded by
reasonable alternative. No- sale?) will probably help to the author.) If people would
body gets any breaks by cir- start a war that may never end. wait until they were married
cumventing the system; inUntil world peace is before having sex (assuming
stead, a person would pay a achieved and I can be assured every person would have the
certain percentage of ALL in- tha t there will be no wars, I will common sense not to risk their
come regardless of how it was continue to support the in- life by marrying someone with
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The commonality of sexuality
brings everyone happiness
Summer Medel
Index Staff
Lately, I've been thinking a
lot about sex. (It's for my
Sexual Ethics class. Really!
That's what started me thinking about it, and now I can't
get it out of my head, so I
thought I would share.) As it
would seem that sex causes
some confusion which is perhaps not even limited to a
sexual ethics eourse, I thought
I'd offer a quick and sloppy
opinion on some particularly
problematic aspects of the subject.
The world provides so
many things to be really
ashamed about; why should
anyone worry about sex? If
you're going to feel uncomfortable and squirmy about something, why not select human
rights violations such as
oh ... torture, that occur every
day around the world while
we sit comfortably on our
cushy, safe, American derrieres? Why not get really uncomfortable about the unequal
distribution of wealth that allows our presence in this college fairyland?
Okay, those examples may
seem removed from oursel ves,
but there's enough in our immediate surroundings at
which we can more appropriately direct pur squirms. Consider the everyday objectivization of women, and you
will have an example of a
"little" freauent denial of
someone's humanness which
reflects a big, squirmy problem
in which everyone is implicated.
If you consider the harrowing circumstances under
which most of the world has
scraped along, up to and including the present day, your
naked body is no biggie (no
joke intended); neither are any
of its functions a big deal,
though our society has so
much idle free time that we
devise lots of nonsensical taboos.
To locate a silly taboo in
yourself, first try picturing
someone you just can't relate
to (for example, suppose you
feel that way about, God forbid a proO. Now picture them
doing something sexual.
"Eew, gross! How sickening," might be your immediate response, to which I answer: nooo, I've already listed
just a few thi ngs which personally I consider legitimately
sickening. On the universal
scale of unacceptable things,
the fact of someone's sexuali ty
does not rank very high.
In fact, far from posing a

problem, awareness of sexuality can be useful. If you can
conceive of an individual as a
sexual creature much like
yourself (assuming you accept
your own sexuality), then you
understand that person in a
light that lays bare the person's
existence as something that
needs certain needs met in order to continue living - in
other words, you see the
person's animality.
Degrading? No! It's hard
not to value a human soul
whose existence in this plane
hangs by the easily snappable
threads of a few basic needs.
Regardless of whether sex itself is necessary for one's survival, an awareness of the
human's state as an animal,
therefore a fragile thing, does
wonders to promote appreciation for each other. (That, by
the way, could conceivably
work against the previously
mentioned crummy problems.)
Maybe we tend to feel uncomfortable about our bodies
precisely because we don't
wish to face the precariousness
of our condition. It's hard to
swallow that no matter what
we achieve or become, we can
get squelched with ease.
Depressing? lio! Relating
to the wp~~d. ~ a sexual way,
one is twund to have a sense
ot hU9'or. Going through life
with se.l(-(;olored glasses keeps
one of>E; ~' ~ broader perspective thai), ~nk, we normally
percei\te' erydayas "immortal" beings acting-iA m6merlls
that seem al,l -important and
grave.
By keeping an eye on our
fragility as crea~cs who depend upon the tircle of Life
(cue music) for our existence,
as opposed to solitary, self-sufficient spiri Is, you can ... well,
relax and remember that
you're not at all alone in a
world where everyone else is
in the same fun predicament as
you. Isn't it comforting to
think that everyone else on the
planet has the same essential
needs and feelings?
With an eye on circumstances so much larger than
yourself, yet of which you are
an inextricable part, how can
you help but have a good
chuckle at the problems we
create for ourselves in life by
treating it as though it's such a
big deal in itself?
It's nice to know that recognizing the commonalty of
sexuality can bring happiness
to people in ways that pose no
danger whatsoever, as opposed to the spreading of
STD's.

such a deadly disease) and not
use needles to put foreign substances into their body, the
country would be rid of the
disease in ten years. The world
would also be rid of the majority of AIDS cases.

These are the two main
reasons for my support of the
cut in funding. Think of it, a
world free of AIDS, and a 100
percent savings in funding,
possible only by a little self
control.
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-The many thrills of UK" students during the summer quarter
Andy Schleicher
Index Staff
Summer time!? Wait a
minute! We shouldn't be here,
should we? We are supposed
to be at home, at camp, or at
the beach. Right?
Nope! This is summer time
at "K"! For many of us, this is
a new situation. We never have
had to go to summer school
before.
Our bodies were not adjusted to studying in the heat.
"Take it easy on us. We are supposed to enjoy this time," one
person might want to say to
professors.
Hopefully, everyone's bodies are adjusting to the idea of
school and summer by now.
Even though the idea might
have been repulsive at first,
many of us are surely finding
some way to enjoy at least a
part of it. We have realized that
since we are here, we should
make the best of it.
lf you still think that this is
a drag, look on the bright side

(no, not the sun). Think about
it. lf you were elsew here this
summer, would you see as
many of your college friends?
Would you be able to enjoy a
good round of frisbee golf?
There are so
many great
things about
being here in
the summer
that I am sad
to see the calend a r
change.
During
our
first
weekend this
quarter,
I
went to the
beach
at
South Haven
for the first time. This is one
perfect way to relax. You can
swim, walk the pier, or just lie
in the sun. Hey, if you really
need to study, you can still lie
on the beach and sunbathe.
Why am I saying all of this?'
I bet almost all of you have al-

ready been out to the beach at
least once. It was so hot 10 days
ago that the only enjoyable activity was probably the beach.
Weren't we all dying in the
heat?

Of course, when the rains
came tumbling down at the
end of the record high heat
wave, plenty of us were overcome. Coming right before
fifth week, many peoples'
stress levels were high. When
the cloud burst open, a crowd

of students gathered at the top
9f the Quad. It was time to
. break out.
People were doing a variety
of activities all to celebrate the
end of the heat wave. Even I
was out there
enjoying the
show
and
playing in the
puddles.
Other people
did
buttslides down
the Quad, getting the recently
cut
,grass up their
shorts and on
their backs.
Moreover,
no one had to
worry about Security breaking
up the fun.
All the students were sure
that Security.would not bother
getting soaked just to bust a
few rowdy students.
Of course, the climax of the
night was when a whole group

of people, both male and female,·standing on the steps of
Stetson Chapel, stripped of
what little clothing they had on
and ran down the Quad. Several people had even fallen on
the way, as the grass was slippery.
However, no one seemed to
mind. To them, streaking was
just the right thing to do, and
the perfect time to do it.
The night was even more
memorable for those that
streaked for his or. her first
time.
Those, who have yet to experience the thrill, were disappointed that they did not go at
this moment. Of course, as
one unidentified student observed, "we still have two
years left."
Also, the summer is only
half over. There is plenty of
time for everyone to enjoy
their favorite summertime activity. The only thing holding
you back is yourself. So, what
are you waiting for?

U.S. must decide: leave Bosnia or become involved
Jeffrey L. Hotchkiss
Index Staff
The Bosnian War has
reached a critical mass. Never
before in its three year history
has it reached the current level
of urgency 'that jfihcls fight
now. As of press fune/ a'it almost inevitable armed conflict
awaits the Bosrjan Serbs and
the tattered NATOc9<flCHon.
That is why i is .l¥j1pPrant
for the YrWed States to make
the tough decision of eiUler
becominginvolvedorencouraging a pull-out of all remaining NATO troops and United
Nations peacekeepers.
It is time for the U.s. Government to clearly define our
role in the war both to our Allies and to the American public. The Bosnian War must be
brought to the forefront of our
national agenda because of
our national security interest
and because of the respect of
human dignity we owe the
thousands who have suffered
in the war.
With the Bosnian Serbs recently taking the United Nations-designated "safe area"
of Srebrencia in the eastern
enclave of Bosnia and
Herzegovia last week, and after their continuous shelling
of the Gorazde and Sarajevo
"safe areas" over the weekend, NATO decided to send
more than 800 British and
French troops to protect the
supply routes leading into the
besieged capitol of Sarajevo
On Sunday.
No longer will United Nations troops deployed in the
region be viewed as peacekeepers on a humanitarian
mission, which essentially has
been their role over the last
three years.
At issue now for the Western NATO alliance is the high

probability of armed conflict, officials. The whole question
its first ever in its 50 year his- of massive military interventory, or complete and total . tion has been discarded bewithdraw. The risk of a re- cause of a lack of public opingional Balkan conflict turning ion.
into a full scale European war
So what is the vital national
has now reached new heights. interest that would justify the
This is of vital national in- U.S. sending a massive troop
terest to the United States. No deployment?
longer can our government's
Unfortunately, even though
policy toward the war be of the Bosnian Serbs have comsecondary
importance. mitted numerous atrocities
Though the Bosnian War is a a~inst humanity including
European conflict, it is up to murder, rape, and ethnic
the United States to proVide cleansing, human rights violaleadersltip and to work to- tions are not enough. We canwards taking action for the not control nor s!Op the origins
best solution possible.
and subsequent ideology of
Military intervention by the racial hatred that have preU.s. may be in the works. Cur- dominated in the region rerently, we have no troops in the cently.
region. President Clinton has
But we can try to put an end
proposed the idea of strategic to the conflict by justifying that
air strikes to neutralize the ad- rampant nationalism, chanvancing Bosnian Serbs. neled through ethnic cleansing
Though this may solve the and other human rights violatemporary advance of the tions, is a regional security
Serbs, it will by no means solve threat to Europe. Backed with
the larger problem of the history, along with sympathy
causes of the war itself.
towards the suffering MusThe Balkan conflict is a lims, we can adequately justify
highly complex war. Ethnic, that military intervention is
religious, and cultural mores necessary to foster peace.
all play into the overall picture.
But there are risks to this.
In short, trying to jab a one ton The Serbs are Slovic neighbors
elephant is not going to do a to other regional powers, most
whole lot of good.
notably, Russia. The last thing
That is precisely why the West wants is to pursue a
Clinton must scrap the strate- war with Russia, in which case
gic air strikes and settle in to alliances would be created and
make the big decision: do we a large-scale war might ensue.
get involved, sending in mass
This is why a large scale
armored divisions with ad- military intervention is danequate air support, or do we gerous. It could lead to a restay out completely, possibly peat of World War I. Also,
dropping the arms embargo on there is no guarantee that we
the Muslim Bosnian Govern- could solve the conflict even if
mel\t and letting the Serbs and the Russians and other Slovic
the Muslims fight it out?
powers didn't get involved.
The first option, massive The Bosnian War is a highly
military involvement, may complex situation.
seem irrational and too exIt is precisely why the U.s.
treme for most foreign policy should pursue the second opanalysts and State Department tion: staying out of the conflict,

encouraging its Western Allies
to do the same by withdrawing its troops and peacekeepers, and dropping the current
arms embargo on the Muslims
to let them fight the Serbs on
an equal playing field.
The situation is simply too
complicated for us to get involved. No matter how severe
the Serbs violate the inherent
human rights of the Muslims
through ethnic cleansing and
0~aUociti5,we~y~

not expect to solve a conflict
that has the potential to explode in our faces at any m0ment.
•
In this case, it is important
that we do all we can to contain the conflict to the Balkan
region, and actively include all
Western nations and especially
Russia in trying to negotiate
peace.
Continuously engaging
both sides of the conflict in
peace talks and striving toward mediation is our best
option. Though it will cost

many lives in the short run, it
is the most plausible solution
left and the lastbestaltemative
in the long run.
Regardless of which alternative President Clinton
chooses, it time..he.adsim-.
mediately andI~vely. In
the process, it is his duty and
responsibility to inform and
educatethe~blicin
as basic terms as possible' as to
what the war is and at the same
time clearly define our options.
It seems to me that we have
only two options left jump in
or pull out all United Nation
troops immediately. Repeated
threats by NATO against the
Serbs have proven to be ineffective and weak, and the
Serbs refuse to back down to
us.
It is time we make the
tough decision of pulling out
NATO troops and deal with
the short term consequences.
In the long run, it will be the
best option toward fostering
peace.

i,
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"K" alum to direct play: Crimes o/the Heart sneak preview
A&EE itor
Student production, Crimes
of the Heart, will take place this
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8 pm in Light Fine Arts
Building's Dungeon Theatre.
All seats are $3 and are
avialable in the Fine Arts office
from noon till 2 pm tomorrow
and Friday and one hour before each show.
Crimes of the Heart is about
a woman named Babe who
shoots her husband. Her two
older sisters stick by her to face
the consequences. Supersenior

student director, Anjalee
Deshpande, K'95, says she
chose the play for its strong
women's roles. "We need
more strong women at
Kalamazoo; we need more
strong people everywhere,"
says Deshpande. She aims to
build character, off stage as
well as on.
Set in a small southern
town, the play looks closely at
f~ nily inte.action, relationsr.ips between women and relationships between women
and men.
Actress Beth
Bowden,K '96, says the play is

to ~mind us that it's normal
to get in crazy situations, and
that "people really mess up
sometimes."
"It's a fun play. It deals
with serious issues, but in a
lighthearted way," says stage
~anager Elizabeth Lowery,
K '98. The cast and crew are a
"very dedicated group of
people," says Deshpande.
"They've all been working
overtime." Set designer
Patrick Burlingham, K '97,
says his aim is to create the set
as realistically as possible, paying much attention to det.ail.

Students shake it down at Bahama Boogie
Stacey Younger
Index Staff
Bahama Boogie has boogied
by again. For at least 16 years,
K students have danced to the
Carribean beat and, despite
rain, this past Saturday was no
exception.
The activities began with
mud wrestling at 1 p.m. by the
football field. There were
many teams this year and contestants go~ a little creative,
making tag teams and coming
in costume.
Stacy Shafer K'96, who
worked at the the event, said
mudwrestIing was successful
as far as participation. How-

ever, one student did suffer an
ankle injury.
Shafer added that she was
"glad people got along together. The two classes mixed
really well which doesn't always happen."
At 10 p.m. the dance began
allowing ample time to get the
mud out of ears, mouths, and
other orifices of the body. Due
to weather, the dance was held
in Hoben's lounge, which was
tropically decorated to fit the
theme. ~av-or-ices were in
one pcvl on the fron' porch
while floating cand1~ drifted
in another on the back porch.
Colorful citronella candles

kept the bugs away.
The limbo contest began at
11 p.m.. A large group of
people tried their hand at the
dance. The hola-hoop contest
was also a popular even, won
by Amy Clement K'96, and
Julia Quigley, K'97.
At midnight, the traditional
Bahama trip drawing took
place and everyone held their
breath as the drum roIled. The
lucky winner was Ben
Stevens, K'%.
Stevens won a trip to the
Bahamas for two. That includes airfare, hotel accommodations for 5 days and 4 nights
at the British Colonial Beach

Resort in Nassau, a large hotel
right on the beach and near the
Casino. Also included is $200
spending money. Purchased
through alumni-owned Accent
Travel agency, the total package is estimated at $1200.
The Student Activities
Committee planned and sponsored Bahama Boogie under
the supervision of Beth Gregory-Wallis.
Students on the committee
this quarter include Michael
Bak, K'96; Katie Baker, K'9G;
Anne Dibble, K'96; Elizabeth
Kazarinoff, K'96; Abby
Kirkwood, K'96; Shirley Kurc,
K'98; Lauren Piper, K'96; and

Shafer.
Gregory-Wallis 5.1id,
students, "worked reaIly
and we reaIly appreciate
help. We couldn't do it
out t \em!"
Kazarinoff, who worked
the event said, "I thought
went really weIl' and there
a pretty big turnout. I was glad
to see lots of people dancing."
Kazarinoff added, "It wa~
good to see lots of different
groups of people all together
having fun .. .! was sorry it was
inside, but it stiIl worked well
with people inside and
outside ... And it didn't take too
long to clean up."

OFF THE QUAD
tions by Dawn Ramos

Photos by Rachel

What is one of the funniest things you can remember happening since you have been at K?
Dr. Stan Rajnak:
"When the Dean of Chapel/Dean of Students ran off with
a student. It's still funny!"

Dr. Joe Fugate:

Photo by Public Relations

A Campus Farwell ...
English professor, Paul Davis, will depart for California on
August 17 to pursue a degree in law. Of his time spent at "K"
Davis says," I've been fortunate in t hat teaching here has been
wonderful." He added that, on the whole, the students have
been of a much higher quality academically and in their sense
of exploration than in other places."

ent .annua {{fiat .... on ..ateset

"In the early 60's, we started a program in Munster. We
had a close relationship with a man on the local Board of Ad·
ministration there. He was well liked by our students, so after
thp.y got back they invited him to come visit K. He stayed in
the guest suite in Trow, which was a girls' dorm. WeIl, the first
night, there was a campus tradition, the panty raid. The men
came from Hoben and Hannon and marched around Trow
screaming, "We want pants! We want pants!" Of course,
spoke no English, so the next day he asked me what ha)Jp€'ne<l·1
After I finished explaining it to him, he said, 'Well, had I \'nn,wn I
that, I would have thrown them a pair!"
"Another time, we had a visitor from England
wanted to see a school game, so Dr. Stavig took her to Hope
see our team play. She saw the cheerleaders jumping around
and asked, 'What are all those other athletic supporters doing
out there?"

Thelen th aMuaU.<alamazooColle~'ijjatblO1\mthbe 4eJ,4
$<I turday, A\1gu~tW.Th~ ~vent indud$a 50Q D1~t~r >ivim.
20 kilometer bikeride~ and fi veki}o .neterfuri hetdatilie
c.ollege's natatorium and thrOUghol1t~he. City Qf.Kalatnaz09,
.••.•.
respectively. .....
There iSa$l() per participant 'nOn-refu~ble Qrg~ni~tionat

Street."

!BQWiilffi~u~Jiily.qP!lu4:.w;y.~y~nl!9~~~:UW;gW·Qh~~~;;m

"The time the entire exhaust system feIl off my 1
Dodge Dart, right in front of MandeIle."

fee •• ;N1 parttciP<m~ \rill ~ giv~n ~~JJi~~1\'pshirt;Entry

Dr. David Barclay:
"The time I skied, without skis, down AcademY
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Other films out-do "Pulp" and "Gump"

Brian Tallerico
Iridex Staff
Critics have always thought
that the best movies are released at the end of the year.
Look at the large number of
Best Picture winners that were
released in December. This
theory doesn't only apply to
the big budget blockbusters.
For every Pulp Fiction last fall,
there was an independent art
film that deserved your attention. There's a whole world of
art films that slip through the
cracks as the Forrest Gump's
ride to the top of the charts.
But now the wonderful world
of video can bring these
straight to you. So this week,
we bypass the summer extravaganzas like Species in favor of four recently released
videos that you probably
didn't see.
The first film is the most recent video release. A very
small number of theaters
showed the film Oleanna late

last year. This brilliant essay
on power and sex comes from
the mind of David Mamet
(House of Games, Homicide). I
can't think of a more intellectual film in the past few years.
After I watched this with my
suitemates we discussed the
plot for over an hour. When
was the last time you did that
at the multiplex? If you don't
think that movies stimulate
your brain as much as your
wallet, then this is perfect for
you. I don't want to give away
too much of the plot, but the
whole 90 minutes revolve
around two characters on a
college campus, a professor
and a female student. The
movie was based on a slightly
superior play. The ending has
been changed and the whole
concept of a two person drama
works better on the stage than
the screen. But unless you can
get to a theatre showing, this
one will do just fine.
You've probably heard of

the noir thriller, The lAst Seduc- - from last year was Heavenly
tion. The film industry was Creatures. The story details the
abuzz with the brilliant perfor- horrible murder of a New
mance of Linda Fiorentino. Zealand woman by her daughShe couldn't be nominated for ter and her daughter's friend.
an Oscar because the movie Kate Winslet and Melanie
showed on cable but the crit- Lynskey play the girls who
ics loved her. She was fantas- r('fuse to be torn apart by their
tic in this classic noir thriller in parents. This movie certainly
the !ine of Double Indemnity isn't fun but the production is
and Body Heat. Her perfor- flawless. Director Peter Jackmance makes the movie what son does a brilliant job of recit is. Bridget is a self-defined, rea ting the fantasy world that
cold-hearted women who gets these girls lived in. The acting
what she wants, when she is superb and every aspect of
wants. This tale of her conniv- the set design is exciting (paring is fun, but in the end it's ticularlya elaymation fantasy
unbelievable. As much as I world that must be seen to be
enjoyed Fiorentino's perfor- believed.) This movie will
mance (and Bill Pullman's), I shock you, but yOU'll gain indidn't believe her character or sight into a new world. How
the world she lived in exists. I often does a movie do that?
had to believe that what
How do you tell the story
Bridget did would work and I of a man's life? You can take
didn't quite. So if you're go- the traditional route and film
ing for a fun ride with not too a documentary. Show us picmuch believability, this one's lures and talk to the people
for you.
who knew the man. Or you
One of my favorite films could write a fictional account

and idolize your subject. But
what if you let the audience
learn piece by piece. The
amazing film Thirty-Two Short
Films About Glenn Gould draws
a picture of a man piece by
piece. Like a puzzle, director
Francois Girard gives you each
piece. Glenn Gould was a brilIiant composer and pianist
who left the world of music at
age thirty-five. He was a reelusive, enigmatic young man.
But I can't describe him with
half the brilliance that Girard
does. Colm Feore does a fantastic job in the title role and
the music of the composer is
reproduced brilliantly. Everything meshes together and
when the movie was done I felt
I had learned more about
Glenn Gould then I ever
thought I could.

Oleanna: AThe lAst Seduction: B+
Heavenly Crtsltures: A
Thirty-Two Short Films About
Glenn Gould: A

Jammin' the Lollapalooza way: Don't rip on it
if not more, a fashion show
Matt Lango
Index Staff
than a concert. I was really
I'm really tired of so many getting worried, but soon the
people (you know who you experience was redeemed.
are) flaunting their alternHaving missed the Mighty
ativeness by ripping on this Mighty Bosstones, and not beconcert. Yes, it is basically a ing at all disappointed about
corporate entity, and yes, it is it, Jesus Lizard was the first act
overpriced. But guess what? to take the stage. As usual,
I had an awesome time be- they rocked my pants off. TIus
cause I took it for what it was, is one of the best live bands in
specifically, a chance to hang the country, and they deserve
out with some of my friends, every bit of recognition they
to see a bunch of cool bands all are getting from this tour. To
on the same stage, and to just put it mildly, they stole the
be away from "K" College for show. Beck was next on stage.
a day. It was definitely not a I don't really have much to say
counter-culture youth rally; it about him, other than the fact
was just a well orchestrated, that he's kind of a funny little
well run concert. It wasn't a guy who plays a guitar.
festival of anarchy and disorRight after Beck finished his
der, though some people extra-long set, our other
wanted to think it was. So friends showed up, and before
what? Who cares? It was fun. we knew it, our spirits were
The day started with a two high. We were drinking cheap
and a half hour drive: first to beer and laughing ~t people.
my house where my friend After Beck came Pavement
Dave and I enjoyed a piece of one of the other high points of
cake and talked to mom for a the show. I'd been waiting to
while, then off we went on a . see these guys for a long time,
quick hike up 1-75 to the cor- and they didn't disappoint. I
porate treadmill known as only wish they could have
Pine Knob. 1must admit, I was played a full set. The show hit
having grave doubts about my a big slow point with Cypress
decision to attend this alterna- Hill, who sang some songs and
tive Mecca. But when we ar- told us all their theory that the
rived, I took a deep breath, world would be a much better
summoned all my courage, place if everyone smoked pot.
and passed through security. Thanks guys.
Once in, we moved immediWe took this opportuni ty to
ately to the lawn and staked leave our safe base on the lawn
Out some prime real estate and to walk around and view
along with all the other the multitude of other attrachipsters. We were immedi- tions
that
make
up
ately bombarded by funny Lollapalooza. Confusion and
haircuts, body piercings, tat- dismay swept over me as we
taos and baseball caps turned walked through what seemed
baCkwards. It was at this mo- to be an outdoor punk rock
ment when I truly realized that department store. I was overthis festival was just as much, whelmed by how everyone

-

looked so polished and neat
and yet so disheveled at the
same time. "Where are all the
slack grungesters?" I wondered aloud. But ahead there
seemed to be a light at the end
of the tunnel; it was the much
talked about "second stage".
As we approached, we heard
bumping bass beats, and I realized that the familiar tune we
were hearing was coming from
none other than Coolio. After

ics, Dave and I got down and
funky listening to the fresh
jams. I was happy again, and
my faith in this concert was
renewed.
I'll leave with the following
comments: Hole is the most
overrated band on earth.
Courtney Love cannot sing,
nor play guitar, nor write
songs. She is a bad and evil
person. Sonic Youth, the headliners, blew my mind. This
band has
had a speCial

place in my heart ever since I
saw them for the first time in
the ninth grade. I've never
seen a bad Sonic Youth show,
and this was no exception;
they were brilliant.
I guess my point in all of
this is that if you want to go to
this show, then don't let your
friends stop you by telling you
that it's not the punk thing to
do. H you want to go, then go
and be yourself and have fun
and spend money. I sure did.
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TOP FIFTEEN REJECTED '95 SLOGANS FOR KALAMAZOO COLLEGE
15.
14.
13.
12.
11.
10.

KALAMAZOO COLLEGE - 4 YEARS OF COLLEGE FOR THE PRICE OF 8!
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE - SOME OF OUR MAJORS HAVE A SHINY NEW BUILDING!
'K' COLLEGE - BRING A SACK LUNCH
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE - C'MON, QUIT LAUGHIN' WOULD YA?
'K' COLLEGE - BETTER THAN PRISON!
'K' COLLEGE - A FEW SPORTS, A COUPLE CLUBS, A DANCE HERE, A MUDWRESTLE THERE...
NOW THIS IS COLLEGE!
9. KALAMAZOO COLLEGE - WITH ONLY 3 CLASSES, HOW HARD COrn::.D IT BE?
8. KALAMAZOO COLLEGE - PUT THE MONEY IN AND TAKE THE KNOWLEDGE OUT!
7. 'K' COLLEGE - 684 FEMALES, 523 MALES ... YOU DO THE MATH FELLAS
6. 'K' COLLEGE - THINK OF IT AS CLOWN SCHOOL WITI-lOUT ALL THE SELZER
5. 'K' COLLEGE - WE WILL BREAK YOU
4. KALAMAZOO COLLEGE - ONE TIME EDUCATIONAL HOME TO THE GUY WHO INVENTED
WHEAT GERM!
3. 'K' COLLEGE - EVER DREAM OF ONE DAY WATCHING VIDEOS WITH EVERY MEAL? YOU WILL.
2. KALAMAZOO COLLEGE -PLEASE?!
1. 'K' COLLEGE - HEY, IT'S NOT FOR EVERYONE, BUT NEITHER IS CRACK

DEAN LA PLANTE'S TOP TEN PET PEEVES
10. NO-STREAKING CLAUSE IN DEAN CONTRACT
9. ON OCCASION, STILL FEELS LIKE A CHICKEN THANKS TO THE GREAT AND POWERFUL
HYPNOTICS OF FALL QUARTER'S SOMNAMBULIST ENTERTAINER
8. FRUITLESS TRIPS TO MUNCHIE MART IN SEARCH OF SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR
7. YOU'D THINK THAT IF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS WANTED TO HEAR "DANGER ZONE", THE
COLLEGE CHANGE RINGERS WOULD BE HAPPYID OBLIGE, BUT NOOoo ...
6. SINCE WHEN ARE KICKS TO THE GROIN MEANS FOR DISQUALIFICATION FROM A
MUDWRESTLING TOURNAMENT?
U
5. SMART-ASS FRENCH STUDENTS INSIST ON CA.LLING HER "THE PLANT" AND NEVER
BOTHER TO EXPLAIN WHY - AFTER ALL, SHE DOESN'T-LOOK LIKE A PLANT
4. LATE NIGHTS IN FRONT OF MTV WAITING FOR THE FUGAZi VIDEO THAT NEVER CAME
3. THE TITLE "DEAN" JUST DOESN'T STRIKE FEAR IN THE HEARTS OF STUDENTS AS IT ONCE
DID DURING "THE ERA OF THE HOT POKER"
2. ALL THOSE NASTY DEAN JOKES MAKE BACKPAGE HUNK MATT PRIEST SEEM VIRTUALLY
UNAPPROACHABLE
1. POKER WITH RAJNAK: IT'S LIKE TOSSING COINS TO A FOUNTAIN!
L

TOP TEN NICE THINGS ABOUT SUMMER QUARTER AT 'K'
10. HOT WEATHER JOINS FOREIGN STUDY AND POLITICAL CORRECTNESS AS THE THIRD
CONVERSATIONAL TOPIC ON CAMPUS
9. AT 10 CENTS A GLASS, PAUL DAVIS' LEMONADE STAND IS THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
8. FREE ENTERTAINMENT PROVIDED BY VARIOUS STUDENTS IN HEAT "HUMPING" TREES
AND SECURITY PHONE POSTS
7. IT'S SURPRISING HOW RESPONSIVE YOUNG SOCCER-CAMP PATRONS IN THE DINING ROOM
ARE TO REQUESTS TO FETCH ONE'S DESSERT WHEN THREATENED WITH A SIMPLE "VISIT"
TO THE HOBEN HOLE
6. ALYSSA SIDNE'S ON CAMPUS
5. CHANCES OF HEARING ALICE COOPER'S "SCHOOL'S OUT FOR SUMMER" EXTREMELY SLIM
4. BOOMING BUSINESS AT DAIRY QUEEN CAUSES RETURN OF HAM 'N' CHEESE BLIZZARD
3. WITH TROPICAL RAINFOREST-LIKE CONDITIONS IN SUITE BATHROOMS, THE ADDITION OF
A FEW PLANTS IS ALL THAT'S NEEDED FOR EXCITING REENACTMENT OF "CONGO" MOVIE
2. JUST 'CAUSE DR. CARPENTER IS A PROFESSOR DOESN'T MEAN HE CAN'T TURN INTO A
COMPLETE BADASS WHEN IT'S WET BANANA TIME!
1. NOBODY GIVES A CRAP ABOUT ANYTHING!

*BY THE WAY, KRIS SCHAFFNER WON LAST WEEK'S STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE
CONTEST WITH HER WITTY ENTRY "RAISIN RUCKUS"
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Security guard charged with sexual harrassInent
Stacy Schwandt
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College Security Officer Craig Sootsman
was found guilty of sexual harassment following a hearing
before the Judicial Committee.
According to Dean of Students Marilyn LaPlante, the
Committee sentenced Sootsman at the end of last quarter
to attend a workshop on sexual
harassment and required that,
for six months, he was not to
cover a shift by himself.
laPlante said that due to
the unexpected resignation of
two officers and a resultant
shortage of security officers to
cover the necessary shifts,
Sootsman has been unaccompaniedduringhisnightshifts.
According to Gail Simpson,

Assistant Director of Security,
three security guards have
been hired in the past two
weeks, but Sootsman is still
unaccompanied on rounds.
Simpson declined to comment
on the sexual harassment
charge against Sootsman.
Sootsman also declined commenting on his charge in a recent phone interview.
laPlante said she determined that"it is wiser to have
the shift covered" and she
"wouldn't have kept him on if
she had reason to believe he
would be of harm to students."
According to LaPlante,
Sootsman is required to have
the accompaniment of a Hall
Director or Resident Assistant
when entering a Residence
Hall for any reason other than

an emergency.
LaPlante said it is difficult
to find qualified security guard
applicants. Potential candidates must be working towards a career in law-enforcement, and according to
LaPlante, the salary for the
part-time position is often not
attractive to such people.
Simpson said Mark
Dipzinski was hired as a part
time guard and Cathy Trotter
and Charles Kniffen will be
contracted for eight hours per
week. They will receive more
hours if other guards are on
vacation.
Elizabeth Stands, K'95,
brought the charges against
Sootsman. According to Kim
Demick, K'96, who was
present at the time of the inci-

dent and a witness during the
hearing, Stands complained of
threatening body language
displayed by the security officer.
According to the report
filed, Sootsman and another
officer were responding to a
call from the women that a
voyeur was looking into their
dormitory window. Demick
said, ''While Elizabeth was explaining what happened,
Craig was standing silently
with his arms crossed or cupping his genitalia. I turned
myself away from Craig because he was looking Elizabeth
up and down, checking her
out."
A complaint to laPlante
wasmedthenextday.According to Demick, "Elizabeth was

told that the security guards
were reprimanded by Glenn
Neville. It was only because
she pushed the issue that it
ever made it to a hearing.
When things like this happen,
the administration tries to
make decisions without the
student's involvement."
In response to Sootsman
working a shift unaccompanied despite the penalty imposed by the Judicial Committee, Demick said, ''Due to the
nature of their job, security
guards hold power over
women who might be alone in
studios or in the computer
labs. I don't know ifIfeel more
comfortable having a man
found guilty of sexual harassment watching over me or
having no one at all."

Vice President of Development to leave K after eight years
Mara Bragg
News Editor
Jake Baas, Vice President for
Development, is leaving
Kalamawo College after eight
and a half years to begin his
own consulting business.
Baas said the knowledge
that he could fail is what gets
him out of bed each morning.
'1£ there's no risk involved it's
not nearly as exciting," he said.
"When you start something
new, you don't really know
whether you're going to make
it or not. I try, but I can't say
with any certainty that I will.
But I think I will. I'm pretty
positive about most things."
He said his career has included seven years in
academia, teaching history at
the University of Toledo and
West Virginia University, and
23 years in development, holding positions a t Emory Uni versity, Wittenberg University,
Washington College and "K."
Starting his own business will
be the "third incarnation" of
his career, he said.
Baas never planned to go
into development. He did not
even know what it was, he
said. While at the history department at West Virginia Uni-

versity, Baas attended a grant
writing conference and met
someone in development for
the first time, he said. That
person, who was the vice
president of Emory Universi ty,
was surprised that someone
with Baas' background was at
the conference and offered him
a job. Baas said he declined the
offer, but a year later accepted
a position that incIuded both
teaching and working in development at Emory.
"The teaching became less
important and this [development) became more interesting
so I went more in that direction," Baas said.
Later Baas said he was recruited by Wittenberg University, Washington College and
"K." According to Baas, there
is a much higher demand than
supply for people working in
development and after someone organizes a successful
campaign, he or she will receive job offers from other
schools.
'1 didn't even know there
was a job opening at
Kalamazoo College until the
president called me up," Baas
said. "1 didn't even have a resume. I would put one to-
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gether when I needed it."
According to a memo from
President Lawrence Bryan,
'Thanks in no small measure
to Jake's expertise, the Campaign for Kalamawo [CFK)
concluded about six months
early and with financial commitments in excess of its fiveyear goal." Additionally, the
1833 Society group of donors
was "formed and nurtured"
and annual alumni contributions to the college have increased, the memo said.
The CFK raised approximately $51 million, Baas said,
compared to the $45.8 million
goal. Dow Science Center,
scholarships and Markin
Racquet Center are results of
these fund raising efforts.
Baas said he has enjoyed
working with alumni volunteersaround the country. '1t's
fun to go to these areas and
just dig up somebody who
hasn't really done much for
the college or with the college
in a long time and get them
enthusiastic.
'1t's not like you're paying
these volunteers to work,"
Baas said. 'They're doing it
for the best possible reasons,
because they love the place

and they want to do it. And
working with people under
those circumstances is almost
always a pleasure," Baas said.
As a small college, "K" is an
ideal work environment in
many ways, Baas said.
"Kalamazoo College has got a
terrific faculty and really nice
students. They're the kind of
young people that are going to
come out on the top side of almost any group."
Baas said there is a trend
today of having more than one
career, especially if you have a
liberal arts education. ''You're
not a specialist, you're a generalist," Baas said, "and that
gives you the option of going

a lot of different ways." Baas
said he thinks a liberal arts college offers the finest undergraduate education because it
doesn't narrow your focus of
study too sOOn.
" A liberal arts education is
truly a generous education,"
Baas said. '1t is education in
the truest sense of the word because it's not training. Training becomes obsolete and education is timeless."
Baas said, "I've enjoyed every day I've been here. I really
have, and that's a lot of days."
After a quick calculation he
added, "I have been here approximately 3100 days. Not
bad."

....":.

Baked PotatO

Schneid~r . ..
Brian Enneking and Anastasia Farrell, K'94, former Index editors, were married Saturday, July 29 at Stetson Chapel. The
Index staff wishes them the best of luck and happiness.

News
Tennis Nats at K: future stars in the making?
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Mara Bragg
News Editor
For the 53rd year, Kalamazoo College hosts the USfA
National Boys 18 & 16 Tennis
Championships at Stowe Stadium. More than 275 players
from around the country will
play 626 matches and vie for
titles previously won by tennis
greats such as Andre Agassi
(16-and-under doubles in
1985), Michael Chang (1S-andunder singles in 1987) and
John McEnroe (IS-and-under
doubles in 1976).
The games began last Saturday and will conclude Sunday
August 13 with singles match
finals. Quarter-final singles
competition will be tomorrow
and Friday and the semi-finals
will be played Saturday.
Doubles semi-finals will be tomorrow evening with 16's finals on Friday evening and
18's finals on Saturday afternoon.
Brian Gottfried, lS-and-under singles and doubles cham-

pion in 1970, returned to "K"
Sunday and defeated Marty
Riessen in the First of America
and Motrin IB Tennis Exhibition.
The Western Tennis Association Hall of Fame, located in
Markin Racquet Center, was
dedicated Sunday, said
Darlene Pontello, Media Relations Director for the tournament. Kalamazoo Mayor Ed
Annen, Jr. and State Representative Ed LaForge presented
proclamations from the city
and state in recognition of the
Hall of Fame, said Pontello.
According to Pontello, Official Referee and past president of the USTA, David
Markin, will be inducted into
the Hall of Fame in December.
The tournament began in
1916 in New York, Pontello
said. It then moved to Culver
Military Academy in Indiana
in 1942. It left due to World
War II and moved to
Kalamazoo. Professor Allen
Stowe was instrumental in

moving the tournament to
"K," Pontello said. He served
as the tournament director
from 1943 to 1957.
"K" graduate Timon Corwin
is the present director. Corwin
won a NCAA Division III
singles title as a "K" student.
Close to 900 volunteers help
with score keeping,. maintenance, the pro shop, registration, special events and growing flowers for decoration.
"We couldn't do it without our
volunteers," Pontello said. The
volunteers come from the College, community and state and
are as young as seven year old
ball runners from the Junior
Development Program, she
said.
Thursday is alumni day and
on Friday there will be a tennis clinic from 5-6 p.m a t Stowe
Stadium. The clinic is free and
open to the public and the
players will offer tips on the
game. Tickets for the tournament are available on a daily
basis at the gate.

Five years later the wall still stands

Focusing on the new "K" experience
Michael Mundahl
Index Staff
This past Tuesday evening,
Student Commission jointly
sponsored an informal discussion of the proposed curriculum changes with members of
the Experiential Education'
Committee and C9. We discussed the new "K Experience"
(replacing the K-Plan) which
has three distinct sections to it.
The first of the three organizing sections, Foundations.
would contain within it the
"Gateway Seminar" and several other course areas that
would hopefully be a part of a
new student's first year on
campus. Explorations would
then broaden our horizons by
giving us "Areas of Study"
(formerly distributionals), CD,
Study Abroad, and would also

be the time at which we started
to drift towards a specific major. The final section, ConnectiQm, would serve to tie all of
our experiences together
through course Clusters, Senior
Seminars, the SIP, comprehensive exams, and the Senior

Colloquium.
Our efforts would then culminate in the formation of our
Kalamazoo Portfolio. This portfolio would contain our educational experiences and accomplishments from all four
years. There would also be an
Experiential Transcript in add ition to our Academic Transcript.
This Experiential TranSCript
would catalogue our learning,
leadership, service, and work
experiences that are a part of
the "K Experience."
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Ingo Brengmann
Index Staff
When Ger;many,celebrates
its fifth anniversary of reunification on October 3, only a few
remains of the Berlin wall will
be seen, in museums. But
while the new German capital
prepares itself fer· its coming
duties a11d trie$ to fill the open
gaps in the city's heart with
million dollar high rise buildings, another wall still remains.
This wall might be more cruel
and surely is more underestimated in its effects than the
actual concrete wall.
Forty years of separation
left its mark on Germans, both
from the East and the West.
Two systems clashed in 1990:
socialism and capitalism, both
deeply anchored in the
people's way of thinking and
acting. To expect that attitudes
would change overnight was
ridiculous. Still, most Germans
expected this to happen.
When reunification was
suddenly possible, East Germans, or "Ossis," had baSically
two choices, either accept the
West German lifestyle and act
like a "Wessi" or continue with
their tradi tional socialist way
of living. West Germans, for
sure, would not give up any
aspect of their lifestyle.
The forty years of a different culture are now subject to
scientific research. A recent
study conducted by HorstEberhard Richter and Michael
Geyer shows the differences in
unified Germany. East Germans are more sociable, feel
more respected for doing their
work and enjoy sex more. the
study said.
The average East German is
approximately one inch
shorter, slightly heavier and
dies two years before the West
German. The Ossis go to bed
earlier and get up earlier. Di-

eter Schroeder, former mayor
of Leipzig in East Germany
and a "Wessi," points out that
"the change from a SOciety of
solidarity to a SOciety of
competiton cannot be understood by East Germans."
Most dramatic is the situation in the business sector..East
Germans: so€i'llize maroC and
are not only looking for their
own advantage. Some of them
are even pursuing the dream
of a classless society.
West German managers get
tough in their quest for maximizing profits. As one manager puts it: "Most of my East
German workers lower my
output."
. The business section of the
New York Times recently featured an article abou t rising
resentments in the East Ger-

man business community.
Most East Germans feel betrayed by Western companies
taking advantage offederal tax
incentives and subsidies, just
to close plants in the East to get
rid of unwanted competition.
Many East German prod~c!S _c~~ ~ti!I ~Lbe fo,!n~ .!n
Berlin, Frankfurt arj.dE!)' Oder,
Leipzig orMagdeburg as West
German supermarket chains
refuse to stock them. KarlHeinz Hermes, a struggling
entrepreneur said: "We feel intentionally betrayed by the
West, with very little strength
to respond. They told us we
were all brothers and sisters,
that we would work together.
And we believed them. Now,
they control our industry."
Sources: Der Spiegel, The New

York Times

There are
more Ihan
30STDs
out Ihere,
and 86%
affect
people
under age 29. Untreated chlamydia can make you infertile.
Herpes never goes away. HPV causes CANCER. Some of
Ihese bugs have no symptoms, especially in women,
and left untreated, they can endanger the health of your
future children. DON'T LET EMBARASSMENT BE A
HEALTH RISK. YOU CAN TALK TO US.
EXAMS START AT $28 AND SOME STD TESTS ARE FRIiE.

CALL .US NOW. THIS IS SERIOUS.
.
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Of South Central Michigan
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Social research prompts action, security forum
Laura Whiteley, Ca t Cu tcher, &
Susan Johnson
Index Staff
Students are dissatisfied
with the campus security force,
according to comments made
in recent surveys and discussion groups. They also believe
there is a higher incidence of
crime on or near campus than
is reported.
One hundred thirty randomly selected "K" College
students were surveyed by
members of the Applied Social
Research class to determine the
true incidence of crime and
learn abou t student behaviors

regarding personal safety.
Many other students participated in discussion groups
tha t were held to discover possible ways to alter student
safety behavior.
The majority of students
that were questioned indicated
that they have little or no confidence in the security personnel, citing poor response time,
bad attitude, and lack of effectiveness and consistency as
problems. Many students said
that campus security emphasizes the wrong areas, such as
rule enforcement and security
of the college's property, rather

than important issues such as
student safety and protection.
With the exc~ption of female students who already
have been the victims of a
crime, all students stated that
they would not ask a security
guard for assistance. Of the
students who were surveyed,
93 percent said that they have
never called campus security
to escort them home late at
night. The seven percent who
have done so were all female.
Almost a quarter of the students surveyed have been the
victim of someone stalking or
following them at least once

in the past.
Nevertheless, most students have not altered their
behavior with regard to their
own personal safety. Approximately 74 percent admitted
that they sometimes walk
alone outside after midnight.
Although 87 percent have
known of at least one instance
where another student was the
victim of a theft, 77 percent
leave their room unlocked
while unattended and 67 percent have propped open an
outside security door to their
residence hall at least once.
Most students said they be-

lieved assailants are not students. However, 45 percent of
the participants knew of at
least one instance of date rape
where the perpetrator was a
student the victim knew.
36 percent of the students
surveyed said they always report a crime, whether they witness it or are the victim.
There will be a panel forum
on Thursday, August 17 at 6:30
p.rn. in the President's Lounge.
It will be a time for: students to
express their concerns with
security officers, Dean
laPlante, judicial committee
members and other students.

Oids-Upton to feature computer labs
Harnza Suria
Index Staff
College computerfacilities
will be improved upon
completion of Olds-Upton
Hall and the addition of another computer laboratory, according to Janet Price, Director
of Computer Services.
Computer Services, as well
as the departments which will
be located in Olds-Upton, have
decided to provide a
Macintosh lab, similar in setup
to the one currently in Dow,

Price said.
In addition to being open to
the COllege community
throughout the day, Price said,
these labs will be used by the
departments as teaching labs.
The need for computing facilitieson this campus pressed
the issue of designing another
computer lab for general use
by the campus community,
Price said, and Olds-Upton offered an opportUnity for this
project.
The new computer lab is

designed ~o be similar to the
Dow lab' and its twelve
Macintosh computers, Price
said. She has worked with several other department members to identify the exact details of the new Olds-Upton
Computer Laboratory.
"There will be about 16
Macintosh Power PCS bought
for Olds-Upton, however, we
will not purchase the equipment itself until November in
order to get the latest products
and lowest prices," Price said.

A new kind of Griffin in the theater
Andy Schleicher
on dra!l1a.
Index Scaff
Accordina, to Griffin, she
This fall, Gail Griffin, En- will continue as Director of
glish Department chair, will Women's Studies. While most
step down from her current college department chairs
position and become Chair of have a smaller course load, at
the Theatre and Cornmunica- "K" Griffin said shemustteach
tions Arts Department while a full load of courses in addicurrent chair, Bernard Pal- tion to her duties as departchick, is on a year sabbatical.
ment chair and Director of
According to Griffin, the Women's Studies. She said she
current members of the depart- would like to increase the
ment, Theresa Davis and Ed Women's Studies program, but
Menta, will be joined by a new she already has plenty to do.
member this year. This posiThe main duties ofa departtion has not yet been filled.
ment chair are large, but GrifGriffin said her theater ex- fin described the new experiperience includes acting in ence as one that will be enjoyproductions and serving as a able. In contrast to the English
dramaturg, a literary advisor Department's 64 rising-junior
to a theater production. She and rising-senior majors, the
said she also has researched for Theater Department only has
some theater productions and 12, accordir\g to Griffin. Grifhas taught an English course fin said she has a desire for

open communication with students and hopes they will feel
comfortable coming to her office anytime to talk.
In addition to communicating with students, Griffin said
she will relieve other department members of duties such
as working on a budget and
counseling students.
Another change in the Theater Department is occurring
with the calendar change. The
summer quarter will no longer
see a main stage production,
according to Griffin. However,
she described this quarter as
becoming a time for theater SIP
productions.
She said she hopes the Theater Department will develop
a closer connection with the
community and local high
schools.

~'{~~ K~5~}~~ec~n~ulbright S~!!~~?n~~~~finthe
ent ofthe prestigious J. William
Fulbright Foreign Scholarship
Award. The $14,000 stipend
will support a 10-month ecological research project in
Latvia beginning in September.
One of the principal purposes of the Fulbright program
is to increase mutual understanding between people in
the United States and those in
other countries by means of
educational and cultural ex-

In the award letter, Chairman Ewell Murphy noted,
"Your impressive academic
accomplishments have made
possible your participation in
the Fulbright program. We
know that you will exemplify
the same standards of excellence when you become a representative of the American
people abroad."
A biology major, Avis received a Diebold Scholar
Award for his senior research

Kalamazoo area.
Avis was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa and was the recipient of
the William E. Praeger Prize,
given to the most outstanding
senior major in biology, based
on academic achievement in
the discipline.
On completion of his project
in Latvia, Avis will pursue a
Ph.D. in plant ecology and
botany at the University of
North Carolina/Chapel Hill.
-Public Relations

Ml1sic Depar~rl;le~fl\~st~;: stttd~~! . i~cit~l~

1~m-'i~t~I§WV~~.~~~

Since this laboratory also
will be used for computerbased course lectures, "the lab
will be well equipped with
marker boards, an overhead
projector [with the capability
of displaying computer
screens] as well as a Laser
Printer," said Price.
The Olds-Upton Computer
Lab will be available for reservation by courses and also will
also feature lab assistants.
In conjunction with the Forum of Kalamazoo, a Healthy
Futures workshop is scheduled for Monday from 78 p.rn. at the Stryker Center.
Healthy Futures is part of
a national movement encouraging citizens to talk about
health problems. It promotes
a view of health that pmnrul-

Courses with a high-level of
mathematical background or
graphi~ .~ture will find thes:e
~ew faclllties useful: In ~ddl
tion, student~ workmg mdependently will also have the
aid of lab assistants in order to
easily undertake any computer-related problems. The
computer lab will be open late
to allow students to pursue
assignments which may require the use oE a computer.
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Tennis Tourney takes over

Denna Evoe
Index Staff
1200 Academy Street
They're coming to take us
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
away!!!
That was my percep(616) 337-7216
tion
of
the
campus as I walked
The Index is the official student newspaper of Kalamazoo College.
out
of
my
Severn
door on SatIt is published periodically during fall, winter, spring, and summer quarters.
urday to a mass of tennis playEditor-in-Chief .......................... Amy Trenkle Layout Editor .............................. Denna Evoe
ing teenagers, their parents,
Assistant Editor..................... Alexandra Foley Layout Editor ........................... Doug Gordon
and their siblings. I felt that our
News Editor .................................. Mara Bragg Layout Editor..................Marty Mechetenberg
own little world of Kalamazoo
Opinions Editor ............................. Ryan F10ry Copy Editor..................................JoEllen Asher
College was being hi t across the
Features Editor ................. Shannon Coleman Copy Editor.....................................Susan Yehle net into the realm of the unA & E Editor ..................... Bethany Shepherd Ads & Business ......................... Sarah Overly
known by one large tennis
Backpage Editor.............................Matt Priest Advisor ................................. Deborah Luyster
racket. Speaking from a
student's
perspective, I feel that
Staff: Rachel Bemis, Ingo Brengmann, Cat Cutcher, Jeffrey Hotchkiss, Susan Johnson, Oiff
the
rights
of the student body
Lampe, Matt Lango, Summer Medel, Moyo Meyers, Michael Mundahl, Mary Dawn Ramos,
are
being
either
neglected or forAndy Schleicher, Stacy Schwandt, Harnza Suria, Brian Tallerico, Jose Velazquez, Blake Vulpe,
gotten
about
for the week.
Laura Whiteley, Stacey Younger
There is a reason that the word
"College" is tacked on to the end
The staff editorial that appears in this box represents a majority view of the Editorial Board:
of Kalamazoo. This is neither
Editor-in-Chiej, News, Sports, Opinions, Features, A & E, Backpage, Photo and Layout Editors.
Disney World nor a country
All other editorials represent the view of the writer.
club. Kalamazoo College is an
institution for higher learning.
I think the biggest issue we
have to deal with on a daily
basis is the overcrowding.
Most of this will involve There are more tennis players
Jeffrey L. Hotchkiss
wards addressing student concerns on the new smoking greater publicity.
and people associated with the
policy has also transpired.
Additionally, the pro- tennis tournament here than
Though the current situation is posed constitution will help there are both students and
sketchy right now, student substantially. The core tenets faculty combined. What is
concerns were addressed and of the new constitution em- worse is that they are all conmeetings with the appropriate phasize greater efficiency and centrated in one area, around
administration members took continuity through specializa- the tennis courts. The problem
place. Fu ture action is being tion of du ties and a clearly de- stems from the fact that a maplanned.
fined working process. In ad- jority of the student body,
Gavin has ensured that the dition, the new constitution including myself, live in the
necessary steps were taken to provides an improved struc- same area around the tennis
address these issues and tural framework that will cre- courts. Crissey, Severn, the
implement action. The other ate an easier and more excit- German House, and the Spanside of this has been U1e enthu- ing working system and allow ish House (»ot to mention
siastic commitment of all Com- for more access and participa- Harmon) are in the vicinity of
mission members in carrying tion of students.
the tennis courts. The area is
out the necessary action.
However, the most impor- too congested for me and the
Michael Mundahl, Cam- tant factor in developing a other students to function in.
pus Ufe Committee member, more unified and goal-ori- I thought living in downtown
has been actively involved in ented Commission will be a Chicago was bad. This is
the Smoking Policy. Secretary greater commitment by Com- worse.
Christine Perry, chair of the mission members towards enHow do all of these people
Communications Coqunittee, couraging and ad vocating stuget to the tennis tournament?
has been working towards. dent participation in the affairs
Are they teleported here? Seedoor-to-door publicity and in- of the College and the overall
ing that this technology hasn't
formation gathering which campus community.
been invented yet the most
students will be seeing soon.
"his will require more logical means of transportation
Myself and others have hard work, more time spent, is automobile. That takes us to
been working diligently to- and increased dedication to- the question of parking. Acker
wards wriPng a new and more wards developing new meth- Lane before this week was a
effective structure of govern- ods of getting students in- predominant parking area for
ment in our Constitution Re- volved. In short, Commission "K" students who lived down
form Committee. We plan on will have to take bold, new
campus. Currently, Acker
presenting to Commission this steps in tackling issues that
Laneis reserved for tennis
Monday a new and more effec- have been ignored or simpily
people. The parking lot outtive Student Commission con- not recognized in the past.
side of Severn is also full of tenstitution.
Creativity is the key facto:
nis people cars. Not only is
The Financial Affairs here. And an increased level
this annoying for students, but
Committee, chaired by the of creative leadership is
it is unsafe for the cars. I have
Vice-President of Finance Jer- needed to ensure new and inseen many a car illegally
emy Hansen, will complete a novative techniques in tackbroader scale to make Comnew and revamped budgeting ling campus issues.
process for organizations by
New, in&enius ways of mission a more viable reprethe end of the quarter.
tackling issues and then"carry- sentational body in addressing
But no matter how much ing them into action must student interests and concerns
Commission accomplishes this dominate the leadership dis- and effectively implementing
quarter, the work and effective course of the Student action towards those ends.
results are not enough. As Commission's members.
This is not to say that Commiselected student leaders, ComIncreased dialogue regard- sion needs to force a political
mission can go even further as ing campus political issues environment that would force
a strong and coherent voice needs to rise. Similarly, con- students to get involved.
It was brought to my atrepresenting the students.
structive criticism and effective
Though more and more problem solving techniques tention recently that this could
new members are joining Stu- involving students need to be be extremely harmful since
dent Commission every quar- addressed in handling the Kalamazoo College has a
ter, it IS Commission's respon- College's administrative poli- unique social environment
with a unique student body
sibility to actively pursue an cies.
increased participation of the
In short, greater political that does not necessarily know
student body in campus affairs activism by Commission how or want to get involved.
and events.
Rather,
Commission
members is needed on a

Don't stop now in working towards change

parked in the Severn parking
lot facilitating potential disasters such as car crashes.
The overcrowding in this
area makes me very nervous.
Every morning, when I am on
my way to class, I fear for my
life. Car after car and person
after person have the potential
of running over me and my
fellow students. This has almost happened to me on several occasions. To top all of
this, there are little carts with
little yellow striped awnings
and multiple bench seats for
transporting the tennis people
up and down campus. Not
only do I fear being crushed by
them, this alone makes me feel
like the campus has been
turned into some sort of an
amusement park. On top of
that, I have seen the red
Kalamazoo parking authority
truck galavanting around the
campus, making sure that everyone has parked legally. The
third extraneous form of transportation I see on a daily basis
now are those hotel shuttles
transporting tennis people
back and forth from their respected hotels to the campus.
For the past two years that I
have been here, I have wondered why they call this place
KalamaZoo. Now I know.
Because of this, campus access is limi ted for those of us
who are mobile enough to own
cars. Academy Street is p~r
tially closed by tho&: ugly road
blocks. Acker Lane, as mentioned before, is closed to students due to a gate that is
manually lifted by student
workers. The third problem I
see with student access to our
own campus is that because
they closed half of Acker Lane,
they also closed one of the two
entrances/ exi ts of the Severn
parking lot. And I thought
overcrowding was bad
enough.
The whole purpose for this
article is to express my opinion of the USTA tournament.
I feel, as a student, that our
needs are being overlooked
and neglected. This is our
school, it does not belong to the
tennis people. What I would
like to see in the future is that
our feelings are taken more
into consideration in future
planning of the tournament.
should try to encourage
greater political activism
through tackling student issues that would enhance campus community and revive
more student interest and participation.
Participation is the bottom
line. Promoting participation
in student groups, student affairs, and student activities
would be an excellent first step
for Student Commission.
Progress is developing
rapidly now for Commission.
But new and creative approaches are needed to continue i's effectiveness and respectabili ty.
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The United States, land of the beautiful?
Cliff Lampe
Index Staff
Aristotle described democracy as the lowest form of government, but that was before
he met America. It seems that
we have become a country of
laws instead of people, of
rhetoric instead of ideals and
most frighteningly, of stagnation instead of growth.
I'm not trying to tum into a
doomsayer, nor am I facetiously trashing the United
States out of pique for current
trends. I am merely coming to
terms with "that I know of history and the present and what
it means to the future.
Consider the economic evidence. America has become a
debtor nation, and no debtor
nation has ever before lasted as
a power in the political forum
of nations. Each child that is
born becomes indebted for
thousands of dollars just by
being born within the fifty
states. Our unemployment
rate is not the highest in the
world, but we are definitely
not doing so well. I know that
the highest paying job my
bachelor's degree from
Kalamazoo College is likely to
attain me is that of waiter.
Consider the culture of
America, or lack thereof. We
are obsessed with violence,

becoming more infatuated
with our own dark image, our
brooding sense created from
feeling helpless not only
against street crime but in the
system at large. We are becoming a nation of victims who
revel in those images of rebellion tha t blast their ways across
our nations image laden media. Many of my friends consider the Unabomer to be some
sort of dark hero. Remember
Tank Guy, the IJ¥Ill who was
killed by police while driving
a tank through town? Another
hero and martyr for an age
where we feel the only element
of personal freedom is in expressions of violence.
How many of us feel we
have any sort of voice in the
government? The voice of
government is that of the lobbyists, of who wield more
money to pad the election
chests of certain officials.
There is no such thing as a
clean politician, nor would I
vote for one considering how
unsuccessful they would be in
the current Congress. We do
not elect people who know
how to govern, we elect people
who know how to curry favor
and screw other people on our
behalf.
It reminds me of my Roman
history. About a hundred

years before the birth of
Christ, Rome was in a similar state as we are right now.
They also had thrown off the
yoke of a monarchy and
started up a republic that had
been going strong for quite a
while. Like us, they were
pretty much an undisputed
world power, with a military
spread rather thin over all of
their territories. The military
was also a strong force in the
politics of the time. The
middle class citizenry, sick of
the depredations of the rich
and the Senate, became increasingly irate. The working
class grew increasingly oppressed and irate. Enter
Gaius Julius Caesar. He
stepped into a breach created
by class strife and dissatisfaction with government and
formed a new world order,
the Roman Empire.
Consider our own situation. Eerily parallel to that of
the Romans two thousand
years ago we are perched at
a time when change calls
from every citizen. Regardless of the rhetoric of either
the right or left, change of any
kind would be welcome. We
are a country dying, invisibly,
like sucking on carbon monoxide and just going to sleep.
Our Constitution, the social

contract that binds together so
many different peoples is unraveling, a fact apparent in the
strife over almost any political
issue in the spectrum.
The Constitution was written over two hundred years
ago and despite the efforts of
the Supreme Court to keep it
current it is falling into disrepair. We threaten to amend it
over any poli tical issue, a fact
within itself that blares of
problems to come, but the fact
is that it has already lasted beyond any other document of
its type, or the scope of the
people who created it. For instance, we now recognize that
the country is made up of more
than white males, but not all
of those citizens are equally
represented by the government. A bicameral legislative
system is inefficient and stems
from the insecurities of some
states during the crafting of
this form of government. The
system of checks and balances,
one of the greatest strengths of
our government, has led to a
bureaucracy that has been lampooned since the time of Mark
Twain. In fewer words "Bad
Mojo."
Any form of government by
the people depends on the
knowledge of the people, but
people are already over-

whelmed with their lives so
that it is only people who devote their lives to politics that
have enough knowledge to
make informed decisions. The
rest of us blindly, for the most
part, make decisions and follow habits that should always
be signed with the name
"Baaaaaaahhhhhhh."
Here's what we do. Call a
constitutional convention and
change the whole mess. Sit in
a big room, have every person
cast their vote and find out
what the hell to do. My personal choice is to suspend the
whole thing, go back into a triumvirate type setup where we
have some sort of Platonic
Guardian class that handles
nothing but government, with
no duty or goal:; beyond that.
The least we can do is vote for
term limits, get the deadwood
out of the senate and the
people back in the system.
Remember that the government is ours, and we have the
ultimate authority and power
to change it and make it better.
~ have a country in peril. We
can not continue along this path
for much longer, though we
would like to wrap ourselves in
illusion of health and wealth that
belietheactuaIsituation. ~ran
to open our eyes and our rrouths.

An1appeal to the justice system: Abu-Jamal's fight for freedom
Cat Cutcher
Index Staff
As fairly priveleged members of our society, we are often so sheltered to believe that
our government is committed
to the principles of justice and
equality. However, injustice
and human rights violations
are
rampant
here
in
Amerikkka, where people are
imprisoned for crimes they did
not commit and denied their
basic rights for representation
in an often corrupt and racist
criminal justice system.
This is glaringly evident in
the case of MumiaAbu-Jamal,
a prominent radio/print journalist who was a former member of the Black Panthers and
past president of the Philadelphia Associa tion of Black Journalists. Abu-Jamal has been
on Death Row since 1982 for
the alleged murder of a white
police officer in Philadelphia.
On December 9, 1981,AbuJamal witnessed his brother
being beaten by Philadelphia
Police Officer Daniel Faulkner.
When he rushed to the aid of
his brother, he was shot and
almost killed by the officer.
The officer was then fatally
shot in the back and the head
by another man who is said to
have fled the scene and was
never identified. After being
beaten by police at the scene of
the crime, arrested, and further
abused in the hospital, AbuJamal was falsely accused of

murdering the police officer.
Moreover, Abu-Jamal was
In 1982, Abu-Jamal was sent denied the right to represent
to trial on a third-degree mur- himself or to choose his own
der charge before Judge Albert legal counsel. For much of the
Sabo. Sabo, a former member trial he was barred from the
of the Philadelphia Fraternal courtroom. He was appointed
Order of Police, has sentenced an incompetent civil law attormore people to death than any ney, Anthony Jackson, who
other judge in the country (31 was only allotted $800 to cover
total, only 2 were white). He the investigation, all witnesses,
is well-known for his "crack- and expert testimony, includdown" approach to convicting ing pathology and ballistics
criminals and is obviously bi- experts. Jackson reported that
ased in fa vor of his "brothers" he had only 5 weeks to prepare
at the Philadelphia Police De- for the case and was denied the
assistance of another attorney.
partment.
Although Abu-Jamal was
Although the prosecution
convicted for the murder of Of- reported that Abu-Jamal had
ficer Daniel Faulkner, the evi- shot the officer in self-defense, .
dence for his innocence, and Judge Sabo focused his convicthe police department's role in tion upon Abu-Jamal's former suppressing crucial evidence, political affiliation with the
is staggering. In the investiga- Black Panther Party, reasoning
tion which followed, it was that, as an ex-Black Panther, he
determined that Officer had always wanted to kill a
Faulkner was killed by a .44 police officer. Abu-Jamal was
caliber gun, while the gun sentenced to Death Row for his
which Abu-Jamal was carrying political beliefs and has been
was a .38 caliber. However, the . in prison ever since. His appolice withheld this informa- peals for retrial have been contion from the court-appointed sistently denied by Judge Sabo
defense attorney in the 1982 since 1982.
trial. Furthermore, four witOn June 2,1995, Pennsylvanesses reported having seen nia Governor Tom Ridge
another man fleeing the scene. signed the death warrant for
However, the police withheld Abu-Jamal, and his execution
the identities of these wit- date was set for August 17.
nessesfrom Abu-Jamal's attor- Throughout this summer,
ney to prevent him from con- thousands of people throughtacting them. The witnesses out the world have organized
were harassed by the cops in to in protest of the injustice of
giving either no testimony or Abu-Jamal's execution, resultfalse testimony.
ing in demonstrations, fund-

raisers, and letter-writing campaigns in support of AbuJamal's retrial.
On August 7, two weeks
into a hearing for Abu-Jamal's
retrial and ten days before
Abu-Jamal was to be executed,
Judge Sabo granted an indefinite stay of execution for AbuJamal. However, Sabo insists
that the stay was only granted
because the high courts would
not have time to review the
case before the execution.
Abu-Jamal has not yet been
guaranteed a retrial, and Judge
Sabo will continue to push for
his execution. Abu-Jamal's
supporters must continue to
insist upon a retrial of the case,
for only then will Abu-Jamal
be given a chance to attain the
freedom which has been
wrongly denied to him for the
last 13 years.
If you are outraged by the
injustice of this case, you can

speak up in support of AbuJamal's retrial by writing letters, sending e-mail messages,
signing petitions, or marching
in any of a number of rallies in
the area. You can send letters
to:
Governor Tom Ridge
Main Capitol Building
Room 225
Harrisburg, PA 17120
or call: (717) 787-2500
You can also e-mail your request for a retrial by mailing
to:
or http://www.xs4all.n1/
-tank/ spg-1/ sigaction.htrnl
There will also be a rally on
M umia' s behalf in Grand Rapids on Thursday, August 10 at
7:00 p.m. at City Hall, 333
Monroe N.W. If there are
enough people interested,
Kalamazoo College can send a
van. Call Cat Cutcher at 3855130 for more details.
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Tales with a Noontime Twist

Stacey Younger
Index Staff
Once upon a time, in 1983,
in a city called Kalamazoo,
Nelda K. Balch founded the
Noontide Tales, said Susan
Allen of the Kalamazoo College Library. Noontide Tales
have been going on ever since.
Every Wednesday in July
the Kalamazoo College Community, and residents of
Kalamazoo enjoy hearing
children's tales, or short stories
read by some of Kalamazoo
College's greatest orators, such
as· Dr. David Barclay, Dr.
Donald Flesche, and Dr.
Marigene Arnold.
According to Allen, the library sponsors the activity,
taking care of publicity and
setting up the food. However,
it is always produced and directed by Nelda Balch, the
Emerita Professor of Theater,
from whom Balch Playhouse
gets its name.
People are encouraged to
bring a sack lunch, or fruit and
cookies are available for pur-

chase, while iced tea and water are provided for all.
The readings are held in
the library's courtyard, or, during poor weather, somewhere

open to the public without
charge.
Every year Balch picks a
theme and chooses stories that
fit the theme. This year's was

writes biographies of the authors for each week, and, if
possible, the histories behind
the stories.
About six years ago, the

in the library, according to
Allen who has been in charge
of organizing the event for the
past two years. The event is

"Shorts by the Masters," stories by the classic European
and American authors. Carol
Smith, reference librarian,

Kalamazoo Institute of Arts
(KIA) became involved. The
program continued to be on
Wednesdays at Upjohn Li-

brary, and was repeated on
Thursdays at the KIA so that
the downtown crowd could
enjoy the stories on their lunch
hour.
Barclay, who read an excerpt from W. Somerset
Maugham's "The Colonel's
Lady," has read for the Noontide Tales for three or four
years.
He described every rehearsal with Balch as a "wonderful experience." Barclay
said that he learns "invaluable
lessons" about pitch and intonation. Barclay additionally
noted that Balch is a "very demanding, yet very understanding" director.
At the start of the summer,
Balch hinted that this may be
the last year for Noontide
Tales, however towards the
end of the summer she was
unsure, said Allen.
At any rate, Allen "hopes to
continue some kind of noon
program next July," though, "it
may have a slightly different
twist."

Stalking on campus: keeping safe, finding help
very little information avail- shame, and fear as common
able on how to deal with either reactions. She also examined
Stalking is a willful course of the emotional impact or the the profile of a stalker, pointconduct involving repeated or actual circumstance of a stalk- ing out that he/she could be a
friend, former lover, acquaincontinuous harassment of another ing.
In order to provide some of tance or even a stranger.
individual that would cause a reaGardner additionally
sonable person to feel terrorized, this missing information the
frightened, intimidated, threat- Women's Resource Center stressed what students can do
ened, harassed or molested and held a discussion on August 1 to protect themselves from
that actuallv causes the victim to entitled "Stalking: What Every stalkers. Some pointers were:
feel terrorized, frightened, intimi- Woman Should Know." The 1) Travel with others and vary
dated, threatened, harassed or mo- guest speakers included Betty the routes you take frequently.
lested.
Tater-Gardner, a therapist at 2) Inform friends of the situa-from Enrolled House Gateway
Services
in tion and check in with them
Bill No. 5472
Kalamazoo and a domestic often.
The subject of stalking violence specialist, and Susan 3) Lodge a complaint with the
arises with dismaying regular- Mayo, the Kalamazoo City Po- police.
ity on this campus but is rarely lice Detective in charge of 4) Get an anti-stalking restraining order against the stalker
treated with the seriousness it stalking cases.
Gardner started the forum (this assumes you know who
deserves. People who have
been stalked (usually women) by discussing the psychologi- he or she is.)
are given the message that cal impacts of stalkmg. She 5) Compile a log of incidents,
what happened to them was a highlighted the emotional im- including time, place, and deresult of miscommunication or pact of being stalked, listing tails such as a description of
youthful exuberance. There is depression, anxiety, guilt, the stalker.
MoyoMeyers
Index Staff

6) Counseling may be beneficial.
Mayo concluded the discussion with a look at the legal perspective on stalking.
She emphasized that the most
important thing to do is to register a complaint with the police. Once a complaint is registered, it is not necessary to
begin prosecution. However,
it can help for a subsequent
persecution of the stalker.
Once a complaint is registered, the police can send a
warning letter to the stalker.
Another option is to get a
civil restraining order from
the Circuit Court Clerk's Office. Neither a lawyer nor a
court appearance is necessary
to obtain a restraining order.
However, they are long and
difficult to fill out, according
to Mayo.

Mayo said that in her experience, in most cases all
that is needed is a warning
from the police.
"Nobody wants to be labeled a stalker, " ~he said.
Other sofircesof information and help on stalking issues al"P.:
Michigan Women's Commission
(517)373-2884

Self Help Groups
Self Help Gearing House
1-800-m-5556

Victim Advocacy
KalamazooCounty
Prosecutor's Office
(616)383-8900
Stalking Victims Hotline
(517)543-3775

OFF THE QUAD
Question by Mary Dawn Ramos
Photos by Rachel Bemis

What is your most memorable Foreign Study experience?

"When we went shrimp fishing out in the Pacific Ocean
on a a rickety little boat with
Fisher boys."
- Amy Kleine, K'96 (Ecuador)

"Sitting on the steps of the
post office eating deli chocolate that just got shipped in for
Christmas. Also, getting my
butt grabbed by a tourist
guide, riding on the top of
buses, and waiting in line for
three hours for a package."
- Sarah McKenna, K'96
(Ecuador)

'1 was deported."
- Kimberly Schulz, K'96
(GLCA European Academic
Term - England, Poland, Germany)

"Snowboarding for the first
time down the Swiss Alps . ..
That was dumb."
- Melissa Bullard, K'96
(Strasbourg, France)

"Swimming with sea lions,
giving vaccinations, watching
babies being born, riding on
top of the train and having to
duck as you go through tunnels, and bunking with some
animal that ate the soft part
of popcorn."
-Yolanda F1enoury, K'96
(Ecuador)
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Yes, we do exist: message from WJMD
Denna Evoe
Index Staff
To answer everybody's
burning question, yes, WJMD
still exists. Although it's not
up and running, the dedicated
staff of Carsten Nielson, K'%,
Josh Azriel, K'96, Rich
Utarnachitt, K'96, Ani!
Mathew, K'96, Denna Evoe,
K'97, and Alison Crane, K'97
are making enormous efforts
to get the station back on its
feet as soon as possible. What
is the current standing of the
station? Will the station be up
by the time I graduate? These
are the buring questions.
Currently, WJMD is only
audible in the Hicks foyer,
Marriot and the game room.
But we're trying to set up a
new system that would again
broadcast to the entire campus.
In technical terms, that means
we need a fiber driver. Fiber

drivers convert radio waves
into light and back into radio
waves. Fiber drivers are a
mouthful
of fiber optic jargon,
but they're
the key to
transmitting tunes
into your
room! Will
Sutton, K
'95, and
others are
going to assemble the
drivers and
P

casting only to Harmon and
DeWaters at first, but the goal
is to reach all six of the dorms.

a u 1

Manstrom,
Director of Facilities Management, has agreed to install and
incorporate the drivers with
the wire already buried underneath campus.
WJMD anticipates broad-

Nielson says he's working on
it right away, but that it takes
a couple of weeks to receive
the fiber drivers, and another
few days to assemble and install them. From an optimist's

point of view, the system could
be functioning by the end of
the summer.
But the
staff at the
station is still
trying to access an FM
transmitter.
Not only do
they need a
transmi tier,
but they also
needFDCapproval on the
system.
They've been
talking about
this for over a
year now.
The problem is that our FM
transmitter was never shipped
to the FDC for approval. Everyone waited over a year for
nothing. That's why we
switched back to AM transmis-

sion and need new fiber drivers. "We're working on it and
making progress every day,"
says station manager Azriel.
What can "K" students do
to help? First, you could support the station by helping put
together the fiber drivers.
Sutton may be good at what he
does, but he can't accomplish
this task alone. Anyone interested in helping out, please call
one of the management staff at
their respective phone numbers. Secondly, buy one of the
ultra-hip WJMD t-shirts for
only $5. They will be on sale
ninth weekend at this year's
Quadstock. To make the uitrahip shirts even hipper, WJMD
will provide dyes for tiEXiying.
Thirdly, be nice to the station
crew as they swim through the
miles and miles of wire hidden
underneath the campus.

"

A few comments: Crimes of the Heart reviewed
Matt Lango &
Bethany Shepherd
Index Staff
The following is an approximation of a conversation
between two friends over a
cup of coffee . after seeing
Crimes of the Heart, directed by
Anjalee Deshpande, K '95:
Matt: So Beth, what did you
think of the play?
Beth: I liked it. It had energy
and it.d:i'd manage tp ,tC}lk
about spouse abuse and racism without bein!! a dark plav.
But the plot also lacked resolution. At the end, Lenny
(Beth Bowden, K '96) was the
only character who gave me a
sense of having become stronger, able to resolve her life,
and that was because of the
death of her grandfather. Everyone else seemed willing to

celebrate each other's company and just get on with life.
I just wasn't able to view the
play in terms of women successfully pulling together and
overcoming patriarchal oppression. Resolution is rarely
an important aspect of contemporary literature, but if the
point was to show women asserting themselves, I don't
think the scripf ~uc.~s. So
w.hat did yol,l- ~ink?
Matt: I like big musicals like
Cats. But I " ~u~ht this was
good. It was a little slow at
times, especially when there
was only one person on stage;
it seemed like the actors were
really struggling to keep the
story together.
Beth: I know what you mean.
Those were the times that I
would realize I was watching

a play. But scenes like lenny's
birthday and the one where
Chick (Cat Goodman, K'97)
got chased by a broom while
Babe (Rebekah Joy Barber K
'98) laughed were !OOre engaging. When the characters interacted, the acting was wonderful. They built each other
into more believable roles.
Matt: I really enjoyed the lawyer, Barnette (Sam O'ConnerDivelbiss, K '97). He wore a
big funny suit which reminded
mP of Oavici

Rvrnp in Hut T,.,,,_

ing Heads video. He also did
some highly inspired interpretive dancing, which for me,
was the highlight of the
evening.
Beth: O'Conner definitely has
fantastic stage-presence. I also
thought Barber did an excellent job playing Babe. It would

have been so easy to make her
character seem out of it or stupid . Instead, I really got the
sense that this was just a
woman more inclined to be in
her own infernal world. When
it came to talking to Lenny or
Meg (Charmaine Marisol de la
Rosa, K '97), she knew exactly
what was going on; she was
alert and insightful. La Rosa's
gave me the impression that
she had figured out what her
character was all about.
Matt: I think all the actors did
a eood iob of playing their
characters. There was some
over-acting during a few
scences. But for the most part,
everyone did really well. I was
also really impressed by the
set. Burlingham's attention to
detail made it feel like a real
kitchen.

Beth: And the doorway to the
outside of the house is a good
example of a simple prop put
to good use. Given the limitations of the Dungeon The~tre,
I think they used the space
pretty well. I got the impression that the audience could
see everything from any seat
in the house, even though the
top row seats where we sat
were so close to the edge, I was
terrified of tipping off.
Matt Well, wedidn'tfall. And
on the way out, I only heard
good comments about the
play.
Beth: I wanted to think about
the fuzzy issues the plot brings
up, but mostly I walked away
feeling like I'd been satisfactorilyentertained. I also heard
someone say the play made
them want to have sisters.

Star potential in the movie making business
Brian Tallerico
Index Staff
Nine Months starring Hugh
Grant, Julianne Moore, Tom
Arnold, Joan Cusack, Jeff
Goldblum, and Robin Williams. Directed by Chris Columbus.
Waterworld starring Kevin
Costner, Jeanne Tripplehorn,
Dennis Hopper, and Tina
Majorino. Directed by Kevin
ReynOldS.
For most of Hollywood, the
idea of a foolproof box office
star has disappeared. Except
for Jim Carrey, what star can
guarantee a big opening weekend at the multiplex? Stallone
bombed with his fu turistic
Judge Dredd. Schwarzenagger
and Cruise come close to the
ideal money-making star, but
even they can fail. This July
two big stars opened films that
Could define their box office
standing.
Hugh Grant, the star of Four
Weddings and a Funeral, stars
in his first big Hollywood film,
Months. The
that

be want to know if he can hit it
big in an "American" film .
KevinCostnerhasbeenhitting
it big in the U.s. for a while.
At the beginningofthe decade
he seemed unstoppable (like
Carrey.) He wentfrom Dances
With Wolves to Robin Hood to
lFK to The Bodyguard. But
then Costner hit the ropes,
hard. A string of bombs including A Perfect World and
The War diminished Kevin's
polished star. But he's hoping
to regain the box office title
with the most expensive film
ever made, Waterworld .
Both films have grossed
more than they needed to
guarantee the status of Grant
and Costner. But are they
good? That's a question that I
don't think Hollywood is too
concerned a bout, bu t you
might be.
Let's start with the newcomer. Grant tries his hardest
to save a horrible script but
can't quite do it. I was really
excited to see Nine Months. I
like the entire cast and the

premise sounded cute. Maybe
a little too cute. Chris Columbus (the director and writer)
has been living in Hollywood
far too long. He sees relationships in old-fashioned movie
cliches. I didn't believe any of
the characters in Nine Months
existed outside of the movie
world. Therefore, the "hearttugging" moments didn't do a
thing forme. IfeitlikeColumbus was trying to pull my
strings but not giving me any
valid characters. I didn't have
any problems with the cast, but
with a different cast, it could
have been worse.
I didn't have quite as many
problems with the veteran star
vehicle, Waterworld. I can't
quite understand why so
many people have been complaining about how much this
film cost (a rumored $200 million.) Does the ticket cost you
more? You would think consumers would want the film to
cost as much as possible. I
certainly see every penny in
the
ef-

fects (especially if you consider
that the entire set sank.)
Maybe I'm a sucker but I
bought into this expensive fantasy world.
Sadly, the hcitement is almost too much. There's a lot
of wasted potential here. Some
of the millions of dollars
should have gone to a better
writer. When the film started
I was hoping to see what it
would really be like to live on
water. Imagine never seeing
land. Some interesting psychological depths could have been
explored. Or just some simple
explanation of these people's
lives. But all character development is tossed aside for pure
kinetic action. And while I can
appreciate a great action
movie, I can also hope for
more, like characters.
Costner doesn't say much
and his partner, Jeanne
Tripplehom, has no chemistry
with the Mariner. Their relationship is dull and boring. I
found myself caring for her
because of the horrible

way that the Mariner trea ts her.
In one scene, he drops a sail on
her head and hits her with a
paddle. In the next scene she
is sewing. This "domestication" of the female was a little
too much for me.
But the excitement in
Waterworld makes up for the
lack of character development.
Almost every scene is alive
with something you've never
seen before. I just wished it
had gone beyond that. Sadly,
there's nothing to make up for
lack of character in Nine
Months .
This probably doesn't matter. Both stars will sit high atop
their box office pedestals and
waitfor the next challenge. But
Grant used to make quality
movies instead of big budget
average ones. Kevin Costner
is only occaSionally worried
about the quality of a script.
With Grant, I expected more;
at least Costner gave me what
I went for.
Nine Months.: C- .
Waterworld : B.
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"You should not use comedy you do not understand."

Hey kids! It's the Backpage placemat! Have a good time with these games and puzzles while waiting for your
food! Take a crack at all six games creatively and correctly and turn it in to a helpful member of the Backpage staff.
The best entry wins this week's Backpage contest anclsomething special for you. Good luck friends!
TRICKY WORD SEARCH I

The list of bands scheduled to play at this year's Quadstock is an
impressive one. Find all their names in our word search!
SPANKSGNING
MIMICIDE
CAMEL HAMMER
CLOWN ACCOUNTANT
PORN FLAKES
POPEOPHlUA

1HE VELVITEEN HABIT
1HE MAA1MAN AVE
1HE CROUWNICONS
SEX WI1H MINERS
NASAL FROSTING
FAC MAN FEVER

BRIDE OF GUMP
BEEF SQUEEZINGS
GOAT LOZENGE
SUIODER
AMISH TRAUMA
SANTA'S GOITER

P Q E K K ~ H E C R 0 U TON l e o N s
T I R P 0 R NFL A K E S G Z eLY A A
S F F 0 S P 0 0 PEP M F C L U 0 R S S
F F T P 0 H Q M CEO F C L B N W GAP
A J LEe E U GeE E H 0 A J N N 0 L A
M R M 0 F R FeD F X P Y R G I A A F N
I X L P W A A I X J R CEO Z NeT R K
S V J H woe Q v I Y M lEO GeL 0 S
H Y K I Y I MOE F M EEL FRO 0 S G
T I I L M NAY A A PUT S R U U Z T I
R I U I P T N Q H V Q W Y N P NNE I V
A N M A IFF L B S 0 A R L N T T N N I
U I B RID E 0 F GUM P Y Y SAG G N
M K T Z X M V E Z T J N U U A S N E 0 G
ALP HAD E L TAM A T TAN T X Q 0
Q Z E COB R SAN T A 5 G 0 I T E R M
THE VEL VET E E N H A BIT M U X
SEX WIT H MIN E R SUI C IDE R
THE M A A T MAN F I V E N V U M M T
Y 0 I ROT H ff R E U Y B R Y V K 0 P W

CRAZY MAZE I
The USTA has come to Kalamazoo College. You scream in bloodlust for a
parking space. Find one before the Porsche does!
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OH NOI PRESIDENT BRYAN CAN'T FIND HIS FACEI
When President Bryan woke up this morning, he discovered he had mislaid
his face! He tumed to us, the Backpage editors, to help him get a new one.
So we now ask you, our loyal readers, to help him! Show your school spirit
!
by drawing our esteemed leader a new

MATCH 'EM I

Do the following phrases sound familliar? Of couse they do! That's
because they're phrases commonly heard on this campus! Match each
phrase to the place one would hear it.
1. "Help! It's Jimmy! He's trapped

a. The Spanish House

between the moving stacks!"
2. "Jeez, I told the kids I'd be over to
unlock the door in 5 minutes. Do you
think I've got time to go for tacos?"
3. "Ich mag der Wunderweld die
Puppetheater. (I love the wonderful
world of puppet theater.)"
4. "Excuse me, but I'm a theater major
and I seem to have wandered into
the wrong building and now I can't
find my way out."
5. "And sometimes, on a slow day, I
put a litt-le something sent to me in
someone else's empty box. It just
makes me feel good."
6. 'No, Gerardo's not here! Quit
calling!"
7. ''Well, it's Sunday again. It's a new
week and you know what that means time to change the sausages!"
8. ''Yeah, I've got it right here. Ya' know,
you're the 6th person to ask for Steph
Talsma's phone number today!"
9. ''Why did you rent those again? We just
watched Green Card yesterday and 1492:
Conquest of Paradise last week!"
10. "Sure I feel safer. But I have to sidestep
barbed wire, listen to snarling dogs, and
say, 'My voice is my passport' every time
I go for groceries."

b. The Mail Hut

c. The \\'EC House
d. The Library

e. The German House

f. The Marriott Kitchen
g. The French House
h. Dow Science Center
i. The Union Desk

j. The Security Office

EVERYBODY LOVES MAD-LiBS I
"COLLEGE INVADERS"
Late one evening, I was (1)
on the quad at
Kalamazoo College. TIred from a day of (2)
, I decided to
lie down and take a nap. The next thing I knew I was awoken by a
(3)
. I looked up to see the blinding lights of a giant (4)
- -____ floating in the sky above me. A hatch opened and out
flew tiny life-like replicants of (5) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"(6)
!," I screamed. The largest of the group landed next
from whom we will take
to me and said, 'Take me to (7)
all of your (8)
. If you don't cooperate, we will be forced
to (9)
your (10)
. Trust me, you don't
want that." Feeling nothing but loyalty for my school, I drew a
(11)
from my backpack and began using it as a weapon
while hollering, "Kalamazoo College will never bow to the people of
(12)
." (Their home planet was written in large block
letters on the side of their space vessel). Just then 'K' Security Officer
Glenn Neville, nicknamed '(13)
Head', appeared out of
." The
nowhere and exclaimed,"(4)
combined intimidation of Glenn and myself sent the aliens fleeing
. Glenn felt (16)
. I
spaceward. I felt (15)
suggested we go for a (]7)
,but Glenn suggested I "come
with him" and receive a quiet hours violation_ This made me
(18)
! As my penalty, I was forced to spend
(]9)
hours reorganizing Dean laPlante's (20)_ _ _ _ __
collection. That wasn't much fun. Next time space invaders raid my
college, instead of fighting, I think l'11 just
(21),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1) action verb ending in -ing
2) common 'K' ColIege activity verb
ending in -ing
3) scary noise
4) land vehicle
5) TV sitcom star
6) exclamation of terror
7) 'K' ColIege authority figure
8) 'K' College objects of pride
9) violent verb
10) body part(s)
11) object found in backpack

12) funny name for a planet
13) type of vegetable
14) something a Security
Officer would say
15) adjective
16) adjective
17) frosty beverage
18) angry adjective
19) large number
20) collectablething
21) alternative activity to
fighting aliens

TODAY'S RIDDLE
Q: How many 'K' faculty members does it take to screw in a light bulb?
A: More than it should_
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President responds to faculty/staff budget cuts
Amy Trenkle
Editor-tn-Chief
Recent faculty and staff
cuts are "a way that over a
four year period we can
achieve budget stability that
would put us in a better position for the future," said President Lawrence Bryan.
During the past two days
three full-time, tenure-track
appointees; two full-time, term
appointees; and four part-time
instructional appointees were
notified that their contracts
would not be renewed for the
1996/97 academic year.
Bryan would not disclose
the names of faculty that
would be leaving. "I think it
would be inappropriate while
we're still in the process of
talking with individuals and
the process of working ou t individual arrangements,"
Bryan said. "It's premature to

be giving out lists of individuals whether it be staff or faculty," according to Bryan.
"The College is undergoing
some of what the
business communi ty refers to as 'restructuring:"
Bryan said. That
means, according
to Bryan, that the
faculty and administration can
"look at efficiencies within the institution and find

eliminated.
"Overall reductions are disproportionately weighted toward non-teaching adminis-

ways that we can control our
expenses."
Bryan said, "The phrase in
business now is 'Leaner, but
smarter.'"
According to Bryan, "Education, is 'labor intensive.'"
That is why some positions
Will be restructured and others

trative functions. No academic
majors, minors, or concentrations are to be eliminated," according to Bryan.
Bryan said the decision process was a long, involved and
painful one. 'We tried to abide
by a number of principles: respecting tenure, respecting en-

dowed positions and trying to
eliminate as few full time kinds
of posts possible," said Bryan.
"In terms of the decision

The decision process
was along, involved
and painful one.

making, certainly
the senior staff
members
did
yeoman's work in
this process. In the
midst of this plan
it is very difficult
to understand. It's
very difficult for
staff, administrative, or faculty col-

leagues to be directly involved
in decisions that might mean
somebody's job," said Bryan.
Even though the changes
may be seen as steps back from
the progress of recent years,
"In the longer view,
Kalamazoo College was both
perceived and was in sub-

Students gather to show support for faculty
Mara Bragg
News Editor
Students filled the lobby of
the Light Fine Arts building
vesterday afternoon and
cheered and clapped as faculty
and staff members entered
Dalton Theatre for a faculty
meeting.
According to Stacy Shafer,
K'96, the purpose was to show
student support for the faculty.
The gathering was organized informally by various
students working together and
spread by word of mouth.
"This is the first time in a long
time that Kalamazoo College
students are standing up for
something," she said.
Bridgette Sparkman, K'97,
said "Being apathetic is pretty
pathetic and it's important that
we all get together and su pport
the faculty."
Students held signs that
said, "Aren't professors more
important than modems and

new key cards?", 'We have a
voice in our education?", 'We
are concerned. We will take
responsibility for the quali ty of
our education," "Don't include
our education in your cuts,"
"Why so hush-hush?" and
"Faculty cuts hurt 'K' students."
Students voiced manyopinions. Alida Turner, K'97, said
"Cutting faculty and staff will
hurt the quality of our education."
Stewart Markel, K'96, said
"It's certain that cuts have to
be made, but it's questionable
about where those cuts are
made and what kind of programs have to go."
Meg Batzer, K'96, noted that
these issues have surfaced at
the end of the quarter and
many students wi\l be "off"
next quarter and unable to follow what happens.
Students at the gathering
shouted out that this timing

makes it like that of the calendar changes and smoking
policy and reduces student input.
Heather Simpson, K'97,
said uI don't think anybody
really knows what's going on
and that's not fair."
Josh Azriel, K'96, a manager
at WJMD and president of the
Jewish organization, said he
would rather see those organizations cut back, library hours
reduced or early retirement
plans offered to tenured faculty near retirement than have
some of the "finest"
professor's positions eliminated.
"They've got to be more creative in these cuts," he said.
Corey Schulze, K'97, said
"It's pretty reasonable to assume that the school can't
function as a business because
they're forgetting the first presupposition of running a business that the customer is al-

ways right, and the customer
in this case is the student. I
would like to know why no
student input has been asked
for in determining what
classes we're going to take and
what kind of education we're
going to get."

stance an excellent, distinctive,
and attractive ·institution ten
and twenty years ago before
some of those enhancements
were implemented," said
Bryan.
Bryan sites the cuts as ways
to remain competitive, affordable, and an option for outstanding students.
According to Bryan the College needs to raise all the tuition and revenue as possible.
'We need to use our own financial aid resources wisely in
terms of merit and need based
aid," said Bryan. However,
those alone do not insure that
the College will remain competitive, distinctive, or affordable for the future.
Bryan said that they are trying to preserve the instructional program to the best of
their ability. "This doesn't
mean that there won't be any
impact, but we're trying the
best we can to minimize that
impact," said Bryan. Cost savings in the administrative
sytems, offices, and functions
are being closely examined.
Bryan, in conjunction with
Student Commission, will be
hosting a forum for students at
7:00 p.m. in the President's
Lounge tonight.

Students gathered to support faculty and staff as they entered
the Fine Arts Building for a faculty meeting yesterday. Students
showed support with their presence, signs, and applause.
Above: Demrie Wilkinson, K'97, and Gretchen Pokorski, K'97
Left: Kalamazoo College student body awaits faculty arrival.
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Land/Sea sails in a new direction
Alexandra Foley
ASSistant Editor
Land/Sea, the wilderness
orientation program headed
by Dr. Tom Breznau, Executive
Director of the Stryker Center
and Director of Land/Sea, has
under gone some major
changes over the past few
years. Breznau hopes it will be
"able to start evolving into sort
of an outdoor club."
The first of the changes upgraded the safety and first-aid
training. The leaders now participa te in a 20 hour wilderness
first-aid course, Breznau said.
Besides the leaders gaining
more confidence, they are "really getting some superb content in terms of how to deal
with wilderness type situations," he said.
Another goal was an expansion of the program. This year
60 incoming freshmen, instead
of the 36 of two years ago, can
participate.
Because of park environmental regulations limiting the
group number to six, the
groups will be organized differently, Breznau stated. Each
group will have five students
and one leader. '1 struggled
with that from a safety standpoint," he said.

The 20 day program will
have the same components of
previous trips - hiking, canoeing, climbing and rappelling,
the solo experience, and sailing.
Although he said that the
"itinerary of the program is
still essentially the same,"
Breznau is very excited about
a new addition to the itinerary
of the trip this year. He explained that some groups will
not sail, but will explore further north in the park, something that none of the previous groups have done.
One of the other changes
made was a successful attempt
to make the program fiscally
sound. Breznau said the fee is
$1014, a three percent increase
from last year. The fee was
raised so that the program was
able to pay for itself instead of
being subsidized by the college. He added that it is still a
"really good deal."
Of the Land/Sea program,
Breznau stated that the trip
"includes a very strong caring
about the wilderness; it involves a very strong leadershi p
component.". He also said,
"it's a wonderful program in
terms of timing."
"The students return much

more confident ih their own
abilities to deal with stressful
situations-difficult situations-and they have a lot more
power within themselves than
they knew they had," he said.
There are 12 leaders participating in Land/Sea this year,
and Breznau said, "my real effort is focused on them." In
addition to the first-aid training, the leaders go up a week
before the students for leadership training and logistical
work, he said.
UM y job is really to support
and focus on the leaders and
make sure they have everything they need to do a wonderful job," he added.
Breznau also said that the
leaders find it is a very different experience from being a
participant.
Chris Kious, K'96, a former
participant, stated that the expansion of the program "gives
more people a chance [to participate], plus as a facilitator,
you get to meet incoming students at an intense level."
Another rising senior Kimberly Schulz, who has been
both a participant and a leader,
said, Tm excited to go and I'm
curious to see how the program has developed."

New key card system to come

International students on the go
Ingo Brengmann
Index Staff
For those of you who were
not aware, there actually was
an International Student Organization (ISO) this summer.
Members of ISO were students from Nigeria, Mexico,
Ecuador, France and Germany
this summer quarter. Lynn
Leonard, Associate Director of
Admissions, was the ISO advisor.
Parts of the students' cultures were shared with other
UK" students at International
Food Night. The event challenged students, who usually
do not cook or do not cook in
these large quantities. With
some recipes only memorizied, pots of boiling water,
can openers that request years
of work-outs, and emerging
gas that deprives one of all
oxygen, the stress was on.
Ma jor ISO activities included travelling. The first
trip to the South Haven beach
July 4 left the students two
minutes time to get into the
water and rush out again due
to thunderstorms. At the Ann
Arbor Art Fair things started
to heat up - temperatures in

the upper 90's left members
swea ting while strolling along
enjoying genuine American art
and political activist group
propaganda.
To quench the thirst for cultural goodies, Chicago offered
a Claude Monet exhibition.
The $15 tickets would not keep
the ISO members from exploring the world famous impressionist paintings. the group
followed the museum tour
with German food and shopping in Chicago.
The highlight of this
summer's ISO activi ties was a
weekend trip to St. Louis, Missouri. The group stayed at the
home of the aunt of Henry
Langreder, K'97.
Melting at a heat index of
120 degrees the group made its
way through the Museum of
Westward Expansion, the Old
Court House, Union Station
and other interesting Sights.
On top of it all, they viewed the
Gateway Arch at night.
ISO members appreciate
the support of Hope Nguyen,
K'97, and Langreder who supported the group's endeavors
and did most of the organization and planning.

Sarah Overly
Ads & Business Manager
Beginning Tuesday oHirst
week Fall Quarter, students
will use their student ID to
enter the residential halls, according to Vaughn Maatman,
Dean of Residential life. Work
on the new system is expected
to begin later this week.
The new cards, which
Maatman said will look similar to a credit card, will contain
the student's picture, I D number and social security number as well as the library bar
code and a magnetic strip to be
used as a key card and in
Marriott and Quad Stop.
Maatman said the cards are
equipped to some day work in
vending machines, the bookstore and "the whole nine
yards."
Maatrnan said they decided
to change because the College
currently has an "antiquaited
system" and the time has come
to "upgrade and replace."
Aside from the problem of
multiple cards for the students
to carry, he said the hard and
software of the current system
is troublesome and not compatible with other systems.
The changes, which were
negotiated between AT&T and
Head of Security, Glenn
Neville, will cost the college
$65, 000 to $70,000, Maatrnan
said. The college was able to
receive a deal because AT&T
was already coming to Michigan to change the system at
Eastern Michigan University.
Also, he said they will be able
to use much of the existing sys-

tern. Maatman said the college has the capabilities to install a key card system in other
college buildings, such as
Dewing, but right now the
funds are not available. However, he said they intend to install them "once the funds become available."
Starting later this week the
old system will be taken down
and students will need to use
their keys to enter the dorms.
The keys only work in one
dorm so Maatman said students need to make arrangements to move between

dormS.
They will begin installing
the new system the week of
September 5 and they will test
it the week of September 12.
Maatman said Student Services has the equipment to
make the cards and will begin
with the new freshmen during
orientation week. Returning
students need to have their
photos taken on Monday of
first week, or the first day of
the quarter that they return.
Maatman was unable to say
the cost to students if the card
is lost.
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AdIl!issions looks to increase awareI1ess and diversity of "K"
Hamza Suna
Index Staff
During this year's recruiting effort, the Admissions Office has experimented with
novel ideas, and has attained
greater results, according to
Dean of Admissions, Terry
Lahti. These changes concern
the way "K" is presented to
prospecti ve first year students
.
sed t h e future
an d h ave mcrea
. I .
L h .
racla mIx on campus, a t1
said.
"One of our objectives has
always been to create an honest, motivated and quality im. . th
age to aII those that VISIt e
campus," Lahti said. The itinerary 0 f pre- f res hmen tours
and visits is not to applaud the
. propertIes
. 0 f t hi s coIcosmetic
lege, she said, but instead to
highlight all it has to offer aca. IIy.
. IIy as weII as socIa
d emlca
One way of doing this is to
make visits and interviews
made by Admissions counselors just as personal and informative as a small-class setting.
"Delivering an accurate im. mc
. I u d es sh owmg
. the
pressIon
incoming students that the
small school setting really
works and would be good for
them," Lahti said.
Reaching out to high school
counselors by bringing them to

"K" is also a part of the new ping more regions and locals
approach. "Instead of hopping that have a significant reprefrom between 20 to 30 schools sentation of minorities within
in a week ourselves, we like their high schools," Lahti said.
this idea of bringing the same
Diversity has been sought
amount of people here over a not only within the different
weekend and delivering a areas of the United States,
more lasting impression in Lahti said, but international
their minds about Kalamazoo high schools also have been
College," Lahti said.
made aware of Kalamazoo
She also said in today's College. Recently., Admissions
competitive education market, coordinated with the Center
it is very important to stay for International Programs
ahead of the crowd and mar- (CIP) to form a multi-pronged
ket the most important quali- information network for overties of Kalamazoo College.
seas students.
Over the past few years, the
"Joe Brockington, as well as
result of such efforts to im- others in the CIP, have helped
prove the incoming classes has us in spreading the 'K' name
allowed Kalamazoo College to onto foreign guidance counseenJ'oy improved rankings in lors in schools with enough
Michigan as well as in the rest caliber to send students to 'K,'"
of the nation, Lahti said. "K" Lahti said. In addition, the
has I.\OW been recognized as College welcomed guidance
one of the best liberal arts counselors from European and
schools in the country, as well African schools as part of a
one of the best undergraduate European Council of Internainstitutions within the state, tional Schools (ECIS) Tour.
she said.
As a result of their efforts,
Another important high- Lahti said, the total number of
light of the Admissions pro- minority students has ingram is the greater emphasis creased at "K" over the past
on
creating
a
more few years. African-Americans
multicultural and ethnically have increased from 4 in 1993,
diverse campus. "We do be- to 13 in 1994 and 19 in 1995.
lieve that diversity is proving Asian-Americans also have inhealthy for this campus, and so creased from 12 students last
we are looking towards tap- year to a total of 14 next year.

••

Statistics on the class of 1999
fA
21 1995
as 0
Ugust
I

Applied
Accepted
Enrolled
First Year
Transfer
Total

# by Gender
% of Class

1995
1358
1252
351

1994
1288
1189
337

351
25
376

337
32
369

Female/Male
197/154

# of states

56/44

Female/Male
187/143
57/43

27

32

Mean HSGPA

358

351

Class Rank Top 10%
Class Rank Top 25%

55%
85%

46%
86%

ACfMean
ACfRange '
75%
25%

275

27.1

31
26

30
26

National Merit Scholars 12

13

International students from the following countries:
Degree seeking: Ecuador, Spain
Visiting International: Ecuador, Spain, France,
Germany, Japan, Mexico, Senegal, Sierra Leone

Sexual harassment v. harassment defined in new policy
Sarah Lyberg
Index Siaff
Last year, a student issued
a complaint of harassment
against a faculty member.
Only then did it corne to the
attention of the college, that
there was no procedure for
dealing with harassment complaints by students against
faculty members.
As a result, Dean of Students, Marilyn La Plante, and
the Faculty Executive Committee proposed to extend the
policy regarding procedures
for sexual harassment complaints to cover harassment
also. The faculty approved the
measure in a vote early this
quarter.
Reviewing the policy, the
definition of harrassment itself became an item of discussion. The former definition as
written in the Kalamazoo College Student Handbook read:
Harassment is defined as
any behavior, verbal or physical, which:
·victimizes an individual
on the basis of race, ethnici ty,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, creed, ideology, national origin, ancestry, age,
marital status, or physical disability; or
·involves an expressed or
implied threat to personal
safety; or
·creates an intimidating,
hostile or demeaning environment; or
·has the purpose of reasonably foreseeable effect of interfering with an individual's full

and free participation in the
educational or extracurricular
life of the College.
As some members feared
misunderstanding, or misapplication of the policy, the first
bullet describing the bases for
harassment complaints was incorporated into the general
description.
Currently, the first line
reads: 'Harassment is defined
as any behavior, verbal or
physical, which victimizes an
individual on the basis of race,
ethnici ty, religion, gender,
sexual orientation, creed, ideology, national origin, ancestry,
age, marital status, or physical
disability." Therefore, the complaint must relate to one of the
above issues. This change protects faculty from being
brought up on charges for
trivial matters, such as assigning too much homework, explains Dean La Plante.
Jerry Craft, K'96 said, "I believe that the harassment
policy is a good beginning, but
there needs to be a lot more
work done on it. What constitutes harassment needs to be
widened, and the hearing
policy needs to be changed so
that more action can be taken
on the fi rst offense."
By the new harassment
policy, a faculty or staff member brought up on charges and
found guilty by the faculty executive committee receives a
full write-up of the incident in
a confidential file. This way,
the incident does not affect tenure decisions or future em-

ployability.
The incident affects the faculty or staff member if a second incident occurs and the
relevant committee finds that
there exists sufficient grounds
for complaint.
The new policy fails to define what exactly constitutes a
second offense, asdid the 1992
policy.
Another problem is the general ignorance of the policy
among students. In an informal campus survey, twenty
people were asked what they
knew about the change in
policy. No one knew of the
change, and few knew of the
policy whatsoever.
Kimberly Schultz, K '96,
says, "Generally, I don't think
it's really a problem here. But
I guess I can see where things
would come up. I would go
to another faculty or staff
member and then see where to
go from there." Most students
asked said they would go to
their advisor or another staff
member.
Ignorance of what constitutes harassment, and the procedures to rectify the situation
may prevent a student from
acting on a situation. Kevin
Holmes, K '96, said, "I have no
idea what the current policy is.
I don't recall seeing anything
posted, or made known. The
case would have to be really
blatant, I can't really tell because there are different standards of harassment. "
La Plante emphasizes that
the policy is not concrete, but

able to be modified as different ambiguities arise and clarification is needed. Issues such
as the lack of a student to faculty harassment case have

been left untouched. These
"clarifications'" are only made
as new problems arise, rather
than being resolved ahead of
time.

great scores. ••
Law School

Graduate School

Medical School

great teachers ...
Kaplan helps you focus your test prep
study where you need It most. Our
teacl1ers wilr show you the proven
skills and test-taking techniques to
help you get a higher score.

get ahigher score

KAPLAN
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NSF Grant serves as catlayst for reform in chemistry instruction
Kalamazoo College is a
member of a new consortium
that has received a $2.7 million
grant from the National Science Foundation Division of
Undergraduate Education to
change the way chemistry is
taught.
The consortium, called the
ChemLinks Coalition, will undertake a five-year project that
will revolutionize chemistry
instruction. Targeted for
change are passive, abstract
teaching methods, and the perception among many students
that chemistry is not relevant
in today's world.
The revised approach does
not dispense with lectures entirely, but provides a context
that demonstrates the importance of chemistry to everyday
life, as well as its inherent in-

tellectual challenge, by using
active approaches to teaching,
such as collaborative learning.
The ChemLinks Coalition
will develop and test course
materials designed to increase
scientific literacy for all chemistry students. Under the new
approach, chemistry courses
filled with long lectures and
rote memorization will be replaced by courses in which students tackle real-world problerns such as global warming,
soil contamination, water quality or the controversial use of
the bovine growth hormone in
milk.
Members of Kalamazoo
College's chemistry department who are involved in the
project are Rhoda Craig, associate professor of chemistry,
who is co-chair of the working

group on chemistry of the human body; Sandra Laursen,
assistant professor of chemistry, who chairs the working
group on chemistry and technology and is a member of the
executive committee; and P.
Douglas Williams, assistant
professorofchemistry, amember of the chemistry and environment group.
"It is a unique challenge
and an unprecedented opportunity for Kalamazoo College
chemistry facuIty to be involved at the national level in
redesigning the undergraduate chemistry curriculum
through the National Science
Foundation Curriculum (NSFCDC) initiative," says Craig.
"In so doing, 'K' continues
in its role as an academic
leader."

Hendrix takes on new challenges
With years of experience in
alumni and public relations,
Dana Hendrix has moved to
the newly created position as
director of internship develoJ>ment in the Career DeveloJ>ment Center.
Supported in part by a grant
from the Mellon Foundation,
the position was established
in anticipation of the change in
Kalamazoo college's academic
calendar.
'1t is my goal to develop a
broad foundation of internships in the summer that is of
equal if not greater quality
than the opportunities offered
during other times of the year,"
says Hendrix.
Much of Hendrix's time
will be spent off campus as she
works with current employers
to solidify existing internships

and to look for new opportunities. Hendrix will also work
with Dhera Strau'ss, media center, to produce a video that will
promote internships and experiential education.
"I need all the help I can
get," Hendrix says. "I'll rely on
my alumni contacts throughout the country, and I'll be
happy to call on parents and
friends of the College. I also
plan to meet with representatives of companies and organizations with which we've
had no past association, but
which could provide exciting
opportunities for our students."
Hendrix encourages faculty
and staff to forward the names
of their alumni and business
contacts. "In fact, I want the
names of their neighbors,

friends, and relatives," she
adds, chuckling.
Hendrix will focus initially
on Michigan, Indiana, Chicago, and Washington, D.C.
"Minneapolis/St. Paul is an
area of increasing interest, and
New York, Boston, Los Angeles, and San Francisco are also
popular," she adds. "As we attract more students from outside the midwest, we need to
be able to offer more opportunities in other parts of the
country.
"Promoting summer internships is a challenge, but it's a
very worthwhile endeavor if
we are to ensure that our students continue to have the
quality of internship experiences that they've enjoyed in
the past."

-Public Relations

Strong alumni network supports "K" students
KACN: it's an acronym for
the Kalamazoo Alumni Career
Network, which now boasts
2,647 loyal alumni who have
agreed to assist "K" students.
And more than 100 of them
have joined since last summer.
The ways in which alumni
provide support are varied.
They range from helping students and recent graduates
find jobs and internships to
providing insight about a profession. In addition, some

alumni give a welcoming call,
while others help students become familiar with their new
surroundings.
In a recent review of internship listings, Carrie Gothard,
K'95, special projects intern at
the Center, discovered that at
least one person from each of
37 classes between 1957 and
1994 has generated an internship for "K" students.
Those internships range far
and wide. With the help of

valuable resources like the
KACN, Kalamazoo College
students continue to complete
internships all over the world.
In this past academic year, students participated in internships in 33 states and in Costa
Rica, Japan, Germany, Mexico,
Switzerland, England, Sweden, France, Ecuador, Latvia,
Argentina, Russia, India, Jamaica, Senegal, Kenya and
Haiti.

-Public Relations

New
football scoreboard coming
soon
There will be a new look in sports," said Bob Kent,
"First of America is a major
the north end zone at
Kalamazoo College's Angell
Field this fall, thanks to the
generosity of First of America
Bank of Kalamazoo.
A new scoreboard will be
officially put in service on SeJ>tember 9, when the Hornets
kick off their season at home
with a 1:30 p.m. contest against
the College of Wooster (Ohio).
"We will be putting the old,
well-used scoreboard to rest
thanks to First of America,
which has long recognized the
value of quality competition at
all levels of intercol

Kalamazoo College director of
men's athletics.
The new scoreboard is
manufactured by Nevco
Scoreboard Company of
Greenville, Illinois, the same
firm that made the basketball
scoreboards and shot clocks
that are used in the College's
Anderson Athletic Center.
The face of the new
scoreboard spans 30 feet,
roughly twice the size of the
Hornets' old scoreboard. The
scoreboard will rest on four 6"
x 6" I-beams, to be installed by
&: Son of

supporter of collegiate sports
in the community," said John
Schreuder, First of America
Region President, Michigan.
"Many of our customers have
close ties with 'K' College."
A ceremony formally recognizing First of America's role
in the new scoreboard is being
planned for the September 9
season opener.
The scoreboard will get
plenty of use in its first season,
as six of Kalamazoo's nine
games will be played on the
home turf of Angell Field.

-Public Relations

A letter from Beloit Professor Brock Spencer, consortium
coordinator, commended
Kalamazoo's chemistry facuIty:
"Your chemistry
department's involvement
show s a strong commitment
to undergraduate science education by taking a leadership
role in national curricular reform."
Working
with
ModularChem Consortium,
which is headquartered at the
University of California at Berkeley, the ChemLinks Coalition is designing these new
chemistry courses to reach a
broader student audience
more effectively than do traditional courses.
That audience includes
women and minorities, nonscience majors, those taking

chemistry as supporting
courses and chemistry majors.
Ideally, the reform will increase scientific literacy for all
chemistry students.
The ChemLinks Coalition,
one of four consortia funded
by NSF to reform chemistry instruction, is headquartered at
Beloit College. In addition to
Kalamazoo College, it includes
Carleton, Colorado, Grinnell,
Hope, Knox, Macalester,
Rhodes, Spelman, and St. Olaf
Colleges, The College of
Wooster, Lawrence University,
The University of Chicago,
Washington University in St.
Louis, and the Advanced Technology Environmental Education Center's coalition of twoyear schools based at Eastern
Iowa Community College.

-P:dllic RelaJions

Fall Quarter Living/
Learning Housing Units
Women's Resource Center
(former Japanese House)
Latin American/Environmental Studies
(former Spanish House)
Non-Violent Student Organization
(former German House)
Asian-American Student Association- Blair House
(former French House)
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1995/96 Chamberlain Foundation Fellowships announced
Mara Bragg
News Editor
For the seventh year, Chamberlain Foundation Fellowships are helping students
fund international Senior individualized Projects (SIP). Thirteen students from a pool of 26
applicants received fellowships, bringing the total number of fellowships awarded in
Chamberlain history to 77.
According to the application, the "object is to further a
prior exposure and facilitate a
deeper understanding of a foreign language, SOCiety and culture. It is intended to assist the
awardee in returning to another country, in order to contribute in a pre-professional
way to the worklife or the current history of that nation,
while accomplishing an academic objective."
The selection committee
evaluates a SIP proposal's educational merit, cross-cultural
sensitivity, financial realism,
and relationship to long-range
goals and professio'lal development.
According to Carolyn
Hornev of the Career Develop-

ment Center, the Chamberlain
is a unique program because it
provides funding for underg raduate programs abroad
and is open to students of all
majors. She said students planning an interna tional SIP
should begin making contacts
while on study abroad, establishing ways to communicate
after they return to the United
States and examining available
resources.

southern France during the
Vichy regime (1940-44)
-Amy Kleine
lAS/latin American Studies
Coca, Ecuador
Study of locally-initiated community development efforts
impacted by oil exploitation
and ecotourism factors
-Sarah Lyberg
History
SI. Petersburg, Russia
Examination of the Jewish experience in Soviet Russia in the
post-World War II era
- Michael Bak
-Stewart Markel
lAS-Europe/French
lAS/East Asian Studies
Strasbourg, France
Beijing, China
Regionalist approach to study Intensive study of film indusof migrant/non-Convention try today in China, focusing
refugees involving work at upon social and political infIuCouncil of Europe, Division on ences
Migration
- Jennifer Mrozowski
-Elizabeth Bowden
English/Women's Studies
HDSR
Paris, France
Quito, Ecuador
Study of representation of
Study of the role of a protes- women in French print media
tant church in the lives of its and its impact upon their p<>congregation in an impover- si tions in society
ished shanty town
- Blake Peters
- Matthew Hetchler
German/HDSR
French/lAS-Europe
Stuttgart, Germany
Aix-en-Provence, France
Student teaching internship in
Regional historic study of German and History at Patch
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High School

Strasbourg, France
Cross-cultural study of drug
-MihoAishima
use and causes among collegeage student population
Economics
_Richard Retzer
Tokyo, Japan
Economics
Research of the Japanese art of Bonn, Germany
sumi-e and practice of its tech- Economic effects of the libernique under a master
alization of German telecom- Kristy Conrad
munications markets focused
Heal th Science
upon Deutsche Telekom
SI. Petersburg, Russia
_John Riordan
Ethnographic field study ad- English
dressing the question of geri- Oaxaca, Mexico
atric health care in urban RusResearch of Mexican a<>Tarian
sia
o·
laws and the effects of consti- Rebecca Jewell
tutional reforms on protected
land
Psychology

Winter Quarter 1996

Student Commission draws
end to a productive quarter
Michael Mundahl
Index Staff
Student Commission has
been exceedingly active this
quarter. Many proposals and
initiatives went through Commission this quarter that will
be enacted sometime this next
Fall. A Safe-Walk program,
employing students for escorts
on campus between the hours
of 10 p.m. and 2 a.m., seven
days a week, will be implemented second week Fall quarter.
Commission has been
working towards establishing
a Board of Advocates to aid
students in the judicial process.
The Board will be comprised
of screened student volunteers
that will be trained in the judiciary policies of the campus.
They will guide students
through the entire Judicial
Council process. The Board of
Advocates proposal must still
be passed by the Campus Life
Committee in the Fall, but
Commission members foresee
no major problems.
As of Fall quarter Commission will be "on-line." It will
have minutes from meetings,

committee reports, and agendas available for the campus to
read on the e-mail "kinfo" directory. Su~tions and questions can be submited via email.
Commission has been
working diligently at a Constitutional revision. Although
the proposed new Constitution was not approved by
Comrnission this quarter, an
extemive review process that
will serve to guide the review
committee in the Fall quarter.
The Health Center has been
wanting Commission to consider a representative and/or
committee that would meet
regularly with Lou Cervone to
discuss campus health matters
and other health related iuues
that mncem students. Additionally, Student Commission
will be adding a new Alumni
Representative position this
next quarter.
Representatives from Student Commission met with the
Administration on the Smoking Policy and reached an
agreement to go through one
more process of revision beginning in the Winter of 1996.
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ill our education have to suffer?
Well the stress of tenth week is upon us again. As many of us prepare for finals and quarters "off", we are confronted by the issue of the budget and faculty / staff cuts. There is concern
evident in the student body not only regarding the rumors of the departure of favorite professors, but also the timing of the announcement. Many students will be on study abroad of
SIPping in the Fall and the feeling that things are spinning out of our control is frightening.
We understand that budget cuts are necessary, but don't we, the students, deserve a say in
regards to where the cuts are made? Where are the priorities? The quality of our education
needs to be at the top of that list.
The College has decided to replace the entire key card system. The new one will make our
current cards obsolete and we will now only use our IDs to enter the buildings. Was this a
necessary change? Was it necessary at this time?
Also, the donn rooms are all on their way to having modem hook-ups available to those
students with computers. This may be convenient, but is it necessary?
There is a significant amount of money being spent on these changes. Could this money
have been spent on faculty's salaries instead?
It seems like faculty and staff are the first to be affected by budget cuts. The faculty have
not~ng to do with the budget problems until there is a lack of funds. Instead of using them as
scapegoats, couldn't the administrative positions or salaries be reevaluated?
Will cutting faculty members make our system more economical and efficient or will it devalue the education we are here to receive? What makes the administration so confident that
industrial methods are applicable for a small residential liberal arts college?
These and many other questions that arise about this issue are valid and deserve answers.
Students rallied behind the faculty yesterday and our presence was heard and felt, but this
action is not enough. Using our voices and speaking out - and we don't just mean bitching and
whining - is not going to go unnoticed. We might think that there is nothing we can say or do
about decisions like this one, but isn't our tuition helping to keep this college afloat? It takes a
lot of money to run a college, and our's is needed.
We believe, perhaps too optimistically, that our input and suggestions are important and
that our money is being used in our best interests. But when budget cuts affect our faculty and
education, we can only ask why and question who's making these decisions. So maybe everything will not tum out exactly the way we might think it should, but we can lose nothing by
voicing our opinions and concerns.
We suggest that students and parents write letters to Thomas Lambert, Chainnan of the
Board of Trustees, to voice feelings concerning this and any other issues. This is our education
and our lives that are being directly affected.

DennaEvoe
Index Staff
What's the deal? There are
two issues that come to my
mind when I remember
Quadstock this past weekend.
The first is the date of
Quadstock and the second are
the police. I have nothing
against anything that happened that day, and for the
most part, I thought Student
Activities Committee (SAC)
did an excellent job at setting
it up and running it. There are,
however, these two issues
stuck in my mind.
Why did SAC choose to
hold Quadstock ninth weekend? There are many disadvantages for this. First, it is
ninth weekend. It was my understanding that ninth weekend was chosen because of the
tennis tournament held the
previous week. For many of
the rising juniors, this is not
advantageous. Most of us, because of study abroad commitments take our finals early.
Every aspect of our academic
life then is crammed into tenth
week. We need our weekend
to study. I talked to many
people throughout the day and
I encountered one after another saying they wished they
could stay longer, but because
of homework, they were
forced to hit the books and
miss most, if not all of the day's
acti vi ties.
The second thing I noticed
was that a lot of students went
home for the weekend. Did
Quadstock being so late in the
quarter have any effect on their
decision whether to stay or to
go home? As the quarter
progresses, many students
start to get stressed about situations such as dealing with
their suitemates or having too
much homework. Toward the
end of the quarter it is
inevidable that these issues
take a toll on our mental
health. Many people who do
not live too far away chose to
go home for a weekend to see

their families and to revitalize
themselves. As a result, this
year's Quadstock attendance
seemed lower than previous
years'.
This brings me to the second question of the day. Somewhere lJetween 10:00 and 1(}.30
p.m. Saturday evening, the
music stopped. I do remember seeing a police car there
shortly before this time, but by
the time the music had
stopped, I was gone. The verdict was noise violation. Apparently, some of the college's
neighbors called the police,
which consequently put an
end to all of our fun. As a result, the band that was playing
at the time, the lead band, was
forced to pack up and go
home. The school lost a lot of
money because of this.
Why? The neighbors know
we have this event every summer and after all, it is a school
sponsored activity. This also
brings up the question of location. Was the top of the quad
the optimum place to hold
Quadstock? Originally, I heard
that it was going to be on the
football field. There was a lot
of negative response to this, so
that was when SAC decided to
have it on the top of the quad.
The football field as well as the
top of the quad are surrounded
with residential neighborhoods.
In both cases, it is inevitable
that noise would be heard
coming from the bands. Because of the situation at the
bottom of the quad, there
wasn't any possible way that
Quadstock could be held there.
What were the other options?
Would improvements to
these two issues result in a better Quadstock next year?
What can be done to keep the
noise level down to minimal
levels so as not to disturb the
neighbors? Will SAC be addressing these issues when
planning
next
year's
Quadstock? We'll just have to
wait and see.

Student Activities Committee responds to Quadstock events
An Open Letter to the
Kalamazoo College Community:
The members of the Student
Activities Committee would
like to clarify the reason for
which Quadstock 1995 was cut
short just before the headline
band was to perform. Earlier
in the afternoon, around 5:00
p.m., a police officer from the
Kalamazoo Gty police Department received some complaints from surrouding neighbors regarding the level of
noise coming from campus.
The officer requested that we
turn the music down. We
turned the music down and
there was no problem until
later in the evening, around

9:30 p.m. when another officer
returned. As the evening progressed the police department
received an increase in complaints regarding the noise
level. He requested again that
the volume be turned down or
the event end. We tried turning the sound down as low as
possible, but the officer said
regretfully, that the volume
was still too high. He then said
that he needed to request that
the event end, or risk the
person(s) responsible being arrested. In light of this development, the Student Activities
Committee decided to comply
with the request and
Quadstock ended at approximately 10:30 p.m.

We apologize for this inconvenience and we regret that
Liquid Brick was not able to
perfonn. However, the circumstances were beyond our
control. We simply want to
dispel any rumors that may be
circulating which suggest that
Quadstock was shut down for
reasons other than noise.
QUADSTOCK WAS SHUT
DOWN BECUASE OF NOISE
COMPLAINTS FROM THE
SURROUNDING NEIGHBORS. With the restoration.of
the Quad this Fall, we plan to
bring Quadstock back to the
main Quad next year to avoid
the risk of another shut down
due to noise complaints.
Thank you to everyone who

did come ou tot Quadstock this
year. It was a great success.
We apologize once again for
everyone's disappointment.
Sincerely,
Your Student Activities Com-

mittee (SAC)
Michael Bak, Katie Baker,
Anne Dibble, Elizabeth
Kazarinoff, Abby Krikwood,
Shirley Kurc, Lauren Piper and
Stacy Shafer
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United States' economic condition reaching critical point
Jeffrey L Hotchkiss
Iridex Statt
This country is heading towards a breaking point. Our
overall economic productivity
is up, corporations are getting
richer, the rich are getting
richer, but the rest of society is
not. While our economy continues its steady, moderate
growth, most Americans are
not reaping the benefit.s
Economic studies continue
to show startling trends toward the widening stratification of wealth. Recently, Edward Wolff, an economist at
New York University, published a study showing that
between the years of 1977 and
1992, the amount of accumula ted weal th rose from 22 to 44
percent among the top one percent of households in this
country. In other words, the
super rich are getting richer,
holding a comfortable $2.35
million per person.
This same one percent also
accumulated 54.2 percent of all
bonds and 46.2 percent of all
stocks during the same time
period. Additionally, the top
20 percent received a whopping 76.3 percent of the overall growth in income.
The result: the bottom 80
percent holds less than 10 percent of the nation's wealth.
Adjusted for inflation, wages
have fallen 20 percent among
most blue collar workers, men
and women with the minimum of high school diplomas.
Between 1929 and 1973, incomes for this same class of
workers rose an average of 2
percent per year: Since 1973
incomes have literally frozen.
The minimum wage has not

increased and will reach a 40
year low next year.
What can be deduced here
is that this country's accumulation of wealth is increasingly
being distributed disproportionately. With the dawn of
the post industrial, service-oriented economy here, a majority of Americans are being
slighted in the transformation.
No longer are we a heavy
industry based economy. The
blue-collar working class is increaSingly shrinking, being
squeezed between working
for nothing and not ~orking
at all. A startling 20 percent
of all American workers receive pay checks which place
their living standard below the
poverty line, around $15,000 a
year.
Unless something is done
soon, this country's economic
condition will reach critical
mass. Workers will no longer
be able to purchase the goods
they produce and, consequently, businesses will no
longer be able to sell goods
they make.
What is ignored in contemporary market behavior is that
this cycle is paramount to the
overall economic condition of
this country. In the meantime,
millions of Americans will
continue to be stripped of
their valuable purchasing
power, a critical element equal
to business productivity in a
capitalistic economy.
Conventional wisdom
might be to tax the upper
classes' incomes and attempt
to redistribute this wealth
since the laissez-faire economic policies of Republicans
have proven to be a failure

when government spending is
not cut proportionately. Republicans continue to boast
how they will cut government,
but when they leave Social Security, Defense, and a whole
scale reform of Medicare off
the table, more than half of our
budget is untouched.
But to overtax the incomes
of the wealthiest 20 percent
would be a mistake too. Since
recent studies have confirmed
that most Americans who fall
into this income group are selfmade, that is they did not inheritit,itmightbeself-destructive to overtax those who have
earned their wealth.
Therefore, I have four ideas
that I think will help toward redistributing the wealth in this
country:
-Education refonn. College
degrees need to be easier to receive. Though we lead the
modern industrial world in
this area, we need to hike our
efforts even more. In todays
service-oriented economy the
high school diploma isn't
enough. Members of the
working class who do not have
access to white-collar jobs need
to be given this opportunity.
More and more today, whitecollar families have children
who grow up to be white-collar workers and in the process
shut out working-class kids
trying to compete.
Working-class children
need to be given the opportunity to reach the management
level. At the same time, those
who do not reach the management level need to be trained
through further education,
such as in technology and service oriented occupations.

We must accept the fact that
the working class will never
disappear, and that we must
revive it through offering more
extensive educational oppoitunities.
- Rilise the minimum wage. It
is startling to me that there is
so much resistance to this. The
purchasing power of most
Americans is miserable, and
we must raise the minimum
wage to provide a direct and
immediate remedy to this
problem.
I like the idea of hiking it to
$5.00 for the first year, then
$5.75 for the next, and eventually $6.50 sometime within five
years. This should ease inflation and keep interest rates
stable if instituted cautiously.
-Institute a wealth tax. Edward
Wolff proposes one in his new
book, Top Heavy, that is a moderate and fair idea. Instead of
overtaxing Americans with the
highest incomes, something
they have earned, we simply
tax them based on tax returns.
Wolff's idea, supported in a
recent article by Michael Lind
in the New Republic, and based
after a system effectively used
in Switzerland, could raise an
estimated $40 billion to be redistributed throughout our
economy.
- Revive the labor unions.
This above all else, is the most
important factor in redistributing the wealth in this country.
Currently, the labor movement
is in ruins. Lane Kirkland ran
the AFL-CIO into the ground
over the last twelve years by
focusing too much on the international labor movement
and in the process, neglecting
our domestic concerns. In ad-

dition, the AFL-CIO has spent
little in organizing unions,
costing us dearly.
The National Education
Association, the largest teachers' union, has focused too
much on keeping jobs at the
expense of keeping unqualified teachers employed. Additionally, the NEAhas had its
political clout stripped away
by engaging in futile political
battles. One only has to look
at the Michigan Education
Association's huge beating by
Governor John Engler.
Overall, the labor movement has done quite a bit to
hurt itself. In my view, this is
a combination of the transformation to a service-oriented
economy as well as bad leadership.
'
Unions need to retool in
their workers. They need to
stop being timid and stand up
to management. They need to
spend a more substantial
amount of money on
organiztion. And finally, they
need to work towards forcing
management to invest in their
workers by allowing greater
access for their workers to invest in the company they
work for. Workers need a
powerful vehicle that would
encourage and empower
them to buy more stock.
As Sean Reilly convincingly argues in a recent Washington Monthly article, the labor movement needs to reestablish itself asa powerful and
vibrant social movement in
this country. HistOrically, the
labor movement has been able
to overcome and reassert itself
when the dynamics of our
economy has changed.

Letter encourages student body to speak out
Dear Editor,
First of all, I would like to
express how happy I was to
see the turn out of student
support at yesterday'S gathering for the budget cuts. In the
past year, our school has undergone many changes, from
the calendar change to the
new smoking policy to the
new budget cuts.
Up until now, the lack of
student involvement has frustrated me greatly. How many
times have you heard people
complaining or talking about
all these changes? This is all
great, but talking in Saga or in
your room with your friends
does not accomplish anything. I have heard on numerous occasions people say that
they do not do anything about
their ideas and frustrations
because there is nothing that
we can do since the changes
were already made.
But we CAN do something! Our opinions mean
something and it is time that
we all realize this. Yesterday

was a perfect example of what
coming together as a student
body can do. Sure there were
no drastic changes made by us
showing up atthe staff/faculty
meeting, but our cares and
concerns were heard and this
is a big start. If we work together, we can make a difference. This is our education
and we need to start taking responsibility for it. One person
cannot do this alone and I
know that there are a lot of you
out there who do care and are
concerned, so let's be heard! I
realizethatitis10thweekand
we are all busy studying and
the majority of us are getting
ready to leave for one or two
quarters. But we cannot let
this slip by and expect the
people "on" in the Fall to do it
all.
Tonight President Bryan is
holding a forum at 7 p.m. in
the President's Lounge to discuss the budget cuts. I strongly
encourage everyone to go. We
need to show them that we 00
want to be involved and that

we 00 want our questions to
be answered. I am just as confused as most of you are as to
why all of this is happening.
That is why we need to be
there - so we can get straight
answers. There is a lot of misunderstood information out
there and we will not be able
to effectively get anything
done until we understand it.
When we all leave to go on
foreign study or to do our
SIP's, we cannotforget what is
going on here on campus. I
know that it is hard to keep up
with things when you are
away, but if we care about
what is happening to our
school, we must stay involved!
Ask your friends who are
on campus to keep you up to
date. If you have a question,
suggestion, idea, or concern,
let someone know (e-mail is a
great source of communication), every little thing can
help! Doing something is better than doing nothing at alI!
Talk to the faculty and staff.
Talk to President Bryan.

We can all work together to
make this school what we
want it to be. This is not an us
vs. them situation. They need
our help and we need theirs.

So lets get off our butts and do
something about.the future of
our school and our education.
We can make a difference!
Paula Feddor K'97

. ~In([e~
LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the form
of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and
deal wi th relevant issues. The Index reserves the right
to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with
sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox, across from the Games
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
mailroom, by the Sunday before the issue in which
they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response
to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses
will be accepted to appear in later issues.
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The wonderful world of self-publishing and 'zines
Ma ttl.anft
Index Sta
A whole world of magazines exists which most people
know nothing about. Often
referred to as 'zines, these publications have an ethic and
mentality that can't be found
in major magazines like Spin
and Rolling Stone.
For one thing, these magazines are often the only places
where little known bands, artists, and other weirdos ever
receive coverage. But there's
more to it than that; the writing has a very sharp, sometimes very angry and often
quite snotty feel to it.
There's no denying that
there are a lot of poorly written, badly put together 'zines
out there, but there are also a
lot of real gems. They range

Matt Priest
Backpage Editor
Blind Melon - Soup
(Capitol) 6
The cover of this album features a guy eating alphabet
soup. Cleverly, the only letters
left in the soup spell out "Blind
Melon". The man, in !llidspoonful, looks like like
somebody's uncle. The scary
implica tion is tha t if the photo
were taken only seconds later,
it's Quite possible he'd have
eaten some of the letters. The
band obviously spent a lot of
time carefully choosing a witty
cover for fear of spending the
next three years associated'
with another "Bee Girl". The
back of the album is a crossword puzzle where within lie
the titles of the fourteen songs.
No worries though, the puzzle
is fun and not too difficult. My
favorite song of all time is
"Change" from Blind Melon's
first and only other album.
That helped make that album
an excellent one. By that rationale, this album can't be as
excellent because it doesn't
have my favorite song of all
ti.m e on it.
Bjork - Post (Elektra) 9
This album is unstoppable.
Bjork sounds like she looks
and that's awesome because
she looks like the Queen of the
Forest Sprites. Now imagine
the Queen of the Forest Spri tes
recording an album. Only her
spritely followers don't play
the pan flute; they are instead,
masters of the modem-day recording studio. And instead of
using their haunting melodies
to call upon the assistance of
the other creatures of the forest, thq make these incredible
rumbling bass noises that
make the suite next door complain. On 1992's Debut, Bjork
was good and the music was
good. But they didn't always
complement each other very
well. Let me draw a parallel,
if I may. Many people feel Barbara Streisand has a great

from five page, done at Kinko's
pamphlets, to thick, glossy, one
hundred page magazines.
. The following is a list of
what I feel are four of the most
. interesting, funny, well written
and generally addicting independent magazines I know.
Insight: Undoubtedly one of
the best 'zines. It's even put
out by "K" alum, Jon
Livingston, K '93. Besides
loads of music reviews, there's
also a lot of neato art work,
amusing anecdotes about the
mentally ill and more satire
than you can shake a stick at.
Like many other big 'zines,
Insight usually includes a free
7-inch single CD featuring lots
of hip bands with every issue.
I must admit, I am a little biased as I did do my career development at Insight Magazine,

but hey, I'm only human. If
you're interested in purchasing a copy of this fine publication you can get one at Flipside
Records downtown (which
would involve leaving campus), or write to PO Box 51592,
Kalamazoo, MI, 49005. Of the
finest Ii tera ture.
Answer Me!: This magazine is
not for the weak of heart or
stomach. Often hateful, very
disturbing and extremely well
written, Answer Me! is a testament to just how far people can
go. This extremely popular
magazine'S trademark is grotesquerie and obscenity filtered through keen minds and
sharp tongues.
The word "offensive" in
the conventional sense of the
term doesn't even begin to describe Answer Me! Apparently

voice. Many people feel that a month ago and hasn't reLive is a great band. However, ceived it yet. Talking about
Yentil Jewelry might not be a this upsets me.
great album. Post is a great album. Oh yeah, track four is a Primus - Tales from the
big-band swing number that Punchbowl (Interscope) 3
makes me want to rush out
I love Primus. But if it
and see the Broadway produc- makes no difference to you, I'd
tion of Bjork, which I'm pretty prefer not to talk about this alsure doesn't exist. How frus- bum either. Thank you.
trating.
Sugar - Besides (Rykodisc) 5
Ani Di Franco - Not A Pretty
If you're not a Sugar fan,
Girl (Righteous Babe) 8
you probably don't need every
Much in the same way old B-side of every single they've
Remington Steele reruns tide ever released. If you are a big
me over until the release of the Sugar fan and do feel as
next James Bond movie, Ani Di though you need them, you
Franco's albums serve a simi- most lileely have already purlar purpose in between chased them each separately
chances to see her live. This is and are currently very angry
her sixth album full of good that they've been made avail~
songs that also require lengthy able in an inexpensive and
explanations to friends as to handy package.
how much more intense her
This album clocks in at
live shows tend to be. At first, nearly 70 minu tes which might
I'm tempted to say I sure at first lead you to believe
would like to hang out with you've got the upper hand in
Ani. But thinking further, I get your transaction with the
scared we'd end up on a sub- record store. But after disreject to become a song on the garding the three live versions
next album. So instead, I de- of songs you already have, the
cide her musical personality is remixed versions of their two
best enjoyed from afar.
greatest hits featUring exciting
But if I listen to Ani for too new guitar amp settings, the
long in one sitting, I start to three songs on which bassist
feel sad that I don't know of a Dave Barbe sings (providing
guy equivalent. I can only nod evidence that he is a muppet)
my head and pump fists to the and the song entitled
lyrics about my period so "C1ownmaster" (which leaves
many times. I think some guy you with a not-quite-as-goodshould write very personal as-other-Sugar-songs impressongs with which the average sion), there's not a whole lot
young man can identify. I'd left. I think the fact that I feel
like to hear about the joys of misled about all the Sugar I
free after-shave in the mail, sto- was receiving has dropped
ries of cracking voices during their score to a '5'.
role-call in class, and the embarrassment of swimsuit erec- 311 -ill (Capricorn) 7
tions. I, myself, would like to
Out of respect for the hyfill this musical void but am a phen key, I'm going to refrain
less-than-amazing guitarist from attempting to categorize
and have too much to do for 311's style of music. Don't be
Statistics class.
fooled by current rock trends:
this self-titled album is actually
Aimee Mann - I'm With Stupid their third. But if you haven't
(Imago)
7
heard of them yet, you wilL So
I don't know how good this why not be like everyone else
album is because the record before everyone else is? Before
store sial ordered it for me runnin out to ick u this al-

some other people thought
this; according to Newspeak
magaZine, the publishers of
Answer Me! are now facing
criminal obscenity charges
brought against them in the
state of Oregon. Read it from
a very detached point of view.
Crank: The first time I read
Crank, I literally laughed myself silly for about three days.
Completely ironic, always entertaining, and generally brilliant, Crank is the product of,
Jeff Koyen, who also publishes
Highball, and it's the only
magaZine with titles such as
"How to Tum Road Kill into
an Explosive", and "The Lost
Art Of Drunk Driving". The
beauty of this 'zine is that it
doesn't try to line it's pockets
with the cash of little punk
rockers. There is no music

bum, I must prepare you for
alphabetical mix-ups at the
record store. Today, many
stores feel that311 begins with
a 'T' and therefore, should be
found between Thrak and The
Throwing Muses. However,
please be aware of the oldschool filing system under
which some stores feel bands
with #' s for titles belong at the
beginning of the alphabet.
Under this system, one could
find 311 discs next to copies of
In My Tribe. I could have spent
this entire paragraph speaking
of how neat this album is. But
what good would all that do
you if I hadn't helped you find
it.
Whale - We Care (Eastwest)

8

Listening to this album
makes me think that Whale is
just as mad as the rest of Sweden about the fact that the
music world associates the na-

tion exclusively with Ace of
Base, Roxette, and ABBA.
Anxious to do something
about it, Whale has recorded
a kickin' album that will
please my Grandma Nelson
and put the pride back in our
Swedish heritage. Like an inverse episode of Three's Company, this band features a
funny woman and two funny
back-up men that play instruments and yell stuff at chorustime. In case you've forgotten,
Whale released the song
"Hobo Humpin' Slobo Babe"
almost two years ago and
waited until now to put out an
entire album. Yell the title of
the song loudly to refresh
your memory on the chorus.
That song's noise and craziness make me ponder visiting
Sweden and doing otherwacky things. I'm merely hypothesizing, but I'll bet this
would be good music to steal
cars to. Just a thought.

There are
more than
30STDs
out there,
and 86%
affect
people
under age 29. Untreated chlamydia can make you infertile.
Herpes never goes away. HPV causes CANCER. Some of
..these bugs have no SVIIIplo.s, especially in women,
and left untreated, they can endanger the health of your
future children. DON'T lET EMBARASSMENT BE A
HEALTH RISK. YOU CAN TALK TO US.

EXAMS START AT $28 AND SOME STD-,tESTS ARE FREE.

CALL US NOW. THIS ·IS ~RlqLtS.
PLANNED

g

PARENTHOOD
OF South Central Michigan
4201 W. Michigan Ave.• 1/2 mile E of Drake. 372-1200
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Concluding summer movie season in revievv
Brian Tallerico
Index Staff
Clueless
starring Alicia
Silverstone, Dan Hedaya, and
Wallace Shawn. Directed by
Amy Heckerling.
Mortal Kombat starring Christopher Lambert, Bridgette Wilson, and Talis Soto.
The Usual Suspects starring
Gabriel Byrne, Kevin Spacey,
Benicio Del Toro, Stephen
Baldwin, Kevin Pollak, Chazz
Palminteri, Dan Hedaya,
Giancarlo Esposito, Peter
Greene,
and
Pete
PosteIthwaite. Directed by
Brian Singer.
As the summer movie season comes to a startlingconclusion, we can look back on what
the past three months have
provided us. If there is anything that the summer season
does really well it is the bigbudget action extravaganza
and there were plenty of those.
From Crimson Tide to
Waterworld , the action demographic had something for almost every weekend. To end
the action glut of Summer '95,
Fox has released the high-budget, low-excitement Mortal

Kombat.
To recap the plot of Mortal
Kombat would be an enormous
waste of time. It's rare to see a
movie this incredibly predictable. At the end a character
says, "Did you think it would
happen that way?" I laughed

out loud. I guess I knew that a
movie based on a video game
would follow a simple pattern
bu t I expected a Ii ttle varia tion.
Sadly, even the pattern falls
short. The action is poorly choreographed and the acting is
exciting. How many times do
you want to see someone get
kicked and punched with no
varia tion to the fighting?
Imagine watching someone
play the video game.
Whoopee.
But action wasn't the only
market this summer. Anyone
looking for a good laugh was
thoroughly satisified at the
multiplex. From While You
Were Sleeping to Nine Months ,
the big stars flexed their comedy muscles on the big screen.
A surprise comedic hit erupted
at the end of the season with
Amy Heckerling's Clueless , a
satirical look at the 90210 culture.
Rising star Alicia Silverstone
has carried this small-scale sa tire to the status of a box-office
hit. Alicia does a wonderful
job in the lead, but she doesn't
deserve all the credit. WriterDirector Amy Heckerling has
infused her script with enough
laughs for a couple of summer
movies. I caught myself laughing out loud, which is something I don't remember doing
too often this summer (painfully remember Forget Paris or
Nine Months). I believe in judg-

ing a movie based on what it
sets out to do. Clueless is a
comedy that made me laugh.
Enough said.
Well, throw in a couple romance movies (see A Walk in
the Clouds and The Bridges of
Madison County) and that
pretty much defines Hollywood in the summer time, action and comedy.
You'll rarely see a big budget "Oscar" film in the summer
months. But if you were looking to stray from the classical
patterns and see something a
little different the art theaters
had plenty to offer. Wayne
Wang's Smoke and Steven
Soderbergh's The Underneath
were wonderful moments of
excitement in a very formulaic
summer. But the best shot to
the heart that the movie world
has seen all year came last
weekend with the release of

The Usual Suspects.
Brian Singer's masterful
crime thriller takes place in San
Pedro Harbor on a dark and
stormy night. Sound cliched?
It's not. Everything in this
movie defies convention with
the same flair that Tarantino
employed in Pulp Fiction. Plot
lines jump around chronolOgically but never lose their train
of thought and the audience is
always wondering who to root
for. Should it be the criminalturned-lawyer Keaton (Gabriel
Byrne)? Or how about the

cripple just trying to get himself out of a bad situation
(Kevin Spacey)? Or any of the
other characters who (like the
audience) are just trying to figure out what the hell is going
on? Chris McQuarrie's brilliant script always keeps you
guessing and loving every
minute of it. I loved the brilliant performances by newcomer Benicio Del Toro and
Oscar-nominated veterans,
Pete Postelthwaite (In the Name
of the Father) and Chazz
Palminteri (Bullets Over Broadway). But as good as the dialogue and ensemble cast is, thi:;
show belongs to Kevin Spacey.
The move was written for him,
and he is fantastic. As the only
survivor of a REALLY bad
drug heist, Spacey makes the
most of every scene as he develops one of the most interesting characters of the year.
This is the kind of movie that
people will watch again and
again. The best movie of the
year, so far.
Well, another summer has
come and gone. Movies have
bombed and sleepers have
soared to the top of the charts.
But in case you missed a lot of
it, here's what I think you
should check out on video.
Call it a summer of Oscars.
The two best female performances were in big budget
films. Meryl Streep is a definite bet for an Oscar nomina-

tion for The Bridges of Madison
County and watch out for Jessica Lange in Rob Roy. The
supporting scene is a little pale
(as usual) but Kathleen
Quinlan in Apollo 13 and
Allison Elliot in The Urtderneath
gave respectable performances. For leading men, no
one is better than Kevin Spacy
in The Usual Suspects, but
Harvey Keitel in Smoke, Peter
Gallagher in The Underneath,
Clint Eastwood in The Bridges
of Madison County, and Mel
Gibson in Braveheart all deserve recognition. The supporting actor race is the toughest with two brilliant performances from TIm Roth in Rob
Roy and Ed Harris in Apollo 13.
And finally the best movies I
saw this summer were The

Usual Suspects, Smoke, The
Bridges of Madison County, The
Underneath, and Braveheart.
Well, another summer is almost over.
It wasn't great but it wasn't
horrible either. I guess it was
what most summers are. They
pump more money into the
theaters than any other season. But in the end when you
balance the Mortal Kombat's
with the Usual Suspects, it's
what Hollywood never
wanted summer to be, average.
Mortal Kombat: C-.

Clueless: B+.
The Usual Suspects: A.

Cowboy Mouth: as strange as it sounds
A&E E ltor
The final student production of the season, Cowboy
Mouth, directed by Brian
Tallerico, K '97, is scheduled
for this Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. The play is free and
runs only 40 minutes. It's being shown in the
rehearsal room of
Lights Fine Arts
building. Don't
worry about find ing the preci se
room; flyers and
friendly ushers
will fill the Fine
Arts lobby to direct the audience.
The play is unlike traditional
theatre. Tallerico
describes it as
"very surreal and
abstract, like a
rock-n-roll song.
It takes little
themes and riffs
off them for
awhile. Then it
moves on to a d ifferent
theme." That's because the
play is based heavily on the
second coming, and the new
god is rock-n-roll.
And that's about as specific
as any synopsis is going to get.
John Riordon, K '96, says that
the intended nature of the

show is to be amibiguous and
open to interpretation. As for
a plot, "Oh boy, are you kidding me," laughs Riordan.
Riordan, one of only three actors, plays a character named
Slim.
According to Matt Preist, K
'97, "it's about the myth of

rocl(-n -roll. Sometimes we
rai;e rock music and the
people who make it to Sainthood. This is the demythologization of rock-n-roll. It's
pretty dark, pretty vulgar and
pretty twisted in a lot of ways."
Priest plays a character called
Lobster Man. Annie Martin, K

'98, plays Carde. ''Everything
is dialogue and character.
We've done a lot in the time
that we've had," says Riordan,
"this is my first "K" College theatre role and it's been terrific
working with Tallerico."
Riordan says another good
reason to see Cowboy Mouth is
that, "in terms of
"K" College, this
is honestly, truly a
student thing. It's
been Tallerico
and those few
who had time to
help out."
Tallerico says
he chose this
show to create variety in light of
next quarter's
lineup. "Going
into a season that
includes
Our
Town and Trojan
Woman, I wanted
to take underground theatre
back to what it
was meant to be something different, unique,
something mainstage isn't
willing to do, something that
doesn' t necessarily conform to
expected standards," he says.
Watching this play before finals week might open a few
new channels in the old brain,
so come check it out.

You know Boogie, that store on the corner
Bethany Shepherd
A&E Editor
Well, Boogie is closing!
Want to know why? Store
owner Jim Lapha says after 23
years of Boogie, he's ready to
retire, starting with a nine
month vacation in Australia.
"We tried to sell the store, but
no one would buy it," Lapha

says.
But the store is having one
heck of a going-out-of-business-sale until Sep 15.
Everthing is on sale! And everydaya letter of the alphabet
is chosen and tapes and CD's
filed under that letter are only
a buck each! I'd hurry up if I
were you.
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Layout Editor
Meet. This loss will be com- on the team this year.
Uving up to the high expec- pensated by the addition of a Gathje, when asked about the
tations created by last years talented incoming group, an 1995 team's prospects, could
Cross Country team will be a expi!rienced sophomore and not help but use word!> not fit
challenge and an excellent goal junior class, as well as return- to print in a family paper like
ing seniors.
this one, to describe how awefor the Hornet's 1995 team.
Kalamazoo, following a
Second-year head coach some the team could be this
school-best seventh-place Pete Gathje is looking for im- season. With the excitement
showing at the 1994 NCAA portant contributions from and support of the coach, the
Division III Regional Meet, is juniors Haans Mulder (Hol- team is halfway to a successreturning three of its top seven land) and Ben Seinen ful season. Seinen said, "This
runners. One of the off-season (Kalamazoo) as well as sopho- season will be one of rebuildlosses was due to the gradua- mores Dan Lam (Barrington, ing and of accomplishment.
tion of David Barkley, who last IL) and Brent Luchies (Holton). I'm excited and ready to run."
fall became the first Hornet All four of these runners Incoming first-year runner
runner ever to compete in the showed promise last season Chris Nicholas added, "High

rience for me, and I see this
team as a excellent chance to
continue with the camaraderie
and good work I knew in Portage. I feel lucky to be here."
Other returnees who will be
important to the team will be
Josh Welch (Rochester),K'98,
Jon Edds (Stoughton, WI),
K'98, and Chris Thompson
(Kalamazoo)K'96. All three
will be counted on to help the
teams depth.
The Hornets will begin the
season with a five day training
camp in northern Michigan iT'.

Mll
their first competition SeIJteln.
ber 16th with the great
College Association Meet
Earlham College, Indiana.
Kalamazoo begins
action on September 23
an MIAA Jamboree hosted
Hope College. ConfOr,Dnr'n
competition concludes with
the MIAA Championship
Meet at Albion College on Novelnber 4. The team looks forward to a challenging and successful season and promises to
rr.ake the word "Kalamazoo"
one feared in running circles.

Lady Hornets tee off
Lesley DOtp
Index Staf
"It should be an itneresting
seasonw ith all the new freshmen entering the program,"
says three-tiem letterwinner
Yasha Morehouse, K' 96 .
"We've lost some strong players and looking to the
frehsmen to step up and hsow
their stuff," said Morehouse
(Kalamazoo/ Kalamazoo
Christian). Even though a
number of players have recently graduated, they are
beign replaced with five firstyear students, who have all
had experiece on their high
school golf teams.
"With goals of improvement and having a lot fo fun,
we're looking forward to a
good season," says fifthe year
coach Lyn Maurer. '1 am confident that the girls have a legitimate shot of movign up in
the ranking." Returning senior

letter winners, Lesley Dopp
(Gull Lake/Vicksburg) and
Morehouse are enthusiastic
about working with tnew
team. Freshmen kelly Collins
(Plymouth/Salem) and Rachel
Hanson (Rosemouth, MN/
Rosemouth) have strong ability and will be looked upon to
cOT'bbute. Freshmen Mindy
Young (Spring Lake/Spring
Lake), sophomore Wendy
Brennan (Portage/Portage
Central) and junior Jessica
Mason (Harper Creek/ Harper
Creek) are also counted on to
assit in achieving our team
goal of moving up from last
years sixth place finish.
September 8 marks the first
jamboree hosted by Olivet at
2:00 p.m. at the Marshall
Country Club.
The Hornets host the league
jamboree on Monday, Detover
9 at 1:00 p.m. at the Kalamazoo
Country Club.

Women's cross-country
Dona Bailey
Index Staff
With eight letter win,lers
back from last season's ~uc
cessful
campaign,
th,"
Kalamazoo College Women's
Cross Country team is looking
to have an outstanding 1995
season.
The team is looking to beat
last year's fourth place finish
in the MIAA conference. Veteran runners Stephanie
Gorman, K'96, Christine Perry,
K'96, Dona Bailey, K'97, Shelby
Stuntz, K'97, and Deb
Hasfurther, K'97, appear
poised for successful seasons.
Returning sophmores Julie
Kliman, Keegen Keefover and
Heather Pittman hope to help
the team out with more strong
finishes in the MlAA conference meets.

"We have a great deal of
depth coming back," said
fourth year coach Pete Gathje.
"That alone should make
things exciting."
There is also a talented
group of freshman joining the
squad. laura Edwardson and
Christine Stehman look to improve on their outstanding
high shcool careers, along with
Natalie Sheperd and Heather
Crull.
In addition, two newcomers, Christa Paisely, K'97, and
Bebe Lloyd, K'98, pose promising talent for the women's
team.
"Not only will this year's
team threaten Alma's conference posi tion, bu t the depth of
Olir team may threaten Hope's
future," predicts senior Christine Perry.

Pictures of
season's past.
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A season you won't want to miss
Mike Westphal
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo College
football team feels that this
year is one year the fans should
not miss. Hornet football has
the leadership and talent to
contend for the MIAA championship with many of last
year's starters returning. Despite their placing in the preseason polls, the team knows
they are capable of giving any
team in the league a run for
their money.
In the quest for the MIAA
championship, Kalamazoo
faces the challenge of defeating Albion College, the defending league champions and
the defending Division IIINational Champions. The Fighting Hornets will face Albion in
their first conference game October 7 as opposed to the last
conference game last year.
When asked how he feels
about facing the uefending
national champions, co-captain Dave Sherwood, K'96,
said that playing Albion early

in the season is "a great opportunity for recognition and to
see how we measure up
against the best." Sherwood is
coming off a serious elbow injury from last year that put him
out for the season. When
asked what his primary goal
for this season is, he quickly
stated" to stay injury free."
In the past, Kalamazoo football has been plagued with injuries at key positions. However, with the emphasis the
team placed on pre-season
preparation in the weight
room and running, they hope
to stay injury free.
With the combination of experiences, a dedicat,e d upperclassmen, and a promising
freshman class, the Hornets
have one of the overall strongest and fastest teams they
have ever had. Co-captain
Doug Damman, K'96, summarized this year's team as "a lot
of hard working individuals
who know what it takes to
win."
The football team will face

the College of Wooster at home
in the opening game of the season September 9. Sportsfan
and Hornet supporter Nick
Coutsos, K'96, said, "Saturday
wouldn't be complete without
college football. Even though
we are a small college it's still
important to support the
team."
Moreover, the team hopes
this year that students, faculty,
and alumni will "come and
take pride in the hardest working team in the MIAA."
One thing is for sure, the
team is determined to get a
rings on their fingers and to
gain a spot in the playoffs. Facing Albion College early will
be a key factor in determining
the outcome for Division III
football and essential in earning the respect that the
Kalamazoo football team has
worked for so hard. It is very
likely that there may be some
surprises this year in the
league and the fighting Hornets might be delivering those
surprises.

Rebuilding year for men's soccer
Ben Breitenger
potential, we just need to find erate an offense that will score
Index Staff
it way to put all of our talent
and a defense capable of dealRebuilding will be the op- together." Freshman Brian ing with some potent attackerative word for the 1995 Hor- Miller sees the team's make-up ers. And potent attackers the
net men's soccer team.
as an opportunity. He says, "I team will face. The men open
Following the graduation of could not have arrived at their season against powernine seniors from last year's Kalamazoo at a better time. I house Kenyon College on Sep11-3-2 squad, veteran coach hope we freshmen can add a tember 2, when the team travHardy Fuchs has many holes lot to the team."
els to Ohio for back-to-back
to fill . Fuchs, entering his 25
There are big shoes to fill games. The Hornet's 1994
season at Kalamazoo, will both offensively and defen- Most Improved Player, Kip
need to rely heavily on incom- sively. Robin Wells, K'95, and Adrian, K'97, feels these two
ing freshmen and upperclass- Mike Arends, K'95, last years games against Kenyon and
men from K's Club Team to MIAA co-scoring leaders, have Denison, both nationallyform a competitive unit.
graduated, as has three-time ranked teams, are must-wins.
Six returning juniors and All-American fullback Tom He says, "If we can do well in
senior goalkeeper Dave Anagnost, K'95. Forward Jeff Ohio, we will get the local reFielder comprise the core of Talbert, K'97, believes the 1995 spect that this team deserves."
this year's squad. Returning squad will carry on K's winThe Hornet's first home
letterwinners say they feel the ning legacy. He says, "We're game is September 9, when the
pressure to produce results. hungry and we're going to sur- men square off against Sienna
Mid fielder James Grace, K'97, prise a lot of people." Coach Heights College. The first
says, "A lot of us are going to Fuchs believes there should be match of Fall Quarter is on
have to step up big this year. I enough talent to offset the rela- September 27 against the
know this team has a lot of tive lack of experience to gen- Olivet College Comets.

Lady Hornets hope to kick their way to the top
Missy Stucki
what we do in season. Our we know what college soccer
Index Staff
team has been working harder and tough competition are all
The combination of a strong than ever during the off-season about."
group of returning players and this year and it will definitely
The Lady Hornets open the
a talented assembly of new- show against our competi- season at home with contests
comers should help the Hornet tors."
against three Division II Ohio
women's soccer team stay on
All three returning seniors, schools, entertaining John
top again this season. The Bagozzi, Missy Stucki, and Carroll University in the seaHornet's have won six con- Laura Whitley, have earned son opener September 2, and
secutive Michigan Intercolle- All-MIAA honors in previous then hosting Denison Univergiate Athletic Association seasons and will be joined by isty and Ohio Wesleyan Unititles. This season they are go- the returning juniors, Roschek versity at MacKenzie for the
ing for their seventh MIAA and Ann Ponicki, to provide first annual Special "K" Classic
title and a bid to the NCAA Di- valuable leadership this sea- September 9-10.
son.
vision III playoffs.
The Hornets begin league
"Hard work and determiAnother key area of talent play September 13 at Adrian
nation are key to our success includes the six letter winners College.
this season," says two-time let- returning in the sophomore
Since MIAA women's socter winner Lisa Roschek, K'97. class. All-MIAA first team cer play began in 1989,
winner,
Erin Kalamazoo has a combined
Team co-captain and defen- award
sive anchor, Erin Bagozzi, Ascherman claims that "out overall conference record of 57
K'96, adds, "Winning the class was able to help the team wins against just three losses
league title and going to Na- last year and should provide including a 10-2 league mark
tionals isn't just the result of an even stronger key now that last year.
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Miller, Kalamazoo College alum, joins study abroad staff
Jennifer Mrozowski
Index staff
Kalamazoo College opens
its arms to one of its own as
1990 graduate Denise Miller
takes over the position of Assistant Director for International Programs. Miller said
she was thrilled when she saw
the ad in the paper.
"What jumped out at me
were the words Kalamazoo
College and International in
the same thing," she said, adding that she thought the opportunity was perfect.
Miller had missed the deadline as the publication in which
she had found the ad had been
passed down from friend to
friend and was outdated. Still
not discouraged, Miller called
the college and asked to speak
with Associate Director of
Study Abroad, Dr. Joseph
Brockington.
Brockington informed

Miller he already had her resume. Miller was surprised,
but soon remembered she had
sent her resume to the Personnel Office
several
months
earlier, explaining
her interests and
qualifications and
asking that
it be passed
along if any
opportunities arose.
"1 am really
impressed
with the
Personnel Office that they followed through; otherwise, I
would've missed that opportunity," she said.
Thus, after a string of con-

versations with Brockington,
Miller was infonned she had
the job. She then left her position at Evanston College in 11-

linois and returned to her alma
mater.
The transition was an easy
one, said Miller, who had returned to the campus several

times since her graduation for
brief visi ts and for her sister's
graduation in 1993.
The campus itself, aside
from the construction on
the quad, had
not changed
much,
she
said.
Conversely, Miller
said
many
new and exciting changes
have arisen in
the International Programs offict!.
Millei
who did her
Study Abroad
in Senegal,
said she is pleased with the addition of the Individual Cultural Research Projects which
students complete while
studying abroad. The projects,

she said, are a chance for students to get to know more
about the culture on a local
level.
In addition, Miller added,
the new trend is toward experiential learning which includes having more students
placed in homestays.
Her job will include traveling domestically to schools to
give informational talks about
the program, overseeing cultural publications, such as the
Atlas, the college's Study
Abroad magazine, and working with the Kenya and
Senegalese programs.
Miller said she is exci tea
abou t the prospect of returning
to her Study Abroad sight, as
it is also the location where she
completed her Senior Individualized Project as one of the
first Chamberlain Scholarship
recipients and where she met
her husband.

Dorrien publishes new work: Soul in Society
Gary Dorrien, Dean of
Stetson Chapel at Kalamazoo
College and associate of religion latest book is Soul in Sodety: the Making and Renewal of
Socail Christianity published by
Fortress Press.
In his book, Dorrien examines the decline of liberal Protestantism and the rise of politicized religious conservatism.
"For most of this century. liberal Protestant theologians and
church leaders, such as Paul
TIlIich, Reinhold Niebuhr,
Francis Mc.\:onnell, and Martin Luther King Jr., have provided moral leadership in

America'sdebatesovercontroversial social and political ISsues," Dorrien says.
"But today, the voices of liberal Protestantism are muted
in American public life, while
the fundamentalist Right is
now struggling for control of
the Republican party."
Dorrien examines three
major movements of this century: Social Gospel, Christian
Realism, and Uberation Thealogy.
He then assesses the crisis
of social Christian thought in
an increasingly secular and
materialistic society, and

shows how the progressive
Christian vision of social and
economic democracy can be
redeemed in the face of its apparent defeat.
Dorrien argues strongly for
a social Christianity that is
faithful to the spiritual reality
and kingdom-oriented ethic of
the way of Christ.
"Dorrien brilliantly mines
the renewable moral energies
of the Jewish and Christian traditions and then applies them
with challenging freshness to
the modem economic and palitical order. This is prophecy
for our times," says prominent

UCM unites at regional meeting
Andrew Schleicher
Index Staff
Last week, college students
from all around the Midwest
gathered for the organizational
meeting of the North Central
Student Convocation of.
United
Methodists.
Kalamazoo Wesley Foundation and United Campus Ministries [Wesley /UCM] was
represented as well.
Approximately 25 college
students gathered at the University of Illinois in
Champaign, Illinois to discuss
how an organization of students in the Midwest could aid
in the ministry of the UMC.
According to author
Donald Shockley in "The
Methodist Student Movement," Methodist students organized the group to be a voice
to the general church. Originally fonned under the name
of the Methodist Student
Movement [MSM] in Decem-

ber 1937, Methodist students
of tha t time agreed to meet every four years at a national
meeting.
However, MSM held their
last meeting thirty years ago.
In the late 1980s a new group
called Student Forum organized and has met every year
since 1989, according to
Shockley.
The gathering in
Champaign has a regional
meeting of the forum. It was
organized by three midwestern members of the forum.
The mission statement from
the group in Champaign came
from Ephesians 4:12-13 in
which Christians are called "to
prepare God's people for
works of service, so that the
body of Christ may be built up
until we all reach unity in the
faith."
One objectiveofthe group is
communication. The Mid-

',.,.• • • • •• • •••••••••.' .••• ' . ,." • '.• ,. ,,)' • ' .,. ,.' x.'

west, or North Central Jurisdiction as the UMC calls it, currently has a student newsletter which is published in Ann
Arbor. These students wanted
all colleges connected in a way
in which information and
ideas could flow easily.
Another focus of the group
was on the involvement of all
students, not just United Methodists. The assembled students
had no desire to exclude any
person because of his or her
denomination. The Kalamazoo
Wesley / UCM is a good example of this ecumenism
The two organizations,
Wesley Foundation and UCM,
bring together a total of five
denomina tions and are open to
others.
Wesley / UCM holds its last
meeting of this quarter over
dinner tonight. Anyone is welcome to join them in the African Room.
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theological ethicist, Daniel
Maguire, of Marquette University.
"Gary Dorrien is the author
of four previous books, including The Neoconservative Mind

(1993) and Reconstructing the
Common Good (1990). His degrees include a B.A. degree
from Alma College and a Ph.D.
from Union Graduate School.

-Public Relations

Senior Graduation
Committee plans events
Adam Bower
Index Staff
Interested in the Pig Roast,
Senior Soiree or the Senior Reception and Slide Show? No?
Okay, how about beer? Well
then, you need to know about
the Senior Graduation Committee. These are the folks who
control just what is going to
happen at these big senior
events. So let's cover the essentials first. The Committee
is composed of seven members
are KelIy Babel, K'96; Stacy
Shafer, K'96; Lauren Piper,
K'96; Katie Baker, K'96; Lesley
Dopp, K'96; Anne Dibble,
K'96; and Catherine Whitlock,
K'96. Yes folks, the seat of
power lies here. But what does
this proverbial seat actually
do?
These friendly folks are in
charge of earning all of the
money necessary to run the
events listed above. Wow! Is
that possible? Well, it can be if
you choose to participate in the
fund raisers they have
planned. First, there was a can
drive the day after Quadstock
(yes, Sunday, August 20th). At
around 1:00 the Committee
went around and collected all
available cans from all of you
sober students.
So what are their other keen
ideas? You know those examweek survival kit things your
parents send you? Well, that
money goes directly to the senior fund. So, as a member of
the senior class myself, 1 say,
"TELL YOUR PARENTS TO

BUY SURVIVAL KITS!" This
is very, very important. "If we
don't have enough funds,
something will have to be cut,"
said Babel. That could mean
less beer at the Soiree or Pig
Roast!
After they collect enough
money to run the planned
events, the committee has to
actually go ahead and plan the
events. As you seniors might
recall, they sent out a survey
to ask for inpu t for the events.
But even if you failed to voice
yourselfonpaper,youcanstill
grab any passing Committee
member and voice your opinions to them directly and at
very close range. They would
especially enjoy input with regards to vegetarian food to be
available at the events. The
Committee also decides on
such things as: color scheme
and other assorted decurations
for the Soiree, food preparation
at all events, and just about any
detail you can think of regarding the activities mentioned at
the beginning of the article.
The Committee will be involved in the selection process
for the c(\mmencement and
baccalaureate speakers for
graduation as well.
"We are very lucky to have
events like these here at 'K',"
said Babel. "You wouldn't find
activities like these at most
other school." So start counting those cans for the drive and
grab your friendly Senior
Graduation Committee member and give them an earful.

Week Two· October 4, 1995

COFFEE

TALK

FINALLY! The O.J.
Simpson trial came to a
close yesterday when
the jury read the verdict
to milIions of listeners
around the globe. NaT
GVILlY echoed
throughout "K" College. Here's a few of
your reactions:

Melissa Weinhold, K'96
I was surprised. I
thought that whether he
was guilty or not would
not going to be considered. I thought the
discrepancies in the
collection and the
presentation of of the
evidence would decide
the ve.rdict.

Beth Bonner, K'96
I was surprised. I
support the decision
that OJ was not found
gun ty. The evidence
was convincing but I'm
sure that the jury has
more knowledge and
they didn't convict him
because they had
reasonable doubt.

Yazmine Watts, K'98
I think if that he didn't
do it he has something
to do with it Stabbing
is committed out of
rage. Who else would
have that much rage to
stab Nicole Simpson
and Ronald Goldman. I
think he got off on legal
technicalities. When
they read the verdict he
had this evil smile on
his face. You could tell
that he happy he beat
the system.

Chavon Jackson, K'99
I felt that he was not
guilty. The amount of
time that they said he
did it in is not enough.
I don't think he could
have done something
like that. I think that he
knows who did it. The
victim's families will
have no peace and
continue to blame OJ
until they find out who
did it.

Marty Mechtenberg, K'96.
I didn't follow the trial
but I assumed that he
was going to be guilty
because in the beginning he was running
from the cops and there
was talk of DNA proof
COFFEE continued on pA
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President Bryan concludes his stewardship
Ryan Harbage
Index Staff
After five years of
service,
President
Lawrence Bryan sent a
memorandum to faculty,
staff and students announcing his plans to resign at the end of this academic year last Friday.
"President Bryan
has done some very fine
things for this college,
and many of us had
hoped he would be
around for a little bit
longer," said Thomas W.
Lambert, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees.
Lambert said Bryan
was instrumental in
maintaining the quality
and competitiveness of
"K" by improving the
calendar and retention of
students.
A new calendar
was approved in fall

1994, and will reduce the
number off off quarters
and take effect next fall.
Bryan, SO, was un-

President Uzwrence Bryzn
announced his resignation
last Friday.
available for comment
due to illness, however,
according to a "K" News
Release, Bryan said, "'We
will create a closer, more
' consistently supportive
campus community by
reducing
constant

comings and goings by
both students and faculty.
"'One of our greatest challenges: Bryan
emphasized, 'is to maintain Kalamazoo's academic quality while at
the same time implementing plans to make a
Kalamazoo College education more affordable to
tomorrow's students and
their families.'"
This year's increase
in tuition and fees was
the lowest in over 20
years. "K" remains the
most expensive college
in Michigan.
Carolyn Newton,
chair of the faculty executive committee, said
that all colleges are going
through tough times, and
that "K" is no exception.
Nine faculty members were notified that

their contracts would not
be renewed for the 1996/
97 academic year in late
August as part of financial restructuring. The
full-tiJne..(!quivalent staff
was 183 last Oct., and
due to both voluntary
and involuntary departures is expected to be
165 next Oct.
"It's natural for colleges to always be questioning their leadership.
When times are really
tough. their questions are
even harder," said Newton.
Lambert said, "He
(Bryan) was acting as a
change agent and he certainly had to be a beacon
for all the criticism of
people who probably
don't like the changes.
"1 think he came to
the conclusion that his

effectiveness was being
reduced by people who
were unaccepting to his
changes, and that his resignation would help the
college move forward."
Newton said, "'I
hope that all of us in the
college community can
rise to the same level of
concern and caring about
this place that President
Bryan has demonstrated,
both in his service to the
college and in his decision to resign."
According to an article in last Friday's
Kalamazoo Gazette,
Bryan is not sure what he
will do after he leaves
"K".
Lambert said the
college will not begin
searching for a new
president until late this
year or early next year.

The new "K" experience:
"We isn't in Kansas no more"
Julius A. Moore N
IndexStafl
I was trying to explain the way some of the
first years might want to
plan out their four years
here when one of them
actually contradicted me.
I'm not just anyone you
know, I'm an upper class
man. Although a little offended I pushed on
through the increasingly
dangerous number of objections I was encountering. I finally though to
myself, "Hey yo, Toto; we
isn't in Kansas no more."
I started asking
them what they expected
their "K" College experience to be like and sure
enough I was right Something had gone awry. ldid
not realize quite what I
was until I was assigned
an interview with Gail
Griffin though. My mission: To discover what
was entailed in the new
"K" plan and what it
meant for those of us here
already.
This proposal for a
new K-Plan draws on the
same three part philosophy as the familiar K-Plan:
foundations, explorations,
and connections. The plan
"works with the very best
of what we have now,"
says Gail Griffin. It also
draws more strongly on
the belief that Kalamazoo
offers both a strong experiential education, as well

as an academic education.
The off-campus community is not familiar with
the "K" plan at the m0ment. The new format of
the transcript will alleviate
some of this.
Present transcripts
do not include the careeI'
development internship,

My mission: To
discover what was
entailed in the new
"K" plan and what
it meant for those
of us here already.
the SIP, foreign study, and
club memberships are not
mentioned on the transcript. Part of the new
plan is to include the work
automatically in the transcript. allowing it to have
two parts, an academic
record and an experiential
record. These experiences
are all built on the three
beliefs of our school's philosophy.
The foundation
skills are the first and most
important skills that all
students are introduced to
and practice throughout
the rest of their experience.
These skills include: writing.. oral expression, quantitative reasoning.. literacy
in computers, the gateway
seminar, and proficiency
inlanguage. Thegateway

seminar is similar to the
freshman seminars we all
must take our first quarterson. Thedifferenceslie
in the consistency of the
courses. The gateway
seminars will be more
connected in their subject
and skills.
Exploration is the
second part of the threepart education program.
The explorations are inclusive of the Career Development experienc~ and
cluster requirement The
cluster requirement involves what we call
distnbutionals right now.
There are several differences though. The clusters are just that, a group
of interrelating courses
that will also count as
credits in concentrations.
An example of this would
be the American History
and American Uterature
courses required for the
cluster and maybe even a
concentration.
There is also a cultural requirement. This ~
quirement is the first time
the school has had a requirement for the students
to take a class involving
race in the United States.
These classes must inciudeone class on the subject of race and one c1ass
on the subject of modern

America.
The last part of the
plan is called connections.
TOTO continued on p.2

'I"M walking stidc, which plilyesl Q key role in President
Bryzn's tmnouncemmt of his resignation, presides over
his desk.
Photo by WiU AsUrms

Multiculturalism:
And what a story it is, too

Jennifer Getting
Index Staff
"Astory, a story-and
what a story it is, too."
These words marked the
beginning of the narrative
told by Patricia Ball, aka
Oni, TeI.ler of lhles, and of
theLAC~y. 'TItled
"In
the Spirit of
Multiculturalism: Taking a
Stand:' the event wasdedicated to Dr. Jeanne BarakaLove, former Director of
MulticulturalAffairs at "K."
Students, faculty,
and community nenbeI's
spoke out against theelimination of Baraka-Love's
position, stressing the need
to recognize and celebrate
diversity.
The removal of
Baraka-Love's part-time
position was part of a larger
budget reduction plan
which eliminated the
equivaIentofeight full-time
positions. "But they didn't
eliminate as many people
as positions:' says BarakaLove. "Some of those

people were abiorbed into
otherplaces in the campus.
I wasnot."
The cuts come at a
time wt-en "K" plans to ~
cus on recruiting minority
students in order to aeate
a more ethnically diverse
campus. President Bryan
describes the loss ciBarakaLoveasa "setback" inlBms
of this goal. but points to the
inclusion of multicultural
autrors and topics within
the curricu1um as a positive
sIep.

He also described a
tentative plan to have faculty members volunteer to
act as advocates for organizations such as the Asian
Students Organization and
the Black Students Organization which have been
deeply affected by the loss
of Dr. Baraka-Love and her'
support
C Marisol de la Rosa,
ci theAsianStudentsOrganizationsaid, "Wedon't~
ally have a very strong
STORY continued on p.2
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
sponsored by ISO
by Diva Altamirano

• Aratat and Rabin sign pact to expand Arab selfrule
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and
PLO chief Vasser Arafat signed an accord Thursday transforming their reconciliation into a concrete plan to transfer much of the West Bank to
Arab control.
The signing ceremony was celebrated in the
White House in the middle of protest that was
dispersed by the U.S, Army.
The document was a follow-up of a 1993
White House agreement that brought Rabin and
Arafat together for a historic handshake of peace.

• Fighting over Bosnia continlU!S despite agreement
Heavy fighting was reported in northwest
Bosnia between Muslum-Ied government troops
and Serb forces Thursday even as the Serbs agreed
to lift their siege of Sarajevo.
There were conflicting reports on the battles
in the northwest, where a Muslum-Croat offensive captured 1,500 square miles of territory from
the Serbs this month.
Bosnian troops appear to see no reason to
stop fighting as long as they are winning.

• Cop kills three on subway in Mexico
A policeman opened fire in a crowded subway on Thursday, killing three people and wounding at least four others. Ernesto Cruz Jimenez, a
22-year-old police officer, was captured and arrested after his deed.

• Deadly dengue virus has struck more than 140.000
this year
The World Health Organization declared on
Thursday that the dengue virus has struck more
than 140,000 people in Latin America this year,
killing at least 38 people.
Another 3,600 cases of dengue haemorragic
fever have also been reported.

• More than 1000 Mexicans are deported daily from
USA
North American patrols on the border with
TIjuana increased by more than 40 percent in the
last nine months.
The US anti-migration policy against Mexico
is going to be sharpened. The sophisticated
people-detecting equipment and the slow militarization of the frontier continues little by little by
the US Government.
The Mexican Government is seeking bilateral agreements to obtain respect for the human
rights of the citizens of their country.

• Saint-Namire officially recognized homosexual
couples
On September 14th, the Mayor of Saint
Nazaire, a little town with 65,OOO. inhabitants in
France, decided that beginning immediately homosexual couples will be able to be declared living together (in front of the law) just as other heterosexual couples. The release of the news created great agitation among the French media. Joel
Battenx, the Mayor of Saint Nazaire thinks that
this only follows French Republican tradition.
"Everybody is free to act as he or she wants as
long as it does not hinder other people's freedom,"
he said.
Several homosexual couples were interviewed and agreed that the declaration is a great
progress and thought that other cities should do
the same.
Nevertheless some couples can't help thinking that it is a very small step toward complete
freedom.
SOURCES
Excelsior, Mexico
Detroit Free Press, USA
New York Times, USA
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voire on campus, and she Is there institutional racism
always lent her voice to in this society? Absolutely
help us oUl"
, there is- tragically. But I
Supporters
of don't interpret this action as
Baraka-Love have circu- evidence of institutional
lated petitio~ spoken with racisrrL"
President Bryan and staged
The college has also
protests,
been
including
aiticized
"We have to think
one which
for cuttook place about what is clouding tingstaff
outside our vision. And of
while inthe chapel
stalling
a
on Sep- course, we will not
new
tember 17, allow multiculturalism keycard
following to perish on this camsystem
the
and air
-Gail Griffin condiPresident's pus."
Convocationing.
tion for first year students. President Bryan maintains
Many of these supporters that these improvements
cIaim Baraka-Love'sdepar- are necessary. He says seture is an example of insti- curity reasons have mantutional racism.
dated a new keycard sys"We have to look at tem,and that the current air
systems that always keep conditioning system is anone group in prominence tiquated, requiringcooIants
and always keep another no longer available for engroup
suppressed," vironmental reasons.
Baraka-Love said. "At
The college, asa nonsome point we have to look profitOiganization, is manat, what are the mecha- aged financiaIIywith a sysnisms that keep these temailled fund accounting.
things happening? And Underthissystem,~te
one of the mechanisms is to funds are maintained for
say, 'V.edon'thaveenough different aspects of theovermoney totakeaueofevery- all budget. Funding for
thing tha t' s here, so let's cut staff salary is separated
thisoul'"
from funding for projects
However, President like air conditiOning and
Bryan said, "I don't agree keycards.
that that decision replt:seuts
That "Fundamenevidence of institutional tally, multiculturalism is a
racism. I'm not going to say matter of vision," English
that there isn't institutional Professor Gail Griffin said
racism in institutions of at LAC "We have to think
higher education. I'm not about what is clouding our
going to say there aren't in- vision. And of rourse, we
stances of prejudice here will
not
allow
andotherplaces. Wearein multiculturalism to perish
a sense, in part, a micro- on this campus."

Summer highlights
Rebecca Lair
Index Staff
Many things have
been going on this summer
while some of the "K" students have been away. To
help them (and the "firstyears") catch up on the
happenings, a summary of
the summer follows.
- The resignations of
two hall directors, Tessa
Swiftney and Corey
Harbaugh, plus budget
cuts, made good arguments in support of a new
system of Area Coordinators.
- Security was increased at the \'\bmen's Resource Center after a naked
male was spotted in the
kitchen.
- Jake Baas who has
been with "K" College for
over 8 years, resigrro from
the Vice Presidency of Development to start up his
own consulting business.
- Nine faculty and
staff members learned
that their contracts
would not be renewed as

a result of budget cuts
and restructuring.
- Students came out
to rally for their teachers
whose contracts had not
been renewed. Many argued that they believed
there were more appropriate places for the budget cuts.
- Openings in the
Land/Sea program was
raised from 36 to 60, and
the price was $1014, an increased of three percent
over the last two years.
- Dana Hendrix became Director of Internship development in the
Career Development
Center.
- Quadstock rocked
so hard and loud (and
close to residential areas)
that neighbors complained of the noise and
the party ended early.
- A' new smoking
policy
designated
Trowbridge and certain
suites in Severn the only
residential smoking environments on campus.
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Who's new at Kalamazoo?
Kristy Lockwitz

The class of '99 are
not the only new faces on
campus. New faculty also
are learning their way
around Kalamazoo College.
Dr. Gary Gregg is
the new member of the
Psychology Department.
He is currently teaching
Cultural Psychology,
which because it has a
small enrollment, meets
on his front porch, and
General Psychology. Still
unpacking, Gregg is not
yet aware of what extracurricular activities he'll
participate in, but he says
he is looking forward to
doing so.
Gregg attended
University of California San Diego, where he got a
degree in History of Philosophy. As a senior,
Gregg hitchhiked home
and was given a ride by
the managing editor of
Psychology Today. Gregg
was hired a couple of
weeks later to do "grunt
work" for the magazine.
According to Gregg.
he "sweated for days over
the finest review ever
written" about one of the
many books that came
through the office. His re-

view was published, he
was given other writing
assignments and finally,
he became an editor.
Gregg says the lure
of graduate school drew
him away fromPsychoWgy
Today to the University of
Michigan where he studied Personality Theory
and Personality Psychology. Study of Uves, the
field he worked in, strives
to understand developmentand the organization
of personality by studying
individuals through interviews and projective tests.
While at Michigan,
Gregg says he spent a lot
of time in the anthropology department. He had
always wanted to do field
work, but had not been
trained enough.
During th~s same
time, Gregg worked during the day at the Institute
for Social Research (ISR)
he says, "so I could go out
and do life history interviews by nighl" While
working at ISR. Gregg met
his wife, Alison, whose
specialty is public health
in the developing world.
After completing his
dissertation and post doctorate work, Gregg says,
he and Alison "abanGREGG con't on p.3

Totocon't
The connections are just
that. They tie up the end
of the year in a way that
the current "K" pIan does
not. The committee felt
that the senior year was
disjointed and unconnected. This new plan
brings the courses and the
students closer together
to end the year with a
more unified feel. A senior colloqUium would

replace the LAC requirement, this full year lecture
program might allow the
seniors more time to
share together. A portfolio including all the
student's work up from
first year to senior year
would also be presented
as a part of the graduation
requirement. Gail Griffin
explained, "It makes the
four years add up to
something."

Index staff
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WJMD is back on the air
David Latchana
Index Staff
U A new day has
dawned," according to
WJMD station manager
Josh Azriel, K '96, referring to Kalamazoo
College's revitalized radio
station (90.1 PM). After
two years of downtime
and logistical problems,
WJMD resumed transmission on September 28 at 4

p.m. The 1arge reservoir
of disc jockey's are scheduled in two hour shifts
throughout the day, giving WJMD continuous,
24-hour broadcasting.
According to Azriel,
under the new broadcasting system, WJMD is not
subject to FCC regulations, giving each DJ free
rein to play and say whatever is within their own

Two WJMD DIs ponder musical selections during their
broadcast.
Photo by Beth Whitman

Gregg

con't from p.2
interviews and to attend
doned all sanity and seminars at the Center for
joined the Peace Corps." Middle Eastern Studies.
The Greggs were sent to He then helped with reMorocco, where Alison search projects at the
was to work with the Min- Harvard School of Public
ilt\l)' 9.(tIt¥,lth~d q~. Health dealing with alrowas to find "something hoi in the workplace and
meaningful" to do. The on college campuses.
Greggs ended up.teaching
Gregg says he came
English to 40 children in a to "K" directly from these
language they barely un- research projects. He
derstood.
wants to interest students
Later, the Greggs re- in research projects conlocated to a small commu- cerning life-styles and
ni ty in the foothills of the health, the formation of
surrounding mountains to identity, and themultiplicstudy a serni-tribalized, ity of identities. Sometime
nomadic, sheep-herding he says, he hopes to teach
society and to help them a class on Middle Eastern
learn to manage their issues to "get beneath the
range lands. The Greggs headlines" and explore
remained there for three the mxlemization of un~doinge~phic derdeveloped nations.
research which Gregg deGregg says he is
scribed as heaven.
pleased to join the
During the next sev- Kalamazoo College faceral years, according to uI ty. He states that
Gregg, he used a Fulbright he admires the emFellowship to conduct life phasis on experienhistory interviews in Mo- tiallearning and sees
rocco and taught at Sarah his role as presenting
Lawrence, a liberal arts engaging material in
college in New York an accessible way.
which is similar to He expects students
Kalamazoo College. He to be serious about
also received a National their education, and
Science Foundation Grant so far he says he has
which he used to translate had a great first im7
and analyze his Moroccan pression.

personal taste. This is because WJMD's signal is
not transmitted over the
air, but radiated from
wires strategically placed
in the campus buildings.
The only drawback
of this system, however, is
that not all of the buildings
are currently wired for the
system, Azriel commented. Now, only Hicks
Center, Harmon, Hoben,
and most of the Quad can
pick up the signal. This is
soon to change, though, as
WJMD plans to have all of
the residence halls wired
by the end of fall quarter.
So, after years of
veiled rumors and static
air, WJMD is back. This is
due in large part to the
guiding power of the station management and the
enthusiasm of the underclassmen. As WJMD public relations manager, senior, Scott Martin put it,
"This station is run by the
students and for the students."

Gregg has published a book entitled Self
Representation which accounts for contradictions
and inconsistencies in s0cial behavior. His article
in the current Journal of
Personality summarizes
the book.
In between classes,
one might see Gregg
rollerblading in and
around campus, although
the rough pavement and
the hills of Lovell Street
are certainly challenges.
Gregg also enpys dancing
and is currently looking
for good clubs in

Kalamazoo.

His other great py is
playing with his six year
old son, Charlie, who has
recently developed an affinity for tennis. "That's
really why we came here,"
Gregg confided.

Student Tour Operator

is now hiring Campus
Sales Reps. For More
Info Con ted STS
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Please recycle this Index
Coffee

con't
and there was no other
suspects. I respect the
decision because the
defense showed enough
evidence to prove
reasonable doubt. I'm
less surprised now that
I first was because I
hadn't realized to what
extent the defense has
shown reasonable
doubt.
Josh Welsh and 253

Harmon
I really don't care
because I think the
whole thing was a big
BS media hype. I never
watched it and I think
whoever sat around and
watched the trial were
sick and disturbed.
Now that he's no guilty,
he will go around and
make millions of
dollars. Everyone
involved in the trial is
going to write a book
and make lots of money
in the next five years.

This was the L.A.P.D.
attempt to get back at
blacks for the Rodney
King riots. Fortunately,
the American people
are not as stupid as the
LAPD would like us to
believe.

Chris Guzmen, K'99
His DNA was at the
scene! That's alII need
to know! DNA can't be
replicated! He must be
guilty! If he.was
framed then the police
of L.A. are corrupt! If
he wasn't framed then
the law protects the
guilty! Either way
something seriously
wrong happened today!

Marie Wysocki K'99
He's so guilty, its over,
deal with it.

Michael Benthim, K'99
I'm glad the whole
thing is over with. If
they would have found
him guilty, we would
have had to watch
another year of O.J.

Sage Eastman, K'97

KJzpula Stewart, K'99

In reality it was the
wrong verdict but in a
court of law it was the
right verdict.

I wasn't surprized by
the verdict. I believe
that the whole trial was
a waste of time and
hardworking tax payers
money. It was only a
display to the world of
how the U.s. can react
to things and issues in

Eric R. Frederick, K'98
He didn't do it in the
first place. I have
renewed faith that the
judicial system words.

crazy ways. That's
nothing new.

Yemi Onafuwa, K'97
A manipulable system
is one that deserves no
public confidence. The
condition of reasonable
doubt was met only
with the force of
contrivance. If I may
mix my metaphors, red
herrings will always
come home to roost. To
end on a positive note,
kudos to Ito for rigorous fairness.

Beth Chase, K'98
The fact that a jury of
twelve people could
possibly come to an
acquittal in less than
four hours is a gross
injustice! Life, liberty
and the power of
money is the new theme
for the United States.

Garth Miller, K'97
My stomach fell when I
heard the verdict
announced. The jury
was obviously more
concerned with getting
home than to take into
consideration the
outstanding evidence of
Oranthal's guilt.
However, I would
rather see Simpson, a
double murderer, free
than have an innocent
man imprisoned.

Searching for a president

Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
When I read the
headline in the Kalamazoo
Gazette that Dr. Lawrence
Bryan was leaving our
fine institution at year's
end I was shocked and
more than a little upset.
My first instinct was to
read the article and find
out who forced him out.
As I read the article, however, I discovered that Dr.
Bryan was not being
forced out but was instead leaving by choice.
I was even more appalled by this information.
I had the utmost respect for Dr. Bryan. Every time I talked to him,
his intelligence astounded me, and he always had the utmost respect for my concerns and
questions. He seemed
like a president who truly
cared about his students
on this campus.
However, looking
at his record and the timing of this announcement, I do not know if I
am correct on these
points.
I can no longer believe that he truly cares
about this institution.
He has been '1eading"
Kalamazoo College into

the 21st century by helping change the K Plan so
that our schedule is just
like that of almost every
other school in the na-

He seemed like a
presiden t who
truly cared about
his students on
this campus. However, looking at his
record and the
timing of this
announcement, I
do not know if I
am correct on
these points.
tion. He has spearheaded a curricular revision so that students receive "a more well
rounded education" that
diverts attention and
classes away from the
major. And he led us
into the twenty first century by cutting not just
six professors, but two
languages from the "international" education
we are supposed to receive here. In fairness to
Dr. Bryan, these decisions were not his alone,
but he led the drive to do

these things.
Dr. Bryan lacks
courage. He mad deep
cuts from the faculty and
then decided he does not
wish to stay and suffer
the repercussions. He
chose the easy way out
after making tough decisions. This is a childish
way of dealing with this
matter.
For those of you
upperclassmen who
have seen great changes
in this school in the past
few years, will you notice the pattern of timing for the announcements
for
these
changes? They all occurred during the summer quarter when fewer
students are on campus
and Dr. Bryan would
not have to listen to the
student body. In short,
he does not have the
courage
to
face
troublespots in an administrative position.
The school has not
yet begun to look for a
replacement for Dr.
Bryan. To the Board of
Trustees, I offer this suggestion: Look for a man
full of courage and who
truly cares for the students. These were two
things lackingirr the last
presidency.

Kalamazoo needs to set computer
priorities or else fall behind
CliffLamJ;
Index Sta
The other day I
went to check my e-mail
between classes, as is my
wont, and a funny thing
happened. I had to wait
in line.
No problem. I
could wait, I was just
spoiled by the usually
short lines. Finally I was
able to snatch a vacant
computer and hastily
typed in my log in, when
another funny thing
happened. Instead of
getting my prompt right
away the computer
struggled under the
combined weights of
three zillion users and
obviously considered
me low priority.
The Campus Buzz
having been moved to
an electronic medium
only adds to the burden.
Now everybody is flitting in and out of our
straining net in record
making rates and waiting lo~ger to do so. So
far it hasn't been too
much of a problem, but
one can see the beginnings of a problem already fOrming.

It's difficult to balance the financial needs
of the college with the
technical needs of a
growing population of

Kalamazoo is
at the lower
end of amount
spent for computers in the
Great Lakes
College
Association.
computer users. In reality, Kalamazoo is at
the lower end of
amount spent for computers in the Great
Lakes College Association. Previously, I don't
think we've felt that bite
but with the increase in
usage, which I support
wholeheartedly, we face
the hard decision of
spending more on computers or falling behind
the pack.
Some things are

going to be essential for
us. One is a separate
modem line for profes
sors who enjoy replying
to their messages from
home. We also will
need at some point to
expand the e-mail
server and its satellite
systems, though I sus
pect Computer Services
is already working on
the problem.
This hasn't been
an easy quarter for that
particular department
They are two staff
members down and
doing their best to
make up the slack in
the work load. Blaming
them would be wrong
and futile. What needs
to happen is that the
college must make
some tough decisions
on what they consider
important. They need
to do it soon.
Cliff LAmpe is a se

nior currently on foreign
study in Ecuador. He com
pleted his SIP last quarter
for the psychology depart
ment. This never-before
published article was found
while we searched the files
on our computer.
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IExcuse me, but did I miss something again?
Lizzie Kostielney
Features Editor
Excuse me ifI'm a Ii ttle
out of line here, but I've
heard a rumor around
campus that we are all
part of community. Is
this true? Because if it is,
I guess I missed
something my freshman
year. And, I definitely
missed something this
summer.
I missed the news
about our "beautified
Quad."I missed getting
any knowledge about the
bloody massacre going
on in almost every
department of this
college. I missed the
changes in the Study
Abroad Program. I was
only gone a few months,

but as soon as I get back
it seems like I've been
gone half a century.
Why?
The fact of the matter
is that the "K" bubble
works both ways. While
we're on campus we get
no news of the outside
world and while we're
off campus we get no
information from inside
this miniaturized, little
universe we occasionally
call home. Whether we
want to believe that fact
or not, this microcosm
will be our home for as
long as we remain
students here.
I don't know about
you, but as for me, if
there are any significant
changes going on in my

home, I'd like to know
about them. Of course,
some people don't mind
being
uninformed.
These are the same
people who say that
receiving one packet of
housing information
from Dean LaPlante
constitutes
being
informed.
It's not that I want to
be prepared for the way
the Quad looks when I
come back from summer
vacation. I want to know
what's going on in my
"community" when I'm
not there. I may not
always be able to
physically participate in
the decision making
process, and therefore
it's all the more

important
to
be
informed.
If the administration
cannot or will not inform
off-campus students of
what is going on at "K",
then why do they so
blatantly tout this college
as a community? The
world is our campus, yet
when we come back
from foreign study our
campus is as unfamiliar
as the countries that we
have just gotten back
from.
I'd like to think that
when I get back from
foreign study or study
aboard or whatever the hell
they call it now, thatl can at
least have some kind of
inkling to what is going on.
It truly 9:al'eS me thatmapr

changes can be made and a
decent portion of the
studentbodywill not know
about it until they md in

before dasses.
Am I wrong about this,
or did I miss something
again?

Welcome to "L.A. Lavv" live
Jeff Hotchkiss
Index Staff
Yesterday at 1:06
p.m. the world stopped.
Businesses shut down
across the country; lunch
breaks were extended.
Law schools postponed
classes. Masses gathered in public areas
around large video
sc~'C, N¥i evenin Sri
Lanka, halfway around
the world, I'm sure
someone had their television tuned into the
verdict.
Not Guilty.
The world took it
in, for a moment. The
realization: some became angry, some
shocked, some jubliant,
others perplexed. In this
country, the ultimate decision of the O.J.
Simpson verdict was
greeted with relief. A
highly complex trial
touching on many diverse and highly complicated themes of American culture had come to
a conclusive and decisive ending: something
rare in this day of age.
Not Guilty.
The media had
played it up. The publicity 'was overwhelming, if
not astonishing. A friend
of mine in Norway knew
more about the trial then
I did.

It was an excellent
demonstration of how
powerful the American
newsmedia really is; how
greatly it influences our
cultural, poli tical, and
social institutions. We
also found how it greatly

the 1V yesterday afternoon. I even watched the
"post decision analysis"
after-yards and heard the
"experts" argue whether
race was involved,
whether DNA was sufficient in the court of law,

Are the accused really innocent
until proven guilty anymore?
Or are the accused guilty until
proven innocent? Or is it that
they are guilty but need to be
proven gu ilty?
influenced daytime programing. The trial became the best soap opera
of the year.
"L.A.
Law" .. .live!
And all parts of the
media took it up. From
"Hard Copy" to the New
York Times, it was prime
news. Experts were
brought in to analyze.
And the media toyed
with them as pawns.
"Are the ratings up!
Keep it entertaining! We
need a great ending!"
Not Guilty.
And wasn't it entertaining? I mean, I
cursed the whole trial
from the beginning and
found myself glued to

and soon.
It was entertaining
because we all had a soft
spot for the guy, yet most
of us think he was guilty.
Not Guilty.
And was race an issue? To say that it wasn't
is absurd. But to say that
it was is contraversial. So
was race involved? Is the
Pope Catholic?
If there is one
thing we must take from
this trial, it's that race
and ethnicity are the
most influential issues
on our criminal justice
and legal systems. If we
are to reform and modernize, let's look at this
trial carefully and see

how we can make it better.
But could it be that
our Judicial System is inherently flawed? Arewe
working under a hopeless process that doesn't
fit modem times? Are
the accused really innocent until proven guilty
anymore? Or are the accused guilty until proven
innocent? Or is it that
they are guilty but need
to be proven guilty?
Then what's the point?
It's almost too whacky
for us take it all in.
It's not decisive.
Not Guilty.
Just like that.
It was decisive.
Guilty would have done
as well. But can you
imagine if it was a hung
jury? If it was deadlocked and nothing came
out of it?
I'm sure we'd all
feel left hanging, even
angry as hell. It wouldn't
be decisive and conclusive enough. It would
make us all feel that
much more anxious and
worried about our society, our culture, our p0litical system? I mean,
they couldn't even reach
a decision on the O.J.
Simpson trial!
Not Guilty.
And we're all satisfied for the time being.
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Keep your 'male bonding'
off women's underwear
Letter to the Editor:
Late
Saturday
night, I witnessed something that may be termed
"males-bonding," but I
would suggest that the
initiation ritual consisting
of men (boys?) dressed
only in women's underwear, running across the
street was little more than
disturbing and twisted. I
state this because the initiation was, it seemed, intended to humiliate these
young athletes, and this
was accomplished by
forcing them to seem like
women.
The question of
drag is often a confusing
and confounding issue
for the women's movement. There are some
who believe that men
dressed as women feel
they are glamorous and
beautiful. This is not
what is at issue here. This
frat-boy-type activity is
one which many feminists may be united on;

these athletes did not
wish to appear glamorous or beautiful. They
were degraded and this
was accomplished by
dressing as women.
Why is is this offensive to a feminist
such as myself? Because
being a woman is not
something to be mocked
or to feel ashamed of.
And the use of women's
clothing to convey that
these members of the
team are subordinate,
weak, inexperienced
and/or child-like is using femininity to the
ends of conveying that
message. This is an insult to me, personally, as
a woman, and I Ytill
stand strong, jaded,
skeptical and as a
woman to say to those of
you who insist on using
women (albeit vicariously), to keep your
''Male Bonding" to yourselves.
-Becca Jewell, K'96
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The future of folk is Ani DiFranco

If you have a review of a
book, CD, store, movie,
anything, e-mail it to
indeX@kzoo.edu or drop it off in one of the mailboxes.
No anonymous reviews will be printed. The editors
reserve the right to choose which reviews are published.

BOOKS
The Hot Zone by RklJard

Preston (Anchor
Books,1994) . It is about
rare and lethal viruses
and the people who come
into contact with them. It
is somewhat similar to
the movie, Outbretlk
except that The Hot Zane
is all true. Wait until you
have a lot of free time on
your hands to read this
book but definitely read
it. It will make you much
more aware of what lives
on your hands.

Kristy Lockwitz
Ulyout Editor

STORES
Meijer on Westnedge· One
word, "ick." I thought I
was prepared for the
ultimate shopping
experience---i!Verything I
could ever want under
one roof. But, they forgot
to mention the auwds.
Maneuvering through
thirty thousand people in
an aisle three feet wide ~
like trying to find your
seat during the first
quarter of the Notre
Datre/Michigan football

game ... impossible. Even
if you want one thing you
have to walk half a mile

to get there, ask an
unfriendly salesperson
for assistance, find out it's
out of stock. and walk
three miles back to your
parking space, to c1imb in

the car and say, "I should
have gone to Walgreens."

Beckie Craft
Editor-in-Chief

VIDEOS
Star WalS TriJDgy· Hyou
were living in a box over
the summer, you proOOb1y

didn't hear about the Star
Wlrs 1ii1ogy. Having
many frien1s who love
this phenomenon I knew
what to expect upon my
return to school and I
wasn't let down. A week
later, my friend's 100m is
full of fans clustered
around his big screen d
tdevisor (25 incher). A
few things hit me right
away: why did I always
want Princess Lea's hair
when 1was young?
'Those earmuffs aren't
exactly attractive.
Another thing that I
realized was how young
everyone looked. Luke
Skywalker, that whiny
kid, is flying that? Lastly,
I was reminded how
terrific the movies are.
Not just bemuse of the
special effects or the new
and improved picture
and sound quality, but
also because of all the
memories I associate
with the film. Perhaps
that's why my friends
are so enraptured with
this trilogy.

Angela Jousma
A&E Editor

The triumphant
return of "Regency"
An\ela Jousma
A& Editor
Once again, the
soulful, jazzy, acappella
sounds of "Regency" visited Kalamazoo last Friday, September 29. The
award winning, five man
group from Baltimore,
Maryland serenaded and
excited the large Dalton
Theater audience to sing
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and dance in and out of
their seats. Thanks to all
of the SAC members
who made the event possible especially Leanne
Descamps,
Chris
Dragisic,
Amanda
Gramith, Anne Nichols,
and Hannah Seo who
hosted "Regency" on
friday night before and
after the show.

;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;==-1

Regency snf7llld'es
held last Friday.
Photo by Student Activities Commission

Index staff
Born in Buffalo,
New York, Ani DiFranco
grew up on the eighties
when punk was in season and the winters
seemed to have a cold
and malicious mind of
their own. We have her
parents to thank for her
musical inception - they
bought her an acoustic,
six string and a Beatles
song book when she was
nine years old and within
months she was playing
in clubs all over her
hometown.
At 15, DiFranco
started writing her own
songs and had moved out
of her mother's house.

When she was 18 she
graduated from the Visual and Performing Arts
School and was playing
repetitively at all of the
many Buffalo bars. She
had also decided that she
did not like the idea of
men coming to see her
shows because she was
cute. "Maybe I don't
want to be attractive at
all," she said in an interview last year. "Maybe I
want to shave my head
and put on heavy black
boots and see who'll listen to me then."
At 19, DiFranco
looted her bank account
and borrowed money
from her friends to finance
her first album which was

Speak up please:
We can't hear you
Shawn McKinney
Index Staff
"Everybody has
something to say, right?"
so say the editors of the
Speakeasy, which is "K'''s
own, student run "arfists' paper and writers'
forum," according to one
of its founders and current editor, John Riordan.
The
goal of the

Speakeasy,
according
to Riordan,
is "to get a
forum for
positi ve,
free, and
most of all
fun,selfexpression."

The Speakeasy was
founded during summer
quarter by Riordan and fellow seniors Mike Mace
and Stacy Schwandt, both
of whom happen to be off
this quarter. Riordan currently handles all of the
editorial chores and submissions even though it
only amounts to about 15
su bmi ssions per issue, which
is less than
he
had
hoped for.

"E x-

pressing
yourself is
not always
Photo by Will Adams popular,"
according
So far (as of tre sum- to Riordan who hopes
mer "95 issue), tre S~ that the Speakeasy prohas been able to publish vides a way for the
about 500 wpies ci each is- "Kalamazoo community
sue toward that goal, with to express itself on a
about 14 poems and five regular basis, excluding
slot stories appearing thus no one."
The map-difference,
far.
All of this has gone acrording to Riordan, betowards Riordan's "rag," tween the Spetlkeasy and
as he calls it, with a com- Kalamazoo's other publimitment to "providing cations, the Index and the
an opportunity for free Cauldron, is the re1axed atexpression" to the mosphere he hopes to have
Kalamazoo College com- for the Spt!IlktDsy, as well as
the lack of editorial and
munity.
administrative
interferRiordan states that he
ence.
Riordan
adds,
'We
feels that his "rag" has made
don't
edit,
we
spell
check."
people "laugh and think,."
One of the things
even though he says he
Riordan
finds most imdoesn't think it has reached
pressive
so
far, is that stuthe entire Ka1amazoo comdents
in
unrelated
fields
munityyet, whichi-edaims
have expressed themis one of his goals.
A
senior
at selves creatively and
Kalamazoo, who wished to have their work preremain naJl'"eIess, thought sented to the community
the Spmkazsy was" a good by Ule Speaketlsy.
In closing, Riordan
idea," and that "an underground newspaper was leaves us with these words:
necessary." The senior also "More than anything, I
went on to comment that want students to read their
she felt itwasn't just "a bitch classmates writing and enpaper," but that ithad merit pyil Wejustwanteverybody to speakeasy."
as a publication.

seH-titied. Then with the
quintessen tial spirit of an
alternative musician, she
turned down offers from

Ani Difranco as appears
in the insert to the CD
"Not a Pretty Girl."
a number of major record
labels and started her own
record company entitled
"Righteous
Babe
Records." Since then she
has sold more than
175,<XX> tapes and CD's of

her own.

sre tours almost constantlyon both sides of the
Atlantic with her closest
friend, An Alvarez
Weirstrung with D'Addro
PhospOOrus Bronze Strings.
DiFranco enpys the large
clubs and small theater
scene which she plays exclusively.
DiFranco has released seven albums in the
last five years and has been
called a punk folkster, a
grunge folkie and a one
woman acoustic punk
band. H folk music has a
future its Ani DiFranco.
So with all its labels
and preconceptions,
DiFranco's tour will stop
here in Kalamazoo this
Friday night at the State
Theater. Tickets are
$14.50 and if you enjoy a
very personal concert
given in a quaint little
theater I highly recommend this show.

Art for art's sake
and a little extra cash

Amy Schaus
Index Staff
Attention Artists!
Coming up: 17th Annual
Michigan Artists' Competition
Hey! To all of the artists and art lovers out
there, there may be a trip
to Battle Creek in your
near future. The Art Center is once again hosting
the 17th Michigan Artists'
Annual Competition.
1he oompetition was
initiated to highlight Michigan artists in a 1arge-scale
show. A wide variety of

styles and media will be displayed by both estabIisk'd
professional artists and new
and emerging artists.

clusion in the show. From
these, he will choose less
than 100 pieces for the exhibit. The competition
features more than $3200
in cash prizes as well.
Lakeview Square Mall,
the Arts Foundation of
Michigan. the Art Center
League and the Art Center are among the major
sponsors for the prizes.
The award winners will
be announced at a reception at the Art Center on
October 27 from 7-9 p.m.
The reception is free and
open to the public, with
refreshments provided.
Entries are still being accepted by the Art
Center. The jury will be
on October 10-11. Artists
interested in competing
should contact the Art
Center for an entry form
at (616) 962-9511.

According to Tim
Norris, one of the organizers of this event there is "a
wide range of artists, from
college students to the elderly." The show will
run from October 18
We listen. We explain.
until November 16.
The exhibit is open
We1re private.
for public viewing
We1re affordable.
during the Art
WE CARE.
Center's regular
• Free pregnancy testing
hours: Tuesday-Fri• Free all·options
day 10 a.m.-5 p.m,
pregnancy
counseling
and
Saturday
•
low
cost
birth
control, with
through Sunday 1-4
pills as low as $8 per month
p.m. The Center is
• Confidential sri screening
located at 265 East
Emmett Street, Battle
PLANNED
Creek, Ml49017.
PARENTHOOD
Chicago art
critic Dennis Adrian
Of South Central Michigan
and juror for the
show is scheduled
4201 W. Michigan • 312-1200
1 block East of Drake Rd.
to review more than
400 paintings, drawASK ABOUT
ings, sculptures and
EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION
other works by
(ALSO KNOWN AS
more than 200 art"THE MORNING AfTER PILL")
ists for possible in-

(P-J
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Kalamazoo women's and men's teams grab second place
The Spandex

teams charged up their
fans with strong performances at the Heidelberg
Invitational this past
weekend. Returning to the tough
Tiffin course for the
first time in five
years, the Hornet
Harriers trounced a
number of teams
from Ohio. The "K"
women narrowly
missed winning the
whole show, while
the ''I<'' men held off
several close chalGraduate degree programs
lengers in the men's
(MA, Ph.D) in International
field.
Affairs with an emphasis on
Leading the
contemporary policy-relevant
way
for
the
issues.
women's team was
Laura Edwardson
Area and
who placed third
Functional Fields:
and turned in a season best 19:10. Her
Interamerican Studies
time was a full
(including U.S.-Latin
minute faster than
American Relations)
the previous week at
European Studies
the MIAAJamboree
Post-Soviet Studies
#1. "I had a good
Comparative Development

The Kalamazoo
College women's and
men's cross country

EDUCATION

FOR1BE
REAL WORLD

o

o
o
o
o International Business
o International Economics
o International Health
Policy
o International Relations
Theory
o International Security
and Conflict
o Foreign Policy Analysis
Apply by February 1
for assistantships and
other financial aid.

North·South Center
lJ"ITIISITT

0'

MIA • •

Students who are interested in
lnteramerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North·South Center
Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL S1lJDIES
Admissions, Room #366
Coral Gables, FL 33124·3010
(305) 284-4173

week of workouts," comrrented Edwazrlson, '1 am
just starting to get
untracked. Lookoutbaby,
here I rome!"
Christa Paisley was
close behind capturing
sixth in 19:44. Her time
too was a full minute
faster than at the Jamboree. "I love to run in
Ohio," noted Paisley, "its
terrain inspires me."
Next for the Hornet
women was Stephanie
Gorman. The crafty veteran snatched 12th place
in 20:06, just edging the irrepressible freshman
Christine Stahman, 13th in
20:07. '1 bided my time
and used the hills to my
advantage, and scampered home," said
Gorman, "I may be old
and sometimes cranky,
but don't put me out to
pasture yet." "She's a
pretty good for an old
crone," said an admiring
Stehman. ''She ran more

than a minute faster than
at Hope course."
Shelby Stuntz completed the top five as she
rontinued her competitive
romeback. Her 19th place,
20:15, was her best performance in two seasons, and
nearly a minute faster
than at the Jamboree.
Christine Perry, also on the
comeback trail, turned in
one of her best performances in quite a while,
garnering 28th in 20:42.
1his was 1:42 faster than
at Hope, and several days
faster than at the GLCA
meet. Keegan Keefover
finished right after Perry,
taking 29th in 20:43.
Other ''I<'' finishers
included Julie Kliman,
32nd in 20:52, who
knocked a minute off her
previous season's best;
the rapidly improving
Heather Crull, 37th in
21:03, Natalie Shepard
48th in 21:25, Beth Chase,
50th in 21:33, Deb

Men's soccer kicking for the top
Christine Stehman their mark on "K" socIndex Staff
cer.
The
In the first two
Kalamazoo Col- weeks of conditioning,
lege men's soccer however, promising
team began their freshmen Steve Verb
season hoping for and Chris Adamo colthe best. After los- lided, leaving one ho~
ing ten seniors ing to return to playing
from a strong team a few weeks later and
last year, it ap- the other Gut for the seapeared to be a re- son. This marked the
building and re- beginning of the injuries
loading year.
which have plagued the
Joining the young team all season.
team are eight
Besides having infreshmen
and jury troubles, the team
three sophomores lost one key player after
who hope to make six games when Ben
Breitinger,
K' 97, left for
foreign
GOOD
study. The
WEEKLY
rest of the
squad, led
INCOME
by
senior
processing mail lor
national company! Free
goalie Dave
supplies, postage! No
Fielder and
selling! (l,onuses! Start
juniors
Matt
immediat6ly! Genuine
Burr,
James
opportunity! RushSAS.E.:
Grace, Erik
GHC, SUITE 216
1861 N.FEDERAL HWY
Viik,
Jeff
HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020
Talbert,
Todd
Th-

ompson, Rene "Kip"
Adrian and Blake
Lancaster, has struggled
through the first half of
the season.
So far, the team
has posted a record of 45-1 (2-3-0 MIAA).
"With the exception of
the first game against
Kenyon COllege and the
second half of the game
against Hope, the team
has played very well. If
you showed the statistics to anyone, they
would think that 'K'
won almost every
game," commented
coach Hardy Fuchs.
"We dominated almost
every game but we were
unable to score."
Coach Fuchs continued to say that this is
a common problem
with young teams
whose players lack collegiate experience and
experience playing together.
Despite disappointments so far, the
rest of the season looks

Now you can have two or the most recognized and
accrpted credll canis In the IWrtd ... Vlsa 8 and MasterOlrde
crrdll cards.:ln your name: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1llRNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA!! and MasterCard!! the credit cards you
deseJ"\le and need ror- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-1lJJTION-ENTERTAlNMENTEMERGENCY CASH-TJCKETS-RESTAURANTSHOTELS-MOTELS-Ga.5-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIlD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

G\l"~
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t'C""'"
.,,1"""\0 ~,\Il

,.h " ..,,1£ .....ef. .

Dan Lun, 22nd in 2757.
Senior captain Marty
Metchenberg returned to
the top seven with a28:43
for 37th place. "Irs good

The men's and women's cross country teams.

Photo by Pde Gathje
88th in 23:21. Pittman and to be back," said
Miller were both running Mechtenberg, '1 knew if I
with injuries.
worked hard it would
"We had a good happen."
meet The team is improvOther men finishers
ing week by week," ad- included Chris Seaton
mitted Coach Gathje.
who had his best race of
Less than a minute the season, 40th in 28:58,
separated the first men's Jon Edds, 43rd in 29:14,
finisher from the sixth. as Josh Welch. 51st in 29:43,
a real team effort led to a Chris Nicholas, 55th in
second place finish. Brent ~,Jason Pittman, 66th
Luchies posted a 27:32 to in 31:00, Shawn Beilfuss,
lead all ''I<'' finishers, and 69th in 31:40 and Dan
take eleventh place. "The Lawson 72nd in 31:59.
time wasn't as fast as I'd ''The team is starting to
like," said Luchies.
put it together," said assisNext was Phil tant coach Dave "DimSobeck, 13th in 27:36. mer" Dimcheff. ''We just
Hanns Mulder quickly need to keep moving that
followed Sobeck in 15th. pack up and we1l be fine."
27:39. "I didn't have my
Next up for both
best day, but I hung tough teams is the Layola Inviand gave it my all," said tational in Chicago, this
Mulder.
Saturday, featuring some
Ian Schmid t ran of the best teams in the u~
27:46 to capture 18th place. per midwest, including a
Ben Seinen also finished in number of Division I and
27:46 posting 19th place. llteams.
promising. In a tournament in Ohio (September 23 and 24), the team
beat John Carroll University and played well
in
the
tie
with
Wilmington College.
After returning to
'K,'
the
Hornets

soundly beat Olivet 6-2
and then dominated the
first half of the game
against MIAA's number
one Hope College.
If the men continue to play this well,
the team can look forward to a strong finish.

Editor's Note: Due to unforseen layout problems, only
two stories were printed for sports. All apologies to those
groups involved.
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Bing - "] used to eat doggy chaw, too. "
Klyote - {cyotous carnivirous}
Erl- Wet garbage goes in the trash can, dry garbage goes on the floor.

The following budget cuts are proposed by the administration to help combat the college's former frivilous spending.

REDUCTIONS
DEPARTMENT

ITEM

REASON

PRICE

Biology:

Microscopes

If we can't see it, it doesn't
matter.

$230.00/Scope

Golf Carts (Scooters)

They can walk their lazy asses
across the quad.

$SOO.OO/Cart

Tools

The Kavemen didn't need them,
why does facilities management.

$11,320.00

Harmon

Move students into other dorms/
increase the closeness of the
'K' community!

$86,000.00

Russian Circus Bear

Will follow Joseph Baird on to
his next adventure.

Facilities Management:

Residential Ufe:

Russian :
Office of the President:

Pipe Cleaning Instruments
The President

Security:

Theatre:

N/A
Five year expiration date.

36,000 Rubles
$4,000.00 +
Salalry + House
and Chauffer

Glenn Neville's Gun

To many so called 'accidents'
occuring.

$175.00

Utility Belts

Grapelling hooks and smoke screens
deemed unnecessary for security.

$325.00/Belt

Wet Bar

Dean La Plante doesn't mind
sharing hers.

$850.00

Theatre Department

If they are such good actors they
can act like they have a Theatre
Department.

$56.02

The following money saving programs will soon go into effect:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We will now be required to pay for campus security. Those who pay will be kept safe.
Light bulbs. Change 'em yourself.
The Dow Science Center will now have a 50 cent admission fee.
Any money found by the Metal Detector Man goes straight to the buisness office.
Money from parking tickets will go to the college instead of into Glenn Neville's new hot tub.
Bill Calhoun of the Math Department will be replaced by an animatronic duplicate of himself.
Mail Hut staff will be replaced with monkeys to perform the same duties without all the mess.

..

TRIBUTE TO DR. LAWRENCE D. BRYAN
1990-1996
Larry Bryan was born in 1864 in a small log cabin deep within the bayous of Louisiana. Receiving no formal
education early in life Larry learned his lessons from an old gypsy who lived nearby. Larry left at age nineteen
to become a professional carnival entertainer, but when he left he had no idea what life had in store for him.
Larry ventured north til he reached New York City. There he did not achieve his goal of carnival entertainer, as
he was sucked into the underworld of the beatnik. Here he smoked his first pipe in 1939, and hasn't stopped
since. Along the way he has earned a Ph.D. and served as our distinguished President, but now once again he
must move on. For this we commend him. May our next president be as insightful, as inspiring, and have the
same smokey effervescence as the esteemed Dr. Lawrence D. Bryar
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Kent inducted into
WMU's Hall of Fame

Robert Kent, Director of Men's Athletics, was inducted
to the WMU Hall of Fame.
Photo courtesy of Public Relations

Garth G. Miller
The WMU Athletic
Index Staff
Hall of Fame boasts
Robert
Kent, over 120 members, inKalamazoo College's cluding
former
Director of Men's Ath- Kalamazoo College
letics, was inducted into Athletic Director Rolla
the Western Michigan Anderson (for whom
University (WMU) Ath- Anderson Athletic Cenletic Hall of Fame last ter was named). The
Saturday. Kent was induction "Class of
honored at a ''W Club" 1995" was the twentyluncheon for family and third class of inductees.
friends, during the halfAs a diver at
time ceremonies at WMU, Kent was a MidWMU's football game American Conference
versus Akron, and later (MAC) finalist all four
at an induction cer- years of his collegiate
emony and dinner.
career. During his senior year, Kent was
named captain of the
swim team, in addition
to winning the MAC
diving title on both
boards. He also qualified for the National
to sign requisition fonns. Collegiate Athletic AsThe organizations may sociation (NCAA) Dividrop off the fonns at the sion One National
union desk and by the Championships, finishend of the day,
ing sixteenth on the one
Sage Eastman and meter board and
Hotchkiss will have twenty-third on the
signed them. Therefore, three meter board.
groups can get them back
Kent came to
the same day. "It's a Kalamazoo College in
faster,moreeffidentsys- 1969 and has served as
tem," said Hotchkiss.
Athletic Director and
''We're also making Chair ofthe Athletic Desure that we keep a partment for eight
tighter track of what or- years. In his twenty-six
ganizations
spend years as Head Coach of
money on." Instead of men's swimming, Kent
the old system of conti- has coached the Hornets
nuity reports during the to seventeen Michigan
COMMlSSIONcon'tp.2 Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA)

Student Commission tests
new, efficient budget system
Commission
to sponsor
1. lk
Saf e-1vAva
P rogram
Rebecca Lair
Index Staff
What is Safe-Walk?
It's a new program Student Commission is
starting designed to
make students feel more
comfortablewalking
through the campus in
the late hours. Between
the hours of 10 p.m. and
2 a.m., there will be two
students, one male and
one female, available to

Rebecca Lair
Index Staff
''We're just trying
to be a little more finandally responsible with
our money, and at the
same time, we're making
iteasierfororganizations
to get money and spend
it." This seems to be the
major difference in the
new budget system for
Student Commission this
quarter. How will Jeff
Hotchkiss, Vice-president of Finance, and the
rest of the Commission
accomplish this? The
first step is making it
easier for organi~tions

earning a seventh place
ranking in a recent preseason coaches' poll.
In 1993, after
Kalamazoo finished
sixth at the NCAA
Championships, Kent
was a finalist for the
NCAA Division Three
Coach of the Year. He
has also served on numerous NCAA committees, and has frequently
been chosen to serve as
an official at the NCAA
Division I National
Championships.
In reaction to his
induction, Kent said, "It
is awfully nice to know
that you can be honored
in such a way, just for
working to meet
people's expectations."
He went on to say, "I, in
turn, don't let people
'off the hook: If you
desire excellence, you
must keep your expectations high."
According to his
student-athletes, Kent
has succeeded in keeping his expectations
high. Brian Miller, K'%,
said, "Coach Kent has
taught me to set very
high goals for myself.
This is a lesson that will
be valuable to me
throughout my life in
many ways, not just in
swimming."
Aaron Portenga,
K'96, named Kent as
"one of the most important factors in my choice
zoo
to come to Kalamazoo."
Portenga went on to say,
"He's been a father figure to many of us, including myself."
Scott Jablonski,
K'97, said, "He's the
MIAA teams. He has type of person who can
coached two NCAA take average high
Champions; William school athletes, and
Oberholtzer
(three tum them into competitors at the national
level." Greg Raczniak,
K'96, added that,
"Coach Kent has helped
me develop as both a
student and an athlete
by showing me how to
challenge myself and
Hornets' 1995 NCAA push my body to its
Championship cam- physical and mental
paign,
in
which limits."
Kalamazoo finished
This is exactly
seventh in the nation. what Kent expects of his
Under his direction, student-athletes: nothKalamazoo is now con- ing less than the best effort they can produce.
~~~eOn~ZI;. to~=~::~~ The
result has been consquad is no exception, sistent excellence.
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someone, they will be
patrolling the area lookingfor suspcious activity.
These will be paid

Ben ltildieke:·HobettRepreseritati.ve ...
Lena CfRoutke \; DeWaters Ret>res.entatiye
•
Clujstine'l'ertY .•. . CrisseyRepresentauVe{

Et~E~i;iJ:;~i JE;~a;'E'~to ~~~)~~~g!2~~dy:~~
must return to
and community,
calling for a ''holy
of atonement." To
OOSE'rvp this holy day,
is urging all

~~;~~~;f~:::: ~i~~~~~ !i ~~~o:'~rt:i'~bj3 · ~~~~~::n1::~~~
~~~::;~ feel comfort- f~~~:a;gb!: l . ~~~~I~\t?~ . ~~~A::::i~~~:gi~if~;
Check outthis new SliokoMll.eda
' Alutntrl:AssisstruttRep.
program and let the big Yasha.Mooteb.o~.CornrntlterRepresentative
guys in charge of the col.
...
lege know what you Kathy Quinney '"
Campus Life Committee
think. If you like the idea Ele.n.aZUbuliike
Campus Life Committee
and the way it is applied, KateRidu.n.ond . StudyAbroad
make an arguement for HeatherSchtJU~t . . StUdy Abroad

:~~~ ;~~;t %r~: lohllRiordan " . Secretary
safety of the students.
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INTERNATIONAL Keeping ''K'' A WA.RE.
NEWS
sponsored by ISO
Diva Altamirano
Index Staff

Another bomb in Paris
A homemade bomb planted in a trash can
injured 12 people in Sother, Paris, on Friday. The
explosion could have occurred as an act of revenge
for the murder of the man that was suspected to
be the author of the first attempt that killed 7 people
and injured nearly 100 on the Metro in July.
Khalid Kelkal was shot a week ago in a place
near the subway station.
The fact leads to suspieons that others besides
Kelkal must be involved in the bombing campaign.

Senior cult leader is arrested in Japan
The acting leader of the cult charged with
releasing nerve gas on the Tokyo subway was arrested last Saturday.
Fumihiro Joyu has led the cult since its original leader, Shoko Asahara, was arrested in May
on charges of planning the March 20 gas attack.
Joyu was arrested on charges of perjury in
a court case about a land deal.

Bosnia-Herzegovina
Fighting in northwestern and central Bosnia
has increased since the announcement on Thursday that a cease fire would take effect on Tuesday, said Bosnian Anny officers last Saturday.
The United Nations reported last week that
some 400 Croatian Anny troops have crossed into
Bosnia to assist Bosnian Government forces.
A senior officer of the Bosnian Anny said:
'The people who signed the cease fire are far
away from us. I don't believe it is going to work."

Ma$acre kills ten Guatemalan peasants
Ten Guatemalan peasants were killed and 36
seriously wounded when a GuatemalanArmy patrol
opered fire on a large group of resettled IOOian refugees in a jungle village on Thursday. The incident
romesata timewhen thegovemment and leftistguerrilIa group; are trying to ~tiate an agreeuEllt to
bring the rountry's 34 year evil war to an end.
The massacre was described by the human
rights groups as "unprovoked and premeditated."
The President of Guatemala, Romero de
Leon Carpio, immediately announced the formation of a special commission to investigate the
incident, promising to "get to the bottom of this."
As part of the peaa! effQrts, theGualBnalan GovEmIre1.t signed an agneieJt in Manit that guarantees
expanded rights and puIOOion to ~ JXXlPIes
that aXIlfOSe the il'liljxity of Guatemala's IX>pulation

Chechnya attack leads to three dead
Three servicemen were killed and one top
Russian commander was wounded by a bomb
attack in Moscow on Friday. The attack is a result of the pressure that continues between Russia and the separatist Republic of Chechnya.

Corruption in NATO
NAJO General Secretary, Willy Claes, faces a
trial on charges of corruption while he was a member of the Belgian Government The pressure of the
court could end in the resignation of the dignitary.
The charges include excessive contracts paid
when he was EconOinics Minister.

PLO proposes ending attacks
The Palestinian Uberation Organization has
sent leaders of the militant Islamic movement
Hamas a new truce proposal under which they
would suspend attacks on Israel from Palestinian controlled territories.

Sources: Excelsior, Mexico
Detroit Free Press, U.S.A.
The New York Times, U.S.A.

NEWS from p . l - - - - - - - join Farrakhan for the march because many
nent African-African groups oppose his ~rnet1lmp
radical views. Even so, many organizations, such
as certain chapters of the NAACP, have agreed to
participate in the march because they support the
idea of the demonstration, not necessarily
Farrakhan's personal beliefs. Farrakhan has
publicly invited both retired Gen. Colin Powell
O.J. Simpson to attend the march.
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Umoja House:
David Latchana
index Staff
If you haven't heard
of the Umoja House,
don't think that you're
out of touch. This small
Jiving/learning house of
four residents is tucked
away in a hallway on the
first floor of Trowbridge.
Its name means "unity"
in Kiswahili. This quarter, it is celebrating its first
year of unity and existAccording to
ence.
LaTasha Sturdivant, K'98,
and a resident of the
house, it provides "fellowship-for all blacks."
Although they are
not currently in a freestanding house, the members of the Umoja House
function as one. Theyhave
their own lounge, full
cooking facili ties, and
decorations representative
of African culture. This
quarter, due to CD's and
foreign study, the numbers
in the house are down a
bit, but it has boasted as
many as 11 members in the
past Membership is contingent on active participation in the Black Student
Organization, a desire to
learn more about African

one year later

culture, and the completionof an application fonn.
These qualifications,
by their very nature, have
resulted in some discontent on campus. One student, who did not wish to
be identified, has called
the Umoja House a "black
house" and speculated as
to the acceptance of a
"white house." Another
anonymous
student
called thehouse"anexclusive, snooty club."
In
response
Sturdivant says, "Everyone likes to be with their
own people. Having
people of Non-African
descent in the house kind
of defeats its purpose."
The House is still
within Trow and, as such,
subject to the jurisdiction
of the Resident Assistants
and quiet hours. AccorrlingtoJacquiChevalier,an
RA in Trow, 'The Umoja
House is friendly and welcOming. Wehavenothad
any problems with them"
Even though the Umoja
House does not rurrently
have any members on the
hall programming committee, its repraentatives
meet separately with the

Trowbridge RA'sand plan
African rulture events for
the Hall and the campus.
At the first hall
meeting, Sturdivant made
the residents of Trow
aware of the House's presence and asked them to
respect its boundaries.
Some residents, though,
wish that their display of
respect would be reciprocated. 'They make too
much damn noise," one
resident said. Most residents of Trow seem to
like and appreciate the
presence of the Umoja
House in their midst.
Praise for them has inc1uded one student's ex-·
c1ama tion, "They provide a good opportunity
for students interested in
learning about African
culture to do so."
The large concentration of African and African-Americanstudentsin
the freshman class is a
likely pool of applicants,
according to Sturdivant.
She stated that the imInediate goals of the Umoja
House are to enlarge its
membership and to eventually move into a freestanding house.
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the feedback we've received, the students want
to see this become an annual event."
The dance had been
in the works since early
summerquarter. "Alotof
hard work went into The
Crystal Ball' and to see so
many people there having
a great time made it all
worth while," explained
Calderwood.
As this event was the
kickoff for National Pride
Week, the sponsors were
very pleased with the students'interest. Britton pr0posed, 'The fact that so
many people came to an
event sponsored by
GLBSG shows students'
support for their gay, lesbian, and bisexual peers."
Gllderwoo:i~

"When we went back the
next day there were boafmthers all over the floor."
She said that Britton and sre
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GLBSG has planed
additional events for the
rest of Pride Week. Today,
National Coming Out Oty,
GLBSG will sponsor a
"Coming Out Panel." This
will be an open discussion
with GLBSG members
about their experiences on
and off of campus.
Thursday evening
will feature a talk, entitled
"Safe Harbor," about how
the campus community
can be open and supportive of the lesbian, gay and
bisexual community. The
main topic planned is
'What it Means to Be an
Ally."
Friday night, to
wrap up the week, there
will be a movie sponsored
by the organization. Look
for further information
about these events to be
posted on campus soon.
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Glittering Ball celebrates Pride Week
Patrick J. Burlingham
tndexStalf
All that glittered
was gold lame and sequins, as approximately
150-200 students, through
the course of the evening,
came out to dance at ''The
Crystal Ball: A Debutante
Celebration," sponsored
by the Gay Lesbian and Bisexual Support Group
(GLBSG).
The organizers of
the event, Jason Britton,
K' 96, and Adrienne
Calderwood, K'96, said
they were very excited
with the positive response
turnout of the campus. "As the kickoff event
to National Coming Out
The Crystal Ball'
a smashing success."
According
to
there is a possibilcontinuing this event
the future. He exw,all"'U, "Judging from
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The Index is the ofIiciill student
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fall, winter, spring, and summer quarters.
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The staff editorial that appears in this box represents a
tn/ljority view of the Editorial Board:
Editor-in-Chief, News, Sports, Opinions, Features,
A & E, Backpage, Photo and Layout Editors.
All other editorials represent the view of the writer.
Once again, we have no space for an editorial.
Maybe next week. Because we have no editorial,
we'd just like to reassure you that nothing on
these two pages necessarily expresses our
opinions.

LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the
fonn of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index re~....,

ri6"llOedJtforc;Jarity, length and libel.

Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters d~ling with sensitive topics will be accepted
and pnnted through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox, across from the GaIres
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
maiIroom, or through e-mail (index@k:zoo.edu, ~
jed: letter to the editor) by the Stmday before the
issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses will be accepted to appear in later issues.
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Two's a company, three's a crowd
Eric R. Frederick

Index Staff
I was walking
through Hicks the other
day when a friend and I
passed each other and
stopped to chat for a second. We were right in the
middle of a great conversation about her Orgo
cIass and the hells she is
going through when an
acquaintance stopped and
joined our conversation.
Normally I am all for
lots of people gathering
around and talking about
their days, but this was
meant to bea quick oonversation, and it turned out to
be rather long and rather
boring. As I was listening
to the newcomer spew information about how easy
his mind and body cIass is,
I realized something about
life in general. Three is just
too many.
And that brings me
to the point of this article.
The American political
scene is right now engrossed in abundant talk
about the formation of a
third party. People are
talking about being disenchanted with the way
government works and
about how it is the fault
of the two party system.
People in favor of this
third party argue that
there would be a greater
choice of people to choose
from, and therefore, the
American public would
have more of a say as to

Democrats, and a third this country we have tried
who runs the country.
That would be a party would help ease that to sustain three parties
wonderful thought. stalemate. This logic is and it has never been ac~
Wouldn't it be great if we great in theory, but full of complished. What I fear
could have more voice in potential ruin in reality. would happen is that one
our government simply FlI"St off, the creation of a of the established parties
by having to decide be- third partywould do noth- would die out. and thus
tween three people on ing but weaken the estalr leave us with a two party
the national baIlot in- Iished parties. The num- system that is unbaIa:nced.
stead of just two? Unfor- bers of the parties would Even with all the things
tunately, this logic has a even out. and there would wrong in American polibe greater stalemate in tics today, one of the
few holes.
First, people need both the House and the institution's greatest balto realize that there are Senate. Ani unfortunately ancers is the right versus
for tre sup- left. Neither side can get
chances to
portersofa
too far ahead, and comvote and
The American politithird party, promise must be establet your
cal system is flawed,
there are lished.
voice be
but it is still the best
stiIl only
heard beFourth, there is a
political institution
twovotesa thing called consistency.
fore the
can Elected officials need
national
in_the
is._• person yea
_world
_ _as
_it_
elections.
time to prove themselves
or
nayAs of right
and their policies. I don't
now, there are no fewer there is no maybe in think this would be posthan six candidates fight- American politics.
sible in a three party sysing it out for the right to
Secondly, the cre- tem The American pubrepresent the Republi- ation of a third party lic is quick to pull the
cans in the upcoming would lead to even more plug on electees, and the
election. I believe with politicking than is occur- formation of a third party
all of the propaganda ring now. Can you imag- would just make it that
and debates in Congress ine the amount of time it much easier for change
that people have all the would take to convince to occur.
opportunity in the world Moderates to join either
To all those people
to express themselves. the Republican or Demo- considering running on a
All it takes is a phone call crats side? The founda- third party ticket, I have
to your local representa- tion of American politics the following advice: run
tive, and you can have a is in the "you scratch my with one of the estabsay in the way govern- back, I'll scratch yours" Iished parties in some
mentworks.
theory. This would not manner and build your
Second, some people be possible in a three stock with them. The
in favor of the three party party system, and thus American political syssystem aIgUe that there is would lead to great log- tem is flawed, but it is
just too much politics g0- jams in both houses.
still the best political ining on. Nothing is being
Third, the United stitution in the world as
done in Congress because States of America can not
it is. The formation of a
there is a stalemate be- support a third party. Sevthird party would be a
tween tre Republicansard eral times in the history of devastating blow.
~
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Backpage should back off theatre department
Letter to the Editor:
nus letter is in responseto"I'heBackpage"
of your October 4 1995'
,

IS-

sue; more specifically, the
negative
comments
against the Department of
1heatreArtsandCommunication.

should be a little more
It'
.
h
se ekc Ive In w 0 you
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". k "
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.
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.
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Andrea LAlonde, K'96
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We realize "The been rtr ed
I f " ' " n~ •."...
po ay as a ot 0
If, for some unfore- Kass' B . Ba
Backpage" has tradi- beer guzzling h '
Ul rom
rney, K'96
.
' C. ~In
seen reason, our departCheo Rams K'96
tionally been a space of s~o~m~ oversenSitive ment would ever be cut
J C rftJeyK'96
comic relief for the stu- artisticnusfits nus'
t
h
' e r r y ra r.
dents of this campus'
.
IS no
t eatre on this campus
Julius Moore IV K'96
but we think you ~:Image~e.find appeal- would continue. This is
Stacey Shafer K'96
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Keep your uwom.en's issues" off unrelated issues
Letter to the editor:
was simply that: an opin- goal seeing as how box- about feminist issues
I am writing in re- ion far from being fact. ers are merely shorts
even when the situation
sponse to Becca Jewell's Had she talked to any of with a fly.
does not warrant it. Cry
(K'96) supposition in last the involved parties, she
Had she talked to wolf now, and when a
week's Index that the would have gotten a any of the involved parrelevant issue does arise
male athletes who were clearer and more truthful ties, she most likely
in the future, nobody will
part of this fall's initia- picture of their inten- would have found what
listen. This is problemtion "were degraded and tions.
many of the rest of us al- atic, and in my eyes, only
this was accomplished
She was correct in ready know: these men adds to the greater probby ... forcing them to saying that the initiation are genuinely nice lem at hand.
seem like women." I ask was intended to embar- people, enthusiastic athNot only do I know
thatin the future, she first rass the rookie athletes of letes, driven students,
the people involved in
do her ''homework'' be- the team. The fact of the and good friends. They
this incident and their
fore making such errone- matter, however, is that are not women-haters. intentions, I also know
ous and detrimental as- the intention was not to Instead, she applied her Ms. Jewell. I know her to
sumptions about the in- do this by making them opinions to a situation be a very articulate, inteltentions of others.
seem like women. The without backing those ligent person, and while
Her opinion, being intention was to make opinions up with facts.
I respect her for this, I
that these men were them as close to naked as
Why is this offen- would not like to think
mocking women by possible, without break- sive to a woman such as that readers would agree
making their rookies run ing the law. Making them myself? Because being a with her letter for those
around campus in run in their own under- woman does not entail reasons alone. I am a
women's underwear, wear would not meet this trying to make a point strong supporter of

Student supports striking workers
Letter to the Editor:
While reading the
International News section of last week's Index,
I noticed that one of the
sources attributed was
the Detroit Free Press. I
would like to take this
opportl,lnity to point out
that the workers of the
Free Press (as well as
those at the Detroit News)
ha ve been on strike since
July 13, and that the paper is currently being put
out by replacement
workers. The striking
workers have called for a
boycott of the scab paper,
and I urge those reading
this letter to support
them.
Many at this college probably don't
know much about the
strike. Here are the ba-

sics: workers represented by the six striking
unions walked out July
13 after negotiations with
the company for a new
contract appeared to be
go nowhere. The National Labor Relations
Board has since charged
the newspapers with failing to negotiate in good
faith.
Important issues
include the newspapers'
desire to cut and redefine
jobs and to impose mhitbased pay raises only.
The Detroit Newspapers
Agency (DNA), which
runs the joint operations
of both papers, recorded
profits of $55 million last
year, but wishes further
concessions from the
unions. The unions believethattheconc~ons

made during previous
years helped achieve
these profits, which they
deserve a share in.
This is a crucial
event in labor history.
The DNA has spent an
inordinate amount of
money fighting the
strike, instead of putting
its energy into the negotiations. It appears to be
more interested in unionbusting than in reaching
an equitable contract. If
union-busting succeeds
in Detroit, a historically
pro-labor city, the future
of labor unions could be
threatened.
Although the library claims that it is too
difficult to cancel the
college's subscription to
the Free Press during the
strike, I call upon all

members of the college
community to support
the striking workers and
the boycott. The striking
journalists of the Free
Press and News can be
found writing for the
Detroit Journal, an online newspaper with local news, columns, features, and access to national and international
news and weather, on the
World Wide Web at
http://www.rust.net/
-workers/ strike.htrnl.
-Jamie E. Elsila, K'96
Editor's Note: There will be
a public symposium on the
Detroit Newspaper Strike
at WMU on October 25 at
7 p.m . Representations
from the Newspaper Guild,
the Teamster's Union and
thepaper'snuanagementllTe
expected to Ilttend.

Coping with stereotypes on campus
Rozanne Miller
Index Staff
I consider myself to
be somewhatofa conservative person. I'm not at
all close-minded, butI do
have a rather narrow set
of beliefs that I tend to
follow. Coming to "K"
(or any college for that
matter), I fully expected
to meet all sorts of
people. Having come
from a predominantly
Caucasian suburb of Chicago where one person
was a mirror image of the
next, the thought of residing in a place tha t encompassed
various
ethnicities, religions and
political views really excited me. While I really
wanted to mingle with
an array of people and
experiences, I didn't exactly expect to agree with
the beliefs of all that I
met. I may be conservative, but at times I also

can be a bit opinionated.
Just as some people
wear a watch everyday,
or perhaps a favorite
ring. I very often wear a
marble cross necklace.
Sometimes I may wear
cross earrings or some
other religious accessory.
I like to. They make me
feel secure and close to
whom I believe is my
Higher Being. I'm proud
of my beliefs, and I feel
lucky that I have such a
Being in which to place
my faith. I find it a bit
disturbing, however, that
some 0 f the P eople
whom I've met since I've
been on campus have
pointed out my religious
accessory as a pol·nt of
ostracization. Whether it
was in jest or in all seriousness, I·t hurt me and I
was offended by it.
One of the reasons
I chose "K" over the
other schools I was con-

sidering was because of
its liberal reputation.
While I am somewhat of
a conservative person, I
like to think that the environmentl live in is one
that accepts all people.
The brochures that were
sent to me boasted about
the experiences "K" had
to offer, and how "K"
was a place where each
person is both accepted
and respected as an individual. A few of the
people I've met, however,
automatically
placed quite a few generalizations on me and my
religious practices.
Upon seeing my
cross necklace, one student asked me if I was
Catholic and proceeded
to question me ~bout
whether I was gomg to
join the Christian activist
gro up on campus. A
similar situation even
occurred in one of my

classes when a classmate
learned that a great deal
of my m~r~ls are based
onmyrehglOn.Onceanother "K" student
learn~ thatI.came from
a famt~y of nme, he blatantly mformed me that
I must be either a Catholic or a Mormon. Just because I wore a cross necklace and .1 came from a
large family, people automaticallyassumed that I
w~sso;ne~rtofchurchgomgWanh~ltic·I'
.

. Ie. m 10 no
way trying t~ Impose any
50rt
of negative
connota.
d Ca
hol"
tions towar s tiCS,
Mormons or devout
ch.urchgoers, I m.ust adITUt that I was a bit taken
aback. It surprised me
that students on a campus such
t beas ''1(''
l·be which
I d
seems 0 so 1 ra an
open would make such
asinine
generalizations.
th t t
It
amazes me a s u-

people voicing their
opinions, educating the
community, and promoting change. It is my hope,
however, that in the future people will first take

the time and effort to do
their research and refrain
from viewing their interpretation of an event as
the only truth.
-LAurtl E. Whiteley, K'96

he red cardigan
The lack of motivation and a general sense of
apathy, these are, as I have
come to understand, common problems for students at this fine institution of higher science and
air conditioning.
The question of "why
bother doing anything,
Photo by Will Adams
since I'll probably die
someday
anyhow?"
doesn't seem restricted to the studentsofKa1amazoo,
but seems quite universal. Some would argue that
one does things to live a good life, or to help others,
or because there isn't anything better to do. Of
course, these are good arguments and good reasons
to do things, but let's face it, they don't help.
Well, how then does oneself help one to get
out of this state? I don't know, if I did know then I
wouldn't be in such a state as we speak.
There must be light at the end of the tunnel. I
haven't a clue though as to it's nature. My best advice for dealing with the problem is this: take two
Screwitalls, masturbate, and call me in the morning.
Since we can't seem to solve the problem. perhaps we can avoid it. So what can cause this motivational burnout? Thinking is something I definitely advise against, for I've seen many a masticate idiot. Overcommitment is another oo-no. It
will simply lead to a feeling of being overwhelmed
and everything will seem even more pointless. A
little advice if I may: try to remain with those you
love and care about, somehow it always seems to
make things better. Lying to yourself about how
great things are that aren't is also a bad idea. If you
do this, then I'm afraid you're just setting yourself
up for a bigger fall, so be honest with yourself.
So far this column has been of no use to anyone, let alone any other Kalamazoo student suffering through a similar fate. Unfortunately, nothing
has come to me since I started this article, so I can't
help anymore now than I could then.
Inclosing. plmsedon'tletyourself get 90 apathetic
that you kill yourself, it's a waste and quite an inconvenience to those that know you as well. The only thing I
can think of is sleeping. which I'm going to do.
''When you look at it, lifes a piece of shit, so
always look on the bright side of life.
-Monty Python
H

dents with so much p0tential would even waste
their time ignorantly
classifying people into
such unrealistic stereotypes. For the most part,
however, "K" College
does offer a very liberal
campus-most are not
ostracized for their race,
sexual preference or s0cioeconomic
background. This is why it
just doesn't make sense
to me why they would
stereotype religions.
This is not to say
that ''1('' is the first place
that I've experienced
such prejudice. Don't get
me wrong. I'm not trying
to preach or convert anyone to anything. I'm simply saying that I don't
persecute others for their
beliefs, and I don't feel

it's fair for anyone to do
it-even if it is only in
fun. Those who made
such remarks to me are
not bad people at all. In
fact I have a great deal of
admiration for the way
they are able to openly
speak about their beliefs.
I know that what
was said by some was in
jest, but nonetheless I
thought it was inappropriate. Catholicism is
something that holds a
great deal of my faith. In
some aspects of my life,
faith is the only thing
that I have. I don't need
to be ostracized for who
or what I turn to for
guidance and help. Nobody does. Words can
hurt a great dealwhether they're said in
jest or not.

A&E
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The sounds of
Mississippi:

Get the Led out

from Detroit to Dalton
Amy Schaus
Index Staff
On Sunday, October 15, Kalamazoo students are in for a musical treat. The Mississippi Delta blues revivalist, Robert Jones, will
return to "K" for his fifth
visit. Jones, who now
makes his living through
performance, plays a variety of material both
from other artists, inc1uding Howlin' Wolf,
Son House, Robert
Johnson, and Ida Cox, as
well as his own blues
songs.
He is a one-man
band playing harmonica,
which he refers to as
"Bob Dylan's torture device," acoustic, and steel
guitar, and using his feet
for rhythm. Not only
will the audience be
treated to his vocal and
instrumen tal perfor-

mances, but he also will
tell stories, complete
with sound effects and
mimicry.

Jones, origi nally
fromDeiroit,gothisstart
in music as an employee
of WDET, a National
Public Radio station in
Detroit, noted for its
large blues collection. He
taught himself to play,
and in his fifteen years of
performing, he has
opened for a variety of
artists, including the
country siI).ger Bonnie
Raitt. Jones graduated
from Wayne State University as an EngIish major, and later returned
there to teach a "rock 'n'
roll" course.
Now a free-lance
performer, he was
named Detroit's best
bluesman. In addition to
his music, he speaks in
various educational insti-

Robert Jones, blues musician, will probably not look like
this when he comes to "K" on Sunday.
tutions, and is a deacon
in the Baptist Church in
Detroit. He also has a
radio show, called "Blues
from the Lowlands"
where he both performs
and talks about the music.
Jones' visit to
Kalamazoo College is
part of the Visions on
America cluster seminar.
He will be speaking to all
three sections of the
seminar on Monday, Oc-

tober 16 in the Dalton
Theater at 3 p.m. Others
are welcome to attend,
space permitting.
The LAC has been
changed from October 13
to October 15, at 7 p.m.
in the Dalton Theater.
Tickets ($3 for students
and $6 for others) are
available in the music office, room 212, FAB, between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m.,
as well as at 6 p.m. on the
evening of the show.

Reznor and Bowie play the Palace
Shawn McKinney
Index Staff
October 3, 1995:
this will be remembered
as the day that David
Bowie came to the Palace of Auburn Hills in
Auburn Hills Michi,
~ David Bowie, the

prolific artist whose career has spanned three
decades and produced 33
studio albums has broken new ground and inspired many a modern
day
chart-topper.
Among his legions of devoted fans is Trent
Reznor, of the band Nine

Ani DiFranco ... Whoa!
John Snyder
Index Staff
"Damn fine show,
damn fine show" was all
I could say when I came
out of my haze as we
walked away from Ani
Difranco's show Saturday night. "Huua!" was
all my friend could say as
she stared down at the
sidewalk in awed contemplation at what she
had just witnessed.
Unfortunately, I
wasn't able to procure a
set list, but DiFranco
played for all of two and
a half hours and included several new
songs. I can try to paint
a picture of the excitement and the pure energy of the show.
As DiFranro slepfEd
out on stage to our screams,
she approached the mike
and laughed and played.
And played and played.
She also took the time to tie
the entire show together by
pking around with us between thenumbersard just
making us feel like all we
were doing was watching
a friend jam for us.

We danced, we
laughed and we watched
in awed silence as
DiFranco worked her
magic to the aging of the
evening.
When she left we
Screamed and pounded
anything that made
noise. She returned with
her drummer and they
both stood center stage
and played a few tunes
with only the accompaniment of a couple of
bongo drums. The second number she played
was a cover of the
Prince tune "When
Doves Cry."
Later, we were told
by the drummer that the
show that we had just
witnessed was their last
show as a duo and that
they were probably pickingupanotherdrummer
the next day. That made
this experience all the
more sweet.
The concert was
breathtaking and to all of
you who couldn't make
it, I'm really sony. And to
those of you who didsee you next time.
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Inch Nails, who is an impressive musician in his
own right.
It just so happens
thatBowipal~hap~ns

to ~ a fan of Re~n~r s
mU~lc, an apprecl~ti~n
which led to BoWle 10viting Nine Inch Nails
to open for him on hi s
current Outsider tour,
an invitation which
Reznor eagerly accepted.
All this was what
led to the night of October 3, 1995, the night I
saw David Bowie and
Trent Reznor in concert
together.
The rock band
Prick opened the show,
though this was a performance of no note, so lets
skip to Reznor's set.
Reznor opened
with Something I Can
Never Have, followed up
with March of the Pigs
and Sanctified. The majority of Reznor's set
were songs from his album Further Down The
Spiral, (an album consisting of remixes of his earlier album The Downward

Spiral).
The true highlight
of the show came at the
end of Reznor's set,
when he began Reptile,
with Bowie coming out
to start the song off,
much to the approval of
the fans. After Reptile,
the two performed Scary
Monsters and Hurt together.
When left alone,

EmlmImlGl

Bowie truly began to
shine, performing the
entire Outsider album,
complete with stage effectsto~themood. The
album IS one of concepts,
dealing with art murder
in a tum of the century
setting. While this may
sound a little strange,
Bowie of course pulls it
off with flair. Few, if any
of his peers could match
his talent.
While Reznor's
performance was his
standard show of depression and anger,
Bowie's was nothing
short of incredible. Everything from Bowie's
playing air piano and
pinpointing areas on his
body while his song described a stabbing to his
very walk, was stylish
as well as sexy. Bowie,
an aged rocker to say
the least, had many a
young fan, who had
come to watch their teen
angst god Reznor, leaving
with
lustful
thoughts concerning the
bigB.
The concert could
not possibly be done justice by this article, but
try the soundtrack anyhow (who knows,
maybe I'm a better
writer than I thought).
In the end, this shows
what a force of creativity Bowie trulyls, that he
can so upstage Reznor,
who has been called a
modem-day, industrial
Elvis.

. ._

JOhnSnraJr
Index S
Jimmy Page and
Robert Plant, the immortal
troubadours of classic rock.
are together once again
and playing their second
tour of the US. this year.
For those of you
who don't recognize these
names, maybe LedZeppelin rings a bell. These two
comprise the heart and
soul of that legendary
band whose following has
grown in the last fifteen
years of its absence.
Page and Plant decided last year, for whatever reasons, that they
should get back together
and do an unplugged
special. It was entitled
"Unledded"
which
turned out to be a very
untypical unplugged for
which they picked up a
hirdy-girdy player and
an Egyptian orchestra.
Their performance
on MTV, which consisted
of a number of brilliant
new versions of Zeppelin
tunes and some strikingly beautiful original
numbers proved nothing
that these artists age better than vintage french
wine. They then proceeded to sell out their
entire U.S. tour and play
for millions in Europe.

Before their first
tour was even close to
being finished, the two
titans of rock decided
that they were having
enough fun and wanted
to run the race again.
Hence, here they come
again. The dynamic duo
also has a new album
slated for release in December. It has received
an inspiring review in
Rolling Stone which said
the album was definitely
awesome and definitely
not Led Zeppelin.
Whether you are a
classic Led Zeppelin fan,
someone who was just
introduced to Page and
Plant, or if you just enjoy
spiritually tribal rock and
roll you are bound to
love the musical evolution that these legends
have gone through.
I couldn't possibly
say enough or recommend
this Sunday's concert high
enough. So I will end this
saying simply that I extend
my m>St heartened apologies to those of you who
won't be travelling to the
Palace this weekend. And
to those lucky ones who
will be there, ready yourselves for laughter, tears
and a galaxy of brilliant
stars shining down on
your awestruck souls.

Calling all freaks
Dave Ingham

ringleader and pioneer of
the sideshow who swallows razor blades and allows darts to be thrown
',: back.

\

all a freak:. ..
is some6~e:;(
who pays ;rho~
to see those other people,
and that is exactly what I
did last Saturday night in
Chicago when I went to
see the JIM ROSE CIRCUS

SIDESHOW.

~

......~ 6f the
Qld carriival
days,the
i: sideshow

audience with acts of
weirdness rarely sen or
heard of. The audience
that is attracted to this
kind of act is almost as interesting as the act itself.
I was just one individual
in a sea of tattoos,
piercings, and self inflicted scars. But no matter their shape or size we
all came for one reason,
to see freaks.

The Enigma is a
swordswallower who
also eats broken glass and
lights a cigarette by engulfing his face in sparks.
Mr. Ufto is a weight lifter
of another kind, who lifts
objects with his pierced
• FOT all who are innose, tongue, nipples and terested in experiencing this
penis. The Rubber Man, for yourself, The Jim Rose
a contortionist who can fit Grcus Sideshow will be at
his body through an un- The Majestic in Detroit,
strung tennis racquet. Saturday, October 14. Call
And finally, Jim Rose, the 313- 833-9700 for tickets.
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Women's soccer hangIng tough
Christine Perry
it difficult for us to compete, I think that we are perSports Editor
forming better than can be expected considering the
Injury has plagued the women's soccer team this circumstances," said Bagozzi.
fall. Senior captain and defenseman Erin Bagozzi, who
The team shut-out Olivet, 5-0. Sophomore
has captured All-MIAA honors in previous seasons, mid fielder Susie Anderson scored two goals and
has been unable to play most of the season. During freshman forward Meghan Smith, Roschek, and
practice early in the season, Bagozzi tore her the me- freshman fulIback Rachael Kulidc each had one goal.
niscus in her right knee while turning. Despite hav- Smith, and freshman midfielder Erin Killian each
ing surgery, Bagozzi intends on returning to the field added one assist, with senior midfielder Laura
near the end of the seaWhitely assisting two
son.
times. Freshman goalie
Junior forward
Megan
McKnight
Ann Ponicki, one of last
picked up the shutout
year's top reserve playwin.
ers, also had surgery.
The Hornets fell
While playing indoor
short against the Hope
soccer during the off seaCollege,O-I. The loss is
son, she tore her ACL.
only their fourth loss in
Ponicki is currently in
the conference since
physical therapy and
MIAA play began in
may not be able to make
1989.
an appearance this fall.
The Hornets saw a
Sophomore fulllot of action this week as
back Jessica GulIing
they took on Indiana's St.
broke her fibula two
Mary's College in Notre
weeks ago during a
Dame on Thursday, winscrimmage against Oakning 3-0, and then reland University. She asturned to home to defeat
pires to return to play at
Adrian College 8-0 on
the end of the season.
Saturday at Mackenzie
Junior forward Usa
Field.
Roschek injured her ribs
The team hopes to
in the contest against
extend their string of
Hope College. Roschek,
consecutive Michigan
fortunately was able to
Intercol\egiate Athletic
return to the field in time
Association championfor the plethora of games
ships this fall, aiming
ahead.
for their seventh title. In
Despite the injuries that have occurred on the addition, the squad hopes to perform well enough
squad, the team has managed a 5-5-0 overall and 4- in non-conference competition to secure a bid in
1-0 in the MlAA. "Although our injuries have made the NCAA Division III playoffs.

Harriers bring hOllle ha:rdvvare
Christine Perry
Sports Editor
This past weekend, Kalamazoo College's men's
and women's cross country tearns blew the competition away in Loyola's Lakefront Invitational in the
windy city of Chicago. Among Division II and ill
opponents, both tearns finished in second place and
seventh overall among the 28 Division I, II and ill
tearns.
Their performance is perhaps the best ever combined finish for both squads. Both teams brought
home trophies for their solid efforts.
Cach Pete Gathje attributes the strong team finishes to the team's'abiIity to run in a pack. On the
men's team, the top five runners finished the 8k race
within 30 seconds of each other. The women's top
five racers were
within 62 seconds
for the 5k.
Assistant
Head Coach Dave
5TS. America's ;I 1
Dimcheff and the
Student Tour Operator
is now hiring Campu s
men's squad put toSoles Reps . for More
Info Contact STS
gether
the best team
@ 1
race in the history of
'K' men's cross
country. The squad
had four runners
'-.="":"<-~~~.~~.c!.~~~~~..4.
under 26 minutes.
Sophomore
Brent Luchies finGOOD
ished in 25:40 capturing eighth in the
WEEKLY
Division II-ill race.
INCOME
Not far behind were
processing mail lor
sophomore Dan
national company! Free
Lam (25:40), first
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
year Phil Sobeck
immediately! Genuine
(25:43), first year Ian
opportu nily! Rush SAS. E.:
Schmidt (25:58), junGHC, SUITE 216
ior Haans Mulder
1861 N.PEDERAL HWY
(26:18), first year
HOLLYWOOD,PL 33020
~800-648_4849

~T
Fin' Fl • • ,_ H." ........ MO 2 \ 01 .

Chris Seaton (27:02) and junior Ben Seinen (27:08) to
finish off the men's top seven.
Also posting impressive times were senior
Marty Mectenberg (27:21), sophomore Jon Edds
(27:28), sophomore Josh Welch (27:50), first year Dan
Lawson (27:50), first year Chris Nicholas (27:53), senior Jason Pittman (28:41) and sophomore Shawn
Bielfuss (30:18).
The quality of the team is improving immensely.
At this meet one year ago, the team's seventh man
(and National Qualifier) Dave Barkley K 95 ran 27:10,
which was not even fast enough to beat this years
seventh man.
With six runners at or under twenty minutes
Coach Gathje said, 'We are on Ol,lr way to having the
best women's team in Kalamazoo College history."
The women ran tough edged only by Division II team
South Dakota State University.
First year Laura Edwardson was third in the
Division III competition (18th overall) with 18:48.
Her time marks the best ever for a Hornet woman,
replacing junior Shelby Stuntz's 1993 record of 18:56.
Junior Christa Paisley (19:22), senior Stephanie
Gorman (19:43), first year Christine Stehman (19:51),
Stuntz (19:54), senior Christine Perry (20:00) and
sophomore Julie Kliman (20:19) capped off the top
seven for the squad.
Not far behind were first year Natalie Shepherd (20:35), sophomore Beth Chase (20:52), first
year Heather Crull (21:21), junior Deb Hasfurther
(21:22), junior Dona Bailey (21:23), sophomore Beebe
Lloyd (21:43) and sophomore Heather Pittman
(22:55).
"I'm impressed by the quality of this team," said
Coach Gathje. "They work hard and they race harder.
We may pull off some big surprises in the MlAA conference meets that remain."
Gorman, Hasfurther, and Stuntz said, "There
is nothing much to say but ... we ran fast!" Hopefully the trend will continue into next weekend when
the Hornets travel to Kenosha, Wisconsin for the
Parkside Invitational.

•

'K' grad returns as
head baseball coach
Former Kalamazoo ColIege baseball and football standout Randy Jones is returning to the Hornets as head basebalI coach.
Jones, a native of Northville and a 1993 graduate of Kalamazoo ColIege, is also serving as an assistant football coach this fall, according to Hornet Director of Men's Athletics Bob Kent.
Forfour years, Jones was a center fielder on the
Hornet baseball squad. In his senior season, Jones
was team captain and was the squad's most valuable player. He led the team in batting with a .479
average during his senior campaign.
Jones also made an impact with the football
squad, playing defensive back for three seasons.
Hones remained close to the baseball program
since graduating. serving as a volunteer assistant
coach during the 1994 and 1995 seasons. He also
served as assistant varsity baseball coach at University of Detroit Jesuit High School for one season and
for two seasons Jones was defensive coordinator for
the freshmen football team at Northville High SChool.
Mike Hinga, who served as the Hornets' head
baseball coach the last two seasons, will remain with
the team as assistant coach.
"We are happy to have Randy Jones here to lead
the baseball program while retaining the expertise
of Mike Hinga/ said Kent. "Randy will be on campus full time to do recruiting for baseball and football and that should be an advantage for both programs."
A math major while attending Kalamazoo College, Jones is also currently working toward the
completion of his teaching certificate in Kalamazoo.
Continuing with Jones and Hinga on the Hornet baseball staff will be Tun Rogers, who will be back
for his second season as assistant coach next spring.
-Courtesy of Public Rel4tions

Hornets sting Dutchmen

Eric Fredrick
Index Staff
The Hornet volIeyball team defeated the Flying Dutch of Hope ColIege in an exciting match
played at the Dow Fitness Center in Holland, Michigan. The Hornets won in straight sets 16-14, 15-7,
15-10.
In the first game of the match, both teams
showed why they are first and second in the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association. They played
an evenly matched game through the first eighteen
points. At 9-9, the Dutch reeled off five straight points
as Kalamazoo looked tense. After a Hornet time out,
however, the women scrapped their way back into
the game, eventually tying the match at fourteen on
a service ace. Kalamazoo then scored the next two
points to win the first game.
In the second game, the Hornets rode the emotion of their first game and the blodcing of Mary
Helen Diegel, K'97 and Allison Waldenstrom, K'96
to a quick and almost-effortIess 15-7 win.
The third game was a rough one for the Hornets. After starting out winning the first four points,
the Hornet offense went into a coma and the Dutch
took an 8-5 lead. The Hornets came back strong however, knotting the score at nines before going on to
victory.
The win for the nationally ranked Hornets gives
them a comfortable lead in the MIAA of two and a
half games over Hope and Calvin.
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THE TRUTH WITlUN:
-FAMILY:
"Wild Bill" Calhoun's Secret Life
(special insert, page 1t)

VI-Electric Boogaloo! Gangsta
Rapper Dr. Dre gives birth to alien
baby in a grueling 10 hour C-Section
Miniseries on Fox in December.
Review (page i)
Ancient Chinese Documents Uncover Secrets to Hypnotization Via
Numbers (page (3-12 + e"7)/0)
-HARSH CRIME:
Facilities Management Worker to
Face Charges after 0.02 Degree
Temperature Rise in Rare Book
Room (page 13)
-OUT OF TIllS WORLD:
Aliens Contact Earth After Hearing
90.1 WJMD (page 32)

"K" Squirrels Take Over MandelleDemand Nuts & Bigger, Softer, Trees
(page 30)
Fall Calender Contains Subliminal
Messages in the form of Chutes and
Ladders Game (page 69)
-OUR TOWN
SCA Member Builds TIme Machine;
Field Trip to 900 A.D. in theWorks
(page VII)

Tennis Statue Comes Alive, Claims
he is tired of "just standing there."
(page 5)
-PARANOIA:
Marriott Conducting Secret MSG
Tests Via the WokBar' (page 22)
GLBSG Creates 'Homosexual Ray
Gun' Plans to Make Their
Orginization Numero Uno (page 21)

BIOLOGY DEPT. INVOLVED
IN SECRET GENETICS
EXPERIMENTS!! !
An investigation into the "K" College Biology Department has uncovered a secret genetics
project of extraordinary magnitude. It seems that
the Biology Department has been splicing DNA of
top administrators with that of Facilities Management workers with the hopes of creating a new order
of Fac. Man. employees. The artificial human
beings would be more intelligent and learn at a
faster rate than has ever been possible. Adapted to
exist entirely upon com starch and cane sugar, these
24-hour service personnel would be the backbone of
college maintenance. The Biology Dept. denies
alligations that funding was misused. "Our initial
reasearch will pave the way to low cost/high yield
workers and will directly (See Genelumble page 3)

FAC. MAN. TRACTOR ON STRIKE:
DEMANDS COMPETENT OPERATOR OR
THREATENS TO TEAR UP QUAD
This facilities management tractor has raised quite a rucus on
campus lately by picketing Dewing in hopes of receiving a competent
driver. "I don't like just anyone touching my controls," said the tractor. Paul Mangstrom, Director of Facilities Management, could not be
reached for a comment, however we speculate that talks are in the
works.
To some people, this may be reminiscant of the golf cart strike
of '84. That was finally resolved when Fac. Man. agreed to give the
golf carts an indoor parking spot and two extra five minute breaks.
On the subject of tearing up the quad the tractor
stated the following: "I don't
want to make threats, but if I
don't, no one will take me
seriously." Well, tractor, we
sure do.
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BLURB I:t_~:t OD'N bursts the "K" bubble
Dr. Griffin number one
professor in Michigan
~

Kalamazoo College professor of English is this
ear's Michigan Carnegie Foundation Professor
of the Year. Dr. Gail
Griffin was named by the
Council for the Advancement and Support of
Education in Washington,
D.C. yesterday.
Dr. Griffin, Director of
Women's Studies,
Professor of English, and
Interim Director of the
Theatre Department, has
been a "K" faculty
member since 1977. She
~arned her bachelor's degree at Northwestern
University and received her Masters and
loctorate at the University of Virginia.
Dr. Griffin has written two books: Season of the
Witch: Borderlines, Marginal Notes (October 1995),
md Calling: Essays on teaching in the Mother Tongue
:1992). She also co-wrote Emancipated Spirits:

Portraits of Killamazoo College Women.
Her previous awards include the 1985 Frances
Diebold Award for Faculty Involvement in
,tudent Life, an award which is voted on by the
students.

Asian Week activities
Asian Week continues with an LAC, "An Evening
>f Asian-American Theater," presented by the
Angel Island Theater Troupe at 7:30 p.m. on
Saturday, October 21, in Dalton Theater. Also, a
Chinese film, Red Firecracker Green Firecracker: A
~restorm

of unleashed passion, An Epic Romance

playing in the Recital Hall in the Light Fine Arts
Center at 7 and 9 p.m. on Sunday, October 22.

Allah Tontor in Dow
The African Studies Program will present the film
Allah Tontor (God's Will) a Guinean filnunaker's
search for his father in an Guinean prison. The
struggle against abuse of political power in ne0colonialism is dramatically recounted. It will be
played on Wednesday, October 18, at 8 p.m. in
Dow Science Center Rm. 232.

Honors Day Convocation
The Annual Honors Day Convocation is Friday,
October 20, at 10 a.m. in Stetson Chapel. The
convocation will include the presentation of
outstanding student awards and recognition of
accomplishments campus-wide. Dr. Paul
Sotherland of the Biology Department will deliver
the Honors Day Address on Thursday, October 19
in the Olmsted Room.

Amy TrenkJe
Ads & Business Manager
Overseas Development Network (ODN) is
raising campus awareness of Third World
countries and their situations through speakers,
trips, activities, and publicity.
ODN believes "that
people can meet their
basic needs, strengthen
their communities, and
contribute to global welfare through grassroots
actions," according to
their national statement.
Their mission is "to involve students in addressing global problems
through education, activism, and firsthand experience."
This past Friday
was ODN's first activity.
Students traveled to
Dowagiac, Michigan to
visit the migrant farms.
Members played with
the children and brought
crayons, paper, and stickers for crafts. The migrant workers will be returning to Florida, Texas
or Mexico at the end of
the month. The group
deemed the activity a
success and they plan to
return to the farm before
the end of the month. "It
was a great experience

•

for a new organization. I in the winter.
- a pop tab collecthink the group really got
Other scheduled tion: for every 10,000
a feel for what the orga- activities for the quarter pop tabs collected Pepsi
nization is about and include:
will donate a wheelchair
what it's mission on cam- a food distribu- to a charity of the fundpus and within ourselves tion simulation dinner to raising organization's
is," said Ryan Flory, K'98. be held in November
choice
Additionally, they
-a panel discussion
ODN meets on
have invited a social with Returned Peace Wednesday nights at 8:00
worker who visits with Corps Volunteers speak- p.m. in the Stone Room.
the farms and knows the ing on how they viewed If anyone has any quesworkers to speak to ODN development in the re- tions or would like more
about some of the social, spective Third World information contact Amy
economic, and health countries in which they Trenkle at 7469 or
problems the migrant served
k93at02.
farmers face.
"K" was previously a chapter member
of the national organization in the mid-80s. Tom
Breznua, professor of
economics, was advisor
of a larger organization
whose needs, ideology,
and mission coincided
with ODN. However,
when the grant that was
sponsoring the other organization ran out, so
did the interest and participation in ODN.
This past summer,
Amy Klein, K'96, an International Area Studies
major began collecting
infonnation and materials to revive the group on
"K's" campus for the Fall
of 1995. She is currently
IZ young friend from the
working on her SIP in Ryan Flory, K'98,
Ecuador and will return migrAnt farm he and other students visiUtl with ODN.
Photo by Amy TrmkJe
to lead the organization

Renovation to be finished by Winter
Aaron Portenga
Index Staff
Olds Upton's three
year renovation is scheduled to conclude in time
for winter quarter.
"This is a fairly
complete renovation,"
said Paul Manstrom, Director of Facilities Management. "There are new
offices where there used
to be large chemistry and

biology labs.
It's
changed from a science
building with lots of
large labs to a classroom/office building.
There is lots classroom
space so it really will relieve some of the space
management problems
the College has."
Demolition
on
Olds Upton began in
November
1993,

Trashbash III
EnvOrg-sponsored 'frashbash ill will be held in
front of Hoben on Friday, October 20, to show how
much garbage is recyclable.

Commission to
revamp constitution
A new Student Constitution is underway to adjust
to the changes in the calendar. The Constitution
ReviSion Committee (CRC) will have a constitution
ready for ratification by the student body by Week
9. The CRC meets biweekly on Sundays and
Wednesday between 9 and 10 p.m. These meetings
are Open to the public.

The inside of Olds Upton building, which is supposed to
be finished by Winter QURrter. ,

Photo by Will AdRms

Manstrom said. After a
period of planning with
the architectures and engineers regarding the
renovation, the actual
construction started
January 1995. FIrSt pnr
jected to be completed by
August 15, 1995, the date
was moved to September
15, 1995 because of delays and changes. The
only things left to do are
installing the cabinets
and shelves, and moving
in furniture and computers.
Tom Ponto, Director of Business and Finance, said that the total
cost of construction
would run the College
3.6 million dollars. Another additional three
hundred thousand dollars would be used in
purchasing and installing equipment like the
overhead projection systems in most rooms.
Ponto said renovation
was being funded by donations and a bond issue.
He was unable to say ex-

actly how much of the
cost was covered by
these. Manstrom estimated that half was paid
by donations and the
other half paid by bond
issues which would
eventually be paid off
through donations to the
College.
The new Olds
Upton will include new
spacious psychology and
educational offices complete with a skylight on
the west end of the fourth
floor. There are new psychology research and
teaching labs and an animal colony for research.
Psychology chairman, Dr. Bob Grossman,
says about the changes,
"I'm really excited about
it. It's the first time
there's a coordination of
faculty offices. I'll finally
have the shelves and
desk space I need."
Grossman added, " Psychology students will finally have a really nice
lounge to study and meet
UPTON con't on p.2
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
sponsored by ISO
Diva Altamirano
Index Staff

American correspondent
brought to trial in Turkey
AIiza Marcus, an Americm rorrespondent for
Reuters, has been accused of inriting racial hatred
arrong the rountry's Thrkish and Kurdish population.
The reporter could face a three year sentence
because of an article that appeared in a Pro-Kurdish
C)Qily,last November.
Hundreds of Turkish journalists have been
brought to bial on similar acrounts. She is the
first foreign journalist prosecuted for her report.
The incident gained the attention of freedom
of the press defenders. The group is protesting
the charges against the journalist.

Quaddafi to
Palestinians

readmit

Due to an agreerrent with the Foreign Minister
ofE~Amr Moussa, CoIorelMuarrrnarelQuaddafi

will stop expelling Palestinians from Lybia. Colonel
Qkjdafi'sfonre:poIicyofdeponation started as a pr0test to the peace acrord between Israel and Pill. He
thought the agreement "does rot resolve the plight of
hundreds of thousands of PalestiIliam whose families
lost their homes after Israel was created." Colonel
Qiddafi had threatered to throw out all of the 3O,!XXJ
Palestiniarw in 4tia and also he wanted to oonvince
other Arab countries to do the same.

Coral

reefs

upset

by

volcanic eruption
A recent scientific study by Israelis shows
that a 1991 volcanic eruption in the Philippines
damaged a coral reef in the Red Sea.
Wmd patterns were changed by tons of debris that the eruption injected in the atmosphere.

Bosnian cease-fire ineffective
Fighting in Bosnia rontinue since latest ceasefire took effect.
Official sources told about the fighting and
at the same time declared "you cannot expect two
armies who have been confronting each other for
the past three and a half years to all of a sudden
shake hands and say it's allover."
Most of the fighting in Bosnia over the last
month has been in the northwest. Bosnian government and Bosnian military authorities insisted
they were not initiating attacks.

Mir crew stuck in space
The space station Mir crew will have to stay in
space for arother month, because of a shortage of
funds to build a rocket to send a replacement crew.
The three men don't know about the news
but a Russian Space Agency spokesman said that
there will be enough food, water and air.

Vice President escapes
persecution
Alberto Dahik, Vice-president of Ecuador,
escaped to Jose de Costa Rica in his private airplane after the President of the Supreme Court issued a warrant for his arrest.
Vice-president Dahik was accused of misappropriation of state funds in which most of his closest rollaborators were involved.
After having been declared not guilty by the
Congress, Sixto Duran-Ballen, President of Ecuador, asked him for his resignation. After the scandal, he presented his renouncement and left the
rountry.
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Keycards enhance safety on campus
Jennifer Getting
Index Staff
ID cards took on a
whole new importance
this week as 1iowbridge,
DeWaters, Hoben and
Dow required the use of
the ID /Keycard for admittance. The system is
simple to use: rather than
unloclcing the door with
a key, just swipe the card
through the slot and wait
for the green "valid"light
to signal that the door is

unlocked. To leave the
building, push the large
button to the side of the
door before attempting to
open the door.
Students have been
pleased in general with
the system and the broad
access it offers. In the
past few weeks, many
students have been frustrated by the inconvenience of having to call
up to a room to be admitted. Worse still is the ir-

Ahoy, GLBSG!
Nautical colorful and bisexuals. 1beywork
signs have been appear- forpersonal,institutional
ing on doors around and societal justice and
campus. These signs are equality in society.
symbols announci~:>tc,t J} n.~tudents have had
the romrnunitytl!>~~
!,:/!'p6$~n~e.waction to this

::~u~m:~':·· ;l'~\~:'~1i~a Gasko,
ea..y;

The
Lesbiani;· I('9~~. coi\Wtented, "I
and Bisexuil SupportL thin1t~, is aVreally great
Grouplaunc\'d~'PlQf;i:'pt9.gt!<~,Jt's nice to
gram duringl'N.UonalcomitlO( !l ~jcollege and

ritation of reaching a
busy signal and having
to wait outside, hoping
for someone with a key
to happen by.
Acrording to Security Chief Glenn Nevelle,
keycards have been a
growing trend in the security field, primarily
because they are easier to
regulate than keys. The
previous keycard system
here at ''K'' was replaced
by a new system this year
for three primary reasons. The previous system wasn't a primary
card access system. It
was a serondary function
of the heating and cooling system. Also, a number of problems resulted
from the system being set
in a default mode, meaning that anyone rould go

anywhere. Finally, the
company which had installed the prior system
went bankrupt, making
repairs impossible.
The new system is
nearly identical to the
previous one, with the
only real difference being
the availability of a single
source card combining
ID, library card, meal
card and access card
without the use of stickers.
NOTE: Because of
problems with the imaging portion of the new
system, some students
have been unable to obtain their ID cards. Glenn
wants these students reassured that other times
will be set up for ID pictures; no one will be forsaken.

COmi~~~~!~'lIi;: ...<~~~7~;f~~C:~

program is a way the
staff, faculty, and students can show they
don't participate in or
tolerate a homophobic
environment," explained
Rebecca Jewel, K'96.
The Safe Harbor

close-minded school It is
a big change, one I anticipated and appreciate."
'1 think it is a good
idea because people
know where they can go
and not be persecuted,"
said Angela Wittenauer,

progran\ is for students

K'98, "People will know

who seek an alignment

that they can talk to me

andunderstandingtocreate a feeling of romrnunity among gay, lesbian,

and I won't judge them
by their sexual orlentation. "

UPJOHN------con't from p.l
in. We'll have all the serious laboratory fadlities
L
_-'."
tha t we've la-\:N:U
Physics and math
departments will be on the
remodeled serond floor
along with a new
Macintosh romputer lab.
One of the emphasis of the
renovation was the mechanical
systems,
Manstrom said. "Mechanically,theoldbuilding
did not work well at all,"
he said. The plumbing,
heahna
~'O' andairronditioning systems were completely gutted and reinstalled. All windows have
been replaced as well.
Physics professor
Dr. Wayne Wright, who
complained of the poor
mechanical systems of
the old building, called
the changes, "A vast improvement compared to
previous Olds Upton. It
is far more attractive and
functional."
With its blue and
purple arched hallways,
carpet on the top three
floors and big lecture
halls the new Olds Upton
provides students with
all the niceties of Dow

Science Center at what
Manstrom called a third
the cost.
Mark Hannum,
P h ysics student who currently takes a class Old
Upton agrees, saying,
''The renovations to Olds
Upton have changed
whatwasonceadulland
dreary building into a
bright and vibrant place
that is a pleasure to work
and study in."
Manstrom said the
physics department is
currentlymovinginnow
and there are a couple
classes being taugh in
the building. During the
rest of the quarter,
rompletion of furnishing
the building should be
complete. He said that
the educational and psychology departments
will hopefully move into
the building over the duration of the quarter and
Christmas break. Plans
call for the building to be
.
runety
percent occupied
by winter quarter with a
full set of classes.
One can see the
new renovations at the
Olds-Upton Open House
on Wednesday, October
18 a t 4 p.m..

Glenn Neve/Ie, Head of SlJCUrity
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o's new at Kalamazoo?
Dr. Sandra Kryst of
/ AnthropolDepartIrent is among
new faces on campus.
will only be teaching
for a year as a guest
Kryst, from Green
Wisconsin, is the
~aughter of a Danish im....;rn."nlandasecondgenGerman. Thus,
she was born in
..u>"r:> Kryst received a
FlIrclDeian upbringing.
lu.,.. ,"""""t. valued educa-

Kryst attended the
of Wisconsin in
Ma,Cl1S(>n in the '60s. AcIlV\rriino to Kryst, the city
was known as Mad Town
was \ike Columand Berkeley in that it
was "a hotbed of radicalism." She wnsiders herself to be "one of those exhippies."
The '60s, Kryst said,
were an interesting time to
be an undergraduate.
There were lots of changes
and culture clashes. This
experience, Kryst said,
helpedtoshapehervalues.
After getting her
bachelor's degree in anthropology,
Kryst
"dropped out" for a while
and went out west. Kryst
said she wnsiders herself
to be a "back to the land"
person. "I'm not your
typical academic in that it
was hard for me to stay in
school for long periods of

health. psychological an-

time." After her experiences in Nevada and
Montana, Kryst went to
the University of Kentucky to do research and
field work in archeology.
Kryst received her
master's degree in anthropology from the University of Kentucky. She was,
she said, losing interest in
,-----------,

She "no longer
wanted to be a
secretary to a
bunch of guys
who thought
they were better
than me."

archeology, but it was really the heyday of archaeological field work
and it was very easy to get
a job. So, Kryst did archaeological fie1d work in
Kentucky and out west for
the next several years.
At the same time,
Kryst was developing an
interest in feminism Sinre
she had always wanted to
live by the ocean and feminism was big in San Francisw, Kryst moved there.
She worked as an administrative assistant to an environmental engineering
group. Kryst said it was
good in that she got a lot
of experience, but that she
"no longer wanted to be a
secretary to a bunch of
guys who thought they
were better than me," so
she went back to school
for her doctorate.
Kryst's main areas
of interest are chronic pain
and headache, gender and

thropology and medical
anthropology. She is also
researching the Cult of the
Virgin Mary, a group of
people who celebrate the
visionary sightings of
Mary. Kryst is interested
in the possible healing effects of this phenomena.
Kryst has wnfined most of
her research to this wuntry, because she feels it is
important to understand
her own culture. Also,
while many researchers
have studied other wuntries, not many have studied the US.
In the future, Kryst
hopes to continue with
these research projects and
find a small school \ike "K"
at which to teach. Shesaid,
"1 know with a student
population this enthusiastic, 1 willleam a lot."
Kryst enjoys outdoor water activities \ike
skiing, swimming and
byaking, in addition to
hiking and traveling. She
has traveled to Spain,
Mexiw, and Canada. She
reads in French and Spanish, and has a cat named
Puki (kitty in Hawaiian).
Kryst would offer
this advise to students:
''Taking classes in Sociology / Anthropology will
benefit you. Anything
that teaches you to understand people will be of
value." Kryst is currently
teaching Social Problems
and Medicine in Society.
She said all students are
welcome to come visit her
in her office, Dewing 309,
during her office hoursMon/Wed/Fri
1011:3Oish.

Three R's for the '90s:
Reduce. Reuse. Recycle.
Kristy Lockwitz
Index staff
One ton of recycled paper saves:
17 trees (the big ones!)
7,000 gallons of water
682 gallons of oil
4,100 KWHrs of energy
60 lb. air pollution
40 yrds3 land fill space
Does garbage art or dumpster diving appeal to you? If not, come anyway.
Where? To show you how much of our
campus garbage is recyclable, EnvOrg is
sponsoring Trash Bash ill. There will be
tie-dyeing, music and treats. Please bring
your own items to dye. Pro;o.-ct Brave will
also be doing pumpkin carving with us.
Trash Bash ill is Friday from 4 p.m. to 6

p.m, October 20 in front of Hoben.
Reduce. Reuse. Recycle. In that order. Themostimportantactionisreductionofthecurountof"stuff'usedbemuse
high use causes high demand and production. Sewndly, reuse those products
as long as possible Lastly, when an item
is of no use to anyone, recyde it.
A relevant example is paper. Reduce by doing print preview and spell
check before printing, reuse the backs
of paper for messages or class notes;
then, recycle it.
There are many places on campus to recycle listed in A Campus Guide
to Environmentally Sound Living
(EnvOrg), yet many people on campus
don't put out the effort to recycle.
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LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the
form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive topics will be accepted
and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.

LeMersshould besubmitled on a Macintosh diskette ill the Index mailbox. across from the Games

Room in the basement 01 Hicks or in the Dewing
mailroom, or through e-mail (index@lczoo.etiu.su~
ject: Iette" to the editor) by the Sunday before the
issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in respoNe to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses will be accepted to appear in later issues.

ue to problems, Yemi's CIIrfoon last week was damaged
Here is the original CIIrfoon as it should appear.

Nether Worlds
by Yemi

"Conservative Revolution?"
Jeffery Hotchkiss
Index Staff
The Republicans
have stormed Capital
Hill. The Contract With
America sailed through
the House of Representatives and Newt Gingrich
is considered a political
genius. It is all part of the
"Conservative Revolution" sweeping the national political scene.
The media has had a
field day. Endless reports
on bills, political strategies,
Jrobilization, and lobbying
done by the Republicans
have dominated the news.
But has anything really
been done?
The Senate, part of
the same "Revolution,"
has melted down all but
two of significant provisions in the Contract With
America. Ultimately, the
Republican Congressional "Revolution" will
have to reach the desk of
President Clinton, who
happens to be gaining
popularity lately.
So is anything really important going on
in Congress? Is there really a "Conservative
Revolution" going on?
The answer is no to the
first question, and yes to
the second.
The real MConservative Revolution" is not
happening in faraway
Washington D.C. It's
happening all around us,
all over the country, in
hundreds of district and
appeals courts across the
nation.
The real "Conservative Revolution" is a
Judicial Revolution, and
its only getting started.
Between President's
Reagan and Bush over a
twelve year period, 120

appeals and 442 district
judges were appointed to
the federal judiciary: that
is slightly more than 60
~tofourfedera1ju

diciary.
And these judges
were not just your ordinary conservatives either. According to Amy
Waldman in a recent
Washington Monthly article analyzing the courts,
Reagan and Bush Administration officials
made sure to stack the
courts with conservative
ideologues by gauging
the "ideological purity of
potential nominees"
through a strict and scrutinizing process.
According
to
Waldman, potential candidates were also scrutinized to see if their candidates "would not just
deliver votes, but could
also influence their colleagues."
"We systematically
reviewed judges for their
philosophy," says Bruce
Fein, who was a member
of the Reagan Justice Department, on "not just
whether they would vote
right, but whether they
would persuade other
judges."
The Reagan Ad-

ministration made selecting a large number of
judges a top priority as
well, selecting over 375
judges over eight years.
All told, Reagan and
Bush permanently tilted
our Federal judiciary to
the Right.
The effects are beginning to be felt today.
Slowly but surely, conservative decisions are
reestablishing crucial judicial precedents on issues ranging from to-

bacco regulation to environmental issues. What
we are seeing now is the
stirring of a potentially
enormous judicial revolution that could overturn the established judicial philosophy of the last
fifty years on issues ranging from Federalism to
Civil Uberties.
The Supreme Court
is a good indicator of
these potential stirrings.
At the end of the last
term, the Court ruled in
the Lopez decision that
the Commerce Clause
could not be used to effectively enforce the ban
of guns in public schools.
The judicial precedent set here is that a
definite limit has been
established on exactly
how far the Commerce
Clause can extend into
the State's powers. In the
past, the Commerce
Gause was used to regulate all commerce between the states. It appears now that the Supreme Court may change
this.
But down at the
lower Courts, the action
is even hotter. For example, consider Judge
Stephen Wi11iams of the
D.C. Circuit Court and
his opinion in Home

Chapter ofCornmunifits for
a Grt!tJter Oregon v. Bruce
Babbitt, Secretary of the In-

terior. In this case a group
representing the forest
service industries sued
the Federal Government
over the Endangered
Species Act. The Act says
that humans may not
"harass, harm, pursue,
hunt, shoot, wound, kill,
trap, capture, or collect
and endangered species." Judge Williams

ruled that destroying a
habitat was not a
"harm," but rather "the
withholding of the benefits of a habitat that is
beneficial to a species."
The significance of
these decisions, besides
overturning years of judicial precedents set in
such areas as environmental laws, is that new
interests are being heard
and represented through
a relatively easy channel.
Instead of trying to rewrite the laws in Washington, emerging interest
groups are simply overturing them in the lower
Courts.
And no matter how
hard these new special
interests are lobbying
their GOP pals in Washington to change existing
laws, no Federal legislation will be as clear cut as
say a local Federal Court
decision which orders an
opinion immediately.
So while we mull
away over al1 the increased media attention
Newt Gingrich and Bob
Dole are getting in Washington, the real "conservative revolution" is
happening in Courts all
across the country.
Eventually, the hot
cases will make their way
up to the Supreme CDurt
where the ultimate decisiems will be made. More
than likely, especially if
Ointon is reelected, Congressand the President will
battle each other while the
Supreme Court quietly
pissesand implem:!llts the
"conservative revolution"
As we all marvel at
Newt and his publicity
baJdwagon, we may miss
the real action. Keepan~
on the Supreme Court

Segregation continues in U.S., 'K'
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
While searching
for a topic for this
week's opinions, I
turned to my familiar
sources, the three
newsmagazines I subscribe to;
Time,
Newsweek, and U. S.

News and World Report.

Dr. Barclay, on accepting an invitation to
appear on Jeopardy.
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This week's magazines,
much to my dismay,
were almost exclUSively
related to O.J. Since I
(and the rest of the
world) am tired of reading about this topic, I
thought I would be at a
loss for this week.
So I began to look
through the last two issues of the Index for articles in which I could
respond. I happened

upon David Latchana's to second class status by
article about the Umoja whites.
House. It dawned on me
I never at any point
that the theme prevalent thought of segregation
throughout the article as what its true meaning
and all the O.J. news was implies. It means the
racial segregation.
separation of two or
When I picture seg- more groups by some
regation, I think about common trait, in this
the United States before case, race. I had always
the Civil Rights Acts pictured whites as the
were passed during the big bad race in this suppresidency of Lyndon B. pressive movement.
Johnson. I see two wa- .
Looking
at
ter fountains next to Kalamazoo College, I do
each other, one labelled not see this. Instead, I
whites and one blacks. I see blacks segregating
think of blacks having to themselves from other
sit in the back of city peoples. A prime exbuses, and I see marches ample is evident in the
on Washington led by Umoja House.
In
minori ties for minori ties Latchana's
article,
striving for more rights. LaTasha Sturdivant, a
Basically, it was a picture current Umoja House
of blacks being relegated resident stated, "Having

people of non-African
descent in the house
kind of defeats its purpose." To me, this seems
to be the general feeling
of all residentS. I wonder how a white person,
living in the house because he or she is a student concentrating in
African Studies, would
be accepted by such an
obviously segregated
society.
Another example
of self-segregation can
be seen through the fact
that the Umoja House
plans Hall events separately
from
~he
Trowbridge Planning
Committee. If they are
a part of Trow and want
UMOJA con't p5
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Elegy for President Lawrence Bryan's reign
Yemi

Index staff

Before I deliver my
sad meditiation, it is imperative that I correct
my horrifyingly inappropriate caption. First, this
is no elegy, since neither
has anyone actually died
(though heads have
rolled) nor is this a poem.
The stewardship of our
chief executive officer
has, however ceased, and
a song of mourning is
entirely in order (and I do
wax poetic).
Secondly, "Larry"
is a fictional character I
made up in my head to
represent the esteemed
Dr. Lawrence Bryan, professor of religion and
Kalamazoo
College
president. I have never
at anytime addressed Dr.
Bryan as "Larry," and
seeing as I still feel weird
about being overtly
fresh, I am not about to
start now. Therefore this
is written in honor of the
afore-mentioned character in my head, the one
composed of my interpretations of my encounters with the real life Man
with a Pipe whom I dare
not regard with such flippancy.
My final apology is
that, technically speaking, there can be no
"Larry's Reign" (reign is
from the Latin rex which
means king, which incidentally means the same
thing as the aba prefix of
Obayemi) since there
never was a "King
Larry." Here again, I
claim artistic licence in

my decision to use the
word. Anyway, there has
got to be some accounting for that royal gait of
his.
So, with technical
issues out of the way, the
elegy. Larry has been a
fixture in Mandelle in
my years at "K." By"fixture," I mean some-one
much like Jeopardy Joe
in Upjohn library or
Chris Kious in Marriott's
smoking room. Pretty
much someone who is
there and looks busy, so
you don't ask 'What exactly do you do anyway?' in case they bite
your head off.
Of
course, the vague title
"president" became
much more meaningful
this summer when it
dawned on me that his
job was actually to
(gasp!) raise funds for
"K." I am not writing
this to contemplate
Larry's job or his capacity for it. Words have
been spilled on the issue
to a ridiculous degree, so
that's all I've got to say
about that.
The thing itself is
that I talked to, rode in a
car with, had lunch with,
nodded in the general
direction of Larry quite a
few times since 1993.
Those memories are all I
will have left of him in
1996, when he leaves.
Come to think of it,
memories are all I will
have left of anybody in
1996, since I'm graduating. Still, I retain the
sense of a passing of
sorts, one that must be

observed. The significance of the circumstances lie in their very
insignificance.
There was the ride
in the Big Green Car to
the Radisson one rainy
Tuesday afternoon this
past Spring. We both attended a Rotary meeting
in which Dr. Romeo
Phillips was honored.

hob-nobbing.
Well, after that,
there were the countless
occasions of running into
him at the steps of Hicks
Center at lunchtime.
Usually it was a nod, but
often it was a "Hello Dr.
Bryan" (though what I
was really thinking was
"Yo Larry!"). These
meaningful nods would

Therefore this is written in honor
of the afore-mentioned character in
my head, the one composed of my
interpretations of my encounters
with the real life Man with a Pipe
whom I dare not regard with such
flippancy.

What I remember of the
ride is the warm fuzzy
feeling of discussing
protestant existentialist
philosophy with my college president. He defended
Bonhoeffer
whilst I sided with
Kierkegaard. The important thing is that we
had meaningful dialogue (and I have softened my stance on
Bonhoeffer).
Then there was the
actual luncheon itself. I
remember nothing of the
meal, so it could not have
been that good. I do remember that Larry graciously paid for it, and
that he introduced me to
Diether
Haenicke
(WMU's president) with
whom I had a little chitchat. Ah, the thrill of

then melt into the back of
both our minds, while
my thoughts continued
at their usual breakneck
pace.
Yes, I too, have
wondered about the bald
pate, the aristocratic air
and the pipe. Investigation confirms that the
back view of Larry is
round shoulders and a
column of smoke (like a
power plant, but don't
read any meaning into
it). I thought about how
the lawmaker was hardest hit by the law. You
heard it here first he who
approved the smoking
policy cannot smoke in
his office.
Then there is the
immortal Walking Stick.
In his awkwardlyworded resignation let-

WEe responds to women's underwear issue
Letter to the Editor
littled in hundreds of
As a group dedi- daily situations that we
cated to educating and (men and women) don't
acting on women's is- even notice because they
sues, WEC feels it is ap- are such a normal part of
propriate for us to re- our lives. This doesn't
spond to the letters re- make them less wrong,
garding the wearing of however. Looking at
women's underwear ways that women are
during the soccer initia- denied respect in our s0tion. We live in a society ciety is one of the first
that, like most societies, steps to recognizing and
values the contributions changing sexist attitudes.
of its male members
No one is accusing
more than those of its fe- the soccer players of bemale members. Women ing "women-haters."
are oppressed and be- Rather, they are males

raised in a social structure that views males as
privileged and women as
the other, not male and
not privileged. Had their
only aim been to make
the first-years as naked
as possible within the
bounds of the law they
could have dressed them
in briefs, jockstraps,
Speed os, loincloths etc.
The soccer players may
not have been consciously aware of their
reasons for choosing
women's underwear, but

whether they intended to
belittle women or not,
the subtext of their initiation was this: the way to
humiliate and teach respect to men is to equate
them with women. We
hope that incidents like
this one will make people
sit up and take notice of
the sexism that exists in
our daily lives, and of
ways to avoid it.
Maya Myers, K'96
Adrienne CAlderwood, K'96
Demick, K'96
Sarah Goralewski, K'99

UMOJA----------------------·--------con't from p.4
to plan events for the
Hall, why can't they go
through normal procedures like everyone
else? I see the Umoja
House as a privileged
place where segregation
is encouraged by the
campus community,
thus a very negative con-

cept.

I would say that
the Umoja house is
philosophically damaging to the campus community as a whole and
should be abolished. Either that, or the Umoja
House should open its
arems and doors to students of non-African descent and earn its name

of unity.
Segregation that
starts on this campus
will likely lead to similar attitudes after graduation. I feel that the interracial relations at this
school are damaging to
the cultural education
students are receiving,
and thusly, hatreds are
formed. If these hatreds

persist, the United States
will suffer through another round of civil
rights riots, fighting, and
demonstrating. The
only way to dispel these
philosophies is to show
no bias toward racial
groups on campus, including residential ones
such as the Umoja
House.

ter, there was scarcely a
doubt that he was trying
to be civil and inspiring.
Unfortunately, the Walking Stick ended up
"sticking" out more than
he probably intended,
making his announcement seem a footnote to
a strange story about tradition. If you are new on
campus be informed:
Walking Stick jokes are
the "in" thing, even as
we speak.
The resignation letter made me wonder
about each individual's
relative importance on
this campus. I, for instance, am scheduled to
be loosed unto the real
world come June 1996.
Did you see any letters of
warning or did you encounter any form of fanfare? Not even a walking stick. This is not a
complaint but a way of
proving my point. "Yemi
shall graduate" means

"Another student will be
gone." On the other
hand "President Bryan
resigns" is more akin to
''We shall be demolishing a historically significant building next year."
TIle man is like a house.
My lament is for
the coming loss of familiarity. When I visit my
alma mater in two years'
time, a stranger will be
running the place. Perhaps he will be a better
fundraiser and more tactful employee disrnisser,
but there is no guarantee
that he will be friendly,
round-shouldered or
pipe smoking. The successor (in a deep voice,
like terminator) might
well be the fulfillment of
my worst fear: the burning of the Walking Stick
for firewood.
I mourn the passage of things known,
and I wish Larry every
future success.

1\&E
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Chief's
Choices
Reviews by Beckie craft,

Editor-in-Chief of the Index.
If you have a review of a movie, book, video, food, sture, or
anything else, send it to indeX@kzoo.edu by Sunday.

MOVIES
Seven (R) starring
Morgan Freeman and
Brad Pitt . Always one
for suspenseful films,
I was aH set to see a
cinematic masterpiece
when my friends and I
went to see Seven. I had
heard nothing about it,
except that it involved
murder and the seven
deadly sins, so my
mind was open. The
movie was decent; the
plot was good; it had
an interesting premise,
but ... toward the end, I
was predicting what
was going to happen.
I hate being able to do
that. Line in one of
those Freddie movies
where the innocent
little girl starts to go
down to the basement
where you know
Freddie's just waiting
to get her (partly
because of the evil
music, but mostly just
because the story is
easy to foHow). Except

for a brief respite from
the tired existence on
this campus, the only
thing this film gave me
was bad dreams and
the ability to identify
aU seven deadly sins:
lust, greed, gluttony,
sloth, pride, envy, and
wrath.
How to Make an
American Quilt (PG13) starring Winona

Ryder, Maya Angelou,
and a whole bunch of
other beautiful people ·
I loved this movie. I
even cried. It was one
of those films. I'm not a
big fan of Winona's,
nor do I usually cry at
movies. It was just the
effect of aH of these
women's stories of love
and life that just made
me look at how relationships form, flourish, and
dissolve into nothingness. The cinematography is great; the directing is superb. It's a
touching story of lovers
and friends.

Dr. Norma Field gave an LAC lecture in the Olmsted
Room on Monday, October 16.
Photo by Will Adams
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Hey,
where's
that go?

Music

Amy Schaus
Index Staff
Are you looking for
something to do on a Friday night? Oteck out our
version of a dance club: The MYou're Here" signs leJuJ the way to Club K.
Photo by Will Adams
OubK. A subcommittee of
the Student ActivitiesCommittee, offers the club as a because Oub K tries to be known 10caI bands, includsma1ler scale social activity, open as many Friday nights ing the Jah Kings, the
as opposed to the larger as possible. According to Sleestacks, Animate, and
daoces, such as theupcom- ore of the organizers, Karen the Aquapelicans. This
ing ''Horrdwming'' dance. Sullivan, "we had a lot bet- quarter, Abby Kirkwood,
OubKisopenfroml0p.m. ter turn out than we Shirley Kurc, and Karen
until 1 a.m. in the basement thought we would have."
Sullivan are three of the
of Hicks Center on various .
Oub K is a throw- core members who are takFriday evenin~, and there back from a 195O'scounter- ing responsibility for Oub
part, Blackspot, which was K This Friday, acrording to
is no admission charge.
This quarter, acrord- a beatnik club. Students Sullivan, Oub K will be in
ing to those crazy upsid~ wanted to update the pro- Quadstop with "food and
down calendars, they will gram, and you should everything" and they are
definitely be open for busi- check out the result.
still waiting to hear back
ness on October 20 and
Inthepastfewyears from Liquid Brick and
November 10, but keep Club K organizers have Sclmeider on the possibilyour eyes peeled for signs, brought in several well- ity of performing.

Angela Jousma
A &EEditor
Has anyone ever
come up to you and said
in a very suave and too
cool voice "I'm in a
band ... " hoping that
you would be impressed or otherwise attracted to them? Well,
now you can say something back . Musician
Magazine announces
their annual "Best Unsigned Bands Competition for 1996."
The competition is
considered prestigious
and very helpful to a
band's possibly growing
career. The program offers unsigned bands and
artists the opportunity to
get their music heard by
people in the music industry from critics and
editors to artists and producers.
Entries are judged
on a two song cassette
and winners are featured
in the pages of Musician
and on the "Musician's
Best Unsigned Bands
CD." And if that wasn't
enough, the top placing
bands also receive several thousand dollars of
live sound and recording
equipment.
The judges for this
year include top names
in music and producing,
such as Stone Gossard,
Steve Winwood, Adrian
Belew, Juliana Hatfield,
Matthew Sweet, Pat
Metheny, and Jimmy
Jam.
Deadline for entries
is December 31, 1995,
and interested bands/
artists can receive information, rules and official
entry forms by calIing 1-

to my
ears

Asian-American Angels
bring culture to campus
Patrick Burlingham
Index Staff
'Theatre should ~
flect our multicultural
society," explained Dr.
Ed Menta, associate professor of Theatre Arts
and Communication,
and organizer of the Angel Island Theatre Company (AlTO's visit to
Kalamazoo CoHege, October 21.
The planning for
this event, initiated by
Menta, began early this
year. His interest in
bringing the group to "K"
stemmed from seeing
them perform at the ~
atre in Higher Education
Conference in Chicago
during the summer of
1994. The performance
which he attended was
composed of a series of
contemporary scenes and
monologues reflecting
the Asian-American experience. According to
Menta, five members of

the troop will be coming
to give a similar style of
performance.
Angel Island Theatre Company is the only
professional
Asian
American theatre company in Chicago and has
been in existence since
the summer of 1989. The
initial group, consisting
of eight prominent Asian
American community
leaders and theatre artists, named the company
for Angel Island, the
West coast counterpart to
ElIis Island. This island
served as the entry point
for thousands of Asian
immigrants in the early
1900s.
The AlTC strives to
present high quality professional theatre, accurately depicting the
Asian American experience. The group also
serves as a vehicle for
Asian American artist to
develop and produce
original work.
AITC's performance is being sponsored by the Department
of Theatre Arts and Communication, the Asian
Studies Committee, and
the Asian Student Association (ASA). The company will be meeting
with members of ASAfor
a pre-performance dinner. According to Menta,
the group is very interested in ·reaching out to
the Asian students on
col1ege campuses.
C. Marisol de la

Rosa (K'97) is one of
ASA:s leaders this quarter. De la Rosa is looking
forward to the Saturday
performance, she explained, "As an Asian
American actor this is a
very important event for
me because it is essential
to have strong Asian
American role models in
the arts." She continued,
"There is an enormous
lack of Asian American
influence in our society's
media and entertainment
industries."
Menta agrees, '1t is
very important that their
(Asian Americans) stories be told and heard."
He stresses that forms of
multicultural performance in the tradition of
8~BUB-7096.
"The Colored
Museum," the
Mixed Blood
We listen. We explain.
Theatre ComWe1re private.
pany, and now
We1re affordable.
the AITC must
continue.
WE CARE.
The Angel
• Free pregnancy testing
Island Theatre
• Free all·options
Company will
pregnancy counseling
perform this Sat• Low cost bi rth control, with
urday in Dalton
pills as low as $8 per month
at 7:30p.m There
• Confidential STI screening
is no admission
fee and LAC
PLANNED
credit is available.
PARENTHOOD
There will
Of South Central Michigan
be a discussion
session immedi4201 W. Milhigan ·312·1200
ately following
1 blolk East of Drake Rd.
the performance
which will be
ASK ABOUT
open to the entire
EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION
campus commu(ALSO KNOWN AS
nity.
liTHE MORNING AFTER PILL")

~
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Sports of all sorts:
Fall in review
Christine Perry
Sports Editor

VOILEYBALL
Once again, Kalamazoo College's volleyball team is getting recognition from the American Volleyball Coaches
Association. The squad
is ranked fifth in the most
recent poll for NCAA Divisionm.
Last year, the
league-leading team
made it to the first round
of the NCAA Division m
play-offs before losing to
Ohio Northern. In four
of the past five seasons,
Kalamazoo has won the
MIAA and reached the
NCAA Division m tournament.
Currently, the Hornets have posted a record
of 24-2 overall and 8-{) in
the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Tuesday, October
10, the team was victorious over conference rival
Hope College. They
stomped the Flying
Dutchmen (16-14, 15-7,
15-10).
On Saturday, October 14, "K" continued to
rack up W's in the Hornet
niangular at-'Anderson
Athletic Center. They beat
St. Mary's (Indiana) College(I~7,l~11,l~5)and

Hanover (Indiana) College (1~7, 1~13, 1~11).
Senior
captain
Anita Grinbergs led the
Hornets in the three
matches last week. The
outside hitter had 32lcills
and 52 digs.
Other stellar performances included junior middle hitter Mary
Helen Diegel. She increased her team-leading
blocking total to 87.
Freshman middle hitter
Stacey Saunders also
marked with 32 kills and
33 digs.
This week the team
plays a league match at
Albion College on
Wednesday night at 6:30.
Calvin College and

Franklin (Indiana) College will be the next competitors for the Hornets
on Homecoming Saturday at 11:00 and 3:00 respectively in Anderson
Athletic Center.
Kalamazoo has a
record of 10-0 at home
this season. Come support their efforts.

WOMEN'S GOLF
The women's golf
team recently closed out
their 1995 season. The
Hornets participated in
two MIAA Jamborees
last week.
Hosted by Kalamazoo College, the October 9 match was held at
the Kalamazoo Country
Club. The squad totaled
473 strokes taking fifth
place in the conference.
Next, the Hornets
travelled to Winding
Creek Golf Club for the
Jamboree hosted by Hope
College Saturday, October 14. Competition was
a bit tighter as the squad
reduced their overall
score to 472, but we unable to maintain their fifth
place finish in the match.
Freshman Kelly Collins
led "K" with a 106. .
The women were
able to end the season in
the fifth place slot in the
league totalling 2,305
strokes, an improvement
over the 1994 season's
sixth-place finish.

MEN'S GOLF
The men's golf
team has also been winding down their season.
Monday, October 9, the
team participated in an
MIAA Jamboree hosted
by Adrian College at
Lenawee Country Club.
The team took seventh
place with a team score
of 429.
The Hornets headed
to their final Jamboree at
the Kalamazoo Country
Club on Monday, October
16.
Senior Adam Wolfe

The extra point is kicked at the football game on October
14 against Alma.

Photo by Will Adams
led the squad at Adrian
with 81 strokes. Senior
Ketan Desai followed
Wolfe with 85. Seniors
Jeremy Cole and Jason
Gross both capped off
their rounds at 87 stokes.

to crush Alma, but they
are setting their eyes on
Hope College as well.
The top three
teams in the women's
Regional competition
will participate in the
National race. Conference teams Calvin and
Hope traditionally have
Ka1amazooCo11ege's dominated the spots.
cross country teams are
Head Coach Pete
both on the trai1 c:i triumph. Gathje said, "We have an
Both squads turned in an outside chance to go to
impressive sixth p1ace fin- Nationals." Evident by
ish out of twenty three their strong work ethic
teams at the Parkside Invi- and positive attitudes,
tational in Kenosha. WIS- the team plans to make
consin.
good on his statement.
Despite the windy
The men's team
and cold conditions of also fared the same at the
the course on Saturday, meet. No conference
October 14, the women's team was able to hold
team did not finish be- back the mighty Hornets.
hind a single NCAA Di- The men raced together,
vision m squad. This is again closing the gap bea sound improvement tween their first and fifth
over last year's eighth place runners, while inplace finish.
creasing the gap on their
The team had an competition.
impressive finish at the
Sophomore Dan
race, defeating MIAA Lam led the way claimconference rival Alma ing 17th place in 26:59.
College by almost 40
Coach Gathje also
points. This is encourag- believes that the men's
ing for the Hornets as team has an opportunity
Alma recently received to claim a spot for Navotes for NCAA Division tionals. The men's naill recognition.
tional competing teams
Freshman Laura are determined by the
Ed wardson again led the top fpur teams at
Hornets at the competi- Regionals.
tion. Crossing at 19:06,
Both teams will be
she was able to claim co(l'\peting at MlAA Jameighth place out of two boree number two
hundred plus competi- hosted by Calvin College
tors.
at Fe\1owship Greens SatThe squad is pre- urday, October 21.
paring for their next challenge at their second
MIAA Jamboree Saturday, October 21. Not
The men's soccer
only will the squad aim team posted a 2-1 vic-

CROSS COUNTRY

11.
Junior midfielders
James Grace and Rene
"Kip" Adrian each had
one goal and one assist
against Albion. Senior
goalkeeper
Dave
Fielder played the entire
game.
The squad fell short
2-0 against Alma College
on Saturday, October 14.

MEN'S SOCCER

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two or the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the wortd ...Vlsa" and Master1:ard"
credit cards._·'n your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lUMEO OOWN BEFOREI
VISA" and MasterCard" the credit cards you
deserw and need ror- ID-BOOK&-DEPARTMENT
sroRES-n1r.ION-ENTERTAlNM ENTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHOfELS-MOfELS-GA5-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIlD YOUR CREDIT RATINot

Unfortunately, the team
was unable to recover on
Sunday and lost 1-0 to St.
John's University (Minnesota).
'K' (7-7-1 overall,
5-4-0 overall) hosts Division I Eastern Michigan University on
Wednesday, October 18.
Saturday, the team will
travel to Olivet College
in a conference competition.

tory over Albion Co\1ege
on Wednesday, October
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BING
Cuz I'm so
good!
KLYOTE,
There used to be nine fish. till Bing ale one.

r....·

Most of us are aware of the current problems with sports initiations, however let's take a look at some
other campus organizations and what it takes to become a member.

American Chemical Society (ACS):

Judicial Council:

This evening begins with the ever so popular mercury chugging
contest. Last years record stands at 40 grams before the champ
needed to be de-toxified. Hopes are high with the chemistry
department that the current record will be broken this year.
Finally, to celebrate the winner, a polarizing pajama party will be
held in the Dow basement.

This years initiation involves a group meeting at the Kozy Inn.
Sources were sketchy, but we hear they really 'laid down the law.'

Biology Club (Amoeba):
Initiates are split up into groups of four, and while some rob the
graves of the nearby cemetary the rest will prepare the lab for
one of the most hair raising nights of life creating ever.

Economics Club:
With the aid of the Compo Sci. Dept. our future economists will
re-vamp the worlds banking system for an evening of get rich
fun. This is one economical experience the world won't soon
forget.

Environmental Organization (EnvOrg):
It's a race! Not only is mental astuteness and a cunning drive
important, so is knowledge of our environment for this challenging game. Contestants must optamize their given resources
allowing them to exist for a prolonged period on the campus of
Western Michigan University with only an academic planner,
a chia-pet, and four empty (non-deposit) cans.

Habitat for Humanity:
Supplies: SO,OOO popsicle sticks, 5 yards of twine, one bottle of
EImers glue, and a copper wire. Future Humanists must create a
viable living space in the heart of Kalamazoo. (This event is
timed.)

K-Handbells of Kalamazoo College:
This club does not only emphasize freedom from traditional
musical insturments, but also from the straightjacket of normalcy.
With a streak of the quad this club kick off to new heights of
musical ecstacy.

Math Club:
'Wild Bill' Calhoun conducts a rowdy night of exponential
growth! Math majors from last year are still speaking of the
liquid integral and the coaxings of seniors to release 'your partial
derivative.' Exclusive and private.
Non-Vio~ent Student

Organization (NVSO):

Told nothing, pledges will be bused to Detroit, stripped of all
belongings, and dropped in a random city neighborhood. They
will then be required to stay until they prevent three fires in a
non-violent manner.

Project Brave:
This year, as part of volunteer week, future members of Brave
will be asked to make the school better by picking up a shovel
and filling in the quad.

Students for Creative Anachronism (SeA):
As part of this years initiation, student s will be required to
capture a minimum of five squirrels. They must then be skinned,
the pelts dried and prepared to be given to their exalted leader,
Johannas.

The following are petitions made to the housing department by groups that
wish to occupy the four living-learning units on campus.
Group:

Reason:

The pissed off Frenchies

We want our house back pronto!

The group of eight friends that just want a house to get
out of the dorms and off of the meal plan.

The name says it all.

Veggie Co-Op

Living together promotes academic integrity. plus we need
a garden to grown our 'herbal education enhancers.'

Security

We can convert a house into a communication super center where we
can keep track of all students using magnetic tracking devices. thus
eliminating crime on campus.

Marriott Workers

We feed you. the least you could do is house us.

ATTENTION LADIES!!! Kyle Secrist is still looking to begin a serious relationship.

If you know Kyle or are just curious. give him a call x7430.
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Gail Griffin named "Professor of the Year"

According
to
Angie Hearn
Index Staff
Kalamazoo College AsKalamazoo College sociate Provost Dr.
English professor and Marigene Arnold, "Gail
Director of Women's Griffin transforms stuStudies, Gail Griffin, has dents lives and the way
been named the 1995 they perceive themNational labor parties met in New York City to
Michigan Professor of selves, allowing the stuconfront their decline in membership and political the Year by the Carnegie dents to re-evaluate their
effectiveness. They will discuss ways to combat
Foundation for the Ad- own pasts and what they
these problems, such as union mergers for
vancement of Teaching. want to do in the future."
strength, a new emphasis on organizing unskilled, Being named the ProfesProfessor Griffin
low wage earning workers, plans to campaign
sor of the Year means that feels that it is not herself
against Congressional Republicans at the poles,
Griffin was chosen from as a individual that has a
and ways to open top federal positions to women - a group of 23 professors profound impact on stuand minorities.
nominated by 17 state dents, but rather it is the
colleges and universities. rna terial she teaches.
According to the "Ed uca tion changes
media relations coordi- people," commented
nator for the education Griffin. "I feel lucky that
council, as quoted by the I teach literature. Literanews release, Griffin was ture is a subject that lends
selected because the itself to changing
The largest gathering of world leaders in history,
judges "were impressed people's lives-it is Studies.
including more than 140 heads of state or government met in New York for the 50th anniversary of by her extraordinary de- about people and what it
Teaching in the A10ther
votion to her students is to be human, everyone awards recognizing exthe United Nations. Three days of speeches
Tongue commented that '1
cellence
in
teaching.
and to her fellow faculty. I can relate." In Griffin's
focused on the revamping of the organization
was impressed by the fact
Since
joining
the
faculty
She listens to her stu- opinion, a great deal of
from the brink of bankruptcy and making it
that in her book Griffin
of
Kalamazoo
College
in
dents and addresses their the impact she has on her
credible for the new century.
talked about many of the
1977,
Griffin
has
been
concerns and academic students is through
and beliefs that I
feelings
interests."
teaching women's stud- the recipient of the
myself
have
as a woman,
Ryan Paul, a stu- ies "I allow women to Frances Diebold Award
and
that
she
was able to
dent of Griffin's com- unlearn what the patriar- for faculty involvement
express
them
so well."
mented, "Gail is one of I chy has taught them, and in student life, which is
Associate
professor
After four uprisings which injured many inmates
the most original, in- . in doing so, gain an ap- voted on by students.
of
English
Ellen
Caldwell
and staffs and caused millions of dollars in
sightful teachers I've preciation for them- She has also received the
has
been
quoted
by the
Florence J. Lucasse Lecproperty damage, federal authorities confined
had. She can guide the selves."
news
release
as
saying
thousands of inmates to their cells at the country's class to understandingAlthough being tureship for Excellence
70 low-, medium-, and high security penal institu- she doesn't give any- named "Professor of the in Teaching, and most "Gail is an active, productive writer and
tions on Sunday. Inmates in Alabama, Illinois,
thing away, but it always Year" is a great honor, recently was named a
Pennsylvania and Tennessee set fire to mattresses, leads to understanding." Griffin is no stranger to John D. MacArthur scholar. Her writing debroke windows, threw chairs, and hurled baseball
Scholar for being consid- rives from her teaching,
bats. The authorities say there is no evidence of a
ered one of the college's and her teaching benefits
conspiracy among the four institutions. Adminismost gifted faculty from her writing."
Along with being
tration officials say these uprisings are in revolt to
members.
Gail Griffin's con- named the "1995 Michithe House of Representatives' rejection of a
tribution
to
the gan Professor of the
Federal Sentencing Commission's proposal to
Kalamazoo College com- Year" Griffin was given a
erase the 1DO-to-1 sentencing disparity between
munity have not been $i,ooo cash award propossession of cocaine powder and crack cocaine.
ate Professor of Religion limited to the classes she vided by The Chrysler
People convicted of possessing 5 grams of crack
Jennifer Getting
and Dean of Stetson teaches. Griffin has also Corporation. Because of
Index Staff
cocaine, usually used in the black innercity
Chapel, describes Pro- authored several books; her commitment to the
The
twenty
seventh
ghettoes are punished a minimum mandatory
fessor Cahill as "a liberal her latest book is a collec- students and faculty of
Armstrong
lecturer,
Prosentence of five years. However, powdered
Christian
feminist, but tion of essays entitled Kalamazoo College, Griffessor
of
theology
at
Boscocaine, typically used by affluent whites, have no
one
who
remains
within Season of the Witch.
fin has decided to donate
ton
College,
Lisa
Sowle
such minimum mandatory sentence, and may
the
mainstream
of
the
Cahill, is scheduled to
Nicole McIlroy, a the money to the school.
possess up to 500 grams before the five year
Catholic
church."
Dr.
present two talks on ethsophomore who has read "The award is for all of
sentence is used.
that
while
Dorrien
said
ics this week. She is to
her book Calling: Essays on us!" declared Griffin.
many
past
Armstrong
speak on "Sex and Gender Ethics as New Testa- lecturers have been emiment Social Ethics" to- nent already in their
morrow, at 8 p.m. and on fields, Professor Cahill's
President Clinton spoke with Russian President
"The Peace of the King- appearance is part of a
Boris Yeltsin on Tuesday in Hyde Park, New York. dom of Love" on Friday, growing trend towards
Despite the claims of the media of Yeltsin's
engaging speakers who
October 27 at 10 a.m ..
criticisms of the West, Yeltsin gave Clinton a bear
The
Professor are on the "cutting
hug as he stepped of the plane. The meeting
Cahill has written a num- edge."
centered around the involvement of Russian
"I had a desire to
ber of books and essays,
troops in the peacekeeping force in Bosnia.
some of which are used sort of move down a n Yeltsin agreed to participate in the operation,
as texts here at "K." She eration and have somedespite his speech to the United Nations that he
has taught at Boston Col- one speak who's becomwould not be involved. Clinton's aids said they
lege since 1976. Her ar- ing prominent," said Dr.
spoke of Bosnian peace talks set to begin in
eas of special interest are Dorrien of Professor
Dayton, Ohio on October 31. They also agreed to
method in theological Cahill's selection.
push for the ratification of the Sturt I nuclear arms ethics, use of Scripture in
The Armstrong lectreaty, work for a comprehensive nuclear test ban
tures
were established in
ethics, ethics of sex and
next year, and strengthening cooperation on
1969
to
honor Dr. Homer
gender, medical ethics,
safeguarding nuclear materials in Russia.
J.
Armstrong,
eminent The fans go wild at the Homecoming football game held
and history of Christian
pastor
and
long
time last Saturday as the beginning to the weekend festivities.
ethics.
Source: New York Times
Photo by Will Adams
trustee
of
the
college.
Dr. Dorrien,Associ-

Labor parties meet in New
York

World leaders celebrate the
50th anniversary of the
United Nations

Violent up-risings in
na tion' s jails

Theology professor
next Armstrong
lecturer

President Clinton meets with
Russian President Yeltsin

ee

Please send any questions or comments to illdex@kzoo.edll t subject: questions and comments.
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Crimebeat

INTERNATIONAL
NEWS

Honor Day Awards
Fine Arts Division

Rebecca Lair
Index Staff
According to Security Chief Glenn Neville,
~ Betweeen the October 18 and 20, unknown persons broke into the tennis tower.
Nothing was missing, but the tower sustained
$50 in damages.
- Between 'October 21 and 22, a student's
room in Trowbridge was entered and $40 taken
from her wallet. The door may have been unlocked and there was no sign of forced entry.
- On October 19, a a car in the Niel Postlot
was broken into and a dollar removed
~ A carin the Trowbridge Jot received $150
in damages to the side windows after an attempted break-in.
-At 12:30 pm
22, a suspicious person
was reported at UpjOhrt Ubrary. The subject was
lyfng on the floor, taking off his shoes and coat. He
was escorted offthecampusbysecurity and warned
that if he were caught again, he. would be charged
withtresspassing.This was thesecpnd time in a
week that the silmeiridividual-hadbeeil found in

sponsored by ISO

agreb
Two senior Western officials reported last week
ew mass killings by Bosnian Serbs. Two weeks
go they said they could prove the thousands of
uslim men and children deaths. Those people
ere detained by Serbian paramilitary forces in the
rea around Banja Luka.

.
ew Vice-president In

October

cuador
Eduardo Pena was elected Vice President of
cuador by the Congress last week. After the
enoucement and escape of the Ecuadorian vice
resident, Alberto Dahik, President Sixto Duran
len, sent a list of three persons to the Congress.
Pena was chosen from the list. He was Miniser of the Ecuadorian Government months ago.
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Oose to the summit meeting with Bill Ointon,
ris Yeitsin, President of Russia, denounced the
est to the press.
Wiih all the pressure of the opposing commu.st parties, he said he would dismiss his Foreign
'nister, Andrei V. Kozyrev, who is considered too
ccomodating to the West.

()n~: 'Th~yqW1g~pl«:!may have made up the story
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wasconftpntedbyastudent; left, and ~ed later
asking if anyone ..wantegto b'JYo
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Moses Sithole, a 31-year-<>ld man, was arrested
ast Wednesday under charge of the serial killings of
ore than 40 women. The suspect wrote letters ofhis victims job interviews before the crime. The
.ctims were black women between 20 and 30 years.
e supposed motive is revenge for a 14 year sennce he served for a rape he said he did not commit.
e police thinks that he might have worked with a
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Severed's safeWalk'
Kalamazoo ColJamming lege Student
CommisHolloween I sion Judiciary and Security Committee sponParty
sored Safe Walk Program kicked off this
week. A pair of students (a male and female) will walk with
students between 10
p.m. and 2 a.m .. Reach
them by dialing #7324
or 373-8226 and leave a
number were they can
reach you. They will
call back and confirm
the call. During 5th
week users of the program will enter a drawing for a prize. The
prizes, a
gift certificate
to
Meijer.s,
Boogie
STS, America's :I 1
Records, or
Student Tour Operator
for a restauis now hiring Campus
Sales Reps. for More
rant of your
Info Con tad STS
@ '·800·648·4849
choice, will
be raffled
off on SunST
T
day, OctoTRAVEL
~~~ SERVICES
ber 29.
c.....
C-I"""'_ c_, ....

Severn is holding a
Halloween bash open
campus wide on Saturday at 9:00 p.m.. There
will be a D.J., dancing, a
creature of the maze,
pumpkin carving, apple
bobbing, and halloween
candy. A 25 dollar certificate or an RA slave for
the day is to go to the best
costume. Family members welcome. Call
#5821 to reserve a pumpkin.

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
suppties, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! AushSAS.E.:
GHC, SUITE 216
1861 N.FEDERAL HWY

HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020
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Stephanie Woos
Brian Gougeon Prize in Art
Rachel Wenn~
Michael Waslcowsky Prize in Art
Ullian Pringle Baldauf Prize in Music Christopher Cartwrig}\
Rebeoca Flinlo
Susan Yehl
Roxana!;..
Fan E. Sherwood Memorial Prize in Music
Rachel Rem'
Margaret Upton Prize in Music
Patrick Burlingharr
Cooper Award
Cheo Ramse,
Sherwood Prize in Theatre
and Communication Arts
Theatre and Communication
Arts Department Award
Foreign Languages Division
Provost's Prize in Oassics
Legrand Copley Prize in French

German Department Prize
Department Prize in Greek
Departmental Prize in Latin
Romance Languages Department
Prize in Spanish
Humanities Division
Sharalynn Crome
Jeffrey Grisenthwait.
Shonda Kruge
Lee GrizzeL

O.M. Allen Prize in English

LJ. and Eva (MGibble") Hemmes
Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Department of Philosophy Prize
Marion Dunsmore Memorial
Prize in Religion

Natural Sciences and Mathematics Division

Winifred Peake Jones Prize in
Biology
Freshman Chemistry Award
Lemuel F. Smith Award in
Chemistry _ j
•
Department of Otemistry Prize - ,

•

Sachin Patel
Kimberly Woody

YuCu
Yu

Computer Science Prize
Freshman Mathematics Award
Shoko
Thomas O. Walton Prize in
Mathematics
Cooper Prize in Physics

Soda! Sciences Division

C. Wallace Lawrence Prize
in Economics
Irene and S. Kyle Morris Prize
in Economics

Department of Education Prize
Department of History Prize
Human Development and
Social Relations Award
William G. Howard Prize in
Political Science
Marshall HaIlcoc1< Brenner Prize
in Psychology
Department of Psychology Prize
Departmental Prize in Sociology
Departmental Prize in Sociology
and Anthropology

Letoyia Brooks
Lee Grizzell
ShokoMaeda
Elizabeth Veldman
Blake PeteN
Sharalynn Cromer
Diana Fulchiron
Andrea Gilman
Anne Dibble

Physical Education
Department of Physical Education
Prize

Heather Holshoe

Non-Departmental
Gordon Beaumont Memorial Award
Henry Brown Award
Virginia Hinkelman Memorial Award
Kalamazoo College Community
Association Prize
Phi Beta Kappa Book Award

Joseph Strife
Lauren Piper
Gretchen Case
LaTasha Strurdivant

10/3/95 Please Post:This Listing In Your Student Newspaper
Use YOUR time to
write your papersUse MY time to
type them!

•••••••••••••••••••

Childcare Provider Needed Immediate position available for part -time childcare needed. Three days per
week for our two year old son. In- home graphic designerl mother seeking an enthusiastic, energetic individual
who enjoys interaction with young children . Schedule may be flexible, yet 9am-1pm, Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, would be ideal. Some evenings available also. Location in downtown Kalamazoo historic Vine
Neighborhood. Walking distance [0 Public Library, Btonson Park, Downtown Mall. Salary negotiable.
If interested, call 383-3550. Leave
as to best time to reach you.

October 25, 1995

Guau-guau:
MaraBr~

FOreign rrespondent
caceres, Spain
Sometime before
study abroad, I came
acrosS a copy of Wicked
spanish, a one-of-a-kind
language guide that explains phonetically how
to have conversations
such as the following:
"Who is that
strange man running up
and down the aisles of
the plane?"
"Why that's the pi"The pilot?! If
that's the pilot, who's flying the plane?"
Little did I know
this was a valid foreshadowing clue; I was destined from the start to
have many strange conversations during study
abroad.
Let's Go added another clue, noting the
numerous dialects spoken within Spain.

Los

Cachorros,

Fe

Spanish dogs bark in a
foreign tongue

books and labs were all
good preparation, of
course, but SDL was
never on the syllabus. So
I learned how to order a
drink in a cafe, ask where
the bathroom is and discuss baroque literature,
but not even Wicked
Spanish, with its twisted
sense of humor, gave
translations for sentences
like:
"Cute little doggie,
I know you're a carnivore, but please stop
chewing my arm. Anyway,l'm sure the puppy
chow in your dish is
much tastier."
"Oh, my goodness!
The dog must have
thought the table in my
room was a fire hydrant,
because he peed all over
the floor."
"When I came

Don't feel silly
talking to the dog;
consider it good
Spanish practice
instead.

read in Spanish class,
elaborated on this concept by pointing out
that Spanish dogs bark
in a foreign tongueroof-roof and bow-wow
ma ke way for guau- , l)oJl\er the house was
dark, the dog was crying
guau.
Not only does this quietly in .front of the
change the words of "Old bedroom doors and not
McDonald had a Farm," even his bone or ball
but it introduces a whole would cheer him up he
new dimension of com- was so sad and lonely."
Luckily, words can
munication, a.k.a. Spanalways
be looked up in
ish Dog Language (SDL).
the
dictionary,
but beMinutes after I met
cause
SDL
is
more
than
my host mom and we
were walking home, she arranging words ina sentence, here are a few tips
asked if I liked dogs.
"Uh-oh," I thought, for mastering this new
sensing this was more form of communication.
1. Learn the dog's
than a distant foreshadowing clue. This was re- name, but don't worry
ality; within seconds I about perfect pronunciacould have a dog jump- tion-baby names are
ing up and down greet- used more often than
not. For example, my
ing me in Spanish.
Nevertheless, I host family's dog Simba
heard myself answer "iS1, (yes, named after the
si!" She smiled, said she popular Disney character
had a dog, and I realized from El Rey Leon) is affec[would have to learn this tionately called Simbee,
Chiqul,
Spanish Dog Language, Simbino,
Chiquitino
and
Perrito.
and fast, to fit in with the
2. Know if your
family.
family
has a boy dog or
Spanish classes,

girl dog, because saying
"que guapa!" for a male
dog is worse gender disagreement than even "Ia
tema.;
3. Don't assume a
voice's intonation or inflection will reveal what
the words mean. When
talking to the dog, my
family says "Que malo,
malismo!" (how bad,
very bad), "Cabeza loca"
(crazy head) and even
"Que guarro! Huele fatal" (What a pig, he
smells "fatal") with unbelievable sweetness and
affection in their voices;
4. Don't feel silly
talking to the dog; consider it good Spanish
practice instead. Suggestions: "come here, look,
where's y o ur bone,
down boy and fetch the
ball." You can even practice rolling your "rr" S;
ears will perk up if you
get the trill right.
Above all, just remember things won't be
just like they are with 01'
Spot in the USA. Instead of Purina, for example, your host
family's dog might
chow on toast with
peach P¥1Un31ade or left- \
over tortilla e~panola.
And don't expect to find
leashes OI . -pooperscoopers; dogs roam the
streets and it's considered good luck to step in
their doo-doo. If you kiss
Spot at home, feel free to
give your host family's
dog un besito, yet you
need not kiss on each
cheek because that custom is just for greeting
people, of course.
So, with these few
tips, you can master SDL
in no time and feel comfortable communication
with Spanish dogs.
You'll discover the dog's
latest antic makes better
chit-chat with your host
mom than the weather
and distinguish "guauguau" from "roof-roof"
faster than anyone can
taste the difference between Coke and Pepsi.
iQue tengas suerte!

JAMM\N~ IN i\1E
"]3:<>WELS OF
>CVE-RN
Saturday. October 28
9:00PM
OJ . dancing· pumpkin carving· costume contest with prizes·
apple bobbing· haunted maze· spirit brew
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1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
(616) 337-7216
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The Index is the official student
newspaper of Kalamazoo College.
It is published periodically during
fall, winter, spring, and summer quarters.
Editor-in-Chief .................................. Beckie Craft
News Editor ................................ Andrea Gilman
Opinions Editor .................................. Ryan Flory
Features Editor ........................ Lizzie Kostielney
A & E Editor ................................. Angela Jousma
Sports Editor ............................... Christine Perry
Backpage Editor ............................... Dave Igham
Backpage Editor ................................ Kyle Secrist
Photo Editor ....................................... Will Adams
Ads & Business ............................... Amy Trenkle
Ad visor ...................................... Deborah Luyster
Staff: Diva Altamarino, Mara Bragg, Patrick
Burlingham, Jennifer Getting, Angie Hearn,
Rebecca Lair, Shawn McKinney, Garth G.
Miller, Krista Miller, Rozanne Miller, Yemi,
Matt Rainson, Miles Raymer, Beth Wittman

Once again, there is no staff editorial.
All opinions represent the view of the writer.

LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the
form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive topics will be accepted
and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh dis-kette in the Index mailbox, across from the Garres
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
maiIroom, or through e-mail (index@kzoo.edu, subject: letter to the editor) by the Sunday before the
issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses will be accepted to appear in later issues.

Nether Worlds
by Yemi
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'K' College: The world is our campus?
Krista Miller
Index Staff
One can not take a
walk across campus
without seeing that infamous K--<:ollege recruiting t- shirt. Yes, the one
sporting flags from all
over the world with the
clever Ii ttle
logo:
"Kalamazoo College:
The World Is Our Campus." Believe it or not but
I actually met someone
who's deciding factor for
coming to "K" was that
very same t-shirt. How
unfortunate that he traveled here from across the
country only to find his
shirt had deceived him.
Recently as you may
have heard, "K" has
done some reorganizing
of funding, faculty and
foreign studies.
This summer it was
deemed necessary to cut
costs in the budget in order to compensate for
declining enrollment due
to the increased competition from state funded
Honors colleges such as
Michigan State Universi ty or even Western
Michigan University. In
the past few years, these
colleges have adapted to
an ever-growing demand for high quality
professionals by instituting Honors programs in
their colleges. These
Honors programs allow
students to take classes
similar to those offered at

private liberal arts colleges bu t at a much lower
"state subsidized" cost.
In essence, all this
simply boils down to is
that the state schools have
created their own mini
version of the liberal arts
college but entitled ''Honors" so that they can continue receiving state
funding. Since, private
colleges do not receive
state endorsed funding
they can not afford to offer their classes as cheaply
as the state Honors programs can. This means
private colleges are now
loosing the "best" students to state schools simply because the state will
give them more money to
come there.
Conceptionally, the
only way to regain these
"best" students is to offer them more money
and/or a broader more
intense course study.
Some colleges have
blindly jumped head first
into this recruiting and
have now found themselves in serious debt, as
is the case of Albion college. Albion recently realized it had promised
financial aid to forty students more than it could
afford, and is now trying
to cut comers and faculty
in a mad rush to cover
their rearends. How can
private schools afford to
offer more money? The
only answer is obviously

Tuition paid by en.
rolled students or in most
cases their parents, ac·
counts for eighty percenl
of the college budget. An.
other eight to nine percenl
is drawn from alumni and
the rest from various other
charitable organizations
and the endowment fund.
Since, the students ac·
count for a Iarger portion
of the budget shouldn'l
they have a right to know
the truth about their cam·
pus? Why lie to the freshman class and tell them
everything is
peachy"? Isn't their
$22,<XX> a year enough to
buy them a piece of truth?
Should anyone have to
purchase truth?
When the freshman
class applied and accepted a place in the class
of '99 they were under
the distinct impression
they would be living on
the "Campus of the
World," as the t-shirt
says. Uttledid they know
when they were moving
into their dorms the
world was moving out.
Part ofthe cut backs
forced several professors
to loose their positions.
Coincidentally, the professors moving out happened to be ~e ones who
taught the classes on
world music, Italian and
Russian. Furthermore,
several countries are no

cut budget expenses in
other departments and
increase fundraising over
an extended period of
time. This is exactly the
kind o f pl an "K" has
adopted.
Every college has an
endowment fund which is
comprised of money invested by the college. Annually, ''1('' spends about
eight percent of this endowment. However, in
light of this new trend in
Honors programs and in
fear of faIling into debt or
a similar state as Albion,
''1('' decided to only use
six percent of the endowment last year.
Obviously,
in
spending less money one
would also have to decrease the amount of
things it spends its money
on. This explains the
cause of all the recent
changes in funding, faculty, and foreign studies
mentioned above. It appears ''1('' has everything
under control, right? Well,
that's what ''1('' wanted
the freshmen class to think
when they told KAP leaders not discuss any of
these recent changes with
their KAP groups, -a,nd if
the topic was brought up
by a freshman to simply
tell the student or group
everything is fine and the
student body is happy
with the changes. This
was the start of their
downfaIl.

WORLD con't on p5

Enough about women's underwear
Letter to the Editor
Have feminists
reached the point where
the only problem they
can complain about is the
usage of women's underwear in an initiation that
was supposed to be
FUN? Is this worse than
any numbe r o f real
women's issues?
The soccer players
put on a show that was
entertaining (albeit a little
disgusting) and funny.
The purpose of the
women's underwear was
to make them feel stupid.

That doesn't mean
women are stupid, just
that the different sexes
aren't normally comfortable wearing underwear
of the opposite sex.
Wearing briefs,
jockstraps, or whatever
wouldn't have been as
humiliating to those doing it since they might on
occasion normally wear
these things. I'm sure the
soccer players knew their
reason for choosing
women's underwear. It
was the most humiliating
clothing item they could

think of, and it would be
interesting to see how
some of the players obtained a pair.
I highly doubt that
anyone would have
been writing letters if the
women's team had chosen to have their players
wea r jockstra ps and
cups for their initiation.
These type of rituals
look stupid, but they are
fun and,don't hurt anyone. I'm sure not one
woman was beaten,
raped, harassed or,fired
from her job just because

the soccer players have
an interesting and creative way of initiating
rookies. College is supposed to be fun. As long
as no one is being hurt
why shouldn't people
experience all they can?
I'm sure the initiation is
something the rookies
will remember favorably, and have fun remembering with their
friends who did it with
them.
Philip Sobeck K'99
Tim Wormus K'99
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A concern with benefitting the self the red cardigan
Rozanne Miller
Index Staff
As strange as it
may seem, the other
night Steak 'N Shake was
actually the birthplace of
an intellectually stimulating conversation. As
my friend and I enjoyed
chili and really yummy
coffee, we somehow began talking about the extremes that some are
willing to meet just to get
ahead. On a small scale
this might be illustrated
in the classroom setting,
and on a larger scale
would probably engage
trying to get ahead out in
the real world. While we
originally just intended
to make small talk about
people we knew, it left
me to wonder about society and the way we
think. Sadly enough, it
made me realize that
with every passing day,
our individualism is
causing us to use more
and more people. No
longer is our concern
with correcting the
wrong in the world, but
rather with how to benefit the self.
When I really think
about it, it amazes me
how often our lack of

consideration for others
occurs. We forget about
others and think only of
bettering Qurselves; we
think only of how we can
get ahead and leave the
next guy behind. We kiss
up to others always with
some hidden intention in
mind. We abuse the resources given to us by
trying to use them to surpass others rather than to
allow everyone to benefit.
It happens all the
time. One student stays
friends with another not
for the sake of a reciprocated loyalty and companionship, but rather
for that extra help she can
give in linear algebra or
the tutoring he can receive in conversational
Spanish. Another student explains to me how
she is going to defend an
idea in her paper of
which, in actuality, she
completely disagrees.
Writing a paper about
what her professor believes is a more effective
method of getting on her
professor's good side.
She lives by the idea that
sugar-coating the big guy
is always great for future
binds. Still another stu-

dent abuses the fact that
the size of "K" allows us
to become personable
with our professors. Instead of getting to know
his professor for the sake
of learning more about
his major or just to become acquainted with
the person inculcating
knowledge into him, he
devotes his time to kissing up to his professors
in preparation for the
much-needed recommendations in the future
and the honors awards
given in the meantime.
Such exploita tion
of people and resources
for the benefit of the self
is not confined to the university setting. Similar
instances occur just as
often in the real world. In
fact, I wi tnessed just this
while working in a pharmacy this summer. A
well established phannacist refused to violate any
drug-dispensing laws in
order to please the regular, money-spending customers. At the age of 55
she was laid-off and a
not-yet-ou t-of-pharmacy-school student was
given her position.
Needless to say, the new
employee's lips were

pretty much glued to the
behinds of both the customers and her boss.
When I think of all
of these instances in
which we fail to remember, or perhaps we
choose not to remember,
the feelings of others, I
think what I feel most is
pity. Some of us are so
wrapped up in advancing, in climbing the corporate ladder that we
seem to forget that the
tools we are using to get
there aren't really tools at
all. We need to keep in
mind tha t people are not
objects that can be used
and then discarded. Interpersonal relationships
playa large role in living.
When taken the intended
way, they can be most
excellent. When we're
too busy trying to get one
step ahead of the next
guy, however, we miss
out on the joy of real relationships and not just a
purposeful relationship.
Perhaps it would do
these people some good
to take a break. Sit back
and relax. Have some
chili at Steak 'N Shake
and think a little bit.
Maybe it'll make someone else think, too.

The Umoja House's presence at 'K'
Letter to the Editor:
Critical reflection on the
part of Mr. Frederick as to
the source of his hostility
toward a variety of
minority and oppressed
groups might reveal the
desire to reinforce a system
of privilege from which he
greatly benefits and is
afraid of losing. It might
also reveal a very shaJlow
understanding of very
complex problems that
deserve more attention
than the sweeping

generalizations
Mr.
Frederick is intent on
The presence of the
Umoja House on campus
does not, as Mr. Frederick
asserts, perpetuate segregation, but rather provides an opportunity for
African-Americans to
build the sense of community and solidarity vital to
fighting the pemicious effects of racism; racism that
we, as a country, have institutionalized, and that

we, as a people, perpetuate through such an inadequate understanding of
the insurmountable hardships minorities are faced
with daily.
Empathy - the act
of walking in someone
else's shoes and looking
from an unfamiliar vantage point - might reveal
that life on the north side
of Kalamazoo, the south
side of Chicago, and even
the
suburbs
of
American's wealthier cit-

con' t from p.4
mos t abo u t all th ese
longer represented in the changes at "K" is that
history department. none of the students have
When you get right down any idea what is going on
to it, we are only truly and what exactly is
studying half the globe changing. Only a handnow, as one student ful of students attended
pointed out at the budget the meeting for budget
cuts meeting last Thurs- cuts last Thursday along
day night. Sure "K" has with one faculty member
managed to fulfill half of and the Director of the
the criteria and they have Board of Trustees, Tom
made budget cuts, but in Larnbart. I am aware the
the process of m aking meeting was not highly
these cuts they have lost p ublicized and tha t was
the identi ty of " K" Col- for the distinct purpose of
lege. How will they draw having a smaller group in
students from the Honors which to form a list of
programs at the state uni- questions and topics to be
versities if they only offer discussed at a forum this
courses restricted to half week. Still, out of the
the globe? Will they de- hundreds of students at
ceive next year's fresh- "K" only about a dozen
man class too?
showed up. That in itself
What scares me the scares me. Doesn't any-

one care? This is your
school, this is your money,
and this is your education
were talking about making cuts on! I was even
further shocked when
some of the students
present had not been informed that "K" will not
be offering summer quarters anymore, and these
were upperclassmen.
Perha ps, the Kalamazoo
Gazette had been in error,
wh ich wou ldn' t be the
first time, but that inform ation was published
last spring. I know because I am a Kalamazoo
native and for an entire
week it was the talk of the
town. Why don't the students themselves know?
Yes, the budget cuts
are necessary - there is no
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making.

ies, are fine examples of
racism that is alive and
well and segrega tion that
is not "voluntary". As
Ani Difranco put it,
You gotta look outside
your eyes,
You gotta think outside
your brain,
You gotta walk outside
your life,
To where the neighborhood changes.
Jennifer Miller K'96

way to get around that and yes some facuJ ty will
have to "move on," but
let's not forget the real
reason we are all here,
and what it IS that distinguishes us from the other
colleges and universities
out there - we are a world
campus. We are letting
them lie to us if we do not
step forward, ask questions, d emand answers,
and protect our rights.
Maybe "lie" is too biting
of a word, but then again
what else would you call
d ecei ving a group of
people with false information or simply just not
telling them what you
know. Don' t we have an
Honor System around
here that prevents things
like this from happening?

Disney: shiny,
happy upholder of family values, or thieving
Evil empire? EVIL empire I say. Acorporation
that practically stole another man's creation
and made wen over
$250 million off of it, can
by Shawn IVJL~":r~1I
be nothing but evil.
Photo by Beth Wittman
In 1994, Walt
Disney Pictures released the Uon King (foul mockery that it was).
lbis vile picture grossed over a"quarter of a mil·
lion domestically, and is specuJated to have made
nearly a billion all told . In fact, you've probably
seen this movie. You may have even liked it. But
I tell you this, the Japanese saw this movie thirty
years ago.
"How could the Japanese have seen the Uon
King thirty years hence, when it was rel~ased only
last year?" BECAUSE DISNEY STOLE IT. That
is why.
In 1950, Osamu Tezuka, brilliant gift to humanity that he was, published Jungle Taitei Oungle
Emperor, in English), which became an animated
movie in 1965. You may find yourself wondering
what the connection between the Lion (lying] King
and Jungle Taite!. is; let me give a brief description
of Jungle Taitei and you let me know if things are
any clearer for you. The movie stars Kimba
(sounds a lot like Simba doesn't it?), a little white
lion. Surprisingly enough, Kimba's father was the
king of the jungle and met an untimely end, throwing Kimba into an adventure to regain his throne.
Let's see, what other characters does this movie
have in it? Oh look, a parrot, a baboon, some hyenas and an evil uncle Oaw. Gosh, wasn't there a
parrot, a baboon, some hyenas and an evil uncle
Scar (hmmrn, that name reminds me of another
e-vil uncle I've heard of somewhere), in the Lying
King {OOPS, did I spell that wrong again?).
Let me give you a quick impression of one of
the script meetings for the Lying King (geez, I just
can't seem to type today);
''Hey guys, I've got a really good idea."
.uOh, what?"
"Tell us."
"Well, you knowhow we're ripping off Jungle

..

Taitei?"
"Yeah, of COurse. It
"One of Walt's better ideas."
"We could only change the color of Kimba
from white to gold. TheAmericanpublicis so stupid they'll never even notice. Better yet, let's just
change the first letter of his name."
"Come on, no one's that stupid."
''Even the mindless zombies that flock to our
animated insults to trash, will notice something
that obvious."
The rest I give you as history.
Do not try to d efend Disney! A curse upon
Walt's ancestors till the end of humankind! Disney
knew what they were d oing all along. They could
not claim ignorance, for in 1966, Jungle Taitei aired
in America as well.
Why would Disney do this? Walt explicitly
ordered this done out of jealousy! In 1964 Walt
Disney met Osamu, and was instantly jealous of
his genius. Walt was jealous because he had so
wan ted to be a creative gen ius, but instead was
forced to exploit the id eas of others for his movies,
while Osamu was a truly brilliant man, with his
every story coming from his own mind.
It is because of this jealousy that Walt left explicit instructions for some of Osamu's work to be
ripped off and exploited once Osamu was dead
and could not defend himself. Is it any coincidence
that Osamu (may he rest in eternal peace) passed
away in 1989, and in the same year Disney began
production of the [blatantly ripped-offl King? No I
say.
Thus, Disney is truly the evil empire. If there
are any doubts, simply read next week when 1explain young Walt's vow to write the 'true' founder
of American animation out of the history books.
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They vant to suck your blood
Shawn McKinney
Index Staff
"We're out for
blood-yours," reads the
ad vertisements for the
Kalamazoo Ballet Companies latest performance, Dracula.
The show was conceived of, and written by
the KBC's Artistic Director, Therese Bullard.
Bullard spent more than
a year researching and
writing the show. The
shows choreographer is

August Tye, who has
worked with Bullard in
the past and was at one
time a member of the
KBC.
Bullard got the idea
to do a show like Dracula
a couple years back
when she saw a similar
performance sell out, as
well as attracting a different crowd than the usual
ballet goers. She had
been looking for something fresh to do as a
Halloween show, and

found it in Dracula.
Though this is her first
time creating a show
from scratch, she cheerfully adds that she's
"rather excited" about it.
Dracula will be
chowing at 7 and 10 p .rn.
this Friday at the
Kalamazoo Civic Auditorium. The lead roles
will be preformed by
Arthur Robert (a guest
artist from the Michigan
Ballet company), as
Dracula,
Melissa

Mallinson as Mina, and
Jennifer Schafer as Lucy.
The event is being produced in cooperation
with the American Red
Cross, which will provide a coupon for half off
the price of admission to
anyone donating blood
during the month of October. Finally, if you plan
on attending, don't forget to don the cape and
fangs, as the audience is
encouraged to dress the
part.

Asian-American Angels share their stories
Patrick Burlingham

Index staff

"3 Non-Blondes"
from the Angel Island
Theatre Company (AITC)
performed a repetoire of
ten monologues and
scenes in the Dalton Theatre,October21,sharing
their stories of the AsianAmerican experience.
AITC, of Chicago,
exists to share the AsianAmerican experience with
people of all background
through theatrical prochlCtions. The company
writes original work for

themselves as well as produce plays of well known
Asian-American playwrights from around the
country. Their first pr0duction, over six years ago
was "F.O.B." by David
Henry Wong.
The pieces AITC
brought to Kalamazoo
were a compilation of
previous works as well
as some previews of their
upcoming production,
Stir Friday Night, featuring Chicago's first allAsian comedy troupe.
According to the Artistic

Director and founding
board member, Christina
Adachi, the production
at "K" is not of a typical
type for AITC. In Chicago, the company usually produces fu1Ilength
plays. "This type of production is much easier to
take on the road in respect to cost and transportation," explained
Adachi.
The individual performances varied in co- .
medic to dramatic. Kim
Hsieh, an AITC actor,
described her mono-

logues as being "bitter
sweet."
Hsieh believes that
this is sometimes the best
way to get her message
to an audience.
Quincy Wong and
Joe Yau, performers of
the scene "Sam and
Dave," added an improvisational section about
Kalamazoo College.
Wong stated, '1 like to be
able to give the audience
something to identify
with initially."
The performance
was well received by the

Melissa Mallinson and Jennifer Schafer portray Dracula
and Lucy, respectively, in the Kalilmazoo Ballet
Company's production of Dracula.
.
Photo by Shawn McKinney
campus community.
Cecelia Marsh (K'99)
stated, "1 thought the
performance was really
funny and thought-provoking." She added, "1
hope to see them come
back."
Angel Island's next
full length production,
Stir Friday Night, will be

•

presented at Loyola University Chicago, Sunday,
November 5, 1995.
Adachi explained that it
will be an assortment of
comedy, music, and
dance. Tickets are $10
and $5 for students. For
more information call
Asian Human Services of
Chicago, (312) 728-2235.
I

•

&.

Urge's stop at the State not exactly Overkill
tive-guy acoustic revival
tours in which they are
unwittingly mutilating
the songs that made them
rock heros in the first
place. Urge Overkill,
however, is keepingthe
Eternal Rock Flame alive.
They are a pure,
unwatered AM radio
mega star band, and
proud of it.
It was this Rock
Power that I was waiting
to witness last Friday at
their Kalamazoo show,
the first stop on their Exit
The Dragon tour. Urge
stepped out on stage that
night full of promise and
clothed to the hilt in satin

and velvet.
They
launched into "Positive
Bleeding," possibly the
best Urge song ever, and
for a moment it was pure
ecstasy. They were confident and together. It was
rock perfection.
But after that initial
blast of of "Positive
Bleeding" things started
to happen. Bad things.
The sound mix suddenly
jumped into the low end,
making the bass guitar
about the only thing you
could hear clearly, and it
stayed like that for most
of the rest of the show.
The band started to fall
apart. None of the band

members seemed to click
with the others. The only
one who seemed to be
having a good time was
the new bass player, and
occasionally
Eddie
"King" Roeser. Frontman
Nash Kato seemed a bit
out of it for most of the
set. Blackie 0, the
drurnrnerwho doesn't let
drumming get in the way
of his smoking, looked
downright angry. The
older songs, especially
the ones off of Saturation,
still had enough of that
Urge Power to let us
know how great this
band is when they're not
having an off day. "Sister
Havana" even had a
fairly good sound mix for
a moment. The new songs
needed some work in the
live setting though,
butthat's excusable since
it was the first show on
the tour with these songs.
As a whole, this
seemed like a frustrating
show. I know that the
band was having some
prblerns before the show.
Everything was late and
nothing seemed to be going right for them. A lot
of people came away a
little disappointed but
they gave us enough.
They showed us just how
good they really are with
Nash Kato, Blackie 0, and Eddie "King" Roeser make up the band Urge Overkill.
a couple tastes of Rock
Photo by Geffen Records, Inc:. Power
scattered

Miles Raymer
Index Staff
There seems to be a
'70s rock revival going
fairly strong these days.
Everyone seems to be listening to Led Zeppelin,
the Eagles, Steve Miller,
Lenny Kravitz, and other
such former and wouldbe '70s rock gods. The
only problem I can find
with this is that most of
these rock types have forgotten an essential part of
being a rock star...the rock
and roll. Most of these dinosaur rockers who are
having a renaissance now
have toned down their act
and gone out on sensi-

throughout the first set
such as "Positive Bleeding," "Crackbabies," and
Eddie's guitar solos.
They let us know that
even though Rock was
having a bad day, it was
still alive.
Over the course of
their 9 year career, Urge
Overkill has released a series of great records, each
one showing a little bit
more of the AM radio
sound and overall
smoothness that has
made them real rock
stars. 1993's Saturation,
the band's first record for
major label Geffen
records, seemed to be the
pinnacle of their career.
They had finaaly reached
that point of ultimate
smoothness and had actually become real rock
stars to the rest of the
world. I thought that the
band could do no better,
but Exit The Dragon
showed that their really is
a place for a band to go
after a record like Satura-

tion.
Dragon is a little
darker, a little harder,
than Saturation. There's a
lot of just rock-out stuff
like you would expect
from Urge Overkill, songs
liek "Jaywalkin'" and
"The Break." but they
have added a whole new
facet to the sound. On Exit

The Dragon, the band has
pulled out a fairly large
amount of darker, more
introspective songs. This
album isn't as happy go
lucky as Saturation. There
are songs that are actually
serious. The songs are still
catchy, but a lot of the lyrics seem to be dealing
with love's loss. It's a nice
contrast to the poppier
Urge, and every bit as
good. "View of the Rain"
is one of the best sad
songs that has come out
ina while.
The more up tempo
songs have fully captured the slick '70's
sound that the band was
always striving for. Parts
of this record could easily be mistaken for something that really did
come out in 1977, not just
something that's trying
to sound like it.
The Urge has finally
gotten the hang of this
rock thing. They're laid
back, looser...they aren't
even trying hard. They
can just make these awesome songs without even
trying. Urge Overkill has
reached the end of the
long road they've been
travelling down for the
past nine years ...they're
real Rock Gods now. Get
Exit The Dragon so you
can see what Rock and
Roll is all about.
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Football scoring big:· McDonald shatters records
Christine Perry
Sports Editor
Last Saturday, October 14, the squad went
head to head againsf
Alma College. TheScots,
who entered the contest
in second place in the
conference and a record
of 4-1 overall and 1-0 in
the MIAA, lost to the
Hornets 3(}'23.
Returning to the
field from an ankle injury
was senior tailback Seth
Simpson.
Simpson
scored on a IS-yard run
and rushed for 97 net
yards to lead the squad.
Junior quarterback
Greg McDonald made
great strides in his total
net yards this season totalling 258. He was embarking on the record at
"K" for net yards in one
season (1825) set by Chris

Berkimer, K'94, in 1993.
In addition, McDonald
completed 21 of 35
passes and had two
touchdowns.
Junior tight end Jeff
Pierce hooked up with
McDonald on a 22-yard
scoring spree. Pierce, the
leading receiver against
Alma, had seven receptions for 86 yards.
Senior wide receiver Dave Sherwood
hooked
up
with
McDonald to score.
Sherwood also marked
six ca tches for 73 yards in
the contest.
Junior defensive
end Steve Tack held the
Hornets tough with three
tackles in the game.
Freshman Dan
McCauley scored a PAT
conversion kick and a
field goal while sopho-

more Eric Kelly punted
five times for a 36.4 average.
Freshman tailback
Edric Bolton also scored
a touchdown.
Saturday, October
21, Kalamazoo took on
Olivet College (3-3 overall, 0-2 MIAA) for the
Homecoming extravaganza. Despite the dismal weather conditions,
the Hornets were triumphant over the Comets,
41-22.
McDonald again
rose to the occasion, shattering two school
records. The 360 passing
yards at the game gave
him 2091 for total passing yards in one season.
And, he also broke the
total offensive yards in
one season with 2066. To
emphasize him accom-

Edric Bolton, K'99, (bottom of the pile-up) breaks through the line this past Saturday
in first quarter action against Alma.
Photo by Will Adams
plishments, it should be
underscored that there
are still two contests remaining!
The
modest
McDonald refused to
comment about his recent accomplishments.
He said, however, ''The

team is playing well in
the conference now."
Pierce also made a
fine showing in the
game. He had 5 passes
for 85 yards and had 2
catches for touchdowns.
Senior Adam Green also
had a 24 yard touchdown

pass. McCauley completes 2 of 3 conversion
kicks as well.
Kalamazoo is now
3-4 overall and 2-1 in the
MIAA. The Hornets will
take on the Hope's flying Dutchmen this weekend in Holland.

Men's Hornet swimmers eye upper echelon
Garth Miller
Index Staff
Kalamazoo
College's men's swimming team has extremely
high expectations this
season. After finishing
second in the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA)
standings and seventh at
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association
(NCAA) Championships
last season, the Hornets
expect nothing less than
an MIAA Championship,
and a top-five finish at the
NCAA Championships.
Brian Miller, K'96,
an eight-time AIl-American who finished third in
both breaststroke events
at nationals last year, will
make a run for the national championship in
the breaststroke this year.
Although he is a top contender at the national
level, Miller's focus remains on returning the
MIAA Championship to
Kalamazoo College.
"When
Greg
(Raczniak, K'96), Aaron
(Portenga, K'96), and I
arrived at Kalamazoo

our freshman year, we
were told that the reason
for our existence at
Kalamazoo was to bring
the trophy back here, and
I don't want to graduate
without doing just that,"
said Miller, whose most
inspired performances
have come at the MIAA
Championship meet.
At last year's MIAA
Championships, Miller
blew the competition out
of the water, turning in
two MIAA record-breaking times in the 100 and
200 yard breaststrokes.
Raczniak,a ten-time
All-American, is the
Hornet's most versatile
veteran,
swimming'
breaststroke, 1M, and the
freestyle relays at last
year's NCAA Championship meet Raczniak has
been continually touted
for his extraordinary work
ethic and the emotion that
he brings to the pool.
There is no telling what
heights he will achieve at
the national level in this,
his senior year.
The high quality of
competition at the NCAA
Championships, along

with the extreme pressure
involved brought out the
best in Portenga, who
swam to new heights and
emerged as one of
Kalamazoo's elite sprinters. He, along with
Raczniak and Miller, is
one of this year's captains
and will all be counted on
to lead Kalamazoo's
league championship
campaign.
It has now been five
years since Kalamazoo's
last league title in men's
swimming. This year's
team is more determined
than ever to regain their
property from the Flying
Dutchmen.
Kelly, another returning All-American,
and Brian Fritz, K'96, fill
out the senior class. Both
are sprint freestylers and
bring a unique blend of
hard work and humor to
practice every day.
Tony
"Juice"
Michaels, K'97, Scott
Jablonski, K'97, Chuck
Kemeny, K'97, and Garth
Miller, K'97, are the only
four juniors on campus this
season, but all four will be
counted on heavily.

Kemeny is an MIAA
Champion and All-American. Miller has met NCAA
qualifying standards in
both of his years as a Hornet diver. Both Kemeny
and Miller should place
among the best at both the
MIAA and NCAA Championship meets.
With a full year of
intercollegiate competition beneath their belts,
this year's sophomores
are expected to perform
just as well as seniors at
most other schools. Brett
Robbins, K'98, achieved
All-American status in
seven events in his rookie
season, and will most
likely be untouchable in
butterfly events within
the MIAA this year.
Steven Tisch, K'98,
is a two-time All American and another important part of Kalamazoo's
Championship campaign. He, along with
Robbins, Matt Sheeran,
K'98, Michaels, Kelly,
and John "Voltron"
Latham, K'99, form
Kalamazoo's impressively strong and deep
backstroke corps, know
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around the MIAA as
''The Family."
Jussi Thomas, K'98,
and Mark Hannum, K'98,
provide depth in the
sprint events, and will be
expected to score highly
at the MIAA Championship meet in February.
Byron Brown, K'98, and
Jon Sander, K'98, add
strength and talent to the
sophomore class.
This year's rookies
are once again the best
among the MIAA's recruiting classes. Latham,
one of the Hornet's best
recruits ever, was the
1995 Michigan High
School Athletic Association (MHSAA) Class A
state champion in the 200
yard individual medley
and the runner-up in the
100 yard backstroke.
Aaron Ford, K'99,
is a butterflier and sprint
freestyler that will definitely make a huge contribution to the league
championship campaign. Other exciting
rookies are Garret Olson,
K'99, a sprinter, Gigi
Wilner, K'99, a distance
freestyler,
Boris

Tsipurskey, K'99, a
breaststroker,
and
Dwight Benner, K'96, a
mid-distance freestyler.
With
strength
throughout the roster, as
well as several athletes
who are among the
nation's best in their
events, this year's team
has the potential to be the
best team that Bob Kent
has ever coached. However, there is no "free
ride" in the MIAA, and
Hope College will be defending their title with
the same strength and
determination that has
brought them five MIAA
crowns in as many years,
as well as a second-place
finish .at the NCAA
Championships last year.
Hope
and
Kalamazoo will get a
chance to view each others wares at a non-conference exhibition on Saturday, November 18 at
Hope College. The Hornets' first scored meet
will be at Calvin College
on Tuesday, November
21, that will not be included in the MIAA winloss records.
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Kalamazoo College has a very different look today from when it was founded in 1833: the people, the classes, an
everything in between have all gone through changes. The only thing that really has remained constant is our na11!
and reputation. With the help of the college archives, we have prepared some excerpts from 'K' College history to sh07,j
you exactly how much 'K' has changed through the years.
We, more or less, expect the field of science will progress at a constant rate over the years. As a result of t~
the science departments at 'K' have gone through some of the greatest change. For example, the current astronom
course did not always look as it does today. The original astronomy course was taken in two parts called 'Lookin
Up' and 'Looking Up at Night.' Unfortunately, many people never made it to 'Looking up at Night.' This was due t
the daily study of a high-noon sun and the development of seared retinas.
During the very first fall quarter, the most popular course was in the Chemistry Department. It was calle
'Alchemy.' Today many, if not all, of the professors would frown upon this course. However, in 1833 it was all th
rage. This lasted until the turn of the century when the college faced financial difficulty due to excessive lead bills

During the early nineteen nineties, a revamping of the foreign language department occurred to rectify som
bad mistakes made during the eighties. One language was cut entirely, that being Valley. During the eighties
enrollment in Valley 420 was 'like the coolest thing you could totally do, man.' However, it outlived its novelty an
joined Latin as a dead language.

Some people may remember a stint in the seventies when Kalamazoo Area Schools were experiencing over
crowding. They asked if 'K' could take on the overflow. As a result of this, our English Department was required to
add courses such as, 'Spelling 130' and 'Horton Hears a Who: Selected Readings and Interpretations of Dr. Suess.'
While the Math Department added, 'Intro to the Calculator Part I: Adding and Subtracting' and 'Pre-Pre-PreCalculus'
which emphasized fractions. (Uttle Known Fact: Dr. 'Wild Bill" Calhoun was one of the first students to suffer
through these courses.)

During the sixties, the Home Economics Department was phased out along with the Homemaking major.
was due to a sudden lack of interest in classes such as, 'Mop and Bucket,' 'Recipes to Cook the Breadwinner,'
'Child-Rearing.'
The Physical Education department has many classes that have evolved through the years. In the v .... ".~
the chivalrous ballroom dance class reigned supreme. In the nineteen fifties, the class' name changed to
hoping to cash in on the fame of Chubby Checker. Later, in the seventies the class progressed towards Disco
ing, this was team-taught by Dr. Fink and Dr. Pixley. This fever subsided only to the advent of the eCUCaamClLn
craze. For a short period the class was called slam-dancing but was quickly replaced by the old favorite,
dancing. Showing once again how everything goes full circle.

In the early eighties, the Center for International Programs was criticized for having programs that were not
academically justified. For example, studying in Canada was completely forbidden, along with the practice of send
ing Greek students to Detroit. (Two quarters in Greek Town just don't quite cut it.)

The Religion Department has remained fairly stable over the years, but it also has a checkered past. In the
beginning, a course entitled 'God and His Wrath,' was taught by a very radical teacher. The course motto was,
guided tour through the seven levels of Hell.' If you took the course, you would be bombarded with questions
as: 'If God and Satan had a fist-fight who would win?', 'If my arm is amputated, will it be waiting for me in heaven?'
'Do pets go to heaven?', and 'If my pet has a grafted human hand, and it dies, does it go to heaven?' Because of
less than educational curriculum, the administration decided to terminate this course.

Yes, our institution has gone through many changes and will go through many more, but it is not all bad. Teachers come (Dr
Evans in Music), teachers go (Dr. Pixley in Music), and some will always be here (Dr. Stan Rajnak and Dr. Richard Carpenter
But, the important thing that we must realize is that change in many instances is good and that we must come to accept it.
Achtung! Kyle Secrist hat ein Madchen suchen. Ruf #7430 jetzt an.
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Major acadelllic changes ahead for 'K' students
Jennifer Getting

Index Staff

ANALYSIS
The "K" experience
is under review and up
for the vote during tenth
week. Thewhat? That's
right, the "K" Experience. And based on my
personal, highly unscientific survey, very few
people know what it is,
or even that the "K" Experience is coming.
I asked the question: "What do you
know about the new K
Experience?" I received
replies such as, "It
means there are no more
summer classes." "Does
that even apply to us?"
"J ... s···. But that's how
much I knew about the
old "K" Plan too."
So here it is, a summary of the proposed,
but still under discussion, newly constructed
curriculum called the
"K" Experience which
was presented to Student Commission last
week.
As part of the new
"K" Experience, the current First Year Seminar
will be replaced by the
Gateway Seminar. The
Gateway will emphasize
the development of written and oral expression.
Gateway will satisfy no
distribu tional require-

ments. It will give each
first year student the opportunity to be part of a
small learning community.
The "K" Experience has three primary
groupings within the
graduation requirements list: Areas of
Study, Cultures, and
Cluster.
Areas of Study
courses are divides into
four categories:
·natural science
and mathematics/computer science (3 units, at
natural
least one in
science)
• social sciences (3
units in at least 2 different departments)
.philosophy and
religion (2 units)
• literature and
fine arts (3 units, with
one in creative expression and one in Ii terature in any language).
According to Sage
Eastman, member of the
Educational Policies
Committee (EPC), the
Areas of Study courses
are very similar to
distributionals, except a
new focus on Foundations Skills.
All Areas of Study
courses will include
practice in and assessment of at least one but
not more than two of the
four Foundations Skills.

intheoe'llS
Vote cast in Quebec
Quebecers voted on October 30 whether they
should separate from Canada or not. There was an
overwhelming turnout for the vote in which the
French-Canadian province narrowly decided to
stay a province. The final vote was 49.6% for
separation and 50.4% against.

Dow Chemical pays for
implants
A Nevada jury decided in favor of a woman who
claimed that her breast implants caused her serious
injury. She was awarded $10 million in damages.
This sum brings the total for Dow to $14.1 million.

Dr. Jack Kevorkian assisted
A small group of doctors has come forward to
publicly endorse Dr. Kevorkian and his ideas on
assisted suicide. The group includes 5 medical
doctors and a psychologist who call themselves
Physicians for Mercy. To date, Kevorkian has
assisted in 25 suicides.

Source: New York Times

will reflect educational
experiences and accomplishments as well as in.
clude the student's experiential transcript, a
record of nonacademic
learning, leadership, service and work experiences. Items include the
Career Development report, extracurricular activities, a landi Sea report, or papers written
while at "K," according

These skills are
written expression, oral
expression, quantitative
reasoning, and information and computer literacy.
The Cultures three
unit requirement may be
met by Area courses.
The requirement includes two courses
studying culture in Asia,
the Middle East, Africa,
Latin America, or Europe, and one course
studying the cultural
complexity of the United
States.
Finally, the Clusters requirement asks
students to select three
courses united by a similar focus, theme or subject from three different
departments in at least
two different areas.
Ousters may be established by students or
faculty. Eastman says
that possibly there will
be a subcommittee of
EPC to examine what
constitutes an Area of
Study course or a cluster.
If a cluster is established
by faculty, it may involve
common class meetings,
speakers and films, or a
paper tying the three
classes together. The
cluster is supposed to be
early, preferably during
the sophomore year.
These classes do not have
to be taken in the same
quarter.
Another significant change from the
"K" curriculum is the
added requirement of a
portfolio as part of the
comprehensive exam in
the major. The portfolio

senior colloquium program with a yearly topic.
According to Eastman, it
will be available only to
seniors, because, like the
Senior Seminars, the discussions will be based
on the background established over the years
at "K." The colloquium
will carry one unit of
credit and will be a lecture series with discussion groups facilitated

The "K" experience is under
review and up for the vote
during tenth week.

to Eastman.
One of the most
controversial issues to
the new "K" is the abolishment of the current
LAC
requirement.
Eastman explained that
abolishment was considered because many students go for the credit
and don't gain the cultural enrichment which.
is the foundation for the
program. The lectures
will still be offered, however they will not be for
credit. Many opposed
this because they feel the
LAC program is very effective and if it was
eliminated, the college
may not keep its dedication to the presentation
of speakers.
Another future
possible change may be
an optional, nine month

by students and faculty.
The organization
of the colloquium is still
being debated. One option is two teachers who
organize
lectures,
mainly given by themselves or guest experts to
approximately 80 students. Then students
would break down once
a week into possibly
four discussion groups
lead by the professors.
The second option
for the senior colloquium
is with only one faculty
member to help with organization and coordination, but students would
take more active role as
planners and discussion
leaders.
It would bring students from different disciplines to discuss lectures to induce educa-

tion, critical thinking,
and teamwork among
people in different areas
of study, according to
Sage Eastman.
During the senior
year, many students will
also participate in a Major Seminar and a Senior
Individualized Project to
help develop a perspective on four years of
work within a field of
study.
The current class
sched ule
will
be
changed to create
weekly spaces for skill
workshops, portfolio
development,
and
colloquia. Eastman
stated that this will
make room for these
new programs in
student's schedules by
possibly making the day
longer, classes shorter, or
changing the 10 and 11
o'clock schedules to be
more like the 8 or 9
schedules or 8 or 9
o'clock schedules to be
similar to 10 and 11
o'clock schedules.
This is the "K" Experience in a nutshell.
The faculty vote on this
proposal will be either
the sixth week or the
tenth week. This new
curriculum probably will
affect the next incoming
class.
Will
the
prospectives be informed? Did they inform
the prospectives about
the calendar changes? It
all remains to be seen.
Please express your opinions to Sage Eastman, Jason Britton, Jessica Call
or Ellen Caldwell before
then.

Financial aid contributes to the
increasing financial troubles of 'K'
Andrea Gilman
News Editor
The president said
yesterday that the dedication to financial aid
over the last 10 years contributed to the financial
deficit of the college.
However, the increase of
the minorities recruitment does not directly
correlate with the increase of financial aid.
Presently the college is
employing a consultant
to best balance financial
aid and the reduction of
the projected $2.9 million
dollar deficit for 1999.
"We have to be-

come more affordable in
the long term. We
weren't able to increase it
at a lower level. We felt
we must increase it at a
lower level," Bryan said.
Affordability is the
complex balance to between what parents can
afford to pay and what the
college can afford to give
in financial assistance, according to a memorandum distributed by Bryan
to the students.
Because there is
less external aid available
to students due to the
federal cuts on student
assistance and increased

distribution of loans as
opposed to grants, the
school is further strained
to meet students' needs.
From 1985 to 1994-95 the
financial aid has increased from 16.35% to
27.56% of the financial
budget.
It may be mistakenly presumed that
Kalamazoo College's
dedication to minority
recruitment may contribute to the increase of financial aid. "Let us not
presume that students of
color are needier. What
we find sometimes in attempts to greater diver-

sify the student body, is
that they are not more
needy, but a student that
is very desirable at a lot
of places."
To deal with the
Catch 22 of affordability,
the college is bringing in
a consultant, James Day
of Hardwick-Day. Bryan
said, "He will look at
how we can recruit the
number of students, with
the quality and diversity
desired, and still utilize
our financial aid dollars
more effectively."

This is the first article
in a series on the effects of
the budget cuts.

Please send any questions or comments to illdex@kzoo.edu, subject: questions and comments.
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INTERNATIONAL Watch
Andrea Gilman
NEWS
News Editor
sponsored by ISO
Diva Altamirano
Index Staff

Yeltsin hospitalized for
heart problems
Boris Yeltsin, President of Russia, was rushed
to the hospital last Friday with a painful
episode of heart disease.
This is the second "myocardial ischemia" in
the last three months. The disease, cause by a
shortage of oxygenated blood to the heart,
could lead a stroke.
President Yeltsin, who suffers from high blood
pressure, was hospitalized on July 2 with the
first attack. Since then, the stability of his
Government and other pressures have been
joined to cause this grave problem.
The hospitalization comes after a political visit
to France and United States.

Peace not possible for
Bosnians
President Alija Izetbegovic of Bosnia said that
peace would never come unless the Bosnian
Serb leaders were removed.
Those leaders have led grave rebellions against
the Muslim-dominated government. That is
why they are considered an obstacle in the
peace process.
President Izetbegovic said democratic elections
were a key to eventual reconciliation.

Germany's Chancellor
Kohl absent at UN
celebrations
Chancellor Helmut Kohl didn't join in the
United Nations celebrations this past week.
His absence has been criticized by people of
his country and worldwide.
"Arrogance of Power," "Indifference," "a
remarkable gap between the rhetoric and the
reality of German policy toward the UN" are a
few comments against the leader, at the same
time that Germany is a possible candidate for a
permanent seat on the United Nations Security
Council.

Alleged Zapatista leader
arrested
Fernando Yanez Munoz was arrested last
Wednesday accused of being the supposed
founder of the rebel movement Zapatista
National Uberation Front.
He denies the charges declaring himself as an
"innocent architect."

Sources
New York TImes, USA
Detroit Free Press, USA
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your mental health

With the stress of
academic, extracurricular and social life,
Kalamazoo students often forget to take care of
their mental and physical
health.
• The Kalamazoo
College counseling center is offering a series of
workshops geared to
help students recognize
the importance of dealing with internal problems that can disturb
their living and learning
at 'K:
Weight, Food, and
Body Image is a fourweek discussion group
that helps students understand those aspects of
our lives. It focuses on
healthy eating, a set
healtny weight, and
women's struggles to
deal with the ideal body
image, according to
Counselor Dr. Pat Ponto.
This six person group
meets Monday at 4 p.m.
in the Counseling Center.
Support Group for
Students with Bulimia is
available for students
who hope to manage
eating disorders more
effectively. This group

works on self-esteem
and interpersonal relationships. Because food
often
dominate
bulimics' thoughts, clear
thinking wil1 also be discussed. The group is
available but not established because of lack of
response. If interested
call Dr. Ponto at 7191 to
get this program rolling.
Adult Children of
Alcoholics (ACOA) Educational Workshops are
for students who grow
up in homes with an alcoholic. The group looks
at their behaviors, views
and relationships that
may stem from growing
up with an alcoholic in
the home and finding
ways that one may
change those. It meets on
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
Counseling Center.
The Procrastination Workshop is to help
those who often procrastinate and feel unsatisfied with their work, not
necessarily because they
are lazy, but because of
anxiety and perfectionism. Counselor Allan
Hill conducts this workshop on Thursday, November 2 at 4 p.m..
In addition, Dr.

Mitchi Rose is a holding
a Coping with Stress
Workshop. This is not
the normal exercise, eat
right seminar but a new
imagery technique to relieve stress, according to
Rose. It is psychological,
creative, and experiential. Mitchi Rose, a new
face in the Counseling
Center, is a graduate intern working on her
MSU/Counseling Degree. She presently has a
Ph.D. in Biosocial Behavior and a masters in
teaching. Her onetime
introductory program
meets in the lounge of
Hoben at 7:00 to 7:50 p.m.
on Wednesday, November 8. The program may
continue next quarter if
interest is shown.
According
to
Counselor Dr. Pat Ponto,
the Counseling Center is
also trying to target and
understand eating disorders. With the help of
two seniors on their SIPs,
they are analyzing the
Wel1ness surveys taken
by first year students to
understand the relationships between eating and
the other aspects of students' lives, such as backgrounds and attitudes.

Let's talk about race
Andrea Gilman
News Editor
A race relations talk
organized by Residential
We will be conducted tomorrow by Danny Sledge,
a doctoral student at Western Michigan University,
as a part of a research
project on social attitudes.
Concerns to be addressed include: "What
do African-American and
other people of color want
from White Americans?
Why are White Americans
so surprised that people of
color view things so differently from themselves?
What's the source of all
this repressed hostility between the races that's lying just below the surface?" according to notices
placed around campus.
"1 think that this talk
is important in lieu of the
O.J. Simpson case, themisunderstanding of the Million Man March, and racial issues in general," said
. Nicole D. Harris, Area
Coordinator. "We will
have conversation and
continue to have conversation. lf we don't keep
up dialogue about racial
issues in America, it's going to get worse, not better."
According to Steve
Miller, Area Coordinator,
"1 think it's important to

help others with their
work, and secondly, it's
important for students to
look at where they are and
where they can grow as
individuals:'
This program is
scheduled to begin on
Thursday, November 2, in
Humphrey House from
7:30 p.m. to 8:45 p.m..
It is a three part program requiring a total of
five hours. The first part

Local Elections
November 7,1995
Kalamazoo City Commission- Two year term
Vote for no more than
seven.
Curtis Bell
Lance Ferraro
Edgar Gordon
Nioolette Hahn
Alfred Heilman
Zadie Jackson
Walter Jones III
Edwin Kajkowski Jr.
Barbara Larson
Thomas Miller
Bryan Mix-Dean
James Morrison
Montford Piercey
James Rawls
Douglas Thompson
Franklin Thompson
Theil Woods

Kalamazoo Ballot
Proposal-Metro Transit
Millage
Shall the Kalamazoo
Transit Authority be
authorized to levy
(renew) a special millage
of up to one-half (1/2) a
mill, being $050 per
$1,000 of state equalized
valuation, on all taxable
property within the City
of Kalamazoo for a
period of three (3) years
to provide for public
transportation services?
Portage City CoundlFour year term
Vote for three
Nasim Ansari
Lany Belt
Jay Eaton
James Graham
Romeo Phillips
Terry Urban

discusses confidentiality
and involves a survey.
The second part involves
Ted VIiek
a three question discusJohnZulI
sion exercise and discussion. The third part ties
Mayor of Portage- Two
together the first two.
year term
Sledge needs two
Gary Brown
groups of 20 for his re- Nancy Jean
searcll at Kalamazoo Col- Rose Langeland
lege and also will visit
Western Michigan Univer- Portage ballot Proposalsity and Kalamazoo Valley Senior/Community
Community Col1ege.
Center

Student Commission report
Student Services and Marriott are working to
make Quad Stop a cooler place to hang out. Barb
Vogelsang, Associate Dean, Dr. Marilyn La Plante,
Dean of Experiential Education and Student Services,
are funding dart boards and 15 to 20 board games
for Quad Stop, including Monopoly, Pictionary,
Candyland, and other games. They are also working a new interior arrangement. John Riordon, secretary of Student Commission, said they hope to
move the ping-pong table and a pool table into the
far section of Quad Stop where the TV lounge was
located. They then will move those tables now in
that spot in the game room, to create a smoking section for Quad Stop. In the future they hope to get
specialty tables and create a cafe atmosphere.
A Thanksgiving food drive will collect nonperishable items to donate to the Ministry with Community between November 1 and November 16 in
Hicks Center. This Inter-Housing Association sponsored program sets up a competition between residence halls to collect food for the needy. According
to Christine Perry, K' 97, coordinator, "We would like
to get as many people involved as possible to show
that 'K' college can have an impact on the greater
community."

-compiled by Andrea Gilman

Shall the Portage City
Charter be amended to
give the City the power
to levy not to exceed onetenth of one percent (one
mill) on the assessed
value of all real and
personal property in the
City (or the purchase,
operation, expansion,
and maintenance of a
building for a new
community and senior
center and related
programs?
The closest polling place
from Kalamazoo is
Woodward School,
located two blocks north
of West Main, on Stuart
Avenue.
Source: 1995 Voter Guide
by League of Women
Voters of the Kalamazoo
Area

-compiled by Andrea Gilman
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Bash with trash
Kristy Lockwitz

IIldex Staff

ing through the garbage.
But regarding the low
turnout Sinche said, "We
didn't think people understood the significance of what we were
doing. They didn't understand the statement
we were trying to make
about how wasteful we
are."
Lisa
Rotondo,
K'99, gave a possible explanation for the low
turnout, "I had heard of
it, but 1 didn't know exactly what it was about.
There was also a lot of
con fusion concerning
the rain date."
To keep this event
fun, there was tie-dying,
apple bobbing, cider if
you brought a mug and
a garbage art contest.
First prize went to
Shawn McKinney, K'99,
for his sculpture "Irony
of EnvOrg." John
Riordon won second
prize for his Spanish design. Professor Tom
Rice of the Art Department judged the exhibits.

If you walked by
Hoben last Thursday,
October 26, you probably saw an interesting
sight: trees full of tiedyed T-shirts, people
dunking their faces
into a bucket of cold
water for the meager
reward of an apple,
sculpture made Qut
of... something, and
worst of all, people
digging through the
trash! What you saw
was Trash Bash Ill.
This event, sponsored by EnvOrg, was
intended to show the
wastefulness on our
campus. One of the
nine yds 3 garbage
dumpsters, containing a
mixture of garbage from
around campus, was
emptied and sorted. It
contained: 2/3 binful of
mixed paper, 1/8 binful
of newspaper, 1/8
dumpster full of cardboard, various amounts
of glass,
plastic,
Styrofoam, cans, some
clothing, and
what one trashdigger deemed
GOOD
"a tremendous
WEEKLY
amount
of
INCOME
food," includprocessing
mail lor
ing leftover
national
company!
Free
Chinese and
supplies. postage! No
whole loaves of
selling! Bonuses! Start
bread!
This
immediately! Genu ine
opportunity! RushS.A.S.E.:
does not inGHC, SUITE 216
clude the stuff
1861
N.FEDERAL HHY
that could no
HOLLYWOOD,FL 33020
longer be recycled due to
contamination.
Nationally
and on our campus "paper is
STS, America's #I 1
Student Tour Opera for
the biggest genis now hiring Campus
Sales Reps . For More
erator of waste."
Info Contact STS
It makes up
@ 1·800-648-4849
37.5% of the nations unrecycled
ST
T
solid waste.
TRAVEL
Rob Townsend,
~~~SERV1CES
c. ........... c...,..,..,. c_,_.
H.... _ •. MO 1107.
Recycling Coordinator at 'K:
says, "People
should really
We listen. We explain.
consider not
We1re private.
throwing [paWe1re
affordable.
per) away" beWE CARE.
cause there are
environmental
• Free pregnancy testing
alternatives, re• Free all-options
pregnancy counseling
using and recy• Low cost birth control, with
cling, which are
pills as low as $8 per month
so easy.
• Confidential STI screening
The turnout was not as
great as exPLANNED
pected,
and
PARENTHOOD
Some thought
Of South Central Michigan
the people who
did come may
4201 W. Michigan· 372·1200
not have gotten
1 block fast 01 Drake Rd.
the point. Laura
ASK ABOUT
Sinche, K'99,
EMERGENCY
CONTRACEPTION
said she person(ALSO
KNOWN
AS
ally enjoyed sift-
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"THE MORNING AFTER PILL")

We Will also

NO
NOthe words to lots of dirty drinking songs

as well as jokes you'd

tell your parents. ..
Editor's note: That's it. You're finished( do you heat me? FINISHED.
And as a special bonus, we will be giving yqu the home phone numbers of yourleast favorite faculty members!! Call them tOnight!!!
Editor's note: I warned you.
Hey! What are you doing with that bat?
Editor's sound effect: Thump!
Whhazadoin..Hhey.Hdizzy...ba-ha-ha...sex...bye-byeH.
Editor's note: Watch this space next week as politically and sociologically dissatisfied students have yet
another place to vent their discontent!
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All other editorials represent the view of the writer.

Experience is not just skin deep
Prejudice is never fun. We know a lot of people cringe when we
say this and think: "What do you know about prejudice? You aren't like
me; you haven't gone through what I've gone through; you haven't seen
what I've seen; you haven't been where I've been."
Granted, no one understands what others experience, but that
doesn't mean we don't know about prejudice or have never been discriminated against. All humans at one time or another have been discriminated against for physical attributes, religion, gender, residential
location, and financial situation among other things.
The problem with all prejudices is they make broad generalizations about one specific group of people who share a common trait or
value; this is most commonly called stereotypes. Contrary to popular
belief, not all white students at "K" are from the suburbs of some big
city in the Midwest; there are a number of us from smaller, more rural
areas, and even more from large metropolitan/urban cities. Conversely,
not all black students are from the large urban centers as most people
would have us believe. We cannot judge until we know what others have
been through, and even then, what's the point in judging?
We all have deep life experience and rich heritages. We should
respect our heritage and that of others
In our daily contacts with others, it is important to say what we
mean and hope those we speak to respond in kind. Communication is
the only way we learn about each other. It's all in life experiences.
The first step toward learning is knowledge. It is the premis of a
liberal arts education. However not all knowledge is in textbooks. It is
equally important that our education at "K" College includes the life
experience of communicating with others.

LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the form of letters to the editor.
Letters-should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the
right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive topics will be accepted and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox,
across from the Games Room in the basement of Hicks orm the Dewingmailroom,
or through e-mail (index@kzoo.edu, subject: letter to the editor) by the Sunday before the issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response to articles appearing in
the same issue. Responses will be accepted to appear in later issues.

Please
recycle
this Index
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A nevv persepective on
the pro-choice position
Jeffrey L. Hotchkiss
Index Staff
If we understand
that the right to have an
abortion is unequivocally the choice of a
woman, we must also realize that the right entails
moral responsibilities as
well, and that it should
never desensitize the
moral implications surrounding the choice to
abort a pregnancy.
This article is for
the pro-choice movement. It involves a critical reevaluation of where
we stand and where we
should go both morally
and politically. If we
want to ensure thatabortion remains legal, that it
remains available to millions of women who
need it, then we must
throw out our current
rhetoric and engage the
pro-life movement on a
moral level.
If we don't, we risk
alienating millions of
Americans who feel
strongly that abortion
should be kept safe and
legal yet feel that it is
morally wrong.
Naomi Wolf, in the
October 16 issue of the
New Republic, argues for
this change as well. If we
want to ensure the strong
existence and political viability of the pro-clloice
movement, she argues,
we must examine the existing mindset and add a
new position.
First, we must engage the pro-life movement wi th a new respect.
Specifically, we must
treat the issue of killing
the fetus as a morally evil
thing, and respect the
fact that the issue is not
exclusively as simple as
the woman's right to
choose.
Second, we must
throw out the rhetoric in
which there is no life and
death in killing a fetus,
the rhetoric best summed
up by former Surgeon
General Joycelyn Elder's
remark: "We really need
to get over this love affair
with the fetus."
In fact, this is precisely what we should not
do. The leaders of the
pro-choice movement
neglect the fact tha t most
Americans who are prochoice do have a love affair with the fetus. Most
Americans, especially
women, are very concerned with the moral
consequences of killing
the fetus. Because of re-

ligion, conscious, or
whatever, the issue that
tears to the heart of abortion is the destruction of
the woman's fetus.
The right to choose
seems firmly established,
since most polls indicate
so. For example, a poll this
spring revealed that 60%
of all registered women
Republicans nationwide
are pro-clloice. And this
is in a party that has taken
the pro-life posi tion for
over 20 years now.
A woman's right to
chose is still supreme. If
we still operate under the
premise that there are
certain inherent rights
women have because of
their biology, namely, as
Wolf puts it, "the right to
take life within her life,"
then we can move into
new territory.
We must stick
firmly with this position,
but we musr also
broaden its scope by
changing our rhetoric
and adding a new element to the pro-choice
argument.
Wolf's critique of
the current feminist
stance on abortion is
rather critical. She
singles out how euphemism has plagued the
current feminist movement. In one example,
she points out that the
offense
pro-choice
women take from the
pro-life's grosteque images of aborted fetuses is
in fact a degradation of
women and the pro-

choice cause.
She states: "Besides, if these images are
often the facts of the matter, and if we then claim
that it is offensive for prochoice women to be confronted by them, then we
are making the judgement that women are too
inherently weak to face
the truth about which
they have to make a
grave decision. This
view of women is unworthy of feminism."
This is not to de-legitimize feminism in any
way, and it is certainly
not an attempt to de-legitimize the pro-choice
movement either.
Instead, what if we
acknowledged that abortion is a morally evil thing,
that it should be avoided
at all costs, and that we
should be sensitive to the
charges that we are disrespecting life at the cost
of over-emphasizing the
right to chose.
Can we reach
across the barren fields of
fire that divide us with
the pro-life side? Could
we at least come to some
kind of consensus on at
least one thing: the magnitude of the moral implications of aborting a
pregnancy and killing
the fetus?
We just might gain
a new respect if we do so.
On a political level, we reconnect wi th the millions
of American women who
ABORTION con't on p5

Nether Worlds
by Yemi

Doug Williams leads the secessionist
Dow Science republic
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Defend your opinion, but open your mind
index Sta
Let me preface this
by saying that I love both
Ecuador and Kalamazoo
College, but not everything abouteither of them.
Having been exposed recently to a culture
where homosexuality is
punishable by death,
where wealth is violently
segmented and where
women's rights refer to
handedness, I've done a
bit of thinking on what it
means to be open minded.
I've always considered myself open minded,
ready to listen to anyopinion and weigh it against
my own beliefs. However,
when I was recently talking to my host brother
about the right of women
to have a choice in abortion, I was a little surprised about what I considered to be his machisto
and backwards attitude. I
think I was shocked that
someone who graduated

from the best university in
Ecuador and who is an intelligent and caring young
man, could believe that
women should not be
given the right to choose
what happens to their
own bodies.
I have never considered Kalamazoo College
open minded. Liberal,
yes, but not open minded.
Any opposing viewpoint
at "K" is considered by
people to be backlash, exceptions to the rule, or just
plain wrong. I'm not saying that backlash does not
exist, since it obviously
does. I'm saying that we
should not throw out the
wheat with the chaff. Nor
am I advocating absolute
multiplicity in thought.
That leads to intellectual
stuitifi<;ation and a world
of all grey. As we learned
in evolution and psych
classes, the best choice is
Contextual Relativism,
which is re~lly another
way of saying open

mindedness. Another
good book about these
levels of thoughts/beliefs
is Women's Ways of Knowing. I think the bookstore
carries it.
Yes, it angers me
when my host brother
whistles at women on the
streets, and I have to be
open minded about his
beliefs, but I do not have
to accept them. I gave a
lot of though to his views
on abortion, but I still do
not agree with them.
Almost every week
someone gets ticked off
about something and
writes a letter to the Index,
but I wonder if any good
has ever come from it. I
would doubt it for the sole
fact that our campus is so
closed minded. It is hard
to respect someone else's
opinion when they don't
respect yours. We automatically bristle and invent nice terms to diminish the importance of what
the other person is saying.

A good example, though
I'm sorry to pick on a
single group, is the letter
a few weeks ago from the
Theater Department.
They are a highly talented
group of people who only
hurt themselves byattacking a sophomoric humor
page. The Index is not out
to get you guys. In fact the
Index is usually the first to
praise the productions
you put on and the work
you put into them.
What we need to do
is constantly challenge our
beliefs. Examine all the
evidence and incorporate
it. I do not mean to take
some ideas and call them
backlash, or to take other
ideas and call them exceptions to your own blind
prejudice. Even if you absolutely one hundred percent disagree with something, it does not hurt you
to take a long look at it
before you dismiss it. The
worst is you lose a little
day dreaming time and

the best is something actuaIly comes out of it.
Open
up
my
friends. Before you open
your yaps to denounCe the
latest series of attacks
against your sensibilities,
give it a good think. Take
some time and put that
eighty thousand dollar
!!ducation to work. Everyone I've met at K is fully

smart enough to examine
an issue thoroughly before
screaming bloody murder.
Still argue, but try to do it
with your eyes and your
mindsopen. You won't be
sorry.
(1he women in my
program also want me to
add "And a loving hello
from those of us in Ecuador.)
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Are you content or insecure with being Catholic?
Let's look at the
situation you describe of
someone who wears "a
favorite ring". Is my curiosity offensive if I ask,
''Was it given to you by
someone special in your
life? Does the stone have
a significance I may be
unaware of?" The person
with the ring might proceed to explain that the
ring was brought back
from Africa for her by her
fa ther, who is very dear
to her.
I believe that when
that person "proceeded
to question you" that
they were making an effort to learn something
about you . Accepting
differences in others
doesn't mean pretending
the differences aren't

there. Accepting is about
asking, learning, and
maybe even understanding, then responding
positively.
Asking if you were
going to join the Christian activist group was
just their (clumsy) way of
perhaps trying to be
friendly and helpful.
Why does it insult you to
be told about this group?
If it does not interest you,
you don't owe an explanation.
However, you say
that you are interested in
all sorts of people-various ethnicities, religions,
and political views----and
that residing in such a
place was exciting to
you. Why then is it irritating to you to be asked
about your beliefs? It
seems that you are happy

to learn new things about
other people, but are not
as eager to return the favor by sharing yourself
with others.
You say it doesn't
make any sense that students would stereotype
religions-no, of course
not. I don't believe there
was any intent to offend
you. You were apparently
in a more serious frame of
mind that day than they
were. I hope you will find
that people are kinder to
you when you react by
trying to understand their
(perhaps clumsy) way of
making an effort to learn
about you, instead of reacting with anger. Don't
deprive others of your
openness and acceptance
in their effort to befriend
you.
Karen Wheeler

to chose is always respected. In the process,
women may finally~et

the respect from the prolife movement they deserve.

ABO RTI 0 N con't from p5
feel abortion is wrong,
but that it should always
be available.
The fetus should
never be considered just
the '1eftover" of an abortion. It is in fact at the
COre of what the abortion
debate should be about.
The pro-life side recognizes this; the pro-choice
side should too.
We must call on
Ourselves to join hands
and stop denying the
tnoral dilemma of killing
a fetus. It is a deeply perSOnal and emotional ordeal only women who
have experienced it have
felt. And if we show

more compassion for the
moral dilemma surrounding abortion, we
are showing compassion
for women. The fact tha t
abortion is available and
legal, something the prochoice movement has
fought so hard for,
should now be connected with the responsibilities of its moral implications.
The best way to do
this is to reach across and
admit that abortion is a
traumatic and inherently
evil thing for women,
and to work towards establishing some common
ground under the assumption that the right
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Are you stereotyped or just insecure?
Letter to the Editor:
I would like to respond to Rozanne
Miller's editorial "Coping
with stereotypes on campus" because I feel that I
understand her situation.
I am also Catholic and, I
admit, sometimes very
sensitive. Let's look
closely at these incidents
you described.
Seeing your cross
necklace, someone asked
you if you were Catholic
and "proceeded to question you". Since I did not
hear the conversation, I
am perhaps at a disadvantage. However, a person not as sensitive may
have welcomed the effort
at getting to know and
understand you better.
Why does the opportunity to say "Yes, I am
Catholic" bother you?
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Ballet Theatre celebrates Celtic New Year in dance
Amy Schaus
Index Staff
The Ballet Theatre at
Kalamazoo College will
celebrate Samhain, the
celtic new year, in their annual faIl dance concert on
November 4 at 8 p.m In
Dalton Theatre. TIckets
are available ($3 for students, $5 for adults)
through the box office
(7074).
All proceeds will be
taken by Sher Marie
Farrell, the artistic director,
on her seventh trip to
Bosnia to help the CHILDREN of WAR LIFELINE.
After the event, there will
be a ceilidh (a eel tic party)
in the lobby with refreshments, the Kalamazoo

Pipe Band, and dancer
Bonnie MacLeod.
The concert will be
divided into three parts,
the first of which is titled
Pas de Quatre. Pas de
Quatre, a classical ballet
piece, was first performed
in London in 1845. The
piece is choreographed to
showcase the individual
talent of each of the four
dancers, and is a series of
tableaux connected by
minimaJ movement
The second piece is
untitled and modern, choreographed by Jennifer
Myers of OUcago, and the
last piece is the title piece
of the performance,
Samhain. In Samhain,
dance and movement eel-

Steel and stone equals
art and beauty
Patrick Burlingham
Index Staff
Brett
Hunter's
(K'96) gallery show,
"Screaming At The
Wall," will open this Friday at 5 p.m., in the Light
Fine Arts Building.
Hunter is a History
Major with an Art Minor
and is currently enrolled
in his fourth sculpture
class at "K." He will be
presenting a compilation
of ten pieces which have
been assembled over the
past nine months. Although Hunter said
hadn't planned on having a show as late as three
quarters ago, he decided
to formally put this together during mid summer quarter.
Hunter derived the
title, "Screaming At The
WaH," from his notion
that "our world is defined by walls." Working
through his sculptures,
he has been able to overcome some of the walls
within his own life,
Hunter said.
According
to
Hunter, the show is
largely autobiographical.
"All of the pieces are in
some way about me" he
said. "Apart from being
expressions of me they

also each have a story all
their own."
Hunter stated that
he ~s labeled the pieces,
but will not go as far as
to give a story to eacn
sculpture. He would like
patrons to find their own
personal meaning.
All of Hunter's
pieces are wood, steel,
stone, or some combination of these. "While
some pieces were preconceived, some just
kind of happened," he
said.
Hunter is looking
forward to working on a
studio art SIP. He plans
to continue working with
similar materials and
styles. "I haven't nearly
exhausted the possibilities of the style I am currently using," he said.
However,
he
would like to continue
experimenting with
scale. It's exciting for
me," he said.
The gallery will be
open November 6-18,
Monday-Friday from 8-5
p.m.
Hunter also currently has an Alabaster
Stone piece on display at
the HoHand Center for
the Arts until November
14.

ebrate the turning of the
year and the hope of the
holiday.
The dancers "walk
between the worlds" to
experience and express our

fascination with the continuouspumeyoflife. The
holiday itself is magical,
and the dance reflects that
spiritua1ity and intuition.
Sher Marie Farrell,

and the people through the
rhythm of the Middle Eastern and Irish melodies
which provide the meter
for the movement of the
dancers.

MI:
The legacy of 27 divine years
n~kMt 8'

John Snyder

like, Over the Hills and Far
Away, Four Sticks, Thank
You, and the most incred-

ibly beautiful version of
Going to California that I
have ever heard. A little
more than half way
through the spectacle,
both orchestras, guitars,
the keyboard, and the
drums began an unbelievable jam which matured
into Whole liJt ofl.nve.
The song continued
and blended into Spoonful,
a number originally done
by The Cream. The jam
then continued exploding
into Break on Through,
made legendary by The
Doors. It then evolved into
Dazed and Confused, an
amazing Zep tune, followed by another amaz-

ing jam which jumped
back into Whole liJt of l.nve.
As you may have
guessed, I happen to love
Led Zeppelin, and
through my travels I have
been lucky enough to
amass a respectable number of bootlegged shows
as well as all of their studio albums. In my educated unbiased opinion,
neither Robert, or Jirruny
has ever sounded more
immortal, more truly awe
inspiring than they did
that Sunday night.
The crowd cried out
in agony '!S the band left
the stage. With my front
row rear stage seats,I could
see the set list and didn't
lose my composure. I
knew what was to come.

A scant scream and lighter
filled five minutes later, the
troubadours returned with
Kashmir which I'm sure
even the angels in heaven
grooved to.
While driving away
from the Palace in which I
have seen so many world
shattering presentations, I
thought how much
people love music, and
use its power to help them
through life. I asked myself, why can't love between two people be as
perfect and painless as the
love we have for our favorite music? I wonder if
I'll ever know.
Needless to say, the
Page and Plant show last
weekend at the Palace was
a damn fine show...

"Dracula" runs a little dry
Shawn McKinney
Index Staff
On October 27, the
Kalamazoo BalletCompany
put on two perfOl'!IlaIl(ES of
Dracula, created by the
company's director Terese
Bullard. Even though! was
expecting far more than was
delivered, the show was a
success even by my own
standards.
The show was put on
at the I<aJamzoo Gvic Theatre to a packed audience,
not quite sold out, but a
mostJy full house. AltOOugh
the audience consisted of a
n~ofrehtivesoftl'e

Brett Hunter, K'96, appetlrs with one of his many displays.
-photo by Will Adams

the choreographer, found
her inspiration in East
Mostar, Bosnia and the
counties of Ireland. She
hopes to convey the
"magick" of the holiday,

members of the company,
the rommunity showed interest as well.
The show was based
on the novel of the same
name by Bram Stoker, but it
was by no means a straight

adaptation.
Bullard
changed the origina1 script
substantially, writing out
suchimportantcharadersas
Johnathan Harker and
Lucy's numerous suitors.
Bullard also included some
characters of her own.
While the story change may
seem inapropriate to devotees of the origina1, it suited
the ballet well.
The company's performance was not up to professional standards, but
some of the dancers were.
Melissa Mallinson's performance as Mina is an example of just such profes.sionalquaJitydandng. Her
every move was graceful
and executed without flaw,
her poise was exemplary
and most importantly, she
had that special something
that sets great dancers apart

from technically good c:Ja.n0.

ers.
The other dancers
weren't as impressive,
though. Arthur Robert as
DraruIa isOl'eof thesec:Ja.n0.
ers. Robert may be a professional dancer for the
Michigan Ballet Company,
but that is probably as far as
his career will evergo. That
is not to say that his performance was lacking, in fact it
was nearly perfection, he
simply lacks that extra
something special that
would take him further than
he is.
On a whole the performance was a fine way to
spend an evening and a
worthwhile experience that
I recommend to anyone
even remotely interested in
ballet or theatrical performances of any sort.

Sports
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Kalamazoo defeats Hope to regain the shoes

Christine Perry
sports Editor
The Kalamazoo
College football team
brought back the
wooden shoes this weekend in Saturday's contest
against Hope College.
The Hornets (4-4 overall,
3-1 MlAA) defeated the
Flying Dutchmen (1-7
overall,O-4 MlAA) 28-16.
This victory marks the
third consecutive win for
the squad in MIAA action.
The squad had an
early lead in the 73rd rivalry game.
Junior quarterback
Gregg McDonald again
led the team to victory.
His record breaking performance did not stop
with passing and total
offense last week.

McDonald also managed
to toss a school record in
touchdown passes, 19. In
addition, he is only 199
yards short of breaking
Chris Berkimer's, K'94,
record of 4,516 yards for
career total offense, a reasonable expectation considering that he has next
season.
Last week
McDonald was named
the MIAA Offensive
Player of the Week for the
third time this season.
Sophomore Kevin
DeBruyn also added a 1
yard touchdown.
Senior wide-receiver Dave Sherwood
caught his l00th career
pass during the game,
not a surprising feat considering that he is the
team's leading receiver.
Sherwood left the contest

1 reception and 35 yards
shy of all-time school
records.
Defensive efforts
were led by senior Chad
Zollman who recorded
10 tackles.
Last week senior
linebacker Brian DeHaan
was chosen as MIAA CoDefensive player of the
week after his performance against Olivet
College. His achievement marks the first time
this season that a Hornet
defensive player has
been honored.
This Saturday, the
Hornets prepare for their
season finale at home
against Adrian. The
strong efforts of the team
have solidified at least
second place in conferenceplay.

Senior wide receiver David Sherwood had six receptions for 93 yards in the game at
Hope. Sherwood has tied the school record for career receptions (100) and is just 34
yards shy of the school record for receiving yards in the season (680).
-courtesy Public Relations

Basketball: big numbers, big season

Mary Helen Diegel, shown here at voll~ball, is one of
this year's returning juniors for the basketball team.

Rachel Greenwald
Index Staff
The Kalamazoo
College women's basketball team completed
their conditioning last
week and kicked off their
official 1995-'96 campaign.
This season, they
are starting off strong
with the addition of nine
players, which nearly
doubles the size of the
squad from last year. The
Hornpt<; add four sophomores and fi ve first year
students to the roster.
The team will also

have a lot of depth this
season returning with a
strong group of upperclassmen. This year's seniors are Carrie Graveel,
Rachel Greenwald and
Sara Musser. Other returning players are juniors Beth Burgess, Mary
Helen Diegel, Ally
Waldenstrom and sophomores Anne Brueck and
Carrie Sheets.
Coach Michelle
Fortier is looking forward
to a winning season, com-

Co-captains
Graveel and Musser are
also optimistic. "It is nice
to finally have enough
people enthusiastically
working together toward
a common goal," said

Graveel.
The Hornets will
start off their pre-season
play on November 17
and 18 with the annual
Hornet Tip-off Tournament.

hinine her hatch of new

talent with her more experienced players.

N asson nabs Rolex Regional Tennis title
Adamw~er

Index Stal
Kalamazoo College
sophomore Steve Nasson
defeated six players in
route to capturing the
Central Division Rolex
Tournament Championship. This regional
NCAA tournament acts
as a qualifier for the Natio nal Rolex Finals,
which Nasson competed
in recently.
He entered the
tournament unseeded,

but his hard work and
dedication during the off
season paid off during
the regional at DePauw
University,
in
Greencastle, Indiana.
During the finals,
Nasson fought back from
a set down to defeat
Chad Moser of Illinois
Wesleyan, 3-6, 6-2, 6-2.
Nasson, along with
the champions from every other Rolex Tournament in the nation, travelled to Boca Raton,

Florida, October 19-22,
where he participated in
the National Rolex Tournament for Division m.
He had a tough
match in the first round
of the finals against Todd
Bowlby of Gustavus
Adolphus. He, however,
came back strong and
defeated Trenton State
College's Mark Wallace
in three sets, 3-6, 6-1, 6-1.
He departed from the
tournament with a very
respectable sixth place

finish.
Nasson is a member of the Kalamazoo
College men's tennis
team. He had a combined singles and
doubles record of 8-1, last
season, while teaming up
with sophomore Mike
Ivy. The team is currently ranked third in the
nation, and is expecting
a strong, although
young, team to take
charge where last year's
seniors left off.
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Soccer coach Hardy Fuchs recorded his 250th career
victory at Kalamazoo with the season-ending win over
Calvin. In 25 years at the helm of the UK" program,
Fuchs has posted a record of250-lOD-3D (.697),
including a 113-14-5 (.875) record in the MIAA over
the last 11 years.
-courtesy Public Relations
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THE BACKPAGE
This is hodge-podge week here at the Backpage; hopefully one of our bits of attempted comedy will strike a nerve in you.

'K'

COMING SOON TO A TIffiATER NEAR YOU:

COLLEGE:
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The heroes of the movie are:
Bing: (played by Kirk Cameron) He is a demolitions expert with
hardened nerves, an unknown power, and a hidden past.
Klyote: (played by Harrison Ford) Pirate, Smuggler, Legend, and
Lover, but he definitely carries no love for 'The Administration.'
Handy behind the wheel, there is nothing he trusts more than a
good calculator at his side.
Ed: (played by Ron Jeremy) A slicing ace with more than his share

of data. He has his own agenda about what to accomplish on this
mission. He is a man who makes both love and war.

They will be forced to battle:

Maril~ "Junebug" LaPlante and her minions: (played by Sally Struthers and her kids) She was a good woman until the fall of the
dark times. She sought out opposition 'til it was all but extinct. Now she seeks out and destroys opposition with iron-handed fury.
This movie has not yet been rated.
With the onset of the new 'K' Experience, there have been many changes. One such change, the
freshman entrance examination, we now humbly present to our older students.
Psychology

English (word association)

Pavlov trained dogs to do what?

Peanuts are to Elephants as...

A. Spit
B. Swallow
C. Salivate

A. Smokes are to the Veggie Co-op
B. Liquor is to the Green House
C. Caffiene is to the ' K' Student

Physics
What will happen if you drop a bag of rocks
and your tuition from the top of the chapel?

Biology

Mathematics

A. The tuition hits the ground first.
B. Nevelle gets you for the rocks, and
pockets the cash.
C. Rocks hit, tuition sucked into the infinite
black hole we call Mandell.

What do you get when you cross
pig DNA, hippopotomas DNA
and human DNA?

If 50 teachers start at the beginning of the year and
40 teachers are left at the end of the year what
happened?

Geography
Which is the correct hand map of Michigan?
(circle one)

A. Three weeks of Saga food
B. A half pig, half hippo, half
human
C. Sally Struthers

A. 8 left of their own free will
B. Dr. Bryan wielded his magic wand and made 10
disappear
C. 10 got sucked into the quagmire we call a quad

~ r~ fp
A.

B.

C.

The largerst part 0/ being a society is language, and the ability to communicate. Here at 'K' we also have a language that most
outsiders do not understand, but now the Backpage offers entries/rom the new English/'K' College, 'K' College/English Dictionary.
"I'm going to sleep."
-"I'm going to study at the library."
-"Time for work/study."
-"I'm going to my 8 o'clock."

"Hate"

"Food"

"President Bryan"
-"The guy with the stick."
-"The guy with the pipe."
-"Our Ex"

-"Quadstop"
-"Vending Machine"
-"Cereal"
"Let's have sex."
-"I've got a single."
-"Wanna study?"
-"Do you know I play sports?"

-"Community bath"
-"My Ex"
-"Calhoun"

"Administrator"
-"Moneybags"
-"Slick talkin' suit"
-"Mandelle Monkey"
"Kalamazoo"
-"Celery City"
-"Portage"
-"Upjohnamazoo"

"I've got money."
"I'm studying."
-"I've got work/study."
-"Could you get me some more coffee?"
-"I'm a tennis player."
-"My test was moved to Monday."
-"I'm an Econ major."
-"I'm taking Orgo this quarter."
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Monica Lams
Index Staff

President Clinton rethinks
support for GOP welfare bill
There are indications that President Clinton may
rethink his support of a GOP welfare bill. A report
showing that the bill may send one million children into poverty was released this week, causing
Clinton to state, "If I'm convinced that it's going to
hurt children, I'm not going to go along with it."
Among other changes the bill would cut off income
to poor single women and their children, and stop
giving welfare to teen-age mothers.

Freon on the black market
With the upcoming ban of Freon in January, 19%,
the illegal import of CFC-12 has become a multimillion dollar industry. In the past few years the
price of Freon has been uped from $19.95 to about
$265 for a thirty pound cylinder. CFC-12, better
known as Freon, is used in car air conditioning
systems and refrigerators. Cars built after 1994 will
use a more environmentally safe coolant known as
R-I34A.

Three Strikes law dangerous
to cops?
There are some who have voiced concerns about
the new 'Three Strikes" law, arguing that it endangers police officers. They feel that two-time felons
are more likely to resist arrest violently when
facing a longer prison term. One study of 18
county jails in California found that assaults on
jailers has increased 26.7% since Gov. Pete Wilson
signed the law in 1994.
Source: Grand Rapids Press

Prime Minister Rabin
assassinated in Tel Aviv
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel was assassinated on Friday at age 73 as he was leaving a peace
rally in Tel Aviv.
Rabin was soldier turned politician, stateman and
peacemaker.
The fatal shot arrived while he was getting in his car.
He was taken to the hospital and died a short time
later.
The murderer was identified as a 20-year-old
student. A Jewish extremist group called "Jewish
Avenging Organization," which is against the
Palestinian/Isreali peace process, took
responsability of the Israeli Prime Minister attack.
One of Rabin's bodyguards was also reportedly hit.
The criticism against Rabin has increased in the last
month after the signing of the historic peace agreement with the Palestinians that had transferred
authority to the Palestine Uberation Organization.
"The time for the peace has come," Rabin declared
after signing the peace treaty, "We, the soldiers who
have returned from battles stained with blood, we
who have seen our relatives and friends killed
before your eyes, ... we who come from a land where
parents bury their children, we who have fought
against you, the Palestinians. We say today in a
loud and dear voice: enough of bloods and tears.
Enough."
-rontributed by Diva Altamarino; source: New York Tunes
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Financial problems limit
the international experience
AmyTrenkIe
Andrea Gilman
Ads & Business Manager
News Editor
The Center for International Programs
(CIP) has dosed two programs, shortened the
length of another study
abroad program, and
will reduce financial aid
for particular "K" programs, while limiting
enrollment in other programs in the process of
cutting, reshaping, and
redefining its programs
to attract students as well
as improve it's financial
state, according to Mick
Vandeberg, Director of
the Center for International Programs.
The Munster and
Hanover programs in
Germany ended last
spring, and the Caen,
France program has been
reduced from a six
month regimen to a three
month study, said
Vandeberg.
Due to the large
numbers of "K" students
participating in the Great

Lakes College Association (GLCA) programs
Kalamazoo College has
not been able to maintain
its financial standards for
its own academic study
abroad programs. '1f the
dollars of the institution
are going out and they're
going to go to another
institution, something
has to give," said
Vandeberg.
The GLCA Waseda
program in Japan will be
limited to two students;
however, Vandeberg
stresses that in the past
only two students at
most have applied for the
program. Additionally,
Vandeberg said the Aberdeen program, which
currently hosts 16 "K"
students, will be cut to
three students.
"We have to do
what's right for the great,
great, great majority of
our students," said
Vandeberg. "'K' College
is carrying too much of
the burden of the maintenance of somebody
else's program," accord-

ing to Vandeberg.
According to an
October 25 Memorandum directed to students
by President Bryan, the
Center for International
Programs "has been requested to achieve
$40,000 in annual administrative cost savings
over a four-year period."
Additionally, the Study
Abroad Program is expected to bring in an additional $175,000 in revenue through adjustments in enrollment at
our centers by both
Kalamazoo and nonKalamazoo students,
Bryan's memorandum
said.
The following longterm and extended programs are approved for
academic credit in 1998,
but will not receive financial aid from Kalamazoo
College: Denmark, D0minican Republic, Egypt,
Greece, India, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Nepal, Netherlands, and UK England, according to Mick
Vandeberg. The follow-

ingprograms will receive
limited financial aid effective Fall 1996, according to the approved list
of study abroad programs 1996-97: Greece,
Italy, Japan and UK England.
The program in Sierra Leone has been suspended due to political
turmoil/unrest within
the country. Because the
College cannot predict
the settling of the political unrest in Sierra Leone
and to equalize the cuts
and the program suspension in Africa, the OP is
considering opening a
program in Zimbabwe,
said Vandeberg.
Rumors of the three
month study abroad option being cancelled is untrue said Vandeberg. The
Ecuador Environmental
Program will not be terminated either according to
Vandeberg.
Reductions
in
travel and travel costs is
one way the CIP projects
to save $40,000 over the
next four years.

Does date rape exist on campus?
Andrea Gilman
News Editor
Katie Koestner held
a presentation, 'No- Yes':

A Presentation of Date
Rape on Sunday, November 5, sponsored by the
Woman's Resource Center, Dr. Marilyn laPlante,
Dean of Experiential
Education, the Forum
Program run by Dr. Gary
Dorrien, and Women's
Studies.
Koestner, peer educator and sexual assault
counselor, spoke about
her personal experience
during her first year at
William and Mary College
in
1990.
Katie was raped by a
boyfriend her first month
'atcollege. She was taken
to the health center by
her RA, and given a
sleeping pill. When she
went to the Dean of Students with her story, she
was told to go home and
think about what a serious charge she was making and that her actions
could ruin someone's
reputation. She went to

the District Attorney of
Williamsburg and told
that he had never heard
of such a thing and could
not take her case. Finally
when her offender was
convicted the Dean of
Residential Life told her
that the ex-boyfriend

was not allowed in the
dorm for the semester,
but that they made a cute
couple and that she
should consider patching
things up. He was suspended from school but
allowed back in later.
Koestner's struggle

went from the local paper to June 3, 1991, cover
story of TIME Magazine
to the Home Box Office
docudrama, No Visible

Bruises: the KIltie Koestner
Story as a part of HBO's
Ufestories Series.
RAPE con't on p.2

Senior football players toughed out the snow to play their final college game against
Adrian last Saturday. The story on the football game and the quarter in review will
appear in upcoming issues of the Index.
Photo by Peter Preuss

Please send any questions or comments to ;Ildex@kzoo.edlt, subject: questions and comments.
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INTERNATIONAL Leadership conference motivates students
cation programs and or- ference said the connec- 1 enjoyed the seminars.
Jennifer Getting
NEWS
ganization improvement tion opportunities were They really motivated
staff Reporter
sponsored by ISO

Diva Altamirano
Index Staff

Undiagnosed epidemic In
Nicaragua
A medical emergency was declared in Nicaragua by President Violeta Chamorro after detecting an strange disease epidemic.
There is a big effort to identify the disease
by the World Health Organization and Nicaraguans doctors.
Eighteen people have died and hundreds of
cases have been reported. The epidemic appeared
in a small town called Achuapa in the northwest
of the country, where the living conditions are
deplorable and their inhabitants do not have their
basic needs satisfied.
The illness is not hemorragic dengue fever
of which have been 11,000 cases this year. Symptoms of dengue include high fever, severe abdominal pain and body aches.

French bombing suspect
arrested in London
The suspect in a series of terrorist bombings
in France was detained by London police on last
Friday.
The suspect, Abdelkader Benouif, is an Algerian Islamic militant. Algerian, Boualen
Bensaid was arrested as a second suspect in Paris
on Wednesday. Benouif and Bensaid are said to
be connected in the plot.
The series of terrorist bombing killed 7
people and wounded nearly 180 in the Metro explosion on July 25 and wounded 29 people in another on October 17th.

Croats threaten to retake
Serbian-held Croatia
The President of Croatia, Franjo Tudjman,
reiterated his threat to retake by force the only
portion of Croatia still held by Serbs.
Last Friday, President Tudjman told that he
would lean the attack if the American led Balkan
talks do not result in an agreement for its return
by the end of Nov~mber. "There will be no extension," he said.
'\

SOURCES:

Detroit Free Press, USA
New York Times, USA
Die Welt, Germany

by refocusing on the
organization's purpose
and creating programs
directed to that purpose.
Students also spent
time connecting with
members of other organizations, exchanging addresses, ideas and experiences.
Wanda Hardy K'98,
Trowbridge Residential
Assistant and one of
those attending the con-

the most valuable aspects
of the conference.
According
to
Hardy, "I feel now that
it'll be easier to have the
organization focus on
certain tasks and get
those tasks done."
Hardy also said the BSO
will be working with
other organizations to
create new, versatile programs.
"It was wonderful.

you. They did a lot to
teach you how to be leaders," commented Ursula
Atkins, K'99.
Chavon Jackson,
K'99, said, "I thought it
was very stimulating in
terms of producing leadership skills. And it also
have good suggestions
on how to start businesses and to become involved in various organization."

volves the intolerance for
Along this path, rape as a joke.
Kalamazoo College
Koestner was not supno
reported rapes on
has
ported by her classmates;
she was harassed on their published crime recampus. A petition was ports.
However, some feel
signed by over 1,200 students saying that she different. "Date rape is
made the whole thing something that happens
up. A year after the same everywhere and someman who raped her beat thing that happens here
up his other girlfriend, a on campus whether or
woman from her floor not the powers that be
attended a dance with are willing to admit it. I
have heard first hand rehim.
Koestner said that ports that it does happen.
85% of rapes are by ' We have to be educated
people that the victim and deal with the issue,"
knows. She stated that said Hadley Moore, K'99.
Koestner said that
one in four women and
one in eight men are vic- she believes the reason
tims of assault. One in ten
are reported. One in 100
are prosecuted. One in
1,000 victims win those

for the statistic of no
rapes is that it is so small
that everyone knows everyone and that backlash
would be intense. She
said she feels that the safest colleges are those that
report the most amount
of crime because it means
that they are confronting
the problem. She said
that she was disappointed and offended
that no administrators
came to the presentation.
She feels that they are in
denial and have a long
way to go in their understanding and confrontation of the problem. She
would like to return to

campus to speak with the
administration on policy.
Gail Griffin, English teacher, Theatre department chair, and director of Woman's Study,
said that she was surprised that other faculty
members were not there
but that it was not the issue itself but the difficulty returning on Sunday night due to families
and other responsibilities. She also said that
she felt that the workaholic mode that everyone is in keeps people
from stopping to think
about important issues
such as date rape.

On Friday and Saturday, November 3 and
4, eight members of the
Black Students Organization attended a leadership conference called
Creating Connections,
Black and Latinos Leadership Conference at De
Pauw University in Indiana.
Students attended
sessions about leadership, campus-wide edu-

RAPE con't from p.1

Koestner's advice
on prevention is threefold. Communication is
very important on both
sides. Talking will not
ruin the passion and one
should never assume
"yes." Verbal consent is
necessary.
Secondly, responsibility is mandatory.
Koestner says that 90% of
rapes involve the abuse
of alcohol. It is not legal
to have intercourse with
a drunk partner, willing
or unwilling. She said
she has heard of countless stories of drunk men
manipulating drunk and
unconscious women.
Lastly, respect in-
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Mushrooms, Onion, Green Peppers & Black Olives

The WorksTM

7.88

11.70

14.15

Pepperoni
Sausage
Ground Beef
Bacon

Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Pineapple

Mushrooms
Onions
Black Olives
Green Pepper<
Jalapeno
Pepper<
Banana
Pepper<

Drinks ..•...........•.... 57

12 oz. can of Coca-Cola e classic.
Sprite- or diet Coke/!!

Extras ...................28

Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onion,
Green Peppers & Black Olives

Extra Pepperoncini, Special Garlic
Sauce, Nacho Cheese Sauce

Breadsticks ...............•. 2.29 Cheesesticks ............... 3.21

FREE
DEUVERY'.

Delicious oven-baked sticks with plenty A Chicagexut taste treat smothered
of Papa John's Special Garlic Sauce &
in cheese & Special Garlic Sauce

Nacho Cheese Sauce

Kalamazoo College
graduates Christopher
Yates, '83, and Corinne
Beckwith Yates, '85, spoke
about their Washington
D.C/egal experiences
duringLACC
presentations in the
Olmsted room last
Monday, November 6.
Photo by Will Adams
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A history of Our Town
other works include The
Cabala (1926), The Woman
of Andros(1930) and
Thornton Wilder,
many plays included in
author of Our Town, said
The Angel that Troubled
in a 1931 interview rethe Waters and Other
printed in Thornton
Plays, and The Long
Wilder by Rex J.
Christmas Dinner and
Burbank that "the real
Other Plays.
Americanism that will
Wilder was born in
be important in the fuMadison, Wisconsin,
ture is the belief in
in 1897 and died in
the significance and ~----------------~
The play "is a
1975. He was edueven the concealed
cated
in Hong Kong
implications of evpicture of the
and in Chefoo,
ery event." In Our
priceless value of
China, while his faTown, Wilder ateven the most
ther was in the contempts to convey
sular
service. He atthis belief.
common and
tended Oberlin ColOur Town is
routine events in
lege for two years
the story of the
and
graduated from
events of two familife and the waste
Yale
in 1920. He
lies' lives in small
of
life
through
studied
archeology
town America. It is
failure
to
realize
at
the
American
performed on a bare
Academy in Rome.
stage, with no curthe value of every
In 1925, he received
tain and minimum
moment."
a Master's degree
props. "The ordifrom Princeton. He
nary characterizes
-Rex]. Burbank in
taught
at
the
all the scenes,"
Thornton Wilder
Lawrenceville
states Burbank. The
School in New Jersey
play's three acts are
and was the Charles
ti tied "Daily Life,"
"Love and Marriage," moment." Our Town E. Norton professor of
and "Death." Wilder was first performed in poetry at Harvard from
shows each of these New York in 1938 and 1950-1. He also taught at
events to be common- has been a favorite of the University of Chiplace and unstartling, amateur theater groups cago.
Our Town is combecause they were ever since.
Wilder
was ing to Kalamazoo
taken for granted.
Wilder also said in awarded his second College's Nelda K. Balch
Thornton Wilder by Pulitzer Prize for this Theatre from November
Hermann Stresau that production, the first 16-19. Look to next
Our Town "is an at- having been for the week's Index for a pretempt to find value novel, The Bridge of San view of Wilder's classic
above all price for the Luis Rey (1927). His play.
Kristy Lockwitz

Index Staff

smallest events of our
daily life." According
to Burbank, the play "is
a picture of the priceless value of even the
most common and routine events in life and
the waste of life
through failure to realize the value of every
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New "K" faculty-authored books
arrive in the College bookstore
• Gary Dorrien, Dean of Chapel and Professor of Religion,
recently published Soul in Society: The Making and Renewal of
Social Christianity, through Fortress Press.
• Jan Tobochnik, Associate Professor of Physics, co-authored An

Introduction to Computer Simulation Methods: Applications to
Physical Systems, as well as, Thermal and Statistical Physics Simulations Consortium for Upper Level Physics Software .
• Ed Menta, Associate Professor of Theatre, wrote The Magic
World Behind the Curtain: Andrei Serban in the American Thentre,
published by Peter Lang.
• In addition, they have Self-Representation: Life Narrative Studies
in Identity and Ideology published by Greenwood Press, 1991.
This book was written by Gary Gregg, Associate Professor of
Psychology. Gregg joined the college community this fall.
Coming soon will be Senson of the Witch, by Gail Griffin, Professor of English.

::compiled by Patrick Burlingham
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A & E, Backpage, Photo and UJyout Editors.
All other editorials represent the view of the writer.

Understanding the Index
Due to responses to the news/feature and to the opinion concerning
the Umoja House, it is necessary to explain a few things on journalistic practices.
The first article in reference to the Umoja House was a news/feature.
A news/feature is no different than a news story, except that the language
can be more relaxed. It is composed of facts and quotes. The second reference to the Umoja House was in an opinion. The two have different dynamics and represent two different things. They cannot be lumped under one
category.
The Opinions Page has no focus, no agenda and a limited policy. The
Index accepts articles from members of Kalamazoo College who feel they
have something to say to educate or more importantly inform the community. The disclaimer in the masthead clearly indicates that the opinions are
not the view of the whole staff. Therefore, because one writer expresses an
opinion does not mean that the entire staff agrees. The Opinions Page is a
forum. All opinions are respected. The basis of the First Amendment right
to freedom of the press comes from Voltaire, French writer and philosopher,
who said that he may disagree with what you have to say, but he will defend
to his death your right to say it. Newspapers have a responsibility not to
inflame issues and not to print false statements. That is the Index's policy.
It is not the duty of newspapers to act as moral crusaders. The Index
does not and will not gear the Opinions Page to a particular focus. The only
time that the Index chooses a particular focus is in the staff editorial. It expresses the views of the majority of the Editorial Board.
Even if some information is painful to some readers, the Index cannot
infringe upon the right to know of all its readers. The unsaid is more dangerous than the said. The feelings expressed on the Opinions page exist.
They must be confronted. Communication is the key. The newspaper cannot restrict articles by deciding which opinions are right and pretend that
unpopular opinions do not exist. Ignorance is not bliss.

LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the form of letters to the editor.
Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the
right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive topics will be accepte9!ffid printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox,
across from the Ganv3 Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing mailroom.
or through e-mail (index@kzoo.edu, subject: letter to the editor) by the Sunday before the issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response to articles appearing in
the same issue. Responses will be accepted to appear in later issues.

Please
recycle
this Index
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Faculty supports Umoja
Letter to the Editor:
As faculty committed to multiculturalism at
"K", we are writing to express our deep disappointment over recent
articles on the U moja
House. Given the cuts in
Multicultural Affairs,
this as the worst of all
possible times to make
life harder for small, constantly embattled group
whose daily existence on
this campus none of us,
as white people, can fully
understand.
We believe that it is
time for white students
on this campus to understand a few important
truths:
1. Separateness is
not the same as segregation. Segregation is
separation imposed on a
subordinate group by a
dominant group.
2. Unity among
people of African descent
does not interfere with
other kinds of unity

among people of various
ethnic backgrounds.
Many forms and levels of
unity are possible in the
world.
3. One of the primary needs of minority
groups is solidarity with
each other and with their
own cultural traditions.
It is crucial for their survival.
Like the other living-Iearning units, the
Umoja House has a special mission involving
responsibilities both external and internal - to
the campus and to the
residents themse1ves. It is
no more "segregated"
than the Women's Resource Center or the
Nonviolent Student Association House. Wesuggest that before the next
broadside against the
Umoja House, white students try to imagine
what it would be like for
them on this campus if
the relative numbers of

white and black faculty
and students were reversed. We also suggest
that the Index staff consider what it might mean
to represent the point of
view of Umoja House responsibility.lf white faculty, staff, and students
turned their attention
away from the Umoja
House and toward the
ways in which institutiona! and individual racism affects black students
every day, imagine the
change that could occur.
We propose that the Index incorporate this
change in focus into its
editorial policy.

CarolAnderson
Marigene Arnold
Amy Elman
John Fink
Pete Gathje
Gail Griffin
Bob Grossman
Beth Jordan
Ed Menta
Bruce Mills
Zaide Pixley

Backpage needs sensitivity
Letter to the Editor
I write in reference
to last week's backpage.
It contained the usual
gems of humorous insight. However I was
extremely disappointed
to note the following
"joke":

''Hate = Bill CaIroun"
It was not even re-

motely funny, and it was
unfair to a hardworking
and caring professor. I
fail to see why such
strongly negative language was employed in
reference to an esteemed

member of the campus
community.
In future, the editors of the backpage
should seek to amuse
without disregarding
sensitivity and intelligence.

Yemi

Where'd all my money go?
Eric R. Frederick
Index Staff
I am a student at a
private college in Michigan. I have many, many
loans which I will need
all of my life to payoff. I
have a student job on
campus which I attempt
to use to payoff at least
parts of these loans before I graduate.
Every time I get a
paycheck however, it
seems as though I can't
do what I want to do.
First of all, before I ever
see my paycheck, the
government of this wonderful country takes out
money for... things.
First off, there is a
federal tax. Uncle Sam
takes out parts of my
paycheck to pay for its
many programs. Most of
these programs have
Ii ttle effect on me, as they
pay for such things as
corporate tax breaks, defending our country
against attack, and bigass parties like the 50th
birthday of the United
Nations.
Second, there is a
state tax. Now, I guess
that this alone would be

just fine, since it pays for
education, roads, and
what I think is the best
run state government in
the Unjtt!d States. However, on top of this tax,
there is a state sales tax,
which I have to pay on
every non-food good
that! buy. There is also a
property tax which I
have to pay just in order
to own a residence. In
addition, there are local
taxes to pay for local
school districts so that
their schools can be better than the district down
the road.
Third, there is a S0cial Security tax to pay
for the elderly of our
wonderful
country.
What a farce! I am going
to put money into this
here program for thirty
five years so that they can
tell me when I am sixtyfour that the program is
no longer going to be in
existence for me to take
benefits from.
Now, I consider
myself lucky that I do not
live in a tourist state.
States like New York,
Florida, and California
all have ridiculous tour-

ist taxes that you only
have to pay if you are a
tourist. I have always
wondered how they
know people are tourists,
but somehow, they always do.
They also have
taxes on gasoline, cigarettes, alcohol, and in
some states, foodstuffs
and restaurants, all necessary items for the average college student.
Now I am lucky that I do
not have a car, I do not
smoke, and I do not
drink, so I am saved from
these taxes.
And what really
gets my goat is something called an inheritance tax. If someone dies
and leaves you something, you have to pay a
tax just in order to get the
item from the state!
To put all of this in
perspective, let's look at
Mr. Hernandez's paycheck. Let's say Mr.
Hernandez makes $200
every week. He will pay
very little in federal tax,
because he is not making
a lot of money, and at
least the federal governMONEY con't on p5
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common understanding and responsibility

Jeff Hotchkiss
IfIdex Staff
Much has been said
about the Million Man
March in Washington
last month. A debate ensued over whether the
leader of the march,
Louis Farrakhan, and his
racist, anti-sematic, sexist, and homophobic
world view should be
separated from the symbolic significance of the
event: that 400,000 black
men joined together to
take a greater moral responsibility and to empower themselves, their
families, and their communities to reach that
end.
On the surface, the
message
to
black
America, and especially
black men, was clear. But
the underlying context of
its significance was not
clear. And to complicate
matters, the message to
white America went virtually unnoticed. As
long as both whites and
blacks continue to ignore
and fail to understand
the true context of race
relations and racism as
an institutionalized, historical social problem in
this society, the true
moral significance of
events like the Million
Man March will be
worthless.
In an article last
month in the New York
TImes, a reporter visited
an affluent Houston suburb to interview whites
on their reaction to the
march. The responses
essentially carne to a consensus on one thing: that
if blacks are able to
march and demonstrate
their moral responsibility, than why can't
whites?
First of all, this implies that whites are unable to demonstrate their
racial significance. This
is precisely wrong when
one looks at how whites,
and particularly white
males, have dominated
our country's social, political, and economic institutions throughout our

history. There is no question that the racial significance of this country's
whites has been more
than adequately represented in everything
from our government to
the private sector to pop
culture.
But when white
people make statements
such as those interviewed in Houston, or
when even educated
white people right here
on our campus make
statements like: "its not
my fault that my ancestors enslaved blacks 200
years ago, but I'm not a
racist," whites are denying our common history
with blacks and consequently the moral significance of race relations
and racism in the
present.
In other words, history is constantly and
continually created out
of the present. If we deny
responsibility of the
white race's actions of
slavery and racism in the
past by justifying that we
were not there, then we
are denying racism today.
There is a difference between beingindividually accountable for
one's actions and being
accountable for the actions of one's race, and
this transcends history.
Even if we as individuals, however non-racist
we may be, did not partake in acts of racism in
the past, we cannot escape responsibility that
our own race openly contributed to racism and
that it still does today.
The significance of
this analysis boils down
to accountability and responsibility: as individuals who are members of
a race and as individuals
who's race lives side by
side with individuals of
another race. The accountability rests with an
acknowledgment of our
past racist actions and
how that history is a constant today. The responsibili ty lies with recog-

nizing this constant and
doing something to
change it.
This is not by any
means a case of dwelling
on things of the past we
cannot change.
Of
course we can not go
back in time and undo
slavery or the obvious
racism of our history. But
if we recognize that history reveals the present
and subsequently the future, not in actual terms
of reality, but in theoretical terms of repeated and
re-repeated practices of
institutionalized behavior of the individual, then
we can come to a true
understanding of racism
in this country: both historically and in the
present.
When those people
in Houston revealed their
frustration of not being
able to display white
pride, they were displaying a problem of class
structure. Most of the
people interviewed were
working-class, and not
educated past high school.
It will be much harder for
them to come to this new
conceptualization of history and its relation toracism then it will for those
more educated. The accountability factor will be
the greatest problem.
Those more educated will presumably
have an easier time with
the accountability aspect,
but will have a much
tougher time with the responsibility aspect.
Bu t focusing on the
white part of the problem
is not the solution in itself. There is, as with
many things in life, two
sides to a coin. Black
America's role is equally
as significant, and essential, but of a different approach. While accountability and responsibility
are needed from whites,
the burden of ensuring it
rests, ultimately, with
blacks. Whites will not
someday sit down and
come to this realization I
call for over night, it
must be constantly

pushed for by blacks. sions within black
And the best way to do America. The movement
this is through a viable would also calIon whites
social movement with a to come to a true underpowerful political clout: standing of our shared
a revitalized and refo- history and the prejudice
cused Civil Rights Move- towards blacks that has
ment.
transcended it, and to
What this new take accountability and
movement needs to do is responsibility for their
emphasize change not in role in the dynamics of
our social, political, and race relations.
business institutions, but
Racism is not onechange in the individual's sided. It is not a white
perception of race rela- having a prejudice
tions, in both whites and against a black or viceblacks. In short, the Civil versa. Racism encomRights Movement needs passes the overall dyto push not so much for namics of the misunderinstitutional reform, but standings and prejudices
more for individual re- that have occurred in the
form.
relationship between the
In the end, the mes- races. To focus exclusage would be directed at sively on either side as
everyone, with a theme the problem is counterof addressing and edu- productive and harmful.
cating the public on what
We are all brother
Harvard sociologist Orlando Patterson calls the
"paradox of desegregation:" the strange phenomenon in which society, both whites and
blacks increasingly focus
on the problems of blacks
at the very time that their
situation is getting better.
There is no doubt
that overall, with the exception of the black
"underclass," blacks
have improved tremendously their social and
economic standing over
the last fifty years. But as
this has added a colorful
new dimension to
American society, it has
also, inevitably, drawn
whites and blacks closer
together. And with this
new closeness has come
a new manifestation of
racism that has fractured
along class lines in both
races.
The New Civil
Rights movement would
address this new phenomenon and attempt to
grapple with its new complexities. The movement
would call on blacks to be
the vehicle, to come to a
full understanding of
how they view whites,
and to see how stereotypical images are fractured along class divi-

MONEY

will pay 7% of his gross
income. $14-$144 left.
Mr. Hernandez has paid
$56 before he even sees
any money for rus hard
work.
Now let's say Mr.
Hernandez is a big volleyball fan and goes to
California to cheer on the
'K' women's volleyball
team. He rents a car, paying a sales tax of 6% on
the forty dollar fee for car
rental. He drives the
5000 miles, filling up on
of 25

times. (Ten gallon tank,
twenty miles to the gallon.) That's 250 gallons
of gas with a 16 cent tax
per gallon. He views this
trip as a party of sorts,
and celebrates with two
fifths of Jack Daniels at
$15.95 a fifth. He will
pay about three dollars
each for the taxes on alcohol. He also buys a
carton of cigarettes for
the trip ($17-$1 tax).
While he is in California, he buys at-shirt
the vol-

leyball tournament. Because he does not have a
tan and therefore is noticed as a tourist, he pays
15% instead of the 8%
resident sales tax. On a
twenty dollar shirt, that's
3 bucks.
All in all this
trip, just tax-wise, has
cost Mr. Hernandez
$52.40. That means out
of his $200 paycheck, he
is left with $91.60. Obviously, he is an overtaxed
individual. His money is
fed to a black hole.

con't from p.4
ment takes it easy on
people not making a lot.
He will only pay about 4
percent, or eight dollars.
He has $192 left.
Mr. Hernandez is a
classmate of mine, so he
goes to 'K' and lives in
Michigan. He will pay a
17% tax regardless of
amount on everything
heearns. That's$34,and
he has $158.
Next he has a social
which he

and sisters, of both races,
living together in one s0ciety, with different cultures, yet with a common
responsibility to ensure
we understand all of the
dynamics of race relations and the historical
trek of racism. If we
don't, this nation will
never survive.
Maybe someday an
event like the Million Man
March will have more significance. Maybe someday, only after all of us
havecometoa true understanding of what racism
really is, will it really be
significant. But sadly,
even though it was a compelling display of warmth
and moral perseverance,
the march last month only
touched some of us. In the
future, it will have to
touch all of us.

we noW . . ..

they aN ncitaJieiiSH
... . ..
to type.)JVait, sOmething is happening; they're all
dying. Whatluck! They must haveiound Our at..
mospheW pois9nDusandnow they're; dying.. l'h¢
Index is saved/yippee!
.
[l\<:8se you were wondering, all of the
dex staffers were miraculously returned to ..
when the aliens died. Don't asl< me how, I just report the news. Now that you know what goes ox)
in the Index room on the eveof the paper com).ng
Otl~ I hope you'll join uS next week when Index
staffer's take on the Creature from the Financiiil
Aid Office. (Finally, concteteproofthat I really can
write about whatev~l warit to.)

(Of

but angry fiJ.m majot wannabeeS, but
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Absolutely a lot of fun for everyone ... N<?v.
Julius A. Moore IV
Index
How old is Alex
1rebeck? Is this how you
spell Trebe.....Trabhech?
"It's German." (John
Witzke) Or is it 1i'eve...
"Isn't he Polish?" (Rochelle Hanson '96) These
questionsarejustaminute
shard of the gigantic, truly
useless and irrational experiences we all have partaken of in our short yet
dynamic lives as students.
In the words of that kid
down the hall, you know
the one who smells sorta
funny and looks a bit like
Elvis, "Absolutely! !!!!!!!
.... Nov.ll."
So you want to
know what Absolutely!!!!
... Nov.ll is. Well its sorta
like an anvil- once you hit
it.....no ... no ...no! Irsmore

staff

like a goober - once you
eat it....never mind.
"Okay,okay,okay..."
The actual root of the
wordabsolute1yisfoundin
these three words: Abs,
DIu, and Tely. Abs or the
singular Ahhb beinga sack
or sacks residing primarily in the lower pelvic
area ... hanging from the
butt cheek area of the
body, mostly in celluloid
form bu t occasionaly
found as fatty tissue in the
neuro-matter of students
attending small liberal arts
colleges.
DIu, the second root
of the aforementioned
word, is a relative of AI
who lives up the street
near granny, the word is
actually a contraction Lu's
parents frequently used
when calling him. The

original phrase being'
"Oh, Lou get your a'" over
here .. .now!" Lastly Tely,

these words fonn the definition for the word
Absolutely!!!!..... Nov.ll.

If you want to know who this is, come to Absolutely at 7
p.m. in the Dungeon on Saturday, November 11.
photo donated by Ruth Stephens
having two recognized
meanings, a nickname for
the telephone or the
bouncer Vmny calls when
you welchona bet All of

In short, Absolutely
.... Nov.ll is a program
sponsored by Residential
Life Staff for you, you,
you,you,andyoutooyou

Big Head Todd and the Monsters return
Garth G. Miller
Index Staff
On Friday, October
27, Big Head Todd and the
Monsters (affectionately
known as BHfATM) came
!;lack to Kalamazoo for
their second show here this
year. They electrified the
University Arena at Western Michigan University

by Brian Nevin and Rob
Mohr'ssou1ful voice
is the very essence of the
band's sound. His improvisation on the guitar is
sorre of the best jamming
to be heard right now, and
he didn't hold back a bit
The show started out
with an absolute bang, as

few of their older songs, which is standard concert
including "Flander's protocol. As they started
Fields," an extended ver- to leave the stage, the
sion of "Blues For Annie," crowd followed suit until
and "I Will Carry," all from the band had a brief discustheir album Another sion and stayed onstage.
Mayberry. Mohr then comMohr proceeded to
mented, "Those are our announce, "Don't leave
favorite songs."
yet .. we forgot one!" The
The crowd showed "one" they forgot to play
the most appreciation for was a fifteen to twenty

(WMU) for nearly three

the band wasted no time

the

hours without a break.
LastMardl,BHrATM
shared the stage at the State
Theater with The Dave
MatthewsBand. Thatshow
no doubt won !tan a share
of Dave Matthews' cult-like
fonowing. because the turnout at the WMU show was
IIUlCh more impressive this
titre.
Todd Park Mohr,
who plays lead guitar and
sings, is the obvious leader
of the band. He is backed

jumping into my personal
favorite, "Broken Hearted
Savior," followed by "Irs
Alright." Both of these
songs appeared on the album Sister Sweetly.
Next came what was
perhaps the best performance of the night when
their cover of "Tangerine."
BHfATM also perfonned
this song on the Led Zeppelin tribute album titled

Strategem, which included swee(' (Sister Sweetly).

Squires.

Enconium.
Then they played a

selections

from

"In The Morning" and
"Kensington Une," and
also "Salvation," another
song from Another
Mayberry, and a favorite of
the most loyal fans. '1n The
Morning" was also included on the soundtrack
for the movie "Blown

Away."
After two and a half
hours, Mohr introduced
the band, and thanked the
audience for showing up,

minute version of "Bitter-

The person that 1
took to the show had never
been a real fan, but is now
crazy about the band, just
like 1 wasn't really a fan
until 1saw them last March
with the Dave Matthews
Band. Because at the
amazing rate at which their
fan base is multiplying,
BHfATM will most probably have to play Wmgs
Stadium their next time
through Kalamazoo.

Meet SaIn, Iny little green friend
Uzzie Kostielney
Features Editor
This is the Arts &
Entertainment page (yeah,
that's what the A & E
stands for, in case you even
care). So, naturally, this article should contain either
sorrething from the arts or
from the entertainments.
And, how fortunate for
you, this one contains both.
Last weekend, I had the
express thrill of having
sorre pennanent art work
put on my body for entertainment
Yup, I got a tatoo.
(Shush, don't tell my parents.) I want to relate my
experience to you (Actually, my roommate, Angie,
also the editor of this illustrious page, is low on copy
this week, so I'm being
nice. A shocker I know).
Well, enough digression.

If you have a tatoo,
maybe this will bring back
memories. If you don't
have one, this will give you
an inside look at the entire
adventure. So, to begin, I'll
tell you about the art on my
body. Irs a little gecko.
He's blue and green with
black eyes. His name is
Sam. He's on my... well ...
he's on... Anyway, le(s go
on.
I went to a tatoo parlor. (yeah, the seedy, under
belly of the universe.) The
guy who gave rre my tatoo
was named Sully, he had a
beard and lots of tattoos.
Well, it sounds a little bad,
but it wasn't. Actually, the
tatoo place was decorated
in pastel purple with cute
little flowers on the end
tables. And, yes, Sully
smoked a cigarette, but he
was clean (as were all of his

tooIs. The needles are disposed of after one use.)
Of course, no one really wants to know the interior decor of a tatoo parlor. Everyone asks me
about the pain. Let rre tell
you about that. Irs mindnumbing, flesh searing,
absolute unadulterated
pain. It makes you feel like
you've died and gone to
hell.Wait, no thars Wmter
Quarter at "K."
If you want to know
the truth (and of course
you do, why else would
you read a newspaper?), it
doesn't hurt at all. Like
Sully said, it makes you realize that you're alive. Irs
a mild discomfort that
goes away a few hours
later. (And the further removed I get from the incident, the less I remember
the pain.)

I'm sorry, that
doesn't sound like it
should. When I say, "I
have a tattoo" it makes me
sound like a bad-ass.
When 1explain it this way,
it makes me sound like I
went with my grandmother to get electrolysis.
Wait!! Lers talk badass. Sully had these pictures of this guy who has
his ... well, we're a family
paper, you know what I
mean. Lersjustsaythathe
had a few too jllany gems
in his family jewels.
I wouldn't go that far
if you have a lot of bad-ass
self to prove. But if you want
to get a tattoo, go with
friends. I find that my
friends like to see me in pain.
Theyactuallylaughed.lgot
them back though, they had
to pay for Sam. But thars
another story.

little quad squirrel you.
You and every other "K"
college student are being
asked, quite cordially I
might add to join us...who
you say? Us ...Who else?
The event is beyond measure, beyond mortal comprehension, yet small
enough to fit in the Dungeon theatre. What? You
ask, just what alone? No
why or when? Well, I'll
tell you what it is:
A game show like
no other with questions
your parents couldn't
fathom and a clown
Pennywise wouldn't
PLAY with. The reference
to Pennywise is just one
example of the trivia you
will encounter, the massive foes you will face, and
the youth you will have to
remember to win prizes
beyond your wildest
dreams.
There will be KCD
cd's and gift certificates,

1~

certificates to moVIes and
food because as we all
know, pizza is good and
!imrnyJohn's.isgood. But
m order to WID you must
be present, and if you're
present you are playing.
Welcome to the Wadi-

est Game Show ever Invented!
Sign up forms will
be available in Hicks sixth
week. We're looking for a
team of four underfed,
undernourished Marriott
eating, fun loving folk.
Trivia questions will
include 80's pop culture,
Jell-O, B movies, yer
pappy, weird science, "K"
college, Greek godz, yer
mama, the Kool Aid man,
and much, much, more .
You bring the team,
we'll bring the noise.
And Remember...... .
Nov.ll
Absolu tely!!!!!!!!
(because there is
nothing else)
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im l}~veyolisee'i thos~~~.alh.,~~ary
i9~9t~PUS witbthe bigface <ffij:ithe~awl
iijgtyFe streaming:'Hey! Come.Of.l)'ou Slags?"
'Or the otherfunnyposters with the{umm. ..t:Ute?)
little drawings of Mike, D.aniel and the 1ittle Tabb.jtwaving his paw?
~Ven't even ifyo\J Mye,'sowetimes
it."$ b¥d fufind the time tostop and read allof the
p#~~pJ~~ to QuUetiriboardsanq.?0rmitory
tP()()~aro~d9mpilS.The la~t tliingyou want to
: a6.~st~m(ront of tiobeu'sl'r6J)(dQOT staring

. . . . . . •. · ·.·.• 1'>'011

'or

it~~¢t~iY~ign.$O 6nbeliilfof~ta,Udr6n{ I
W9ij!dli~ toiwonn all oUollwha,tthoSe sighs
ar~saYllig t. . . .
. . . . . ····.····i .•.
, ...... J~yo~hadn'tnotic&i, '1)(' has~liter~arts
magazirnlcaUed the Cauldron.It ispioduced twice
~r~aildI~ used to represent tll~campus' vast
~unt Of literary and artistic talent The Cauldron

accepts poems, short stories, letters, photographs,
drawings; and anything else you can possibly
think of.
\. J.iowever, in order to make tlle Cauldron a
success, it needs entries! The editodal board has
~~e~ved so!!'e .poSSibilities b4t thio/.are few and
. ~tbetWeeri. rfyou think yon
write/or even if
you have an interest,. please subnlifand see if you
are pUQlisl\ed. It lool<s great, and,Sihcefue depar~
tUn!- of Passages North (tM nationallyiecognized
literary arts magaZine previously housed on campus) the Cauldron is really the only other altema. tive to express yourself other than.t he Speakeasy.
. . . , . Another important factor of the Cauldron is
the artistic quality that the editorial board tries to
include in each issue. Anyone that llas seen the
most recent issue from iast year may have noticed
the significant lack of art and photography. Well,
that's becam;e the editorial board did nofreceive
any/This year; however, the editors are striving to
make a difference.
If you are interested in submitting and makingthis year's Cauldron new and ~iting, please
do. If you are an artist, a writer, a poet, or a photographer or if you have any ideas to make our
campus' litereary arts magazine unique and creative, please drop a note and your entries in the
Cauldron box located across from the games room
in the basement of Hicks Center. The deadline i s
middle of ninth week; SO you will have to hurry.
This issue of the Cauldron is a!i good as this campus wants to make it. Please help in making it the
best we can.
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'K' volleyball ranks fourth for NCAA tourney

Kalamazoo College
will be the host school for
the NCAA Division III
Great Lakes Regional
Tournament this Friday
and Saturday (Nov. 10-11)
at Anderson Athletic Center. The Homets (32-3) are
ranked first in the region
and fourth nationally by
the American Volleyball
Coaches Association. A
regional poll detennines
who will host the first
round of the NCAA Tournament matches.
The top four rated
women's volleyball teams
in the Great Lakes Region,

include teams from the
states of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and West Vrrginia. Other teams participating include (with national ranking) Ohio
Northern University (10)
Calvin College (unranked)
and John Carroll University (unranked).
Kalamazoo is making its fifth post-season
appearance in the No.;A
tournament in the last six
years. The Hornets last
hosted the regional tournament in 1990. Kalamazoo
has been ranked among
the top five teams by the

AVCA for most of the season, with its current fourthplace standing being its
highest ranking.
The winner of the
Great Lakes regional will
face the winner of the W!st
regional in a quarterfinal
match on Saturday (NovemberI8).
Number one ranked
Kalamazoo College will
face off against number
four ranked John Carroll
University (25-11) at 8:30
p.m. on Friday. The
NCAA Division ill Great
Lakes Regional ChampionshiP[ Match will be at

Washington University,
then-tenth ranked Central
College (Iowa) and NAJA
member Aquinas College.
Kalamazoo has a
team hitting percentage
of 0.263 (1,422 kills, 389
errors, 3,933 attempts)

7:30 p.rn. Saturday. The

charge for the tournament
will be $3 for students with
proper identification.
The Hornets head
into the tournament winning their fifth Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association title, in the past
six seasons, with a perfect
record of 12-0. The squad
is 14-0 at home, which
should be a definiteadvantage for the Hornets who
are making their third
straight trip to nationals.
Kalamawo's only
losses have come against
then-number o.ne ranked

'K' in regular season tourney
Kalamazoo College
women's volleyball had
their 24-match winning
streak snawed at the Midwest Invitational, which
was hosted by Calvin CoIlege Saturday, October 28.
The Hornets defeated
Elmhurst College (15-13, 156, 15-8) and Adrian College
(15-6,15-5,15-13)onFriday
to advance to the semifinal,
wrere they lost to Aquinas
College, the eventual runners-up.
The match versus
Aquinas went five games,
wi:hAquinasprevailing(l115,12-15,15-12,15-8,15-10).
Kalamazoo reboilllded by
defeating Wittenburg University(13-15, 15-5, 12-15, 1511,
15-11)
in
the
tournament's oonsolation
matchtocapture third place.
In the four matchesat
the Midwest Invitational,
senior setter Cara Marker
totaled 181 assists, an averageoflW7assistsperr;ure.
SheaIsnhad35digs,fivetotal blocks and nine service
aces. Fortheseasoo.Marker
has858assists,31 aces and a

Hornet harriers grab third in MIAA
cross country championships
season, freshman Laura
On a cold, snowy Edwardson led the "K"
day
at
Albion's women's charge to the finWhiffletree cross country ish line; Her sixth place
course, the men's and finish coupled with her
women's cross country previous MIAA finishes
tearnsearned hard-fought this year earned her firstthird place finishes in the team all conference honClose behind
MIAA Conference Cham- ors.
pionship meet. Both Edwardson was the hard
teams showed their steely charging junior Christa
detennination and com- Paisley who claimed sevpetitive character by sol- enth also earning firstidly placing thernselves in team honors. Freshman
the top bracket of the al- Christine Stehman, elevways tough MIAAoonfer- enth, also put together a
fine race in her inaugural
ence.
The women's team MIAA Conference Meet.
narrowly beat Alma to For her efforts, she was
claim sole possession of named to the seoond-team
third in the final confer- all conference squad. "I'm
ence standings. The very proud of these three
team's three seniors found runners," said Gathje.
the results especially sat- "Kalamawo College has
isfying. "For four years never had this many allwe've worked for this," oonference honorees, and
said senior Larissa Miller, I believe we've never had
"and now we did it." two women named to the
Stephanie Gorman and first team all oonference."
But as every cross
Christine Perry, the other
two senior captains country fan, coach and
agreed with fellow captain participant knows, a team
needs not only front runMiller.
It was a chilly day all ners, but depth. The next
around as temperatures five "K" runners finished
fell into the low 30's and 20 (Gorman), 22 (sophosnow fell. This did not more Julie Kliman), 23
deter the runners from (junior Shelby Stuntz), 25
UK" and the team's top (Perry),26 (sophomore
three actually seemed to Keegan Keefover) and all
thrive in this atmosphere. within a 21 second time
As she has done all span!

The SfXlndex

Miller and juniors
Karen
Reed,
Deb
Hasfurther and Dona
Bailey, sophomores Beth
Chase and Beebe Lloyd
and freshmen Natalie
Shepherd and Heather
Crull also finished with
stellar performances this
season.
In men's cross oountry in the MIAA there are
three teams that stand out
among the rest, Calvin,
Hope and Kalamazoo
College. This was again
true as the Hornets locked
up their third place finish.
"We want to move ahead
and beat Hope:' said senior co-captain Chris Thompson, "and if we had
been at a hundred percent,
we would have."
Freshman
Phil
Sobeck capped a superior
campaign in MIAA competition, claiming ninth.
Sobeck also earned MIAA
second-team all conference honors. Sophomore
Brent Luchies claimed
tenth to also earn secondteam honors. Freshman
Ian Schmidt moved up
smoothly throughout the
race to claim fourteenth.
Schmidt missed being
named to the all conference squad by just one
point. "Ian has a bright
future in MIAA competi-

and is individually led
by senior outside hitter
Grinbergs and by senior
setter Marker. Grinbergs
and Marker were both
named to the All-Great
Lakes Region team in
1994.

tion:' said coach Dave
"The Dimmer" Dimcheff.
Next for the Hornets
were juniors Ben Seinen
(17), Haans Mulder (22)
and Dan Lam (24). Freshman Chris Seaton (28) finished out the team's top
seven.
Nipping at their
heels were seniors Thompson,
Marty
Mechtenberg and Jason
Pittman, sophomores Josh
Welch, John Edds and
Shawn Beilfuss and freshman Chris Nicholas.
Next up for both
teams is the Great Lakes
Regional Championships
at Alma College this coming Saturday. 'We have
teams and individuals
who have a shot at qualifying for the National
Championship meet,"
says coach Pete Gathje.
"That would be the icing
on the cake of an already
successful season."
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hittingpmmtageof 315.
Junior Mary Helen
Diegel had 10 total blocks to
increase rer team leading
total to 115 and an outstanding hitting percentage of
.381. Freshman middle hitter Starey Saunders totaled
a team leading 56 kills, hitat
a 338 clip, had nine service
aces and 41 digs. Senioroutside hitter Anita Grinbery;>
had totals of 35 kills and 74
digs.

StatislicallyGrinl:Jerg;
leads the team in kills (355)
and digs (581). 5reaIsnhas
a .284 attack percentage.
Sailllders is second on the
team with '197 kills and has
an attack penmtageof 251.
Diegel leads the team with
anattackpenmtageof.297.
Junior defensive specialist
Sara Keeler is tied with
Grinbergs for the lead in
ares, with 31,and freshman
outside hitter Peggy
Kingsley is fourth on the
team with 182 kills. Junilr
outside hitter Allison
Waldenstrom is second on
the team with 33 aces.
-aJurtesy of Public Relations
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football

Men's$6ccef
Women's Soccer
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Recycling is a big thing here at 'K.' Here are some excerpts from memos that we
have found in our very own bins.
To: Marriott Employees
From: Health Center
RE: Food Poisoning
Due to the large number of recent food poisoning cases we ask that you discontinue 'The Wienie Bar," until further notice.
To: Residential Assistants
From: Chemistry Department and Facilities Management
RE: Experimental Testing
In conjunction with facilities management the chemistry department is planning to test a new gas developed by the Chern.
Dept. by releasing it into the vents of all six residence halls. The gases have no color and no smell. They will be tested the

Thursday and Friday of fifth week, in this Fall quarter of '95. Please be on the lookout for physical ailments such as facial
ticks, labored breathing, and excessive dandruff.

To: Students, Staff, and Faculty
From: President Bryan
RE: Name Calling
Attention. I would like to inform you all of a new policy. I shall no longer be addressed as President Bryan. Instead,
please address me as "El Senor Presidente." That is all.

To: Students, Staff, and Faculty
From: Security
RE: Checkpoint Glenn
A checkpoint will be placed at the front door of Hicks, effective first week of Winter quarter. The checkpoint will also
double as a toll booth. Its purpose will be to check student IDs in an attempt to further curtail campus crime.
To: Students
From: President Bryan
RE: Treating you like babies
Attention. As one of my last acts as president I am immediately implementing a mandatory uniform requirement. All
males are required to wear black pants and an orange shirt with a black tie. While females must dress up as our school's
mascot, the 'K' Hornet, complete with antenna and stinger. That is all.
To: Variable
From: Knife
RE: Mission
Variable, this is Knife. --over. The Chicken is in the pot? Excellent. Cook it. -over.
To: William Calhoun
From: Sigma Kappa Psi
RE:Initiation
Congratulations! The board has just reviewed your initiation, and you've made it! Welcome brother, "Wild BilL"
-Love, SKP

To: Beverage Retailers
From: Dr. Richard Cook
RE: Payment
Well, well, well... Looks like the payment is a wee bit overdue, boys. You know the country, you know the account, and you
know that I want the funding, pronto. You know how difficult it is for me to keep this little monopoly you call 'Pepsi'
around, so get smart. Otherwise you'll be seeing red so quick it will make your cola flat.
Wake up and smell the power of advertising. -The Backpage!
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Andrea Gilman
News Editor

The checks aren't balancing
The White House dec1a.red Tuesday that Clinton will
veto the welfare bill because it cuts school lunches
and they said they think cutting child care is unacceptable. Republicans question Ointon's dedication
to welfare refonn.
This bill would end the 60 years Federal guarantee
for some minimal cash assistance for poor children.
The bill gives states new power to states to design
and run their own welfare programs with minimal
Federal intervention. It requires welfare recipients to
work after two years and cuts off benefits after five

years.
Oilldren with severe disabilities' cash assets under
Supplemental Security Income Program will remain
intact. Those with slightly less severe impairment
will have their amount cut by 20%.
It will deny food stamps and Supplemental Security
Income to legal immigrants who are not citizens.
The bill is to cut projected spending on welfare, child
care, food stamps, child nutrition and other programs
by 11 % on seven years but will be cut additionally to
15% by 2002.
It is projected to save 1.5 billion in 7 years.
As the deadline before national default at midweek
closes in the President has vowed to veto a bill passed
by Congress on Friday that would raise the debt
ceiling temporarily and restrict the Treasury from
avoiding default Clinton says it is a Republican
attempt to comer him into signing their Federal
budget or be forced into default next month.
The Treasury-Secretary Robert Rubin has installed an
emergency plan but partial government shut down is
anticipated. This would effect governmental services
and employment everywhere. Default would effect
markets globally.
Source: New York Times
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Philadelphia program limited
Budget cuts reduce popular urban social work program
Amy Trenkle
interdisciplinary courses
Ads & Business Manager will be offered for all parThe number of "K" ticipants. Apart from bestudents participating in ing interdisciplinary,
the Great Lakes College these courses will allow
Association (GLCA) the students to combine
Philadelphia Program their studies with what
will be reduced as part of they're learning "in the
the College's financial field" as well, Cook said.
The proposed alreevaluation. An alternative program fostering ternative includes a
community involvement seven week experience
will begin next Fall. The of classes and commuother GLCA offering, the nity intereaction and
New York Fine Arts pro- concludes with a three
gram, will remain unaf- week study in a large
city. Pete Gathje, Assisfected.
According to Pro- tant Professor of Relivost Richard Cook, the gion, will review the
new program "will em- Philadelphia program
phasize involvement off and incorporate key elecampus, but accommo- ments into the new prodation in this community gram.
and then at some other
"Part of it is the
major urban center." The ability to focus on our
reasons behind the alter- own community and the
native program are to sorts of advantages that
save the college money come with that by having
and foster community students immersed here
involvement, said Cook. in the Kalamazoo ComThe new three-part munity," said Cook.
program, classes, intern- "Hopefully their lives
ship, and urban experi- will be different here on
ence, should still be com- campus following that
prised of mostly sopho- particular experience."
mores in the fall quarter,
Finances caused
Cook said. lnitally par- the reductions according
ticipants in the revised to Cook. Aside from
program will be housed Hope College (the
on-campus, but later mother institution of the
may be living in nearby program), "K" sends
more students to Philaoff campus housing.
Specially designed delphia than any other

GLCA school. "Historically, we sent students to
both programs in substantial numbers," Cook
said.
This year $450,000
of tuition income supported the program, according to Cook. "We
cannot sustain the level
of particpation that we
have in another college's
prog\ .. m:' he saJd. Cutting the program will
keep a great deal of the
money in-house and allow for more programs
and professor positions
on campus.
The number of the
Kalamazoo students going to Philadelphia will
be reduced from 18 to
approximately eight.
Cook said each year approximately five to ten
students are turned away
from the program every
year, something the alternative plan is trying to
minimize if not eliminate
all together.
Director of the
Philadelphia Program
and Associate Profesoor
of Sociology and Anthropology Kim Cummings
said, "So many more are
interestd in the program
than we can deal with.
There's a lot of disappointment because they
are not able to go and it's

not becuase they are unqualified." According to
Cook, the new plan will
allow Kalamazoo to accommodate more students in the program.
Cummings sees the
potential for future job
opportunities found
through the internship
component of the alternative program. The
new plan is a stepping
stone and a generator of
resources, not only for
other participants but for
students that hope to
find internships in the
Kalamazoo area in the
summer,
said
Cummings.
Additionally, there
may be more opportunities for Kalamazoo College to become'more involved in the city.
Cummings stated the
new program will serve
as a launching pad to get
students involved in the
community.
Cook said, "The
potential is there for
some students to be disappointed for not being
able to go to Philadelphia
and what we're working
hard to do is to be sure
that there are really excellent alternatives that
they'll particpate in and
not feel slighted and
cheated."

Lucasse Award winners announced for 1996
Dr. Collins of
Romance
languages
wins award for
32 years at 'K'
Jennifer Getting
rndex Staff
The 1995 - '96
Lucasse Lectureship for
Excellence in Teaching
has been awarded to Dr.
David Collins, Professor
of Romance Languages.
Collins has taught at "K"
for 32 years in the French
department. He has
taught the language sequence and Intro to Literature classes as well as
17th and 18th century
French Literature. Dr.
Collins received his BAat
the University of Maine,
his Masters degree at
Yale and his PhD at
Brown
University.
COllins was "surprised

Dr. Tobochnik
wins award
for research
in computer
simulation of
computional
physics

tion, he edits a column on
computer simulation for
the journal Computers in

Physics.

Tobochnik's text is
designed to be used at
the undergraduate level.
According to a colleague,
"(he) teaches both physics and the exploration
and meaning and consequences of physics via
computer simulation. It
is widely used as a text
in courses in computer
simulation of computational physics, a new and
increasingly important
subject area in physics."

Dr. David Collins, Professor of Romance Languages
photo by Will Adams

Though Tobochnik
continues to build an international reputation for
his use of computer
simulations to study
phase transitions and
thennal physics issues,
he continues to emphasize the teaching of physics at the undergraduate
level.

and pleased to receive
the award. I am aware of
all my predecessors, and
very flattered to count
myself among them."
Students describe
Collins as "a magnificent
professor," "one of the
best professors I have
had at Kalamazoo College," and "deservingevery praise." Students
comment on his humor,
his ability to make them
want to come to class,

Associate Professor of Physics Jan Tobochnik
photo by Will Adams

Jeffrey L. Hotchkiss
Index Staff
Associate Professor
of
Physics
Jan Tobochnik
and his enthusiam for
has
recently
been
teaching. According to
awarded
the
Lucasse
Felone colleague, "Dr.
lowship
for
Excellence
in
Collins has designed just
about every course in the Scholarships by the NaScience
French
curriculum, tional
taught them, redesigned Foundation's Physics Dithem, and retaught them. vision on Curricular DeHe has been a curricular velopment.
Dr. Tobochnik has
innovator."
The traditional for- published 21 papers in
mal recognition event for refereed journals and has
the Lucasse Award win- co-authored a text, Introners will be held later in duction to Computer Simulation Methods. In addithe academic year.

Please send any questions or comments to

illnL'X@/(zoo.L'dll,

subject: questions and comments.
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INTERNATIONAL
NEWS
sponsored by ISO
Andrea Gilman
News Editor

Elections hoped to end war
Guatemala in Central America held a presidential election on Sunday, November 11, that
they hope will end the three decades of civil war
and military dominance of civil war and military
dominance. While a constitutional rule was restored 10 years ago the military still controls
things behind the scenes.
Presently 3.7 of 10.5 million citizens of Guatemala are eligible to vote. Of those 3.7, the voting percentage was 50% and expected to decline
further.
This is said to be due to the lack of faith in
the government, or consensus.
The lack of consensus is due to former presidents behavior. Vinico Cerexo in 1990 had public
support and a prevailing mood of optimism, but
his administration was corrupt. His successor
Jorge Serrano tried to suspend the constitution
and shutter Congress and peclare his self dictator
but could not because he did not have the army's
support.
The top runner is pro-business and law and
order leader Alizaro Arm of the center right Party
for National Advancement with a 1/3 to 1/2 of
electorate in the opinion poles.

Ethnic warfare continues
Sri Lanka, Colombo's ethnic warfare continued with a Tamil TIger rebel bombing of the capital and the Government's army offensive on the
Jaffna peninsulas that caused 900 casualties in 48
hours. The casualties from the Governments offense against the rebel headquarters three weeks
ago exceeds 7000.
The attack is an act of "persuasion" by the
Government to end 50 years of centralized, Sinhalese-dominated government by creating a semiautonomous, Tamil-ruled providence.

Isreali assassin confesses
Yigal Amir confessed to shooting Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin. He is believed to be a
part of an underground movement against the
Israeli government's peace agreement with the
Palestinians.

Scarves raise political
debate
A lawyer was recently murdered in Istanbul,
Thrkey, for observing the ban on women wearing
head scarves in the 1985 Turkish Bar Association's
dress code. The debate on head scarves continues. Some say that it is a denial of human rights,
women's right to work without sacrificing her religious principles. Others say it is a political banner manipulated by Islamic forces looking for
ways to dismantle the secular state.
Source: New York Times

Crimebeat
Rebecca Lair
Index Staff
- A student reported a missing license plate
from a car in the Niel Post lot. The larceny
tookplace between The November 6 and 8 and is
valued at five dollars.
- On November 5, a student was se~t to
Bronson Hospital after receiving bleach bums to
the eyes while doing laundry. She was treated
and released.

African Week- A Celebration of the Pan-African Spirit
November 13 through 17

Monday, November 13
UMOJA HOUSEOne year anniversary celebration
7:30 Trowbridge Lounge

Tuesday November 14
Lecture-lindsey Bell, WMU Minority A
"From the projects to the pyramids"
7:30 Olmstead Room

Wednesday, November 15:
Higher Learning
7:30 p.m. Dewing 103

Friday, November 17:
Celebration Thru Song
Music Exposition
7:30 p.m. Old Welles
Be on the lookout for Africa Week T-shirts, which will be sold through Friday, November 18, right
outside of Marriott during lunch and dinner.

Why aren't the key cards working.
Jeffrey L. Hotchkiss
Index Staff
Students are continually finding themselves stranded in the
cold weather outside the
residential halls of
Severn, Harmon, and
Crissey as work to connect the new keycard
system installed at the
beginning of the quarter
continues.
At present, computer services workers
need to terminate the
ends of the fiber-optic
cable that runs through
each of the three residential halls according to Security Chief Glenn
Nevelle. With the cables
already in place in the
three halls, all that needs
to be installed are connectors that will decode
the light of the fiber-optic cables.
Once the connectors are installed, the
keycard systems will be
operational. Ray Seitz of
computer services who is
overseeing the project
hopes to get the system
working by the end of
the month.
However, with the
cold weather moving in
recent weeks, students
who do not live in one of
the dorms without operational keycards are
finding themselves increasingly frustrated.
With blizzard conditions
moving through this past
weekend, some students
were forced to wait out in
the cold.
"They spent all of
this money and we are
still waiting out in the

rain because they don't
work," Sarah Conn, K'98;
said. "It'sarealinconvenience."
The reasons for the
delay stern from other
projects on campus that
computer services must
first complete. The renovation of aIds Upton so
that classes can be
moved in Winter Quarter
is one of these projects.

"aids-Upton has
really bogged them
down," Nevelle said.
While workers
from computer services
should fix the problem
sometime before next
month, students are finding ways to alleviate the
inconvenience.
One method is to
call a friend ahead of
time and have them wait

ting a busy signal
leave a student outside
30 degree weather.
"You call
and make sure that
will be there," J
Craft, Jr., K'96, said.
have to call my friend
Harmon downstairs.
a pain and
though."
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(7272)

1710 W. Main

Small

Lal'ge

Extra Large

Cheese Pizza
One Topping
Two Toppings
Three Toppings
Four Toppings
Five Toppings

4.72
5.33
5.94
6.55
7.16
7.77

7.42
8.36
9.31
10.26
11.21
12.16

9.91
11.14
12.37
13.60
14.83
16.06

Garden SpecialTM

6.89

9.06

12.59

Mushrooms, Onion. Green Peppers & Black Olives

The WorksTM

7.88

11.70

Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onion,
Green Peppers & Black Olives

14.15
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Breadsticks ................. 2.29 Cheesesticks............... 3.21
Delicious oven·baked stick, with plenty A Chicag<><ut taste treat smothered
of Papa John's Special Garlic Sauce &
in cheese & Special Garlic Sauce
Nacho Cheese Sauce

Ham
Pepperoni

Sausage
Ground Beef

Bacon
Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Pineapple

Mushrooms

Onions
Blaclc Olives
Green Peppers
Jalapeno
Peppers
Banana

Peppers

Drinks ................... 57
12 oz . can of Coca-Col•• classic,
Spritefl) or diet CokeExtra Pepperontlni, Special Garlic

Sauce, Nacho Cheese Sauce

FREE
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acuIty reflects on
Thanksgiving
David Latchana
Index Staff
Good food, great
conversation, uplifting
music, intriguing
~what
else could
yOU ask for
on
your
sunday
night? All
of these elements will
be present
this SunNoa

mainly
from
the
Kalamazoo College
community. Drs. Ross,
Griffin, and Caldwell,

s

Trowbridge
Hall presents "Reflections of
Thanksgiving" program. From 7 to 9 p.m.
in the main lounge of
Trowbridge, various
speakers will share
Thanksgiving stories,
poetry, and experiences, according to
Jacqui Chevalier, RA in
Trow.
The speakers are

as well as Dean La
Plante are scheduled to
speak at the event.
A social period
before the speeches
will include music and
food samplers. The
food dishes will consist
of traditional Thanksgiving foods such as
stuffing, turkey, pumpkin pie, sweet potato

[EO ERR IS I-IUMOR

pie, and apple pie. In
addition, sparkling
juices will be served.
All these dishes will be
homemade
by the Residence Assistants of
Trow, who,
along with
the Trow
planning
committee,
are organizing
the
Fent.
A I though the
event
is
sponsored
b
y
Trowbridge Hall, it is
open to the whole campus and all are welcome
to join in their Thanksgiving
reflections
around a blazing fire.
The event is designed to
be a polished evening,
but according to Gerry
McDade, Trow RA,
"tuxedos and suits are
not necessary at all."

Recycle that coffee cup
Kristy Lockwitz
Index Staff
Soon, there will be an addition to the recycling stations near
the donns. ''There is glass, plastiC, paper, newspaper, and cardboard - what more could there be?" you ask. The answer is
styrofoam.
Trash Bash ill revealed a marked increase in the amount of
styrofoam being thrown away on campus. Many people do not
realize how easy it is to recycle of this convenient product. It's
simple-just take it to the recycling truck, but to make it even easier,
Rob Townsend, "K" College Recycling Coordinator, has decided to
place styrofoam bins in the stations near the donns.
The reason that it is so important to recycle styrofoam is that it
doesn't break down easily in landfills and that it may release toxic
chemicals when burned. As it is a plastic, it is made of petroleum
and this is a valuable resource ¥(hich needs to be conserved.
Styrofoam is popular for it insulating properties, light weight
and versatility, however there are alternatives to using it. Thermal
mugs work just as well and are usually larger for that early morning on-the-go coffee. In Marriott, it's just as easy to get yogurt in a
washable bowl than a styrofoam one. It is important to use
styrofoam instead of plastic whenever possible, because plastics can
only be recycled a few times or can only be recycled into things like
cushion filling which will eventually be discarded.
Sources:

Encyclopedia Americana #22 Grolier Incorporated 1995
The Green Consumer by Joel Makower et al. Penguin Books 1993
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5TS, America', :I 1
Student Tour Operator
is now hiring Campus
Soles Reps. for More
Info ContQct STS
@ 1·800. 648 . 4849

processing mail 10 r
national company! Free
supplies. postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genu ine
opportunity! AushS.A.S.E.:
GHC, SUITE 216
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Matt becomes an
environmentalist:
This puppy s recycled

1Ty Matt Rainson
Photo 1Ty .wm Adams

Editor's Note (tIu! real editor, Liuie, that is):
Matt Rainsent is on sabbatical this week due to the
play and c.lassu and stress Ilnd whatnot. This column was previously run last winter. Matt wiltreturn as his usual, witty' self next week.

.

I am tired of thjs quarter.
It has lost its charm for me. Personally, I think that this "first week,"
"second week," "third week" stuff is not nearly descriptive enough. In fact,
its misleading to people outside of this school, who might hear us using this
dry, emotionless numbering system and think that the weeks here progress
one after the other, no big deal, until, hl-da, "Oh, the quarter is over. Aheady~
Wow. Well, it is only eleven weeks long:'
In fact, when I talk to my friends that don't go here, I hear the same old
thing time and time again. (No, not ''You mean Western?") They're always
saying~'What's the big deal? You only have class for eleven weeks. I wish I
only had class for eleven weeks. You're lucky." This makes me wantto str;mgle
them. I said the same thing last ' year/when I went to a normal semesterlength school, but now I understand what everybody was trying to tell me.
That is, somehow, here, a week is variable in length. It can be anywhere from
fifteen minutes long (This happens when you have sixty-five papers due plus
you have to have found your CD by Friday, oh, and here's some easy-to-<to
Financial Aid Forms you have to finish-up or you can't come back next quarter.) to about four million years (This happens most often right in the middle
of the qUarter when there is no end in sight and the temperature dropS so
low that your eyeballS freeze in their sockets on the way to class.), But, no
matter what, a week here is never just a Week. And, there are eleven of them
to contend with.
There(ore, I have decided that we should rename all the weeks to give
people outsidE! of Biosphere ''}('' a better idea of what is going on here. My
suggestions are as follows:
Week 1 - "I Know People with Nostrils Larger than My Roqm and I'm

Uving next to the Loudest Stereo in the Western Hemisphere I Should Have
Rea1.1yTii,ed H~rder to Get out of Hoben Week-"
Week 2 - "Gosh, My Books Cost $565 and Now I Have to Start Selling
My Plasma to Pay for Food Week."

Week 3 - "Well, These OassesAren't So Bad. This Quarter Can't Possibly 'Bealll:Jard as Last Quarter Was Week;~'

:W~ 4~ "I Wonder 'What's GOing oNiri the World Week:' (Alterful~ly . .
Named"Aliens Landed on the white House Lawn and Ate the President on ·
Network Television Two Weeks Ago and lJust Heard About It This Mternoon Week.")
Week 5 - "This Is My Hardest Quarter Ever, What Could Have Ever
Made Me Sign-Up for these Classes? I Walked by a Group of Professors on
the Sidewalk Today and They All Started Pointing at Me and Laughing week"
Week 6 - "1ft Don't Geto{fThis Campus Soon I Am Going to RunAway
and Join the OrcuS W.k."
Week 7 - !'OrcUS:-JoiningWeek." .
Week 8 - "I Can't Talk Right Now, I'm Filling Out My Applications for
the Merchant Marines Week-"
Week 9 - liMy Roommate OD'd after Thking 45 Vivarin Yesterday and
as They Were Carrying Him Away on the Stretcher I Asked Him if I Could
Use the Rest of His Bottle Because IWas Out Week."
Week 10 - "I Have Found ,Religion Week" (Alternately Named "I Was
Studying For an Exam At Four a.m. and These Blue Gerbils the Size of Small
Children Appeared On My Pesk and Started Dancing and Singing' Amazing Grace: I Figure It's Some Sort of a Sign Week.")
Week 11 - "I've Discovered You Can Stay Awake for Over Three Days
Straight if You Soak the Filters of Ogarettes in Coffee and Smoke Them WhHe
Drinking Mountain Dew and Eating Kool-Aid Powder Straight from the Can
Week"
This is my contribution to the new and improved "K" Plan. I have heard
complaints that the admissions materials aren't very honest (Comps? What
are camps?), but you can't get more honest than this. I won't even ask (or
royalties if they choose to use my new system. It is my contribution to the
college simply from the goodness of my heart. Lux Esto, everybody, and good
night.
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Responsibilites of parenting
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One word: embarrassment
Last Friday, Kalamazoo College was host to the 1995 Women's Volleyball
National Olampionships in which the Kalamazoo College Women's Volleyball
team was ranked first and seeded to play the first rounds on home turf.
It was a special night for the Horrets. Anderson Athletic Center was flooded
with parents, siblings, boyfriends, girlfriends, and of course, many"K" students.
What a rare occasion it is that so much of the student population is drawn out and
graces its presence at one event It truly was a great night in which everyone was
there to support the players with the enthusiasm the team had unquestionably
earned and deserved.
One cheering section had other plans though. What a disappointment that
"K" couldn't be content to cheer their team on and welcome the challenge of
another equally good team-good competition and friendly rivalry, something
Division ill sports are known to generate. Instead, there were ''bOOs,"'
comments, and catcalls to the John Carroll team. players and .efaees. Excuse us, but
they worked just as hard to get to the national level as our team did and they
deserved the same respect. Naturally, students from "K" are going to support our
volleyball team. however, that doesn't mean rooting for the home team includes
tearing down the other team. One word: embarrassment.
Take it a step further. How do you think that reflects on us? How do you
think our team members felt about that? Call it negative energy if you will. Imagine the embarrassment of the players felt because their peers and friends don't
have the decent courtesy to welcome and act responsibly at a national conference

ruiie

game.
W!'re not even looking at this from the aspect that the community could
condemn us for acting so rudely. Or that it was a direct reflection, not only on
those individuals that decided to participate in the ludicrous activity, not even
those that weren't there, but on the entire campus, the entire college. Cmon folks.
There's good fun and good competitiveness, but don't you think that was carrying it a little too far? W! applaud the fact that the energy levels in the stands were
incredIble-you could honestly get an adrenaline rush by sitting in the crowd.
But the brash outcries spawned feelings of animosity between crowd members
and did more harm for the overall cheering than it did good.
The rude hand gestures and calls to the referees were more than uncalled
for. Not everyone agreed with some of the calls made, but that is no reason to
insult the referee personally and make comments that do not pertain to the game,
but to her directly. Our fault We thought the student body had more class than
that
This isn't the first athletic event that this kind of bashing and rudeness has
carried on at, but it was one that was much more obvious than usual. Rather the
nature of the turn-out, the fact that the team had a winning season come that far
and that the players had combined talent with terrific wor~ ethic only to have the
crowd misrepresent them. What a shame.
Did we come to cheer on our team and support them or to belittle the other
team in hopes of giving us the advantage? Or did people come there to show off
and think that they were cute? What a mob mentality. That was clear in the
beginning when all it took was for two people to get up and move to the other end
of the bleachers and the other 50+ followed. Somehow, over the years we had
gotten the impression that "K" was of a more individualistic, non-peer pressure,
nolK'Onfonnity group of people than that. We were proved wrong.
A lot of that particular cheering section were athletes. How many would
have appreciated it if sports members had acted that way at such an important
game of the season? Disrupts concentration? Our team was not blind to what
went on and was not deaf to the shouts and screams----both good and bad.
As the night continued students did settle down and whole-heartedly
cheered the team. It was then that the real energy began to pick up and the power
of the crowd was, where it should be, behind the team.

Letter to the Editor:
Parenting is hard.
It always has been. No
one gives the parents of
a child an instruction
book. Nowadays, there
are magazines and books
written by psychologists,
but each child is unique
and the parents have to
just plain do their best.
The opninion, Shawn
McKinney's sixth week
column, which I respond
to had many different
topics. The meaning was
unclear in points, so I will
do my best to respond to
these topics and connect
them.
The job of the responsible parent has always been to watch over
the child and make sure
he or she grows up with
a strong moral foundation, a good work ethic,
and (at least through the
years that the child is in
school) an interest in
knowledge. The parent
has to prepare the child
to become a mature adult
who can reason and
fuction on his or her own.
There is a delicate balance between the knowledge given to the child

and the knowledge kept
from him or her in order
to protect their mental
and moral development.
The rise of the
modem communications
system amplifies concerns that have always
existed. What do you let
a child see? How much
knowledge do you let a
child have about the
world around him or
her? The child needs to
be brought up in a positive and nurturing atmosphere. (Of course this is
only the ideal situation
and some people grow
up fine with situations
that are not as ideal.)
He or she needs to
be first given reasons to
be content with life and
rnusthavethingsthathe
or she can count on (the
love and support of their
parent(s), friends, Santa
Claus, and the Easter
Bunny.) Slowly the child
must be allowed to face
the world and the parents must teach them
their moral standards.
When the child is older,
and he or she has a strong
set of morals in place,
and the child can begin to

cisions about the
rounding world.
It is difficult to
when a person is m,lru:re
enough and educated
enough to make his
her own decisions.
government sets the
of eighteen as being a
gal adult. This is
The alternative would be
to have government officials interview everyone
from from the age of
about fifteen to twentyfive and officially call a
person an adult when
that person is ready. This
is obviously impossible.
It is also very subjective. When I was sixteen, I had a self-revolution.
I made great
progress in becoming an
independent
adult.
When I was seventeen, I
rarely looked to my parents for help. I thought,
as Socrates said, "A wise
man knows he knows
nothing." We must remember that none of us
has all the answers, but
we rely on our reason
and moral foundations to
get us through.

Kevin McGraffey

The snow globe is our campus
Beckie Craft
Editor-in:Chief
I was walking with
a friend the other day
and she turned to me and
said, "I love this snow. I
feel like I'm in one of
those snow globes that
you shake." Then I
started thinking, how
wrong is she?
Not very, is my conclusion, and let me tell
you why. It's not the
weather I'm talking
about; it's the globe. How
often do you hear the
phrase "the 'K' bubble?"
If you're a freshman,
probably not very often,
but for those of us who
have been around a little
longer, nothing could be
closer to the truth.
Nothing is worse
than walking around
downtown Kalamazoo,
seeing flags at half-mast,
and wondering who
died and not knowing
about it. It took me three
days to find out that
Yatzik Rabin had been
assassinated. It took me
one day to find out the
federal government has
shut down due to budget problems. I did not
know about the Oklahoma City bombing for
four days.
What's this leading
to? Is it that there is absolutely no way to get
information on this cam-

pus? What about periodicals, newspapers,
magazines, and the like?
Aren't they good informative media?
Yes, all of those will
work for the time being,
but when the school
newspaper only comes
out once a week and the
magazines you get in the
mail are two weeks late,
how up-to-date can you
be? For those of us lucky
enough to have a television, the daily news can
be a godsend, but that
means you have to be
home when it airs.
Have we as students become so entirely bored with the
world and wrapped up
in our own little lives to
completely disavow
that there is another en-

tire existence beyond
the confines of Academy Street? The harshest reality intrudes only
when major disasters
strike. News can be especially shocking when
delivered by parents
over the phone lines or
by friends from home
over e-mail.
The only comfort
for the news-deficient is
the internet. By using the
World Wide Web it is
possibe to get the most
recent news, entertainment, sports, anything.
Let me tell you how:
1. Go to the downstairs Dewing Mac lab
and get on one of the
larger computers (not the
little things with the
inky-dinky screens). If
SNOW con't on p.5
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'K' Experience:
Rozanne Miller
Index Staff
I've never liked
change very much; even
something as insignificant as a guest sitting in
my place at the dinner
table always managed to
get under my skin. I like
familiarity. I like having
a feel for what I'm doing
and where I'm going. I
don't like people coming
and going in my life to
the extent that I don't
know who will be at
close range three months
from now. Here at '1<,"
this seems to be the kind
of change I'm starting to
encounter.
The new "K" plan
for freshmen-the "K"
Experience-is one,
however, that seems to
have the right idea about
college and the growth
experience. I've heard
many voice complaints
about the new program,
and I think these are the
people that need to reconsider all that it really

•

•

Inlons

maintaining and working with new relationships

does have to offer. The
way I see it, the way the
current "K" plan was designed makes it difficult
to maintain any sort of
relationship for a significant period of time,
whereas the new plan beginning with this year's
freshmen helps such relationships flourish.
Don't get me wrong. A
great many of the reasons
I chose "K" are for the opportunities it offers-the
same opportunities that
foster the very change I
despise.
Through the new
'1<" plan, the members of
this year's freshman
class will be off campus
during the summer, and
they will be on campus
together for the rest of
their time at "K", with the
exception of their time
spent abroad. The new
plan offers all of its attractive programs like
foreign study, career development and the senior individualized

project, and it still enables the student to
maintain a relationship
that just couldn't survive
between two people who
are on campus together
for only one or two quarters after their first year.
While to me this
seems like an ideal plan,
others feel that the plan
that "K" is currently on is
more beneficial. One upperclassman explained
to me how she actually
feels sorry for those who
have to be part of the
new plan because being
on campus for three
quarters straight every
year would be mentally
exhausting. Another student, however, who is
part of the current "K"
plan agreed that while it
is difficult to maintain a
close relationship of any
kind at any college, the
schedule at '1<" makes it
almost impossible. Here
everyone is always coming and going, and while
we may actually spend a

great deal of time on
campus, we are all on
such different schedules
that we rarely have the
opportunity to maintain
a serious relationshipplatonic or otherwise.
Not too long ago I
realized that this very
situation is about to happen to me. After this
spring, someone who is
very important in my life
will not be on campus
with me until the spring
of 1998. With our internships and other endeavors, this happened to be
how our schedules
worked out. Either one
of us is overseas while
the other is on campus,
or one is doing on internship while the other is on
campus during the summer months. It makes
me sad to think that
someone so important to
me will be stepping out
of my life as quickly and
unexpectedly as he entered it. While the schedule that "K" currently of-

When have you gone,to,o far?
Letter to the Editor
How far is too far? It
is a hard question to answer and it depends
greatly on the topic you are
dealing with. When it
comes to sexual harassment there are clear cut
boundaries. Sexual harassment is a Serious crime
which leaves victims feeling scared, hurt, and confused. The boundaries that
are used with this subject
hope to protect men and
WOIreI\ from degradation,
potential violence and
mental anguish.
Sexual harassment
is a crime that is viewed
differently by many
people, and there are different levels of it. They,
however, have one thing
in common; they leave
the victim confused, disrespected, and in mental
anguish. These are some
of the feelings victims
express. You will never
know those exact feelings unless you become
a victim. For this reason,
people sometimes com-

mit this crime without
taking other people's
feelings into account.
What may be a harmless
action to you may make
the other person uncomfortable, or make them
feel threatened. For example, if you put your
arm around someone
else, you may view this
as a sign of affection, but
another may feel uncomfortable by it. The problem occurs if the person
removes your arm or
tells you to remove It.
The situation can end
there but if you reapply
your arm or do not remove it, you are committing sexual harassment.
When anybody
tells you "stop," "no," or
"don't," that is exactly
what they mean. There
are no other definitions.
That is your clue to stop
your actions or leave the
situation. The response
does not always have to
be verbal either. If the
person removes your
arm, or tries to leave the

situation and you block
their pa th or invade their
space you are also committing sexual harassment. You must take the
negative response as no,
and you must take it that
way the first time. As
soon as you repeatedly
disrespect the person, invade their space or make
them feel uncomfortable
in any way you are committing the crime of
sexual harassment.
The use of any substance which change
your perception may
cause you to commit this
crime. If you are the type
of person that is not able
to control yourself when
under the influence you
may want to change your
habits. If you do not, you
may be a candidate for
committing this crime,
hurting others by your
actions and in the long
run hurting yourself.
Sexual harassment
is a serious crime that can
take on many different
forms. It can be verbal,

Note: There will also be
Netscape in the new OldsUpton computer lab starting winter quarter.
Netscape is not currently
working in the Dow computer lab.
2. Open the hard

drive and cruise to the
folder at the bottom of
the list titled something
like "WWW Browsers"
or just "World Wide
Web." Open it.
3. Open Netscape
1.12. There are many
other browsers, but this
is the one I've used the
most. It's easy to utilize.
If you have questions,
ask the lab consultant.

4. When you see the
Kalamazoo
College
Home Page, look a little
above it to find the
"What's Cool" bar. Click
on it ~nd you will be
transported to a world of
other neat places.
5. If you scroll
down "What's Cool,"
you'll find a site titled
"CNN News" or something. Click on that aJ..ld

fers a beneficial academic
growth, it seems to
hinder an equally important growth-a personal
growth.
This is not to say
that I am so adamant
about the new "K" Experience program merely
for the sake of maintaining a relationship. I honestly feel that an important part of college is
growing and developing
as an individual, but also
within interpersonal relationships. By slipping
into and out of relationships so frequently, we
are unable to grow with
the people we care about.
In this way, we experience things separately.
While this can be beneficial in the way that each
of us would have a pool
of experiences from
which to draw, it would
make more sense to me
if we could grow and experience together as
well-that's what relationships are all about. It
helps us to get to know
the people we are with

when we see their reactions to various circumstances.
I don't want to give
the impression that I
think we should isolate
ourselves within one
group for four years and
never venture ou t on our
own. In fact, I place
equal importance on
starting new relationships as maintaining and
working with the ones
we have now. The "K"
Experience, however, is
what will help us achieve
a balance between both
of these. It is through this
plan that we will be able
to grow both as individuals and within a group.
Keeping relationships is
an important aspect of
life. We need to learn
how to work with people
and not always on our
own. We need to see the
importance of needing
people. This we can only
do by spending time
with people~ something
the "K" Experience will
allow. Perhaps this will
be a change I'll like.

physical, and threatening. It is a crime that
hurts the victims in many
ways. It takes away the
feeling that you are in
control, leaves you confused, hurt, scared, and
angry. To avoid making
people feel this way, pay
attention to how the person is reacting to your
actions. If you sense that
they feel uncomfortable,
and they tell you to stop,
or give you a negative
response stop your actions immediately, apologize and leave the situation or continue in a
more proper fashion. Remember what may not
offend you may have an
adverse reaction in another. By listening to others and paying attention
to others you can stop
yourself from hurting
others and committing
the serious crime of
sexual harassment.

Nether Worlds

Editor's Note: We are
printing this letter
anonymously pursuent ta
our letter policy.

LETTER POLICY
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con't from p.4
there is someone who
needs to write a paper, let
him or her on; otherwise
you're all set for step 2.
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be prepared for the ultimate in up-to-dateness.
It's free. You don't
even have to have an email account. From that
one web site, you can
connect to a million other
newsy sites. With World
Wide Web, there is no
reason to remain in the
dark, even if you do live
in a snow globe in the
middle of Michigan.

by Y~l1ti
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Computer Science acquires the An
Department for an undisclosed sum.

The Index encourages reader response in the
form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive topics will be accepted
and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted ona Macintoshcfu;..
kette in the Index mailbox. across from the Games
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
mailroom, or through e-mail (index@kzoo.edu, subject: letter to the editor) by the Sunday before the
issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses will be accepted to appear in later issues.
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Our Town broadens it's borders to the universe
Amy Schaus
Index Staff
Thornton Wilder's
play, Our Town, is being
produced for the first
time at Kalamazoo College. A 1938 Pulitzer
Prize winner, it has been
called flour national
play" by some writers
and critics, and has been
produced and revived
countless times, both on
stage and in television
and film. The "K" College production is an
LACC event and may be
viewed in the Nelda K.
Balch Playhouse Thursday, November 16
through Saturday November 18 at 8 p.m., and
on Sunday, November 19
at 2 p.m. Tickets are
available through the box
office, (337-7333) and are
$6 for students and $12

for adults.
Though it has become a classic in American theater, Our Town still
has unlimited numbers
of themes and interpretations which may be applied to contemporary
times and modem audiences.
According to Ed
Menta, the director of the
"K" production, "when a
piece of art becomes an
icon or even a museum
treasure, one's responsibility is twofold: to take
it off the dusty shelf and
discover its inner essence
as to how it could have
spoken to so many different people over so many
years, and moreover, to
see it in a new way, as if
we were cleaning a masterpiece painting to view
it in a fresh and vital way,

Phish smish
Why I don't like Phish
John Snyder
Index Staff
I'm glad I waited
two weeks to write this
review, I've had time to
digest all I've seen and
thought in regards to the
entire Phish experience.
Before I get started I'd
like to say that I really
think that Phish, as a
band, perform extremely
well together and are
very good musicians.
Now, that I'.ye gotten that
off my mind and given
respect where respect is
due I'll give you the rest
of the story.
The only thing that
comes to my mind when
I think of Phish is a band
that could take over
where the Grateful Dead
left off, therefore I base
my opinion on a scale
that looks at them in the
same light as the Grateful Dead-either Phish
doesn't deserve to stand
in their light, or they
failed miserably-or perhaps both.
The Shakedown
Street at a Phish show
entails a lot more of just
getting shookdown by
the law for not walking
right than the dancing
and frivolity that we all
know should be going
down. No one seems to
be welcome to hang out
in the parking lot, and in
fact, after the show the
cops seem to take great
pleasure in turning up
their megaphones and
verbally accosting the
concert-goers until 'they
leave (something that
never happened at a
Dead show).ln fact while
in Chicago a group of my

friends and I were approached by one of
Chicago's finest and
asked to open our trunk,
and when asked why the
cop answered with
something like, all of
your fellow concert goers
have iIlegal substances
with them so I want to
search you too. The ensuing argument, although
ended in him leaving
without a search, convinced me that I needed
to take some law classes.
The three shows I
saw at the end of October, while technically
good, were fiIled with
questional set lists and
only a scant few power
tunes which they repeated night after night.
On Halloween (a tradition Phish take part in is
playing an entire cover
album, last year they
played the BeatIes
''White'' album and they
have been known to play
the Dead and Zeppelin
as well as several other
great bands) they played
''The Who." Perhaps if I
enjoyed ''The Who" the
show would have been
cooler, but the general
opinion that I smelled on
the wind after the show
was one of great disappointment.
It will be a real long
time before I feel the
need to attend another
Phish show, and although I have the utmost
respect for their talent it
would take something of
a religious nature to
bring me around to actually loving their sound,
their style and their
scene.

Carrie Heitman and Matt Rainson in Our Town.
photo by Will Adams
and, most of all, to find embrace both the light
its resonance with these and the dark parts of life
particular artists (our and death. In addition to
student actors and crew, folIowing the original
and guest artist Patricia 1938 version of the play,
Daniels), in this particu- which has been somelar space (the Balch Play- what modified in the
house), with this particu- 1957 version which most
lar audience, and myself theaters produce, this
as a director and all of Our Town will emphasize
our designers at this par- the cosmic proportions of
ticular moment of our ar- the play.
For example, scene
tistic development."
This particular pro- designer Gay Everett has
duction of Our Town will collaborated with Ed

Menta to make the environment as theatrical as
possible. The use of
lighting techniques and
the minimized use of
props and set lend
strength to the idea that
Grover's Comers isn't a
specific New Hampshire
town, but a generalized
location, or any town in
America. Along the
same lines, the actors will
play their roles with a
"strong underlying sense
of who each of them is as
a human being and a performer" according to
Menta.
Even as the production is distinguished
from other productions
of Our Town through its
focus on themes such as
the cycles of life and
death, American community, the American
family, and unusual
lighting and acting techniques, it is also set apart
from others by its musical score, which re-

sembles a film score.
Wri tten by Russell Cooper and performed by
the K-Handbells of
Kalamazoo College, the
music flows underneath
the speeches and action
to intensify the delicacy
and poetry of the play.
The role of the Stage
Manager is played by
guest artist Pat Daniels.
This is her fourth time
working with Menta, and
"her contributions have
been invaluable as both
an actress and a professional person to give advice and suggestions,
while at the same time insisting that she be treated
like every one else. Her
attitude, positive energy,
and life experience have
been great advantages to
the rest of the cast and
crew," Menta stated. The
other major roles include
George Gibbs played by
Brian Soderholm, opposite Emily Maki as Emily
Webb.

Good night, Sandman
Shawn McKinney
Index Staff
The dream is almost over. At least for
readers of Neil Gaiman's
award-winning comic,
The Sandman .. The series,
which has been published monthly since
19.88, is finally drawing
to a close with issue seventy-five, due out next
month.
The Sandman isn't
being cancelled, after all
it's currently one of the
top selling books in the
marketplace. Instead, in
a remarkably responsible
move on the publisher'S
part, the series is coming
to a close because the author is done with the
story. This is the first
time in which an unlimited series by a major
publisher has been
ended due to the writer's
wishes.
The series itself is
an exceptional one and is
universally regarded as a
pinnacle of comic book
and literary excellence.
Rolling Stone has said
that "to read The Sandman is to read something
more than an imaginative new comic: it is to
read a powerful new literature, fresh with the
resonance of timeless
myths." While Gaiman's
Sandman stories have received exceptional reviews by everyone from
the L.A. Weekly to Give
Barker. Stephen King has
perhaps given the best
review of the Sandman
stories, ''These are great

stories, and we're lucky
to have thern."
The storyline itself
is a hard one to nail
down in any easy terms.
The only constant running through the stories
is the idea of dreams.
While not always the
central character, the anthropomorphic incarnation of dreams, appropriately referred to as
Dream (usualIy), is the
closest the series comes
to having a main character, regardless of the fact
that he himself is often
absent in a given issue.
Over the course of
the series, Gaiman has
used dreams as a metaphor for stories and gives
us an elaborate exploration into almost every
aspect of stories. While
such an analysis is exceptional indeed, Gaiman's
strength lies in keeping
the stories fresh and entertaining while giving
them a depth often unknown but never out of
place.
Even though the
series is ending, those interested need not worry.
Trade paperbacks collecting the series are being
continually published
and should be available
at any decent book or
comic book store. So, if
you have a chance and an
open mind, check out the
treasure trove of fantastic stories that is The
Sandman. While it may
not always be a sweet
dream, it is one that
won't be forgotten.

photo by Beth Wittmann

Dr. Evans debuts
Angela Jousma
A&E Editor
The Kalamazoo Community Band will be performing it's first concert conducted by Dr. Tom Evans
in conjunction with Evelyn Angerman, November 20,
at 8 p.rn. in Dalton Theatre. Their concert will consist of many pieces including Symphonic Gershwin,
which includes three songs American in Paris, Rhapsody in Blue, and Cuban Overture. They will also play
two songs by Gustave Holtz and a piece named Grand
Serenade for a Whole Lot of Winds and Percussion (honestly) by P,D.Q. Bach. There will also be many other
selections which you \\ill have to hear for yourself.
This will be a special performance for another
reason as well. This production is Dr. Evans' first
concert with the Kalamazoo Community Band. sadly,
however, it will be one of Angerman's last performances as she will be retiring at the end of this year.
The members have worked hard throughout the
quarter and it promises to be an excellent show.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS
Famous U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet
During Ihe non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the 'Ski Team' diello lose 20 pounds in Iwo weeks. ThaI's
righl - 20 poun.ds in 14 days! The basis of Ihe diel is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for
the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is mainlained (very importanl!) while
reducing . You keep 'fuli' - no slarvalion - because Ihe diet is designed
that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether you work. travel or slay
at home.
This Is. honestly. a fantastically successful diet. If it weren·t. the U.S.
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So,
give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gels. Lose weigh I Ihe
scientific. proven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets. you owe it 10
yourself to try the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet. That is. if you
really do want 10 lose'2O pounds in two weeks . Order today! Tear Ihis oul

as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in Calif.)-add .50 cenls RUSH service 10:
American Institute, 721 E. Main Street, Dept. 254, Santa Maria, CA
9~454·4507. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeksl Because thaI's whallhe Ski Team Diel will do.
<tl1995
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Hornet football finishes 4-5

Rob Cavagnol, K'96

photo by Peter Preuss

GarthG. Miller
Index Stalf
Kalamazoo's football squad finished their
1995 campaign with a 4-5
(.444) record with a 10-7
loss on the last play of
their game versus the
Bulldogs of Adrian College (6-3, 3-2) on Saturday,
November 4.
Adrian's
Nick
MacKool put the game
away by drilling a 37yard field goal with less
than a second left on the
gameclock. Earlier in the
game, MacKool missed a
26-yarderwhichgavethe
Hornets one more drive
with the score knotted at
10-10.
After driving down
to the 22-yard line,

Kalamazoo was faced yardsvs.HopeCollegein
with a tough decision on 1993.
fourth down with the
• Kalamazoo's declock winding down. The fense held the Bulldogs
field goal unit got the call, scoreless for three quarbut the 34-yard attempt ters, and posted the Hordid not clear the offensive nets only score of the
line.
game when Josh Howie,
The game was not K'96, blocked an Adrian
without highlights for the punt and Mike Westphal,
Hornets, however:
K'97, fell on the ball in the
• David Sherwood, end zone.
K'%, had 97 pass receiv• Eric Kelly, K'98,
ing yards, setting a new ended two of Adrain's
Kalamazoo
College offensive drives by picksingle season record with ing off Bulldog quarter743 yards. Sherwood's back Jeff Drops on two
record surpassed the pre- different occasions, devious record (which spitecontinuoustaunting
dated back to 1951) by 63 from Adrian's sideline.
yards. Sherwood also Kelly finished the season
holdstheHornet'srecord as the team leader with
for pass receiving yards in six interceptions.
a single game with 203
The Hornets fin-

ished in a three-way tie
for second place in the
Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association
(MIAA) standings with
Adrian and Alma College. Albion College
claimed the league championship once again with
a perfect 5-0 record in the
MIAA.
Looking to next season, the Hornets are losingninestarters to graduation, but have 15 starters
returning. Top returning
prospects include tight
end Jeft Pierce, K'97,
quarterback
Gregg
McDonaJd,K'97, fullback
Randy Lindstrom, K'97,
defensive end Steve Tack,
K'97 an~ cornerback Eric
Kelly, K 98.

Soccer teams close out seasons in impressive fashion
Men's team
knocks off
Hope and
Calvin
The men's soccer
team ended its season
with a record of 10-8-1
overall and 8-4 in the
Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association for
third place. The Hornets
finished on a high note
with a 2-{) win at Hope,
October 25, and a 3-0
overtime victory over
Calvin, October 28.
Against
Hope,
freshman forward Josh
Nelson, who was the latest MIA A Men's Soccer
player of the Week, tallied
both goals as the Hornets
put an end to the Hying
Dutchman's 15-game unbeaten streak and handed
Hope its first conference
loss. Hope, which fell to
14-2-1 overaJland 9-1-1 in
the league with the loss,
was ranked first in the
Great Lakes Region and
17th nationally prior to the
game. Nelson's first goal
was unassisted and came
just 37 seconds into the
contest, His second goal
was on an assist from
freshman Jason Widman

at the 65:30 mark.
KaJamazooavengeda4-1
loss to Hope, which took
place earli~ this season.
AgamstCalvin, the
tearn:' pla>:ed to a scoreles~ tie until the overtime
penod, when Nelson exploded for two goals and
!u~i~; mi~fielder Rene
~P Adnan ad~ed the
~dforthe3-{)wm. Junlor Blake Lancaster and
sophomore Dave Berlin
e~ch added an assist. Semor goalkeeper Dave
Fielder. played the entire
game m both contests,
rounding out his career in
back-to-back shut outs.
Nelson wound up
the season as the Hornets'
leading scorer with seven
goals and three assists for
17 points. Adrian was
second on the team with
five goals and four assists
for 14 points and junior
James Grace was third
with four goals and four
assists for 12 pOints.
Fielder,Kalamazoo'sonly
senior, ended the season
with a 1.42 goals against
average, three shut outs
and a record of 10-8-1. He
played all 1,770 minutes
for the Hornets.
Coach Hardy Fuchs
recorded his 250th career
victory at Kalamazoo

with the season-ending
win over Calvin. In the
last 25 years at the helm
of the "K" program,
Fuchshaspostedarecord
of 250-100-30 (0.697), includin?a 113-14-5 (0.875)
mark In the MIAA over
the last 11 years.

Women's
•
team ties
twice; ends
CalVI. n's
II

Lt·

perleC IOn

11

Killian and senior
mid fielder
Laura
Whiteley both found the
net for unassisted goals.
SophomoreCarrieSheets
and freshman Megan
McKni?ht split time. in
goal, WIth Sheets commg
off the bench to record
eight saves an~_pitch a
shutout against the Hying Dutchmen over the
final 90 minutes.
In the Calvin contest,
sophomore midfielder
Susie Anderson scored the
lone Kalamazoo goal and
Sheets played the entire
120 minutes in goal, holding the high-powered
Calvin offense to a single

The women's soccer
team finished 9-8-2 overall and 7-3-2 in the MlAA
for a second-place tie with goal.
Albion. The Hornets reAnderson ended
corded back-to-back ties the
season
as
versus Hope College (2-2) Kalamazoo's leading
andCalvinCollege(1-1)to scorer with 12 goals and
end the season. Calvin six assists for 30 points.
had no blemishes on its Killian was a close second
record prior to the in the scoring category,
Kalamazoo contest, as it with 11 goals and seven
entered with a record of assists for 29 points and
17-0-0. Kalamazoo, which Whiteley and freshman
failed to win the league forward Meghan Smith
championship for the first tied for third with 18
time since women's soccer points apiece. Whiteley
became a league sport in had seven goals and four
1989, now as an all-time assists and Smith had six
MIAA record of 64-6-2 goals and six assists.
(0.903).
Sheets appeared in
In the Hope game, 15, games, allowing 12
freshman mid fielder Erin goals in 1,049 minutes for

. Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two or the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the IWrtd ...Vlsa ft and MasterQml8
cn:dlt cards.:ln your name: EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1\1RNEO DOWN BEFOREI
VISAS and MasterCards the cn:dll cards you
deserve and need roJ'- ID-BOOKS--OEPARTMENT
srO~nJr.ION-ENTERTAlNMENT

corded 2.66 shutouts.
Head coach Scott
Forrester has a five-year
record of 71-21-3 (0.774) at
Kalamazoo, in<;luding a
52-6-2 (0.883) mark in the
MlAA.

courtesy of Public
Relations

Men's soccer players
voted AII-MIAA
Adrian was second on the
Christine Perry
team
in scoring with 14
Sports Editor
points.
At the start of the
Fellow Hornets Erik
1995 campaign, it apVJik
and
Dan Berlin have
peared to be a rebuilding
year for the men's soccer been selected to the secteam, following the ond team. Junior fullback
graduation of nine seniors Viik, finished the season
from last years 11-3-2 with three points. Berlin,
squad. TheHomets,how- a sophomore midfielder,
ever, managed to have had five points on the seaseveral standouts in the son.
Other Hornets earncompetitive MlAA confering all-league recognition
ence.
KaJamazoo College were junior midfielder
junior mid fielder Rene James Grace (the top re"Kip" Adrian has been se- turning scorer from the
lected to the 1995 All- 1994 team), junior fullback
Michigan Intercollegiate Blake Lancaster (whom
Athletic Association also eamed recognition in
men's soccer first team. the 1994 season), freshLast fall, Adrian earned man forward Josh Nelson
all-league second team and freshmen fullbacks
honors in addition to be- Nate Rieder and Jason
ing named the squad's Widman, who received
most improved player. honornble mentions.
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In this comer, the bohemoth beast, weighing in at 275 lbs,
BING
And in the opposite comer, the little school girl, weighing in at 105 lbs,

KYLCITE
(shake hands and come out fighting)
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College Students
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Due to overwhelming demand for "K" paraphernalia and poster putty, the college bookstore is proud to
announce the grand opening of two more exciting branches within within our grasp!
These new and exciting stores will be theme oriented. ·The first will be located in the Recital Hall in the Light Fine
Arts Building, while the second branch will cross into bold new territory, becoming the first outlet on Western's
Campus.
The Recital Hall branch will be a clothing and gift boutique. Full size mannequins bearing the likenesses of
several college faculty will be modeling some new clothing designs. These include the famed Dr. Olexia
mannequin wearing the new "K Bio Rocks" Sweatshirt, and the Vaughn Maatman mannequin displaying the
traditional"Co-ed Naked Administrating" night shirt.
The Western branch will feature many more obscure, yet cutting-edge items. We have received new CD's from
"Wild Bill's country count-a-Iong in G minor," to Paula Abdul's and TIm McGraw's new albums. To peak interest
there will be a free Milk Dud with every five dollar purchase, and we will be hosting a Western apparel-burning
party, for which we have set aside free "K" t-shirts to be given away to the first 50 participants.
We are looking forward to the opening of these new stores and hope that you will also. In order to heighten campus excitement for the event we are attaching money saving coupons to this advertisement.
----------~
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Marriott will be catering the event, so come and enjoy as much "food" as you like.
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Art by little Nolan.
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La Plante to facilitate Experiential Education
Jeffrey L. Hotchkiss
index Staff
Even though the
guidelines are still vague
and the structure is not
yet determined, the College plans on transforming Student Services and
components of the current K-Plan such as study
abroad and career development into an overall
experiential plan. This
plan is supposed to consolidate the students' cocurricular education
with their academic education.
The head of the
new program will be the
former Dean of Students,

Marilyn La Plante. Her
new ti tle will now be
Dean of Experiential
Education.
According to La
Plante, the ambitious
new program combines
the academic component
with the co-curricular
component of the students' overall education.
However, the plan is currently in the development stage.
"My role will be to
link the co-curricular
arm with the academic
arm," La Plante said.
"The important thing we
want to recognize is that
the education of the stu-

Commission
approves new
Constitution
Ads & Business Manager
The new Student
Commission Constitution was approved by
Student Commission on
Monday, November 20
by a vote of 18-3, according to Student Commission President Shawn
Gavin. It is not scheduled to take effect until
Fall quarter 1996.
The proposed Constitution will be presented to the Campus
Life Committee (CLC)
this week, but it is.not
expected to review the'
new Constitution until
the beginning of next
quarter. Once theConstitution has been approved by CLC it will be
given to the student body
for vote.
The revision is necessary to make the constitution more applicable to current Student
Commission needs. According to Gavin, only
60% of the old constitution was used and many
of the points are obsolete. The new constitution institutionalizes
What CRC (Constitutional Revision Committee) thinks currently
Works of the old constitution. "What I hope it
will do is provide the
basis for a stronger Student Commission that is
more effective," said
Gavin.
The Constitutional
ReViSion Committee

(CRC), has been met two
. to three times each week
this quarter since second
week to prepare the
document for presentation. While the new Constitution was actually
written in the Summer
and Fall, the Student
Commission endorsed
the project last year.
Members of the
CRC include Sage
Eastman, K'97i Jeff
Hotchkiss, K'97i Kathy
Quinney, K'98i Dan
Lawson, K'99i and Ben
Imdieke, K'99.
I
.
Currently, terms of
office are for two quarters, summer/fall and
winter/spring. The new
Constitution will create
an interim government
for Summer 1995 as the
new government is
implemented. A special,
down-scaled government is being considered
for future summer quarters. There are no definite plans for the summer or interim governments at this point, said
Gavin.
The executive committee for Winter 1996
includes Student Commission President Elect
Kate Spangler, K'96, and
Eastman. Other members will be voted on at
the beginning of Winter
quarter.
Overall, Gavin said
he felt "the committee
worked very hard" and
he is pleased with the efforts put in by all.

dent happens outside of
class as well."
The original idea
for the new Experiential
Education Plan originated last year within the
curriculum discussions
of the C3 commi ttee
when the new calendar
plan was being developed. Since then, according to La Plante, the C9
committee refined the
original ideas and are
currently working towards finalizing a specific structure of operation.
"The Experiential
Education Subcommittee
identified the dimensions of what we are trying to implement now,"
La Plante said. "During
the course of their discussion, they found that the
College needed a more
effective way to combine
all aspects of the
Kalamazoo College educational experience."
Because nothing is
finalized yet, the guidelines and the specific
structure of the new program need to be articulated, according to La
Plante. She said that dis-

cussion has tentatively
produced ideas in which
a student's Career Development will be combined with a leadership
development program,
an intercultural communication program, and a
community service program to produce the new
Experiential Education.
The functional
structure involved in operating the new plan will
be the Career Development Center, Student
Services, a center operating leadership-developmenttypeprograrns,and
a center operating a quarter of social activism
which probably will be
operated Assistant Religion Professor Pete
Gathje, according to La
Plante.
Within these areas,
La Plante added that the
keycomponentsofExperiential Education will
include: a collaborative
learning program, a writing center, a supplemental instruction program,
and a new hands-on facu1ty advising-interaction
program designed to
work with the students.

This will comprise a
learning or tutorial center. .
With this process
two interesting changes
would occur. First, Student Services would be
dissolved into the overall framework of the new
structure with its workers and operations dispersed accordingly.
"My job and the
others in the Student Services would get out of
the mode of serving and
in the mode of education," La Plante said.
"Vaughn Maatman has
already taken over a lot
of my responsibilities. In
any case, I think there
will still need to be some
kind of new position created because there still
will be work left.
"We are not in any
position, however, to
give up the full responsibilities of Student Services," she said. "It's not
as if Student Services is
not wanted at all. It will
just evolve."
According to La
Plante, the other interesting change, still in the
idea stage, is to place an

office of multicultural affairs within this tutorial
center. "Multicultural
affairs will come under
this area," she said.
One of the requirements students will have
to meet, still in discussion, will be to a portfolio documenting their
overall educational experience at the College, La
Plante said. In addition,
she added that the faculty advising program
would be much more intensive than what is currently taking place.
"We are looking at
this as the full evolution
of the K-Plan," she said.
"In the past, students
would leave on CD,
come back, leave on foreign study, come back,
and leave again for their
SIP. Students were coming and going so much
they did not get a chance
to share their experiences. The new plan will
help develop that.
"We are approaching this as the new evolution of the K-Plan," she
said. ''We think ofit as the
full maturity of what was
started thirty years ago."

New Board of Trustee elected
Angela Hearn
Index Staff
On October 20,
Thomas Knowlton was
elected to the Kalamazoo
College Board of Trustees. Knowlton, who
serves as both the executive vice-president of the
Kellogg Company and
the president of Kellogg
North America, will begin his term in January.
Knowlton holds a
BA in English and a MBA
in Marketing from the
University of Windsor.
Prior to joining the
Kellogg Company in
1980, he was employed
with Colgate-Palmolive,
General Foods, and the
Leo Burnett Advertising
Agency.
Since
JOInIng
Kellogg 16 years ago,
Knowlton has acquired
much experience in internationalaffairs. Knowlton
served as president of the
Kellogg Company in
Canada from 1983 until
1989. He relocated to
Great Britain where he
acted as the Managing Director of the Kellogg CompanyofGreat Britain, and
later became chairman of

Kellogg Company of
Great Britain Ltd. In 1991,
Kellogg assumed the p0sition of president for
Kellogg in Europe.
to
According

how it would synergize
with the mandate and
educational curriculum
at Kalamazoo College, I
was asked if I would be
interested in joining the

"He is very committed to the liberal
arts education and also has a strong
international background."
-President Lawrence Bryan
Knowlton, "my travels
and responsibilities took
me from Ireland to Saudi
Arabia."
Knowlton
remained in Europe for
slightly less than 3 years
before moving to the
United States where he
began his current positions with Kellogg.
Knowlton
was
elected to the KaIarnazoo
College Board of 1iustees
by "self-perpetuation," a
system in which a group
of trustees seeks out qualified candidates to serve as
board members and then
presents them to the entire
Board for approval.
"Given my position
and background, and

Board of Trustees," said
Knowlton.
President
of
Kalamazoo College,
Lawrence Bryan, said he
believes that Knowlton
was sought out by the
group of trustees because
"he is very committed to
the liberal arts education
and also has a strong international background."
According
to
Knowlton, one of the reasons he chose to accept
the nomination to the
board was because he
wanted "to become involved in some outside
affiliations with institutions in the local communities of the Battle
Creek/Kalamazoo area."

As a member of the
Kalamazoo College
Board of Trustees,
Knowlton will be responsible, along with the
other 35 board members,
for virtually every aspect
of "K" College.
"The Board of Trustees is a group of volunteers who delegate a lot of
the issues dealing with the
university," said President
Bryan. "They have the final authority in policymaking for the college.
After taking office
in January, Knowlton is
required to serve one
term of 3 years, but may
serve as many as 6 terms.
In previous years
Knowlton has served on
the boards of many food
industry associations,
but never before has he
been on an academic
institution's board.
'1 view myassociation with the Board of
Trustees of Kalamazoo
College as an opportunity to not only provide
some insight and leadership at that level, but also
as a personal growth opportunity for myself,"
commented Knowlton.

Please send any questions or comments to ;Ildex@kzoo.edll, subject: questions and comments.
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* Spain
Since yesterday Barcelona embraced the reunion
for the future integration of the "Mare Nostrum"
neighborhood.
All of the countries around the Mediterranean
Sea are meeting together in Barcelona. It is an
European Union effort to create communication
between the members. The first purpose is to
open a substantial dialogue between the wealthy
European north shore countries and the needy
African countries.
The fight against terrorism and nuclear proliferation are also on the agenda.

*Chechenya
The fighting continues between Russia and the
separatists in Chechenya even though a peace
agreement has been signed by both sides.
The Government cannot find the solution for the
internal war.
As a result of the war, tens of thousands homes
are in ruins. Only a third of the city has the
basic services such as water and electricity.
More than 15,000 people live as refugees.

* Paris
Thousands of railroad services workers in Franre
prolonged a national strike this week.
The strike startOO a week ago bocause of govemm:ntal
budget cuts. The French are waiting for agteeillents.

"" Ecuador
With 50% of the voter.;, the NO won last Sunday in

the referendum that the Government called.
The questions refenoo to substantial constitutional
changes
The winning of the NO is against the Government,
not against the substance of the pl"OQ!SS. The people
started to think that there were some "tricky"
questions. This Government, the IroSI: popular of the
last years at the beginning, have lost all its popularity
because of the corruption episodes in the last year.

* Cuba
The Cuban govemm:nt has startOO a threat campaign
against the dissidents wOO talked with the merrbers of
the European Union delegation in La Habana a1IroSt a
month ago. The European Union went to Cuba to
explore the possibilities of a cooperation treaty.

* Bolivia
After 28 years, remains of the legend ArgentineCuban Ernesto "Che" Guevara were discovered.
The remains of "El Che," murdered in 1967 in
Bolivia, were hidden underground in Vallegrande,
475 kilometers to the southeast of La Paz.
Before the retired general Manuel Vargas Salinas
talked, it was the military secret best hidden in the
history of the country.

* Tegucigalpa
Thirteen children died due to an unknown virus
in Honduras.
This epidemic attacks only children and kills
them in a few hours.
The Health Ministry and the Medical Association in Honduras said they have no clue about
the nature of the virus.
The environmental deterioration and the lack of
hygienic resources available to the people has
caused a strange illnesses in Latin America.
SOURCES:

New York Times, USA
WWW,INTERNET
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WJMD rocks 11K" campus
Beckie Craft
Editor-in-chief
WJMD (90.1 FM),
the student radio station,
Inade another in a long
string of upgrades Monday, according to Josh
Azriel, K'96, general manager of the station.
By adding an expander/compressor, said
Carsten Nielsen, operations manager, the station
can now sound "more
commercial, without all
the fuzz in the background." The expander/
compressor makes the
music more listenable by
taking all the quiet sounds
and low bass beats and
changing them to better fit
the normal speakers, so
people can hear both the
high and the low beats in
the music.
This is just one of the
several advancements the
station has Inade since last
spring quarter. According
to Azriel, Nielsen, and the

other managers at WJMD,
since spring the station
has changed its frequency
from 650 AM to 90.1 FM,
resurrected an old CD
player, and purchased a
new microphone.
Larger improvementscame with the help
of Physical Plant and
WJMD employees Doug
Hilton and Bill Jones, who
helped install wiring
through the underground
tunnels to all of the donns.
Paul ~m, Facilities
Management Director,
approved the entire wiring project, according to
the managers at the station. Manstrom's office
also ordered the equipment for the AM/FM conversion.
The most noticable
improvement is due to the
efforts of Rich Utamachitt,
K'96, music director at
WJMD. According to
Azriel, along with adding
five new shelves and al-

phabetically categorizing,
the station now has "over
2<XX> CDs in stock, in addition to 2000 vinyL"
Utamachitt requested and
received free promotional
CDs because of the stations' change from AM to
FM. Azriel said, "We get
in 30 CDs a week thanks
to Rich." All CDs can be
borrowed for two days
under the watchful eye of
security chief Ani!
Mathew, '1<'96.
WJMD, which according to the managers, is
named after alumni John
Dunbar, K'48, who startro
the station. In 1992-93 the
station could be heard with
a horrible buzzing noise in
Trow, DeWaters, Hoben,
Harmon and Hicks
through AM transmitters,
according to Nielson. In
'94 the transmitters broke
and broadcasting was 1imited to Hicks. The current
changes began last spring,
continued in the summer

-

and were completOO this
fall.
Although it is up in
all the dorms, it cannot be
heard in the Kalamazoo
community due to Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) regulations. If
WJMD did broadcast to
the wider community
they would be subject to
FCC regulation. This way,
according to Nieslen, the
Drs can play and say
what ever they want.
According
to
Nielsen, "WJMD is the
only student Organization
that is involvoo with students daily. We want them
to appreciate what we do.
We just want people to 1isten. The station used to be
a joke."
A meeting will be
held first week of winter
quarter for everyone interested in becoming aDJ.
Until then, tune in to 90.1
FM, WJMD, and crank it
up.

Student phone bill trauma resolved
Jennifer Getting
Index Staff

VSIS
ANAL,1
First year students
have finally received their

0ct0beI" phone bills, nearly
amonthafterthebillswere

senttoallsophomores,juniors, and seniors. Many
first years were oblivious
to the long distance
charges they were accumulating; others thought
their parents had receivoo
and paid the bill. Fortunately, a few brave students decided to find out
why the bills hadn't come.
Ourquestwentsomething
likethis. W!firstca1loo the
service number on the
helpful little brochure we
were given at the beginning of the quarter. The
operatorwasneitherhelpful nor friendly.
OPERAlOR: Your bill was
sent.
STUDENT: But it was
neverreceived.lcan'tpay
a bill I don't have. When is

payment due?
OPERATOR: Let me
check... Thesday.
.NOTE _ It was Sunday
night
S1UDENf: That's in two

tance service isn't deactivated.
OPERATOR: I can send
you a reprint, but yourservice will be disconnected.
That's controlled by com-

days. What will haJ?P= if

.puler.
.
STUDENT: (Exasperated

I don't pay?

.
OPERATOR: You have a
grace period of 10 days
during which you can pay
the bill and the late fee.
After that, your long dislance service will be deactivated.
SIUDENf: But I neverreceived the bill. I refuse to
payalatechargewhenthe
fault isn't mine.
OPERAlOR: The bill was
sent. It becomes the responsibility of the US
Postal Service after the bill
is in the mail.
SIUDENf: The US Postal
Service isn't going to pay
my phone bill, are they? I
need you to send me a reprint of thebill, which I will
pay. I will not pay a late
charge. I also need you to
be sure that my long dis-

sigh)Wlelcanlexpectthe
reprint?
OPERATOR: Within 7
days. (Pause) Are you
CEKfAIN you need a reprint? Perhaps you and
your roommates bills are
lost in the college mail cen-

ter.
SIUDENf:Thereare1<XX>
students at this college. W!
don't have a mail center,
we have a mail hut, and
I'm CEKfAIN that there
isn't a stack of phone bills
lost ina corner somewhere.
It's a hut - space is pretty
limitoo. I need a reprint.
After this pleasant
experience, we decided to
contact Student Services,
who were both friendly
and helpful.
Barb
Vogelsang, called numer-

Chamberlain Foundation
Fellowships announced
Chamberlain Foundation Fell owship Awards for Fall'95 and Winter '96 were
awarded to eight seniors to he-Ip fund their international Senior Individualized
Projects (SIPS).

Fall 1995 winners
Michael Bak
Elizabeth Bowden
Matthew Hetchler
Amy Kleine
Sarah Lyberg
Stewart Markel
Jennifer Mrozowski
Blake Peters

Winter 1996 winners
Miho AishiIna
Kristy Conrad
Rebecca Jewell
Richard Retzer
John Riordan

ouspeopleatAT&T. No~
of those people were ID.
·N~:Itwas1(}~amon
a FrIday.
Finally,
Vogelsang contacted
someone who discovered
that indeed, our bills had
- I\otbeensent Infact,tmt
year students all over the
state were having exactly
the same problem we
were. 'The story ends on a
happy note (we received
our phone bills), and an
unhappy note (we paid
our phone bills). The
moral of the story, of
course, is that 1.) Just because you didn't get a bill
doesn't mean you didn't
get charged and 2.) The
operators at AT&T are not
as wonderful as they appearoncommercia1s.

Who's who
•
th l' .
In e IVlng
and learning
cen ters
Rebecca Lair
Index Staff
Next quarter, the
living and learning centers will go through the
rotation once again.
Blair house (French
House)- Asian Student
Association
German house- NonViolent Student Organization
Japanese houseWomen's Resource
Center
Spanish house-Umoja
house (Black Student
Organization)
Trowbridge wing (old
Umoja house)- EnvOrg

Whatever
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Neth er Worlds

We listen. We explain.
Welre private.
Welre affordable.
WE CARE.

by Yemi

stJlff. In foet, he's not even suggesting that Il1f!IbodY else in the entire western hemisphere ~ls the

(CJ

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD
01 South Central Michigan

4201 W. Michigan ·312-1200
1 block (asl of Drake Rd.
ASK ABOUT
EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION
(ALSO KNOWN AS
" THE MORNING AFTER PILL")

ALSO 5TAfRING;

PfTf GATHJ

4S

TMf

381· PAPA
(1m)

1710W. Main
We Accept Visa & MasterCard

II :tl;J ,hlr.]: I~' a;"'I'J,;J !Il #I ~'J 13~' (III
TOPPINGS:

Extra Large

Small

Ham
Pepperoni
Sausage
Ground Beef

7.77

9.91
11.14
12.37
13.60
14.83
16.06

6.89

9.06

12.59

Drinks ...................
57
e

Garden SpeciairM

5.33
5.94
6.55
7.16

Bacon
Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Pineapple

7.88

11.70

Onions
Black Olives
Green Peppers
Jalapeno
Peppers
Banana

Peppers

12 oz. can of Coca-Co/a

Mushrooms, Onion, Green Peppers & Black Olives

The WorksTM

Mushrooms

7.42
8.36
9.31
10.26
11.21
12.16

4.72

OIIumnist's DisclIlimer. The views represntJed .in this rolumn IW sc1ely the views of the

columnist. The rolumnist is fIOt IUtempting in tmy way to ~ the t1iews of the enli1e Index

• Free pregnancy testing
• Free all-options
pregnancy counseling
• Low cost birth control, with
pills as low as $8 per month
• Confidential STI screening

Cheese Pizza
One Topping
Two Toppings
Three Toppings
Four Toppings
Five Toppings
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dassic.

Sprite- or diet Cob-.

14.15

Extras ................... 28

Pepperoni, Ham. Sausage, Mushrooms, Onion,
Green Peppers & Black Olives

Extra Pepperoncini, Specia1 Garlic
Sauce, Nacho Cheese Sauce

Breadsticks ................. 2.29 Cheesesticks............... 3.21

FREE

Delicious oven·baked sticks with plenty A Chicago-cut taste treat smothered
of Papa John's Special Garlic Sauce &
in cheese & Special Garlic Sauce
Nacho Cheese Sauce

DEUVERY!

way hedoes. This is his opinion. He tIlkes loW respcmsibilily formry negative feelings, this rolumn
7TJIlY CIlUSe, Il1II1 ~mes opposing viewpoints. Tn foet, feel free ro corner the cc/umnist and yeU at
him. His name is Miltl RlUnson. He ltoes in Crissey 111. But please leave his roomaIeS a1cmt.
Last week. an unusual opportuinity presented itself to me. As a columnist, I am
constantly on the lookout for controversial campus issues to address. On this campus,
there are lots of these. In fact, the only thing on this campus that currently isn't controversial is gravity, and it was only last week that it was finally settled during a Student Commission meeting that it would always pull downwanis. Several student groups are pJan..
rung on protesting this decision,
Such controversial issues seem to fall, generally, into two categories, which are:
1) Things which will get bricks thrown throught my window if I write about them
in my column.
And, ciJtemately,
2) Things which will not get bricks thrown through my window if I write about
them in my column.
I tend to avoid the forTQer category, and the latter comes ciJong all too rarely. But, as
I mentioned at the beginning of my couhnn here, last week. such a campus issue arose.
This issue seemed to get many'people on campus involved in a stimulating exchange of
ideas. I personally witnessed several such exchanges in SAGA, two of which ended in
people being rushed to the emergency room in order to have tateMots surgically removed
from their nostrils.
So, 1 felt it was my duty as a journalist with nothing better to write about and a low
sense of personal risk in the matter, to address thiS ISSue in my column. And, for those of
you who have not figured it out yet; this issue is. .•
Our Fan's BeNvior at the Reamt VoUeybaD Toumament
"
Yes. That's right. You can tell how serious this issue is because I am writing about
it in bold type. This is In order to simulate vel)' Te8onant" deep-toned speech. Sort of
how you would imagine Lincoln talking, or that guywhonarrates the mouthwash commercials thafmake "plaque" sound like it'night after "'bubonic plague" on.the Big List
of Health Problems.
Okay, enough of that.
So, some people got a little rowdy at the volleyball game.
So what?
Certaintly, if the event at issue was a peJ:furmanoo of The MuriR~ of Figaro at the
New Yorle Met, a row of people whistling and throwing popcorn would be amsidered
Inapp1Op~:However, we mustrememberiliatthis was a5p(1rlingevent. During a sporting
eVent;
thQ.se of you out in Readerland whO may !'lOt be familiar With the COnceptI there
are two teaii:ls. One team, usually krlown as the "Home Team" is the team which is com~"
prlsed of players from your school. This is the team you root for. The other team, often
the
XlSitol'S," the ."Opposing Team" or "Slimy Commie Scum" is comprised of
called
t·
::;.-..... ':":."
players whO do not attend your school.This Is not the team you root for.
'
Sa far, so good? We all clear on this?
• OkaY-'now, contin~ in that saJ:lleline.oheasorung. the opposing team. duringat
least the span of the game (and in some instances, such as Hope College, etmlally) be' .
comesthememy. This is an aspectofanysportscompetition. It's ldnda' like TheAmericiln
Rewlution in miniatt.iI'e, extept everybody is weuirtg supportive undergarments, ancino
explosiveS ~.aJlowed.
. ..
We therefore must ask. is it rude to cheeJ; even cheer loudly; hell, even yeU at the'
opposing team during play? Or, should we, as.mature college students, make the VJSiting
Team feel welcome and athome here at I<ciIatnilzooCol1ege? ("Come on in. Bow areyou?
We're so gIil.d you'reherl: tryirIgto beat us in this game:. Like some (;Offee? Sere, have My
point ui start off. Ali comfy?")
. Well, perhaps I am ciJone in this, but I .always thought that one of the main reasons
for attending an athletic event was to make your team feel supported, and make the ~
team feeJ, well., senerally unloved. That's just the \vayit goes. Every member of every
team in every country knows what it is to feel cheered-(ln and supported.
However, they all also know what it is to be booed by the opposition's fans. That's
why there are both home and away games for every team. That's why there is a "home
court advantage.H Both playing at home and playing away are experiences all athletes go
through. There is nothing wrong with it. It's simply the way it works.
I'm just happy to hear about people supporting our school. I think we need all the
morale boostingwe can get right now, when itseems like everything is falling down around
our ears. I am glad lots of people went to that volleyball game. If anything, in my opinion.
we nood more problems with big crowds of noisy fans around here, not less.
I am truly sony that some members of the editorial board of this paper was so
embarassed by the fans display of school spirit at the volleyball game, I am embarassed
because this can only lead me to be1ieve that whoever wrote the editorial doesn't feel our
school merits such strong emotion. I think this is a shame.
If you ask me, you can chrer as loud as you want.
Well, that's all I wanted to say about that.
Happy Holidays everybody. See you next year.

for

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two or the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the \Wrld .. .vlsa~ and MasterCard8
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1200 Academy Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
(616) 337-7216

The Index is the official student
newspaper of Kalamazoo College.
It is published periodically during

fall, winter, spring, and summer quarters.
Editor-in-Chief .................................. Beckie Craft
News Editor ................................ Andrea Gilman
Whatever Editor ...................... Lizzie Kostielney
Opinions Editor .................................. Ryan Flory
A & E Editor ................................. Angela Jousma
Sports Editor ............................... Christine Perry
Backpage Editor ............................ Dave Ingham
Backpage Editor ................................ Kyle Secrist
Photo Editor ....................................... Wlli Adams
Ads & Business ............................... Amy 1Tenkle
Advisor ...................................... Deborah Luyster
Staff: Adeyinka Wyse, Amy Schaus, John
Snyder, Shawn McKinney, Patrick J.
Burlingham, Jennifer Getting, Diva
Altamirano, Rebecca Lair, Garth Miller, Brian
Miller, Matt Rainson, Yemi, Jeffery L.
Hotchkiss, Angie Hearm

Due to lack of response from writers there is no Windex
this quarter. Have a happy holiday. It's 3:30 a.m.; do
you know where we are?

LETTER POLICY
The Index encourages reader response in the
form of letters to the editor. Letters should be concise and deal with relevant issues. The Index reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and libel.
Letters should be signed, but unsigned letters dealing with sensitive topics will be accepted
and printed through consultation with the Editorial Board.
Letters should be submitted on a Macintosh diskette in the Index mailbox. across from the Garnes
Room in the basement of Hicks or in the Dewing
mailroom, or through e-mail (index@kzoo.edu, subject: letter to the editor) by the Sunday before the
issue in which they are to appear.
No letters will be accepted which are in response to articles appearing in the same issue. Responses will be accepted to appear in later issues.

Is it prejudice or
lack of courtesy?
Adeyinka Wyse
Index Staff
I am an African-'nAmerica as opposed to
an African-American.
You know, those exchange students from
the Continent who are
given the chance to
come to a "multicultural" campus for a year
to see how Americans
live. If I thought for a
second that life in the
rest of America was like
living on "K"College
campus, I would be on
the next plane back to
my little country in
West Africa.
One of the first
things I noticed was the
hierarchy that existed
whites, Asian- and African Americans, then Africans-'n-America like
myself (of course my observation was just based

on the college campus
and the surrounding area
of Kalamazoo).! was
warned of discrimination before leaving home
to come to America surprisingly by my white
friends.
Back home the
color difference is there
of course, since we are
dealing with two colors
that are at the opposite
ends of the color spectrum but it is not emphasized. It is not the be-all
and end-all of relationships. You go below the
skin to find the real person, not to discriminate
against another because
of the color of skin. I
can't say that I've been
discriminated against,
but there is both implicit
and explicit discrimination. Let me cite an example.

•

•
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Index must contribute to the healin
Letter to the Editor:
As
Volleyball
Coach here at the College, I feel compelled to
respond to your editorial
in the November 15 issue
concerning crowd behavior at our Great Lakes
Regional match with
John Carroll. I, for one,
was thankful for the
crowd support, audacious as some of the behaviors may have been.
It has been a dream and
a goal of our team to play
in front of a big home
crowd during this sea- ,
son, and I must say that
we felt much more support than embarrassment
from the students who
attended. Have you ever
attended a Calvin or
Hope men's basketball
contest in Anderson? The
behaviors you witnessed
Friday might are not exclusive to volleyball.
Volleyball is an extremely emotional sport,
and we as a team expected the crowd to share
that emotion. We talked
about the crowd during
practices, and anticipated
antics. Perhaps the Index

could become more involved next year in helping to educate those students who are lacking in
Volleyball Match Etiquette. IT one has never attended a match of this
caliber, one can certainly
get caught up in the
group mentality, without
concern of the two teams
competing. I like to think
that volleyball is a civil
sport, non-contact and all,
but I do not blame the students for sharing tremendous support and emotion.
Match officials, including the tournament
directors, ushers, and
team hostesses were at
liberty to stop any perceived unsportsmanlike
conduct. At no time did
those personnel think the
situation too violent or
embarrassing to control.
Also, editors, if you
were all there in attendance, why was there not
an article in this issue
about the game? What
was the score? Did the
coach or players have any
comments after the game?
Any stats? How about a

An alternative to the
Philadelphia program

picture? As a matter of
fact, there has not been
much coverage of this
team during the entire season. We have outstanding
personnel, from our AURegion senior captains
through the ranks to two
starting freshmen. We
have an assistant coach
from Beijing, and a league
championship IV team to
boot. We went undefeated
in the MIAA for only the
second time ever in the
history of the school, and
have the MIAA's most
valuable player walking
around our fair Arcadian
hill. Frankly, we could get
the feeling that your
sports department assiduously avoided volleyball.
We have two players in
the running for AllAmerican honors, but I
don't see word one on

ways coming over. He
never says hello. There
I am sitting alone in the
lounge, comes in, looks
at me and then goes on
into his girlfriend's
room. If it was any of
the other inmates of the
suite he would say
"hello," and even clown
around. Okay, we don't
know each other. I tried
saying "hello" once or
twice and he never re-

/eanneH

The Board responds
to novel approach
Letter to the Editor:
On behalf of the
Boa.rd of Trustees I
would like to thank you
students for your novel
approach to communications with us at out October 20th Board Meeting
(the individual notes
compiled for us). Wewelcome all such efforts at
civil discourse, as ways
to supplement the more
traditional methods of
communication provided for by the existing
framework and structure. Some of your questions will be answered as
we continue to implement the changes stemming from calendar and
curricular changes al-

Letter to the Editor:
eas as leadership, interAmy Trenkle's ex- cultural diversity, and
cellent article on the community service.
Philadelphia Program
Anticipating these
called attention to the exciting developments,
College's developing in spring quarter of this
plans to encourage more year, I will lead an
active involvement iI) the indepenet group study
City of Kalamazoo. In (which can be taken as a
addition to the Service course) in which stuand Public Leadership dents will engage in inprogram being planned tensive grassroots neighby Pete Gathje, all the borhood organizing.
first-year seminars, it is Combined with readings
anticipated, will engage in neighborhood revital- in Dewing 309.
students in this city ization, the seminar will
Let me add one furwhich we call our home provide invaluable in- ther note. Kalamazoo
but which is so much sights into our contem- College's already immore interesting than we porary cities while at the pressive commitment to
usually recognize. Per- same time enabling stu- experientital education
sonally, I envision rich se- dents to make crucial hoefully will expand unquences of opportunities contributions to some of der the new understandwhereby students can Kalamazoo's neediest ings of the "K Experigain invaluable experi- neighborhoods and most ence" now emerging
ence, contirbuting to hard-pressed house- from sutdent-faculty disgrowing understanding holds. Interested stu- cussions. This new comand skill in such key ar- dents should contact me mitment, which promI live in a suite
with five other girls (all
white). They are a really
nice bunch who helped
me settle down. In fact,
though they may not
know it, they really
helped to put things
into perspective for me
in order to overcome
my culture shock.
Thanks guys. But I digress. One of them has
a boyfriend that is al-

your sports page. We hal
received better covera
from the Kalamazoo
and the Detroit Free
than from our own
newspaper.
Please understa
that we work very ha
to represent our school '
a positive manner.
feel that our success t
year was supported
students, faculty and a
ministration. In this ti
of change and divisiv
ness on campus, it wo
be nice to see the sch
paper be a part of t
healing that must 0CCU1
Printing editorials su
as the one I write abo
only causes deeper di
sions. We are proud
our efforts and we we
glad to see the studen
show support.

plied so I stopped. The
classical case is when
we are all together in
the lounge and he says
"hello" to everyone but
me. To give credit to my
suite mates, I don't
think any of them noticed that. I'm not saying I want or need his
greeting. I'm just pointing out that it is just
common courtesy to
greet a person in their

ready initiated. Other
questions were directed
at learning who the trust
ees are and how the
serve in the overall /2.0v
ernance at Kalamaz
College. To answer tho
questions we are rnaki
available to the Stude
Commission and at t
administrative offices
descri ption of tm
Board's role and a list
the current trustees.
We hope this b
gins to answer the qu
tions you have raised b
we also welcome addi
tional dialogue. Than
you.

Tom Lamb
Chair of the Board
Trust~

ises to enrich all phasel
of student expereinceclasses, activities wi thit
the major, and extra-cur·
ricular activities as well
as the traditional off·
campus quarters-will
make this campus, I believe, a much more
ing place to be.

Kim Cu;mmring!
Dqxlrtment

own home, because
suite is my home at
for this quarter.
wouldn't go into a
person's home withoul
acknowledging their
presence with a gree l'
ing, even if I was visiting someone else, even
if I never greet the person when we meet elsewhere. At that momenl
in time I'm on hiS
MULTI con't on p5
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A different perspective on the pro-life position
Letter to the Editor:
This is a letter to the
editor in response to the
article by Jeffrey
Hotchkiss in the November 1 Index entitled" A
New Perspective on the
Pro-Choice Position." It
is also, however, simply
a common-sense presentation of the pro-life p0sition which I believe
many self-righteous prochoice and pro-life people
could stand to hear.
I am not a political
science major and I'll be
the first to admit that I
don't really know as
much as I should about
the American political
system. But, correct me
if I'm wrong, but the basic gist of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights
and all that stuff is that
as members of a democratic society, we pretty
much have the right to
live our lives any way we
choose-just so long as we
don't interfere with other
people's right to do the
same. And of all the
rights bestowed upon us
as American citizens, the
right to life itself is the
most sacred and fundamental. Thus, my right
to life must always supersede your right to free
speech, your right to bear
arms-or your right to privacy. This is why murder is illegal. Even if I
were the Grand Dragon
of the KKK and was

MULTI
con't from p.4
ground and courtesy
dictates that I greet
them. I always have this
imaginary dialogue between us:
Me: Excuse me.
Him: Yes?
Me: Could you
please tell me why you
never say hello when
you meet me in the suite?
Is it because I'm black or
worse, African?
There I'm sorry to
say is where the dialogue ends because I
don't know what his answer will be. I never
have this conversation
because I think his girlfriend would be hurt (I
would be too if anyone
criticized my boyfriend)
and I was taught never
to hurt someone if I
could help it. That's
why we grin and bear
lots of things. Not because we are stupid or
illiterate and don't
know better, but because we are taught
never to hurt someone if
we can avoid it. I was
taught to always try and
see the other person's

making
hate-filled
speeches in your neighborhood, you would still
have no right to kill me,
no matter how justifiable
you might think it was.
Without that basic right
to life, the other rights
become meaningless.
I have just given
you my personal definition of the right to life,
which has nothing whatsoever to do with religion
or antifeminism. I consider myself a feminist,
and I am religiously agnostic, and I am nevertheless as strongly prolife as they come. I
strongly resent 1) people
who say that pro-lifers all
come from the Christian
right, and 2) people who
say that in order to be a
feminist you have to support every woman's
right to abortion, because
it's just not true. The
truth is that I wholeheartedly support the right to
life as I defined it above,
and that definition includes equal opportunity
for women and freedom
of religiOUS choice.
So how does abortionfitintoallofthis? Take
the pro-choice argument:
every woman should have
the right to choose for herself. Hell, yeah! No one
supports a woman's right
to make her own decisions
about her life more than
me, but let's go back to that
right-to-life thing again;

your rights end where another person's begin, and
that's all there is to it Once
the fetus is recognized as a
human being, it has a right
to life which CANNOfbe
taken away unless the
mother's life is in danger;
a right to life which is constitutionally protected.
After all, the government
doesn't say, ''Murder is a
moral issue that can only
be decided by each person
for him or herself and cannot be regulated." No! If
you believe the fetus is human, I fail to see how you
can possibly support another person's right to kill
it
So then, the question becomes whether or
not the fetus is a human
being. Yes! I'm not at all
opposed to contraception; that merely prevents a situation where
out of millions of sperm,
one might happen to fertilize an egg. What I am
opposed to is the concept
that a fetus is only a "p0tential" human being.
Once conception takes
place, the fetus is a
unique, individual person with a genetic
makeup unlike that of
any person who has ever
or will ever live. Then
there's the viability argument; if a fetus can't survive on its own, it has no
right to live, they say.
The way I see it, a 3month-old baby can't

view and to be tolerant
of any culture different
from mine.
That is why the
next time I see someone
I've been introduced to
before or met somewhere
and I try to say "hello"
but the person just walks
on by, I will no longer
feel hurt because now I
know that it is in the
American culture not to
say hello-you do it when
you feel like not because
you have to.
In fact, I find myself
doing the same thing
nowadays which is a
pity. Even the 'brothas'
and 'sistas' with their
talk of connecting with
'Mama Africa' and being
united are the same.
They ignore you and
then expect you to join
them in showing a
',nited front when they
need to show one. You
want to connect with
Mama Africa? How
about embracing some
good old African values
first. In Africa, when you
see a person you know
you say:
Hello, X, how are
you?

Fine, thank you. culture is not to greet a
And you?
person in his or her own
Fine.
home, and in mine that is
And that's just one an insult, let's comproof the shortest greetings mise-STAY OFF MY
where you don't get to TURF. Maybe I should
asking about the family, just hand out one of those
work, and other things. equal opportunities
Maybe that's why we are forms that go:
so ''backward'' because RACE:
we spend so much time African-American\Black
just saying "hello". Of American Indian
course, we don't go White
around greeting each Hispanic\Spanish
and every person on the Asian \ Pacific Islander
street don't get me Other
wrong. I'm saying, in a
Then according to
small community like your race I would know
this we should be more how to treat you and
friendly to each other. I what to expect. The
should know. I grew up irony is, I'm advocating
on a small college cam- equal rights (or should
pus just like this.
I say multiculturalism)
Butaslsaidearlier, and at the same time
I'm just an African-'n- categorizing you into
America. Why should different races. I supanyone care what I think pose tha t' s America for
or feel? We are in the mi- you. Well, I would be a
nority of the minorities Black according to the
so why should our voice classification. I am a
be heard? All we wantis Black African. Yes- I
to be treated as human don't see whites opbeings equal human be- posed to be called
ings. Show us some of white, so why should I
the multiculturalism that oppose to being called
"K"-College advertises so black. After all, I am
much. Be tolerant of each Black and damn proud
others' culture. If your to be, too.

survi ve on its own either,
but nobody argues for a
woman's right to kill it.
Then a lot of prochoice people will bringup
the issue of whether a child
is wanted or not; it seems
like a stupid question
when there are couples
who wait years to adopt a
child. Furthennore, people
who argue that an unwanted child is better off
never being born at all are
playing God-personally, I
don't think I want to live
a society where some
people have the power to
decide whether my life is
worth living or not. Besides, instead of spending
so much time and energy
going on and on about
how these babies are born
into poverty and misery
and their lives will never be
worth living, why don't
we get off our lazy, middle
and upper-class,ideologyspouting butts and try to
do something about creating a world where babies
are not born into poverty
and misery, and not just
because we kill them before they have a chance to
bebom? And while we're
at it, why don't we make a
serious move towards
educating children about
sex and its consequences
so that maybe they'll think
before they "do it" and
protect themselves if they
do?
I am not advocating that legislators right

this minute make abortion illegal, because I
know that won't solve
anything. Abortion itself
is not the illness; it's simply one of the symptoms
of a society plagued by a
lack of respect for life
which stems mainly, in
my opinion, from the increasing gap between the
very rich and the very
poor. What I am advo-

cating is putting an end
to the useless moral and
political debate about
abortion and trying to
build a society where
abortion will no longer
be necessary.
Renee Landers, K'97
Renee Landers is a Junior
on foreign study for 10
months at Waseda
University in Tokyo,
Japan.
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A unique drama of dance
Amy Schaus
Index staff
''Within and Without," the fall dance concert performed by
Kalamazoo's only modern dance company,
Wellspring/Cori Terry
and Dancers, offered its
audience the opportunity to explore themselves through the poetic
motion presented before
them on the "stage" on
November 17-19, 24-26.
Held in a ballroom of the
Rose Street Market, the
audience was separated
from the dancers only by
the fact that they are
seated, and raised only
slightly from the floor
upon which the dancers
perform.
The concert opened
with a fluid piece titled
"because ... the sky.. .is
blue." In this piece, the
three dancers (Michael
Miller, Vonette SarcheZupko,
and
John
Scheidler) moved with
liquid grace and smooth
strength, exhibiting great
skill and confidence in a
variety of difficult and
non-traditional lifts.
Time and time again,
they lifted each other up,
and supported each
other in a flowing gymnastic feat. Muted colors

left the spectator with a
clean feeling, and an appreciation of the strength
and grace of the dancers.
This dance was performed for the love of
dancing.
"The Logic of the
Moist Eye" was a piece in
two parts. It opened with
a duet performed by
Michael Miller and
Vonette Sarche-Zupko
which communicated the
love between a man and
a woman. The meaning
behind the piece is introduced and reinforced in
the quartet of the second
part of the dance. The
dancers are alternately
comforted by each other
and alone. Darker jewel
tones in costuming and
more dramatic motion
emphasize that even in
"the most selfless forms
of love and communion
each individual remains
an island."
"Plutonium," a
premier, was also in two
parts. It was a more somber piece, in which the
dancers were both depressed and uplifting at
the same time. It illustrated the confusion of
living in a world made of
people and relationships.
The meaning behind the
dance is best explained in

the subtitles: 1 What do I
say?, and, 2 How do I act
this time?
"Figureheads" was
a comic piece, where the
dancers were stationary
inside of a magician's
box. The only parts of
their bodies which were
visible to the audience
were their heads and occasionally their arms. In
this piece, the dancers
used subtle motion and
facial expression to communicate arguments and
to provoke laughter from
the audience.
The final piece,
"Naming the Moon" was
a premier, set to "Three
Haiku" (Thomas Edward Morgan.) The soaring of the singers voices
and the movements of
the dancers showed the
changing faces of the
moon, not only in its
cycles but through the
year.
''Within and Without" as a whole was a refreshing call to remember that dance is more
than point shoes and
pink tulle and the Nutcracker Suite. The Wellspring company has once
again turned motion into
poetry and poetry into
motion in a thought-provoking performance.

Djembes, congas, timbales
jam at the State Theater
JohnSnraJr
Index 5
I'll begin by saying
that Rusted Root is easily one of the most hypnotically energizing
bands that I've had the
pleasure of seeing. The
opening act, Joan
Osborne, was a little repetitive and left me a bit'
disappointed, but that
only added to my anticipation for the real show.
The show opened with
"Rain," and progressed
with a very satisifing set
list. They played almost
every song from their
new album "When I
Woke," and several of
their old numbers.
For those of you
who don't listen to
Rusted Root there is one
statement that says a lot
about this band-man,
you just gotta git up and
git down! It just doesn't
work any other way. This
show was by no means
an exception. Throughout the show I saw not
one person who wasn't
on their feet moving
through the waves of

music that assailed us.
The light show,
while it lacked the flamboyancy ofPhish and the
mysticisim of the Dead,
was really very fitting for
the band and it's show.
The stage presence that
the band seems to have
is one of removed friendship with the audience.
Their comments are few
and far between, funny
and energizing. The various instruments that the
band uses including several guitars, millions of
drums
and
other
percussional tools, flutes
and a bass create an awe
inspiring sound. And the
way that Rusted Root
plays their music bouncing harmoniously off one
another, the crowd, and
their own smiles proves
to me their genuine joy in
doing what they do that
is simply having a hell of
a good time while they
give their audience an
unforgettable show.
Rusted Root is another band that I feel has
the potential for taking
over for the Grateful

Dead so I've got to judge
them just as harshly as I
did Phish. The preach
Shakedown Street was
lacking in that it was non
existent. This could be a
direct reaction to the sleet
that was raining down
upon us before the show,
or because of the small
size of the venue where
they played. These excuses however, don't
make up for its absence.
One plus was that the
cops didn't show their
snouted faces at all. Finally, the music itself was
some of the best I've
heard in at least a couple
of weeks, and very
agile(to use a friend of
mines assessment), it
was still lacking the orgasmic skill of the Gods,
but never fear-they'll
get there.
To close I'd like to
say that Rusted Root is a
very promising band,
and is inspiring, beautiful, and one of the
funnest bands to jam
with, dance to, or simply
lose yourself within its
folds of magical notes.

Members of K-Handbells of Kalamazoo College are Kyle Secrist, Jessica Weybright,
Autumn Steward, Beckie Craft, Meg LAuderbach, Jamie Lyman, Lisa Denton, Phil
Ward, and Erin Buckler.
Photo by Russell Cooper

Ringing out the holiday spirit
Patrick J. Burlingham
Index Staff
An International
Christmas Fest is the final
performance of the
Handbell Choir this quarter this Sunday at 4 p.m.,
featuring the ensemble
ringing such songs as
'Wexford Carol," "Up on
the House Top," "I Wonder as I Wander," and
"Masters in the Hall,"
among others.
The concert will
also highlight a quintet
playing "Patapan" on 33
bells; a quartet performing "Carol of the Bells;"
and a Trio ringing
"Dance of the Sugar
Plum Fairies." Also,
Handbell Choir Director,
Russell Cooper K'89, will
do a solo performance of
"Parade of the Tin 501diers."

Shawn McKinney
Index Staff
This past Thanksgiving weekend, Disney
released the first ever full
length computer animated movie, Toy Story.
In it's opening weekend,
the film made about 38
million dollars, putting it
at number one at the box
office. The story is appropriately enough,
about two toys, the old
and the new, who compete for the love of their
owner.
While the basic
concept isn't a strong
one, it does provide an
excellent format to show
the technology behind
the film. The movie was
created by Pixar Studios,
whose computer animated short, Tin Toy, won
an Oscar a few years ago.
Toy Story looks
great, sure the few
people in it don't look
like real people, but

Earlier this fall, the
choir performed at the
Battle Creek International Festival of Lights.
In addition, the group recorded an original underscore for the performance of Thorton
Wilder's Our Town.
This holiday performance comes as a wrapup to what has proven to
be an extremely busy
quarter for the choir.
Choir member Jessica
Weybright, K'98, said
"Most of the quarter we
focused on the Our Town
pieces, so we worked really hard to put this concert together." She also
added, '1 think the group
has pulled together really
well.
The choir will also
be perfoming this Friday
at the Kalamazoo

they're not real people
so it doesn't matter. The
main characters look incredible, each displaying
a full range of believable
emotions. The 3-D
world the characters inhabit is beautiful as well.
The chase scene which
serves as the movies finale is a monument in
animation technique, be
it computerized or hand
drawn.
The story itself is an
entertaining one. It centers on Woody, an old
cowboy, and Buzz
Light year, a brandspankin' new spaceman.
Woody becomes jealous
of Buzz when he becomes the favorite toy of
the little boy who loves
them both and seeks to
do away with Buzz in a
most untoylike way. The
two become lost toys and
share a host of misad ventures together in their
quest to return to the

College's traditional Advent Service of Lessons &
Carols at 8 p.m. and during the Friday morning
Chapel service at 11 a.m.
Off campus, the group
can be seen Sunday
morning at St. Lukes
Episcopal Church during
their moming service.
One of the choir
members said "We are
getting more respect in
the community and here
on campus." She continued, '1t's hard work and
it's nice to know that
people appreciate our
dedication."
Other members not
previously mentioned include: Jamie Lyman, Lisa
Denton, Autumn Steward, Kyle Secrist, Beckie
Craft Phil Ward, Meg
Lauderbach, and Erin
Buckler.

little boy.
While the computer effects will bring
audiences in to see the
picture, and ideally the
story and characters will
make them stay, it is the
tribute that the movie
pays to pop culture that
will keep audiences entertained. Lovable old
favorites like Mr. Potato
Head are irresistible ·
characters to anyone
who was raised on
American pop culture.
The running joke
had at the expense of one
of those crane games we
all know so well is truly
priceless (you know, the
one where you put in a
quarter and manipulate
the little claw to get a
prize). It is this homage
to what composes our
modern culture that
makes Toy Story a true
gem. In the end you will
be happy that you went
to see this movie.
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Hornet volleyball ends season with loss at regionals
strong. Third game
standouts include junior
Allie
Waldenstrom
whose service efforts put
the Hornets back into the
lead while freshman
Peggy Kingsley and senior co-captain Cara
Marker were also key
players with a block on
John Carroll's Nicole
Peterson.
Despite
Kalamazoo's best efforts,
in the packed Anderson
Athletic Center, the Hor-

Christine Perry
Sports Editor
John Carroll (2611) caught Kalamazoo
College (32-4) off guard
in the NCAA Division
III Regional Tournament. The number fourranked Hornets were
upset in a five game
match-up, lS-7, 8-lS, 13IS, lS-7, lS-7.
The Hornets got off
to a rough start in the
first game. By the second
game, 'K' came back

nets were unable to combat John Carroll's tough
defense in the last two
games.
Despite illness, senior co-captain Anita
Grinbergs, one of the
Hornets leading hitters,
played the entire match.
The squad has
depth, which is a distinct
advantage for the team
next season. The experience gained from this
campaign will definitely
payoff.

Fans respond to thumbs-down
Christine Perry
Sports Editor
Last week's editorial "One word: embarrassment" concerning
the behavior of the fans
a t the 1995 Women's Volleyball Regional Championships provoked
many responses.
As the editorial
sta ted, "It truly was a
great night in which everyone was there to support the players with the
enthusiasm the team had
unquestionably earned
and deserved." However, the article focused
on one cheering section
that "had other plans."
In the past, this particular cheering section has

become affectionately
known as ''The Stingers."
Several women's
volleyball team members
said they were not upset
about the crowd. Senior
volleyball captain Anita
Grinbergs said she was
surprised by the editorial. "We wanted to
thank the fans if anything," she said. ''They
have been helpful
throughout our season.
If we would have played
in another gym, it would
have been just as bad."
According to students of Dr. Robert
Grossman's sports psychology class, the professor told the students that
he was pleased with the

overwhelming support
from the campus to support the volleyball team.
Furthermore, he encouraged his students to
write letters to the Index
to refute the article.
Senior football
player Bobby Ireland
regularly participates in
supporting fellow athletes. He said he was angered by the portrayal of
"the mob mentality" in
the article. Ireland said
that the editorial accuses
the crowd of more than
fifty following two other
people which had moved
to the other end of the
stands. This act furthermore displayed how ''K''
was showing lack of "in-

Peggy Kingsley, K'99, pounds a spike TXlSt a possible block at a recent volleyball game.
Photo by Peter Preuss
dividualism." What the appointed that the editoeditorial failed to ex- rial focused on a few bad
plain, according to Ire- things that ocurredcured
land, is that the line rather than the positive
judges asked them to experience which greatly
the
move as they were in the ou tweighed
service boundaries, thus rowdiness of the crowd.
obstructing play. Ireland In my opinion, to use the
said, "We know what it word embarrassment is
is like to be an athlete, so ridiculous."
Later in the week,
we know what athletes
want to hear. The whole posters with pre-adpoint of having home dressed envelopes apcourt advantage is hav- peared around campus
ing the home crowd. encouraging students to
Nobody was out to de- write apology letters to
John Carroll University for
grade anybody."
Senior
John the behavior of our fans.
Putnam said, "I was dis- Senior volleyball captain

Cara Marker said she was
furious at the display.
According to members of the volleyball
team, head volleyball
coach Jean Hess said she
encouraged her team to
defend their fans and
provide the same support to the fans that they
provided during the
competition.
Athletic Director
Bob Kent also provided a
written response to the
editorial. He referred to
the editorial as a point
well taken and requested
suggestions.

Wet Hornets stroke past Calvin in first outing of the year
Cleveland State University, Oakland University,
Denison University, and
Allegheny College.
The EMU Invitational is designed to provide a venue for national
qualifying
performances, as well as an opportunity to measure individual talent against
National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA) Division I and
II elite athletes. The field
of teams includes the
defending National
Championship squads
from both Division I and
II.
In the meet versus
Calvin, Kalamazoo was
impressive from the first
event, with the 200-yard
medley relay team of
Matt Sheeran, K'98,
Chuck Kemeny, K'97,

GarthMiller &: Brian Miller
Index Staff
Kalamazoo
College's men's swimming team easily defeated Calvin College
last Tuesday, 131-81.
This non-Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) contest was the first outing
for this year's squad.
The Hornets' performances at Calvin
were a good measure of
their
early-season
progress. The fall portion of the training
schedule will culminate
this weekend at Eastern
Michigan University
(EMU), where the swimmers and divers will
take on the University of
Michigan,
Eastern
Michigan University, the
University of Toledo,
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Brett Robbins, K'98, and
Aaron Portenga, K'96,
finishing more than two
seconds ahead of the
competition. These four
comprise the Hornets'
strongest relay at the nationallevel.
Rookie Gigi Wilner
finished significantly
ahead of Calvin's 1,000yard freestyler, completing the race with a personal best time of
11:28.30. Wilner will be
heavily counted on to
carry the weight of
Kalamazoo's distance
events throughout the
season.
In one of the closest races of the meet,
Robbins was edged out
by a margin of .18 of a
second in the 200-yard
freestyle. Robbins' loss
was quickly avenged by

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! (?,onuses! Start
immediattily! Genuine
opportunity! RushSAS.E.:
GHC. SUITE 216
1861 N.FEDERAL HWT
HOLLYNOOD.FL 33020

Dennis Kelly, K'96, in the l00-yard backstroke.
Lubbers' time of 0:54.88
the SO-yard freestyle.
The Hornets took was well ahead of Kelly,
first and second place in the second-place finthe next event, the 200- isher.
The
SOO-yard
yard individual medley
(1M). Jon Sander, K'98, freestyle provided anand Tony "Juice" other victory for
Michaels, K'97, helped Calvin, with Hannum
make
the
1M and Wilner finishing
Kalamazoo's strongest second and third, respectively. Both are exevent.
In the 100-yard pected to provide
butterfly,
Robbins strength in the rniddleevents
proved that he can win distance
throughout
the
season.
the close races, edging
In the breaststroke,
out Calvin senior Mike
Shoemaker by just .026 a perennially strong
of a second. Watch for event for the Hornets,
Robbins and Shoemaker Brian Miller, K'96, capto vie for the MIAA But- tured first place, backed
terfly Championship in by a strong third place
showing by Boris
February.
Portenga
and Tsipursky, K'99. Miller
Mark Hannum, K'98, is the defending MlAA
destroyed the field in the Champion, as well as the
l00-yard freestyle, fin- MIAA and Kalamazoo
ishing first and second, College record-holder in
respectively, and over 4 the 100- and 200-yard
seconds ahead of breaststrokes.
The
200-yard
Calvin's top sprinter.
Portenga's winning time freestyle relay team of
of 0:49.51 makes him a Kelly, Sander, Steve
top contender in the Tisch, K'98, and Jussi
MIAA sprinting events. Thomas, K'98, won the
Senior Mike Lub- final relay with a time of
bers of Calvin, always a 1:32.S7. The Hornets
classy competitor, high- will most likely try sevlighted the Knights' eral different line-ups in
evening with a victory in this event over the

course of the season.
In the one-meter
diving, Garth Miller,
K'97, took first place
with a national qualifying and lifetime best performance of 463 points
for 11 dives. Miller, a
three-time national
qualifier, needs to meet
the qualifying standard
once more before the
end of February to guarantee himself a spot at
the NCAA championships.
Miller is the first
national qualifier for
Kalamazoo this season,
but expectations are also
very high for the Hornets' other divers, Eric
Cabbie, K'96, and Byron
Brown, K'98. Brown's
score of 411 versus
Calvin was by far his
lifetime best performance.
Kalamazoo looks
to be strong on the national level, and this
week's performances
will be another indication of the what Hornets'
1996 national team could
look like. That squad is
expected to be the biggest national contingent
to ever to represent
Kalamazoo College.

The __Page
Bing + Klyote = Excitement
Bing - Klyote = Nothing
Bing / Klyote = Confusion

In a fmal attempt to raise funds for our downwardly spiraling budget, the college has issued for a limited time a
set of 'K' College trading cards. These cards depict the school and faculty as we know and love them.

President

Theater
Did you know.•.•
Ed Menta, the director of
this quarter's play Our
Town, sat in the large
moon over the stage for
every performance.

Stats:

# of teachers flred .....
too many

Math

# of programs cut... ..
too many
# of pipes owned .....
too many

Ed 'Spielburg' Menta

William Calhoun

Lawrence. Bryan

-------Provost
Did you know....
the Provost, like the
Vice-President has no
official duties, and
mostly just waits
around until the
President goes on
vacation.

Now Hear This....
Professor Calhoun is
one of the seven
people in the United
States who can break
glass using only the
strength and tone of
their voice.

Richard Cook

Buildings

Stats:

# of people who attend
chapeL ..
2
# of people who attend
chapel who are not
members of the religion
department.....
The Chapel

0

The period between Thanksgiving and Christmas is generally considered to be the busiest shopping season of the year. To help
you zip through your gift giving list we take delight in presenting some of this years best gift prospects.
For the Family:
$539.99
The Pyramid PTI 4000 Payroll Purveyor
A must for every modem family - eliminate those unnecessary and
timely hassles over allowance and streamline pay for household help.

there is no better way to rid your house of fattening candy, while a
predetermined genetical sequence assures you that it will meet a quick
demise once the holiday season is past. (No long term care necessary!)
Available at all Meijers, Perry Drugs, and Hallmark Stores.
For the Neighbors:

Drill Sergeant Super Nanny
$9.99/hr
With spending on the decline, America's flghting force has become
more resourceful when it comes to funding. Now you can have one of
America's flnest in your home. Guaranteed to 'weed out all non-hackers,' leaving your family in the best shape it's ever known.
For the Kids:

The FruitSpy
$89.99
You know they're not going to try to actually eat the thing, but common
courtesy prevents most people from just plain throwing it out. Yes, the
Fruitcake, has taken on a new 'Bondesque' style this year, and you're
the one who will benefit. Complete with receiver, the FruitSpy is able to
pick up the quietest conversation and give it a 30 mile range. Over 200
personally encoded transmission bands insure that their privacy lies
only in your hands. Comes in traditional green, red, and nut varieties.

$8.99
The Original Slim JimmyTM (Unlocks Cars Fast)
What's a little B&E without the B? Complete with stainless steel
extension it's completely prepared for hours of parking lot fun.

For the Pets:

Cavia Parcel/us Lux Santaous
$34.99
Pets usually are a terrible gift idea, however thanks to modem genetit::s
and the 0'1 yuletide spirit that's about to change. Very similar in most
respects to the traditional guinea pig the Santa Pet~provides endless
hours of love. Further, feeding only on candy canes and assorted sweets

Catnip Plus
$3.99
You love your cat, right? Sadly, what more does it do besides pine away
the hours between the attention you dole out. Change this weary state of
existence with Catnip Plus! A special blend of natural herbs that drive
animals wild! Notice: Not meant/or human consumption.

Final Announcements
Students! Please make sure that you use all your coupons, especially if it is your birthday.
Allenlion. Kalamazoo College Students: Ryan Flory will not earn a 4 point this quarter. That is all.

Women! It is over... it is very flattering, but please stop calling!
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The Editors of theBackPage would like
, to thank this quarter's editors and readers.
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